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2ABSC
This study examines the irrpact of augirentative ccirniunication training
on the ccnnunicative abilities of two groups of nonverbal cerebral palsied
children - a group of 20 children learning Blissymbolics and a group of 20
children learning Makaton Signing, by following up their progress at six-
nonthly intervals over a total period of one-and-a-half years. The
children's language and cairnunication skills were assessed using formal
tests of language expression and cariprehension, treasures of symbol and sign
acquisition, recordings of the use of symbols/signs and speech in semi-
structured conversational settings, and parent and teacher questionnaires.
Measures of cognitive and perceptual skills, use of gesture, imitation,
attending ability and behavioural adjustment, were also obtained.
The results revealed a depressing picture of poor augmentative system
use, with limited vocabulary acquisition, few symbol/sign utterances being
produced, and little generalization of system use outside of formal
teaching sessions. Although there were rreasurable gains in these areas
over time, the children continued to show critical gaps in their carnuni-
cation skills. Possible reasons for these findings are discussed in terms
of subject and system characteristics, and the teaching practices adopted
by schools. Reccunendations are made for irore intensive training and
greater carrnitirent by teachers and parents to sign/symbol use, and for the
introduction of special teaching procedures to pratote generalization.
Neither system facilitated greater carinunicative use than the other.
However, there was wide variability airong the children within each group,
and regression procedures were used to identify predictors of subsequent
progress. The implications of these results for system selection are
addressed.
The children also showed severe deficits in their cognitive and
perceptual abilities, representational skills, attending ability and
spoken language. st of these measures shcd significant increases
over time; but in the absence of control procedures ., it is not possible
to attribute these gains to the training prograrrnes. It can be concluded
only that such gains do occur in the context of augnentative carmunicat ion
prograinres, and that sign and symbol use does not inhibit the developrent
of speech.
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PART I: THE (BARPL'I'ERISTICS OF CEREBRPL PALSIED CHIlDREN
Chapter 1. Definition ind Prevalence
The term 'cerebral palsy' .is ajpli& to a heterogeneous group of
disorders which are characterized by various forms of mDtor dysfunction
(Mitchell, 1961) and which differ widely in aetiology, pathology and
associated clinical findings. Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) have defined
cerebral palsy as "an unequivocally pathological nDtor disorder in which
there is evidence of a non-progressive lesion above the brain steLa"
(p. 109), while Mitchell (1961) and Ingram (1964) add the requiranent
that the defect or lesion be of the linnature brain. t"btor disorders
which are transient, or are the result of progressive disease of the
brain, or attrib..itable to abnormalities of the spinal cord, are thus
excluded fran consideration. It must however be ephasized that the ntor
disabilities are only a part of a much wider s yndrane of brain damage or
defect which may also inclt1e such factors as epilepsy, mental retardation,
and hearing and visual impairments (Mitchell,1961). Indeed, cerebral
palsy usually involves a conglcxreration of car1ex multiple handicaps, and
a wide range of physical, sensory and intellectual disabilities may be
present.
While it is not withi.n the scope of this rk to anbark on a detailed
discussion of the nature and aetiology of cerbra1 palsy, aspects of
epidniology will be briefly reviewed. Particular consideration will then
be given to the nature of the language and catinunication handicaps of the
cerebral palsied child, which are of direct relevance to the present
investigation.
The classification of cerebral palsy is caplicated by the wide
variety of manifestations of the disorder, the lack of clear differentiation
between then, and the fact that in individual children the manifestations
tend to change as they grz older (Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). As
a result, a varied terminology and classification of cerebral palsy is
found in the literature. (e of the nost canprehensive schnes for
classification was pit forward by Peristein (1952), who classified cerebral
palsy according to anatcinic site of the brain lesion, clinical syrnptcins,
topographical involvement of extrriities, degree of muscle tone, severity
of involvanent, and aetiology. The principal basis for classification,
and the nore popular one ,has been according to clinical signs, as follis:
spasticity, characterized by a rigidity of the muscles and exaggerated
reflexes; ataxia, characterized by incoordination of novatient and impaired
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balance; and dyskinesia, characterized by involuntary n,v'rents of the
limbs. The latter category, as presented by Perlstein, included the
conditions of athetosis, dystctüa, trror and rigidity, but sane writers
have cxisidered each of these as a separate group for classification
purposes. A category for mixed types of cerebral palsy is often also used,
to refer to various crithinations of the above types of disordered novnt.
Athetosis crnbined with spasticity, for exarrple, or rigidity and ataxia,
are freguently encountered (crixLc]csharilc,. 1976).
A number of writers further refine the classification to note the
extraiities involved in the spastic conditions. Wyllie (1951) proposed
the following classification according to the nuiioer of limbs involved:
congenital syrrnetrical diplegia (bilateral symetrical paralysis, rrore
severe in the lower limbs than the upper); crngenital paraplegia (a mild
form of the above in which the legs only are involved); quadriplegia
(paresis of all four limbs, host marked in the upper limbs or of equal
severity in all four limbs); triplegia (where three limbs are involved);
h'nip1egia (a unilateral paresis with both liiibs on one side involved); and
ironopiegia (where one limb is affected). Finally, Perlstein (1952), Ingram
(1964), Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) and others include a severity of
handicap rating, gaed by the extent to which the child's disability
interferes with daily life.
Estimates of the incidence and prevalence of cerebral palsy have
varied considerably. Estimates of the incidence at birth have ranged fran
0.6 cNilsonne, 1951) to 1.5 (Lunrian, Tenenholtz and Galyas, 1978) to 5.9
per 1000 (New York State Joint Legislature, 1949 in Stephen and Hawks,
1974). Reports of the prevalence in children of school age have varied
between rates of 3.4 and 4.8 per 1000, as reported in the New Jersey survey
of 1938 (in Stepha'i and Hawks, 1974) to rates of 1 to 2 per 1000, as
reported by Asher and Schonell (1950) in Birmingham, Woods (1957) in Bristol
and Haiderson (1961) in his survey in the Eastern region of Scotland. The
detailed British studies of Ingram (1955), Mitchell (1961) and Rutter,
Graham and Yule (1970) found rates per 1000 of 2.3, 2.0 and 2.6 (2.9 if
postnatal cerebral palsy is included) respectively. Rutter et al. argued
that the lower figures arrived at in scir of the other studies were nost
likely due to cases having been missed through less thorough case finding
techniques. They anclu&d that the true rate of cerebral palsy in the
1960s, at least in the U.K., probably lay between 2 and 3 per thousand.
In general, variation in rates reported in different studies can be
attributed to differences of definition and rrethocblogy, to inadequacies in
case finding methods, and to chance variation. All studies have, however, found
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a slight prep nderance of male to fale cerebral palsied individuals,
with Asher and Schonefl's series (1950) and Rutter, Graham & Yule's (1970)
cxritaining 57% mal, Dtrisdon 's (1952) 51% males, and Ingram's (1955)
60.5% males.
As regar the incidence of the different types of cerebral palsy,
again different rates are quoted for different studies. There is, hcever
general agrer1ent in the literature that sane 80% of all cerebral palsied
individuals have spastic paralysis, that the hendplegias canprise about
one-third and the diplegias and quadriplegias one-half of all cases of
cerebral palsy, and that dyskinesia and ataxia are relatively unaimn
(Ingram, 1955; Mitdiell, 1961; Peristein and Hood, 1957; Rutter, Graham
and Yule, 1970). This picture may well be changing in recent years, hai-
ever, with significant decreases in the nunter of cases of diplegia and
dyskinesia being reported in the l970s and l980s (Hagberg, Hagberg and
O1cz, ) 975). Hagberg et al. relate these decreases to decreases in the
incidence of cases with very law birth weight and with perinatal causes.
Direct axnparison between studies on severity of handicap measures is even
irore difficult, because the crxsition of cases differs fran study to study,
as do the criteria used to assess this measure. Nevertheless, Rutter,
Graham and Yule, (1970), Ingram (1955) and Schonell (1956) all found that
31% to 37% of their sairles oould be characterized as severely to very
severely handicapped, i.e. needing substantial help with daily activities.
Two recent studies have examined changes in the incidence of cerebral
palsy over tiire. Hagberg, !-lagberg and Olow (1975) found that the incidence
per 1000.live births in one region in Sweden fell fran 2.2 in 1954/8 to 1.3
in 1967/70, the main decrease (as already noted) being in the categories
of diplegia and dyskinesia. Stanley (1979) found that the incidence rate
in Western Australia was high throughout the 1960s, peaking at 3.9 per
1000 in 1967, and then falling steadily to 1.2 per 1000 in 1975. Stanley
attributes these findings to the ixnprovarent in birthweight distribution
of all births, improved maternal health and improved obstetric care, and
points out that the results do not bear out. the concern that falls in
neonatal rrortality rates would result in a rise in handicap in surviving
infants. More recently, however, Paneth and Kiely (1984, in Stanley and
Alberman, 1984) have cautioned that there is at present little firm
evidence to support claims of a general decline in rates of cerebral palsy.
Turning finally, and in brief, to the question of aetiology, Woods
(1969) notes that as any developintal abnormality, infection or injury
to the brain occurring before, during or after birth, may affect the areas
ooricerned with nrvnent, the field of cerebral palsy is wide and its causes
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are various. She suggests that possibly in 5% of cases the cxndition is
genetic. Maternal disorders or illnesses in pregnancy such as rubella or
toxamta may also lead to cerebral palsy. In as high as 75% of all cases
there is a history of an alnormal birth, asphyxia or a neonatal illness
such as meningitis or encephalitis. There is a high incidence of pre-
maturity and low birthw'eight in cerebral palsy, while rarer causes include
brain damage ie to carbon rrcrioxide poisoning, a severe reaction to
initunisation and road accidents (Ingram, 1964; Woods, 1969). As has been
found by Mitchell (1961) and others, the various causes differ in their
importance in acoounting for cerebral palsy subtypes. A nunter of writers
have argued for an upper age limit of three years to the occurrence of
cerebral palsy (Hansen, 1960), or at least required that diagnosis be
limited to occurrence in the first few years of life. Mitchell (1961),
however, states that as the grc.ith and developient of the brain is not
cxxnplete until late ablescence, it is undesirable to impose a limit at
an earlier age and cerebral palsy can occur at any stage before full
maturity of the central nervous syst is reached. If this argulTent is
accepted, it must be reoogriized that the effect of a lesion of the brain
during the stage of rapid developnnt would create different prob1s frart
those Lesulting fran a lesion acquired at a later stage. Moreover, the
disability of the child who has never acquired a skill differs fran that
of the child who has had the skill and lost it.
Chapter 2. Associated Handicps in Cerebral Palsy
There is a tendency for individuals with cerebral palsy to have nore,
and a wider variety of caicuitant defeats than can be found in the general
popilation (Stephen and Hawks, 1974). In addition to the physical handicaps,
there is often sai general or specific intellectual iinpairrrent; there may
be perceptual and sensory handicaps, epilepsy, enotional disturbance, and
speech and language handicaps (these latter are to be discussed in the
following chapter). Each individual will have a different ctithination of
handicaps, varying in type and severity, scire of which may be cxricxinitant
results of the brain damage, others resulting fran the person's response
to his anditicri, the responses of others, and/or the physical handicaps
thanselves and the limitations they iiose (Coczies, 1984).
Most surveys agree that generalized intellectual iJTçairrtent is very
crrra in cerebral palsied children, and that many of those with higher
intellectual levels slm learning prohles of varying degrees of severity
(Mittler, 1970). Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) found that about one-
third of cerebral palsied school children on the Isle of Wight had IQs
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below 50 or 55, about crte-fifth had mild intellectual retardation (10
50/55 - 69), and about one fifth had an 10 of 100 or nore. The results
of ite1ligence tests fran such surveys must be axisidered highly tentative -
the difficulties of intelligence testing with the cerebral palsied are well
known and, rrorover, the basis of evaluation of intelligence varies fran
study to study, and even within studies, fran subject to subject. Neverthe-
less, the findings fru other studies of cerebral palsy are broadly similar
(e.g. Cockburn, 1961; Duns&n, 1952; Ingram, 1964).
The IQ distribution is very different for different types of cerebral
palsy. While a number of surveys have found no difference between the rrean
lOs of athetoids and spastics (Duns&n, 1952; Schcnell, 1956), Ingram (1975)
notes that rrcre athetcids are of average or superior intelligence than are
those in other categories of cerebral palsy. All writers &, however, agree
on the tendency for severity of physical handicap to be associated with
severity of nntal handicap. Thus dii ldren with hemiplegia are found to have
only a slight excess with law intelligence; diplegic children are irore often
intellectually retarded, and all or nearly all children with bilateral
hemiplegia (who are the Trost extensively handicapped amg spasti c cerebral
palsied individuals) tend to have the lcMest IQs (e.g. Cockburn, 1961;
Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970).
The few relevant studies conducted to date further indicate that
cerebral palsied children tend to be educationally retarded and to have a
high rate of reading problems, even when they are of normal intelligence.
In Floyer's (1955) cerebral palsied sample, 62% stowed an average reading
retardation of nearly two years. In arithtic, 88% showed an average
retardation of three years relative to irntal age. Of Cockburn's (1961) 153
cases who were over 7 years of age, 73% were able to make sate score in
reading; but of these alnost two-thirds scored below the level expected for
their ability. J½gain, better attairurent tended to be associated with higher
intelligence and milder handicaps. Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) found
that 41% of their Isle of Wight sample of cerebral palsied children were at
least two years retarded in reading comprehension, even allowing for their
general intelligence. Ingram (1964) also found specific learning difficulties
in a group of 6 - to 11-year-old cerebral palsi ed children of average
intelligence. The children showed particular difficulty in recogeizing the
shape, orientation and relationship of letters and small words; letter and
word reversals were noted, as was a tendency to reverse the order of words
in a sentence when reading and to ctnit small words. One interesting
observation, which ruires further study, is that the act of reading it-
self, which is normally carried out by a series of saccadic eye novenents
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with fixaticn pauses, may present special difficulties to the cerebral
palsied. Mitchell (1961) points out that they read in a jerky scanning
fashion and that the fixation pauses, during which perception takes place,
are increased in length.
Many factors are likely to be involved in the poor educational
attainnent of cerebral palsied children. Rutter et al. were able to rule
out intellectual level, school absence rates and the presence of a physical
handicap per se as the explanations, in view of their finding of signifi-
cantly h±gher rates of reading retardation in this group when canpared with
a rar&rn control group. even after taking IQ into actxunt, and when
compared with a group of physically handicapped children with similar rates
of school absence whose physical di.sorders did not involve the brain. They
conclude that the poorer reading achieverent in the cerebral palsied group
is probably due in part to the direct effects of brain dysfunction. Other
factors likely to be involved include language and perceptual disorders,
and the inability to posture advantageously for focusing when reading.
There also sens to be general agret that attention difficulties may be
arrong the very real learning handicaps suffered by children with cerebral
palsy (Lt)lt and Reynefl, 1967). bout one-third of Woods' (1957) hniplegic
sample were said to be distractible and hyperactive. Ingram (1955), how-
ever, classed only 7.7% of his sample as ha'ring severe overactivity and
impaired concentration. Differences in criteria and samples used are likely
to explain such disparities.
The incice of significant visual handicaps in cerebral palsy has
been estijiated at a quarter to a half of all cases. Breakey (1955) found
only 44% of his patients to have normal eyes and vision. In Henderson's
(1961) series of 166 cases examined opthalitologically, 8.4% were blind and
5.1% partially sighted. It was further found that severe visual,. irntal
and physical handicaps are closely associ ated. A very high proportion of
the blind and partially sighted were low-grade rrital defective suffering
frcin severe spastic tetraplegia. Strabisirius was found in 45% and nystagnus
in 13% of cases. Other abnormalities, including optic atrophy, hcronyuous
hanianopia and abnormalities of the choroid and retina, were also found.
Only 41.6% of cases could be considered normal fran an opthalnological
point of view. Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) found sanewhat lower rates
of visual impairrrent, with 29% of their cerebral palsied group having sar
type of visual defect. Strabisnuis was present in about one-third of cases,
and 4 of their 35 cases were blind or nearly blind.
It has been widely recognized that cerebral. palsied children tend also
to suffer fran a variety of defects of visual perception apart fran the
peripheral sensory ones. This is because, firstly, the agent responsible
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for the cerebral palsy can also damage the visual functions and, secxndly,
because early perceptual develozrent is disturbed by the notor arid other
defects shn by the child, which limit opportunities for learning by
exploration of the world and by rrcving around and touching and
investigating objects. Holt and Reynell (1967) describe just two ways in
which visual developrent may be disturbed. Sate children, for examole, are
unable to stabilise their head position; their eyes thus never have a stable
position fran which to search their environrtent and learn clues for
orientation. Another exrle relates to the difficulty of coordinating
the direction of gaze and of hand noveirent. Disorders of visual perception
in cerebral palsy include inability accurately to locate the position of
objects in space and accurately to Irove in space, and body image
disturbances. T'ne occurrence of such visual perception defects is clearly
ixrortant because of their relevance to learning and developrrent.
As nost of the aetiolcçical agents of cerebral palsy can concanitantly
cause damage to the auditory rrechanism, there is also a significantly
greater incicnce of hearing izrairnnt in this group than in the non-
handicapped population. In addition, the cerebral palsied may be nore
susceptible to the adventitious childhood diseases that also produce
hearing loss (Lencione, 1976). Estimates of hearing loss in this grot
show a wide variation. One reason relates to the criteria used to
determine the presence and extent of such loss. A second reason is that
without careful examination cases may be missed and a spuriously low
incidence reported. Holt and Reynell (1967) stjgest that this may account
for the relatively low prevalence of deafness reported by Asher and
Schonell (1950) (3%), Barclay (1956) (4%) and Woods (1957) (7%). Using
nore 5ystei1atic investigation techniques, Fisch (1957), Holt and Reynell
(1967) and Mowatt (1961) all found sate hearing loss in about one-quarter
of cases, and severe hearing loss in 6 to 16% of their cerebral palsied
series. The prevalence of hearing loss and of high-tone deafness is
particularly high in cases of athetosis (Mowatt, 19617 Peristein, 1952;
Yoder and Calculator, 1981). Mc*iatt further found the incidence of deafness
to vary directly with degree of physical and irental handicap, as is the
case with visual irrairrrent too. Holt and Reynell point out that while
sate cerebral palsied individuals are deaf, others may suffer a distortion
of their hearing developrent as a result of their rrotor handicap. For
example, delayed and ijraired developrent of head control can lead to
difficulty in the localisation of sounds. Clearly, the riost handicapping
effect of irrpaired hearing is on speech reception and therefore on language
developrent, learning and oonmunicaticn.
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Between 29% arid 40% of cerebral palsied children have been reported
as having a history of one or nore epileptic fits, not counting those
with convulsions in the first two weeks of life (e.g. Ingram, 1964;
Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). Both Dunsc1n (1952) and Hansen (1960)
found the incicice of seizures to increase as the level of intelligence
decreased.
Many writers have further noted the frequency with which psychiatric
problens occur in association with cerebral palsy. Based on teacher
reports, Durisdon (1952) found that of 16 cerebral palsied children with
IQs be1a 70, only two seend 'reasonably stable, Of 50 children with
IQs above 70, instability pIas noted in 38%. Flayer (1955) found that 42%
of 100 cerebral palsied children shc'ed 'excessive errotionality', inchuling
distractibility and dis inhibition, and social inTnaturity, althoh her
procedure is not very clear. Oswin (1967) cites a host of other writers
who presented similar descriptions of the cerebral palsied child.
Based on information fraii interviews and questionnaires, Rutter,
Graham and Yule (1970) found that the rate of psychiatric disorder airong
their group of neuro-epileptic children on the Isle of Wight (incltxiing a
cerebral palsied group but excluding children with severe sulnormality)
was very much higher (34.3%) than the rate in the general population of
children (6.8%) and than children with chronic physical disorders not
involving the brain (11.6%). A similar picture has errrged frc*tt the work
of Piling (1973) and Seidel, Chazick and Rutter (1975). Rutter, Graham
and Yule further found that the majority of children with brain lesions
(excluding those under the nental su}xiormality services) had neurotic or
antisocial disorders • The severely nent ally retarded, whether or not they
had cerebral palsy, shc*ied a very high rate of psychiatric disorder, and
in this group the hyperkinetic syndrare and psychosis were much nore
fruent than in the general population.
Rutter, Graham and Yule found no significant association between
severity of handicap and the likelihood of psychiatric disorder; nor was
the visibility of the handicap a major factor, in that psychiatric dis-
order was no nore frequent in the children with visible handicaps and
lesions below the brain stan than in children with other non-neurological
disorders but few visible disabilities. Low intelligence was inportant,
but even when cxrparisons were restricted to children with IQs above 86,
the rate of psychiatric disorder in the neuro-epileptic group was still nore
than &uble that in the group of children with other chronic physical
handicaps. Rutter et al. were thus led to conclude that it is the presence
of organic brain dysfunction per se which results in the cerebral palsied
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child' s greatly increased susceptibility to psychiatric problans.
Although brain damage clearly increases the risk of psychiatric
disorder in cerebral palsied children, there are a host of other factors
that are also likely to play a part. These may include the frustrations
inherent in physical restrictions, adverse parental reactions to the child' s
handicap, perceptual abnormalities, the effects of drugs, the child's
reactions to his disability, and poor speech and language resulting in
the child rt being able to express his needs and wants adequately (Rutter,
Graham and Yule, 1970). These language and axrrnunication difficulties
constitute the focus of the following chapter.
Chapter 3. Language Develoinent and Language Lnpainnent in
Cerebral Palsied Children
Impairments of speech and language are found anng a large proportion
of cerebral palsied children. These impairments may range fran a mild
dysarthria or 1angua delay to a cx:rnplete inability to speak, and they
can be tingst the rrost disabling handicaps encountered in cerebral palsy.
There are a niuriber of different conditions that may contribute to the
speech and language deficits, and these will be briefly discussed below.
Language makes a basic danand on the notor behaviours of an individual.
Phones must be articulated; phonnes must be assnbled into norphares; and
syntax must be realized in a series of rapid, highly differentiated
rrovnents of the tongue, lips, palate and larynx (McLean, 1976). The
neurological disorder in cerebral palsy can result in impairment of the
control of voluntary novnent of these articulatory organs during speech.
There are a nuiiber of reasons why the physiological mechanians of
vocalisation and articulation might be disturbed in cerebral palsied
children (bit and Reynell, 1967). These include impaired breath flow
fran the lungs; impaired control of the vocal cords; inefficient palatal
function; and defective articulation due to spasticity, weakness or in-
coordination of the musculature affecting the irovnent of the soft palate,
tongue and lips. As elaborated by McDonald (1980a), sane children are
unable to rrove beyond the stage of equal duration of inspiration and
expiration and make the change needed to support speech production, whereby
inspiration is performed very rapidly and exhalation is prolonged. They
may be unable to produce the quick inhalation or, if they can, they may
be unable to coordinate exhalation and vocalization. Harris - Vanderheiden
Lippert, Yoder and Vanderheiden (1979) point to vocal disturbances in the
sense of 'petering out', or delay or blocking of voice because of span
of the breathing and voice organs; to disturbances of the flow of speech
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in the fon of fragnnted speech, strange breathing intervals or odd
connections of sentences, because of superficial or arhythnic breathing
spa&ns of the diaphragm, and fluctuating muscle tone; and to nasal speech,
because of insufficient control of the velum, which makes the voice
escape through the xse. Often, the greater the desire to cxmunicate,
the iri.re tense the child may beccine, and the less successful are the
attarts at speech (Mct)3nald and Schultz, 1973).
The child may further have a history of feeding difficulties with
defective patterns of chewing, sucking and swallowing, indicating that it
may be very difficult, if rDt inossib1e, to develop intelligible speech.
A nxnber of writers, including Ferrier and Shane (1983), have pointed out
that the use of the oral musculature for speech depends on its previous
successful use for feeding. Feeding itself shows a developoental
evolution fran an obligatory systan of life sustaining reflexes to a systen
of voluntary coutrol of the oral musculature, upon which speech rrvanents
will later be built. Feeding difficulties are thus likely to predict
later speech difficulties. 	 Indeed, in a study of sixty cerebral
palsied adults and children, Ive, Hageman and Tami (1980) found that
the individuals with adequate feeding skills achieved significantly better
levels of rated speech and articulation proficiency than those with in-
adequate feeding skills. Although the presence and nunber of dysphagic
symptans was not found to predict lack of speech precisely, indicating
ti ie presence of other contributory causes as well, the trend revealed in
this study confirms the relevance of feeding difficulties to speech
impairment.
On the basis of research studies and wide clinical experience, Ingran
(1972, 1975) has presented detailed descriptions of the crirn pictures
of dysartbria in cerebral palsy subtypes. Spastic children with paretic
involveiient of the bulbar musculature tend to have a slow, lalxured pattern
of speech, and great difficulty in changing the position of the lips, tongue
and palate to produce new sounds. Such children, says Ingram, will often
have an early history of feeding difficulties; there may be a tendency to
regurgitation, slow feeding frin the bottle, and apparent difficulties in
swallowing. i"bst are slow to learn to chew solids and drooling is canrn.
On neurological examination there is usually a poverty of facial rrvaient
and a greater or lesser deree of loss of voluntary xrovanent patterns in
the lips, tongue and palate. By contrast, involuntary activities involving
extensive novanents of the lips, tongue arxI palate may be carried out, for
example in sneezing, or the tongue cxzning forward involuntarily in feeding.
Ingr rtes that dysarthria occurs relatively rarely in cases of
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unilateral haniplegia, but severe dysarthria is alirost invariable in
individuals with bilateral haniplegia. In diplegic cerebral palsy the
degree of involvanent of the bulbar nusculature varies considerably, but
when the upper ]Jsnbs are affected dysarthria is nearly alays present.
In ataxic cerebral palsy without associated diplegia the weakness and
incoordination of voluntary rrovements present in the limbs is also present
in voluntary itovarnts of the lips, tongue and palate. In a significant
proportion of ataxics Ingram has found considerable delay in the developnent
of speech, even when cuiiprehens ion appears to be intact. When speech does
appear, there are likely to be considerable difficulties in the articulation
of consonant clusters, vowel formants are rather inconsistent, and speech
tends to be slow. Neurological examination reveals weakness, incoordination,
intention trator, hypotonia and unsteadiness in the face, palate and tongue,
as well as in the limbs and trunk.
In ataxic diplegia the nature of the dysarthria is found by Ingram to
vary acoording to the relative severity of the ataxic and diplegic corponents.
When the ataxia is predaninant and the diplegia mild, the speech disorder
is very similar to that found in ataxic patients. When the spastic diplegia
is rcore important than the ataxia, the speech is more like that found in
diplegic cerebral palsy. In the majority of cases, 1x?vever, the disorder,
as described by Ingram, is manifest by a mixture of the scanning, slow
speech characteristic of the ataxic and the slow, lalxured speech of the
spastic, with the characteristic difficulties in accurately producing
consonants and consa-iant clusters. In addition, since a high proportion
of ataxic diplegics are mentally retarded, there is likely to be delayed
and slow speech develonent.
Ingram then turns to discuss speech impairment in dyskinesia and
ites that the same sudden, involuntary changes of tone and involuntary
movanents that disrupt attated voluntary movanents in the limbs affect
the lips, tongue and palate. Dysarthria affects a higher proportion of
dyskinetic individuals than those suffering fran any other type of cerebral
palsy except bilateral haniplegia. MDraver, the dysarthric disorder
tends to be very severe and particularly frustrating for these children
because more of then are of average or superior intelligence than
individuals in other categories of cerebral palsy. Ingram cscribes the
large variety of sound distortions, irregularities, cinissions and ab-
rormalities of intonational patterns and rhythm that occur in dyskinesia.
These are characterized by their variability fran ninent to manent as the
patterns of involuntary irovanent of the, torque, palate, larynx and
respiratory musculature occur. Many individuals have difficulties in
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initiating a first syllable and are unable to control the word sound
uttered. This may or may not be followed by a sequence of other syllables,
depending on the degree of associated dysrhythnia and involuntary glottal
closure, and the violence of assciated body novanents (Ingram, 1972, 1975).
In some instances individuals with severe iznpairirnt of the respi-
ratory, phonatory and/or articulatory musculature, have either xninirral or
no impairment of cognitive and linguistic processes. In other cases
language cxiprehension is also impaired, and this may well be, at least
in part, a secondary consequence of the speech disorder. It should how-
ever be emphasized that dysarthria is not the nost inportant cause of
language impairment in cerebral palsy (Ingram, 1975). There are a nuther
of other factors occurring in isolation or in cuthination which are nore
frequent causes; and it is often very difficult to assess the relative
contribution of each in the causation of speech and language disorders.
These factors include mental retardation, hearing difficulties, verbal
apraxia and develoznental language disorders. Ingram also makes reference
to the possible role played by such problans as atLlormalities of self-
nonitoring and auditory feedback, but very little is as yet known about
such difficulties.
In addition, because of their handicaps, cerebral palsied children
are likely to experience a deqree of linguistic deprivation in infancy
and early childhood, which will also contribute to their language and
cxirrnunication deficits. Kilburg (1980, in Carlson and George, 1982)
considers the factors likely to be involved as follows: Because of their
severe physical handicaps, the ability of cerebral palsied children to
interact with and manip.ilate their envirorinents is limited, which in turn
limits the experiences that are the basis for later language concepts, as
well as limiting opportunities for camtinication. The recent literature
initcates that the infant is the initiator of much parent-child interaction
(e.g. Bates, 1976). The ccxgnitive, notor and perceptual problems of the
cerebral palsied child frequently interfere with or distort the child's
attempts to start or maintain interactions, thus reducing the nuber of
cxirrnunicative interactions that can occur. For language to develop the
envirorinent must provide appropriate stimulation for the child and reinforce
oitinunication attempts. In the case of cerebral palsied children in-
sensitivity to their nonspeech cacmunicative and interactive behaviour, and
lack of positive reinforcnt for other than correct verbal caitunication,
maj seriously inhibit the deve1opnent of camtunication. rther, the care-
givers often do rot get positive feedback frcn their efforts to ccmmnicate
with the child and so do not get the kind of reinforcement they need to
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continue this stimulation. In fact, the child's efforts to respond may
be so bizarre that the carivers interact less with the child. In many
cases notor behaviours may interfere with routine care such as feeding,
careivers may react natively to the child, arid tension and frustration
may arise in situtions which, with the able lodied, are usually re-
inforcing. Too fruently all the child's needs are anticipated; there is
little opporthnity for the child to control events or participate in
decision making, arid, patterns of passivity and lack of irotivation to
crmnunicate are the result.
Esthuates of the prevalence of disorders of rirunication in cerebral
palsy are oxnplicated by probls of definition, lack of consensus on
criteria, varying drees of cxxietency in diagnosis and assessnent, and
differences in oiposition of the series of cases studied. Overall, .studies
have shown that one-half to two-thirds of cerebral palsied individuals
have severe carinunication difficulties. In an early study, Achilles (1955,
1956) reported that 66% of his cases, aged 2 to 22 years, had no speech or
the euivalent of no rxre than one year of spoken language develoxnent,
that 20% of his subjects had sufficient facility to indicate basic needs,
and that only 14% had speech that could be characterized as good. However,
Cockburn (1961) arid E.itter, Graham and Yule (1970) found no intelligible
speech in 19% arid 23% of cases respectively. Clearly, prevalence rates
will vary depending on cxinposition of the series studied. tfective speech
sound production is particularly prevalent arrong children with dyskinesia.
Thus series with large numbers of dyskinetic cases ou1d s1 a high
proportion of cases with defective speech. Siinilarly, if account is taken
of minor aberrations of speech sound production, much higher rates of
speech abrorrralities will be found (Ingram, 1964). Thus Ex.nsdon (1952)
found that 79% of her series had defective speech, but Hansen (1960) and
Ingram (1955), who both accepted intelligible speech as 'normal' even if
all speech sounds were rot correctly produced, found that around half of
their series had significant speech defects.
The (disappointingly fev) developnental studies conducted to date
indicate that cerebral palsied children show an average delay, in cxriparison
with normal children, of fran several rrnths to many years in their passing
of different language milestones (nvi11ian and Nelson, 1982). Dunsdon
(1952) found an average retardation of vocabulary and verbal recall of 3
to 4 years as capared with normal children. Byrne (1959) examined a group
of 74 athetoid arid spastic children aged 2 to 7 years, over half being of
average to above average intelligence. Although all the children were
seriously retarded on the accuracy of consonants, they had nevertheless
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developed earliest tlxse sounds which also appear first in normal children.
The 61 children who had nore than 20 wrds were on average three nonths
behi.nd normals in their use of single rds, one year behind in their use
of two-rd sentences, and four years behind in their use of three-rd
sentences. Language develojxnent and articulatory skills were thus delayed
but were said to follow the same sequential pattern as is observed in
normal children.
It has already been rhasized that it is irrrtant to consider speech
and 1arjuage defects as they occur in the different types of cerebral palsy,
and the different patterns of speech defect described by Ingram (1975) as
characteristic of the different subtypes were outlined above. In their
survey of 258 cerebral palsied children, Ingram and Barn (1961) found that
normal speech was irore carrnonly found in children with heniplegia (in 33%)
than in tbose with any other type of cerebral palsy. The cc*rrronest dis-
order in this group was retardation of speech developnent, found in 54%
of hetdplegics, rrostly in association with mental retardation. In
bilateral haniplegia dysarthria was always present and, since most cases
with bilateral heniplegia are severely mentally retarded, associated
speech retardation was caiiron. Of diplegics, 53% had retarded speech
developnent, while 44% were dysarthric. rbst children with ataxia had
defective speech, with simple retardation of speech developnent being most
cairron. Dysarthria was also camon in the children with congenital
cerebellar ataxia. i'bre than half of the children with ataxic diplegia
and one-third of the children with congenital cerebellar ataxia had only
single ord or no speech at age 4 years. Very few dyskinetic children
speak normally. ods (1957) found 28 of 33 athetoids to have defective
speech, while Ingram and Barn (1961) found that all 67 of their dyskinetic
cases had speech defects and just under half had rio speech or had severe
speech defects. In 78% of cases there were multiple causes, which inclixied
hearing impairment, defective motor control of the lips, tongue and palate,
difficulties in respiratory coordination and mental retardation. However,
retarded speech develoznent secondary to mental retardation was less caiiron
than in other categories of cerebral palsy, because mental deficit is less
prevalent in dyskinesia.
In general, language problens are much irore ccxrrron in cerebral palsy
in children with severe intellectual retardation than in those with normal
or only mildly subronnal intelligence. Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970)
found that in children with IQs above 50 only 2 in 5 showed language
retardation of sane degree, and in most of these the langua9e handicap was
mild or moderate rather than severe. Of the 42 cases with no intelligible
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speech in Cbckburn' s (1961) sample, 33 had IQs below 50.
It must be noted that the studies discussed in the preceeding
paragraphs were alaost without exception concerned with enumerating
general prevalence figures of the presence of speech and its intelligibility
in the cerebral palsied population. Alaost nothing is known about the
language develoçment and canprehens ion abilities of cerebral palsied
children or about their functional use of language, and there is little
understanding cf the effects of norispeech conditions on language develop-
mnent and cxirtnunication in general in this pop..ilation. The present study,
which has as one of its aims the examination of language developnent in
nonverbal cerebral palsied children of school age, will, it is hoped, make
a contribution towards filling this gap in the cerebral palsy literature.
Before turning to the question of language intervention with cerebral
palsied and other lanjuage handicapped groups, it was thought sorthwile
to devote sane space to considering the importance of the role played by
language and cxirtiunication in developnent in general. The presence of a
physical handicap poses many special problens to the child. And, as was
pointed out by Loring (1965), where the disability also affects speech
and language developoent, it constitutes the xiost severe barrier to
cognitive, social and rztional growth.
In the first place, language is a critical interactive cccnponent to
cognitive develonent in the early pre-school years (Ritter and Iartin,
1972). As described by Cooper, ikodley and Reynell (1978), language is an
intellectual process which, in the pre-school years, becanes intrated
with other intellectual areas so that the whole process of thinking becanes
extended and enhanced. D.ria (1961) and others have shown that at about
three-and-a-half years of age language becctnes important as a directive
function for practical activities. By their use of language children
beccnie able to plan and nonitar their activities, so extending their range
of abilities. Later, Cooper et al • continue, this use of language is
internalized so that it becanes a substitute for the action itself and an
aid to problan solving. Francis-Williams (1973) and others have also shown
that language plays a role in the fonnation of concepts and in the processes
of symnbolisation and abstraction that the child must subsequently use in
both. social and educational pursuits such as reading, writing and logical
thinking. O.irrent theories of cognitive deve1oinent stress the importance
of active participation in the envirornent. The non-manipulative, non-
ambulatory cerebral palsied child is unable to participate in typical infant
exploratory activities. For such a child, the primary mechanin for
exploration and learning about the sr1d must, therefore, be through
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cxrrinunication-through questioning or through directing the actions of
others (Vandetheiden and Luster, 1975). Yet this type of exploration is redu-
osd or at worst irossible for language iirpaired and ron-oonmunicating
physically handicapped children.
Tbe effect of language deficits on develoçirent is not only an
intellectual one. The use of language increases both the quantity and
quality of interactions with other people, and thus plays a crucial role
in psycho-social deve1oprnt and enotional adjustrrent. The child with
irrpaired language will thus be limited in the extent and quality of inter-
actions with others, and will have less opportunity to learn fran others
and to develop socially and enotictially. Hagen (19 78) has stated that the
basic purpose of coninuni cation is to transmit one s needs, wants, feelings
and thoughts to another person and to share experienoss of others. He
adds that through crrrmuriication we are able to make ourselves krin to
others and thereby establish feelings of identity and self esteem and sar
degree of control over our environment. It is corrronly observed that when
d-iildren are unable to make thertselves understood and to express even basic
needs and wants, frustration will result, which can in turn engender
behavioural and rotional problerrs. Deich and HDdges (1982) further point
out that deficiencies in language will also frustrate caregivers, who
often fail to understand the needs and enotions of their charges. Such
frustration in turn has a rgative infli.nce on caregiver-diild interaction.
At school age additional problerr are likely to arise from a failure of
crrrrn.nication with peers and teachers.
Language handicapped cErebral palsied children, limited as they are
by their physical handicaps and lacking ajuate rreans of self-expression,
experienca a loss of control over t1ir world. They are, in the words of
Sheridan (1972), cxndenTled to a life of intellectual silencE and eITLDtional
solitude. It is thus not surprising to find in sane of the Trost severe
cases generalized passivity and little rrotivation to interact with others.
While in many cases the nonverbal child and his parents are likely to have
evolved sane sort of signal system involving gestures, vocalization, facial
expression or eye rrovezrents, such ireans are extremely crude and limiting
and a) not readily transfer to other people. It is this groi of cErdral
palsied children, for whcm an adeuate oral node for language is highly
probliatic, which constitutes the focus of the present investigation.
Providing such individuals with effective corrmunication systelTe is clearly
a priority.
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PAST II: ALTERNTIVE AND AU?IE1'ITATIVE SYSIS OF CCt41UNIC1TION
thater 4. Introduction - Setting the Scene
A poor progrxsis for speech caffru..mication can result fran a number
of different conditions. These include: 1. Dysarthria, which was discussed
in the preceeding chapter in relation to cerebral palsy, and which refers
to an irnpaixment in the functioning of the musculature of respiration,
phonation and articulation due to a lesion or lesions in the peripheral
nervous systn, the central nervous systan, or Loth. 2. Verhal apraxia,
a condition resulting fran brain damage which prevents the production of
the muscle gestures required for speech on a voluntary level. 3. Linguis-
tically hased disorders, including develoental language disorders and
aphia with Impairment in one or rore aspects of symbol fonnulation and
expression. The aspects of language behaviour in which there may be a
deficit include speech expression and cariprehension, reading and writing.
4. Deafness. 5. Mental handicap. There is a close relationship between
severity of retardation and difficulty in currLuuicating, with Spreen (1965)
estimating 100% language difficulties at IQs below 20, 90% difficulty at
IQs of 21 to 50, and 45% difficulty in the mildly retarded IQ range.
6. utin, with about 50% of autistic children failing to acquire speech,
and trost of those who do speak szing abrx,rmal speech patterns (!itter,
1966). 7. flrotional cx)nditions, including elective mutin; and
8. Structua1 impairment, including glossecta-rty and laryngectorry
(Silverman, 1980). As was stressed in the previous chapter with reference
to cerebral palsy, these conditions are rot mutually clusive; many
individuals have multiple impairments that contribute to the ccmnunicative
disorder.
Until the 1970' s treatment techniques for ronverbal and 1angue impaired
children were fundamentally oral methods, focusing on facilitating the
understanding and use of vocal speech. It has been pointed out by Luftig
(1982) that the use of these techniques was often predicated on the
assumption that oral language is the nest natural form of orrinunication
for humans, and thus is easiest for humans to learn. ¶Ib date a sizeable
body of experImental rk and carefully designed prograirnes are available
on developing oral caiuiunication in autistic and profoundly and severely
retarded children (e.g. Luvaas, Berberich, Perloff et al, 1966).
¶k'jpically, operant conditioning methods have been used, with the first step
in training prograrmies usually involving the establisftient of vocal
imitation. Iiever, initial optirnian about the prospect of teaching
functional speech and language to ronverbal children has been tanpered by
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several realizations (Goetz, Schuler and Sailor, 1979). Many children
require thousands of learning trials over a period of years to acquire
basic speech skills, while others fail to acquire even speech imitation
skills. The training techniques eiiployed have sanetimes been successful
with children who have sa:ne productive or echolalic speech, but the
procedures have proved ineffective or at best extrne1y tune-cx)nsunng
with children who at tbe outset were mute or lacked vocal imitation skills.
In addition, none of these attnpts has been successful in generating
generalization to new language situations (Sailor, Guess and Baer, 1973).
In the case of the dysarthric cerebral palsied child, too, therapy
had, until quite recently, dealt alnost exclusively with attnpts at
improving articulation and establishing sounds or ords in these children
(e.g. Irwin, 1972). Efforts towards nodifying aberrant patterns of
neuram.iscular control and coordination have involved exercises for breathing,
phonation and articulation. In prespeech stages training has often been
aimed at reversing or reducing such aberrant patterns by instituting feeding
prograrrines to improve chewing, swallowing and sucking, in the belief that
a significant effect of the amelioration of dysphagic syrnptc!ns is a reduction
in the probability of future dysarthria (love, 1-lageunan and 'Ii.mi, 1980).
This belief is based on the asstxnption that rrovnents of the oropbajngeal
musculature in feeding are directly related to speech novenents • re
recently, however, Hagen, PDrter and Brink (1973), Schiefelbusch (1984)
and many other writers have questioned whether therapy oriented toward
establishing intelligible speech is reasonable for cerebral palsied children
whose neuranuscular involvnent is so severe that they are unable to control
respiration and phonation, let alone their articulator musculature. They
argue further that it is unnecessary and irresponsible for clinicians to
insist on oral language as the only goal for training, thereby depriving
these children of other possible means of cttinunication during the early
years, which are so crucial for language develoinent. While the oral
approaches may bring ah,ut sane positive changes in the speech production
musculature, such changes are usually not of sufficient magnitude to render
speech a functional node of carinunication (Hagen et al., 1973; br1ey, in
infrew and L.lurphy, 1964). love et al.'s (1980) firxItngs of a positive
relationship between dysphagic snptans and measures of speech proficiency
in a group of cerebral palsied children and adults u1d tend to confirm
the value of the prescription to improve feeding patterns in the prespeech
period. But even they stress that orarotor training techniques may be
disappointing in all bet the milder cases of nDtor involvnent of the oral
musculature.
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?1part fran motor speech therapy, which was often futile, the 1960's
saw the appearance of a handful of descriptive and anec&,tal studies on
the use of typing and rd arid letter carinunication boards with nonverbal
cerebral palsied children (Feallock, 1958; Sayre, 1963). These early case
studies relied on traditional orthography and were intended for severely
physically han±Lcappei individuals with normal or near normal receptive
language skills and with reading and spelling skills. But there renained
the problun of how to deal with those nonverbal individuals who are unable
to acquire speech in spite of often great systnatic effort, and who may
never be able to use advanced orthographic systars for caitnunication. In
the past fifteen years consideration has begun to be given to a wide
variety of nonverbal carinunication systans for these individuals, arid an
increasing body of clinical and enpirical evidence exists which indicates
that the use of such systens can facilitate language developnent in non-
speaking persons with whom traditional approaches have failed. These
systens will be discussed in greater detail below, but first a brief survey
will be presented of the changing climate in which these augmentative
approaches have cane to be accepted.
As already mentioned, the increasing interest in, and acceptance of,
alternative and augmentative carinunication modes in the 1970 ' s was due in
part to the growing recognition of the failure of attenpts to teach
functional speech to a significant percentae of the nonverbal population.
There were also a number of other developnents taking place in the 1960 ' s
and 70' s which helped to stimulate interest in this field as an acceptable
arid citing area of clinical and scientific investigation. In the first
place, the nornal nodel of language developnent, upon which ranedial
approaches to language impairment were traditionally based, underwent
dramatic changes in the 1970 's (Bloc*n and Lahey, 1978; Kierrian, 1982).
At this time there was a reconceptualization of the nature of language
itself; 'speech' came to be seen as representing the output mode conven-
tionally used for carinunication exchange, and as quite distinct from
'language', which is a snbolic code that allows the generation of novel
messages which 'ould be understandable to anyone who knows the code. Thus
the physical (i.e. auditory-tanporal) character of speech was no longer
held to be a necessary elanent in the definition of a linguistic carinunication
systan (rnington and Light, 1983). Linguists and clinicians shifted their
focus fran the speech act to the cxmnunication act, fran a study of structure
to a consideration of the use of language, its functions and pragmatics, and
to an enphasis on nonverbal behaviour as part of the carraunicative process
(e.g. Bloan, 1970; Dcre, 1977).
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With improved understanding of the distinction between speech and
language, and with the growing rphasis on the much broader area of
carinunication, the philosophy tiaxd the treathient of nonspeaking children
radically changed. Thus, many of the sign languages used by deaf pecple
were, by 1970, beginning to be accepted as true languages. Until this
time (and in sane cases still today) there was a prejudice against signs,
which were viewed as alinguistic, concrete and crude systems of signals
and gestures. This traditional position, and the assi.znption that all
languages are primarily spoken and that. other forms of orrnunication are
imperfect outgrowths of a basic spoken system, was strongly challenged
by Stokoe (1972), who was the first to dainstrate that .Znerican Sign
Language is a linguistic system with all the important characteristics
of a true 'language'.
Stokoe' s ork was instruental in establishing a climate of acceptance
of manual carmunication in the classroan. Further support was obtained
fran the results of several studies conducted around that time with
primates, which dronstrated that signs and symbols could be used to train
nonverbal organins to operate linguistically (1nington and Light, 1983).
In the classic study of Gardner and Gardner (1969), a chimpanzee called
Washoe was trained to use 30 signs appropriately and spontanus ly over 22
njnths. Concurrent with the Gardners sork, Pranack (1971) was able to
teach a chimpanzee to 'axrniunicate' using a set of plastic symbols, thereby
circunventing the chimpanzee' s physiologic inability to produce sounds.
These studies, together with the increased emphasis during the 1960's on
rehabilitation prograrines for retarded individuals, and sane early studies
on the use of manual carraunication with the deaf retarded, all gave further
impetus to the exploration of sign and symbol systems as possible rdes of
cainunication for individuals with normal hearing but severe language handi-
caps, and paved the way for what Kieman (1982) has called the "revolution"
in methods of teaching language impaired children.
tnspeeth ccmnunication nodes can be defined as "procedures for en-
coding and trannitting messages witbout their being directly encoded into
phones by the vocal tract" (Silverman, 1980, p. 3). There are a nutiber
of methods and tecliiiques to consider when selecting such a system (Harris-
Vanderheiden, Brown, Mackenzie, Reinen and Scheibel, 1975): Idiosyncratic
systems carrised of sounds and gestures particular to a child may be
developed; manual signing may be implemented; symbol systems involving the
use of representational symbols may be selected; picture boards, ward boards
or letter boards may be constructed; typing and handwriting skills may be
utilized, or fingerspelling may be incorporated with manual signing.
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Sophisticated canputer mediated graphic or synthesized speech outputs are
further options. The Ad Hoc Carinittee on Ccitinunication Processes and Non-
Speaking Persons (1980) suggests that these systns can be divided into
to basic categories: unaided systns,which require no external hardware
but utilize manual, body and/or facial rri3vanent in order to express
information; and aided sys tens, which require sar physical mediuii in order
to display symbols of various sorts. The unaided systans thus cover the
manual cxxrrnunication systans - sign languages and systeis, gestures and
mime. The aided systens refer to the symbol systens, which are based upon
static pictographic or abstract visual tokens and include Blissymbols,
rebuses and srds • The critical factors cxxmon to all these methods are
that 1. the tokens used have referential value, 2 • both ccvTru.lncants are
familiar with then, and 3. there is a shared understanding of the rules
that are to be used to form the cattnunication (Sanders, 1976).
The above methods are typically used by teachers in conjunction with
speech, an approach referred to as 'simultaneus camiunication' • As Tebbs
(1978) points out, the fact that both speech and signs or symbols are
available to the child means that the way is open for the child to develop
expressive speech if this is at all possible. Thus the use of signs or
symbols need not be considered as a deterrent to speech iniprovenent, since
improved oral skills (both in terms of canprehension and expression) can
be encouraged in conjunction with the use of the nonspeech systen. Mere-
over, research has revealed the possibility that the use of sign or stol
systens can actually facilitate speech developrent. As such, these methods
may be seen as augmenting normal speech in carmunication, or as alternatives
to speech where notor or other problats render the developnent of speech
unlikely (Kiernan, 1977).
The individuals with whan augmentative and alternative anmunication
systems are used include the language unpaired and nonverbal or nonspea]dng
populations. The term 'nonverbal' as used here refers to those individuals
for whcrn speech is not at present a functional means of meeting their
carinunicative needs (Vanderheiden and Grilley, 1976). (A rrore precise
definition was adopted in the present study to cover children with less
than thirty intelligible spoken rds). Thus the term does not mean that
the child has no vocalization abilities, nor does it mean that the child
may not develop full functional speech in the future. As such, augmentative
and alternative catinunication systems can be used in a nunber of different
ways (Yoder and Kraat, 1983). For sane nonspeaking individuals these
systems are augmentative. They are used to supplanent insufficient
production and reception skills, for example in cases where dysarthric
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speed-i is laxely unintelligible, or to augrient the understanding of spoken
language. In other cases augrrentative systems are utiliz ed as a terrporary
rrearis of cxjritunicaticn to a11c,i trore conventional speech and language to
rge, for exairple in developing the beginnings of crttmuriication in autistic,
severely rrentafly retarded or aphasic persons. With such individuals sign
and symbol systems may serve as a briclje to speech expression and carpre-
hension. For still other individuals these systems are alternative to
speech, providing a lifelong msaris of cxxrmunication where spoken corrinunica-
tict-i dees not becxire functional.
In the folling two d-iapters the range of augrrentative and alternative
zrrnunication systrs that are currently available for use will be revieied.
Chapter . Manual Systems of Carutunication
Manual syst are thQse systems that involve the use of the hands,
and also n-ovextents of the body and/or face, to convey the rreanings of words
and concepts. 'Gestures' and 'signs' are two types of manual syirbols used
in these systems. As defined by Reichle, Williams and Ryan (1981), signs
are gestures that have been conventionalized and conform to certain rules
or are constrained in their formaticn and usage, whereas gestures have no
such linguistic constraints, but have cultural interpretations. Manual
systems available for use may be divided into categories based on the origin,
type and intent of the systems, as follcws: iiatural gestures and paritcinime?
the Arter-Ind Signal Code; natural sign language; educational sign systems
which have been developed to represent spoken &iglish; and gestural language
codes, which serve to represent the letters or sounds of a language such as
English.
5.1 Mime and Natural Gestures
I dicsyncrati c gestures are the gestures which an individual himself
has devised to indicate various needs or wants. They involve gross notor
noverrEnts such as pointing, or troverrents that are topographically similar
to the actions and objects they represent. Such gestures clearly have
limitations with regard to the meanings that can be expressed because they
are essentially limited to expressing objects and actions. Moreover, the
individual's capability to use these systems is limited by his ability to
devise ways of coninunicating with his environirent, and by the ability of
others to interpret the gestures. bile many gestures are generally under-
stood, the audience for an individual utilizing nonstandard gestures may
be limited to people who kncr the child well (Niettki and Hamre -
Nietupski, 1977). Pantoirthre is based cii the techniqus of conveying information
or ideas using the musculature of the entire body. Mine has been used with
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children and adults, including cerebral palsied, mentally retarded and
aphasic irdividuals. It does not require as high a level of functioning
of the musculature of the upper extrnities as do the sign languaes and
systQns, it is nore concrete than these systn, and is generally highly
intelligible to untrained observers if done reasonably well (Silverman,
1980). But effective pantanime does depend on cognitive, experiential arii
physical factors in order to be understood.
Meidreth iiime is a systen cauprising a limited series of gestures
which were devised or selected as reflecting the form of their referents.
It ias developed by Levett (1969, 1971a, 1971b) at 4eldreth Training School
for use with severely subnormal multiply handicapL.ed children. However,
the 100 gesture vocabulary was rapidly mastered by a number of children and
the systan has since Leen superseded at the school by the Paget Gorman
Sign Systen. Van Mierlo (1975) also devised a rtime systen for use with
multiply handicapped children, which places minimal requi rnents on
notor skill.
5.2 ?iuer-Ind Gestural Code
?iner-Ind is a gestural carinunication systen originally developed by
the Anerican Indians for inter-tribal ccrcrnunication, and adapted by Skelly
(1979) for use by glossectanees, and mentally handicapped, aphasic,
dysarthric and dyspraxic individuals. Skelly describes the systen not as
a 1anuage but as a 'gestural code' or signal systen; the gestures are
seen as representing 'concepts' rather than translating to individual spoken
words. picter-Ind is different fran nost sign syste-ns because it is rot
linguistically based. However, its signals are also different fran natural
gestures since it is codified (Musselwhite and St. Iiuis, 1982).
Each gesture or signal is said to be a vivid concrete representation
of the daninant characteristic of the referent object, action or person
(or canbination of these), described by history, appearance or use to convey
a message (Skelly, Schinsky, nith et al ., 1975). The systen includes sane
250 such gestures, but since each concept anbraces several English words,
Skefly argues that the repertoire has an English vocabulary equivalence of
about 2500 words. The vocabulary can be further extended by the principal
of agglutination - the canbination of signals to transnit an increasing
number of concepts. mer-Ind has no structure requiring canpiex rules or
grarTrnar (Skefly, 1979). Its style is telegraphic, using the fewest possible
signals for encoding messages, and the relation of one idea to another is
indicated chiefly by proximity, sequence and context.
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According to Skelly, ?irter-Ind's low symbolic level, flexibility,
speed, lack of grairmatical structure and rules, and use of concrete,
danonstrable referents, make the systeri easy to learn by nonspeaking
ixilvidua1s and easy to interpret, even by untrained viewers. On the
basis of a series of studies, she claims over 80% intelligibility for the
Code to people unfamiliar with the systen (1979).
Lloyd and Daniloff (1983) have, however, pointed to sane drawbacks
to the application of ?zner-Ind with mentally handicapped children. Since
it was developed for adult surgical patients with nox:rnal cognitive
abilities, sane of the vocabulary is inappropriate for handicapped
children, while other, relevant, itans have been anitted or require
agglutinations in order to foun standard mer-Ind signals. And, as
Daniloff and Shafer (1981) have found, signal caabinations are very
difficult for the mentally handicapped to acquire. Another potential draw-
back of the Code is its lack of specificity. Each signal represents a
very broad concept 4th numerous related concepts subsumed under it.
While this gives ktier-Ind flexibility, Lloyd and Daniloff point out that
it may cause difficulties for individuals who operate on very concrete
cognitive levels.
5.3 Natural Sign Languages
A variety of natural sign languages have been evolved in everyday
use by deaf catrriities in different parts of the world. Of these, .American
Sign Language (ASL) has received the most extensive linguistic exanination,
although British Sign Language (BSL) has also been increasingly studied
in the last few years (e.g. Kyle and Wall, 1981, 1983). These sign systans
are languages in their own right, independent of spoken English. Their
signs i not translate directly into English words and their granrrars do
not mirror English syntax (Kieriian, 1982).
Many of the signs in sign languages are said to be iconic, a feature
which is held to be in contrast with the foim of words in spoken languages,
where there is an arbitrary relation between word and meaning. Yet
relatively few signs are so clearly transparent that their meaning could
guessed without additional cues. Bellugi and Klima (1976) found that only
10% of a group of 90 ASL signs presented in isolation were transparent to
hearing non-signers. Kyle and ll (1981) point out that historically
signs have beccine less pantani.mic over time, becxxning more systanatically
related to each other and assumning more arbitrary shapes and positions.
Mreover, even for icoriic signs, signers may not necessarily know the source
of iconicity. Kyle and Woll add that while sign languages may represent
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iconically itans that can be described with a visual image, spoken
languages may represent 'iconically' itns that can be described with
a sound image; and as more itans can be represented with a picture than
with a sound, the contrast between spoken and sign languages in this area
may be one of degree, not of kind.
Ftr a long tJite it was tbought that sign language. had no grarrrnar
of its cn. Only in the last few years has it been recognized that sign
langu ajes do in fact have grtunatical systais of morp1logy and syntax
(Bellugi and Klima, 1984). The exploration of these grairrnatical and
-iexical processes is still in its infancy, bet a substantial amount of
information has already been accumulated in this area. As already stated,
the grannr of sign language differs markedly frai that of English.
Grarrinatical modifications are not made by appended inflections but rather
by changes in the internal structuxe, in the bandshape, location, movenent
or orientation of signs (Grove, 19e2). Thus, for example, gramrratica.
subject and object relations are ccmrn1y incorporated into ihe verb by
changing the direction of the movnt of a sign, while plurality may be
indicated by reduplication of signs. It is being increasingly realized
that non-manual articulators, including facial expressions, mouth and body
movnents, also play an important role in the grarrniar of sign languages.
In one type of negative modification, for example, the hands will form the
sign while the head is shaken; Lawson (1983) further describes the use of
the mouth pattern "sh" in BSL with signs w'rxse meaning appears to be
predicative.
The various modifications of the parameters of signs and the use of
non-manual signals occur simultaneously with signs, thereby saving the
time that uld be necessary to add additional irorphaites in spoken language.
Thus Beflugi and Fischer (1972) point out with reference to ASL that while
it takes longer to produce a sign than to articulate a spoken rd,
propositions take about the same amount of time to express in both mediums
because sign language uses the above mechanins of incorporation and
concurrent non-manual signals to caensate for the extended tine necessary
to produce signs (Siple, 1978).
'Rrning to the question of rd, or rather sign, order, Fischer (1975)
argued that ASL is basically a subject-verb-object language, aitbough other
orders are allowed under certain circumstances. Other researchers, by
contrast, claim that rd order in ASL is relatively free (Wilbur, 1979).
Deuchar (.1984), however, argues that a topic-xmnent rather than a subject-
verb-object analysis is more appropriate for BSL and ASL, claiming that the
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notions cdf subject, verb and object may not be viable for such langua s,
and that linear or tnporal order is not the only significant dimension in
the language. As already pointed out above, sign languages make use of the
spatial as well as the trporal dimension and sane aspects of gmar are
coded simultaneously rather than sequentially.
Apart fran the deaf cxninunity, ASL and BSL signs have been used with
mentally retarded, autistic and dysarthric individuals. It is irortant
to bear in mind that the most carirn method for teaching signs to non-
deaf language impaired persons is simultaneous carirunication, which involves
presenting signs and spoken wrds to the child at the same time. 4ost
teachers thus use signs following English crd order and do not use the
syntax of the natural sign languages (Gooãnan, Wilson and Bornstein, 1978;
Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982).
The Makaton Vocabulary:
The Liakaton Vocabulary is a specially selected vocabulary of BSL signs
developed for use with mentally handicapped children and adults • It was
originally devised by cornforth,Johnson and Walker in 1972 as an aid in
teaching sign language to a group of deaf mentally handicapped adults living
in a subnorL1ality hospital (1974). In 1976 the Ivised Makaton Vocabulary
was introduced (Walker, 1978) to meet the needs of mentally handicapped
children living in the cctrinunity as well. It nprises approximately 350
signs presented in 8 stages, with a 9th stage of additional vocabulary.
The vocabulary is said to be structured in stages of increasing ccrnplexity,
with the initial stages canprising basic vocabulary necessary to express
essential needs, and subsequent stages expanding on these and introducing
more canplex 1anguje concepts (Walker, 1980). The aim as stated by Walker
is to ensure that if limited learning ability and poor retention prevent
an individual fran progressing beyond the initial stages, then he/she will
at least have aojuired a useful basic vocabulary for carinunication. Walker
(197 6 ) has developed language prograrranes containing guidelines for teaching
the vocabulary and illustrating underlying concepts such as verbs, colour
and size. She recxrrnends that key rds only are signed so that there is
ecoiuny of manory loading for those with limited retention abilities. She
stresses that signing should always be accxnpanied by normal grarrraatical
speech and appropriate facial expression and that, when teaching the
vocabulary, the stages should be folla .ied in sequence (Walker and Armfield,
1981).
The teaching of signing within the Makaton Vocabulary has been widely
adopted in special schools, units and hospitals in the U.K., where it is
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used with a wide range of language unpaired populations, including mentally
handicapped deaf and hearing thildren and adults w1 have little or no
expressive speech and poor canpreherision, individuals wID are toth
physically and mentally handicapped, autistic children, sane young deaf
children of noi:rnal intelligence, children with severe articulation problns,
and adults with acquired cxxrirtunication problns, for exnple following a
stroke (Kierrian, Reid and Jones, 1982; Walker, 1978).
However, in recent years a number of writers have voiced concern
abuut certain aspects of the :4akaton Vocatularj and the guidelines that
have been recriirnended for its use. In the first place Ikaton is presented
as a staged vocabulary which is graded in difficulty and incorporates a
developnental sequence of language concepts. But Kiernan, Jordan arid
Saunders (1978) and Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) argue that the vocabulary
has now been so rccdified that its nirica1 basis is unclear. They add that
although the stages represent collections of signs which might usefully be
taught together, there is no relation between 'difficulty' or 'frequency'
of use of rds and concepts and the stages of the vocabulary. Kiernan
(19 84 ) further points out that only 35% of Nakaton itans in the first t
stages of the Vocabulary are relational (i.e. allowing for multiple
iraning) and that there is an absence in the Vocabulary of clear coverage
of several sanantic cateqories; for example, it does not acknowledge the
various categories of neqation expressed in children' s early utterances.
The need to adhere to the stage structure of the M3katon Vocabulary (Walker,
1978) is also not supported by any anpirical evidence. In fact, based on
the results of a survey into the use of augmentative systans of carinnication
in special scIo1s and units in the U.K., Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982)
concluded that children in sc1ols reporting flexible use of the Makaton
stages progressed as well as children in sclo1s where the stages were
strictly adhered to. Kiernan (l983c) suggests that as there are to date
no published data to support the value of the stage structuxe, a iore child-
centred approach to vocabulary selection may well be rrore beneficial.
Walker s
 s recarrrLendation that only key sords in spoken sentences shDuld be
signed (1976 ) is based on the assumption that the acquisition of sign
understanding and use will be facilitated by signing key rds only. This
assumption too is not backed by enpirical support and is thus open to debate.
A further criticin, raised by Kyle and Wall (1981), relates to the
way in which Loth teachers and children are taught signing within the
frarrrk of the iIaJcaton Vocabulary. They argue that to learn to use BSL,
as in the Makaton Vocabulary, wit1ut knowledge or consideration of how
it is used in the natural sign language form, may well produce ccxffnunication
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that is 'hollow' in the lanuage sense. Kyle and Woll stress that this
can becane extrQnely Limiting in the case of more able children when
individual signs are not known by teachers and their ignorance of 'graninar'
in BSL means that they cannot get around the vocabulary problen. This
issue relates directly to the problen of the fate of pupils who have
successfullj learnt all the Makaton signs bit fail to rrve on to a
reliance on speech. Walker and Bkfie1d (1983) say that such individuals
can move on to a 'fuller signing and total *rmunication pro-aIrine', but
they offer no elaburation on this reomnendation. There are three
options available to such individuals. They could be placed in a Paget
Gorinan Sign Systen prograrrrne (see below) where the form of signs is quite
different fran those in BSL; they could be taught more BSL signs within
a Signed English framework, with special signs or fingerspelling being
used to mark inflectional processes paralleling spoken English syntax;
or they can switch away fruii using signs in English word order to learning
BSL signs and syntax in natural sign language form. This major issue is
yet to be resolved.
Despite the reservations that have been voiced abuut the rkaton
Vocabulary, it is currently the most carnn sign 'systen' in use with
nonspeakin and severely language irpaired children in the U.K. (Kiernan,
Iid and Jones, 1982). As such it was selected as one of the two
augmentative camiunication systQlls whose use by nonverbal cerebral palsied
children was examined in the present investigation.
5 .4 Contrived Sign Systems
As was emphasized in the previous section, the natural sign languames
(ASL, BSL etc.) are independent of spoken English and their syntax differs
frc&n spoken English syntax. Many workers have argued that learning natural
sign language would interfere with the aouisition of spoken English and,
as a result, several systns have been developed that p.it signs into the
frameiork of English syntactic structure, on the (as yet untested)
assiinption that signs used in English word order would make the transition
frcimn sign to spoken English easier (Wilbur, 1976). These systems include
Paget Gornian Sign Systen (RSS) (Paget and Gortrian, 1968), Seeing Essential
English (SEE 1) (thony, 1971), Signing Ebcact English (SEE 2) (Gustason
and Zawolkow, 1980), Signed English (Borristein, 1973) and Manual English
(Stokoe, 1976).
The Paget Go.nman Sign Systn, the first of the contrived systems, was
devised in 1and by Richard Paget, with further developnent by Pierre
Gorrnan and Grace Paget. It is not a separate language, sinos its grammatical
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structure is siirly a method of expressing the structure of spoken language
in signs in a one-to-one way (Craig, 1973). The signs differ in form fran
those of BSL, and an attt has been made to gup signs with a cariron
concept around 'basic signs'; for example, all signs for animals involve
a basic animal sign, with additional elnents to identify the particular
animal. Kiernan, Jones and Saunders (1978) point out that this grouping
may be of considerable help to the mentally handicapped. It does, however,
lead to difficulties when a rd so treated has a number of very different
meanings. Exponents of the PGSS argue for the use of speech simultaneously
with signing. The syst uses spoken English xrd order and includes
functional signs allowing tenses to be signified, the possessive, and
other affixes 'missing' fran natural sign languages. The PGSS was
initially devised to help deaf children, but it is currently being used
in the U.K. also with language disordered, cerebral palsied, autistic and
mentally retarded individuals (Tebbs, 1978). Rwe (1982) points out that
while the systar is often criticized as being too cariplex for certain
groups, different levels may be used by individuals of different ranges
of ability. Thus with severely mentally handicapped children it is
possible to use only the root forms of the signs, and the systn does
allow for linguistic develoinent.
In ?Inerica, several systens have been developed fran SL which aim to
canp1nent it by including missing canponents and using spoken English
wrd order. SEE 1 (AntIony, 1971), for example, burrows much of its basic
vocabulary fran ?SL but alters senantic buundaries. Each sign represents
a single ord rather than a concept. New signs have been invented for
synonyrrous words originally represented by a single sign. English pronouns
and articles have sign equivalents, and devised signs are used for tense
markers and other inflections. A second systn, Signed English (Bornstein,
1973) was designed specifically for preschool children. This systn burrows
its vocabulary directly fran ASL without alteration and uses signs in
English rd order, with or without the use of fingerspelling or selected
graninatical inflections. For younger or less able children the systan can
be reduced to a few hundred signs with no sign markers (Bornstein and
Hamilton, 1978). A pedago4c version of BSL has also been developed in
the U.K., in which BSL signs are used in English rd order, with additional
signs to reflect such features as tense endings (rking Party on Signed
English, 1984).
It rariains to be seen whether such contrived systans do in fact foster
correct English syntactical use in signing individuals. Fenn (1976 ) argues
that this practice may well be misguided since it assumes that a simple
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parallel can be drawn between an auditory and a visual-manual mode of
cxxrmuriication, and it igrores the possible implications of the differences
between the t med.	 One such difference concerns the distortion of
the 'natural' rd order of sign languages in the contrived systans. It
has been suggested in this regard that whereas in the more rapid medium
of speech the rctarry span easily retains several associated units and
their order is therefore less important, the clarity and interpretation
of the slower raeiitxn of sign is assisted if the sentence topic is stated
first and the supporting context is built up secondarily. Griffith (1980)
reiterates that languages which have undergone historical change, such as
ASL and English, are adapted to the human central processing mechanisn,
such that - in Wilbur's (1979) rds - there is an optimal range of time
in which linguistic processing occurs. As already noted, Bellugi and
Fischer (1972) found that it takes longer to produce a sign than a spoken
rd, but that propositions take the same amount of time to trannit because
ASL and BSL condense information by the mechanisris of incorporation and
concurrent norinanual signals to indicate granTnatical modifications. In
contrast, contrived systans inc1uc all these modifications, making the
signed message of longer duration than its spoken counterpart. Visual
overload may occur under these circumstances, On the other hand, Kiernan
(1977) has pointed out that if the child is ever to learn to understand
and use normal speech, the use of an augmentative system involving the same
basic linguistic structure is important.
5.5 Gestural Language Codes
Fingerspelling and Cued Speech are separated fran the other manual
systaiis because their relationship with English and speech is different.
Fingerspelling consists of 26 distinct haixishapes that directly correspond
to the 26 letters of the alphabet, and srds are spelled out 'on the hand'
through this manual alphabet. The use of fingerspelling requires good
spelling ability and a much greater degree of manual motor coordination
than does signing. Mrver, extensive practice is required to use the
system fluently. In view of these considerations, its use with nonverbal
populations other than the deaf is rare (I vlusselwhite and St. Isuis, 1982).
Cued Speech is most appropriately viewed as an auxiliary to speech
and not as a separate ocumunication channel for language ( vbores, 1969).
The basis of the system, which was developed by Cornett (1967), is that
speech sounds which are difficult for hearing impaired individuals to
discriminate on the basis of visible lip and tongue movnts are additionally
cued by the speaker through hand cues. Kierrian, Reid and Jones (1982)
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found no record of the use of Cued Speech in special schools for physically
handicape1, educationally subnormal or autistic children in the U.K.
Chapter 6. The Symbol Systens
There are a variety of symbol systns which can be used by nonverbal
arid severely language handicapped iixlividuals, ranging fran three-dimensional
objects through pictures, line drawings, rebuses, Blissymnbols and abstract
sithols, to the use of traditional orthography. The syst&iis are all based
on static pictograpnic, idegraphic or abstract visual tokens. The tokens!
symbols thns elves can be used, in three types of modes: they may be drawn
or written, they may consist of manipilable tokens, or they may be visually
displayed on a variety of devices ranging fran relatively simple non-
mechanical devices to highly sophisticated electronic devices. The most
widely used of such aids is the rrnunication board, with which the
individual uses sane sort of pointing response to indicate his/her choice
of various elanents (pictures, symbols, rds etc.) that are located on the
board. Other systns such as machine-generated (recorded or synthesized)
spoken language used with electronic ccmnunication devices, and the use
of the rse Code as an encoding symbol systan for indicating and generating
message canponents, are also available (e.g. Silverman, 1980) but a
discussion of these is beyond the scope of the present vrk.
6,1 MxIels, Photographs, Pictures arid Drawings
The elenents of these systens all physically resnble actual objects
or situations to a greater or lesser extent. In each case, then, the re-
presentation is pictographic and each elanent may be holophrastic in that
it can represent more than one idea (for example, a picture of a cup can
designate the entire class of 'things to drink') (Silverman, 1980) • These
four modes imply a progression in deree of abstraction (Shane, 1979).
Silvexrian defines a model as a miniature object that resanbles an
acthal object. The use of such tangible objects as a caTrnunication systan
has the advantage of providing direct representation for initial attts
at cczrmuriication by individuals who are at the time unable to deal with more
representational levels. Mxlels thus provide a straightforward and un-
ambiguous means of catrnunicating about aspects of the izrinediate envirorinent.
They are, however, cumbersane for progranining purposes arid obviously limit
the individual to the expression of concepts which are representable through
objects.
Photographs, pictures and. line drawings are more accessible than
tangible objects and can be placed on portable cannunication boards.
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Typically, the individual sequentially points to pictures that represent
objects or ideas to be ctrniunicated. They are generally intelligible to
an untrained audience, although the rressage receiver is required to rrke
use of contextual clues in order to interpret the rressage, which could
lead to confusion and arrbiguities. Moreover, pictures and drawings are
typically better suited for encoding ancrete c*1cepts rather than
abstract, and rtessages about the here-and-ncM rather than the past or
future. These nodes are thus limited in their versatility (Vanderheiden
and Harris-Variderheiden, 1976 ). They are, hcMever, anong the easiest
systrs to inplerrrit with very young or severely irentally handicapped
children, and, in that they involve a greater degree of abstraction than
ci, acrete objects, they can provide a useful interiredi ate step between
the use of tangible objects and nore abstract representational trodes such
as Blissyrrbolics.
6.2 Formalized Pictorial Systrs and Rebuses
The term 'rebus' has been used in two ways. In the first place it
can refer to pictorial syit1ols. I-bwever, Kien-ian (1982) points out that
the use of the term in this way is misleading and that it is rrore correctly
applied to pictures whose naires sound like the naires of the objects that
one wishes to represent. Thus, for example, in the Peabody Rebus System,
a picture of a bee is used as the rebus for the verb 'be' • The Peabody
Rebuses (Clark, Davies and Woodcock, 1974) were designed as an introduction
to reading for normal preschool and retarded children. The system involves
a set of syntols, sare pictorial and others rrore abstract, which have a
strong phonological base. To take another exarrple, a pictorial syrrbol
for 'eat' could be cxibined with the letter 'h' to represent the syntol
for 'heat' (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982). The Rebus system allc*,s for
representation of the past, present and future tenses, arid inflectional
distinctions can be indicated by adding an appropriate English suffix to
a rebus, for example aci3.ing 's' to a rebus to indicate the plural. The
syntax for Rebus can therefore parallel English. An example of the use of
Peabody Rebus syntols to cxxistruct an English sentence is presented in
Appendix 1.
In providing ccnitunicaticn techniques, rebuses have been used as
symbols on ci:xrnunication boards. As many rebuses are pictographic, they
should be intelligible to untrained observers, and English word equivalents
can also be printed be1 them to make them intelligible to anyone who can
read. I-bzever, as Kiernan (l983c) points out, the Peabody Rebus format
has generally been felt to be too phonic for use with rrentally handicapped
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and other severely language impaired populations. Consuently, a nuither
of systs have been developed consisting of standardized picto- and
ideograns which are not phonetically based.
One such system is Picsyras, a system of picture syxrbols that was
designed by Carison (1982) for use with nonspeakers who are unable to
read or use nore abstract syntols. Lening, Swann et al. (1979) point out
that Picsyxr grt out of an attempt to develop a fonial drawing system
f or teachers who could not draw well. In the system, concrete concepts
are represented iconically while abstract concepts are represented with
varying degrees of abstractness. A single word can be represented by
several Picsyits if it has several ITeanings. Each word category has a
syttbol configuration to designate it for example, an arrow indicates
action, and the arrow is bent around a syrTtol to differentiate tenses.
There are develoçnental or maturational variations included in the system,
and Cariscri suggests that as children begin to recognise letters and
words, Picsyrrs (like the Peabody Rebuses) may be corrbined with traditional
orthography to encourage the rrove towards reading. Thus plurals, for
example, are represented at one level by multiple syrttols of the item, but
at another level by a tag attached to the primary srbo1 containing the
letters '-s' or -es'. This was &ne so that at the upper limits of the
system the syrrtols can be phased out and replaced by printed words. An
example of a nessage constructed in Picsyrrs is presented in Appendix 1.
In a nunber of systs standardized pictograpbs have been developed
which are directly linked with manual signs. Such syntol systens can be
used cxz-icurrently with signs and speech, aiming to provide one vocabulary
but three possible nodes of cTim!unication (Grove, 1980). Cregan (1982)
has developed Sigsyrrtols, a system which Er1oys simple outline drawings
or pictographs to stand for whole words, but which also reflects, where
possible, the form of BSL signs in syrrbols. Cregan suggests that the
syithols, BSL signs and speech can thus be taught together so that non-
representational syirlxls maintain a concrete link with the child's rrotor
experience. The syntols can then act as a stable cue to assist the
elicitation of signed or spoken language. A similar scherre has been
developed by workers on the Makatcn Vocabulary Developrent Project (1985)
for use with severely physically and maritally handicapped individuals who
have difficulty in producing intelligible speech or precise signs (see
Appendix 1 for examples of Makaton syirbols). The system can be used to-
gether with the Makaton Vocabulary BSL signs and speech.
Orcutt (1984) has developed yet another system which can be manually
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signed or used as a graphic system. Called Woridsign, it is described as
a 'kinetic anguag' and the graphic syrrbols have elnts of bodily
rrotion or gestures incorporated in them.
6.3 Blissyrrtolics
Blissyirbolic was developed by Charles Bliss (1965) with the intention
of providing a universal conrrunication system. It was first applied as
an anentative aid to speech in 1971, when it was introduced to
physically handicapped, ncrispeaking children at the Ontario Crippled
Children's Centre in Toronto (Mc±aughton, 1976b; McNaughton and Kates,
1980). It was subsequently introduced into a few schools in the U.K. in
1974 (Harrrrorid and Bailey, 1976). The Blissyrrbol approach was intended for
children who are capable of using nore advanced software than picture
boards offer, but who are not ready deve1oprentafly to begin using the
printed word for expressive coninunication. It was thus seen as fulfilling
a programing gap that existed between picture and word board coxmtunication
procedures (Shane, 1979). Since the early 1970s the system has grown in
popularity and it is currently being used with a range of language and
speech inaired individuals, incltzling physically handicapped, nentally
handicapped, multiply handicapped, deaf and aphasic children and adults, as
well as individuals with acruired language iirpairrrent (Bailey and Haimond,
1978; Silverman, 1980). Kieman, Reid and Jones (1982), in their surveys
of the use of augrentative crmnunication systene in special schools and
units in the U.K., found Bliss to be the nost ccttrron of the syrrbol systens
utilized. It is especially prevalent in schools for physically handi-
capped children. In view of this, it was selected as one of the two
augxientative systen's whose use by nonverbal cerebral palsied children was
examined in the present investigation.
Blissyirbolics is a semantically based system. tst of its corrponents
relate directly or indirectly to neaning, thoh for a few configurations
ireaning has been assigned arbitrarily. The syirbols are thus of several
types: pictographs, or drawings that reseirbie what they are intended to
symbolize (e.g.
	 for WUSE); ideographs, or drawings that symbolize
the idea of a thing rather than the narre of it (e.g.
	 to represent
the abstract concept of FEELING); and arbitrary syrrbols, which have no
pictorial relationship between the form and what they are intended to
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syrr1olize (e.g.	 to represent the concept of NAME). There are
also mixed syntois which consist of pictographi c, ideographic and/or
arbitrary cxolients organized in different cczrbinations. Each symbol may
signify a nuther of related rranings; thus, for example, the syrrbol
can represent I or ME depending on the order in which it is
indicated within a sequence of symbols. Similarly, the syirbol for FDUSE
may be interpreted as HYJSE or BUILDING according to the context in which
the syTrbol is used.
There are two basic rrethods for extending the neanings of syrrbols,
and thereby enlarging the available vocabulary. A given Blissyntol can
function as the English equivalent of a noun, verb, adverb or adjective,
and the first riethod involves the use of indicators with appropriate syrrbols
to specify grartinatical classes and rrorphological changes. For example, an
action indicator used above a syirbol gives it a verb meaning. There are
also indicators to specify the plural, and past and future tenses. The
negative and possessive, on the other hand, are represented by a single
syrrtol each. The second method involves the use of a nurrber of strategies
to change symbol meanings and thus to expand the syrrbol vocabulary that is
available to the individual. These strategies are indicated by special
symbols. For example, the symbol for OPPOSITE MEANING signals the intended
expression of a thought antithetical to a given syrrbol; the symbol for
SIMILAR SOUND indicates an English word that is pronounced like the symbol
indicated but has a different meaning. New symbols may also be created by
cathining existing symbols to form ccxround symbols. The meaning of such
symbols can be inferred fran the meanings of their elErcnts plus the context.
As has been pointed out by Kieman, Reid and Jones (1982), unlike the
Maicaton Vocabulary approach to BSIJ, proponents of Blissyntolics enphasize
the need for user-based vocabularies. Typically the Bliss user will have
an individualized vocabulary of symbols fixed on a chart and he/she will
indicate the symbols required in sequence.
There are three different "graimars" which are associated with the use
of Blissyntols (Hunnicutt, 1984). The first is the so-called telegraphic
style. It is the easiest, shortest style of Bliss canitunication, omitting
function words and inflections and paying less attention to word order.
Since it allcs for speedy cxxrniimication it is sanatirres reccnrcnded for
conversational exchanges. Charles Bliss hiiiself developed a simple syntax
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for Blissyii-bol use, in which function words are anitted and in which sate
of the structural forms
	 ioy word orders that are different fran those
used in English (Bliss, 1965; Md)nald, 1980b). For exan]e, place,
followed by tirre, is indicated at the beginning of a sentence, followed
in turn by the remainder of the sentence. In sirrple sentences, a Subject-.
Verb-.obj ect order is reconunded. In negative statnts, the symbol for
the negative is placed before the verb. For question forms the JESTIC*
symbol, or another question word, is placed at the beginning of a question,
and the syn'bol order following this is the sane as in statenents. Exarrples
of utterances fonlEd in Bliss syntax are presented in Appendix 1. rpically,
however, English word order is used in teaching Bliss, though with sone
rrodificatiais (e.g. question and negative utterances), and the use of
symbols representing not only content but also function words is encouraged.
The linguisti c structure of Blissymbolics can thus be made cciipatible
with that of English. Further, as has been shown above, while the nor-
phological structure of Blissyirbolics differs fran that of English, nor-
phological variations in English have Bliss equivalents. The Blissyrrbol
system can thus generate the various gramatical structures such as verb
tense, plural, possessive, question and negative, while its semantic base
allows a small nunber of symbols to be canbined into a large nurrber of
entries (Musselwhite and St. Louis, 1982). Proponents of the system point
to these factors as evidence of their claim that Bliss offers a cxxrplete
language capability that can be utilized according to the user's ability.
The system has other advantages as well. It contains many acepts
and abstractions that could not, for example, be easily depicted with
purely pictoral systerrs. The written counterpart of the Blissyntol always
appears with the symbol, so that even those unfamiliar with the system can
crmnunicate with Bliss users provided that they can read. The system is
thus not 'closed' as are sare signing systenis. In a&iition, Mc±aughtcn
(l976a) arid Harris-Vanderheiden, Brown, MacKenzie, Reinen and Scheibel
(1975) claim, on the basis of experience, that the syirbols are easier to
learn and renunber than are words, and they sgest that this is due in
part to the many cues to neaning that can be seen in the symbols.
Blissyntois can therefore serve as a comnunicaticn node for the child who
cannot read or spell, as a transition symbol system for the prereading
child who wi] 1 eventually learn traditional orthography, or as a convenient
conversational c'arrnunication system for the individual who can already use
traditional orthography (Vanderheiden and Harris-Vanderheiden, 1976 ).
Moreover, since the Blissyrrbols can be reproduced, sttxents can receive
a 'hard copy' of their expressive output, which is extrenely useful in
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teaching situations (Carison, 1982). On the other hand, it must be borne
in mind that the Bliss users' aiiiainication attts are always limited
by the symbols or stol crtnbinaticxis they have on their charts (bearing
in mind the use that can be made of 	 egos, where these are available),
and that since the syntax produced with the system may differ fran English
structure in various ways and telegraphic uLterances may be used, massage
receivers could have difficulty with the interpretation of Bliss utterances.
Visual perceptual problems and the abstraction level of the Blissymbols
themselves could also hinder their effective use by sara individuals.
6.4 Abstract Symbol Systems
In abstract symbol systs the form of the syrrbols typically bears no
relation to the objects or actions which they represent. Premack (1970,
1971) devised a set of abstract plastic symbols that arbitrarily
represented verbal symbols, and investigated the ability of a chirranzee
to learn certain dinEnsicns of htan language throth the manipulation of
these symbols The plastic chips that were used varied in colour, shape
and size and were matal-backed so that they could be arranged vertically
on a magnetic board in specific sequences, thus forming 'sentences'. The
syntactical rules for sequencing the syrrbols were adopted fran English.
The chin-çanzee was trained to place the plastic symbols in sequential order
to form sentences and by the end of training she was capable of producing
and carprehending a variety of sirrple sentences, as well as a cciiipound and
a ccinplex sentence, utilizing the chips.
Following on Premack' s research, Carrier and Peak (1975) and Carrier
(1976) devised the Non-Speech Language Initiation Program (Non-SLIP) for
severely maritally handicapped language irr?pai red children, also using
rrovable abstract plastic symbols to represent 'words. Again, each symbol
was unique in shape and was colour-coded as to its syntactic class.
Appendix 1 shc qs an exaxrple of the use of Non-Slip syrrbols to construct
a sentence. Carrier designed a finely graded series of steps for training,
in which the child is first tatht to recognize and discriminate anong the
different symbols, arid then to match symbols to cstnict sentences in a
rote fashion. The various steps of the progranire then train the child to
select appropriate symbols, to sequence then according to grairinatical rules,
and to use the available stols and rules to generate new responses. By
the end cf the prograrm the aim is for children to generate new appropriate
sentences or caTibinations of up to seven ymbo, of the form: article +
noun + verb auxiliary + verb + preposition + article + noun.
In rrost of the studies in which adaptations of Premack' s 'plastic
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language' have been used, they have not been taught to provide a syrrbol
system for cmiiunication, but rather to provide tactics for learning
language; that is, to teach a set of conceptual skills necessary to the
aouisition of functional linguistic cuirnunication. The assumption is
made that learning the symbol system will facilitate the aouisition of
other symbol systems such as speech (Silverman, 1980). In Non-SLIP,
speech accuipanies the symbol training, and, frc the stage of preposition
training, speech beairs the central focus of the progranire (Carrier and
Peak, 1975).
Silverman (1980) points to several advantages of Premack-type syrrbols.
They can be identified either by sight or by touch, making them potentially
useabie by visually-impaired individuals. They place trdnimal demands on
ireirvy - the symbol user does not have to remaiiber the portion of a
message that has already been coded because it is visible on a display.
They may be easier to learn and rrber than other syrrtols, since they
may be recalled through vision and touch. And finally, since syirbols are
arbitrarily assigned to represent various concepts, additional sto1s may
be spontancously created and added to the system. Hcwever, Musselwhite
arid St. Louis (1982) point out that the abstract nature of the symbols,
the difficulty of keeping nnrerous bulky syrrbols within reach, and the
necessity to manipulate the symbols, may make the system currbersorre and
even unuseable as a cxirrnunication system for many handicapped individuals.
Moreover, the symbols would only be intelligible to untrained observers if
English word equivalents were printed on them. Hciever, the major problem
with using the Non-SLIP prograrrire as an augrentative caimunication system
is that the authors fail to rcristrate that the skills therein acxiuired
can be generalised and consist of anything rtre than a simple set of
behaviours learned in a non-criiTnunicative setting and t,ithout functional
utility (Kiernan, 1984 ).
6.5 Traditional Orthography
Traditional orthography lies at the end of the continuum of symbol
systema (Kiernan, 1982). It is the least arrbiguous and rrost flexible of
the symbol systems, and has the added advantage of being a normative system
and having a large audience of users. The use of traditional orthography
as an augrrentative carrnunicaticn system can be implrented in two ways
(Vanderheiden arid Harris-Vanderheiden, 1976 ). First, words thnselves
can be placed on the ctttrnunication aid (comrtunication chart, caTuter
etc.). HcMever, the number of words made available to the user will
necessarily be limited by space cxrisiderations, thus severely limiting the
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individual's expressive pcwer. Altematvely, the letters of the
alphabet may be placed on the cxxrrnunication aid. In this way the
individual' s vocabulary potential is unbounded; but speed of transmission
is slcwer because the user needs to indicate each letter of a word rather
than one syi±ol representing a word. Recent developirents in the use of
cxputers (for example, in terms of nethods of accessing the canputer and
the use of word or syrtol stores) are, hciever, helping to mitigate sczre
of the difficulties relating to storage space and rate of transmission.
More crucially, the use of traditional orthography poses advanced cognitive
requireirents in that it ruires adecruate reading and/or spelling skills
before it can be used.
6.6 Methods of Accessing the Symbol Carinunication Systems
Augnntative ccziniunication devices with which the above symbol systems
may be used range fran sirrple cxlmnrunication charts to highly sophisticated
electronic devices, including portable independent cxTniunications aids with
calculator-type displays, built-in strip printers, television displays,
and typcwriter controllers (Harris-Vanderheiden and Vanderheiden, 1980).
A variety of camiunication aids can also be used as input nxdes to
cxuters. In addition to the various aids with printed output, there
are currently a few aids with synthesized voice for their output, although
these still reguire considerable refinnt as regards voice quality and
inflection. Harris and Vanderheideri point out that the availability of
printed output for systems such as traditional orthography and Blissyirbols
becars particularly i.nçortant when the symbol user is placed in an
educational setting, because it maans that he/she will be able to ctlete
independent work without recuiring the constant attention of a second
person to help assnble and rnxiitor a massage.
To date, the irost widely used augnentative ccnTnunication device
remains the ctirniunicaticn board, whose xiitent may consist of pictures,
symbols, words, letters of the alphabet, or any carbination of these.
The	 tent and design of the ozianunication board is usually individualized
for each user because the choice of syrrbol eleitents, their arrangrent on
the board, and factors such as positioning of the individual and the board,
are highly dependent on the individual's intellectual level, educational
level and physical capabilities. Not only must cczrrnunication boards be
individuafly created, but they must also undergo continual rrodification
as the child's language develops and his needs to comnunicate expand.
Many cairnunicaticri. charts are designed around saTe systn for teaching
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language structure. An adaptation of the Fitzgerald Key is often used
(Fitzgerald, 1949) in which the symbols are placed in olurrns according
to their graMnatical form, thereby providing a visual pattern for correct
fliglish word order (McDonald, 1980 b).
A basic step in developing curniunication board use is the selection
or developnt of a rrechanism to provide the child with a maans of
indicating the elrnts of his massage to an observer. Selection of
content may be made directly by use of a finger-or fist-pointing response.
Where the symbol user has inadeivate control for accurate manual pointing
but good trunk and head control, a head-pointer or irouths tick may be used.
Other severely involved individuals may have to rely on eye-pointing as
their sole ireans of direct indication, or utilize 'indirect' accessing
techniques such as riechanically controlled rotating pointers or matrix
systems, using switches adapted for their particular needs. Each
technique has advantages and disadvantages, and is nore applicable to sorre
types of disability than to others. The arrount of material that can be
displayed on a ccxtrriunication board will be restricted by the individual' s
effective range of pointing rrovrents or by the degree of refined rroverrent
and speed with which a pointing device can be controlled. In general, the
greater the nuiiber and carplexity of a child's controlled noverrents, the
faster his speed of corrrni.riication can be. HcMever, as Vanderheiden and
Harris-Vanderheiden (1976 ) point out, to achieve optimal speed and
efficiency of ccirniunication a child must be matched with the technique
that best utilizes his particular type and degree of control.
Althoh there are many different techniques for providing an
individual with a rreans for indicating massage elerrents, these techniques
are all essentially variations or ccrt)inations of three basic approaches,
narrely scanning, encoding and direct selection (Vanderheiden and Harris-
Vanderheiden, 1976 ). In scanning techniques the massage elenents are
presented to the individual in a suentia1 manner and the individual
specifies his choice by responding to the person or display presenting the
elerrents. In the siirplest form of scanning, the observer would point to
the individual cells in a matrix one after the other and ask for each one
whether it contains the massage corronent the person wishes to transmit.
The scanning approach is particularly pcierfu]. because all it requires is
that the individual have sane signal that can be detected by a second
person or by an aid. It can thus be used by anyone no matter ha severe
his/her physical handicap. The major disadvantage of this approach is its
relatively slag speed since typically many unwanted positions must be
stepped over before the desired massage elenent is reached.
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Encoding techniques are techniques in which the desired massage
elemant is indicated by a pattern or code of input signals, where the
pattern or code must be marrorized or referred to on a chart. An example
of such an encoding system is a matrix on to which syntols are placed and
then chosen by a two coordinate selection which identifies the location
of the intended syrrbols. Encoding techniques provide a faster rr€ans of
cxxrinunication than does scanning, and they permit access to relatively
large symbol vocabularies with limited rroverrent. However, they require
greater physical control than the scanning aids, and higher cognitive
abilities than either scanning or direct selection, since the encoding
schre must be learned.
In direct selection techniques the individual directly indicates the
massage elrents, for exarrple by directly pointing to syirbols on the
ccmiiuriication board. This approach is the quickest and rrost straight-
forward way of mdi cating a syrrbol on a display, but its major limitation
is that it requires a greater range of novaiient on the part of the
individual (Vanderhei den and Harris-Vanderheiden, 1976 ). Carbinations of
these three approaches can of course be used to take advantage of the
asscts of each one in providing the best maans of indication for a
particular individual.
Chapter 7. Factors to Consider When Choo 	 and Irrp1nting an
Atititative CciTrn.riication System
The increasing use of augrrentative ccirrnuriication systens has generated
a nu±er of issues whi.ch require careful consideration. These inclize the
questions of whether and when to introduce the augmantative procedures
for a given individual, and which augrrcntative system should be taught. A
ntzrber of writers have provided guidelines on these questions (e.g. Alpert,
1980; Nietupski and Hamre-Nietupski, 1979), and these will be examined in
the present chapter. The research that has been conducted to date bearing
upon these issues will be fuily explored in Part III.
7.1 When to Introduce Augrrentative Procedures
One of the problems involved in initiating alternative and augrrentative
forn of cc*imunication is in being able to identify, at an early age, those
children who have limited speech potential and who are thus rrost likely to
benefit fran training in nonverbal systen, thereby avoiding a prolonged
period of frustration spent in fruitless attempts to train purely verbal
skills. At the present tima adequate information is lacking on the criteria
to help with effective decision making within the high risk groups. Clearly
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an aitative cimaication prograrrrt should be initiated for an
individual with severe speech rrechanism impairment which appears to pre-
clude the developTent of adequate vocal responses. For individuals with
no apparent speech nechanism irrainTent, factors involved in the decision
might include age, the degree of verbal cxxrmunicaticn and past performance
in speech therapy. It is however not uncomion to delay the introduction
of an augnentative system for many years to see if speech will develop.
As Yoder and Kraat (1983) point out, oral speech efforts and resistance to
the imnplerrentaticn of nonverbal systrs often create situations in which
a system is first introduced only at the age of 8 or 9 years or even later.
Indeed, in many of the research studies the rationale cited for introducing
an augnentative system is that the children have extrenely limnited
functional speech and have experienced repeated failure in verbal
ccrnnunication prograrrires (Nietupski and Hamre-Nietupski, 1977; Salisbury,
Wantoid and Watter, 1978). In the intervening years, however, irirrature and
limiting coiririunication patterns may becorre established, and frustration in
the cxrniiunication situation for the child, faniily and teachers will
increase. Early language learning is critical for the normal acjuisition
of catuni cation and of other developmental skills, and the inplerrentation
of augnentative orrrunication syst
	 at as early an age as possible is
thus crucial. This position is further supported by the fact that
introducing an augrrentative system &es not nean abannmant of oral
speech goals, and by the findings, to be discussed in Part III, that these
syst will not deter speech developrent, and may well enhance it.
Several writers have suggested certain cognitive prerequisites for
acxuiring nciiverbal amnuni cation skills. Owens and House (1984) suggest
that fran a Piagetiari viewpoint, one would look for the development of
neans-ends relationships, notor imitation, cbj ect permanence, causality,
functional use arid syntolic play skills. Single word speech reportedly
begins in Piaget's late Stage IV or early Stage V 1
 so a child not
functioning at this level may not have the necessary cxgnitive abilities
to functionally use single signs or syrrbols. Harris-Vanderheiden (1976)
argues that cbject permanence skills are needed for Blissyirbol use, while
Charnlan and Miller (1980) and Shane and Bashir (1980) state that to use
augmentative systens, children rivst have acxiuired the skills delineated
in Stages V and VI of Piaget' s sensoriiotor period, or else be taught
such skills prior to entry into a nonverbal carnftnication prograMme.
Several infant developirent scales agree that children must attain a
cognitive level of about 18 nonths before they are capable of associating
referents with pictorial representations (e.g. Bayley, 1969).
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Further research is hever needed to validate the develor'ntal
approach and to identify valid instructional prerequisites (Nietupski
and Hamre-Nietupski, 1977). Chaçinan and Miller (1980) note that as things
stand at present, we have no answer to the basic question of whether
augrrtative systs require representational skills in order to be
learned, or whether they are threlves a rreans of teaching representational
skills. Guess, Sailor and Baer (1977) are airong those who question the
notion that cocjnitive-develoçtrental level should determine readiness for
augmentative carnunication training. As an alternative, they advocate a
'remedial' approach to training, which involves attempts to teach the
individual the functional language skills necessary to coniliunicate
effectively without waiting for student "readiness".
7.2 User Characteristics Influencing Sign/symbol System Selection
and Use
It is widely agreed that the process of selecting the augnentative
ccmnuni cation system for which the child is likely to show the rrost
potential for learning must be based upon consideration of two groups of
variables, the first relating to the unique needs and abilities of the
individual, and the second relating to the strengths and weaknesses
characteristic of the particular augreritative systems. User characteristics
are the first to be examined.
Level of cognitive functioning is one of the nost important factors
influencing the selection and use of a nonspeech carrnuriication system.
Clearly, the higher the intellectual abilities the greater is likely to
be the impact of any augiTentative system. On the other hand, as Silverman
(1980) points out, a disturbance in cognitive functioning can make it
difficult or impossible for the individual to use relatively abstract
symbols, and it can influence the size of the syrrbol set the person can
manage and the cxxrplexity of its syntax. The individual would be likely
to experience far nore difficulty using traditional orthography, for
example, than pictures or otographs. It has already been stated above
that a number of writers (e.g. Chaçinan and Miller, 1980; Yoder and
Calculator, 1981) see the carprehension and use of sthols as appropriate
goals only when the individual denonstrates cognitive functioning which is
characteristi c of Piaget 'S sensoririotor Stage V. More specifically, all
systems require the ability to associate signs or syxrbols with their
meaning by sate direct object or action referent or nore abstract concepts,
and the ability to ctirprehend that a visual symbolic representation can
serve as a crzrniunicative signal. Considering the processing demands in sign
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or symbol use, Wilbur (1980) further notes that aside frcxn the visual
discrimination processing and the recognition nenory required, the syst
require short term rrrory ability to store massages until they can be
processed. Other cognitive and develoçxrental skills that are considered
relevant include the ability to perform iniitative matching with ects,
gestures and symbols, attending skills and, at a rrore basic level, the
ability to establish and maintain eye contact (e.g. Alpert, 1980). How-
ever, these skills need not be viewed as p,rerequisites for use of a
crxrTnunication system, since they can be trained either prior to or con-
currently with many initial nonverbal cxmn.nication skills (Hamre-Nietupski,
Stroll, Holtz et aL, 1977). Indeed, training in sign/syrrbol-referent
associations may facilitiate a higher level of cx)gnitive functioning and,
in turn, nore advanced linguistic expressions.
Consideration of the child's current receptive and expressive language
status will also influence the choice of a ctimtunication system and the
cxlexity of the language material which is to be included. The child
with extensive language aiTrehens ion skills, for exanple, will require. a
system that allows for their expression. FurthermDre, aost all
functionally nonverbal persons can xrrrnunicate in at least a limited way,
and information about how they do ccirrnunicate may sgest systems that it
would be possible for them to use (Silverman, 1980). For those individuals
who use gestures spontaneously, such crinmunicative forms may well represent
a factor favouring the adoption of a manual carniunication system. Other
individuals may be rrore 'picture oriented' and hence respond nore favourably
to symbol systems.
The potential user's rrotor status is one of the primary determiners
of the cxinnunication syst he/she can use. If the musculature of the
upper extremities functions normally, a highly flexible manual system such
as BSL can be considered. Individuals with severe neurcrTotor deficits
involving the upper extrerreties are less likely candidates for a signing
system. For such individuals a carrnunication board may be rrore appropriate;
but even here the degree of physical handicap is likely to dictate the type
of symbol display and number of syithols which can be accessed. Mobility of
the child is also relevant. The nee of the xrcbile child are best net
with a manual system or an easily accessible and portable symbol chart.
Further, the degree of intactness of a person's auditory, visual and
tactile-kinesthetic-proprioceptive systems will play an important role in
determining the augnentative systems that can be used (Silverman, 1980).
Good visual skills are particularly important in using symbol cairnuni cation
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systs. Visual acuity and discrimination skills are needed to identify
mess age elements, and visual rreiory and tracking play an important role in
scanning and direct selection techniques to recall or find the position of
symbols on the cimiunication chart. Visual acuity will also determine the
nber, size and placement of symbols on a display. As many signs, and
especially gross gestures, are likely to make fewer demands on fine visual
discrimination skills than & symbol systs such as Bliss, they may be
better suited for individuals with poor visual ability. Furthenrore,
although sare degree of vision would be necessary to S receive' signs and
gestures, it is not essential when sending a massage (Dale, 1977). On the
other hand, disturbances in a person 's use of tactile, kinesthetic or
proprioceptive sensation could have a detrimental effect on the ability to
produce muscle gestures needed for manual signing.
Desire or rrotivation to ccrriiiunicate is another important determiner
of successful use of augrrentative carinunication systems. Lack of notivation
for comnunicatiori can arise fran several sources, for example where all
the individual' s nee are anticipated by others, where there is little or
no opportunity to amnunicate and limited opportunity for interpersonal
relationships, or wnere past attempts at being understood have mat with
constant failure. As McDonald (l980a) points out, many multihandicapped
children develop as passive, dependent individuals, never having the
satisfaction of manipulating their environment. If they are ever to want
to cxrniunicate, they need to be provided with opportuni ties for language
expression, so that they can e to understand the value of caTminication.
A final and related factor to consider in ccmnunication system
selection and use is the willingness of other persons in the child's
environment to utilize an aurentative system with the child. In the
words of Ferrier and Shane (1983), the rrotivation to put any caTinunication
system to use stens fran its functional application with significant and
caring others, with whan the desire to carinunicate has its origins.
Maximal success in system use thus seems possible only with the cooperation
and interest of significant others. Parents or staff may be unwilling to
spend the time necessary to receive massages fran a child using an aug-.
rrentative system, or they may be reluctant to accept the use of such a
system, believing that it represents giving up on verbal language training.
Persuading them of the value of augmentative cxmllunication and gaining
their notivation to use it with the child are of cnicial importance.
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7.3 System Characteristics Influencing SigrVSyrrbol System
Selection and Use
As well as considering the needs and abilities of the potential
user, factors indicating the advantages and disadvantages of the various
augmantative rrethods themselves must be weighed prior to system selection.
Questions here cxricern the decision on whether to select a sign or a syirbol
system, and which option to select within each of these two categories.
The relative advantages and disadvantages of sign and symbol systems
in general are presented in Table 1. As can be seen, syntol systems have
certain distinct advantages over manual systems. In the first place, the
minimal rrothr skills reguired make them particularly useful for severely
handicapped individuals. The rrotor response that has to be learnt is very
sirrple since it only involves indicating particular syrrbols by pointing or
through the use of machanical aids. In contrast, the crirplex rrotor patterns
that need to be learned and executed to use signs may preclude their use
by individuals who are severely involved nitorically. A second advantage
of symbol systems, pinpointed by Kiernan (l983a) and others, is that they
place different and possibly significantly fewer cognitive demands on the
user than dd manual systs. The static nature of symbols, as opposed to
the transient nature of signs, alls additional scanning tine which is
likely to be valuable for learning. In addition, to use symbols the individual
needs to be able to associate neaning with a visx)-spatial pattern, and then
to recognize the symbol and indicate it. This side-steps any rjuirerrent
of recall since the symbols are continusly present. Sign systems, on the
other hand, ruire the user to be able to discriminate, imitate, learn
and recall a variety of signs. Recognition is clearly a much sirrpler
Table 1: General Characteristics of Symbol and Manual Systems
of Camtuni cation
Symbol Systenis	 Sign Systems
Motor skill requireiients Minimal 	 Extensive
Cognitive requrTents	 Recognition of	 Recall and execution
static symbols	 of transient signs















inforn.tion processing task than recall. Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982)
add that similar considerations apply in the transition frcn single itn
utterances to the production of rnulti-itan utterances. This is likely
to be easier for symbol users since the symJls can serve as an external
ref erence systen through which utterances can be 'planned'. Moreover,
symbols can be positioned on a corrmunication board in a manner that will
facilitate use of a desired order of selection (e.g. according to English
ward order), while there are no similar overt cues to aid in sign recall
(Bristow and Fristoe, 1984).
Symbol systens have other advantages as well. The 'pez:manence' of
symbols allows messages to be recorded and printed, thereby creating a
permanent record which can be read by the message receiver at a later
time. LIz) such options are available within the various sign systems.
Furtheriire, the audience in the case of sign users is restricted to
those individuals who have learnt the signs, and there are many cases
where even parents or teachers are (for various reasons) reluctant to
learn the systan. By contrast, ccituu.inication boards usually have the
meanings of the individual symbols printed below than, thereby eliminating
the need for special training of message receivers, provided that they
can read.
Despite the drawhacks listed above, manual oonnication systans
have their own major advantages over symbol systems. As noted by Hopper
and Helmick (1977), sign languages are fluid and flexible, and they more
closely approximate the spontaneous nature of spoken language than do the
symbol systems. The tools necessary for using signs are part of the
individual's body. Thus the 'equipnent' for signing is ccxnpletely portable,
contrasting sharply with the often bLilky devices required for symbol
systems, which can be inconvenient to use in certain locations (e.g. in
bed or in the swinining pool) and which are particularly cuthersctne for
the active, mobile child to carry around. Signing therefore permits
spontaneity, and its use need not be limited to preplarined sessions, as
is often the case with symbol systems (Fouts, Couch and O'Neil, 1979).
Fouts et al. make the important point that sign language further affords
the total. spontaneity that is necessary for private 'babbling', a stage
which normal speakers go through in language acquisition. In addition,.
while the vocabulary of symbol systems is limited by trainers to a
particular number of items, a sign user can invent idiosyncratic signs for
needed vocabulary, and pick up signs used by others that may not have
been directly taught. Another iirortant advantage of signing is the
direct axtional and personal involvanent of the signer. Erotions can
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be expressed through facial expression and 1x)dy nvnents, whereas in
symbol systns aitional overtones are typically expressed by adding extra
symbols, thereby diluting the imnedicay of the ccnriunication of feeling.
Finally, the use of signs requires the child to attend to the teacher/
interactant in order to see the signs, which is likely to enhance face-
to-face interaction. In cx)ntrast, the use of a cxnrnunication chart
requires concentration on the chart, which reduces eye contact and makes
it difficult to interact in a group setting.
reviewing the above considerations, Nietupski and Hnre-Nietupski
(1979) suggest, as very broad guidelines, that a manual systan may be
considered appropriate if an individual 1. can control the rnovnents of
the upper extrnities, 2. exhibits attending skills, notor imitation and/
or the performance of actions when provided with gestural prompts, and
3. has access to an audience that uses or is willing to learn signs.
symbol syst may be considered if the individual 1. has physical un-
pairments whicn preclude the control of hand and finger movnents, 2 • tends
rot to attend to the actions of others hit prefers to interact with objects,
and 3. has access to an audience that is not willing to learn a manual
systeii. Wwever, as already suggested, the picture is far trore cxnplicated
than these simple guidelines would suggest; and there are a multitude of
additional factors that need to be evaluated.
Once a sign or symbol means is decided, decisions must be made re-
garding the nDst appropriate systn to select within that category. Sign
and symbol systens vary in their ccinplexity. Thus when selecting between
existing systens, factors to consider include cognitive and linguistic
abilities required for aojuisition, neurctotor skill requirmients, scope
of language afforded by the systn, its degree of correspondence to spoken
English, intelligibility to untrained individuals, speed of trangniss ion,
degree of independence afforded the user, and acceptability of the systan
to the user, family, peers and others (Gooderigh-Trepagnier, 1981; Lloyd
arid Kaian, 1984; Nietupski and Hamre-Nietupski, 1979).
Symbols arid signs having feature similarity to their referents (iconic)
are usually tbought of as the easiest to acquire and so nore appropriate for
the younger and less able child. Such systns (mime, naturalistic gestures
and pictorial systans) may also allcM for greater interaction between the
systan user arid untrained viewers, wbo can usually readily discern their
nieaxthi with little or no training. On the other hand, these systans
encxnpass a relatively limited range of oirmunicative content arid are
inadequate for expressing any bit the simplest needs and ideas. Sign and
symbol systans that are nore abstract or arbitrary, and irore closely
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approximate natural languages, make greater cognitive and linguistic
d€!tands, b.it yield g Leater representational range within the systn and
a greater capacity to express a wide variety of meanings. These systns
include the sign systans and languages (BSL, ASL, the £GSS etc.), and
symbol systns such as Bliss which, being seaantica11y based rather than
object based, is also able to evoke generalizations and abstractions.
While ?iner-Ind is nct as flexible a systeii as ASL, it is said to be rrore
concrete and hence easier to learn, but also capable of allowing for the
expression of a wider range of meanings than mime or idiosyncratic
gestures (Skelly, 1979).
At the end of the continuum of augmentative systans lies traditional
orthography. The use of traditional orthography in rd or letter boards,
and the use of fingerspelling, constitute the nost flexible and least
ambiguous of the sign and symbol systans and allow for a potentially
unbounded vocabulary. Traditional orthography has the further advantage of
being a normative systen and having a large audience of users, and it
will consequently be the rrost acceptable to parents and teachers. How-
ever, these systans pose advanced cognitive requirnents on the user in
the form of reading and/or sel1ing skills and are thus unlikely to be
appropriate as initial augmentative systans. In this regard, Yoder and
Kraat (1983) stress the importance of rananbering that norma]. children are
not asked to acquire reading and spelling skills until long after they
have mastered the skills of speech carinunication. Speed of traniission
is also slower when using letter boards or fingerspelling as the individual
has to spell out each ord, rather than indicating a symbol or sign
representing one rd or concept.
On the question of neurcirotor requirnents, one of the major dis-
advantages of using a contrived sign systen such as the PGSS or a sign
language such as ASL, is that. relatively fine ntor nvenents are often
necessary and, if the standardized sign is even slightly altered, the
content ccmnunicated may be changed (Hamre-Nietupski, Stroll, Holtz et al.,
1977). The use of such systans with the severely physically handicapped
uld thus be severely limited. Fingerspelling, too, requires extranely
fine hand and finger movanents. In contrast, mime and naturalistic
gestures require significantly fewer fine motor skills, and Daniloff and
Vergara (1984) have provided evidence that in the case of ?iner-Ind, too,
the pvoduction requiranents are irotorically simpler than those of ASL.
It mst, 1-iever, be rananbered that these latter systans cannot provide
their users with all tha cunplexities and flexibility of a true language
systart.
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Tbe intelligibility of auctentative systems to untraired individuals
is another ixrportant consideration. Naturalistic gestures and mirre are
relatively intelligible if done well. Skelly (1979) clairred 80% to 90%
intelligibility for AirerInd signals, a1thoh Daniloff, Lloyd and Fristoe
(1983) found that approximately 50% of signals were gtssab1e. In contrast,
only 10% to 20% of ASL signs have been found to be gessable by naive
individuaLs. Signed English (where the signs are rot derived frcn ASL)
and the manual alphabet are typically non-guassable C Lloyd and Karlan,
1984). Pictures and Rebus syrrbols for objects are generally highly
intelligible, though they may be arrbiguous when used to represent actions
or errotions. Blissyrrtols in themselves are probably not highly intelligible
to untrained observers, but when they are used on crlrrnunication boards they
are accx)rrpanied by their English language equivalents and so may be readily
intelligible to anyone who can read. Confusion could hcMever persist
concerning rressages forrred throth rbinations of syntols. In contrast
to the quastion of the intelligibility of the systems to naive observers,
the issus of the social valus and acceptability of the different systems
to the users and significant others has been explored hardly at all (Kiernan,
1977) and there are as yet no guidelines for corrparing arrentative systems
on this criterion.
1hid-i augrrentative system is selected for training further depends in
part on the extent to which a given system mirrors English syntax. Corres-
pondence to spoken English is achieved by Sigred English, the PGSS, the
manual alphabet and traditional orthograpby, but less so by Bliss arid rthus
systems, and not at all by ASL, BSL or Arrer-Ind. Kienian (1982) and
Bonvillian and Nelson (1978, in Siple, 1978) point to argurents in both
directions. They state that if the purpose is to give a child a rich ex-
press lye rtedium paralleling speech, which may be the case particularly for
nonverbal persons with intact receptive language, or where the system is
viewed as a facilitator of speech or reading, then systems such as Signed
English, the PGSS or traditional orthography are appropriate. On the other
hand, these systems are cognitively and/or xrotorically cxxnplex. Kiernan
further refers to evidence that nentally handicapped children may be able
to develop their thinking irore successfully in a vis-spatial rnediizn,
s1.gesting that a vis-spatially based language such as RSLJ or ASL, or
Arrer-Ind may be irore suitable for them. In general, hcMever, it can be stated
that if an individual is to make progress in learning to use and understand
spoken language, it is necessary to use an augrentative system paralleling
speech. As such, as far as signing is concerned, KOpdLiCk and Lloyd (1976)
and others recrmrend the use of Signed English, initially without the use of
inflectional markers, but with the gradual addition of such markers as the
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individual beoes more skilled in using the system.
It is clear fran the alxve that no single aumentative system is
superior to others. Each has advantages arid disadvantages, and the goal
is to select the most appropriate system for a given individual. Mare-
over the most effective system for a child may change as tha child
develops and acquires additional skills and cairnuriicative needs. The
selection and develotient of a cunnunication system is therefore not a
one-off cision hit a oontinuous process. In the case of the syrntol
systems, for example, a child could begin by using wncrete objects or
pictures, and progress to Blissyshxls, and finally to traditional
orthography, as his,1r ccinpetence develops (Kiernan, 1982). It is worth
pointing out, however, that Blissymholics remains a valuable carrriunication
system even after reading arid spelling skills have been mastered. This
is because traditional orthcgraphy contains much redundancy, while
Blissymbols, based as tbey are on ideas, and allowing for telegraphic
carmunication, allow for speedier transnission of messages.
One solution to the problem of the limitations of particular systems
is to canbirie the best feathres of different systems by teaching children
sign and symbol systems concurrently. While such an approach would greatly
increase the workload (the child would have to learn a sign and a symlol
for every rd /concept), it would offer increased flexibility in ccrrniuni-
cation. The child would have a chance to becctne aware of Ioth the static
and dynamic modes of ccmnunication and would be able to use these for
different carnuinicative p.lrjoses, depending on which is tbe fastest, most
flexible and most effective in a particular situation. Those children who
are unable to maintain more than one system in the long term would at
least have the option to select the system that suits them best. Mactbnald
(1979) suggests that such a canbined sign and symbol approach is likely
to be particularly appropriate for the severely mentally handicapped child
with poor hand function, and for the cerebral palsied child with profound
deafness or congenital auditory imperception. While a parallel pair of
sign/symbol systems may not necessarily be mutually supporting, the recent
developnent of Srldsign (a system having symkxl equivalents for signs)
and the introduction of symbol equivalents of Makaton signs (Grove, 1980)
are pranising deve1oxnents in this regard.
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PARE III: ALI4ETTATIVE IJ7UPA3E I?,1IERVEI1rION WITh I1E-
VEBWL AND LANUPE IMPAIRED CHIlDREN: A
CRITICAL REVIEW OF ThE LITERPJIUBE
The recent attention given to the use of sign and snbo1 cariainication
systans with language impaired individuals has resulted in a dramatic
increase in the number of research studies on this topic since the early
1970s. These teaching and. research reports will be reviewed in the
present section. It s1uld be noted that studies relating to the use of
sign by deaf individuals wIo are not mentally handicapped will not be
covered in this review. The section will end with a discussion of the
slxrtcariings of the research studies conducted to date.
Chapter 8. Research into the Use of Manual Systens of Cairnunication
In 1966 Gardner and Gardner (1969) began training an infant chimpanzee
named Washe in ASL, after realizing that hunen speech sounds are un-
suitable as a medium of corrmunication for the chimpanzee. Within 51
nnths, Washze had acquired 132 signs (Gardner and Gardner, 1975). Her
rate of acquisition of signs indicated the phernenon of 'learning to
learn'; she further daronstrated spontaneous naming, spontaneous transfer
to new referents, and spontaneous sign combinations. Similar success in
teaching signs to chimpanzees has been reported by Fouts (1973). While a
number of writers (e.g. Brown, 1973) have questioned whether or not these
prinates actually learned °language", Onan, Webster and Konstantareas
(1978) stress that they were capable of producing and carprehending an
extensive vocabulary of signs and that at least saiie of their signed
utterances expressed basic sanantic relations anployed by humans.
The classic study by the Gardners gave impetus to the exploration
of signing as a possible method of ccztinunication for severely language
impaired individuals other than the normally intelligent deaf population.
It has now been deionstrated that signing skills can be acquired with at
least sane degree of success by diverse populations, including mentally
handicapped deaf and hearing individuals, physically handicapped, autistic
and aphasic individuals and glossectany patients. Studies into the use
of manual carinunication with these populations will be discussed below,
with particular attention to descriptions of the training given and details
of outccme. Other issues considered in the research literature, including
the question of the impact of training on speech, and data on factors
predictive of success in augmentative systan use, will be discussed in
later chapters.
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8.1 The Use of Nanual Systens with the Mentally Handicapped
The earliest st1ies into the use of signing as an augmentative
caitnunication systan for the mentally handicapped were with deaf mentally
handicapped, and nostly adult, subjects. Sutherland and Beckett (1969)
taught signs (probably ASL) to 12 such individuals over a period of 18
xronths. The subjects ranged in age fran 7 to 41 years, and in I Q fran
30 to 89. Few details of the training and assessnent procedures are given,
but at the end of 12 nonths the subjects were said to be able to distinguish
and perform sane 300 signs and to caiibine these in 3 to 5 ward utterances.
Hall and Talkington (1970) gave 4 hours of daily sign instruction over
6 rronths to 30 profoundly hearing-impaired mentally handicapped youngsters.
There was a mean ilTlprovanent of 54.6 signs krn, and the subjects improved
an average of 1 year 4 nonths on the Mecham Verbal Language Deve1oient
Scale (Mecham, 1968), ccinpared to a retarded but hearing group which
improved only 4 nonths on this scale and received 'approximately equivalent'
classroan time but no sign training. A wide variance was observed within
the signing group, but again minimal information is presented on sign use
and on the assessnent and training procedures eployed.
Hoffrneister and Farmer (1972) introduced ASL signs to 16 institution-
alized mentally handicapped adults with a wide range of hearing losses.
After 24 weekly training sessions, 4 of the 14 subjects who did not know
any signs on oninencsnent of the progrartrne, had learned 200 signs which
they used spontaneously in cination; 3 subjects learned 150 signs, 3
subjects learned 75 to 100 signs, 1 subject learned 10 signs, and 2 subjects
learned only 1 or 2 signs. These latter subjects were considered to be
autistic. Berger (1972) incorporated manual signing into a speech training
prograiine for 9 deaf institutionalized children, 6 of whan exhibited
limited carrnunicative attapts but no intelligible speech, and 3 of whan
had no recognizable caTrnunicative behaviour. After 1½ to 2 years of daily
instruction, 2 of the younger subjects were initiating a few signs, while
the 4 older subjects were said to be cxxnbining signing and fingerspelling
in sentences.
In the U.K., Cornforth, Johnson and Walker (1974) provide gross
results on the use of BSL and speech with 41 deaf mentally handicapped adults
resident in 4 subnormality hospitals. Before training the majority of
subjects were described as using crude natural gesture, while 'a few had
rt3±nenta.ry speech'. Using flashca.rds, objects and everyday situations,
145 signs were taught over periods ranging f ran 9 nonths to 3 years. The
subjects learned to understand and perform between 36 and 138 signs. The
authors further note that several subjects spontaneously linked signs in
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short phrases. Walker (1973, 1977) provides additional data on 14 of
these subjects. She reports that after 9 ironths of training on 110 signs,
over half the g IDup learned 90% of the total signs taught, and even the
lowest scorer learned 60% of the signs. Gxeat iniprovanent was also found
on the Reynell Developnental Language Scales, which were administered
using simultanecus signing and speech. There are several difficulties
with this study. A number of students were able to identify up to 72 of
the signs even before training. Also, as Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982)
point out, currebension of signs was assessed by presenting subjects with
5 alternative pictures and asking than to identify the picture referred
to by a sign, but no correction was made for guessing. The Peynell was
administered in a signed form which means that at least sane of the
observed improvanent could have been a simple artifact, reflecting the
fact that the subjects were provided with a means of understanding and
expression through signs, rather than an increase in language ccxçrehension
per se. Further, as nost of Walker's measures were ad hoc, with no information
on their reliability and validity, the correlations she presents are open
to question. Finally, none of her subjects was severely or profoundly
mentally handicapped, and one was of average intelligence (Bailey, 1978).
Despite such methodoloical flaws, and despite the wide variation shown
in individual levels of sign mastery, the reports clearly daronstrate the
feasibility of teaching signs to deaf mentally handicapped individuals.
Soon after the publication of these early reports, research began to focus
on the use of signs with the non-deaf mentally handicapped as well. Here
too the success achieved arrong individual subjects varied widely. Wilson
(1974), for example, reported a range in sign usage fxcrn 32 to 432
different signs by her nonverbal noderately, severely and profoundly
mentally handicapped subjects, after 7 rtonths of training in ASL signs.
information is provided on how sign usage was assessed, but it is
important to note that of the 26 subjects in this study 6 were cerebral
palsied and 5 were diagnosed as having psychotic disorders or other
psychiatric impairments. Wilson notes that t of the subjects fro had
previously daroristrated little or no receptive language, began to exhibit
an understanding of speech as well as of signs. Richardson's (1975)
report on sign training with 23 severe1y/rofoundly mentally handicapped
adults over a period of one to t years, and Balick, Spiegel and
Greene's (1976) report on the use of mime with 5 mentally handicapped
children, both present little quantitative data, but suggest similar
variation in sign mastery. Sane o Richardson' s subjects, too, were said
to be physically 1wiicapped and autistic. 'Ibpper (1975) presents a case
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report of the use of gross rrotor gestures with an institutionalized adult.
Again, no data are given, but it seerre that after t rronths of training
the subject was just beginning to initiate sare of the gestures on his own.
As rfoted by (iernan (1977), since the mid 1970s a nurrber of researchers
have stressed the need for back up of sign training in the student' s living
envirorirrent. Aitheugh systematic evaluations are usually lacking, as is
information on the extent to which adults actually used the signs in the
trainee' s living environrrents, these studies indicate that such an approach
is likely to foster rrore generalized usage of sign. Kopchidc, RaTach and
SmilcAritz (1975) found that using total corrutunication only in the class-
roan did not result in irrproved cxirlTo.inication in the living environitent.
They therefore introduced a full-tine simultaneous speech arid signing
environrrent for 11 nonverbal severely rrentally handicapped adults, in
which staff consistently stimulated and reinforced the use of sign language.
Although there was no formal evaluation of sign use or understanding, daily
records shcMed that after 6 xronths of tead-iirç subjects were using between
45 and 134 signs, and 3 of the group were corn1ra.nicating in 2- or rrore word
phrases. The subjects also irproved 20 rronths on the Fairview Language
Evaluation Scale, while a corrparison group showed no such irrprovenent.
Grinnell, Detarrore and Lippke (1976) taught Signed English to 3- to 21-
year-old rientally handicapped subjects with varying levels of receptive
and expressive speech. They too stressed the reed for a consistent signing
environrrent and trained parents in the use of sign. The nult)er of signs
learned ranged fran 1 to over 200, depending on ability, and many of the
subjects were said to use signed phrases and sentences. Irrproveirent for
the riore able subjects was also noted in the use of correct grarrinatical
inflections and word order.
Strerrel-Carr±efl, Cantrell and Halle (1977) and Linville (1977) rote,
again without much specific data, spontaneous signing by 13 nonverbal
nentafly handicapped youngsters who were trained in ASL signs within a
Signed English frarrewrk. Of Strenel-Carrphell et al's 9 subjects, 4 had
previously made no progress in a verbal prograrme. After 10 rronths of
trai.ning,all 4 of Linville's subjects understood 200 signs and 3 of the
4 used 100 signs or xrore. The subjects were further seen signing to them-
selves in play and were said to shcw increased coirprehensia-i of spoken
words. Irrproved carprehension of speech and limited facilitation of
expressive speech following training in ASL signs linked with rebuses was
also noted in a brief report by Sblf and McP1onie (1977). More recent
confirmation of such results can be found in Stull, Edkins, Krause et al's
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(1980) report on a 7-year-old nonverbal severely mentally handicapped
child exposed to signs in sign training sessions and during naturally
occurring daily events; and in 1ibson and txincan 's (1979) description
of a sign training prograrrrne for 9 severely and profoundly mentally
handicapped towns' Syncirane adults, who mastered between 6 and 42 signs
after only 6 weeks.
In the U.K., Bailey and Tait (1979) offer a brief description of
the use of BSL signing within the Makaton Vocakulary with 5 severely
mentally handicapped nonverbal individuals aged 13 to 17 years. Minimal
information is provided about the subjects or their progress. After 12
months the subjects carrehended between 4 and 41 signs and used between
0 and 4 signs spontaneously. While these results reflect a much lcer
level of sign usage than that reported in sane of the other studies, it
must be noted that these su1cts received only 20 minutes of training per
week over the twelve month period. Iniprovenent on the Reynell Canpre-
liens ion Scale over this time was also limited (a mean irrproverrent of 2.06
months). Kiernan, Reid arid Jones' (1982) wide-ranging survey of the use
of signing in special schools and units in the U.K. (which was mostly
within the framerk of the Makaton Vocabulary) tends to confirm the
picture of limited progress found y Bailey and Tait. On the basis of
postal questionnaires, Kiernan et al. found that amongst Severely
Educationally &thronnal (ESN (S)) Day School children in signing prograrrines
lasting fran 6 to 18 months, the 'median child' oould understand between
11 and 20 signs, and use between 5 and 10 signs. Furthermore, the majority
of the ESN (S) children were found to be using only 1 sign per utterance,
and to be using signs exclusively in formal teaching situations. Pthd
(1981) visited 16 ESN (S) schools that were using signing - mostly BSL with
the l4akaton VLcabulary. All 16 schools reported difficulty in getting
their pupils to use the signs they had been taught spontaneously, and 7
of the schools reported little generalization of sign use fran the training
sessions to other settings. Significantly, only 4 schools had attanpted
to provide the children with a signing envirorinent where all staff and at
least sane speaking children used signing. It is thus clear that the
dranatic progress reported in many of the research studies is often not
borne out in school-based training prograrruries, most probably because of
the much more limited training input that is given.
A rnznber of researchers have suggested that IinerInd may be preferable
to ASL or BSL for mentally handicapped children because of its ooncrete-
ness and reportedly high intelligibility to untrained observers. toncan
arid Silverman (1977) taught mer-Ind to 32 moderately mentally handicapped
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individuals aged 3 to 19 years in a 10-week total rrnunication progrnTne.
Signal use was reinforced at xi and throughout the school day. The
subjects learned between 15 and 200 signals and 27 of then used Tiner-Irid
spontaneously. In a largely anecxlotal acount, Skelly (1979) reports on
a further group of 16 severely and profoundly mentally handicapped subjects
who were enrolled in a 20-week iner-Ind training pro9rairme. Tv of the
subjects were said to be too severely handicapped to respond to training,
while the 14 rraining subjects learned to urge rstand and use between 0
and 3 signals. Similarly, of 21 profoundly and severely mentally hand!-
capped youngsters exposed to iner-Ind over 12 weeks, Daniloff a-id Shafer
(1981) report that 2 failed to make any progress, one moved, while the
rnaining 18 subjects learned between 1 and 33 signals. Signal cxxnbinations
were ubed by 5 of the subjects.
Children tith Dcwn' s Syndrcxne are typically seriously deficient in
oral language expression and articulation of speech, even when ccmpared
to their language caipreherision, but they tend to have gxxl motor skills
(Yarter, 1980). As a result, a few workers have suggested augmenting their
lagging verbal skills by introducing signing at very early stages of
develonent. lcDade, Simpson and Booth (1980) briefly describe the progress
of 3 tWri' is Syndrane children wto were first exposed to simultaneous
ccLlnun.ication training at the ages of 31 to 33 months, after minimal progress
in speech therapy.. Progress fc.r one child was very slow, ut the other
t children began signing and speaking spontaneously one month and six
months respectively after the start of the progranme After 9 months one
of these two children had dropped the signs and '.as speaking in 3 - and 4 -
word utterances. Le Prevost (1983) enoouraged the mother of a 10-month
Dzy n's Syndrane child to use 1akaton Vocabulary signs and speech with the
child. By age 18 months the child was using 15 signs together with immature
spoken word forms, arid at 3 years 2 - and 3-word spoken utterarces were
being produced.
Thaining techniques in all the aiove studies cannon1y included the
use of imitation, hand moulding, prunpting, and picture and object cues, and
the majority taught signing within the framework of a si.irultaneous caTmuni-
cation prograrLime. However, the programmes varied widely in length and
number of teaching sessions, in the amount of back-up to sign training
available outside of formal teaching sessions, in the type of manual
camiunication systan tanght, and indeed in the criteria used for reporting
sign acxuisition. The subjects thaaselves ranged in age fran under 3 years
through to adulthDod, with varying degrees of mental handicap, and often
additional handicaps as well. The wide range in reported outcane is thus
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rt surprising. While Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) properly assert
that the studies are sufficiently nurous and convincing, despite their
methodological limitations, to show that language impaired irentally
handicapped individuals can learn to cxznnunicate using signs, it is
important to point out that the establishitent of a large repertoire of
signs and the spontaneous use of sign cunbinations is reported for only
a proportion of subjects (e.g. Richardson, 1975). Moreover, for a small
number of individuals sign training has been canpietely unsuccessful.
birphy, Steele et al. (1977) report on a mentally handicapped boy with
autistic features who failed to learn any Paget Gorrnan signs despite
intensive operant training, while Lancioni (1983) was forced to abancbn
a sign training prograrrine with 3 severely mentally handicapped children
(2 of wtxin were autistic) because of lack of progress.
There are only a f studies in which aspects of the subjects'
response to manual ccirrnunication training have been investigated in an
experimental setting, with discrete trials carefully designed according
to established experimental design criteria. One of the critical issues
dealt with by thase few studies is the relative efficacy of sign and
speech training. Kahn (1977, 1981) cxnpared the use of sign training in
a simultaneous carrnunication framerk, with verbal training and a placebo
control procedure in 12 severely mentally handicapped children. No
significant difference was found between the sign an d speech training
groups in terms of progress in 1anguac skills, and both gioups showed
significantly more progress than tha placebo group. However, examination
of the t caitu.inication training gros showed that all 4 of the signing
subjects learned sane signs and at least 1 canbination of signs into
phrases, and 2 of than began to use a few rds each. By contrast, only
2 of the 4 speech training subjects learned any sords, and only 1 of these
subjects learned to canbine rds. Kahn thus concludes that tha sign
language training appeared to be the more effective procedure for children
having a poor prognosis for learning speech. Unfortunately he presents no
details of how sign and speech acquisition were assessed. I'breover, there
were only 4 children in each experimental group. Weller and Mahoney (1983)
similarly canpared the effectiveness of speech-only and speech-plus- . sign
training in m ched groups of IXvzn' s Syndrane children. Both groups made
significant gains in language and cognitive develoinent over the 5 months
of the study, with no differences between than, except that the total
carrnunication group achieved a greater total lexicon than the speech-only
group. In a series of experimental studies, Reid (1984) examined sane of
the processes which may be relevant to the success of sign teaching. She
cxinpared the rate of expressive learning and subsequent recall of sirple
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cxntriVed signs and nonsense syllables as names for cartoon figures in
severely mentally handicappea children. She found a clear advantage for
aouisition rates of signs over words for 70% of the subjects. This
result is consistent with the reported literature on sign acriuisition of
subjects who had failed to learn speech, and suggests that the processing
of manual signs during label acquisition may be easier than the processing
of spoken words. By contrast, no differences were found between rates of
sign recall and word recall. Reid thus suggests that the advantages for
signs, present in relation to acxiuisition, may not be a general feature
of cognitive processing by rrentally handicapped children. It is of course
important to bear in mind the probleme inherent in such a sty in attUng
to eluate words and signs for difficulty.
There are, to date, a nuber of experimental studies which investigate
aspects of instructional procedures in sign training with the mentally
handicapped, and the irrpact of such training on speech. These sti.dies will
be discussed separately below.
8 .2 The Use of Manual Systerts with Autistic Individuals
As a result of the well known difficulties in atterrting to develop
speech in nonverbal autistic individuals (Sailor, Gusss and Baer, 1973),
an increasing nurrter of researchers and teachers have turned towards the
use of sign language with this population. While the reports available to
date are rrostly snail scale, and while, as is the case for the mentally
handicapped pculation, there are few systematic ciparisons of the
efficacy of speech versus sign training, the research 1es seem to irxicate
that signs may be acquired much rrore readily than speech by language im-
paired autistic individuals (Light, Remington and Porter, 1982).
The earliest reported successful use of signs with autistic children
was by CreedDn at the David School (Creecbn, 1973, 1976, 1981; Offir,1976).
Signed English signs and words were used simultaneously by the school
staff. Cree<ixi (1973) reported that all the 21 severely mentally handi-
capped nonverbal autistic children with whom she worked for between 1
and 3 years learned to sign, and used at least two-sign combinations to
signal their interests, needs and errotional states. The use of 'egocentric
signing for self-regulation of activity was also noted. In a follow-up
report, Creeãn (1976) described the contind progress of 30 children over
the first 5 years at the school. Approximately two-thirds of them developed
sare speech, and 8 were using 'fiusnt speech' without sign. On testing,
sate of these children were said to have iroved into the mildly retarded to
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normal i Q range, and to have developed sane reading and writing skills.
Yet Creedon noted that even among those wix) continued to function at
severe levels of mental handicap there were children who used several
srds as well as multi-sign utterances • In a more recent follow-up
(Creedon, 1981) of 16 of the children1 between 3 years 9 mcnths and 7 years
9 months after they had been transferred out of the progranTnes, 5 children
were said to rely only on speech, 3 only on sign , and 8 on signs and
speech. Overall, Creedon' s reports provide sane useful information on the
process of sign language acquisition over several years, but unfortunately
they contain little quantitative data.
i .ii1ler and i4iller (1973) taught 19 severely disturbed mute autistic
individuals aged 5 to 20 years to use and understand signs related to
functional activities or goals, using simultaneous carrnunication together
with l:xxly awareness exercises and langu aje training films. After between
4 and 36 months of daily training sessions, the children learned to use a
median of 8 signs and to understand a median of 27 signs. All the children
(even the most severely disturbed) learned to initiate sane signs and to
respond to spoken rds that had been paired with the signs, and one child
progressed to using 'appropriate' spoken language. In this study, too,
the methods used to assess sign and speech mastery are not described.
Webster, McPherson, Slcman et al. (1973) reported on the relative effective-
ness of simultaneous sign and speech carinunication training with a 5½-year-
old mute autistic boy, after unsuccessfully attnpting to teach him simple
d.iscri.minations based on verbal instructions over more than 7 months.
After 24 one-hour sessions the boy had learned to respond to and produce
a limited number of signed ccirrnands. Very few data are presented but
6½ years later, after 2 years of intensive sign training, he was said to
be using at least 18 spontaneous signs and understanding sane 60 signs
(Webster, McPherson, Slcxnan et aL, 1980).
The relative ease with which sane nonverbal mentally handicapped
autistic children acquire a productive sign vocabulary is clearly dnons-
tratei in the single case reports of Fuiwiler and Fouts -(1976), Baron and.
Isensee (1976) and Ponvillian and Nelson (1976, 1978). After only 20
hours of simultaneous carinunication training with their 5-year-old subject,
Fuiwiler and Ebuts reported acquisition of sane 25 ASL signs, and their
spontaneous use in 2 - and 3 - sign phrases. Sign combinations were first
nitted in the second hour of training. Bonvillian and Nelson's 9-year-
old subject produced spontaneous single signs and sign canbinations within
3 months of training, after earlier extensive speech training bad produced
no spontaneous language. The boy was observed signing to himself, as well
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as engaging others in sign conversations. At 3 years follow-up he was
reported to have mastered sane 400 signs and his sign canbinations indicated
a wide range of sanantic relations • However, most of his sign utterances
rained 2 or 3 signs in length, and he largely failed to use SEE signs he
s taught for grarrinatical markers. It is important to note that the boy' s
mother, teachers and peers were also trained in sign use. Other researchers,
too, have stressed the importance of back-up of sign training in the
autistic child's daily envirortnent. In Casey's (1978) study of 4 6 - and
7-year-old autistic lx)ys, Ix)th mothers and teachers were trained to use
Signed English with the children. By 3 months follow-up, 3 subjects were
said to use spontaneous signing and verbalizations; the fourth subject' s
progress was apparently much slower. Salvin, 1uth, Foster and Lovejoy
(1977) taught simplified ASL signs to a 5-year-old mute autistic child,
and also to his mother and teachers. As a result, he continued to acquire
new signs even after the termination of the formal taining programne and
was reported to use signs spontaneously in situations other than the
training sessions. Layton and Baker's (1981) mentally handicapped autistic
subject received one 30-minute sign training session a day as well as
continuous exposure to signing througbout the scbool day, over 1½ years.
The authors present a detailed analysis of the range of snantic relations
expressed in the child' s spontaneous multi-sign utterances.
Beriaroya, Wesley, Cilvie et al. (1977, 1979) taught Signed English
and speech to 6 mute autistic children, after first exposing then to
intrusive play and training in imitation of lx)dy movanents. Mter 5 months
the children had learned between 17 and 81 signs, and 4 of then were signing
spontaneously. Improved performance was also found on the Colunbia Mental
Maturity Scale, Ixit rxt on the Peabody Picture Vccakxilary Test. The
autlx)rs suggested in trds regard that sign language training may have
more bearing on the tasks involved in the Coliinbia Test. In their brief
1979 report, Benaroya et al. gave an anecdotal account of ntinued
irreases in the children' s sign vccabularies over the second year of
training, as well as improvanents in verbalizations and speech for sane
of the subjects. Konstantareas, Oxman and Webster (1977) and Konstantareas,
Webster and Oxman (1979) trained t groups of severely mentally handi-
capped autistic children in simultaneous cauTtunication over 5 weeks and
9 months respectively. Over half of the subjects were mute, while the
reriainder had limited verbalizations or echolalic speech. In the shorter
progranine, 5 subjects learned to understand between 10 and 90 signs, and
4 of the children produced up to 52 signs spontaneously. The fifth child
acquired rx sign prodtxtion. In the 9-month prograjrrne, too, Konstantareas
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et al. note considrab1e variability among the subjects, both in terms of
the total number of signs anployed, and the manner in which they were used.
The 4 children mastered between 100 and 270 signs, although spontaneous
use of the signs was significantly lcwer for 3 of the children. Their
signed utterances reflected a wide range of pragmatic content, but
labelling and requests were in fact the most caiiin pragmatic categories
used. Testing revealed no improvenents on the Reynell Developnental
Language Scales, Stanford- liinet or Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Pblities, but the authors report that performance indicated qualitative
gains in test-taking skills, interest in tasks and canprehension.
Unfortunately, the all too carnon criticin of inadequate data presentation
is also applicable to this study. Variation in progress in sign acquisition
was further reported for 2 mentally handicapped children with 'autistic
behaviours' trained by Stull, Edkins, Krause et al. (1980). After 10
months of training one düld was spontaneously using 16 signs, while the
second child had made gradual progress in imitation and understanding of
sane signs but showed no spontaneous produciion. The tw children also
showed very different patterns of acquisition, one child making very little
progress in the first three months of training but improving rapidly
thereafter, and the second child showing gradual improvanent. This study
is important in indicating that progress may be slow and that even if no
improvnent is found in the first months of training, persisting with
signing may well yield results after sare tine. T.nterestirgly, iinerman,
Jenson, Walker and Peterson (1982) also report very slow acquisition of
sign imitation by their 5-year-old low-functioning autistic subject. It
was only after hundreds of trials and the introduction of an unrelated
contingent exercise, intended to punish incorrect responding, that the
child finally began to imitate the correct signed rds. (bce imitation
was established, howewr, he quickly learned to respond to an object with
its correct sign and subsequently learned a few more signs, although he
never used signs spontaneously.
Limited achievenents were also reported by Cart Binkoff, Kologinsky
and EcIly (1978). Their subjects were 4 nonverbal autistic children aged
10 to 15 years, who had failed to make any progress over 1 to 3 years of
speech therapy. The children were successfully taught expressive sign
labels for 5 fcods in a multiple baseline design, using prompting and
fading techniques, stimulus rotation and reiriforcenent. There was
considerable variability across children with respect to the number of
trials required to learn the signs, but after training each child' s correct
signing rnained at a high level even when tested by adults not associated
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with the original training. Subseguently, 3 of the subjects learned a
further 15 signs in many fewer trials, which is indicative of a 'earning
set' phexuneron also noted by other researchers.
The most carefully documented signing prograrrine with autistic
children was reported by Schaeffer, Musil et al,, (1977, 1980; Schaeffer,
1980b). The prog iarrine has so far been used with only 3 autistic buys aged
4½ to 5½ years, 2 of whan were rrv.ite and 1 minimally echolalic; but it
resulted in great iiirovenent. The prograrrine is highly structured and
aims to achieve a transfer fran sign to speech. Initially the children
were taught signs and verbal imitation in separate sessions. After akout
5 months they began to produce approximations to ords and were then taught
to sign and speak siimiltanecLisly. Sane 9 months into the progianne the
children began speaking spontaneously witIut signing and at this point
the use of signs was systenatically faded. The children thus learned to
produce spontaneous rnUlti-rd utterances in sign, in simultaneous speech
and sign, and then in speech alone. The simultaneous use of sign language
and speech apparently effected a transfer of spontaneity from sign to speech.
It must 1iever be noted that the intensive training given, of 4 hours
daily one-to-one teaching, no doubt also contributed to the success of
the progranne.
Overall, the akove studies denonstrate that severely language impaired
autistic individuals, many of whan had previously shcMn no progress in
speech-oriented prograrrrnes, were able to learn a variety of language and
camntunication skills through the medium of signing. Mast of these
individuals were children, and most were described as mute and mentally
handicapped at the beginning of programnes. Hever, as Kiernan (l983a)
points out, detailed descriptions of subjects' cxxrinunicative abilities,
intelligence levels and progress in sign use, are rare; and few of the
studies give a detailed enough description of the subjects to allcz
classification in line with tw or more of Rutter's (1978) four essential
criteria for auti&n (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982). There is also no
information on the extent to which autistic children' s use of sign manifests
the types of problans typically found in their speech, for example the use
of stereotyped utterances. In addition, as is the case with the literature
on mentally handicapped individuals, it is difficult to determine which
specific aspects of the training procedures are responsible for language
developnent since the majority of studies are uncontrolled. In one of the
few studies using a control procedure, Barrera and Azaroff (1983) examined
the relative effectiveness of oral speech training and total carrnuriication
training for teaching expressive labelling skills to 3 echolalic autistic
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children. For each subject, total caitnunication was found to be the more
successful. approach. Brady and	 use (1978) cane to the same onclusion
This study, and the few other reports which have included controls for
various aspects of the training procedures will be more fully discussed in
a later section.
Finally, it is important to note that rates of learning and outcczne
for individual autistic subjects varied widely. Sane children acquired
facility in sign and used several hundred signs in multi-sign utterances,
a number progressing to the use of spoken English (e.g. Schaeffer, l980b);
while other children learned only a few signs each. Lancion.i (1983) and
Murphy, Steele et al. (1977) failed to teach any signs to 3 1c.i-furctioning
children who bad autistic features. Sane studies report spontaneous use
of signs, but Carr and Kologinsky (1983) had to prograntre
for spontaneous use by making things which the children liked available
only if they signed appropriately. As has been pointed out by Kiernan
(l983a), duration of the prograrrines and differences in teaching techniques
and in subject characteristics are all likely to have played a role in
such variation.
8.3 The Use of Manual Systans with pbasic, Apraxic and Surgery
Patients
There is sane experimental research evidence suggesting that aphasics
may have difficulty in using nonverbal carianication systens and signs.
Duffy, Duffy and Pearson (1975), for example, noted the severe pantomimic
deficits of many apbasics, and maintained that, in their experience,
training in the use of nonverbal caiTnunication uld be unsuozessful
because aphasia is a disorder of central symbolic skills. On the other
hand, a number of recent clinical studies indicate that at least sane
aphasics not able to verbalize can learn to use gestures and signs to
express thanselves. At present there have been only a few such studies of
sign language acquisition by aphasic individuals, and they have been
generally encouraging. Hiever, as Orlansky and Bonvillian (1983) point
out, these studies are largely exploratory; the performance of individuals
varies greatly, and investigators are as yet unable to predict which
aphasic individuals will derive rnaximun benefit fran sign training.
Bonvil1ian and Friedman (1978) briefly describe acquisition of signs by
an aphasic adult who had suffered severe brain injuries. After 9 months
of weekly training sessions, the man was using at least 79 signs sponta-
neously. He also began using combined signs after the instructors had
modelled sign phrases. Stuart-Smith and Wilks (1979) taught 45
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conventionalised gestures to 4 individuals who had suffered a left
hemisphere cerebro-vascular accident resulting in severe aphasia, with
an added apraic cinponent in 2 cases. The gestures were taught in 8
weekly 2½-hour sessions, using film and role-play dnstrations with
real objects and pictures. Relatives and para-medical staff were also
given training in the gestures. 'I of the subjects learned 61% of the
gestures, while one subject showed no improvement. N3 information is
given on the spontanecus use of the gestures outside of training sessions.
Schianger and Freimann (1979), too, found that aphasic adults' pantanimic
ability can improve with training, when cxtipared with untrained controls.
Generalization of caririunicative use of the gestures to other settings was
rerted, but again this was not formally assessed. In another largely
anecdotal report, Kirshner and Webb (1981) used tier-Ind and ASL signs
with a 39-year-old san who had suffered bihemispheral infarcts and
developed almost total loss of speech and of auditory canprehension,
although with relative sparing of visual language. In 8 months she
acquired 127 signs and began to carinuriicate with her family through sign.
Her spontaneus sign expressions, however, remained limited to 1 - and
2 - sign phrases and to very concrete subject matter.
In a much earlier study, Chen (1968, 1971) introduced 26 aphasic
patients to a canbined fingerspelling and gestural system. Half of the
group learned to axrnrunicate with the gestures and by spelling out s.rds;
7 learned a few manual letters, while 6 were unable to learn any letters
or gestures. The failures in this study were said to be the patients with
sensory aphasia with severe brain damage, with poor mrory, and tse
unwilling to learn or cooperate'. Eagleson, Vaughn and Knudson (1970)
devised 12 self-care signals for use by 31 expressive aphasics. All used
the system to cctun.micate their basic needs, but no data are given.
rjjg to the use of sign with children, rookner and Murphy (1975)
present a detailed case report of the use of total ccmnunication with a
severely mentally handicapped hoy with severe receptive and expressive
aphasia. They report that the child had experienced normal develcpnent
until suffering severe head trauma at age 4 • At 13 years he could read and
write simple sentences but did not carinunicate spontaneously. In 9 months
of sign training the lx)y learned 160 signs and used spontaneous sign
cxinbinations. Hughes (1974J5) and Caparulo and Cohen (1977) also used sign
training with aphasic children. Altugh the children made progress, the
reports give few progranine details or outo:xne measures.
Skelly and her colleagues have presented a series of studies and field
reports on the use of ?zner-Ind with over 200 adults whose primary carrnuriication
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disability developed in maturity, against a backgi*ind of nonral develop-
ment (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982). These subjects included apraxic
aphasic and surgery patients. In two early reports Skelly, Schinsky,
nith et al. (1974, 1975) taught ?jner-Ind to 20 individuals, including
apraxics, dysarthrics and g1ossectaees. Subjects learned between 20
and 200 signals over 6 rcnths, and used speech to acopany the signals
with varying degrees of proficierxy. In hoth studies results are described
in a gross zay, indicating only the nixnber of signals acquired, with no
information on spontanecus usage or the methods used to determine signal
mastery.	 reover, little infouation is provided on subject characteristics.
In 1979 Skelly presented additional data on ?mer-Ind training with 43
individuals, including 9 cancer patients and 20 aphasics. According to
Skell, the rationale f using the 2zne r-Ind Code with the cancer group,
who had sufferedexcision of the larynx and tongue, was that it would
provide faiter ccxrmunicatiori than iriting, would preserve eye contact,
and might iaotivate persistence on canpensatory speech techniques. 2gain,
no infontion is given on hc progress was assessed. Over periods of
of 3 to 12 rrnths subjects mastered between 35 and 200 signals, which they
used with varying levels of proficiency. Of the 20 aphasic subjects, 12
achieved propositional use of Pzner-Ind while the others used sane signals
for expression of needs. Skelly (1979) presents information on 160
additional aphasic patients who were taught J½mer-Ind by other clinicians.
Unfortunately, m uth of the information is anecdotal, so that there are no
data to indicate for which of these individuals 2zner-Ind is likely to be
nst useful.
8.4 The Use of Manual Systans with Physically and Multiply
Handicapped Individuals
The use of manual systans of ccnnunication requires a certain degree
of rrotor coordination and manual flexibility not normally found arrong
individuals with cerebral palsy. However, a few studies have examine
the use of sign or gesture by cerebral palsied subjects with at least
liiriited motoric facility, irost of wiun were also mentally handicapped.
In one of the first of such studies, Levett (1969, 1971a, 1971b)
devised a systen of mine to facilitate carinunication for a grcup of 12
severely mentally handicapped, nonverbal cerebral palsied children at
i4eldreth Training School. The systan consisted of a vabulary of 100
gestures designed to resrthle activities or objects, which were taught
in daily training sessions for 4 to 16 weeks. All staff and parents were
taught the systi and encouged to use it in a siimi1tanus speech-mime
framework. All 12 children were reported as understanding the systen, 7
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used it spontaneously and 3 used it in a limited way. Tc children did
not use the systen at all, Of these 2, one child was hriip1egic (the
systen is a twa-handed one), and the other had severe enotional problns.
Levett gives no quantitative data, nor any information on how progss
was assessed. After initial success with the Neldreth Mime, it was
decided that sane of the handicapped children culd probably acquire a
formal sign systan, and PGSS was introduced at the school (Fenn and Rowe,
1975). A number of studies using sign with the mentally handicapped have
included sane cerebral palsied individuals aitong their subjects (e.g.
Daniloff au Shafer, 1981; Kopchick, Rinbach and ni1owitz, 1975;
Richardson, 1975; Wilson, 1974); however, they do not report separate
results for the physically handicapped groups. There were sane cerebral
palsied individuals in Cornforth ,Johnson and Walkei s (1974) study on
the use of BSL with 41 mentally handicapped institutionalized adults.
On average, the cerebral palsied subjects achieved lower scores on signs used
and understood than did the other subjects, which may have been due to
their greater physical difficulties in producing signs. Van Mierlo (1975)
introduced signs to 7 deaf nentally handicapped cerebral palsied subjects,
6 of w1-ii were spastic and 1 athetoid. All showed sane progress, but rio
quantitative data are reported. Similarly, Egan, Anthony and Honke (1976)
and Gitlis (1975) each used manual sign languge with one cerebral palsied
subject, with good results. These reports, too, are largely anecdotal.
Fenn and iwe 's (1975) description of the use of PGSS with a group of
7 severely mentally handicapped, deaf cerebra].. palsied children is extine1y
valuable in its attanpt to analyse sane of the linguistic aspects of sign
use. All of the children had a sufficient degree of manual coordination
to enable then to sign intelligibly. Fenin and Iwe report that initially
a group of children was exposed to fluent signing of fully granmatical
sentences, but that this approach was unsuccessful because, after several
months, the children still showed no indication of acquiring any kind of
syntactic rule systen. The authors therefore introduced a structured
approach, beginning with 'telegraphic' signing ,with more arbitrary parts
of speech such as functors being introduced and taught once the child had
mastered the irore basic conceptual aspects. Thus they first taught a
series of nouns which were used frequently in the child's daily life,
moving on to link t related nouns in response to objects and pictures.
Nouns were then linked with verbs, adjectives arid prepositions. In the
next stage, subject-verb-object relations were taught, and then granin ical
markers such as the present participle and plural and tense endings were
added. Teaching involved sirru.iltaneous ord-sign presentation and the
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introduction of aigms in realistic contexts. After 6 months, improvnent
was reported on the Sentence Qxnprehension Test (Hobsbaizn ai'5. !vlittler,
1971), indicating substantial understanding of syntactic structures.
Eressive signing abilities were assessed through video-tape recordings
of sign conversations, in which the children sied all the sntic
relations characteristic of 3rown's (1973) first stage of normal speech -
including entity naming, locative and negation. Thus, over 6 months the
children learned to unrstand a wide variety of sciantic relations and
to express these in spontaneous sign crthinations. The children also beg ai
to sign to one arother. However, this study still cinits much information,
including data on pre-training cxmnunicative abilities, reliabilities for
analysing the expressive sign samples, and details of the frequencies of
seantic categories and sign utterances prodixed.
Rwe (1978) presented anecdotal accounts of the progress of 6 cerebral
palsied children with varying degrees of hearing impairment, who were
trained in PGSS signs within a simultaneous carminication framesrk. 'IR
of the children, who began signing at ages 7 and 9 years respectively, were
said to be nearing a 5-year level for language expression and caiiprehension
after 5 years of sign training. Fc*.its, Shapiro and 0 'Neal (1978) reported
success in teaching ASL to a ronverbal 8-year-old cerebral palsied child
who had control over gross motor novnents of his arms and hands. After
13 half-hour training sessions the child had acquired sane 73 signs and
produced about 150 different sign canbinations. Again, minimal quantitative
data are provided, as is the case for Skelly's (1979) group of 20 severely
and profoundly mentally and physically handicapped subjects, aged 8 to 47
years, who were trained in ?mer-Ind These subjects acquired between 47
and 9 signals over 20 weeks, with 1 subject using signals at the level of
propositional speech, 13 using signals to express their needs and wishes
and to answer questions, and 4 rot yet using the Code functionally.
None of the above studies using cerebral palsied children provides
adequate information on subject characteristics, training procedures used
and levels of cariti.inicative canpetence attained, and rone gives sufficient
detail on the extent to which the speech musculature was involved in the
failure of rormal speech deve1oment (Kiernan, 1977). Nevertheless, these
studies do indicate the value of sign training for many cerebral palsied
individuals.
Very recently, a niiaber of case studies and reports have been published
docunenting the effectiveness of sign training with multihandicapped indi-
viduals with little or ro vision. In such progIimies signs are often
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presented tactually. Sininger and Yarnall (1981) taught a 25 year-old
deaf-I1ind person, who was also mentally harlicapped, to respond appro-
priately to 6 different sign instructions. Wilson (1983) taught signs
fran istralian Sign Language to 5 severely mentally handicapped deaf-
blind children aged 6 to 8 years. All subjects were functioning at
develoçmental levels below 2 years, and receptive and expressive language
levels of 4 to 5 months; none displayed any formal carrnunication ability
or any motivation to caTinunicate. After 1½ years the children had all
learned to respond to a variety of receptive signs bit rne was using any
signs spontaneously. Training in sign labelling was then introduced and
all the children learned to produce between 18 and 33 sign labels in 6
months. After a further 6 months, the children were responding to 36
verb-ixun instructions and sane were producing signs spontaneously. Wilson
ixted an 18 months improveient in langu ae expression and reception skills
over the 2½ years of the project, whereas little change occurred in a
contrast group of 12 children who obtained similar scores to the experi-
mental group at pre-test, were 4 years older, and received no training.
Konstantareas, Hunter and Slanari (1982) successfully applied sign and
speech training with a blind, severely retarded 10-year--old autistic girl
who, after 8 months of training, used 19 spontaneous signs and 2 - and 3 -
sign cxmbinations. Finally, Rittenhouse (1983) reported on a b-week sign
training prograrrrne with 10 mentally handicapped subjects aged 9 to 19 years,
1 of whan was deaf-blind, 3 blind, 3 deaf and 2 enotiona1ly disturbed.
The subjects acquired between 0 and 200 signs, with 4 of the subjects
acquiring more than 10 signs. These preliminary successes in sign
training with such severely handicapped groups as the deaf-blind are
pranising indeed.
8.5 The Influence of the Characteristics of Signs on
Sign quisition
The studies reviewed aove indicate that manual conTnunication training
can significantly hprove the carinunicative abilities of nonverbal and
language impaired individuals. While most of these studies are poorly
reported, recording the data on sign and speech acquisition in an anecdotal
fashion, and with uncertáth reliability and generality of the results, the
fact that they concluded that a high percentage of subjects improved in
their ability to ccrrrnunicate, provides strong support for this conclusion.
However, as aLrea.y noted, there is large variation in the effectiveness
of the prograirmes in tenns of the rate and breadth of sign vocabulary
growth, the degree to which spontaneous and functional sign production
occurs, and the use of sign combinations. This variability uld seen
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to be due partly to individu a]. cafferences, and partly to the degree of
consistency of the signer' s augrrentative ctrnnunication envirorinent and
the nature and duration of the training programns. Stulies concerning
the role played by these ftors will be reviewed in later sections. In
athition, the signs theaselves have different features which may well make
than nre or less difficult to learn. The grcing body of literature
exanining the influence on sign acquisition exerted by characteristics
of signs thanselves will be discussed in the present section.
Choices of initial sign lexicons to be taught have often been made
ai the basis of intuition by the teacher as to which signs ought to be
taught (Luftig, 1983). There are, hcweve r, a number of recent reports
providing neral guidelines for vocabulary selection. These guidelines
are irnportant to bear in mind, as inappropriate initial sign vocabularies
may have de1rirnental ef,fects on the efficacy of a signing prograrrrne. The
iiost icqical order f or presenting signs for training is to present first
the signs that will be easiest to learn. This should speed up initial
learning and provide ntivation for continued progress (Mills, 1984).
Anong the factors that have been identified thus far as being relevant
to sign acquisition are the functional utility of signs, tbeir iconicity,
the concreteness of referents, and the motoric and toperaphical features
of signs.
A number of writers, including Blau (1984) and Nietupski and I3xmre..
Nietupski (1979), argue that the primary goal in early lexicon planning
is to select itans that have the broadest functional utility and highest
interest value for tue individual. Factors proposed by Blau as important
considerations for sign selection incli.e: 1. Vocabulary itens which the
slqn user and primary caregivers consider important (for example, an
individual's preoccupation with a particular object). 2. Itans which
reflect routine events experienced by the sign user. 3. Itans which reflect
preferences or dislikes for objects, actions or people in the envirorxnent.
4. Itans reflecting basic bodily needs and internal/anotional states, and
5. Itans which may code cxxiiiriicative functions and sanantic notions which
the nonspeaker is already expressing through idiosyncratic signal sys tans.
Piditiona1 considerations noted by Blau include: 1. Itans which may be
used to code a variety of cxrttunicative functions or sanantic notions, and
which thus possess a high degree of funotiorial utility. 2. Itans which
have potential use for mltird cxinbinations, and 3. The frequency with
which itans can be used in a variety of settings. Itans that can be
frequently used will hold high functional value and will provide numerous
contexts for learning. Bloan a Lahoy (1978) note, for exaiile, that
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verbs such. as "give" aril "get" are less object specific ithan verbs such
as "throw" or "drink", and will therefcx have more potential for cxuiuni-
cation in many different situations. Lahey and Bloan (1977) stress the
irnortance of to additional factors in initial lexical itn selection,
namely the availability of xDnlinguistic support and ease of demonstrating
a concept in the teaching context.
Several studies have examined the relationship between ease of
learning signs and their iconicity, defined by Klima arzl Bellugi (1979)
as the degree to which the elnents of a sign or symlx)1 are related to
visual aspects of what is denoted. LA]ftig and Lloyd (1981) and Mills
(1984) studied the effects of sign translucency (a judguent of the degree
of relatedness by learners between a sign and its meaning), and also
concreteness of the referents on learnability of signs, for sign naive
irdividuals. They found that hoth these factors were reliable predictors
of recognition learning. Mills further found that perceived fonnational
ainpiexity of the signs, as rated in the study, had no significant effect
on sign learning, while frequency of use of the sign gloss affected
learning of signs in one context but not another. Srn (1977) found
that .a perceived relationship between sign and referent aided sign
learning for normal children; and Konstantareas, Owian and Webster (1978)
and Orjffith and binson (1980) reported similar findings for autistic
and mentally handicapped individuals. bre recently, Luftig (1983) in-
vestigated the effects of sign translucency and referent concreteness with
40 moderately and severely mentally handicapped individuals, confirming
that signs judged high in translucency were learned significantly faster
than were signs judged to be low in translucency; signs low in translucency
and low in concreteness were the most difficult to learn.
Kiernan (1983c) points out that one of the problens with these studies
is that meaningfulness of signs has typically been rated by normal adults
or children, which is no guarantee that the handicapped see then in the
same way. Another cxinplicating factor relates to the definition of
iconicity. 3ieets and Lancioni (1983) have stressed that icxnicity does
not represent a unidimensional scale, and that t forms of iconicity
should be distinguished: linguistic iconicity, which is defined as the
structired, physical or universal characteristic that makes the rep-
resentational cue evident to naive observers (i.e • the visual correspondence
between the representational cue and its referent); and psycholinguistic
cues, which do not match the shape of their referents; instead, the
referents are implied by other time - culture and experience - hound
associations • This distinction suggests that the practice of assessing
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the degr of iconicIty of signs on the judgnent of normal adults and
children may not be valid. i4reover, it may also account for the conflicting
evidence of Kohl (1981) and Wilson (1983), wbo found no differential effects
on the acquisition rate of iconic versus symbolic signs in severely re-
tarded and autistic children. These findings may be due to the authors'
definition of iconicity. Depending on their experiences with the object
referents, particular signs nay be iconic for sane individuals but abstract
for others (neets and Lancioni, 1983). Arick and Krug (1978) were able
to facilitate the acquisition of abstract symbols and signs by utilizing
'refined control procedures and gradual fading of extraneous cues. neets
and Lancioni (1983) note that such techniques may prove valuable when the
flexibility and further extension of a sign vocatilary is restricted by
the iconicity of its itns.
Overall, then, the results suggest that the rated iconicity of signs
and the concreteness of referents sbould be tv of the factors taken into
account in the selection of initial signs to be taught. But the issues
are not clear-cut, and the exact role of iconicity, and the way it may
interact with other variables, cannot as yet be assessed. In any event,
iconicity is unlikely to be the only critical variable, since nny non-
iconic signs are also acquired by severely handicapped children.
Kiernan (1982) and others have sbown that other features of signs,
particularly bow easy or difficult they are to perform motorically, cut
across iconicity. Fbr example, Kiernan and Bci1er (1980) and Kiernan
(1984 ) found that signs requiring the use of one hand, or tw hands
assuming the same posture, were easier for mentally handicapped subjects
to 2nitate, learn and recall than signs in which the hands assume in-
dependent postures and types of movent. Kiernan (1983a) in fact hype-
thesizes that iconic signs may well be easier to learn because of response
topography. Straael-Campbell, Cantrell and Halle (1977) and Kohl (1981)
found that 'touch' signs (i.e. where the signer's band physically contacts
the other hand or another part of the body) were learned more rapidly by
meLltally and physically handicapped students than 'non-touch' signs.
Hamre-Nietupski, Stroll, Holtz et al. (1977) attribute this finding to the
role played by tactile feedback. Kohl additionally found that signs
involving sinetrical nDvenent of the bands were acquired faster than
were asiinetrica1 signs, which may be due to the canplex discriminations
required to produce asrinetrica1 signs and to irothr-coordination
differences. Wilson (1983) notes aneaota1ly that her severely mentally
handicapped deaf-blind subjects, too, learned 'touch' signs more readily
than 'non-1xxxh' signs, and that the most difficult signs to learn were
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thse made with Ixth hands, where the hand nDvrEnts were similar t.it in
opposite directions. Wilson does 1xver stress that familiarity through
continual use and rx)tivational significance of signs were of overriding
significance for acquisition.
It is thus clear that rrotoric requiranents, too, sIuld be considered
in initial sign selection. In fact, Dennis, Pich1e, Williams and
Vogelsberg (1982) recctrinend that an assessnent of what rrotor patterns
learners can perform and have difficulty performing, along with an analysis
of the rrotor patterns involved in signs, siDuld provide useful information
in determining signs that may be nore rapidly acquired. Signs for which
learners can already perform the motor skills can be taught first, and at
the same time activities can be set up to teach the motor skills required
for other useful signs. On the other hand, Mills and Weldon (1983)
caution against teaching together groups of signs which are similar in
handsbape configuration, location and/or novtnent, having found that sign-
naive hearing adults have greater difficulty in learning to recognize and
discriminate between sigr which are cheranically similar than between
signs which are sanantically similar. Gxiffith and 1binson (1980), too,
found that similarities among signs in physical formation interfered with
sign acquisition.
8.6 Research on Instructional Techniques for Sign Tmining
Procedures that have been utilized in the literature for teaching
signs to language handicapped individuals typically include: pairing the
sign with the referent; moulding, which involves placing the object in the
student's hands and moving the hands through the movanents of the sign;
handshaping or physical guidance, where the teacher guides the student's
hands through the sicr; imitation, which involves teacher dncnstration
of the sign follc.ied by student performance; and differential reinforcenent
(Nietupski and Halire-Nietupski, 1977). In general, most instructional
sequences in studies are designed to progress frcn physical guidance
through to self-initiated performance, and signs are trained within a
simultaneous speech and sign framesork. As yet, lx,wever, there are few
formal studies which aim to evaluate the relative effectiveness of the
atove instructional procedures. The present section will focus on the
studies conducted to date which have sought to test specific hypotheses
within the teaching situation in an attanpt to tease out the factors
involved in successful sign training.
While virtually all sign studies use speech and sign, there is a
divergence in the methods advocated (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982).
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Proponents of the PGSS suggest close matching of signs and speech in
simultaneous presentation and with full sentences (R
.ze, 1978). Walker
(1978) edvocates signing only key rds bit with full spoken sentences,
while SKelly (1979) argues that simultaneous presentation of speech arid
1zner-Irid signals is distracting for thdents and seguential, rather than
simultaneous, presentation is preferable. Schaeffer (1980b) recaiinends a
phasing-in of speech, whereas Bonvillian and Nelson (1978) reaxrrnend the
use of sign alone. The first group of studies to be examined here
concerns the effects of different procedures for integiating speech arid
sign use in training , which have been examined particularly in the
population of autistic children.
Konstantareas, Oxmeri and Webster (1978) examined the influence of
rrcde of sign presentation on acquisition in 5 mentally handicapped
children with autistic features. They found that the subjects acquired
receptive signs equally well in response to sign- only and sign- and- speech
presentations, and lxth approaches were superior to speech-only presentation.
In other rds, the superimposition of speech on sign neither facilitated
rr interfered with the subjects' receptive sign learning. It is of course
possftle that in the sintiltaneous sign and speech condition the subjects
responded only to the signs, disregarding the speech ccITonent. Hcqever,
both Brady arid nuse (1978) arid Barrera, Lobato-Barrera and Sulzer-
Azaroff (1980) found sirrultaneous speech arid sign training to be superior
to either oral - or sign - alone training for t autistic children. In
Brady' arid iouse's study the subject had received considerable prior
training in simultaneous camiunication, which confounds the results
(Bonvillian and Nelson, 1982). frbreover, three different trainers were
used for the three different training methods. Nevertheless, their
finding is given further support by the rk of Konstantareas and Leibovitz
(1981), wIx found a visual-only approach to signing (nouthing of wrds and
signing) to be less effective than a simultaneous visual and auditory
approach (speaking and signing) for both receptive arid expressive sign
aouisition in 8 autistic and/or mentally handicapped children. Interest-
ingly, BeukeLian, Yorkston and Waugh (1980) reached the same conclusions
in the case of a group of 30 aphasic subjects. Instructions trained in
a canbined speech plus pantarthue approach resulted in higher scores than
either the verbal or pantanime approach alone. These studies suggest that
total caiuiunication is effective as a language training method because the
use of physical pranpts canbined with multisensory inputs provides a
broad base for learning, while sign alone involves more limited cueing
(creelcn,Dre, 1982).
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Despite the above studies supporting total camiunication as the
preferred training rrtde for signs, there are a number of other studies
supporting the use of sign alone. Single case studies reported by Webster,
McPherson, Slanan et al (1973) and Baron and Iserisee (1976) both sbowed
superior perform aice for their autistic subjects in response to a sign-
only condition, arid contained evidence suggesting that the addition of
speech actually led to a deterioration in performance. tre recently,
Wherry and Edwards (1983) exanined the relative effectiveness of verbal,
signed and canbination systens in operant language training with an
autistic boy. While m significant differences arrong the methods energed
on statistic1 analysis, the authors found that the boy had more correct
responses and a higher percentage of correct-to-total responses in the
sign-only condition. As training only lasted for 18 days, it is possible
that a itore extended training period would have produced more clear-cut
results.
The results of this latter group of studies are in line with the
findings of an extensive body of literature dealing with the perceptual
characteristics of autistic children, which uld tend to suggest that
there should be r irnprovenent in receptive speech following sinultaneous
carinunication train±ng and, furthernore, that since many autistic children
seen to be auditorily unpaired, one ought to eliminate or at least
minimize the amnt of auditory int to which they are exposed. As has
been clearly surrinarized by Carr and Cores (1981), this literature denonstrates
that autistic children have great difficulty in processing auditory
information, especially speech (Hennelin arid O'Connor, 1970), and perform
poorly on auditory-visual cross-modal association tasks (Bryson, 1972).
Clearly, if simultaneous canunication were to be effective, sane form of
cross-modality processing (i.e. fran sign to speech) wuld be necessary.
Furthermore, there is an extensive literature on 'stimulus overselectivity'
which suggests that when autistic children are confronted with sirnultanusly
presented visual and auditory stimuli (as in simultaneous sign arid speech
training), they attend to only one of the stimuli, and the direction of
the overselectivity is unpredictable (Lovaas, Iegel and Schreilinan, 1979;
neets and Lancioni, 1983). In sun, the literature on auditory and cross-
modality processing and on stimulus civerselectivity supports the findings
of Webster,McPherson, Slanan et al. (1973), Baron and Isensee (1976) and
others on the superiority of sign-alone training. On the other hand, it
conflicts with. the conclusions of Barrera, Iobato-Barrera and Sulzer-
Azaroff (1980) arid Brady and iouse (1978), wbo found the simultanecus
sign-plus-speech approach to be more effective than sign-alone or speech-
alone training.
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A Lssible explanation for these conflicting results is offered by
Carr and res (1981). They taught 6 autistic children to identify
objects receptively using simultaneous sign and speech. Their 2 mute
subjects responded only to the signs, while the 4 subjects with better
vocal skills responded to both signs and speech. Crr and tres further
fouixi a high correlation between correct responding on a verbal imitation
test and correct responding on the word-only test. These findings, which
have been confirnied by Carr, Binkoff, Kologinsky and Eddy (1978), Carr,
Pridal and rxres (1984) ani Remington and Clarke (1983), suggest that
different children respond to different aspects of simultaneous ccxrrnunication
training, and that the verbal imitative ability of the student is at least
one important factor in predicting the outcxme of such training. It can
thus be conc1ud that indiscriminate use of total cuimunication with
language impaired autistic children is not necessarily going to be the
nst effective approach (Kiernan, 1983c). All autistic children do not
respond in a similar manner to any given programme and one would need to
determine at the beginning of training whether a single modality or a
multi-modality approach is likely to be nvre beneficial for a given child.
As stated above, one potentially helpful guideline already identified
concerns response on a verbal imitation pretest.
Layton and Helmer (1982) have elaborated further on these conclusions
by analyzing the sign aid speech canprehension arki proiction performaia
of 37 low-functioning autistic children 'under 4 different treatment rtes -
sign alone, speech, simultaneous sign and speech, and alternating
between sign and speech. The echolalic children were found to do equally
well in all treatment modes • Ftr the nonecholalic subjects, oar?rehension
training was equally effective under all 4 treatments, but sign production
training, regardless of treatment z)de, was more successful than speech
training. rreover, the nonecholalic subjects in the alternating treatment
mode did best overall, particularly in tern of oral ord prodixtion.
There are, to date, only two studies which examine the relative
effectiveness of particular met1ds of sign-word pairing. Reid (1984)
taught severely mentally handicapped children nonsense words and signs
alone, words and signs simulteous1y presented, words preceding signs, and
signs embedded in a full but simple senterce. Sign learning was found to
be easier than word learning, but rio metbod was found to be consistently
superior with respect to acgnisition of words • It must however be stressed
that all subjects could use at least single words at the outset. In the
second study, Kohl, Karlari and Heal (1979) examined instruction-following
behaviour under 3 conditions - verbal instructions only, manual signs
paired with words in a one-to-one correspondence, and signs paired only
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with key ITeaning words. Bath sign training conditions produced greater
instr'.iction-folliing behaviours than did speech-only presentation, and
there were no differences in responses for the partial versus cxiiplete
signing conditions. Thus it seeit that the particular rrethod of sign
and word pairing is unlikely to be an iirportant consideration in training
studies.
1nother irrportant issue concerns the generalization of signing.
Manual signs are typically trained in isolated instructional settings,
and it is only recently that researchers have begun to examine the question
of whether sign usage generalizes to other settings and to people other than
the trainer(s). Carr, Binkoff, Kologinsky and Ec1y (1978), Bnvillian,
Nelson and Rhyne (1981), and Duker and Michielsen (1983), found that signs
taught generalized to adults besides the original teacher, as well as to
settings different from the training sessions. On the other hand, Kohl,
Wilcox and Karlan (1978) found that while their noderately handicapped
subjects produced the signs they had been taught in response to direct
requests for gns, response levels dropped considerably when different
cs were introduced. They also found that the greatest nurrber of signs
produced in a given probe condition were those signs that had been directly
trained in that condition. Furtherrrore, lcw levels of spontaneous signing
have been noted in a nurrber of studies (e.g. Carr, 1982). It would thus
seem irrperative to rrove away from delimited training sessions and to train
students in the actual environrTents where they will be expected to use
signing if one is to ensure generalization to natural settings. In fact,
relatively few studies have reported direct training of parents, peers
and teaching staff, or even stressed the izrportance of providing a con-
sistent signing environnnt for students (Casey, 1978 ; Creedun, 1973;
Kopchidc, Rcrbadi and Smilovitz, 1975).
Recently, hcMever, a nurrber of writers have argued that the use of
operant paradirs in sign training is not encxiipassing enough to teach the
functions of language, and they have begun to stress the need for careful
planning in order to bring about generalization of sign usage. Carr and
Kologinsky (1983) taught 6 autistic subjects with large sign vocabularies
but no spontaneous use to sign spontaneously for reinforcers, using a
ctxribination of prcxrpting, fading and differential reinforceirent techniques.
Spontaneous signing was sicessfully established and generalized across
people and settings. Oliver and Halle (1982) identified naturally
occurring situations where their subject needed to sign to request objects
or actions. A short delay period was introduced in these situations, in
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which the experimenter first praTipted the appropriate signs before ful-
filling the child' s rests, and gradually faded the prapts. This
technique was successful in transferring stimulus control fran pranpts
to naturalistic opportunities in the envirorirtent. A similar approach,
which involved the use of pranpts, capitalized on the child' s desires
arid needs, arid incorxrated the need for a particular object or action
into the existing envirorrnent, resulted in generalized arid spontaneous
use of 2 signs in a study 1W O.ilatta and Blackstone (1980). Schepis,
Reid, Fitzgerald et al (1982) also found an increased level of signing
in their mentally handicapped and autistic subjects following on the
introduction of procedures for staff to prcnpt student interactions arid
reinforce student signing in naturally occurring situations.
Arong other specific training procedures that have been evaluated
is the question of the relative efficiency of t orders for training
expressive and receptive use of signs. A carnorily held belief is that
canprehension precedes prodwtion, and that canprehension skills should
therefore be taught prior to production skills. However, Watters, Wheeler
and Watters (1981) found that simultaneous carmunication required fewer
trials to teach expressive and receptive sign use when training was in
the order expressive, foflowed by receptive training, rather than when
the alternative order was used. neets and StrLefel (1976) also found
that expressive sign training facilitated the acxuisition of receptive
sign use, while the teaching of receptive use first did rot facilitate
expressive performance. On the other hand, Kohl, K3rlan and Heal (1979)
reported at least sane generalization of receptive sign training to
expressive performance for their subjects. Until further evidence is
available, it is perhaps advisable to follow Nietupski and Harnre-Nietupski' s
(1979) rec,mendation that instruction should be provided on both canp-
rehens ion and production concurrently. Welch and Pear (1980) and Clibbens,
Fawcett and Sweetuan (1983) cinpared the value of using pictures and real
objects as training stimuli. Neither method showed any clear teaching
advantage aver the other in terms of sign production and crznprehens ion
scores, or in terms of facilitating generalization of naming responses
learned, Iit there were sane important individual differezoes between
subjects. Individual differences and the natire of the task engaged in
were also better predictors of sign use than either the type of reinforcnent
used or the setting where sign training took place (Clibberis et al., 1983).
Finally, Kohl, Wilcox and Karlan (1978) found that training in a &nall
group instructional setting facilitated nore rapid learning of signs by
rroderately handicapped subjects canpared with individual training. They
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suggest that the group training sessions gave each student a greater
opportunity for repeated sign exposure and practice.
Evaluation of many other aspects of sign training procedures,
including the use of modelling, pranptthg, shaping and fading techniques,
have yet to be undertaken.
Chapter 9. Research Into the Use of Symbol Systetis of Camunication
Ccxnpared with the extensive 1iteratire on the use of sign systns,
relatively little has been xiblished on the use of symbol systans with
nonverbal and language impaired individuals, and few cDnclus ions can as
yet be drawn concerning the ccarinunicative and educational value of these
systeis. The research to be considered in this section covers reports
on the use of Blissymbolics, adaptations of the rk of Pranack (1970)
using abstract symbols, and the application of pictorial syntols and
ord and letter boards as augrnentative crimtunication modes.
9.1 Studi.es on the Use of Blissymbols
Blissymbols are currently being used with children and adults wbo
are physically handicapped, mentally handicapped, partially hearing,
partially sighted, aphasic and language delayed (Bailey and Jenkinson,
1982). However, despite the growing pop.ilarity of this augmentative
systn, there is a paucity of research concerning its efficacy.
A pilot study conducted by ?lcNaughton and Kates (1974) examined
symbol acquisition by 18 cerebral palsied children over a 3-year period.
The report indicated that the children increased their use of symbols for
camtunication and the range of people with whcm they ccmuiiiicated, but
insufficient data are given on subject characteristics and on the number
and type of symbols learned. Harris-Vanderheiden, Brown, MacKenzie,
Iinen and Scheibel (1975) successfully i.mnp1atnted Blissyntols as an
alternative cuitnunication systn for 5 severely and profounfly mentally
handicapped cerebral palsied children. Cküy tbose children wbo were
thought most likely to benefit fran the prograrrne and wto were able to
attend to tasks, to follow oral ccmnands and to deionstrate motivation
to carinunicate, were included in the progrrrae. The children received
20 bours of training, which involved modelling and prcxrpting of pointing
responses to the symbols, symbol discrimination exercises, use of symbols
for respondent crzanunication, and elicitation of symbol pointing for
expressive cucinunication. Staff were also encouraged to use Bliss with
the children outside of training sessions. Prior to training the children's
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expvessie caunication consisted of gross manual gestures and un-
differentiated vocalizations. After training all 5 subjects slzed sane
evideixe of catinunicative use of syrnIx)ls. There were, bowever, different
levels of ability attained. Three subjects learned between 7 and 16
symbols, while 2 subjects acquired 50 and 75 symbols which they used in
rrulti-symbol canbinations. As a result, these latter 2 subjects were
reclassified as edationally retarded. Overall, 3 of the subjects were
said to use symbols spontaneously with different pez)ple and in different
envirorinents, while the remaining 2 subjects only used the symbols
respondently. In 1979, Harris-Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder and Vanderheiden
provided follow-up data on 3 of these children, who were in Bliss prograrrrnes
for 41 months, and on 2 additional children who learned Blissymbolics for
30 months. Over these periods the children acquired between 60 and 200
symbols, using between 20 and 122 of the symbols spontaneously. Average
length of symbol utterance produced rose fran 1.00 to 4.00 for 2 of the
children, and f ran 1.00 to 3.00 for the renaming 3 children. This study
thus provides evidence that severely and profoundly retarded children can
learn to use Bliss; in the 41-month programe the profoundly handicapped
child was said to use 36 snbols, and the 2 severely handicapped children
140 aM 180 symbols. This is the only report to date to provide long
term follow-up infoimation on a group of Bliss users. Unfortunately, the
report gives minimal information on spontaneous symbol use, and presents
no details of the methodology used to evaluate spontaneous use and nuther
of symbols known.
Since Harris-Vanderheiden et a]..' s stody (1975; Harris-Vanderheiden
et aL4
 1979) only 8 further reports have appeared describing the teaching
of Blissymbols to physically and/or mentally handicapped individuals.
Song (1979) taught Blissymbols to 4 mentally handicapped youngsters, 3 of
whan were cerebral palsied, over a period of 10½ months. One subject
dropped out of the progranine due to physical difficulties in indicating
symbols, while the renaming 2 subjects learned to understand between 20
and 46 symbols, and used between 3 and 31 symbols spontaneously. Song
found wide variation in the number of symIx)ls acquired and used by the
subjects, who had essentially the same ability levels; bot little
infonnation is actually provided on subject characteristics and progress.
She further points out that by the time of writing the report only 1 subject
was continuing to rely on Bliss for ctliTcllnication; the other 2 subjects
were being taught ASL. N explanation is offered for this change. Elr
and Bergman (1978) aM Galloway (1978) both reported that profoundly to
mildly mentally handicapped cerebral palsied children learned to identify
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Blissyirbols and slxwed good retention of syrrbols over tine, but again very
little detail is provided. This criticism is also applicable to Bailey and
Hanrrxid' s (1978) anec&>tal a000unt of the progress of 2 nonverbal cerebral
palsied children who were introduced to Bliss at approximately 7 years of
age. By age 9½ they were said to be using 300 and 400 syithols respectively
in spontaneous crmnuriicaticn, although both tended to cmit verbs and to use
telegraphic utterances in their Bliss ccmnunicaticris. Jarres (1984) has
presented sate descriptive data on the spontaneous use of Blissynbols by 10
athetoid children of average intelligence over 4½ years of training. Over-
all, the children used an average of 52% of the syrrbols taught in spontaneous
cxliTnunication (between 135 and 205 of the 400 syrrbols available to them),
with an average utterance length of 14.4 syirbols. No information is given
in the report on the criteria used to assess nean length of utterance, nor
on hc syirbol utterances were recorded. Fran the examples of syrrbol
utterances presented, it appears that nean length of syrrbol utterance was
not calculated according to standard procedures and definitions (Brcn,
1973), but rather was based on nurrter of syrrbols used per ccirrnunicative
turn. Hughes (1979) provided an experiirental evaluation of the ease of
leaxriing Blissyzrbols. Using 8 rroderately and severely rrentally handicapped
children, he found that all subjects learned to identify sytthols rrore
rapidly than written words, thereby providing sate evidence for the view
that Blissyrribols are easier to learn than written words. The final 2
studies both addressed the quasticn of the generalization of Blissyrrbol use.
Using a 14-year-old cerebral palsied subject, Welch and Pear (1980)
cxared pictures, photographs and real objects as training stimuli in order
to determine which best facilitated generalization of naming responses
(poirrLing to syrrtols) to real objects in the natural environment. No
particular training stimulus nide was quicker than any other, but considerably
rrore generalization was displayed to real objects in the natural environment
when the child was trained with real objects than when either pictures or
photographs were used. Kalixnikerakis (1983) shc*ed that a matrix design
was an effective way of teaching syrrbols to 5 severely mentally handicapped
children and resulted in sate generalization of Blissyrrbols frail trained to
untrained syntols.
In addition to the above reports, questicrinaire surveys of Blissyrrbol
use have been conducted in the U.K. and ?nerica. Obviously survey data
are unreliable as a means of assessing outcome rreasures, and these reports
are thus at best only suggestive. Mdaughton (l976b) surveyed 40 Bliss
training prograrrrres in the U • S • A. and Canada, covering 150 children who
had been exposed to Bliss for periods ranging fran under 6 rronths to over
2 years. The mean IQ of the children was in the mildly retarded range, with
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15% of subjects being severely retarded, and 15% of average or above
average IQ. Of all the children, 15% were said to be using 30 syrrt)ols or
less, 67% were using under 200 syirboLs, and 20% were using over 400
symbols. Furthenrore, 17% of subjects used single symbols only, 31%
used 2 - or 3-symbol utterances and 17% used multi-symbol sentences.
Infortnaticxi was missing for 34% of subjects and Bliss was unsuccessful
with 18 subjects, apparently because of learning problems and retardation.
In Kiernan, Reid and Jones' (1982) survey of the use of sign and syrrbol
systems in special schools in the U.K., 18% of Severely Educationally Sub-
normal (E (S)) children and 34% of Physically Handicapped (PH) children
in symbol prograrrrres lasting up to 6 rrcnths were able to use over 30
symbols. Children in prograrrines of over 12 rronths duration were reported
to use many rore symbols. Of all children surveyed, 48% of ESN (S) children
and 41% of PH children using symbol systems (irostly Blissyntolics) used
only single symbol utterances; 17% of ESN (s) children and 18% of PH children
used nore than 2 symbols per utterance. Furthenrore, 52% of ESN (S) children
and 77% of PH children were able to answer cuestions using symbols, but only
8% of ESN (S) and 39% of PH children used the symbols to initiate conversations.
There appear to be no reported studies on the use of Blissyrrbols with
autistic individuals, but 2 reports have examined the use of Bliss with
individuals with acx4uired speech loss. Says (1980) taught Bliss to 10 adult
aphasics who had shcMn no improvrent after at least 3 rronths of conventional
speech therapy. After 2 nths of daily training sessions, 5 subjects
acxluired between 27 and 41 syitbls, while the rining 5 subjects ajuired
between 2 and 25 syntols. Hc*tever, none of the subjects used the system
functionally in everyday situations, and 2 of the subjects rejected Bliss as
a xrniunication system altogether. Greater success was achieved by Ross
(1979), who taught Blissymbols to an 18-year-old girl who had suffered
severe brain damage follcwing a road traffic accident. While the subject's
general intellectual status was largely preserved and receptive language had
greatly recovered, severe neurcirotor impairrrent precluded the recovery of
expressive speech. The introduction of Bliss was said to speed up the girl' s
ariiiunication and allci for effective self expression using complex sentence
structures, but no quantitative data are offered to back these claims.
The crucial question of parental attitudes to Blissyrrbolics and their
willingness to use Bliss with their language impaired children, has
received scant attention in the research literature. Tew, Davies and
Fletcher (1980) describe the results of a questionnaire survey sent to
schools concerning parental attities to Bliss. Most parents (66. 7%) were
reported as having favourable attitudes to Bliss, citing the improved
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opportunities for cnnunication afforded by the system. A nal1er
percentage of parents (16.7%) were said to express qualifie:1 support for
Bliss. It must, however, be pointed out that parent attitudes were not
sampled directly in this study. Instead, the authors relied on indirect
reports frau the schools abut parent attitudes. This is also the case
in Kiernan, Reid arid Jones' (1982) survey,which indicated that 88% of
physically handicapped children in snbol prjrarrrnes, but only 59% of
evere1y mentally handicapped children in so1 progrannues, used the
augmentative system with their xtothers. The figures for use of the systns
with fathers were considerably lower.
Overall, the reports and surveys reviewed ahove tend to suggest that
Blissynhols can be effectively implemented as an augmentative means of
ccmunication for physically and mentally handicapped individuals. How-
ever, the poor quality of reporting in rost of these stulies, and the
fact that they are so few in number, limits the conclusions that can be
drawn alx)ut the eFficacy and potential of Blissymholics as an augmentative
cEtmurlication system. Nore recently, a ariall number of studies have begun
to give attention to the question of how Bliss is actually used in natural
conversational enviroriuents (e.g. Harris, 1982). The findings of these
studies will be discussed in a later chapter.
9.2 Research Into Maptations of Premack' s abstract
Sbo1 Prograrrne
Maptations of Premack's 'plastic language' (1970, 1971) arid the
programme developed for teaching it have been used with several populations
of language impaired persons, including mentally handicapped, autistic
and aphasic individuals. Iwever, as has been pointed out by Silverman
(1980), these progrrines have not been taught in nest instances to provide
a syrnhol system for carinunication, but rather to provide an introduction
to the strategies involved in using symbul systns or languages. It is
assumed that learning this symbol system will facilitate the acquisition
of other symbol systems, notably speech.
Carrier (1974 ; Carrier and Peak, 1975) adapted ]ranack' s language
system for nonverbal mentally handicapped children, and developed the Non-
Speech Language Initiation Drcram (Non-SLIP), which incorporates a set
of plastic symbols, a simple set of grarrniatical rules and a limited
vocabulary of srds. Non-SLIP aims to teach syntactic forms in a highly
structured prograrrine. Carrier (1976) reported on 180 children who went
through the prcqrarcrne. Many of the children were severely or profouriily
mentally handicapped. Nearly all were said to be nonverbal at the onset
of tzraining, and many bad hed a history of failure in speech and language
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thera'y. Details of subject characteristics presented in the report are,
however, limited. Speech was included in the training of 57 children, 56
of whan moved on to conventional speech therapy. Only 3 of the 180
children failed to progress beyond the early phases of training. Deich
and Hodges (1977, 1982) and Hodges and Deich (1978, 1979) .report on the
use of Prenack-type snlxls in two studies, the first a 4-month pilot
study involving 8 iterate1y to profoundly handicapped wnverbal children,
and the second a larger, ongoing study with low functioning as well as
higiier-IQ cnildren. Subject characteristics sean to have varied widely,
bit little detail of these is given in the reports. ¶L of the children
in the pilot study learned only a few runs, while the other 6 reached at
least the verb stage. In the larger study, too, outcarte was very variable,
with the low functioning group learning a mean of 7 s1ibDls after 4 months
training. The higher ability children (with I1.A. s alx)ve 5 years) were
said to have progressed at a much faster rate and to have reached the
stage of using the s1xls to pxo&ce cxnplex sentences. Hodges and
Deich stressed that even children with L4.A.S of below 2 years were res-
ponding to the prograrrine, altugh their pigress was very slow.
:vkyre recently, Porter and Schroeder (1980) reported on the progress
of 69 children who participated in their Non-SLIP prograrrine over a 3-year
period. The subjects were aged 3 to 19 years, and ranged in intelligence
from rorrnal to severely mentally handicapped, with a variety of organic
handicaps. Thirty eight subjects dropped out of the study, mostly because
they vere transferred to other progranines. The rnaining 31 subjects
canpieted the prograrme and swed iirtprovnents on itans specifically
trained, and also on itaiis not specifically trained, for example on tasks
of number and colour matching, ar on spoken language. A 3-year follow
up of 9 of the children s1wed continued maLntenance of skills taught
with Non-SLIP, and great irnproranent in sane subjects on other measures.
By contrast, only 4 of the 18 severely mentally handicapped children
(sane of whan were also autistic) trained by Benington, Light and Porter
(1981) gave evidence of learning the relations between symbols and objects.
These autbors, too, used abstract plastic symbols corresponding to every-
day objects; Ixit despite using large numbers of trials, they failed to
replicate the earlier successes in training plastic symbol use. A possible
explanation for this failure may be the absence of speech in the training
prograrrrne used by Renington et al. The three earlier progranines bad all
used speech overtly during training, so tI.t their subjects may have been
encouraged to use prior verbal abilities to mediate the associations
between symbols and objects.
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There are only a few stndies on the use of sn1xl systns with
autistic children, and all are based on adaptations of Pr snack' s 'plastic
language'. McLean and McLean (1974) successfully trained 2 of 3 rmite
autistic boys to a criterion of 6 3-eleiient sentences using plastic chips.
P rnack and prnack (1974) taught a mentally handicapped rrLlte autistic
boy to form sentences and use pluialization with the plastic syrnlx)ls,
and this was found to help the child to use pluralization in spoken
language. DeVilliers and Naughton's (1974) 2 autistic subjects similarly
learned to match symbols to a variety of objects and persons, arid to
construct and respond to simple phrases. P:og:ess was slc, but this
may have been due in part to the limited time devoted to training, which
averaged only 15 minutes per week. Light and Reiiirigton (1978) taught 7
mentally handicapped autistic children to use different action symlx)ls,
to foll.i directions given in sithols, and to use negation and interrogatives.
Three subjects failed to reach criterion on the first steps, and only 2
children cctTl?leted the prograrine. Overall, these studies sIz that sane
autistic children can learn to use abstract symbols and syntactic structures,
though with large variation in the progress achieved.
There is a na11 series of studies using adaptations of Prck' S
methods with aphasic individuals. Glass, Gazzaniga and Prnack (1973)
and Gardner, Zurif, Berry and Baker (1976) used arbitrary gecinetric designs
to represent concepts, with specific syntactic notions being conveyed
through the linear ordering of the symbols. Although few quant.tdtive
data are given • the range in performance appears to be quite marked • Of
Glass et a11' s 7 adult global aphasic subjects, one subject mastered only
the same-different notion, whereas 2 other subjects learned to produce
multi-symbol utterances organized to convey Subj ect-Vrb-Obj ect information.
Similarly, of Gardner et aL's 15 aphasic subjects, 3 dropped out, a further
3 were unable to master the systøn, 4 were still in training at the time
of writing, while the ren aining 5 subjects canpleted the programne. These
latter subjects all had IQs within the normal range, and after sane 5
weeks of training all were able to use the systair to respond to questions
and carrnands and to describe actions. Spontaneous use of the systan was
shown by 2 subjects. Carrier and Peak (1975) briefly describe the use of
the Ibn-SLIP programne with 3 adult aphasics, all of wIm made prcgress.
Finally, Hughes (19 74/5) r1oyed the PraTack symbols and training procedes
with 4 aphasic children with normal nonverbal I Q s who were also learning
signs. main, few quantitative data are presented, but all the children
were said to have acq iired rds, sentences and class concept functions,
and also to have attained sane cunpetence in negation and question forms.
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Overall, these studies indicate that sane aphasic individuals with severe
speech impairment can learn to utilize various language functions in an
alternative synx)1 syst.
As Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) point out, the studies using
abstract symbol systans are valuable for their explicitness of prograrrining
and the fact that they show that at least sane speech impaired individuals
can be successfully taught to use syntactic structures in controlled
situations. However, none of the studies show the systn to be a functional
language with creative use of symbols or generalization of symbol use
to the student's everyday envirorinent. Bonvillian and Nelson (1982)
further question whether the continued use of arbitrary gecnetric symbols
in training is at all justified. The use of representational symbols as
opposed to abstract Prenack-type symbols is more appropriate, and is more
likely to foster rapid acquisition and carrrn.micative use of the symbols.
9.3 Studies Using 1aditional OrUraphy
rd and letter boards have been used for many years with notorically
impaired dysarthric individuals having high intellectual and langue-
functioning abilities (Feallock, 1958; Goldberg and Fenton, 1960; Kiadde,
1974; 4cLnald and Schultz, 1973; Sayre, 1963; Vicker, 1974; Wendt, Sprague
and Maquis, 1975). These reports are largely anecdotal, and most describe
a developnental progression, beginning with the use of pictures and prog-
ressing to ords and letters. Feallock (1958), for example, described the
introduction of carinunication charts to 12 cerebral palsied children with
little or no functional speech, whose intellectual abilities ranged fran
mentally handicapped to average. Half of the children male no progress in
the use of the boards, in most cases because of unieliable wrd recognition
skills and absence of ad.iate indication ability. However the rnaining
6 children were said to use the wrd or letter boards effectively. Mtnald
and Schultz (1973) introduced a pictuxe board to a nonverbal athetoid
child of above average intelligence. At a later stage phrases, srds arid
the alphabet were introduced, and syntactic rules were taught.
The ability of sane autistic individuals to use the written ord
well beyond their ability to use speech, suggests that traditional ortbog-
raphy could be used with such children as an augnentative axmiunication
node. Marshall and Herenes (1972), Ratusnik and Patusnik (1974) and
La Vigra (1977) all used traditional ortbography with autistic children.
La Vigria, and Marshall and Hegreries, successfully taught 4 nonverbal
autistic children to respond appropriately to a na1l nuriber of rd cards.
Marshall and Hegrenes then proceeded to teach their subject to generate
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grtinatical sentences to request food using the wrd cards. PatusniJc
and Ratusnik taught their subject to spell out iw3.ividual rds with
plastic letters, and then to cunbine t1 srds in correct English senterces.
At the conclusion of this study the child uld occasionally use spontanecus
rd combinations to volunteer information and express needs and desires.
Unfortunately, the use of spelling boards is extranely slow, while
the limited vocabulary and concept choices afforded by rd boards are
likelj to prove inadequate for individuals with intact language systais.
Beukelman and Yorkston (1977, 1980) attanpted to maximize the carinicative
efficiency of 2 severely dysarthric individuals by investigating the
effect on prodixtion rate and message intelligibility of a letter board
used in canbination with limited speech. They found that the subject' s
canmunication was fastest using speech alone, but was largely unintelligible.
The use of a letter board (to point to the first letter of a wrd) while
si.mnultanecLlsly uttering the rd, markedly improved intelligibility.
Further, this approach was faster than spelling out each wrd on the letter
board.
9.4 Isearch Into the Use of Pictorial Systans of Catrnuriication
As indicated above, traditional orthography, ranack-type symbols
and even Bus symbols are sanetiines of limited efficacy when used with low
functioning children. As a result, a number of researchers have recently
attanptal to develop camiuriication means more suited to persons of low
mental age, using highly iconic pictorial systans (neets and Lancioni,
1983).
Murphy, Steele, Gilligan et al (1977) and Lancioni (1983) taught
pictorial representations to 4 low functioning children, 3 of wtn were
autistic, after failure to teach than manual signs. Murphy et al! s subject
rapidly acquired expression and comprehension of 13 pictorial representa-
tions of obj ects, and learned to use 5 of the pictures to ask for objects
he wanted. Lancioni 'S 3 subjects were exposed to a highly elaborate and
intensive training proqraane over sane 4 months, involving discrimination
of objects in response to pictures, discrimination of body positions, and
selection of pictures representing activities to be performed. The children
were able to discriminate and select pictures within this highly structured
prograItu, but the proratne did rt go as far as training and achieving
functional use of the pictures outside of training sessions. Detanore and
Lippke (1980), too, successfully used catinunication and picture boards with
mentally handicapped children who were unable to learn both speech and
manual signing. 1rphy et al. speculate that level of symbolic abstraction
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was the main reason for the success of the pictorial mode - pictures being
nore directly representative of objects than are manual signs. The per-
manenc of pictures, and their reliance on recognition rather than recall,
may also have been relevant in this regard.
Reid and Hurlbut (1977), ith and iIurphy (1978) and Iodenbuxg and
aneets (1980) successfully trained a total of 8 multiply handicapped
individuals to indicate pictures or rebuses on canmunication boards in
response to objects, verbal labels and/or questions. One child in nith
arid Murphy' s report advanced to the stage of using canbinations of rebus
symbols to canmunicate. Reid and Hur]but, and Rodenburg and aneets,
furtther sIied that strangers were unable to interpret the subjects'
cxxmi.micative efforts when the latter used their own idiosyncratic methods
of carriunication, but they correctly identified the subjects' carrnunicative
attnpts when these were indicated on the picture boards. Finally, Jones
(1979) introduced rebuses to autistic and severely mentally handicapped
children, but he presents no quantitative data on the progress of his
subjects.
9.5 Instructional Considerations in Symbol Systen Training
The studies reviewed above have, on the whole, reported sane degree
of success in teaching symbols to mentally handicapped, physically
handicapped, autistic and aphasic individuals. However, these studies
are all subject to methodological and reporting inadequacies, and they
show wide variability in reported outcunes. Ireover, they are still too
few in number to allow any firm conclusions to be drawn about the value
of particular symbol systans as effective nodes of augmentative or alterna-
tive cxxutnunication.
There are many questions which still await investigation. The ccuiplex
issue of optimal method of symbol instruction, for example, has received
hardly any attention in the experimental literature. Few studies have
cxznpared different symbol training strategies systanatically. The study
by Ran.ington, Light and Porter (1981) is an exception, having cctnpared
t methods of teaching arbitrary symbol - referent relations to a group
of severely mentally handicapped nonverbal children, sane of wlxin were
also autistic. These authors found a nal1 but significant difference
in favour of a forced choice method of training, where other irrelevant
symbols were present and correct responding was pranpted, cxupared with
a no-choice condition where only the correct choice of symbol was available.
nother crtLal issue which has received little attention concerns the
question of which. sutol forms may be easiest to learn (Kiernan, 1983c).
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Hughes (1979) s1xwed that Blissymbols were easier for mantally handicapped
students to learn than written nonsense rds. It also appeared that the
discriminability of the symbols which were being presented together was of
rrire importance in learning the symbols than the relative nplexity of a
symbol. Kuntz, Carrier and Hollis (1978) foiz that mentally handicapped
children learned to use pictorial Rebis symbols more readily than Prnack-
type abstract symbols, although transfer to traditional orthography was
slower with the more pictographic systen. In a more recent study, Meador
(1984) investigated ways in which the rnanipilation of stimulus character-
istics may facilitate symbol discrimination learning by mentally handicapped
individuals. She foum:i that redundant colcxn cues on the backgrounds of
lexigrams did not facilitate the visual discrimination of the lexigrarns,
bit that the ran&xn assignmant of colour to the ledgrans thselves did
facilitate their discrimination. Distinctive-feature t iaining,in which
colour was assigned only to the distinctive elanents of lexigrams, was
even more effective and facilitated visual discriminations among highly
similar symbols.
There renains an urgent need for the further developnent and
evaluation of instructional media for the training of augmentative symbol
syst€t use.
chapter 10. clanations Prox)sed for the Effectiveness of
?ientative Syste1s of Carmunication
s can be seen fron the studies reviewed in the preceding tw chapters,
a wide range of language impaired individuals have benefitted fran the
intrcxluction of sign and symbol cctrrnun.ication systans. A variety of
reasons have been proposed to account for the relative success of the
augmentative systacts in fostering carmunicative skills, when approaches
a-nphasizing speech have often repeatedly failed. Obviously, in cases
where the failuie to develop speech is due to motor abnormalities of the
speech musculature, the use of signs or symbols side-steps these difficulties.
But where the failure to develop speech occurs in the context of autian
or mental handicap, other explanations must be sought.
The opti.rnisL-xg of learning conditions in the form of carefully designed
and structured sign/symbol teaching prograrrines is undoubtedly one important
contrihitory factor. Fristoe and Lloyd (1979 ) and Lloyd and Karlan (1984)
fwither point out that tha information presented to the individual, when
presented in a non-speech form, is simplified in both context and rrnner
of presentation, which is likely to facilitate processing and here
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understandir of the catinunicative messages. This is accxxnplished in a
number of ways. In the first place verbiage is reduced. When speech and
augraentative signs/sbols are sirnultaneDusly presented, irrelevant or
parenthetical cx*iinents are likely to be eliminated fran the trainer' s
speech. Secondly, the structure of language inpet is likely to be
siin1ified. When non-speech snbols are presented with speech, the full
syntactic structure of the spoken message is often not represented by the
signs or sittxls. The non-speech symbels often represent only the
sartantically relevant information in the message. This highlights what
is critical to be canprehended and results in considerable ecorruty of
manory loading. Thirdly, the vocabulary of signs/symi-ols taught tends
to. be aall and more broadly functional to the learner. In this way
conceptual rather than syntactic learning is eiiphasized. Finally, when
signs or symbols are presented simultaneously with speech, the rate of
presentation is slciwed, allowing more processing time and therefore
improved canprehens ion.
Bonvillian and Nelson (1978), Lloyd and Karlan (1984), Schaeffer
(1978) and others point to another advantage present in training methods,
namely the relative ease with which individual signs can be taught.
Whereas the tongue and vocal cords cannot be physically manipulated, the
student's hands can be directly rnoulded and led through the correct
rrovanent sequences of signs, or guided to indicate particular symbols.
The direct and iiirnediate feedback to the student that moulding and
praiting allow makes signs easier to learn than sounds. A related issue
here concerns the visibility of signs. Students are able to see the shape
and nvanent of the teacher' s hands and of their own hands; and the t
sets of hands can be held together to detennine the similarity (Wilbur,
1976). This feature also has tw distinct advantages for the trainer.
In the first place, he/she can make a much better judanent in the visual-
manual modality of the learner's success in achieving successive approxi-
mations than is possible in the auditory-vocal modality. Secondly, with
visually presented and produced signsjsymlxls, evaluation and hence
maintenance of attention can be achieved through the assesent of direction
of gaze. Visible evaluation of attention to ai1itory stimuli is more
difficult. Unlike speech sounds, manual signs can also be held for
relatively long periods of time, thereby providing individuals with a
continuously available model or pranpt for their response. The increased
tanporal dtzration of the presentation of signs, and-to an even greater
extent - of symbols, is valuable for individuals for wi-rn greater
orientation ,perception and processing time for stimulus presentations is
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required. Syubol systs, because they are permanent and continuously
visible, have an added edvantage in that the learner is required only to
recognize the symbol he wishes to select, rather than having to recall
and execute a given rd or sign.
Kiernan, Jordan and Saunders (1978) point to the pattern of normal
develoent as offering added clues to the success of signing with many
children. Piaget has argued that speech develcps frctn internalised action
and that gesture - the part representation of the action - may predate
speech. So in learning a. new concept, the child learns the relevant
physical response and, in internalising it, attaches the rds to the
action sequence. This points to action-related signs as a possible means
of cc*rinunicating more basic than speech. l½ugmentative syste-is of carmuni-
cation cn be seen as picking up on such primitive means of camiunication
as gesture arid pointing, and exploiting theii (Kiernan, 1982). Schaeffer
(1980b) argues that spontanecus signing develops primarily out of the goal
directedness of nonnal hand movenents. Severely language iituaired
children use their hands to attain physical goals such as grasping or
poshing away objects, just as normal infants do. Thus they know the
relation between hand movenents and fulfilment of desires and they know
that hand movnents must be adjusted to fit the desire. Schaeffer hypothe-
sizes that they learn to sign spontaneously by adapting the goal-directed
hand movnents they use for grasping to the attainment of social goals,
and that this step is easier than the step fran goal-directed hand movnents
to the spontanecus use of words. At a pirely motor level, too, the motor
acts required for symbol indication, and even for sign production, are f
less canpiex than tbose required for phonation and articulation. Evidence
that children of deaf parents begin to use signs and sign canbinations at
earlier ages than hearing children of hearing parents use speech (e.g.
Schlesinger and Meadow, 1972) u1d tend to confirm that signs are motorically
simpler to learn than speech.
Fristoe and Lloyd (1979 ) further make note of the unhnodal rather
than crossncxlal relationship which exists between signs/symbols and visual
referents. They suggest that signs and symbols, being visual in modality,
are more easily associated with visual referents than are speech symbols
which exist in a different modality. The fact that many signs and symbols
are iconic, in that they resenble the actions or objects for which they
stand, as opposed to the largely arbitrary relationship between a spoken
rd and its referent, has been cited by many writers as one possible
explanation of the relative ease of learning augmentative systans (e.g.
Brown, 1977; Kahn, 1981; Lancioni, Sne.ets and Oliva, 1984). Alt1igh
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joonicity is not an essential aspect, and many nc*uoDnic signs are learned,
there is sone evidence that iaxiic signs and syirbols are easier to learn
and rerrrber (e.g. ±3rin, 1977; Konstantareas, Oxman and Webster, 1978;
Kuntz, Carrier and }b1lis, 1978).
Further advantages to using a visual-rrotor system of conrnunication,
particularly relevant to autistic and mantally handicapped children, stem
frczn research by Irrrelin and O'Connor (1970), and others, who found that
these children have a perceptual disparity that favours the visual-tactile
rcode over the auditory. By their visual nodality, augrrentative systerrLs
by-pass the auditory channel and any. auditory processing deficits that may
exist, while taking advantage of underlying skills that are relatively
unirrpaired (visual and kinesthetic). Many writers have gone further and
argued that the use of simultaneous muxii cation, in which visual and
auditory stimuli are paired, is to be encouraged - firstly since it gives
the student the benefit of the stronger channel while continuing to
stimulate the weaker one, and secx)ndly because of the richer teaching
environirent and c redundancy thereby provided. The student has two
sources of information using two different sensory channels on which to
rely, allcwing hirrVher to make in one rrode what may have been poorly
processed or rerrerrbered in the other (Konstantareas and Leibovitz, 1981;
Schaeffer, 19 BOa). Sirrn.ataneous instruction in two rrodes nay also stimulate
the language-deficient individual to allot nore of his limited attentional
capacities to the task of curnunicating. Brady and &rouse (1978) and
.rrera, Lcbato-Barrera and Suizer-Azaroff (19 80) both found greater suocess
with total crmnuni cation training when cxxrpared with purely oral or purely
manual training, and argued that this irrproved performance resulted frcn
the additional visual, tactile and kinesthetic ct.s intrinsic to the rncxel.
Ci the other hand, Bryson (1972) found autistic children to be poor at
cross-nodal association tasks, while Lovaas, Schreibnan, Koegel and Rhem
(1971) arid others have shcwn that when presented with multinodal stimuli,
autistic children tend to shi stimulus overselectivity, focusing on only
one feature or rtodality to the exclusion of others, and with different
children displaying different irodality or feature preferences. This would
sgest that the provision of multiple stimuli as in simultaneous coxrrnurii-
cation, may in fact reduce the rate of learning, and that many autistic
children would perform ejually well, or better, when either signs or speech
are presented alone. Kiernan (1983a) sgests that what may be the case
is that when a child can respond to both sign and speech, both are pro-.
cessed jua11y well in reception of signals, and speech and sign potentiate
each other in eçressive learning. When the child is mute he/she tends to
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respond poorly to speech, and would berfit irore from purely manual training.
A final factor that has been proposed to account for the facilitation
function of axrrentative systerrs on crLrTmrLicative develqnt relates to
nDtivatlonal and attitudinal issues. As Xien'ian, Jordan and Saunders
(1978) point out, it may be that teachers are better rrotivated when they
teach signs or symbols, because these systerrs are ri and fashionable.
Similarly, it may be that the child is enthused by a novel rrode of teaching,
and one not directly associated with the prior failures and frustrations of
speech cxrnni cation atterrpts. Moreover, pressure for speech exerted by
parents and teachers, which beaiTies detrirrental to further deve1oiient of
cxiiiuni cation atterrpts, is rerroved, and this may further help to increase
the irotivation to lean-i language (Lloyd and Karlan, 1984).
The exact role and relative contribution of each of the above factors
for the facilitation of ccmnunication developnent has yet to be fully
established through enpirical investigation. As Lloyd and Karlan (1984)
point out, establishing the relative contributions of or the relationship
arrong these factors would greatly clarify the direction that could be
taken in developing techniques that would fully exploit the advantages
provided by the factors contributing the rrost facilitative effects.
Chapter 11. Linguistic and Functional Aspects of SigrVSyrrbol Use
As was described in Chapter 5.3, the natural sign
1anguas have their in rrorphology, syntax and semantics, which deviate
substantially from English. ?hereas in English, grarririatical relations
and nDdifications of lexical itens are signalled largely by word order
and by appended inflections, in visual-spatial languages like ASL and BSL
relations anong signs and grarriratical rrodifications are stipulated primarily
by manipulation of points in space and by such paralinguistic features as
body and facial novenent (llti and Klima, 1984). In the case of
Blissyirbolics, too, Charles Bliss (1965) developed a syntax for syrrbol use
in which functors are omitted and in which sare of the structural fonis
errploy word orders that are different fran thcse used in English. Iwever,
surveys of the use of atrrrentative systerrs with language irraired indi-
viduals indicate that the systerrB are typically used simultareously with
spoken English, and that the syntax of the signs and synbols is nodified
to fit the structure of English (Fzistoe and Lloyd, 1978; Goodman, Wilson
and Bornstein, 1978; Kierrian, Reid and Jor, 1982). Thus ASL or BSL
signs are used fo1lcing spoken English word order, often with additional
signs devised to signify tense endings and other parts of speech 'missing'
from sign languages of the deaf. In other cases, contrived sign systerrs
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such as the PGSS are used, which mirror spoken English syntax. Blissyrn..-
bolics, too, is made orrpatible with the linguistic structure of spoken
English by using symboLs representing function as well as content words,
by follcwing English word order, and by using special symbols to indicate
rtorphologi cal variations.
In view of the above, a critical research area concerns whether the
developed comnunicative use of signs and symbols is analogous to the use
of the oral expressive rrode in tents of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
developiiental processes. There is considerable controversy as to whether
the acquisition of syntax or semantics in spoken language is the sarr
for handicapped children as it is for normal children. Leonard (1972),
for exanple, args that rrorphema acquisition in language-delayed verbal
children fol1.rs a normal pattern but is achieved at higher levels of
maan length of utterance than is the case for normals. In contrast, other
studies with deaf, rrentally handicapped and language-delayed children seem
to indicate atypical patterns of rule acquisition (e.g. Meriyuk, 1969).
Such issuss must also be examined in the case of sign and symbol language
acquisition. Unfortunately, augnentative training research studies have
typically focused a.lrrost exclusively on the assessmant of the nunbers of
syrmbols or signs learned. It is only recently that attention has begun
to be given to the syntactic and semantic form of sigrv'sytrbol cxmnunication,
and to the qusstion of ht amrentative systercs are actually used in
natural cri-iversational environrrents (Kraat, 1984). Such research is
clearly of great valus in highlighting similarities and differences between
speed-i and amantative system acquisition, and in providing a basis on
which future programme developeent can be based (Kiernan, 1981b).
Lamrtiert (1978) analysed signed samrples of 16 language disordered
children linguistically, using the LNSP procedure (Crystal, Fletcher and
G&man, 1976). Despite the fact that the children were tai.ht PGSS, which
fo1lcts English word order, she found deviations in the form of omissions,
additions, substitutions of the wrong sign, and many instances of word
order errors. Lambert concluded that the pararreters for determining sign
order are different fran those for spoken language; they are nonlinguisti c
and include factors like chronological order of events, the visual order
of the situation, and eirotional factors such as expressing the rrost im-
portant event first. Semantic relationships thus seem to be rrudi nore
irrportant in determining sign order than are syntactic relations. Larrbert
arguss that this sterre fran the visual &irtinance of the signing nedium,
in which it is possible to arg that informaticn is irore likely to be
derived fran spatial relationships than from tine-based seqnces which
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are important in verbal language. The children, and in particular those
who were poor verbally, were thus using PGSS rrore like a natural sign
language than a signed version of spoken English. Fenn and Rcte (1975),
too, found many cases of deviation from English word order in the sigred
samples of 7 mentally handicapped cerebral palsied children who were taught
PGSS. HcMever, the meanings of utterances were mostly clear and the
authors therefore proceeded to analyse the samples semantically rather
than syntactically.
Fenn and Rcwe' s study was in fact one of the first to atterrpt semantic
analysis of signed utterances. Expressive abilities were assessed through
video-tape recordings of 20-minute sign conversations, and the authors
indicate that most of the children were able to shc q
 all the semantic
relations characteristic of Bixwn's (1973) first stage of norirl speech,
including entity-naming, negation, action-object, etc. Unfortunately,
the study provides no information on the nurrber of utterances produced,
on their mean length of utterance, on the frogncy of semantic category
use, on pre-training assessment of functional comrunication, or on
reliabilities for the scoring of signs. Bonvillian and Nelson (1976)
analysed the early sign aribinations of a 9-year-old boy using ASL,
according to the semantic relations expressed. These 	 , too, found
that the bay's range of two-sign crrbinations closely reserrbled the range
of two-word utterances produced by normal children (cin, 1973); 68%
of his utterances were either agent-action or experiencer-action rbi-
nations. Other constructions used included action-location, possessor-
object and time-action. }iever, the bay's subsnt sign cczrbinations
over the follciing 2½ years did not keep pace in terms of their average
length and cuiplexity with those reported for normal children, and most
utterances remained 2 or 3 signs in length (nviuian and lson, 1978).
In the only other study to report systematically on the early semantic
developTent of signed utterances, Layton and Baker (1981) analysed sigred
samples of an 8-year-old-autistic boy taught ASL and speech over 1½ years,
using slightly different semantic categories. As was found by nvi llian
and Nelson, and (for normal children) by Bloom, Lightbcin and Hood (1975),
the action category was produced most frogsntly (e.g. action-ctj ect,
agent-action), follted by the state category (experiencer-state, bere-
factive-state/action-object). Other categories used included possession-
possessed and attribution. Again, 1iever, although the stject's
syntactic-semantic gix,th was shcwn to progress sarewhat normally, Layton
and Baker point to a nurber of differences from normal language develcçirent:
overall the child produced many fewer signed utterances than is the case
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for normal children, and while a variety of semantic relations were ex-
pressed at least once, multi-sign utterances were nctly restricted to
only a few semantic categories. Aneccotal reports of syntactic and
semantic ve1oçiient in sign use in other reports incluce obeervations
of the occurrence of ixrerative, interrogative, clarative and cxirpound
sign sentences (Creeckn, 1973), and verb-object and subject-verb_object
othinations (Fulwiler and Fouts, 1976).
In sum, then, it seema that while sign users tend generally to follcw
the normal semantic-syntactic suence of early language daveloçiTent, and
saic learn to use rather ap1ex sign cxTbinations, they may well lack
many of the linguistic skills of younger normal children, be it in terue
of quantity or complexity of utterances produced, or range of semantic
cxritent (Bonvillian and elsc*-i, 1978; Layton and Baker, 1981). This
conclusion, if confirired by future studies, will be in lire with Leonard's
(1972) findings on speaking language disorcred children, who tend to
follcw the normal s&uence of language veloçirent but re&ed to be at
higher linguistic levels than normal children before specific linguistic
skills were used with any gree of consistency.
On the question of the functional use of signs, there are a nunber
of anec&tal reports of individuals using their signs to carrruxiicate
effectively, but there is a lack of tai1ed rex,r of the cxxrrnuriicative
process. Many reports mention use of signing to rep.cst actions or objects
(e.g. Miller and Miller, 1973; Salvin, Routh, Fceter and Lovejoy, 1977;
Schaeffer, 1980b). Descriptive uses of sign utterances are also reported
(Carr and Kologinsky, 1983). Creeon (1973) and Konstantareas, bster
and Oxman (1979) note use of signing by their autistic subjects for
labelling, expression of feeling states, making reuests, dascription of
actions, possession and location, and social greeting; hcwever, Konstantareas
et al note that not all children errployed all these categories, and that
labelling and making rauests were the rrcst comTorl categories used. In
another aneccltal report, Konstantareas, Hunter and Slanan (1982) exami red
a blind autistic dtild's sign utterances in terirs of Halliday's (1975)
7 categories of sociolinguistic veloçirent. The subject's sign utterances
were said to be restricted a1irct exclusively to the Regulatory ("Do as I
tell you") and Instrurental ("I want") functions of language. Nore of the
remaining categories - the Interpersonal, Personal, Heuristic, Imaginative
and Informative - were clearly represented. In the only systematic report
of sign use published to date, Oarian and Blake (1980) used these same
categories to examine the oz*Tmunicat&ve functions expressed in the signed
utterances of 10 autistic children who participated in 4 30-minute play
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sessions with familiar and unfamiliar adults. They found that the prag-
matic function of Informative (language used to convey information)
accounted for 63% of non-imitative signed utterances, follcwed by the
Instrumantal function. The Regulatory, Interpersonal and Personal
functions occurred with the least freuency. Oxman and Blake further
noted that many of the children's signed utterances were responses to
direct questions rather than spontaneously produced, that approximately
half the utterances were imitative, and that nore utterances, and trore
spontaneous utterances, were produced with the familiar than the unfamiliar
adults. Finally, in a brief preliminary report of the functional use of
signs by 3 rrentally handicapped adults in a controlled setting, Clibbens,
Fawcett and Sweetman (1983) found eviaence of the use of Rnestjves,
Assertives, Regulatives, Exclamations, Performatives and Responsives.
These reports noristrate the ability of sign users, inc1i.ing autistic
children, to use signs to express a variety of comnunicative functions.
The prediriinance of InstrurentaJJRuesting and Labelling functions reported
by sate investigators may well reflect teaching rretho or the initial
stages of aauisition of conrnunicative skills (Kiernan , 1983a).
Turning to the literature on syirbol systema, apart from the studies
using Premack-type syithols, which taught syntactic structures in a series
of pre-arranged steps and were not concerned with generalization to natural
settings (e.g. Carrier, 1976), there is to date only ore published study
which has examined syntactic aspects of syrrbol production. House, Hanley
and Magid (1980) taught 10 trainable maritally handicapped adults to use
manipulable logographic syutols to describe pictures. They found that 4
of the 5 subjects who could produce correct 4-syirbol sentences, did so in
2 distinct stages. First, the correct syrrbols were chosen, not hcwever in
sentence ordar; then the syrrbols were arranged in their correct order.
The syrrbols were not however chosen randumly; either the subject or the
object of the sentence was chosen first, followed by the verb, and then
the preposition. House et al suggest that the order of choice was e-
termined partly by salience; the semantic aspects of the sentence were dis-
engaged from the syntactic aspects, the first stage being controlled by
xreaning alone, and the second involving the application of syntactic rules.
House et al point out that this rrethod, although inefficient in sate ways,
pt less strain on central processing capacity. They also note that the
difficulties in producing the correct word oraer may suggest that syrrbol
users may have difficulty in producing correct word orr using coninuni-
cation boards with fixed elemants. There are, however, no other relevant
studies to confirm or refute this hypothesis, and no analyses of the
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semantic relations expressed in symbol utterances.
There is also very little research which dsscribes the nature of
crnnrunicative interaction arrong syirbol users or between syrrbol users and
speaking persons. In one such valuable study, Harris (1982) investigated
classrocxn comiiunicative interactions between teachers and 3 nonvethal
cerebral palsied children who were using an electronic display device
(the Auto_axti). Harris found that in all cx)ntexts axrrnunicative inter-
actions were cminated by the teachers, who a)ntributed substantially
rrore information per cczrinunicative turn than did the children. The teachers
primarily initiated interactions, whereas the children used their boards
in a preininant1y respondent manner, and their mass aes orisisted rrostly
of 1-word responses. The children rarely interacted with peers or adults
other than their teachers. Harris further found that adults rarely
initiated interactions with the children unless they wanted specific
information. General interest conversations seldn occurred, and the
children were sel&nt allcwed sufficient tiire to express riore than 1-unit
responses. These interaction processes resulted in the children initiating
very few axrrriunicative exchanges the1ves. When they did initiate
crmnwiication, the children primarily used gestures, pointing and vocali-
zations (rather than their curmunication boards), presumably because these
irodes, although rrore likely to be anbigtxus, created the greatest visual
or auditory attention, were rrost accessible, required the least arrount of
physical effort, and resulted in faster massage trarEmission. Harris
also examined the cxm..nicative functions expressed, and found that the
children alnost exclusively expressed responses to tead-iers' questions
or instructions. A primary reason for this may be that physically handi-
capped children are rot often afforded the opportunity to express language
functions other than answers since rrost of their needs are provided for
or guessed, and the thUd needs only to confirm or deny these. Speed of
cxxmiunication is also a factor. Responding to questions can be accoriplished
quidciy by the child, whereas the expression of other corimunicative
functions involv&s:reater time and effort, and this may inhibit the
symbol user. Unfortunately, Harris provides no quantitative data in her
report to substantiate her axiclusions.
The preponderance of such a passive role in comTtunication by syrrbol
users was confirmed by Lewis and Ripich (1984) and by Calculator and
Dollaghan (1982). Calculator and Dollaghari observed interactions between
teachers and 7 physically arid mentally handicapped Blissyrrbol users who
had used Bliss for 2 years. They found that the subjects occpied the
respondent role nearly 3 tinEs as frequently as the initiator role. The
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authors further found that teachers responded to 79% of the subjects'
responses but to only 39% of the subjects' iressage initiations, and that
82% of subject responses were 'successful' (i.e. were fo11cied by teacher
acceptance rather than by requssts for clarification, nonresponse or
change of topic), crirpared with only 24% of student initiations beirg
successful. This is clearly because when the teacher initiates the
message, she/he is able to constrain the topic and corrplexity of the
student's subsusnt response, thus narrcMirlg the range of possible inter-
pretations involved in decxding the response and increasing the likeli-
hood of message success. The fact that syrrbol users experience stxth lack
of success in the initiating role may partly explain their low carinunication
initiation rates. Like Harris, Calculator and Dollaghan also found that
the subjects preferred to use non-Bliss irodes such as gestures and pointing
when producing rres sages, despite the fact that these alternate rrodalities
had previously been j uded sufficiently inauate to warrant the use of
bliss. In spontaneous utterances, bliss was used in only 11% of mes,
and non-Bliss rrodes were used for 89% of messages; in the case of response
utterances, the Blissyxrbols were used for only 21% of messages. Ivreover
use of the syrrbols was not found to increase the likelihood of stent
rressage success, nor to decrease the arrbiguity of their messages, which
might explain the reticence of students to use such carmunication systerrs
in interactions. Alternatively, it may be that Bliss was ineffective
because it was used so infrequsntly.
In sum, the few interaction studies that have been conducted on
everyday use of augrreritative systeme present a rather depressing picture
of poor system use and of few utterances produced during recording sessions,
these being rrostly one syTrIJol long, and nostly responses. The verbal
partner in interactions is described as being in a ãminant role, controlling
topic selection, the level and length of the interaction, and the degree
of participation possible fran the augnentative system user. Often a
response is not expected from the nonverbal individual, and when conTnuni-
cative exchanges & occur, these are often characterized by qusstions fran
the verbal partner which ruire a limited response from the system user.
analyses of speech acts produced by augnentative system users show that
sate acts are absent, and there is an unusually high proportion of r&jussts
and information-giving in response to limited-response qusstions. t4re-
over, carrnunicaticn occurs nostly through nodes other than the menual or
syrrbol systerts. System users thus appear prixriarily as respondents and
passive partners, using their attentative system very little (Kraat,
1984).
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rpically the blarre for this state of affairs has been put on the
verbal partner for not providing enough tiire and opportunity for the aug-
rtEntative curinurncaticri user to participate in an interaction. }kiever,
Kraat (1982 , 1984; Yodsr and Kraat, 1983) points to additional factors
that also influsnos the nature and quality of augmaritative system use.
Characteristics of the systems themselves that lead to difficulties include
their skw transmission rates and the limited available vocabulary.
Symbol criiiminicaticn, and even manual signing, are significantly slower
than speeth (Foulds, 1980). As a consequence, the system user has
difficulty in getting conversational entry, continuing a conversation
beyond one utterance, and terminating it when he/she wishes. Because
augmantative axrmunication is excEedingly tirre corisunirig and often places
burdens of interpretation, expansion and rrerrory on the verbal partner,
the partner is likely to limit conversation when it occurs and to reduce
its frequency. Lengthy and elaborated ccminications are thus not en-
couraged. The faster vocal speakers are in a rrore powerful position to
control the interaction and, in order to speed the corrinunication, they
typically bcrnbard the system user with yes/no questions, ask and answer
their own questions, or expand the beginning of a response into what they
think the nonspeaker wants to cormiunicate. The s low rate of augrrentative
cxxrniunicatiai. and the fact that it is often physically effortful for the
system user may also partly explain the high proportion of requests and
giving of information found in the cxzrin.iriicaticti samples; essential needs
are likely to be axrrnunicated, and less salient cxmiunication may be left
unsaid. The slow rate of counication further creates a need for efficiency,
so that the user might produce an utterance in a telegraphic way, leaving
out the syntactic and stylistic elenents that are secondary to the massage,
because this is faster. In other cases gestures or vocalization are used
instead of symbols or signs since they are faster and rrore effective,
even though they could result in misunderstandings.
ALso of importance is the presence of finite and restricted vocabulary
sets that interfere with the effectiveness of carrnuni cation. Whereas an
8-year-old speaker typically has thousands of words available to hilTVher,
augrrentative axrrrrunicators may only have 20 or 200 vocabulary iterre avail-
able. Thus, nonspeakers are required to axrrnuni cate with a restricted
cabulary set whith is often well below their needs and abilities arid
will restrict their ability to use language in an extensive fashion. Many
rreanings and forms of expression are unavailable to them, which may be
another reason for the rarity with which they initiate conversations.
There is a growing recognition, that the training procedures used are also
partly to blarre for poor interaction and system use ( lraat, 1984). Most
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trathing studies have focused on sigrVsyrrbol mastery, with the expectation
that actual caitnunicative use wit1iin the natural environmant would occur
aulxnatical1y. It is now becaning clear that sign and symbol use needs
to be actively trained. In this regard it is inortant to beer in mind
that nonverbal persons typically bring to aurentative system use well
established patterns of passivity, limited physical and cxgnitive
experiences and poor notivation to cacinunicate with others. These patterns
themselves are likely to limit the interaction that occurs when an
augintative system is introduced, and special training strategies will be
required to overcare them.
Chapter 12. Research Findings on Predictive Indicators of System Success
The studies reviewed in Chapters 8 and 9 indicate that augrrentative
crxtinunicatic*-i training can be very effective in improving an individual' s
ability to cairnunicate, but that the anount of such improverrent is not a
constant. £cnsiderable variability has been observed both between and
within studies in terms of the rate and breadth of vocabulary growth, the
degree to which spontaneous and functional sign/symbol. production occurs,
and the use of signs or symbols in a axnbinatorial fashion. It would seem
highly likely that individual variables within subjects are important in
affecting outcare, and sare of the factors thought by writers in the field
to be relevant in this regard were discussed in Chapter 7.2. As Howlin
(1979) points out, a key question is not so much whether language training
works, but for whcrn it works. Unfortunately, the research literature to
date is very inadequate in casting light on correlates of successful sign
and symbol acquisition. The failure of the majority of studies to provide
data on IQ level, initial language level, and other important variables,
precludes atterrpts to analyse the possible role of such factors in
affecting outcare, and variance in studies created by substantial individual
differences and by different training rithods makes any generalizations
even irore difficult (Kiernan, 1983b). The few studies which have attempted
to take individual differences into account in response to training are
reviewed in this chapter.
Intellectual abilities may be expected to have a significant effect
on the rate and extent of sign and symbol acquisition. Sutherland and
Beckett (1969) found overall correspondence between progress in sign
learning and IQ, although one of the two subjects having the lowest
scores was able to use signs in caiversaticxi, while the other could only
imitate signs. Culatta and Blackstone (1980), Kahn (1981), Layton and
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Heirrer (1982) and RitterIhouse (1983) note that subjects classified as the
most able intellectually (on assessrtnt or as rated by teachers) achieved
greatest success in learning to sign. Grinnell, DetanDre and Lippke (1976),
using subjects with a wide range of ability levels, found different out-
aires by intelligence level: the severaly irentally handicapped individuals
acquired frai 1 to 65 signs and made occasional 2- and 3-sign carbinations;
the trainable retarded acquired fran 12 to 170 signs and learned to form
sate phrases and short sentences in sign;arid the educable irentally handi-
capped acquired over 200 signs and used cnp1ex sign utterances, Of the
syrcbol training studies, Porter and Schroeder (1980), Saya (1980) and
Silverman, McNaughton and Kates (1978) found a strong association between
performance and IQ. Sanscne (1982) presented no data but clairred that
individuals with rrental ages of 5 to 7 years errerged as those who experienced
the most success in utilizing Blissynibols. Similarly, Hoães and Deich
(1979) found that the children with irental ages over 5 years made most
progress in learning Premack-type abstract syrrbols, whereas children with
rrental ages between 1 and 2 years shcwed very s lcw learning rates • In
general ,there was a positive correlation beten rrental age and speed and
amount learned, though with sare exceptions.
In contrast to the above, many other studies have found no correlation
between IQ and acquisition of receptive and expressive aspects of sigrs/
syrrbols. Kiernan (1977) cxrputed correlations of 0.30 for sign exoression, &
0.12 for sign crxrprehension fran the data of Cornforth, Johnson and
Walker (1974), and Bonvillian and Nelson (1978) found a correlation of
-.0.11 with 'size of sign vocabulary'. Lerrbert (1978), Ii±son and Duncan
(1979), Daniloff and Shafer (1981), and Carr, Pridal and Dores (1984) also
found no significant correlations between nurber of signs learned and I Q.
Carrier (1976) clairred no relationship between the extent of nental handi-
cap and progress in the Non-SLIP prograrrire, although no supporting data
are given.
Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) point to several problerrs in inter-
preting the I Q data. It is possible that students of 1ci general intelli-
gence, who are more likely to have difficulty, are given extra tuition,
thereby confounding I Q effects. Moreover, most studies included limited
IQ ranges, which would 1er the correlations. It seert that at the
extrerre lcw end of the intelligence scales, the IQ tests are unable to
accurately differentiate the performance capabilities needed to master
signs/symbols (Bz)nvilliaxl and Nelson, 1978). Indeed, nost studies which
found no relationship between IQ and sigrVsyrrbol mastery used severely
and profoundly handicapped individuals. IQ scores appear to be better
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predictors of progress when a wider range of intelligencE is involved
(e.g. Grinnell, Detarrvre and Lippke, 1976; Silverman, McNahton arid Kates,
1978). In sum, then, the data so far published suggest a weak relationship
with I Q , which is likely to have little predictive valus (Kiernan, Reid
and Jones, 1982). Other variables relating to acquisition thus need to be
examined.
In the sign training	 dies, Layton and Heisrer (1982) found tested
language crrehension to be the best overall predictor of sign use, while
Hobson and Duncan (1979) found initial word corrrehersion scores (on the
Peabody Picture vocabulary Scale) to correlate significantly with sign
acquisition and retention. Similarly, Reid (1981) found better progress
in children with better cxirprehension and syrrbolic play skills. On the
other hand, Carr, Pridal and Dores (1984) found that language age was not
preciictive of performance in their study of receptive sign acquisition
by autistic children, and Skelly (1979) found no cxrrelations between the
language ireasures used (including the Porch Incx of Carmunicative Abilities)
and success in the use of Airer-Ind. Motivation to coninunicate, described
variously as 'prior interest in oDiTrrtunicating' (Rittenhouse, 1983), 'the
existence of intention to axrmuni cate' (Loirbardino, Wi lleirs and MacDonald,
1981) and 'behaviours related to need satisfaction' (Reid and Kierrian,
1984), has, hc*iever, generally been found to be relevant to progress.
The use of gestures, or performance on gestural imitation tasks prior
to training, is shcMn to be irrportant in a rnirber of studies. Kahn
(1981) and Reid and Kiernan (1984) found a significant association between
sign acquisition and scores on gestural imitation tasks, while Erockner
and Murphy (1975), Linville (1977) and }1±son and Duncan (1979) all
cscribe the presence of initial gestural ability in those subjects who
achieved spontaneous sign production. Topper Zweiban (1977) found manual
cxterity, as rreasured by the Manual Expression subtest of the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, to be a good indicator of success in
sign acquisition. Interestingly, vocal imitation has also been shcm to
be an irtportant predictor of sign acquisition (Layton and Heirrer, 198.2;
Reid and Kieman, 1984), which is not unexpected since both tasks require
the subject to imitate or produce a stimulus provicd by the trainer.
While Topper Zweiban (1977) and Kahn (1981) further noted a negative
correlation between chronological age and acquisition and use of signs,
no such correlation errerged in the studies of Darilloff and Shafer (1981),
Hobson and Duncan (1979), Miller and Miller (1973; Kiernan, 1983a) and
Walker (1973). In oonta.5t, length of participation in training, and the
nunter of signs acquired in the initial stages of training, have both been
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found to be pcsitively correlated with long term progress in sign acquisition
(1nvillian and nelson, 1978; Daniloff and Shafer, 1981; }bson and Duncan,
1979 Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982; Miller and Miller, 1973). Arrong other
variables that have been examined, Miller and Miller (1973) found a negative
correlation between expressive use of sign and 'Creak' scores giving an
indication of severity of autism. Walker (1973) found significant correla-
tions between sign acquisition and socialization ability (based on the
Gunzbirg Progressive Assessmant Charts) , lip reading skills and natural
gesture ability. }1wever, nost of her maasures were 'ad hoc', with no
information on their reliability and validity; rroreover, Kiernan, Reid and
Jones (1982) note that after partialling out confounding effects of pre-
training rreasures, the correlation with socialization was considerably
reduced. Topper Zweiban (1977) similarly found a weak correlation between
sign acquisition and social maturity as noasured on the Vineland Scale.
A similar picture to the above eirerges fran the studies which have
examined correlates of successful symbol use. In Kierrian, Reid and
Jones' survey (1982), children in longer training prograirrrs were reported
to use and understand xrore symbols than children in shorter prograrrnes.
Gal1iay (1978), Saya (1980), Song (1979) and Vidcer (1974) found that the
greatest progress in Blissyrrbol or word corrnuinication board use was
achieved by subjects who were well rrotivated and irade efforts to criitnunicate
even prior to training. }*iever, few data are provided to substantiate
these conclusions. Song acked that word oonrehension scores (on the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test) were a good predictor of acquisition,
but only for those students who also had a desire to caitnunicate; and
Remington, Light and Porter (1981) found perforiiance on the Reyrell
Language Conprehension Scale to be predictive of abstract syrrbol acquisition.
Scores on the verbal subtests of the Porch Index of Cartnunicative Ability,
on a language ctrprehens ion test and on visual matching and visual closure
tasks were further found by Saya (1980) to distinguish her above average
Blissyirbol users; while Deich and Fbdges (1982) found a positive correlation
between language curprehension and attention, and acquisition of Preiriadc-
type abstract syrrbols. The report by Silverman, McNaughton and Kates
(1978) • covering 157 Blissyrrbol users, although providing insufficient
detail of rrethoclloqy and analysis, suggested that, apart fran I Q , age
was the rrcst inportant variable relating to symbol use. The relevance of
age, which interetirgly was not indicated in the sign training studies,
was also noted in Saya's (1980) Blissyirbol acquisition study. Beyond age
and .I.Q , the best predictors in Silverman et al's report were rreasures
of existing progress, including number of synbols krzin and used, and
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nutter of settings in whidi syrrbols were used. Along similar lines, Song
(1979) and Deicth and Hodges (1982) found that the rore rapidly syntols were
acriuired, the irore likely they were to be retained and used spontaneously.
The inpli cation of these latter findings would seem to be that children
should not be excluded fran syrrbol progrTITes on pre-selection criteria,
but rather that they could be 'tried' on a srbol system and their
retention in teadtirig judged by their response to it (Kieiman, Reid and
Jones, 1982).
In sun, several tentative claima can be made as to the factors re-
lated to athievenent in augirentative carmiriication use (Bonvillian and
Nelson, 1982). More progress seerr to be rrade when children are relatively
young, and/or when progranire participation is relatively lengthy (although
age is unlikely to inhibit acquisition of sigris/syirbols). Various rreasures
of ability prior to participation in training also appear to be related to
sign/synbol mastery, including receptive language status, verbal and/or
rrotor imitation ability, rrotivation to ccnmunicate, use of gesture, and
(for autistic diildren) in^3ices of autistic syIrtom severity. In contrast,
maasures of intelligence are not clearly predictive of progress. Frever,
as Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) eirphasizethere are as yet insufficient
data to relate the results of standardized assessmants to outccire with any
degree of cttifidence. Different studies use different rrcasures of
language cpetence, with mixed results, and rrost use only a haidful of
subjects and are mathoclogica11y weak in terrrs of the assessmant rreasures
used, the data providea or statistical analyses undertaken. Furtherlmre,
current I Q rreasures are, in the worde of Bonvillian and Nelson (1982),
nearly useless as predictors of adiieverrent for severely irentally handi-
capped subjects. A final point to note is that a nurber of other variables
whicth are likely to be irrortant correlates of progress in sigrVsyrrbol
use have typically been anitted fran consideration in past studies. These
include the extent of parental interest and cooperation, the user's rrotor
and sensory status, willingness and ability to imitate hand postures,
inclination and potential to use pictures versus gestures, crrprehension
of gesture, degree of integrity of the oral musculature and phonological
systens, and representational skills.
It is thus clear that there is, as yet, no way of predicting precisely
ha', a given individual will respond to the introduction of an augrrentative
crmiunication system. As things stand, and given the suggestion in a
nunter of studies that the best predictors, at least in the area of
Blissyrrbol use, are derived frc*n performance with syirbols, Kiernan, Reid
Jones (1982) conclude that there is little justification for excluding
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individuals frcin prograrritEs on pre-selection criteria. 4hat is ni needed
is good retrospective arid prospective research ti-at will help to cetertnine
whether the augrentative system ultimately used with an individual can be
predicted throh systematic application of what criteria, arid whether
there is a hierarchical relationship arrong such criteria that would yield
a system of weighted factors which would in turn increase predictive
accuracy (Lloyd and Karlan, 1984).
Chapter 13. Eçerirrental Carparisors Across Systens of
Augrentative Comriuni cation
The selection of an augrrcntative cxxtTnunication system for a given
individual should be based not only on what is kixzn about the character-
istica (and preferencas) of that individual, but also on kncwledge of the
advantages and disadvantages inherent in the various systens ti-enselves.
Views on the relative nerits of different systerre were discussed in
Chapter 7.3,
	 but there is to date very little actual evidenc to call
on in choosing arrong them. The few studies which have atterrpted to cxrpare
augrrentative systerre experirrentally will be reviewed in the present dtet-4
Sign systerre differ in various aspects which may be iIrortant in
determining their relative sucosss. Two such factors are the irotor
requirerrents for sign production, and iconidty (defined as any aspect
of a gesture which is delineated by, reserrbles or sigests its referent
(Daniloff, Lloyd and Fristoe, 1983)). A nurber of studies investigating
the acrluisition of individual signs (e.g. Konstantareas, Webster and
Oanan, 1979) have denDnstrated a significant advantage for icx)r)ic as cp-
posed to non-i conic signs. Researchers have also soht to determine whether
sign systens as a whole differ in iconicity or in the degree to which they
are understood by untrained observers (sign transparency), and whether
this makes a differenos in tenre of acriuisition and use. }kernann (1975)
and Klima and Bel1tri (1979) found that the rreanings of 10% to 30% of
ASL signs were transparent to sign-naive hearing adults. Griffith,
Robinson and Panagos (1981) similarly reported rates of 21% gusssability
for college students and 13% for hearing first-grade children, for ASL
signs crnronly used with rrentally handicapped children. Similar studies
have not been &>ne for PSL signs, but Gro\e (1982) considers it likely
that here, too, the percentage of transparent signs would be relatively
small. By contrast, in a series of studies by Skelly (1979), over 80%
intelligibility was found for 1irer-Ind Code ignals presented to non-
instr'.cted viers. Even Daniloff, Lloyd and Fristoe's (1983) nore con-
servative finding of 50% transparency for signals presented in isolation
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(i.e. out of cxxitext) shcws Axer-Ind to be significantly rrore transparent
than ASL. In support of this conclusion, Kirsdirer, Algozzine and Abbott
(1979) coirpared the learrang of 20 Airer-Ind and 20 ASL signs by college
students, and found that the forner were significantly easier to guess,
learn and retain. Unfortunately, the findings of these sttdies are limited
in that exceptional students were rot used as subjects.
The studies thus indicate that, at least for, ron-handicapped children
and adults, Airer-Ind has a significant advantage over ASL in terms of its
high transpareney and the relative ease with which its signals are
acquired and retained. Danuloff and Vergara (1984) further found that
the production requirenents of Airer-Ind signals are rrotorically sirrpler
than those of ASL. Coarparing the total corpus of Airer-Ind signals to
equivalent ASL signs, they shcwed that many rrore of the .Aner-Ind signals
axe static and are produced with one hand, while significantly fewer require
a change in orientation or involve bilateral positioning with both hands.
Aner-Ind signals also require significantly fewer hand positions than ASL
signs. On the other hand, one must bear in mind that, in contrast to ASL,
Airer-Ind cannot provic its users with all the cc*iplexities and nuances of
a 'cxiiplete' language.
Kiernan (1983c) reported crparisons of three sign systens (ASL, ESL
and PGSS) in terms of various structural characteristics. He found
striking similarities between ASL and BSL, the two sign languages which
have evolved in use by the ceaf, as opposed to the contrived PGSS. ASL
and 8SL errploy relatively rrore 'flat hands', 'fist hands' and 'incex finger
hands' than &es PGSS. They further use 'two-hand-different' signs and
'hand-body' contact less frequently, and irovenent and 'hand-face' contact
irore frequently. Kiernan and Bcwler (1980; Kiernan, 1983c) then examined
the ability of rreritally handicapped children to imitate and to learn signs
which were signed to reflect these pararreters. They found high rankings
of the 3 types of hand shape used nrst coirironly in ASL and ESL in terms
of imitation, acrpiisition and retention. They further found that 'two-
hand-different' signs were xrore difficult to imitate and learn than either
'one-hand' or 'two-hand-sane' signs. These findings suggest that PGSS
has selected nore difficult types of sign, whereas A and BSL have both
selected signs requiring siirpler noverrents and hand postures. Despite
these differences, the only evieence to date cczrparing the performance of
children on I3Sr (within the frarrework of the Makaton Vocabulary) and PGSS
prograrmes (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982) found ro differences between
the two gros in the nurber of signs used and understood or in the use
of multi-term utterances • These data must be accepted with reservations
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because of the way in wbicth they were gathered (using questionnaires and
with no reliability checks), but they raise the possibility that teachers
may rrodify signs to make them easier to execute, or that teachers make
greater efforts to teach what they see as difficult signs (Kiernan, 1982).
This issue, and the question of whether the use of cxntrived systeirs which
rrtrror spoken English (e.g. PGSS) leads to a nore rapid learning of spoken
English than & the 'natural' sign languages (ASL and BSL), must await
further investigations.
Syirbol systems, too, differ in various aspects, one of which is
iconicity. Rebus systems are pictorial, althotxh with an acIitbcture of
conventional syn-bols; Blissyrrbols incorporate pictorial arid ideographic
as well as sate arbitrary symbols; while Prernack-type syrrbols avoid
pictographs altogether (Remington and Light, 1983). A nunber of studies
have examined the irrportance of icx)nicity in effecting the relative success
of different systema.
Clark (1981) cxtpared the ease of learning wrds represented in 4
syrrbol systens (Rebus, Bliss, Non-SLIP and traditional orthography) aitorxj
36 normal preschool children. She found that the nore meaningful or
iconic the representation, the easier it was learned. Thus Rebus syirbols
were easier to learn than Blissyntols; both were easier to learn than n-
SLIP syrrbols; and all 3 were easier to learn than traditional orthography.
Hughes (1979) found that Blissyirbols were siripler for mentally handicapped
students to learn than written words. Musseiwbite and Ruscello (1984)
curpared the transparency of Blissyntols, Picyrrs and Rebus syirbols with
handicapped children, and found that significantly fewer Blissymtols were
identified correctly than were either Picyns or Rebus symboLs. They
attribtite the lc.ier transparency of Bliss to the fact that it incorporates
considerably less graphic detail, and has a larger proportion of ideographic
syirbols (syirbols in which drawings represent ideas rather than specific
referents), and thus a greater degree of relative abstractness. Further,
when the subjects were questioned about their reactions to the 3 systems,
all but 1 felt that the Blissyntx)ls were the rrost difficult, but they were
&ual1y divided on the question of which system they liked best. Hurlbut,
Iwata and Green (1982) also cx:xtpared the Blissyntol system and an iconic
picture system, in this case in terms of acquisition arid use by 3 severely
handicapped cerebral palsied cthilciren. Results shcied that stx3ents
ruired approximately 4 tines as many trials to acquire Blissymbols than
pictures, and maintained a higher percentage of iccriic pictures. Further,
stimulus generalization was greatar for the iconic system, and rrore iconic
respa-.ises than Bliss responses were sha'in in daily spontaneous usage.
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The above results thus suggest that the rrore iconic a system is, the
xrore readily it is acquired, maintained and generalized to daily situations.
FkMever, while an iconic picture system may have a ni.imber of advantages
over a rrore abstract syrrbol system as an initial means of cxmrtunication
for handicapped individuals, this superiority may not extend to situations
requiring itore cxxiplex verbal skills. Icxnic stimuli cannot be used for
all parts of speech, or to represent abstract concepts. Moreover, there
is sate evidsnce that iconicity can hindsr subseqtEnt transfer to non-
icx)ruc signs. Kuntz, Carrier and liollis (1978) found that while mentally
handicapped children learned associations to pictorial symbols itore rapidly
than to Premade_type abstract syrrbols, transfer to traditional orthography
was slaver with the nore pictographic system. This finding was confirmed
by 1 orrall and Singh (1983). Kiernan (1983c) concludes that if the aim
in training is to provids a ready carrnunication system, rrore pictographic
systenE would seem to be indicated; but if the aim is to transfer to
reading, a rrore abstract system is to be preferred. Other qstions
relevant to syrrbol system selection have yet to be addressed experimentally,
for exanile whether the use of manipulable (Premack-type) as opposed to
ron-manipulable syrrtols aids the acquisition of sentence structure.
There is also little research cxrparing the ease of learning syrrtols
versus manual signs. In line with assertions that syrntols have the ad-
vantage of reroving irerrory. load and sixrplifying the rrotor response that
trust be learned (pointing versus signing), there are indications in at
least 2 studies of sign training having failed with severely han±icapped
children who were then success fully introduced to picture systerre (Lancioni,
1983; Murphy, Steele, Gilligan et al., 1977). In contrast, &ist., and
Fristoe (1984) directly arpared the ease of learning ASL signs and ideo-
graphic syrrbols as riarres for pictures, using normal children, and found
rio significant differences in rate of acquisition or retention. Whether
this would also be the case for handicapped children has yet to be dstermired.
These authors did, hczever, find large individual differences within groups.
The subjects • performances ranged frati lea.nth both types of representation
in the sane nurrber of trials to taking twice as many trials to learn one
type as the oti-er; and subjects differed in whether they learned signs or
syrrbols rrore quiddy. Thus 1 overall one system was not superior to the
other, but sate individuals foirid one system easier to acquire than the
other.
Further research is clearly called for concerning the relative merits
of each cxitirurlicatiork system with different groups of language inaired
individuals, so that trainers rrdght be in a better position to decids which
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systea best suits which kind of individual. However, rrore recently a
nurrber of writers have advocated arother approach, whid-i n counter to
the tendency to assign individuals to either a sign or a symbol prograrrrr.
Hamre-Nietupeki, Stroll, Holtz et al. (1977) and Reid and Kiernan (1.984)
suggest that sign and syrrbol teaching may sensibly be coordinated, since
the 2 types of systenE have different strengths. They argi. that a non-
verbal individual's cairrunicative abilities would be greatly enhanced if
he/she possessed the skills necessary to use several augir€ntative systns
concurrently, depending on the situation, the context of the message, the
available equipeEnt, and the receptive language skills of the massage
receiver. And even if the person is unable to maintain two or irore systems,
this approach would enable crzrparison of rates of acquisition, and would
also enable the individual concerned to determine the system he/she
prefers. Kiernan and Jones (1981) developed such a schre errbodying the
use of pictorial syrrbols, simplified signs and speech, with the aim of
providing a model for diagnostic teaching that would allow carparison of
response to signs and symbols, Of 3 mute children with whan the prograrrrre
'wes used, one acquired a few signs but no symbols and so progressed to sign
teaching; a second child learned the first 2 symbols rrore rapidly than
the corresponding signs, and sign teaching was abandoned in favour of
cct-itind syrrbol teaching; the third child responded well to both signs
and symbols and this joint approach was therefore continued. Reid and
Kiernan (1984) also used such an approach with 7 severely rrentally handi-
capped children with little or no spoken language. A choice phase was
built into the prograrrire, so that once signs and symbols were over-learned,
a judenent of preferred node could be made in terms of relative rates of
use of signs and symbols in requesting objects. Only 1 child showed a
marginal preference for using signs, while the remaining sthj ects showed
various degrees of bias to symbol choice. MadJonald (1984) presented a
ccription of a severely deaf 12-year-old athetoid boy who used both
Makatori Signing and Blissynbols spontaneously with relatively equal fluency
and equal preference. Analysis of the boy's olTntunication samples over a
period of 15 rronths showed that Social Responses and Requests were usually
signed, while Blissymbols were used almost twice as frequently as signs
for Spontaneous Comments and Reporting. MacDonald suggested that signing
was selected for ruests so that they could be signalled quickly while
the viewer's attention was held. However, the more carplex information
conveyed in spontaneous reporting was probably easier in BlissymnboLs,
where the vocabulary is recognized rather than recalled. Furthermore,
signing was used for short spontaneous remarks, while Blissyirbo1ic was
preferred for longer, more cczrplex utterances. Again, the permanence of
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the symbol display probably made it easier to cxirpose longer wrd string.
In the only other published study to date using a cxibined approach,
Reicthle and 1ard (1985) taught a iroderately handicapped boy who was using
both SEE signs and an alphabetic encDding device C a Sharp Carinunicator)
to use each of these two augieritative systerrs discrimintively. The boy
was taught to ask his speaking partners whether they understood signing,
and then to use either his rrexrcwriter or signing, depending on their
response.
Chapter 14. The Irrpact of Atrrentative Ccitniunication Training
on the Develoirent of eech
There is sorretlires cxnsiderable resistance to the use of sign and
symbol systerrs fran parents and teachers who fear that introducing
augrrentative systerre might discourage speech developirent. The qusstion
of the irrpact of these systerre on users' speech output is crucial since,
as Silverman (1980) points out, if they were shcA ' n to have deleterious
effects in this area, clinicians and teachers might justifiably hesitate
to introduce them if there was any chance that the individual in qusstion
could learn to cxirnunicate with speech. However, the studies conducted
to date have in fact shcwn that the use of signs and symbols does riot
inhibit functional vocalization or speech developiient and may, in many
cases, enhance oral expression.
Reports of vocalizations or speech developing after sign teaching
have been rrentioned anecdotally in many studies. Balick, Spiegel arid
Greene (1976) reported iirroverrent in speech in all 5 of their maritally
handicapped students who were taught mute, while Kopchick, Rcnbach and
Smilovitz (1975) found that after sate 6 nonths of sign teaching, 3 of
11 rrentally handicapped adults began to use 2-word or longer spoken
phrases. Fifteen of Duncan and Silverman's (1977) 32 maritally handicapped
children • who were taught Nrer-Ind over 10 weeks, denonstrated increased
atterrpts at speech production. Grinnell, Detarrore arid Lippke (1976),
too, reported increases in the verbal abilities of irentally handicapped
subjects taught signs. Sc of their severely maritally and multiply
handicapped pupils began to pair sounds with signs. Chi. ldren who entered
the prograure using sate speech sounds increased the nirber of sounds
produced, while others progressed to saying cxplete words. Still others
lirproved in intelligibility and began talking in gramatically correct
sentences. Strerre].-Canpbell, Cantrell and Halle (1977), Linville (1977),
Kahn (1977) and WD1f and McJ.onie (1977) found increased oral production
in 14 of 25 severely maritally handicapped children arid adolescents
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jnstructed in siira.iltaneous sign and speech octriiunication. Hobson and
Duncan (1979) similarly noted that all of their 9 Down's Syndrc*ne subjects
exposed to signs for only 6½ eks were judged to have becc nore
vocally expressive at the end of the study.
More reosnt sign training studies, also with mantally handicapped
individuais, have confinned these findings, Of 21 severely and profoundly
mantally handicapped children instructed in lirer-Ind by Daniloff and
Shafer (1981) over one year, 12 manifested vocal acrpariinent of gestures
at least 50% of the tiire; 3 shcwed increased intelligible speech, and
for 2 subjects verbal output exoseded their gestural output. All 3 of
Md)acè, Sirron and Booth's (1980) Down's Syndrare children, and 2 out
of 3 of Stull, Edkins, Krause et aL's (1980) severely and profoundly
rrentally handicapped children, showed progress in the deve1orent of oral
language after exposure to sign and speech training over a 6- to 10-nonth
period. Schepis, Reid, Fitzgerald et al (1982) , too, found that increases
in vocalization acaxrpanied increased levels of signing in 4 of 9 pro-
foundly nentally handicapped youngsters. Using 3 severely rrentally
handicapped adults, Wells (1981) found greater iirproverrent in the articulation
of worde trained by the total ccmrrunication rrethod, when oared with
matched worc trained according to traditional speech therapy rrethods.
Finally, in surveys of sign use in special schools and units in the U.K.,
%alker (1978) reported that 30% of 1004 Makaton Vocabulary sign users
were rated as shcwing inproved vocalization and 25% irrproved speech, while
Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) found that 36% of severely rrentally handi-
capped children using signs (rrostly also L within the Makaton Vocabulary)
were said to have inproved vocalization or speech.
Studies on the use of sign with autistic children also present
anecdetal accounts of the develoçitent of speech and vocalizations in many
of the subjects. Creeän (1973, 1976) reported that approximately two-
thirc of 30 autistic children taught to sign over a 5-year period developed
sane speech, and 8 progressed to flusnt speech without sign. Those
d-iildren who spontaneously generated speech began fading the use of sign
themselves. Miller and Miller (1973) described the acquisition of 'sane'
spoken worcs by 7 of 19 autistic children taught ASr signs. Similarly,
4 of 6 nonverbal autistic children trained in sign by Benaroya, Wesley,
Ogilvie et al. (1977, 1979) produosd sate speech. However in 2 sign
training studies of 6 and 9 rronths duration, Bonvillian and Nelson (1976)
and Salvin, Routh, Foster and Lovejoy (1977) reported no irrproverrit in
expressive oral languagn in their 2 autistic subjects. All of Casey's
(1978) 4 subjects showed irrproved vocalizations, as did the 3 nonverbal
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autistic children taught by Fuiwiler and Fouts (1976), Cohen (1981) and
Layton and Baker (1981), and 2 of the 5 autistic children taught by
Konstantareas, Wster and Oxinan (1979). Schaeffer (1978, l980a, l980b)
taught signed speech to 3 nonverbal autistic boys in a highly structured
prograzm wbicth was characterized by a systematic atteirpt to transfer
from sign to speech. The first stage of the prograirrr involved teaching
signs and verbal imitation separately. After several nonths the children
began adding vocal approximations to their signs, and were then taught to
sign and speak simultaneously. About 9 nonths into training, they began
to speak without signing. At this point they re helped to fade the
signs systematically. Schaeffer argues that the signs fostered spontaneity
which transferred to speech.
Increased verbal cxmmunj cation atterrpts have also been reported in
other gros of adults and children trained to use manual signs or
signals, including nonverbal cerebral palsied children (Fouts, Shapiro
and O'Neil, 1978; Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982; Levett, l971b) arid
aphasic and apraxic subjects (Chen, 1971; Eagleson, Vaughn and Knison,
1970; Skelly, 1979). All of these subjects were said to have made little
or no progress in previous traditional speech therapy prograirns.
Aneaotal acunts and survey findings of iaproved ax-ti culation and
speech have similarly been reported in the literature on the use of syrrbol
systerre of azrrnunication. In her survey of 40 Blissyirtol prograrrn in
the U.S.A. and Canada, overing 150 children, Mc±aughton (l976b) cited
irrproved vocalization in 30% of the Bliss users. Vocalization was reported
to have decreased for 2 subjects, but both were said to be a&lescents
for whom vocalization had never been functional. In a subsuent survey
by Silverman, MaNaughton and Kates (1978), 21% of Bliss users were said
to have irrproved in their use of function1 speech, and there was an over-
all trend tc qarde inproved intelligibility. In the only U.K. survey of
synbol users (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982), only 14% of severely m'itally
handicapped Bliss users but 43% of physically handicapped Bliss users were
rorted as irstrating irtproved use of spoken language. Interestingly,
the level of reported irrproverrent in speech for children in Rebus
progranires was very much higher (72% of children). Turning to reports of
individual syrrbol prograrrrres • Harris-Vandertieiden, Lippert, Yoder arid
Vanderheiden (1979) found irtproved atteirpts at vocal utterances by 1 of
5 cerebral palsied children using Blissyrrbols over 2 to 3 years. Jones
(1979) presented no quantitative data on his Rebus prograrrire, but clairred
that his nonverbal subjects began to vocalize once they had acxuired
approximately 30 syirbols, while children who were able to vocalize at the
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outset, began to ot4r their vocalization at about the same level of
vocabulary.
Carrier (1976) claimed that many of the 180 mute mentally handicapped
children who went through the Non-SLIP prograrrire began to vocalize, and
56 of them later troved on to cxnventional speech and language therapy.
It is, hcwever, unclear whether all 180 children were indeed nonverbal at
the onset of training. Inproved speech was aLso reported for 1 of 2
autistic children trained by L Villiers arid Naughton (1974) to use
Premack-type abstract syrrbols, while lbdjes and Deidi (1979) roted the
beginnings of spontaneous vocalization in 'sone' of the li functioning
nonverbal children whcLn they trained in Premack-type syirbol use. Over
half of 31 children of varying levels of ability who carpleted Porter and
Schroeder's (1980) 3-year Non-SLIP progrartire irrproved on Ireasures of
receptive and expressive spoken vocabulary and mean length of spoken
utterance. In addition, irrproved atterrpts to vocalize words were reported
by Mnald and Schultz (1973) and Kladde (1974) for a nurber of nonverbal
cerebral palsied children who were using word and letter boards for
camnnication.
v1hi1e the studies reported above all describe increases in oral
expression for sate of their subjects follcwing sign/syrrbol training, f,r
present baseline or post training measures in support of this conclusion,
or include cxntrol conditions. Zs Remington and Light (1983) stress, to
be sure that increases in speech folkwing training are indeed d to the
facilitative effects of sigrVsyrrbol learning, controls would be needed for
the verbal cx*rporent of the siitu.iltaneous CXD[rfflunication prograrrire, as well
as for such non-specific factors as increased attention or stimulation
provided by the teacher. To date, only a handful of studies have included
such controls or directly investigated the possible mediating function
played by signs in word learning. Bridcer (1972) trained mentally handi-
capped subjects in sign imitation, sign-word pairing, and then sign-word
plus cbject pairing. e was the first to claim that sign training could
facilitate the receptive learning of word-object associations and hence
the crirprehension of spoken words through a rrediation process. Van
Eiervliet (1977) extended Bricker's study by shcwing that both receptive
and expressive use of spoken words is enhanced follcwing sign_object and
sign-word training. Kotkin, Sirrpson and Desanto (1978) and Barrera,
Lobato-Barrera and Suizer-Azaroff (1980) derronstrated the positive effects
of a sign plus verbal presentation, cxitpared to verbal-only training, on
expressive word acquisition for 3 lcw functioning nonverbal children.
Reich (1978) reported cxi a l-ironth classroom intervention in which sae
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spoken words were cxnsistently paired with signs while others were ret.
The words paired with signs were found to be rrore readily recalled and
used on post-test, again providing support for the nediation hypothesis.
A problem noted by Kierrian, Reid and Jones (1982) is that adding signs
presumably heightened the rivelty of relevant words, which may well have
led to increased potency. Reid (1981), too, showed that learning of words
by itentally handicapped children was facilitated by sign learning, a1thotzh
there re sate irrortant individual differences artong the subjects. All
these results favour forns of rrediation theory in which signs, as an easy-
to-acquire rxde, assist the acquisition of speed-i (Kiernan, 1983a).
There is only ore study on the facilitation of spoken syntax by sign
teaching. Konstantareas (1984) found that the siniultareous use of spoken
and signed functors in training was superior to the use of spoken functors
alone, in facilitating preposition and pronoun acquisition and use in the
speech of language inpaired children.
In sum, there are no rorts of adverse effects of sign or syirbol
training on the develoçirent of speech. The data indicate that for many
individuals speech irrproves; however for others speech output remains
negligible, despite gains in the ability to use signs or syrrbols. One
reason for this is undoubtedly the fact that the studies differ in the
degree to which they prograrrire speech &veloçrent (Kiernan, l983a).
Scthffer (1980b), for exeriple, built a specific verbal axrporent in to
his training sd-ierre. However, subjects differ in the developirent of
speech even within signing or syirbol prograrrires, and an irrportant qusstion
for researchers ooncerns the tharacterisU of the individual which are
associated with the facilitation of spoken language. Arrong skills which
might be relevant, Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) sujgest existing levels
oe phonological develcpnent, integrity of speech rrechanisns, the degree
to which individuals can and do process auditory and visual input,
existing cxiznunicative use of sounds, and imitative abilities. There
is to date little relevant evidence on this question, but Carr and Dores
(1981) and Carr Pridal and Dores (1984), in 2 sign training studies with
irentally handicapped autistic diildren, have shown a positive relationship
beti,ieen the acxuisition of understanding of verbal ces and verbal
imitation ability. Neither irental age nor language age were predictive
of performance. Moreover, skill in verbal imitation was rot predictive of
sign acquisition, but only of receptive speech label acquisition. Carr
(1979) also reviewed 7 studi.es in which sirraaltanus cxzrinunication was
used with 52 rrtpte autistic children. Of these, only 12 developed sare
expressive speech, consisting rrostly of only a few words or word
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approximations. Other simu1tarous cxzrrnunication training studies, involving
ectiolalic children, found significantly irrproved expressive arid/or receptive
speech, as well as gains in signing. Korstantareas, Webster arid Oxman
(1979), too, noted that the only 2 of their subjects who came to use
speech with their signing were also the only subjects to have had sar
degree of verbalization at the outset. Carr and IXres (1981) thus conclude
that, at least in the case of autistic children, there are 2 subgros
of language iripaired children, each of which exhibits a different pattern
of language acquisition when exposed to sirrLiltaneous arniUnication training.
Those children with poor initial verbal imitation skills acquire signing
but not receptive speech, while children with good verbal imitation
skills or echolalia acquire both receptive signing and receptive speech.
It may further eirerge that it is these latter d-iildren who also develop
expressive speech fo1lcdng sign training. Kiernan (1983a) elaborates
on this further by suggesting that when children are mute they tend to
respond poorly to speech and & not learn to use speech expressively;
when children are proficient at attending to and discriminating arrong
auditory stimuli (indicated by a high verbal imitation score), speech and
sign potentiate each other in expressive learning. This would suggest the
rEed to teach verbal imitation skills to nonverbal children as a separate
task if speech deve1ojent is to be potentiated (e.g. Schaeffer, 1980b).
The only other indication to emerge so far in the literature concerning
subject characteristics associated with the facilitation of speech is
Creeclri's (1973, 1976) observation that all of her autistic subjects who
had begun learning to sign before age 4½ developed flusnt speech.
There are many possible contributory factors to the pherzrEnon that
sign and syrrbol users often rrove on easily to producing speech. Schaeffer
(1980b) suggests 3 reasons: Firstly, receptive word-sign--object associations
are facilitated during sign training; secondly, the coordinated rhythmic
rtoverrent patterns of signing may in satE way encourage concurrent verba-
lizations and foster the deve1oirent of xrore coordinated, rhythmic speech;
and thirdly, signs (and syirbols) present an intermediate step between goal-
directed hand rroverrents, which the child learns will lead to the achievement
of material goals, and the achievement of social goals. By signing the
child achieves those social goals and then, through the association of
sign and speech, learns that speech can achieve social goals. The use of
a sign or syrrbol may be the first time that the child has experienced the
means-end relationship involved in cxxrrnunication, thereby providing a
first critical step to speech. Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) offer other
possible reasons as well. The use of signs or syrrbols restructures the
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teaching situation in ways which are likely to facilitate acxiuisition of
speech. Teachers are itore likely to siriplify their verbal input to the
learner in terrrs of vocabulary and syntax if they are also using signs or
syxrbols. The result will be a sirrplified language structure whid-i is nore
accessible to the learner. The teaching of signs cxrmnly involves
teaching imitation of notor responses, a skill which may well generalize
to the imitation of vocalization and lead to speech. Teaching stients
to sign or indicate syrrbols often involves the teacher in focusing their
attention nore actively than is the case in speech programnres, which may
in turn irrprove auditory attention. Furtherrrore, the redundancy present
in the simultareous cxxrniunication prograrirro, with both speech and signs/
syrrtois conveying the sane information, rreans that the learner can use
remrerrbe red signs/syrrbols as cues for forgotten words, and remarbered
words as cues for forgotten signs/syrrbols. Harris-Vanderhejen and
Vandsrheidsn (1980) s1.çgest that augrrentative cxxrrnuriication systerre may
enhance oral expression in 2 additicnal ways: Firstly, tension or pressures
related to oral expression will be reduced by providing en aITentative
irode to fall back on should the spoken massage be unintelligible. Thus,
for exarrple, the cerebral palsied child who tenses with anxiety and
frustration when making an effort to speak, may be allcwed to relax by
using an augTentative aid, and therefore is likely to vocalize nore readily.
Secondly, the note successful cxxrmunication experiences resulting frcitt
sign or syrrbol use may result in increased nrotivation to attertpt speech.
Moreover, the teachers or parents themaelves may find reried rrotivation
when introducing a new approach to language teaching.
As yet, researchers are still not in a position to decide between
the various possible facilitating roles which signs and syrrbols might play
in relation to the aauisition of receptive end expressive oral language.
Chapter l. Nonlanquage Benefits of Augmantative Corrrnunication Traininq
Progress in the use of sign and syirbol systerrs has also been associated
with irrproveirents in other aspects of the individual's functioning, inclixing
increased concentration, reduction in aggressive behaviour, increased
social interaction and willingness to participate in gro.p activities, and
unproved pexfooiiance in the classroan. Unfortunately, irost of the ror-ts
describe such changes only in irrpressionistic terms, without systematic
cbsexvations, and without cxntzols for increased attention and stimulation.
In the studies using signs with maritally handicapped and autistic
children, increases in attention have been rorted by Balick, Spiegel and
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Greene (1976), Benazoya, Wesley, Ogilvie et al. (1977), Bonvillian and
Nelson (1976), Fuiwiler and Fouts (1976), Linville (1977), Skelly (1979),
and Sutherland and Beckett (1969). Decreases in frustration, terrper
tantrws and other inappropriate behaviours were noted by Balick, Spiegel
and Grne (1976), Berger (1972), Bonvillian and Nelson (1976), Brookrr
and Murphy (1975), Casey (1978), Dariiloff and Shafer (1981), Duncan arid
Silverman (1977), Fuiwiler and FoUtS (1976), Hoffireister arid Farner (1972),
Linville (1977), Miller and Miller (1973), Millington (1976), Schaeffer,
Musil, Kollinzas and MdJc,e1l (1977), Skelly (1979), Topper (1975), Webster,
McPherson, Slanan et al. (1973) and Wilson (1983). Irrprovenents in social
interaction and cx)operation were reported by Benaroya, Wesley, Ogilvie et
aL (1977), Berger (1972), Bonvillian and Nelson (1976), Casey (1978),
Creeãri (1976), Duncan and Silverman (1977), FuJ.wiler and Fouts (1976),
Kanstantareas, Oanan and Webster (1977), Linville (1977), Salvin, Routh,
Foster and Lovejoy (1977), Schaeffer, Musil,Kollinzas and McDcMell (1977),
Sutherland and Beckett (1969), Wherry and Ediards (1983) and Wilson (1983).
Studies with autistic children have additionally rorted reducticns in
the occurrenos of bizarre, stereotyped behaviours (BDnvillian and Nelson,
1976; Carr and Kologinsky, 1983; Creedon, 1973; Miller and Miller, 1973;
Schaeffer, Musil, Kollinzas and MdXwell, 1977; Webster, McPherson, SlcLnan
et al., 1973). Other dianges noted include higher levels of play (Beriaroya,
Wesley, Ogilvie et aL, 1977; Creedon, 1976; Kor6tantareas, Webster and
Oanan, 1979), increased interactions with objects (Creedon, 1976), and
acruisition of nidirrentary abstraction and ncept formation skilLs
(Bena.roya, Wesley, Ogilvie et al., 1977, 1979). On the basis of postal
surveys, Walker (1978) found 67% of sign users to have iirproved in eye-
aritact, 64% in attention and 48% in sociability. Goodan, Wilson and
Borristein (1978) found increased attention reported for 76% of sign users,
ixrproved rttivatiori for 78% and decreases in behaviour prob1rE for 53%
of signers. Alrrost all of the above reports are anecdotal, with rio
systematic observations or data to support their claims.
The studies reporting on the nonlanguage benefits of syrrbol use are
also largely anecdotal. Kates and Mciaughton (1974) roted greater self-
assuranos in 19 osrebral palsied children taught Blissyrrbolics, while
Harris-Vanderheiden, Brcin, Mad(enzie, Reinen and Scheibel (1975) and
McDonald and Schultz (1973) clained increased social interaction and
notivation to cxriru.inicate, and reductions in frustration, for their
aziiiiuri&cation board users. Improved attention. span and crioperation were
reported by }bcqes and Deith (1979) for irentally handicapped children taught
to use Prack-type plastic syirbols. In a survey of Blissyrrbol prograrrues
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covering 157 mainly cerebral palsied children, Silverman, Mc:±auhton and
Kates (1978) found positive changes in alertness, as well as in terirs of
initiaticri of interactions, and a wider range of settings in which the
child cxrrnunicated. In Kieman, Reid and Jones' (1982) survey of symbol
prograrrrres in
	 • . schools, increased attention span was reported for
about 50% of syrrbol users; inproved rrK)tivation was reported for 58% of
physically handicapped users but only 29% of severely mentally handicapped
users; and inproved classroom behaviour was reported for 36% of physically
handicapped arid 18% of mentally handicapped children. Other changes
found by Kieman et al. for a few children inclixed reduced frustration,
and increased self-confidence and social interaction. McNahton (1976a)
further pointed to the facilitation of reading, in that 3 Blissyrol users
ao1uired a sight vocabulary throngh frequsnt exposure to the rds printed
beneath their syrrbols, and these words were later used as a base in the
transfer to reading.
It has been sixgested that much of the overall iinprovrent reported
in children's social behaviour, rrotivation and cooperation rests with
the fact that the children are able to cutunicate their needs and desires
nore effectively with signs and syrrbols, and are thus less frustrated, and
correspondingly teachers and parents are likely to feel less tense and
frustrated in interactions. However, a major difficulty with these reports
is that they tend to describe initial probl and changes areodotally,
without systematic observation. And even when rating forms are used,
their derivation and reliabilities are unclear (Kiernan, l983a). A
further problan is that nost stiies involve carplex treatment packages,
including specific instruction in play skills, progralrrres for controlling
undesirable behaviours, and many other interventions. In the atsence of
controls, one must be wary of attributing all gains that occur solely
to sign or sy'irbol use (Carr, 1979). As Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982)
stress, it is not yet known whether such irrprovtents arise because of
increased attention to subjects, because of the introduction of a rrore
interesting ren'ien, because of enhanced interactions with adults, or
because of the introduction of a structured cannunication prograrrire of
sate sort. At present it can only be said that changes in other behaviours
occur in the context of sign and symbol programnes.
Chapter 16. Shortcanings of Research Evaluating Arrtative
Ccmrnxi cation System Use
16.1 General Review
Ihile the studies conducted to date all provide sport for the valus
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of using sign and sibo1 systerts with a variety of language ixrpa.ired
groups, they are beset by irethoc1ogica1 problerts which considerably
weaken the impact of their findings. Good research design involves a
ni.mter of basic rjuirenents (Geif arid and Hartmann, 1968; lbwlin, 1984;
Yule and Berger, 1975). These include: adjuate baseline maasures of
subject tharacteristios; detailed descriptions of training and therapeutic
procedures; reliable and objective assessrrent of behavioural charge;
rigorous follcw-up and generalization data; and the use of control groups
or systematic variation of treatirent/trai fling contingencies. The vast
majority of studies in the field of augmentative cxmnunication training
fail to carply with nost, if not all, of these rjuirernents.
With very few exceptions, the studies present limited information
concerning the subjects, and this is nostly reported anecxktally, rather
than through the use of objective maasures. Several studies omit
information on chronological age, and many omit details of IQ or marital
age (e.g. Eienaroya, Wesley, Ogilvie et al., 1977, 1979; Grinnell, Detarrore
and Lippke, 1976; Richardson, 1975). Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) point
out that in other cases, where IQ or M is given, either the tests
used are not indicated (e.g. }iffmeister and Farmar, 1972), several
different tests are used in the sane study, or assessnent procedures of
dubious validity axe applied. Initial levels of speech expression and
cxirprehensicn and other aspects of pre-training carinunicative ccrpeterce
(such as the axrprehension and use of gestures) are often not rrtioned,
or are described only in general terms (e.g. Benaroya, Wesley, Ogilvie
et al., 1977, 1979; }bbson and Duncan, 1979; Richardson, 1975). A typical
example, cited by Remington and Light (1983), is the description of
subjects as 'nonverbal' or 'not using speech for cxzrmunication purposes'
(Carrier, 1976), as the sole information on pre-training 1angiage level.
In other cases ad lDc rating scales and non-starardized adaptations of
existing tests are used, with no information on their reliability or
validity (e.g. Walker, 1973, 1977). Often, no inforrration is provided
on the subjects' ability to attend to instructions, on degree of cooperation
in teaching situations, on level of physical involvement, on the criteria
for assignrrent to diagnostic categories (particularly when terms like
autism or aphasia axe used), or on the presence and extent of hearing loss.
For exarrple, of 19 sign training studies published in trrerica between 1969
and 1979, which re examined by Poulton and Algozzine (1980), only half
mentioned the hearing acuity of their subjects, and of these 8 did not
present hearing test data.
Other iirportarit aspects of pre-training behaviour which have been
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stressed by Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) • but whicth are typically
cinitted in sign and syrnbul studies, are description of phonological
sys tens, of the presence and extent of speech irnsculature inpairrrent,
and of the ability and willingness to imitate hand poure, even though
rrotor imitation is likely to be of crucial inortance for progress in
sign training. In addition, few studies present details of the type of
training used prior to the introduction of sign or symh)l systems.
Kiernan et al conjecture that in many cases sign/syrrtol teaching was
probably the first eq)erience that subjects uld have had of any type
of structured ctrtrrnication teaching prograrrre. They add that if this
supposition is correct, there are clear problems in evaluating outcome.
Since the severely language irrpaired population is such a hetero-
geneous one, the description of subjects is vital. As has been stressed
repeatedly in previous chapters, the extent to which in.Uvivals have
benefitted from sign and syntol training varies erxrnously, even within
studies. The failure of the majority of studies to provide even basic
data on subject characteristics has meant that in rrost cases it is im-
possible to evaluate the possible role of such factors in effecting the
outcome of training, and therefore to determine the applicability of
given prograrrires to other language irrai red irividuals.
In addition to poor subject description, nost studies contain little
description of the training procedures errployed, and sate even czriit
details of the total nurber and duration of teaching sessions, and of
the particular augrritative systen taught (e.g. Hall and Talkingtori, 1970;
Hughes, 1974/5; Richardson, 1975; Sutherland and Beckett, 1969). A
detailed description of training methods is crucial to the replicability
of any training study and to interpretation of the results. thi1e irost
sign training studies mention the use of rrodelling, imitation and physical
prutting, there is minimal information on what is actually done in training
sessions. One notable exception arrorxg the syirbol studies is Carrier and
Peak's (1975) Non-SLIP prograrriTe, which presents a clear step-r-step
outline of procedures; but unfortunately little concern is shn in this
prograrrite for generalization to natural settings (Kiernan, 1983c). A major
factor in the success of a aüinunication prograrrue is claimed to be the
involverrit of significant others in the sign or symbul user's enviroritent.
}bwever, very few studies report on whether peers, teachers or parents
used the systn in qusstion with the student. And even in those reports
where special efforts were made to encourage significant others to use
the system in everyday settings (e.g. Kopchick, Rcznbath and .nilovitz,
1975), no data, are provided on actual use br normal speakers, so the
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effectiveness of the intended universal prograirme cannot be assessed
(Calculator and D'Altilio Ludiko, 1983).
Reviews of the literature (Kiernan, 19777 Kiernan, Reid and Jones,
1982; Remington and Light, 1983) have further pointed to the minimal
information that is provided in studies on the outccire of sign and symbol
training, and to the inadejuate recording of dependent variables. Most
studies give the nutters of signs/syntols used or understood by subjects
at the termination of training, alti-oth in sate cases without any
apparent formal evaluation of these having been undertaken (e.g. Harris-
Vandetheiden, Brown, Mad(enzie et al 1975; Hffnieister and Farrrer, 1972;
Sutherland and eckett, 1969). Arid where there is formal assessnent of
the nurrer of signs/syrrbols learned, scoring criteria are often vague and
appear to vary widely from study to study (Kiernan, 1977). For exarr1e,
Kopchidc, RCirIbaC±I and Sinilovitz (1975) x)rded the different signs used by
subjects over a 6-nonth period, thereby apparently allowing a subj &t to
learn and forget a sign but still to be credited with it. By contrast,
Hall and Talkington (1970) and Walker (1973) assessed sign production and
rstanding in response to pictures in special test sessions. In few
studies are such assessrrents accxxipanied by estimates of inter-observer
agrerent or rITent on the quality of signs produced. As Remington and
Light (1983) point out, the question of reliability is especially irrortant
in the case of manual signs, which may be perforired by students with
varying degrees of accuracy. A further criticism concerns the claims made
in many training studies about accurpanying improvements in speech output,
social skills and other behavioural indices. These reports are typically
anectal, lacking aduate and reliable assessirents to back ti-em up.
Iinvillian and Nelson (1978), Carr (1979) and Kiernan (198Th) have
all called for process studies rather than simply outre sttxUes, with
the testing of sigrVsyTthl axrehension and production skills and other
relevant behaviours periodically during the course of training. The sti.y
by Harris-Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder and Vanderheiden (1979) is the only
ore to date to provide data on the aaiuisition of an augrrentative system
over tine by sarrpling across training periods. Fkwever, the information
it provides is limited to the n.inber of symbols aoiuired and average length
of syithol utterances (with no details ct-i l-iw these ere assessed).
Of even greater significance is the failure of nest stixlies to einine
the generalization of sigrVsytnlxl use to naturalistic settings, an]. their
failure to denonstrate the Erployiient of the systems in genuinely cairnuni-
cative behaviour. One of the few exceptions is Harris's (1982) observation
of augrentative aid users in classroom settings, to assess interaction
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processes with teachers. Siiru.larly, apart from the studies of Bonvillian
and Nelson (197), Fenn and Rowe (1975), Fuiwiler and Fouts (1976) and
Layton and Baker (1981), no atterrpts heve been made to analyse the semantic
relations expressed by arrentative aid users in their sign or symbol
utterances. As noted by Kienian, Reid and Jones (1982), the opportunity
has also not been taken to record multi-sigrVsyirbol utterances across
tirre, thereby providing a picture of developing semantics and syntax.
Another shortcrning of the published studies in the field of sign
and symbol use, highlighted by Kiernan (198Th), is that many of them are
anecdotal single case reports. Few studies inclt adequate levels of
experirrental control, and vexy few arpare systems or teaching procedures
or analyze the effects of potentially relevant variables. Thus, of 19
sign training studies with rrentally handicapped individuals ptbli shed in
Arrerica beten 1969 and 1979, which were identified by Poulton and
Algozzine (1980), 10 were clinical reports of single cases or descriptions
of prograrrires; 4 were clinical studies, each involving between 9 and 12
subjects and a control group or a statistical analysis to evaluate the
effects of a defined treatrrent strategy; and only 5 were research stixlies
in which aspects of the subjects' response to training were investigated
experinentafly, with discrete trials carefully designed accx)rdirç to
established experirrental design criteria. Moreover, the subject popula-
tions in 4 of these research studies were small, with only 2 to 6 subjects.
Attention or speech training control groups are clearly needed if the
effects of sign/symbol prograrrir are to be separated out frcn the effects
of structured teaching per Se, or even of extra attention or speech input.
This is especially irrportant where claims concerning the development of
speech, reduction in aberrant behaviour or irrproverrent in adjustment are
concerned (Kierrian, 1977). Moreover, many studies have involved carplex
treatrrent padcages, with sigrVsyrrbol training being acoonpanied by special
prograrrires for controlling undesirable behaviours • extra sessions devoted
to vocal speech training, and other interventions (e.g. Schaeffer, 1980b).
Carr (1982) therefore cautions against attributing all gains in such
prograrrues solely to al.rentative system training. }bwlin (1979), too,
has stressed the iirportance of including adejuate control groups in the
evaluation of any prograrrne designed to overcxzre linguistic and other
develoitental difficulties, pointing out that sate of the changes attributed
to the effects of treatrrent may be die instead to the passage of tine and
to children's n maturation. Clearly, much rrore systexrati c experinentation
is needed to isolate thcee variables in training prograrrines that are
critical to the develcçirent of skilLs of sigrVsyrrbol use.
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Because of the rtethodelogical shortocinings of past studies and the
many notable gape in the literature on a.xnentative system use, many of
the basic research questions on these systerrG remain unanswered. In the
first place, while the body of sign training studies is by riw quite
subetantial, evidence on the teaching of Blissboljcs and pictorial
systeirs is still very sparse. In addition, there have been few systematic
cxparisct-is of the relative effectiveness of different sign and syrrbol
systerrs to guide the selection of the trost effective system for a particular
language irrpaired individual. At present, workers in the field are unable
to predict precisely how a given individual will respond to arrentative
cxrniunication training, which handicapped children would benefit irore frcin
w1iich type of progranire, or which training approaches are nost beneficial
within a specific system. There are, for exarrple, indications in at least
2 studies (Lancioni, 1983; Murphy, Steele, Gilligan et al. 1977) of sign
training having failed with severely handicapped children. But inadeivate
description of subject characteristics and training procedures ireans that
we are no rearer to kncing why sate children fail to master signs.
Research into procedures for fostering effective generalization of sign
and syrrbol use are urgently needed. The finding of the facilitation of
spoken cxtrrunication in many of the studies also raises a ni.irber of as yet
unanswered qtestions azicernirxj the factors responsible for this facilitative
effect, and the tharacteristi of individuals and training procedures that
are associated with iirproved speech skills. A few researchers (e.g. Carr
and Dores, 1981) are beginning to shed sate light on these issues. re
systematic experinentation with many different types of individuals is
needed to allow for cxirparison and evaluation of the effects of different
augrrentative systens and techniques. Also needed are longitudinal studies
to detextnire the long range effects of sigrVsythol cxiimunication, and
investigations of the acceptability of different systexts not only to
language irrpaired individuals therr6elves, but also to teachers, parents,
peers and the general public.
16.2 Analysis of the Experiirental Adejuacy of Alternative and
Atrrentative Carnunication Training Studies with Lanuage
Irrpaired Populations
Following the exairple of MacDorjh and MdIamara (1973) and aqlin
(1979), who reviewed general behaviour rrodification studies and operant
language training studies, it was decided to use a tabular rrethod of
analysis to assess the extent to which past studies of arrentative
cxiittunication training have fulfilled the requirerrents of aduate research
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c3esgr. The selection of studies reviewed is intended to be as ccrnprebensive
as possible, and to include all published reports of sign and siibol
training with child and adult language irrpaired populations appearing in
the literature up to Decether, 1984. Efforts were also made to obtain
copies of unpublished papers and reports, and all those which cx,uld be
traced are included in the review. Studies of deaf individuaLs are rot
included unless the subjects were also irentally or physically handicapped.
Reports of survey findings (e.g. Kieman, Reid and Jones, 1982), and
descriptions of the use of particular systems in reports which are not
training studies (e.g. Harris, 1982), are also rot included in the present
review.
The studies were assessed on the criteria proposed by MacDonouh and
MoNarnara, and twlin, as follows: 1. The use of control or other training
groups; 2. The provision of adajuate baseline data on the diagnosis, age,
IQ	 and language and cxxtinunication levels of the subjects involved;
3. The specification of outcre data; 4. Adequate data presentation in
the form of graphs or tables; 5. Detailed description of the nature and
length of training sessions; and 6. The provision of unbiased reliability
data. Howlin's (1979) procedure was adopted of scoring studies as
positive (i-) on a given criterion if adajuate informatiorVdata were
presented, and (0) if information was not presented. An intermediate
score (+) was given if data were present but barely adequate, or if they
were provided for only sare subjects, or on only sare of the relevant
measures.
On the Control Group criterion, a study received a positive (+) score
if it included a control group or procedure, or used nore than one different
training procedure. This criterion enables a researcher to infer that
specific training variables and not alternative variables account for the
changes observed. In the present review, however, the adauacy of such
groups/procedures was not rated, so that antng studies receiving a positive
rating, there were still many where the control or alternative training
procedures used were inadequate, di. to poor matching or failure to equate
on sure irrportant variables. Description of subjects on the criteria of
Diagnosis, Age and I Q received a (+) rating if information on these
variables was presented for all subjects and if, in the case of IQ,
formal asses tents were undertaken and reported. Where such information
was given for only scare subjects, or where only general descriptions of
intelligence levels were given, the rating (+) was used. Baseline measures
of Language and Caiirtunication were rarded as adajuate (+) if either
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techrs' or parents' reports or formal measures provided a clear picture
of the subjects' pre-training abilities. If anecdotal reports or minimal
test results only were given, this measure was rated as (+). Similarly,
Outcrire measures were rated (+) if formal assessments of the subjects'
levels following training were undertaken and fully described. If outcane
was described anecdtally, or if only sane of all relevant outcczne measures
were reported (e.g. if only the nurrbers of signs/syit'bols learned were given),
this measure was rated as (±). For Data Presentation, studies were
rated as (+) it they presented nt of their results in graph or tabular
form; (±) if only saie data were presented in this way, and (0) if data
were anecdotal. On the assessrrent of Description of Training, studies
were rated as acjuate if the details given allowed for full replication
of the study and tine involved. A (±) rating was used where scxne details
of training procedures were included but these were inaduate for
replication. For the Reliability of Measures category, studies were
rated as adequate (+) if they made use of blind raters and gave reliability
figures e .g • when reporting data on use of signs/symbols), or used
rreasures of known reliability. An intermediate score (±) in this category
was given when studies used sare objective way of recording data (such as
video-tape recordings) but: gave no reliability figures.
The tabulated list of studies is presented in Appendix 2, and is
divided into three sections. The first section consists of the sign
training studies conducted up to Decertter, 1984; the second section
conprises the studies using syntol systerre of ctiirnuriication which were
reported up to this date; and the third section cxrises the studies using
both signs and syubols in training. In each section the studies have
been arranged alphabetically within stxessive years, and for each report
information is also presented on the particular type of sigrVsynbol systn
used, and the nuiuber of subjects included in the study.
In all, there were 93 sign training studies, covering a total of
approximately 1,118 subjects; 36 symbol training studies, covering 429
subjects; and 4 studies using both signs and symbols, coveting 19 subjects.
In terns of nurbers, the sign training studies thus constitute a
respectable body of data, for exanple when ccrpard with H.ilin' s ( 1979)
finding of a total of 167 language (speech) training studies reported in
the literature between the years 1964 and 1978. In contrast, the n'xnber
of syTrbol training studies conducted to date is far less satisfactory.
Moreover, over half of both the sign and syrrbol studies used sarrples of

















Table 2.1: Distribution of Ntirbers of Subjects in Sii
and Syirbol Training Studies Conducted up to
Decerrtier, 1984
N1.ITber of Studies
Sign Studies Syntol Studies
N	 (%)	 N	 (%)
21	 (22.6)	 7	 (19.4)
32	 (34.4)	 15	 (41.7)
23	 (24.7)	 10	 (27.8)
16	 (17.2)	 4	 (11.1)
1	 (1.1)	 0	 (0)
note that, up to Decnber 1984, only 13 studies had been conducted on the
teaching of B1issbo1ic, covering a total of 57 subjects; and there
were only 3 reports on the training of BSL signs within the frarrwork of
the Malcaton Vocabulary, with a total of 8 subj ects. The fact that the
teaching of Blissyrnbolics and Malcaton Signing is guided by so little
research data is a cause far grave	 cerri, particularly in the light of
Kiernan, Reid and Jones' (1982) survey findings that these two atntative
systems are the ones nost widely used with the nonverbal and language
iipaired children in special schools in the U.K.
Furthei:trore, while 2½ tines nore sign and syrrbol training studies
were reported between the years 1977 and 1984 than had been reported
between 1968 and 1976 (91 studies conpared with 38 studies), the
distribution of the niinber of studies conducted in successive years reveals
no dramatic increases in the nurrber of reports appearing in the l980s (see
Table 2.2). Major ni research efforts will clearly be required if the
future use of alx3rrcntative cxvinuni cation training is to be guided by
increasing arrousts of appropriate and systnatic research based data.
Examination of the experimental adequacy of the augmentative c'cxmmi-
cation training studies conducted up to Decerber, 1984 reveals an equally
bleak picture. Table 3 shis the percentages of studies fulfilling the 9
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Table 2.2: Nurbers oi sign and Syirbol Training
Studies Conducted in Suocessive Yeax
Year	 Studies	 o1 Studies Studies Using Sigr + Syirbols
Up to 1972	 8	 0	 0
1973 - 1974	 6	 9	 0
1975 - 1976	 11	 4	 0
1977 - 1978	 21	 8	 1
1979 - 1980	 13	 8	 2
1981 - 1982	 18	 4	 0
1983 - 1984	 16	 3	 1
experiirental reiuirnts described above. As can be seen fran the table,
the sign and syrrbol training studies have proved far fran satisfactory.
While adequate details on diagnosis and age are presented in 62% to 78%
of the	 dies, auate des criptiors of subjects' I Q levels (in terms
of details of I.Q or M.A. scx)res) are given in only 24% of the sign
studies and 28% of the syrrbol studies, Of even greater ncerri is the
fact that auate descriptions of subjects' initial language levels are
provided in only 11% of the studies. Vaguar anecta1 descriptions of
language levels are found in a further 61% of the sign studies and 75%
of the syirbol studies. The experiixental design of the studies is also
weak. Only 38% of sign studies and 19% of syrcbol studies included a
a)ntrol gro or rrore than one different training procedure, while only
33% arid 20% of sign and syrrbol studies siplied details of the reliability
of their rreasures • Descriptions of training procedures and outcare ireasures,
and the form of presentation of the data, were slightly rrore satisfactory,
but even on these criteria adeuate information was presented by only about
50% of studies. In the light of these findings, the research studies and
rorts on ai.nentative caiirunication training appear to be very ira.ch
weaker, in terms of zretho&logy, than the operant speech training studies
cxnducted in the 1960's arid 19 70's (Irlin, 1979). Hcwlin reviied 167
such studies and found that over 85% of th gave acuate diagnostic and
age data, 32% gave adauate I Q data, 53% included cx)ntrol gro or
utilized sare form of eeriirental manipulation, 73% included objective
data presentation, and over 80% gave detailed descriptions of pre-treatirent
language levels and of treatrrent techniques.
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Table 3: Perosntages of AiiTntative Camiunicatiop".
Training Studies Fulfilling Experirrntal Reuirnents
Variable Assessea	 Sign Training Studies yirt
(+)	 (±)	 (0)	 (+)	 (0)
Contro]Jother Gros Inclucd 38	 0	 62	 19	 0	 81
Diagnostic Data	 62	 35	 3	 67	 28	 5
Age Date	 73	 16	 11	 78	 19	 3
IQ Data	 24	 49	 27	 28	 55	 17
Baseline Language Measures 	 11	 61	 28	 11	 75	 14
Out	 Data	 48	 52	 0	 50	 50	 0
Objective Data Presentation 	 51	 24	 25	 56	 22	 22
Description of Training	 48	 46	 6	 58	 33	 8
Proosdures
Reliability of Measures Used 33 	 11	 56	 20	 22	 58
Key: C'-) Aduate data presented (0) N information given
(+) Data/Information presented but inadequate
A slightly rrore optimistic note can, hcwever, be introduced by
xzrparing the experinental aduacy of augrrentative cinunication studies
conducted between 1980 and 1984, with those conducted between 1975 and
19 79. As can be seen in Table 4, a substantially greater proportion of
the recent (1980-84) studies presented aduate information on 8 of the
9 experiitental criteria that re rated, when carpared with the
percentages for studies conducted between 1975 and 1979. While the use
of control gro, and the provision of cetai1s on IQ, diagrsis,
baseline language levels and reliability of reasures, renaine largely
inajuate even in these rrore recent studies, Table 4 does indicate that
the experinental scpbistication of sign and synbol training studies is
iirproving over tine.
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Table 4: Ccirparison Between Training Studies Reported in
1975-79 and 1980-84 in Tenr of Percentages of
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Key: (4) Aduate data presented (0) No infoimation given
(+) Data/Information presented but inaquate
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PARE IV: DESIGN OF ¶flIE STUDY
Chapter 17. Aims and Plan of Ièsearch
Despite the growing popularity of sign and symbol systems as a-
mentative cariruinication nodes for language impaired individuals, there is
still very little informaU.cn on how children acxluire the systems, how
they progress in their use over time, and what factors in the teaching
rrethods, students and systems themselves are important for predicting
success in sign and symbol use. reover, the studies which have been
conducted to date (which are particularly few in the case of the symbol
systems) are fraught with methodological problems which bring into
question the reliability and generality of their findings, and weaken the
impact of the conclusions that can be drawn (see Chapter 16). There is
thus a clear need for irre systematic and cxxnprehensive descriptions of
subjects trained in sign and symbol use, and for careful examination of
the process of aoguisiticn of an augmentative catraunication system,by
following subjects up and sampling across training periods. Such
information is of vital importance if workers in the field are to reach
the position of being able to predict which type of training is xnst
likely to benefit which sort of language impaired individual.
In national surveys of the use of sign and symbol systems in special
schools in the U.K., Kiernan, 1eid and Jones (1979, 1982; Jones, Beid and
Kiernan, 1982) found that the majority of schools for severely rrentally
handicapped children (ESN (S) Schools) and physically handicapped children
(PH Schools) had sare kind of augmentative camiunication progranine in
operation with their severely language iiaired pupils. Of 680 special
schools resperding to their 1978 survey, 53% reported using either signs
or symbols or both, while in the 1980 survey 80.5% of ESN(S) Schools and
67.7% of PH Schools reported using an augrrentative crmriunication system.
Kiernan et al. further found that two systems predaninate in use in the
U.K., namely Blissyirbolics, and British Sign Language used within the
framework of the Makatcn Vocabulary (BSL (Makaton)). Of the schools using
symbol systems in 1980, 99% of PH Schools and 73.8% of ESN(S) Schools
used Bliss; and of schools using signing prograirrres, 66% of PH Schools
and 91% of ESN (S) Schools used BSL (Makaton). The PGSS, once a fairly
carnxxily used sign system, is now on the decline. Kierrian et al. found
that in 1978 28% of ESN(S) Schools and 36% of PH Schools in the U.K. used
PGSS, but that by 1980 these percentages had fallen to 4% of ESN (5) Schools
and 8% of PH Schools. Kiernan et al. suggest that the differential adoption
of BSL (Makaton) as opposed to PGSS may be due to the fact that Makaton
is seen as a system which is relevant to the ccirrrurnication needs of the
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mantally handicapped, easy to learn and easy to use, whereas PGSS is seen
as nore difficult for teachers and children to learn and to use.
Despite the widespread use of I3lissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) in
special schools in the U. K., published data on the teaching and mastery
of these systems are particularly scarce (see (iiapter 16) . The present
writer therefore decided to examine the use of these t systems with
cerebral palsied children, anong whan there is a particularly high incidence
of speech and cc*irrunicaticri difficulties (see Chapter 3). The initial
intention was to ccuçare progress in the acisiticn of Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) in matched groups of nonverbal cerebral palsied children.
However, during the course of preliminary visits to schools and discussions
with speech therapists and teachers, it becai evident that the t
augrrentative systems are being taught to very different populations of
language impaired children. Bliss is used predaninantly in PH Schools,
with nonverbal severely physically handicapped children who appear to be
nore able intellectually, whereas BSL (Makaton) is used largely in ESN (S)
Schools with severely mantally handicapped children, sate of 'wi-tan are also
physically handicapped. This irrression was confinred by Kiernan, id
and Jones' survey findings (1982). In their 1978 survey, they found that
45.6% of ESN(S) Schools used a signing system, while only 13.9% used a
symbol prograirne, and 12.4% used both signs and symbols. Ci the other hand,
46% of PH Schools reported using symbols, and only 20% used signs. A
similar pattern errerged in the 1980 survey, when 77% of ESN (S) Schools
reported using signs, and 58.2% of PH Schools reported using symbol systems.
In view of the above, the focus of the present investigation shifted,
and it was decided to undertake a relatively long term descriptive study
of the progress of two groups of nonverbal cerebral palsied children - one
group learning Blissymbolics, and the other BSL ('1akaton), at the schools
they attend. The study ained to examine the inpact of these two augirentative
nodes on the caiixamicative abilities of the children by fol1czthg up their
progress at six-ironthly intervals over a total period of one-and-a-half
years. Writers in the field have repeatedly stressed the need for research
that will explore the intricacies of the augrrentative camiunication process
itself. The present study therefore includes a careful description of the
children's developing acquisition and use of Blissymbols and BSL (i4akaton).
The intention was to rrove beyond the current practice of focusing primarily
on sign and symbol vocabulary size, and in addition to gather records of
the sign/symbol utterances produced by the children in semi-structured
conversational settings. Such systematic recording of the children' s
camiunicative productions and the contexts in which they occurred, alkd
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for analysis of the developing granmatical form, semantic relations and
pragmatic funcbicxls encoded by the subjects over tima. It was hoped that
this procedure uld contribute to the characterization of the skills that
constitute carmunicative cacipetence through nodes obher than speech.
Other aspects of the children's language developTent, including the
understanding and use of speech, the use of natural gesture, and inner
language. , were also nonitored at six-nonthly intervals, using standardized
tests and recordings of speech samples. Since the primary goal of augmen-
tative training is caimmicative interaction in daily living situations,
the above procedures were further supplenented by questionnaires which
were administered to parents, teachers and speech therapists, to obtain
information on the use of signs and symbols, as well as of other neans of
carirunication, in the hare and at school. Trie receptiveness of parents to
the introduction of an augrrentative system has been stressed by a number
of writers as crucial if rraximum generalization of use is to occur. This
parental support factor, which is often ignored in training studies, was
explored in the present investigation by questioning parents periodically
about their attitudes to the use of Bliss/]3SL (Makaton) with their children.
Finally, the study also included systematic assessment of related variables,
including the children's developing cognitive and perceptual skills, con-
centration, behaviour, social deve1cnent, and physical and rrotor skills.
Goodencugh-Trepagnier (1978) has pointed out that cerebral palsied
children who have minimal or no speech production pose an interesting
problem for the study of language acquisition. Such children have, in
many cases,never been able to make use of repetition, to ask the names of
Cbjects, or observe the reactions of others to their linguistic productions.
The developrent of cognitive skills prerequisite to cctirunication may also
be difficult, because in many cases the global nature of their rrotor handi-
caps means that they are severely restricted in interactions with and
manipulation of their environments. At present there is very little
understanding of the effects of developmental nonspeech conditions on
language development (Yoder and Kraat, 1983). As there are so few studies
of the general language acquisition process in cerebral palsied children,
as well as of the long term progress of nonverbal children using
augrrentative carm.]nication nodes, the descriptive nature of this study
will, it is hoped, go same way towards filling these gaps in the cerebral
palsy literature.
An added advantage of conducting a naturalistic study such as this,
is that it is possible to obtain information on how schools teach augnen-
tative ccannunication systems, and on the extent to which they actually
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use the systems. Detailed information on these questions was gathered
fran teachers and speech therapists. The augriEntative cctrrnunication
research studies conducted to date have tyrically involved many hours of
intensive teaching in clinic settings, using skilled and camdtted
researchers and clinicians. It is doubtful whether similar favourable
conditions are to be found in all or even most schools, and the resulting
picture of sign and symbol use may well be less favourable than that
reported in the research literature.
The first major aim of the present investigation is thus a descriptive
one - to describe the progress of the children in their use of Bliss/BSL
(Makaton) over tine, to monitor their general language develoient and
changes in related skills and behaviours, to exrlore parental attitudes
towards the use of the augnEntative systems, and to examine the procedures
used for teaching the systems to the children in schools.
It irust be stressed at this point that the descriptive nature of the
study brings with i1 certain limitations. In the first place, evidence
fran other research areas indicates that school and teacher variables, as
well as prograniie variables, may be crucial in creating change. The
children included in the present study attended a number of different
schools and were taught by many different teachers and speech therapists.
These variables are largely uncontrolled. Equally important is the fact
that the children were not randcmly assigned to the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
training groups - they were pre-assigried and, as already noted, factors
such as level of intelligence and degree of physical handicap, as well as
the prevalence of a given system in a school, are likely to have influenced
these allocations by the schools. There are thus likely to be differences
between the Bliss and BSL (Makalcn) groups on important variables. Further-
more, while the present writer initially planned to include a control
group of nonverbal cerebral palsied children not receiving any augirentative
ccm.inication training, in order to allow for the effects of spontaneous
improverrents over time as well as the effects of structured teaching per
se, this idea had to be abandoned for two reasons. Firstly, very few
cerebral palsied children could be found who fulfilled the selection
criteria, were nonverbal, and were not exposed to at least sate augmentative
catinmication training. And secondly, matched controls for such children
are notoriously difficult (if not impossible) to arrange because the
children vary so widely in their individual strengths and deficiencies.
Nevertheless, it is felt that the descriptive nature of the study, with
its careful selection of children, and with its detailed and systematic
examination of changes in the subjects over tine, is worthwhile in itself.
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The second major aim of this study is to delineate sane of the
characteristics of the children, teaching situations and hare environrrents,
assessed at baseline, which are the rrost significant for subsequent
progress in Bliss and BSL (takaton) use. While sane indicators on this
questici are already available fran a few studies (see Chapter 12), there
are as yet no assessment measures that consistently oredict successful
use of sign or symbol systems. Thus, as things stand at present, it is
impossible to tell how a child will respond to a given system until it is
actually tried (Kisrnan, Peid and Jones, 1982). The absence of hard data
on this issue has meant that in practice the criteria for system selection
are largely idiosyncratic, and susceptible to influence by such factors
as the popularity of a system at a given time, fashionable trends in
education and therapy, and the ability of a system's proponents to 'sell'
the approach (Davies, 1984). Decisions on which system to teach a given
child appear, in many school; to be based partly on practical considerations
(viz, the system that is already in operation in a given school, or the
system with which staff are familiar), and partly on intuition and
'received ideas' not backed by empirical evidence (for example, the belief
that Blissyrnbolics is too canplex a system to use with severely mentally
handicapped children) (Fristoe and Lloyd, 1978; Jernqvist, 1981; Kiernan,
Reid and Jones, 1982). Kiernan eb al. found, for example, that children
in Blissymbol prograirres were in general rrore capable than children in
signing prograrrires, suggesting that teachers were excluding less caipetent
children fran Bliss programmes because they saw the system as too difficult
for them. Such gross matching in terms of overall expectations of
cognitive develorent is, on present evidence, largely unjustified, because
the relationship between the learning of Bliss and IQ (or levels of
performance on psycho-educational tests) is simply not known. Mcreover,
in this writer' s experience, such gross matching has occasionally resulted
in a situation where Makaton Signing is the only system made available to
a severely mentally and physically handicapped child, despite the fact that
the child's irotor handicap precludes the production of all but a few simple
signs. In other cases, the reverse has been found, with upper lirrb
function being the prima consideration in determining the choice of a sign
or symbol system. Clearly, such gross guidelines are no way to guarantee
the appropriateness of a system for a given individual (Kierrian, l983c).
It is hoped that the present attempt to identify sate of the factors
affecting acquisition and progress in Bliss and Makatcn Signing will help
to clarify the issues involved in such decision-making processes.
the subject characteristics that may well prove significant in this regard
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are: cognitive level, level of language carehension, level of functional
speech arid potential for speech, notivaticn to cairnunicate, sensory and
notor status, perceptual skills, and imitation and gestural ability.
Other factors, including parents' attitude to the use of the augmentative
system, and intensity of teaching input, may also be crucial.
Chapter 18. Subject Selection
It was decided to include in the study t groups of nonverbal
cerebral palsied children - a group of 20 children who were learning
Blissymbols, and a group of 20 children who were learning BSL (Makaton),
in the schools they attended. It is recognized that the use of manual
sign language requires a degree of muscle coordination and manual
flexibility not often found amcng individuals with cerebral palsy. How-
ever, in practice there are quite a number of cerebral palsied children
wno are taught BSL (Makaton), including those with hemiplegia and with
mild to nerate degrees of physical handicap. It is from this pool that
the i4akaton Signers included in the present study were drawn.
The criteria for including children in the study were as follows:
1. The child was diagnosed as cerebral palsied, defined as a disorder of
motor function resulting from a non-progressive defect or lesion above the
brain stem (Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). In practice, the diagnosis
was obtained from the child's medical records, and had in each case been
made by a paediatrician.
2. The child was aged between 3½ and 9½ years, and thus cane within the
age range of the assessment measures that were to be used.
3. The child was essentially nonverbal, defined as having no nre than
30 intelligible spoken ords. It must be stressed at this point that
while all subjects were handicapped in verbal expression, this handicap
sterrted fran a variety of sources and was in many cases more, or other,
than a purely motor disorder affecting control of the speech musculature.1
Other possible contributory factors included mental handicao, hearing
defects and developrental language disorders. As a result, many of the
children also had difficulties in learning to cariprehend spoken language.
4. The child was being taught either Bliss or BSL (Makaton) at the school
he/she attended, and had been exposed to the system for not rrore than
1½ years prior to caiiiencement of the study. This tine limit was
introduced because of the intention of documenting progress fran the early
stages of synbol/sign acquisition. It was initially intended to examine
the children on their very first exposure to the augnentative systems and
then to follow up their progress at regular intervals. Hciiever, preliminary
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visits to special schools indicated that in any one year relatively few
cerebral palsied children are first exposed to such systems.
No IQ specifications were laid down for subject selection, as it was
hoped that a wide range of intelligence in the subjects would allow for
evaluation of the role of intelligence in the acquisition of Blissymbols
and BSL (Makaton).
The procedure undertaken in gathering the sarrçle was as follows:
The head teachers or speech therapists of special schools (ESN (S),
ESN (M) and PH Schools, as well as Hospital Schools and special units
attached to ordinary schools) were contacted by telephone; the aims of
the studi were explained to them and inquiries were made about the presence
of pupils who might fulfil the above criteria. A total of 121 special
schools and units were contacted, all of which were either in London or
within caTrru.iting distance fran London. They comprised 44 PH Schools,
60 ESN(S) or ESN(M) Schools, and 17 Hospital Schools, mixed handicap
schools and special units in ordinary schools. Of these, 36 schools
indicated that they were likely to have suitable candidates who were
learning Bliss or BSL (Makaton), and all but 2 schools indicated their
willingness to participate in the project. Visits were then undertaken
to these schools to obtain further information about the children, to maet
the school staff, and to discuss the imDlications of their involvemant in
the project. The first 20 BSL (Makaton) Users and 20 Blissymbol Users
identified who fulfilled the selection criteria, ccrnprised the samole.
These children cane fran a total of 21 special schools or units. Once
the cooperation of all relevant school staff was obtained (head teachers,
teachers and speech therapists), letters were sent to the children 'S
parents detailing the aims of the study and requesting their consent and
cooperation. All parents agreed to the inclusion of their children in
the project.
chapter 19. Procedure
The psychological assessnent of cerebral palsied children is, for a
variety of reasons, fraught with difficulties. The children tend to have
a very limited span of interest, and they may tire easily because test
procedures are likely to require irore effort of them than of non-handicapped
children (Russel, 1984). There may be additional difficulties in
establishing rapport and in motivating the children in a test setting,
as well as in explaining the nature of the assessirent tasks and ensuring
the canprehens ion of instructions (Kiernan and Jones, 1982; Stephen and
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Hawks, 1974). 1idded to this, there are few suitable test procedures for
the asses srrent of language irpaired physically handicapped children such
as those constituting the present sample. The rrotor, speech, visual and
auditory difficulties of such children severely limit the applicability
of nst standardized tests which axe available for use. Intelligence
tests such as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for children - Revised
(WISC-R) (Wechsler, 1974), for example, although cc*nprehensive and 11
standardized and validated for normal populations, have not been standardized
on deviant populations. Such tests involve ntor manipulations, verbal
responses and tined tasks, which clearly place the nonverbal cerebral
palsied child at a severe disadvantage. One typical approach to the
assessirent of the physically handicapped child has consequently involved
adaptations of existing instrunents, to make them rrore suitable for such
children (Barnett, 1982). For example, Sattler and Tozier (1970) suggested
nedifying parts of the Stanford-Binet and the WISC by altering the test
stimuli or the required test responses (e.g. requiring pointing rather
than verbalizing). The difficulty here of course is the resulting
inapplicability of the existing test norms, and validity and reliability
data • Nielson (1971) examined the stability of IQ scores of cerebral
palsied children wno re given such nxiif led tests (including the
Stanford-Binet and WISC). She found that after a nean interval of 4 years
nore than 45% of tested subjects changed by nore than 10 IQ points.
Particularly large discrepancies re found arrg younger children and
anong those with associated sensory handicaps and s peech disorders. Wnile
similar large changes in IQ scores over tine have been reported for normal
children (e.. g. Hindley and Owen, 1978), these tend to be over much longer
tine intervals (10 to 15 years).
Sate of the problems inherent in adapting existing tests can be
avoided by using assessitent instrunents which have been designed
specifically with the physically handicapped in mind - tests which are
untiired and require no verbal response and a minimal rrotor response, and
so do not penalize the nonverbal cerebral palsied child. Tests neeting
these requirents are typically selection tests, requiring simple hand
or eye pointing responses to multiple-choice problems. Because of the
severe ccurrunication and physical handicaps of the children included in
the present sample, the use of such untirted selection tests was considered
essential.
However, it must be stressed that even the administration of such
assessirent rreasures is not straightforward. Test responses may be by
finger pointing or by gross aim novenents. But for severely nDtorically
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iiiiaired individuals the only reliable responses may be eye pointing,
i .e. indicating the selected response by looking at the item. As Pyne1l
(1970) states, sar eye control is usually possible even in the ncst
severely handicapped children, although this may not be easy, and demands
careful observation on the part of the examiner. The children must be
positioned so that their eyes can be carefully watched, and the test
objects or pictures must be so spread out in front of them that visual
selection can be observed, but also that the items are all within the
children' s span of visual attention. Peynell adds that with children who
have good eye control there is usually a brief scanning of all objects,
fo1lod by a fixation of the one selected. She recamends that the
examiner should be quick to reinforce the response, so that the child
knois that this ntde of ccxrrnunication is effective. On the other hand,
the examiner must be careful not to arrest scanning at the aopropri ate
item by reinforcing the response too quickly, since the child may learn
to scan by pausing at each item until the selection is made for him by
the examiner. Eye pointing responses can be rather fleeting, and without
sensitivity the interpretation of such responses can be extrenely unreliable.
The tester may, for exarrle, miss a particul.r eye pointing res ponse and
ask the child to repeat it. The child may, hocver, misconstrue such a
request as an indication that the original choice was wrong, and so seek
another response item. Even greater difficulty is likely to be encountered
with children with persisting primitive reflexes, who cannot coordinate
hand novenents and eye gaze (Peynell, 1970). Such children may try to
reach out to an item, their eyes will then lose focus and the resulting
arm noveirent will go astray. In such cases Peynell advises gently
restraining the arms, and training the child to respond only with the eyes.
Difficulties in accurate eye or hand pointing may be further exacerbated
by difficulties in maintaining sitting posture and head position. Where
the child's head is not properly supported, the tester may need to call
on an additional person to support the child' s head before testing can
proceed.
If eye pointing is felt to be particularly unreliable, an alternative
is to adopt a scanning approach, in which the tester points to each test
item in turn until the child signals which is the correct one. The child
can respond with any signal of which he/she is capable. Where this
approach is used, the present writer has found it useful to scan the item
choices on a given task twice with the child, the first tine to make sure
the child looks at all the options available, and the second tine so that
the child can indicate his/her choice. This is often a slow and rather
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laborious process, and the child may get bored and 'switch off'.
Ensuring continued mtivation under such circuistances can be helped by
keeping testing sessions short and giving a great deal o.E reinforcelTent.
The present writer has also found that as tasks beccie nore difficult and
children becare less certain of the correct response, they tend to becone
nre reliant on cues given out by the examiner. The examiner must there-
fore guard against any behaviour which may give the child a cue to a
particular item (for example changes in tone of voice or gestures as he/
she scans a given array, or looking at the item which is the correct
answer). Language impaired and handicapped children are often very
sensitive to the nonverbal behaviours emitted by others, and may be quick
to pick up even such slight cues to the item that should be chosen.
A major difficulty with the pictorial selection tests, with which
eye or hand pointing responses can be used, is that although they were
designed specifically with physically handicapped children in mind, they
have been standardized only on non-handicapped populations. Another
major drawback of these tests is that they are typically much less
ccinprehensive than general intelligence tests such as the WISC-R
(chsler, 1974). They frequently assess only a limited range of abilities
(for examtle vocabulary, or the abiliry to identify specific objects), and
may be particularly sensitive to visuo-spatial disorders (C000, Eckel and
Stuck, 1975). As a result, writers have stressed the need for the
judicious selection and ccznbination of a wide variety of assessnent
neasures, in order to obtain a nore cciprehensive picture of the
capabilities of the children studied (Nicholson, 1970).
In line with this reccimendation, the present study enployed a wide
range of procedures designed to assess the subjects' abilities and progress.
These include: 1. Standardized selection tests evaluating various
linguistic dinensions, cognitive abilities and perceptual skills. As
these are not standardized on cerebral palsied children, the resulting
standardized scores or age equivalents, where quoted, must be regarded
with extrerie caution. 2. Developiental scales, where major developrental
achieverrents are sampled through an adult informant. Again, there are no
suitable scales standardized on physically handicapped populations.
And 3. Less formal procedures, including parent and teacher questionnaires,
and directed behavioural observations and recordings. A second reason
for the inclusion of such a large number of different neasures is that
there is as yet very little indication in the literature as to which
variables may be important in augnentative system use. It was therefore
felt that a broad spectrum of neasures needed to be included. It must,
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however, be stressed that these are noI simply a 'rag-bag' of instrulTents
indiscriminately thrown toçther. The neasures were carefully selected
to cover those areas which seem to be relevant, both intuitively and on
the basis of indicaticns fran oast studies.
The children were assessed upon camrencercent of the study, and then
on three further occasions, at six-nonthly intervals, over a total period
of one-and-a-half years. At each of these four periods the assessnents
were administered to each child over a number of sessions, spread out over
t or three days. As already noted, cerobral palsied children tire easily,
and their attention span is likely to be brief. Consequently the length of
each testing session was short (usually between 20 and 30 minutes), and
varied depending on the concentration and cooperation of each child at a
given tine. In general, four 20- to 30- minute sessions were required to
administer the battery of tests; but for sare children five or six sessions
were necessary. At each school the assessrrents were usually carried out
in the speech theraty roan, or in an empty classroan, and recatirendations
fran the ci-iild's teacher or physiotherapist were followed in placing each
child in the bes( position to obtain the greatest coruEort and function
(e. g. seated in a wheelchair or in a specially adapted or Iroulded seat,
or standing up in splints). The examiner corrrnunicated with each child in
the node (s) typically employed in the child's classroan and speech therapy
sessions, that is using speech, gestures and Blissynbols or Makatcn Signing.
These canbined nodes were also used then giving test instructions, except
that symbol use/signing were anitted when these may have given cites to
test content (e. g. when administering the speech expression and caxpre-
hensicn tasks).
Lastly, questionnaires were can leted by teachers or speech thera?ists,
and by parents, also at six-nonthly intervals, to obtain information on
the children's carirunication skills and use of signs/symbols at school
and at hare.
The specific assessrrents undertaken at each tine period are ncz
described.
19.1 Assessnent of Cognitive Abilities
A. The Coluirbia 1ntal Maturity Scale (QvIMS) (Burgeneister, Blum and
Lorge, 1372):
The 0415 is described as a nonverbal nea.sure of 'general reasoning
ability'. This test is particularly suitable for physically handicapped
children since it is untined and responding is not dependent on verbal
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ability or fine notor skills. The scale was designed for children aged
3.06 to 9.11 years, and consists of 92 pictorial and figural classification
items arranged in a series of 8 overlapping levels. Each level contains
fran 51 to 65 items, and the child takes the level appropriate for his/her
chronological age. Each it.em consists of 3 to 5 drawings presented on a
card, and the child is asked to select the picture or figure which 'does
not belong with' the others. For younger age levels, the differences are
in terms of colour, size and form, while at the older age levels the child
is required to recognize itore subtle and abstract differences arrong the
drawings. Since the children take different sets of items depending on
their ages, raw scores on the test are not directly canparable. However,
the CMIS yields Age tviation Scores (ADS) - standard scores having a mean
of 100 and a standard deviation of 16, which are cariDarable regardless of
age or the 41S level administered. An ADS was canputed for each child in
the present sample, but because the test does not discriminate scores
below an ADS of 50/55, the children were also assigned interlevel standard
scores fran the test manual. These range fran 174 to 462, with a mean of
300 and a standard deviation of 30, and are useful in examining the
relative performance of various age groups in terms of a continuous scale
waich presents individual scores even at the lower end of the scale.
The 1972 revision of the a4.'IS was standardized on a representative
sample of 2600 American children. Unfortunately, handicapped children were
not included in the standardization sam ple. The assignment of standardized
CF1S scores to the present sample must thus understandably be accepted
with reservations.
The test manual (Burgerreister, Blum and Lorge, 1972) reports a median
split-half reliability coefficient of 0.90, and a median test-retest
reliability coefficient, 7 to 10 days apart, of 0.85, with an average gain
of 4.6 IQ points on the retest. Pascale (1973) also found a test-retest
reliability coefficient of 0.85 for a group of preschool children re-tested
after 7 days, while Riviere (1973) found a test-retest reliability co-
efficient of 0.93 over 35 days for a much older group of institutionalized
mentally handicapped cI-iildren. These data suggest that the (M4S has good
reliability, at least when used wibh physically able children.
Although the test is purported to measure general reasoning ability,
it vuld appear to be fairly limited, since performance is based entirely
on one type of item. The validity data reported in the manual for non-
hand.icapoed children consist of correlations ranging fran 0.31 to 0.61
between the (MIS and scores on a standardized achievement test, and
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correlations in the O.60s between the Cvt4S and IQ tests. Riviere (1973)
found similar significant but nvxlerate correlations with the Stanford-
Binet and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) in a group of
rientally handicapped adolescents. Other validity studies were conducted
with normal and rrentallj handicapped children using earlier editions of
the CMS. In these studies, too, correlations between the (M'4S and
neasures of ability and achievenent (wnich included the Raven's Coloured
Progressive Matrices, Stanford-Binet, WISC and reading tests) ranged fran
0.40 to over 0.60 (e.g. Barratt, 1965; French and Worcester, 1956; Garnett,
1968; Levinson and Block, 1960; Smith, 1961). SaTe/nat higher
correlations with neasures of IQ and school achievenent have been reported
for cerebral palsied subjects. Coop, Eckel and Stuck (1975) found that
the Q.li'IS correlated 0.74 with a teacher rating of school achieverrerit,
and 0.88 with French's Pictorial Test of Intelligence (French, 1964).
Using earlier versions of the CS with cerebral palsied subjects, Berko
(1955), Dunn and Harley (1959), Gallagher, Benoit and Boyd (1956) and
Nicholson (1970) found correlations ranging fran 0.60 to 0.93 between
the GiMS and such rreasures as the Stanford-Binet, the Leiter International
Performance Scale, Raven' s Coloured Progressive 4atrices and teacher
rankings of arithrretic and reading. C the other hand, there is sate
suggestion in the literature that the CIMS, requiring as it dces
perception of similarities and differences between visual arrays, may
underestimate the IQs of handicapped children (including cerebral palsied,
autistic and nentally handicapped children) by between 10 and 20 IQ points,
perhaps because of the visual-perceptual problems which characterize many
of these children (Bartak, 1977; Nicholson, 1970; Riviere, 1973). As
Bartak points out, the interpretation of such findings is hampered by a
lack of knociledge of exactly what the test is ireasuring; but the
implication is for caution in accepting CI'IMS Age Deviation Scores for
such groups.
Despite the above reservations, the CIMS was selected for use in the
present study in view of its suitability for assessing physically handi-
capped children, and in view of the high correlations found in a nurrber
of past studies between this test and ireasures of ability and achieveimsnt
in groups of cerebral palsied children. It irust be noted that wnile
Burgeneister, Blurn and Lorge (1972) claim that the CM4S can be
administered in 15 to 20 minutes, it required approximately 40 minutes
to administer the test to the severely physically handicapped children
used in the present study (generally in two consecutive 20-minute sessions).
In view of the length of the test, and the fact that it becane tedious
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and repetitive for many of the subjects, it was administered only at
baseline, and was not repeated during the follow up testing periods.
B. Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices (CPM) (Raven, 1977):
The CPM consiets of 36 designs canprising Sets A, Ab and B, with
12 designs in each set. One section of each matrix design is missing
and the child is asked to calete the design by choosing fran 6
alternative parts of the matrix printed below the main design. The test
is described by Raven (1977) as a neasure of 'observation and clear
thinking', and was designed to assess the chief cognitive processes of
children prior to the stage in which the intellectual capacity to reason
by analogy is used as a consistent: node of inferential thinking. Raven
int:ended the test for use with intellectually normal children under 11
years of age, and with rrentally handicaoped children. He considered the
test to be a neasure of general visual/perceptual reasoning, free of
acquired knowledge and verbal content. Like the C'IMS, the CPM is
particularly suitable for physically handicapped children since it is
untirred, requires minimal verbal explanation, and the su.bj ect' s response
may be limited to hand or eye pointing, or gesturing yes/no in response
to alternatives being indicated by the examiner.
The test was standardized on a sample of 608 Dumfries children aged
5½ to 11 years, and a further gronp of irentally handicapped children.
It yields percentile grades for children in these age groups, and there
are extrapolated norms for children aged 3½ to 5 years. Unfortunately,
the test has not been standardized on physically handicapped children.
A wide variety of reliability values have been reported for the CPM
in different studies, using both normal or nentally handicapped children.
Split-half reliability coefficients range fran 0.60 to 0.93, and test-
retest reliability coeffici9nts range fran 0.43 to 0.92 over periods of
1 week to 2 years (Carlson and Jensen, 1981; Freyberg, 1966; Jensen, 1974;
Pascale, 1973; Raven, 1977). As expected, reliabilities tend to be
lowest for younger children (aged 5½ to 6½ years) and over longer test-
retest intervals. On the question of validity, too, a wide range of
results have been reported. It is argued that the CPM does not ireasure
a variety of aspects of cognitive functioning, and a few studies report
weak correlations with intelligence tests such as the WISC and CMMS, and
with neasures of school achievaient, for normal, rrentally handicapped
and deaf children (e.g. Georgas and Georgas, 1972; Mueller, 1969; Pascale,
1973). On the other hand, many other studies report relatively high
correlation coefficients between the CPM and rreasures of school achieverrent
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and IQ (including the WISC, the Leiter International Performance Scale,
The tropo1itan Achievenent Test, and teacher ratings) (e. g. Bentley, 1976;
Orme, 1961, 1975; Ritter, 1976; Wilson, Rapth, Wilson and Van Denburg,1975).
Factor analyses of batteries of tests show the CPM to load highly on a
factor identified as general intellectual ability (Frank and Fielder, 1969;
Macarthur, 1960), although in Frank and Fielder's study the test also
loaded on perceptual speed and apprehension of figural similarities.
Nicholson's (1970), and Richardson and Kobler's (1954) studies are arrng
very few which report use of the CPM with cerebral palsied children. They
found correlations of between 0.74 and 0.94 with the Stanford-Binet and
G, but (as is also the case with the C+IS) they argue that the CPM
underestimates the intelligence of these children. This may well be
because it is strongly dependent on visuo-spatial skills, which may be
deficient in cerebral palsied children.
In view of these latter considerations, and bearing in mind the
lengthy assessment battery used in the present investigation, it was
decided to administer only Set A of the CPM, which has been found by Wiedl
and Carlson (1976) to be less difficult for normal children than either
Set B or Set Ab. Set A involves prthlems requiring simple continuous
pattern canpietion, pattern ccinpletion with change in one direction, and
pattern canpletion with change in two directions (Wiedi and Carlson, 1976).
Because the whole test was not administered, percentile values could not
be calculated, and each subject's performance was expressed in the total
number of prcblems correctly solved out of the 12 Set A items. As changes
were unlikelj to show up on this short test after six-nznth1y tine intervals,
it was administered only at baseline and final follow up.
C. Perceptual Skills:
1. Frostig tvelopriental Test of Visual Perception (IYTVP) (Frostig, 1966):
Visual perceptual skills are likely to be critical in relation to sign
and symbol learning. Assessrrent of these skills was considered to be
especially relevant in the present study in view of the fact that perceptual
and visuo-spatial handicaps are aitong the rrst ccmronly encountered learning
difficulties of cerebral palsied children (Peynell, 1970). The Frostig
DTVP was selected for use since, unlike conventional intelligence tests, it
focuses on the specific area of visual perception, and is widely used for
the identification of perceptual handicaps which are presumed to contribute
to difficulties in acxuiring academic skills, at least in the early school
years (Tew, 1976). However, many questions have been raised concerning the
assumptions underlying the test and its validity in an educational context
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(see below), as a result of which the use of this test must be approached
with considerable caution.
The DIVP consists of 5 subtests seeking to Treasure 5 operationally
defined perceptual skills, as follows: Test I: Eye-nDtor coordination -
a test requiring the drawing of continuous lines between boundaries of
various width, or fran point to point, without guidelines. Test II: Figure-
ground - this test involves tracing around intersecting and hidden gearetric
forms, requiring shifts in perception of figures against increasingly cariplex
grounds. Test III: Constancy of Shape - a test involving the recnition
of certain gearetric figures presented in a variety of sizes, shadings and
positions, and their discrimination fran other gearetric figures. Test IV:
Position in Space - involving the discrimination of reversals and rotations
of figures presented in a series. Test V: Spatial Relationships - a test
consisting of lines of various lengths and angles which the child is
required to copy, using dots as guide points. The DIVP was standardized
on 2100 ?½nerican children aged 3 to 9 years (Maslow, Frostig, Lefever and
Whittlesey, 1964). Norms were developed using the concept of perceptual
age level, whereby the level for each subtest was defined in terms of the
performance of the average cftild in the corresponding age group. Tables are
available for these measures to be converted to scale scores, and an overall
perceptual quotient can be obtained. However, the standardization samole
was biased in terms of geographical area, its overwhelmingly mifle class
nature, and the absence of handicapped cnildren.
Test-retest reliability studies were carried out on normal children
tested two weeks apart (Maslow et al., 1964), and sate rather low subtest
reliability coefficients (ranging fran 0.29 to 0.80) were ascribed to the
rapid temporal developrent of visual perception. However, the test-retest
correlation coefficient for a derived perceptual quotient was 0.80, and the
split half reliability coefficient for a 5- to 6-year age group was 0.89.
Test-retest reliability for a group of 50 children with learning difficulties
tested three weeks apart was considerably higher (r = 0.98) (Mas low et al.,
1964). Validity was investigated through correlations with teachers'
ratings of classroczn adjustment (r = 0.44), ntor coordination (r = 0.50),
and intellectual functioning (r = 0.50), using a large kindergarten sample.
Frostig (1966) further claimed correlations of between 0.40 and 0.50 with
first grade reading achievrent, but much lower correlaticns with reading
achievement in the higher grades. Chissczn, Thanas and Collins (1974) found
correlations of 0.67 and 0.79 with academic measures. On the other hand,
Smith and Marx (1972), Colarusso, Martin and Hartung (1975) and others found
no supoort for the claim that DIVP scores correlate with treasures of school
achievement.
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Frostig (1966) assund that the subtests of the IYIVP tap five
different and essentially indeperient visual perceptual abilities.
ever, the literature on the test reports that between one and three
principal canponents isolate nst of the subtests factorlally (e.g. Allen,
1968; Becker and Sabatino, 1973; Corah and Poll,l963; Silverstein, 1965;
ThaTas and Chissan, 1973; Ward, 1970). These studies fail to support
Frostig's claim for orthogonality of the subtests. A number of studies
have .further reported significant correlations between the DIVP and IQ
scores (e.g. Yule, Berger, Butler, Newbam and Tizard, 1969), which ay
call into question the use of the Frostig as a test of Perceptual Developnant
without first partialling out the effects of general intelligence.
Despite the above drawbacks concerning the reliability and factorial
structure of the Frostig tirvP, the test was included in the present
assessnent battery because of its enphasis on visual perceptual skills,
and in the ligxit of findings in a number of studies of positive correlations
with classroan adjustmanb, xrotor coordination and reading achievemant, and
negative correlations with learning difficulties and neurological riandicaps
(e.g. Frostig, 1963; Sand, Taylor, Fawlings and Chithis, 1973). As it stands,
the test is a pencil-and-paper test and is only suitable for children who
nave adequate manual control. Hc*ever, Subtests III and IV (Constancy
of Shape, and Position in Space) can be given to severely physically
handicapped children by having them indicate the required items through
hand or eye pointing responses. These two subtests, which also have the
highest test-retest reliabilities as reported by Maslow et al. (1964), were
therefore the only ones used in the present study. For each of these sub-
tests three scores were derived - a raw score (tbe total nurrber of items
correctly indicated), a perceptual age score (defined in terms of the
performance of the average child in the corresponding age group for each
subtest), and a scale score (with a score of 10 set equal to the maan or
eacn age group). It nuist, hcever, be stressed once again that since the
test was standardized ona biased, physically able sarrle, and since the
present investigator accepted pointing responses where pencil outlining
was not possthle, the obtained perceptual ages and scaled scores must be
regarded with care.
2. Pre-symbol Assessrrent (Davies, 1980):
This rreasure assesses the child's response to a variety of symbols.
The first 18 items require the child to match geattric shapes, sai of
which are Blissymbols. The child is then asked to locate 8 Blissymbols
according to their function (e.g. "which one do you SEE with"),
while the final section requires recognition of 8 pictorial symbols in
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response to a verbal label (e.g. "Shcw me HOUSE"). The child's performance
is expressed in the total number of correct responses out of the 34 test
items. The instrunnt was developed at the Blissymbolics Cariminication
Resource Centre (U.K.) with the aim of helping teachers to determine
whether a nonverbal individual can relate to symbols, i. e. whether the
teaching of a symbol system would be appropriate for a given individual.
There are as yet no published data on the use of this instrument, and it
was included in the present study witn the aim of determining its relation-
ship o other measures oE ability and to progress in symbol and sign
system use.
D. PictureAidedReadingTest (P.A.R.T.) (Hanip, 1975):
The P.A.R.T. is a test of written word recognition. It was devised
as a means of assessing the reading ability of deaf and partially hearing
children, but since performance does not depend solely on verbal expression,
it is also particularly suitable for use with other speech impaired
, including nonverbal cerebral palsied children.
The test booklet consists of 55 items, each item consisting of a
printed word which the child has to read aloud. The tester then turns
the page and the cniid is required to indicate one of a series of four
pictures which illustrates the meaning of the word. For children with
poor articulation or no speech, the selection of the correct picture
illustrating the word to be read is the only way the tester determines
that the child can both read the word and cczprehend its meaning. The
test covers the earliest stages of reading, progressing to a Reading Age
of 10 years. In calculating reading ages an allowance is made to correct
for scores gained by randan success. Although the test was devised for
deaf children, it was standardized on a sample of 2,279 hearing children
aged 5 to over 11 years.
The test manual reports a split half reliability coefficient of 0.97
for hearing children, and a test-retest correlation coefficient of 0.98
for a group of deaf and partially-hearing children tested two weeks apart.
High correlations (ranging fran 0.88 to 0.94) were found with other
reading tests, including the Schonell Graded Word Reading Test, for both
hearing and deaf/partially-hearing children. Much lower, though significant,
correlations emerged with teacher ratings of intelligence. The P. A. R. T.
is thus shown to be a valid and reliable measure of simple word recognition
for hearing and hearing-impaired children. There are to date no data on
the use of the test with nonverbal physically handicapped children.
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19.2 Asses&erit of Physical and tor Status
A. Diagnosis:
Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) define cerebral palsy as an tin-
equivocally pathological notor disorder in which there is evidence of
a non-progressive lesion above the brain stem. In practice, the
children' s rredical records were referred to in order to verify the
diagnosis of cerebral palsy, and to ascertain the sub-diagnostic
categories in which the children 'were classified. The diagnoses had
in all cases been made by paediatricians. However, each diagnosis was
made by a different paediatrician, and it is therefore important to bear
in mind Alberman 's caution concerning the frequency of disagreerrents
between diagnosticians in the diagnosis of the notor handicaps in cerebral
palsy (1984, in Stanley and Alberman, 1984). As an example, Alberinan
cites an Australian study which found only 40% agreemant between 6
paediatricians and neurologists on the type of notor handicap (spasticity,
ataxia etc.), and 50% agreement ui the site location (hemiplegia,
diplegia etc.).
Hagberg, Hagberg and Olow's (1975) system of classification of
cerebral palsy was then follcd in grouping the children into diagnostic
subtypes. This classification schema is recctrrcended by Paneth and Kiely
for its simplicity arid catrehensiveness (1984, in Stanley and Alberman,
1984). According to the scheme, cases were divided into three primary
diagnostic groupings: spastic syndras, dyskinetic syndrates and ataxic
syndraiies. The spastic group was further subdivided according to the
anataiica1 distribution of the paralysis to include diplegia, quadriplegia
and herniplegia. In addition, a 'mixed' category was used, which allcwed
for the classification of those children showing abinations of the
above types of disordered iroverrent. Hall (1984) has pointed out that the
novement problems exhibited by sure cerebral palsied children, particularly
infants or young children, are sciretines hard to classify into these
traditional categories of cerebral palsy. A final category of 'other'
was therefore included to cover such cases.
B. Vision, Hearing and Epilepsy:
Information on hearing loss, visual acuity, and the presence of
visual defects was obtained fran the children's medical case notes. It
is of course recognized that the testing of vision and hearing in the
children may, in sate cases, have been inadequate or incanpiete.
Visual acuity was categorized according to the following criteria:
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1. Blind-visual acuity in the better eye of '6o or less. 2. Partially
sighted-visual acuity in the better eye of between '6o
	
6/24.
3. Sighted-visual acuity in the better eye of 6 
'18 or better (Henderson,
1961). The presence of strabismus, nystagmus and other visual defects
was also noted.
Extent of hearing loss in the better ear was expressed by groupings
on the decibel scale as follows: 1. Profound-hearing loss beyond 85 dB.
2. Severe-hearing loss of 60 to 85 dB. 3. x1erate-hearing loss of 40 to
60 dB. 4. Mild or none-hearing loss of under 40 dB. (Holt and Peynell,
1967). A fifth category was included to cover cases where hearing cxuld
not be tested because of the child's inability or unwillingness to co-
operate in testing. The presence/absence of high frequency hearing loss
was also noted.
The child' s parents were asked to provide information on whether the
child had had any fits or convulsions in the first two weeks after birth;
whether the child had had one or rore fits after the age of two weeks;
whether the child had had one or irore fits in the year prior to the study;
and whether the child was taking anticcnvulsant iredication. ere
children had had one or irore fits after the age of two weeks, the parents
were asked to describe the form the fits took and their frequency.
C. Rating the Severity of Physical Handicap:
Each child was rated on the degree of severity of handicao, according
to criteria provided by Ratter, Graham and Yule (1970). Handicap was
assessed on the extent to which the child's disability interfered with
his/her daily life. As Ratter et al.point out, in the case of rrultiple
handicaps it is rarely possible to assess exactly which disability leads
to which handicap. Attention was therefore confined to the actual
restriction of activities, regardless of whether they sed to be due
to nental, physical, or not ivational factors. Rating of handicap ranged
fran 'no handicap', through 'slight', 'noderate' and 'severe' handicap
to 'total or alnost total incapacity'. The specific criteria for rating
each category are presented in Appendix 3. The reliability of the scale
was assessed in the Isle of Wight study by two raters independently
rating handicap in 44 physically handicapped children, aged 10 to 12
years. The overall level of agreenent was satisfactorily high (88.6 oer
cent), and was equally good at all points on the scale (Ratter, Tizard
and Whitnore, 1970).
D. Assessrrent of Postural Control, Mobility and Agility:
In acition to the general indices of physical and irotor status
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described above, it was necessary co obtain nore detailed ireasures of
motor develo}xnent and disability. Unfortunately, there is no test of
irotor function available that does justice to the basic definition of
cerebral palsy as a disorder of moverrent and posture, where the nre
persistence of infantile motor control is not considered to be cerebral
palsy (Ingram, 1984). Tests such as the nodified Oseretsky Test of MDtor
Proficiency (Bruininks and Bruininks, 1977) were not suitable since they
were not designed for the population, and furthentore the majority of the
children included in the present study were too physically handicapped
even to attempt many of the items on such tests. The present writer
therefore resorted to the use of checklists of gross motor control,
including rreasures of postural control, mobility and agility.
The checklists specify behaviours to be observed; however, it rrust
be said that cerebral palsied and developTentally delayed children
frequently do not qualitatively demonstrate behaviours specified on most
checklists. Such checklists focus on terminal responses and do not
describe the types of noverrent patterns used to perform a given response.
Campbell (1979) gives a typical example of a checklist item which
specifies that the child drinks fran a cup without losing liquid fran
the rrouth. The normal child would perform the skill with the cup between
his/her lips and by using typical tongue patterns to take the liquid into
the mouth and to swallow s The cerebral palsied child may also drink with-
out losing liquid; but he/she may place the cup under the teeth, bite
the edge of the cup, arid use tongue thrusting or protrusion to retrieve
the liquid. Checklist items iirply normal patterns of moveirent, but do
not generally operationally define these patterns in ways that make the
checklists valid or reliable with motor dysfunctional children. As such,
the checklists described below have been used only to give a general
indication of notor tasks which the children can and cannot perform.
The assesrent of postural control consisted of checklists for
Localotion, Head Control, Sitting arid Standing, which were derived fran
Kiernan and Jones' (1982) Behaviour Assessnent Battery. In the present
study these checklists were canpleted by the child' s teacher or speech
therapist. The criteria for scoring the checklists are presented in
Appendix 11, Questions 1 to 4. The Behaviour ssessmant Batterj was
specifically designed for assessing the abilities of profoundly maritally
and irn.iltiply handicapped children; hcever, no information is available
on the reliability or validity of these scales.
The Mobility and Agility scales of the Progress Assessirent Chart
(P-A-C) (Gunzburg, 1977), were used to provide further indices of motor
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ability. Tnere are 3 basic P-A-C forms and 3 special P-A-C forms,
constituting an assessment of the developiental status of mentally
handicapped children and adults of varying ages and intelligence levels.
Gunzburg also provides Progress Evaluation Indices which give information
relating to the 'average achievient levels' in the various subsections
of the P-A-C, enabling a ccznparison of an individual's performance with
that of children or adults with a siimilar degree of mental handicap.
Items fran the Mobility and Agility scales of forms P-P-A-C (designed
for mentally handicapped children aged up to 7 years, or older children
presenting with severe problems of management) and P-A-C-I (designed for
mentally hanaicaoped children aged 6 to 16 years or older) re
selected. The itrs are placed rrore or less hierarchically with respect
to one another. However, it must again be stressed that the items are
not based on nitor developrent sequences in physically handicapped
individuals. As already noted, the developrent of the cerebral palsied
child does not follcz normal patterns or, for that matter, the patterns
exhibited by mentally handicapped children. Furthermore, there are no
reliability or validity data on the use of the Mobility and Agility
scales, even with mentally handicapped children. The two checklists,
which are presented in Appendix 4, were ccleted by the children' s
teachers or (where available) physiotherapists. Mobility and agility
scores re calculated in terms of the number of items passed in each
category, out of a total of 13 Mobility scale items and 20 Agility scale
items.
E. Assessment of the Functioning of the Oral Musculature:
The child' s ability to produce normal speech is dependent in part
on the irotor functioning of the speech apparatus. In the present study,
degree of control of the speech musculature was assessed in three ways:
1. Firstly, by asking speech therapists to make a judgerrent on the
extent of involvement of the oral musculature in each child's speech
difficulties, using a 4-point scale ranging fran 'very severe impairment'
to 'slight or no impairment' of the speech musculature. This scale was
devised by the present writer, and is presented in Appendix 11, esticrL 5a.
Data on the validity of the scale, in terms of its association with the
ability to co-ordinate tongue rroverrent, feeding difficulties, and speech
sound production skills, will be presented in a later chapter.
2. A screening test reccirmended by Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970)
was used to assess the co-ordination of tongue movements. The child
was asked to waggle his/her tongue quickly fran side to side so that it
touched the corners of the irouth; and then to lick the upper lip. In
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each case these nverrnts were first deironstrated by the examiner.
Following Butter et al s procedure, separate codings were made for each
of these two items. To score '0' (normal) on side to side irovements,
the rrovenEnts had to be fairly brisk and well co-ordinated. To score
'0' on licking the top up, the child's tongue had to perform an u,ard
curl. 'Slight' (1) and 'marked' (2) aknormalities were differentiated
in the coding. Butter et al. reported overall agreerrents of 91% and 35%
on rating these two items in a general sample of 10- to 12-year-old
children on the Isle of Wight, and 81% and 59% overall agreemsnt
respectively in a sample of physically handicapped children. These signs
were thus rated reliably in non-handicapped children, but much less so
in physically handicapped children - prcbably because of the greater
difficulty in assessing these rrovements wt-ien there was tongue weakness
or gross generalised co-ordination difficulties. Hover, the present
writer found higher per cent agreemsnts on these items between two raters
who assessed tongue ncveitents in 10 cerebral palsied subjects. Overall
agreemsnt for side to side nverrents was 90%, ard the chance corrected
per cent agreenent reasure, kappa, had a value of 0.85. For licking the
upper lip, too, there was 90% overall agreerrent between the two raters,
with a kappa value of 0.82.
3. The third nethod of assessing control of the speech musculature
was by inference fran the ability to eat and drink normally. A number of
writers, including Ferrier and Shane (1983), assert that the use of the
oral musculature for speech depends on its previous successful use for
feeding, including sucking, swallcing and chewing. Feeding is said to
show a developrental evolution fran an obligatory system of life sustaining
reflexes to a system of voluntary control of the oral musculature, upon
which speech ntveirents will later be built. Feeding difficulties are
thus expected to predict later oral speech difficulty. In support of
this contention, both Jones (1975) and Love, Hagerman and Taimi (1980)
found a suggestive positive relationship between feeding problems and
speech difficulties in groups of cerebral palsied subjects. In the
present study, speech therapists or teachers were asked to rate the
current feeding abilities of the child in terms of chewing, swallowing,
lip closure, sucking, licking and blowing skills. An additional item was
included in this section concerning breathing. For each item, the speech
therapist was asked whether the notor pattern was typically perforned by
the child with no difficulty, with sate difficulty, or only with great
difficulty. The specific items assessed are listed in Appendix 11,
Qaestion 5b, and were derived f ran Kiernan' s Pre-Verbal Catiminicaticn
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Schedule (1981a). On the basis of responses to these 7 items, the
child' s feeding ability was rated on a 4-point scale, ranging fran
'no/slight' feeding problems, through 'nxderate' and 'severe' feeding
problems.
19.3 Assessment of Language and Ccirirunication Skills
Language ccrises a corrplex group of skills and abilities, and
assessment Iaist therefore be based on a wide variety of paraireters. In
the present study attention is focused not only on the carprehens ion and
expression of speech, and cczrprehensicn and production of signs/symbols,
but also on the assessment of related abilities, including motor
imitation, verbal imitation, symbolic play skills, and natural gestural
ability. A number of studies (e.g. Blau, Lahey and Oleksiuk-Velez,
1984 ; Prutting, Gallagher and Mulac, 1975) have further suggested that
children' s perfoimance on formal language tests is not always an accurate
reflection of their skills sarrpled in free expressive language recordings.
It was therefore decided to supplement tests of language level with
other measures, including recordings of the children's speech and symbol!
sign productions in spontaneous ccmnunication settings, and information
obtained fran teacher and parent questionnaires.
19.3.1 Tests
A. Peynell 1velozrental Language Scales - Pevised (PDLS) (Peynell, 1981):
The PDLS re used to provide measures of each cnild' s understanding
and use of speech in tet-irs of equivalent age scores. Although in theory
signs and symbols can be used together with speech to assess language
abilities on these Scales (e.g. Walker, 1973), such an approach ou1d
confuse mastery of speech with signs/symbols, and uld render the norms
inapplicable. In the present study the test was therefore used solely
as a measure of speech expression and canprehension.
The test, which was developed and standardized in England, consists
of t separate scales which assess verbal expression and verbal
cciuprehensicn independently. The Expressive Scale aims to elicit samples
of the child's spoken language in response to standard materials, and
is divided into three sections, each being concerned with a different
aspect of language. Section 1 is concerned with the structure of
language, and assesses spontaneous expression fran the earliest
vocalizations to the use of caiplex sentences. Section 2 assesses
vocabulary, and includes the function of naming and the ability to
describe rd meanings. Section 3 assesses the ability to use speech
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to express consecutive ideas in describing pictures. In contrast, the
Verbal Canprehension Scale (A) requires no spoken response. The child
is required to point to objects or pictures which have to be identified
or manipulated according to spoken instructions of gradually increasing
canpiexity. There is an alternative form of the Ccxnprehension Scale (B)
for use with severely physically handicapped children who have extremely
limited or no hand function. All the items in this scale are so
structured that they may be answered by a hand or eye pointing selection
response. Scale B was chosen for use, since it was particularly suitable
for the cerebral palsied children constituting the present sample.
The PDLS cover an age range fran 1 year to 7 years. Sare of the
children in the present study had chronological ages above the ceiling
of the test; hcever the selection criteria used to gather the sample
ensured that in alitost all cases mental ages and language ages were with-
in the age range covered. The scales have been standardized on 1,318
children fran London and the South East of England, with a small sample
fran the North of England. But despite the fact that the test was
designed fran the outset with the needs of handicapped children in mind,
the standardization sample consists only of normal children. The use of
eynell age equivalents iru.ist therefore be considered with care.
The only reliability data presented in the manual are split-half
reliabilities; these were mostly high, in the range 0.80 to 0.97. No
information is provided on examiner reliability or test-retest reliability.
There is also little information on the validity of the PDLS in terms of
correlations with other measures of language ability and predictive
validity. Significant correlations have been reported for normal and
autistic children between the Expression and Catiprehens ion Scales and
other measures of verbal ability, including the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (Silva, Bradshaw and Spears, 1978), the
Carr Elicited Language Inventory (Hc 11, Skinner, Gray and Broanfield,
1981), and measures of syntactical carplexity obtained fran spontaneous
speech samples (Cantwell, Hclin and &itter, 1977; Udwin and Yule,
1982b). Hcel1 et al.further found that the test successfully
differentiated between children referred for speech therapy and matched
controls. These results suggest that the flDLS is a valid instrument
for the assessment of language in normal children, and possibly also in
autistic children. Haver, anong a group of language disordered pre-
schoolers, Udwin and Yule (19 82b) found only moderate correlations
between measures of syntactical carplexity of speech and the Peynell
Expressive Scale, and no significant relationships with the CanDrehension
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Scale, suggesting caution in using the test with this group. There are
no published studies on the use of the RDLS with physically handicapped
children.
A number of criticisms have been levelled at the content and
structure of the 1OLS. Crystal, Fletcher and German (1976) pointed
out that the Expressive Scale of the Experinental Edition of the test
failed to incorporate certain inportant linguistic structures into the
assessnent, that there was no clear rationale underlying the selection
of those syntactic features which were included, and that the scoring
criteria in the Content Section of the Expressive Scale were very
arrLbiguous. These criticisms are also applicable to the revised version
of the test. Further drawbacks are the lack of detail in the assessmant
at the upper end of the scale, and the fact that a very small range of
raw scores covers quite a wide range of ability (Muller, Munro and Ccx1e,
1981). For example, on the Expressive Scale only 6 points cover 3 to 2
standard deviations at the age of 4 years. This makes it possible for
only small differences in performance to make quite a marked difference
in recorded ability. Nevertheless, the RDLS is the only readily available
test encczrpassing verbal ccrrprehension and expression, and is of
particular value in the assessnent of children whose language develoent
and physical skills are limited. Moreover, it is prcbably the nest
carnmly used assessrrent of child language ability in the U.K. For
these reasons the Reynell Expressive and Ccxprehensicn (B) Scales were
included in the batterj of tests used in the present study.
B. English Picture Vocabulary Test (EWe) (Briner and Dunn, 1973):
The EPVT is an English version of the Tnerican Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1959), re-standardized and adapted for use with
English children. The Full Range version of the test was used, covering
an age range of 3 years to 18 years and above. The test consists of
125 sets of 4 pictures. A word is read out for each set in turn, and
the child is asked to indicate the picture which corresponds to the
spoken rd. Raw scores are converted to standardized scores which
have a irean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. Like the aIMS, PM
and Peynell Carrehension Scale, the EPVT is suitable for use with
physically handicapped children since it only requires a hand or eye
pointing response. F1cver, as is also the case for these other tests,
no norms are provided for handicapped populations.
The manual of the Full Range EPVI' provides no information on the
reliability or validity of the test (Briner and Dunn, 1973). Split-half
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reliabilities quoted for earlier versions of the test, covering nore
restricted age ranges, varied between 0.87 and 0.96 (BrinEr and Dunn,
1966). The test was designed to maasure level of listening vocabulary,
i.e. the ability to cczprehend single words. In the past, claims were
made for the EPVT, and for the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPSTr),
as maasures of general marital ability or general verbal ability. For
example, correlations of 0.61 to 0.82 have been reported between earlier
versions of the EPVT and such tests as the Stanford-Binet Form L-M, the
Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC),
and the Schonell Graded Word Reading Test (Lovell, 1972; Phillips and
Barinon, 1968). Similar high correlations were found in Anerican studies
of cerebral palsied children, between the PPVT and general ability tests
such as the CZ+IS, French's Pictorial Test of Intelligence and the Verbal
Scale of the WISC (e.g. Ando, 1968; Coop, Eckel and Stuck, 1975; Irwin
and Korst, 1967). Citing a number of Amarican studies on the PPVT,
Darley (1979) quoted nedian correlation coefficients with the Stanford-
Binet and WISC of about 0.70. Hcjever, other studies suggest that EPVI'
and PPVT results must be interpreted with caution, and that use of the
ppv'r with mantally handicapped and cerebral palsied children usually
yields IQ equivalents higher than those found on such tests as the
Stanford-Binet, WISC and C!+IS (e.g. Darley, 1979; Nicholson, 1970). In
view of the mixed results obtained in past studies, and the insufficient
arrount of research on the relationship of the EPVT to other language
maasures, the use of the test as a rreasure of general language ability
or intelligence is clearly hazardous. As such, the test is interpreted
only as a ireasure of receptive vocabulary.
C. The Symbolic Play Test (Lce and Costello, 1976):
A close relationship between level of symbolic play and language
developrent has been postulated by a number of writers, including
Piaget (1967), Lunzer (1959) and Sheridan (1969). They see the two as
manifestations of the sane underlying symbolic function, and go on to
argue that the developTent of this symbolic function is an essential
elrent in the rergence of neaningful language. These claims find
support in the work of researchers such as Le (1975) and Roseriblatt
(1977), who outlined major parallels between developrents in language
and symbolic play in normal children, as well as in findings of impaired
symbolic play in groups of children who are handicapped in speech and
language (e.g. autistic and language disordered children) (Reynell, 1973;
Rutter, Bartak and Newman, 1971; Udwin and Yule, 1983). There are very
few published descriptions of the representational abilities and symbolic
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play skills of speech fliaired physically handicapped children. To the
extent that language developnt is related to general representation and
is depeixient upon conceptual develoiint, it was felt to be particularly
important to examine the symbolic play skills of the present sample of
nonverbal cerebral palsied children, and to assess the importance of
these skills for subsequent language developaent, as manifested not only
in the use of verbal language, but also in the use of augroentative
systems of ccniiunication It is possible that the identification of
symbolic play or syrrbolic intent in such children xuld offer indications
of their potential for language aauisition when appropriate
instructional modes are introduced (i.e. signs or symbols).
Lcie and Costello's (1976) Symbolic Play Test (S?T) was used as a
maasure of symbolic play skills. This test aims to provide an objectively
scored evaluation of a child's spontaneous play in a structured situation.
The total play score is defined by a standard checklist as the nunber of
maaningful connections and responses the child is able to make with and
between cbjects presented to him/her. Four sets of miniature toys are
presented in a standard arrangerrent and left for the child's free use.
Scoring of the SF12 is according to detailed criteria established for each
item. Since the test is designed to highlight underlying symbolic
processes, the child' s intentions are often more important than his/her
actions; allcMances are thus made for lack of manual dexterity, but not
for perceptual errors.
The test has been standardized on normal children aged 1 to 3 years,
and a table is provided for converting raw scores to age scores.
Physically and maritally handicapped children were not included in the
standardization sample. L- her results, Loc (1975) documanted a
progression fran simple identification of a replica to appropriate and
inter-related use of the toys, the most significant aspect being the
shift fran self-related activities to doll-related activities, and the
errergence of the doll as agent. Although the children included in the
present study are all physically handicapped, and most are considerably
older than the children in Lize and Costello's standardization sample,
the SF12 was used because it constitutes one of very few standardized play
tests that are available, and is simple and quick to administer. Also,
the fact that the test is entirely nonverbal, untirred and based on the
intrinsic appeal of the inaterial, makes it especially suitable for
language handicapped children. Furtheiirre, two studies have found the
SF12 to be a useful ireasure even when used with groups of older children.
Whittaker (1980) used the test with profoundly rrentally hancJicaprEd
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children aged 7 to 18 years, and found a similar pattern of interaction
with the play materials to that described by L 'ie (1975); while Udwiri
and Yule (1982a) found the test to be a reasonably valid maasure of
symbolic play for 4- and 5-year-old normal and language disordered
children.
At present there are very few data describing the SPT. Split-half
reliability coefficients reported in the manual for 1- to 3-year-old
children were reasonably high, ranging fran 0.52 to 0.92 for different
age groups. Test-retest reliability cxefficients ranged frai 0.71 to
0.81 over periods of 3 to 12 ironths. Correlations between the SPT and
two maasures of concurrent language ability were rather low (0.28 and
0.31), but correlations with subsequent rreasures of language ability
were higher (0.40 to 0.76), with a tendency for the correlations to rise
as the tiire interval increased. Udwin and Yule (1982a) provided
additional validational data on the SPT. They found significant though
modest correlations with a neasure of imaginative play based on
naturalistic observation of free play in both language disordered and
normal preschoolers. I'breover, the test successfully differentiated
between these two groups of children. There are no reports on the use
of the test with physically handicapped children.
The scale of the objects used in the SPT requires a high level
of manual dexterity for their manipulation, and, as a result, physical
handicaps such as those exhibited by the cerebral palsied children in
the present sançle would inevitably mask syirbolic skills in many of the
children. It was therefore necessary to introduce certain itodifications
in administering the test. In the first place, all the objects were
scaled up, since it was reasoned that those children with s hand
function wxild find it easier to manipulate larger-sized toys. However
there were sare children With minimal hand control who were unable to
manipulate even these larger toys. These children were asked to indicate
the manipulations they wished to execute by eye or hand Dointing, and
the examiner then helped them to carry out the desired rnanoeuvres. The
examiner was careful not to pre-pt the child and, in each case, to
carry out only those manipulations indicated by the child. This approach
was felt to be justified in view of Lowe and Costello's (1976) staterrent
that the child's intentions are nore irrportant than the actual actions
perforired. On the other hand, it mist be pointed out that the ability
to recognize the small replicas used in the sr may well be a
discriminating factor in the developTent of symbolic play, which is
confounded when the objects are scaled up. The madifications in scaling
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and in the responses accepted on the test, and the fact that the test
was standardized on u.ich younger, physically able children, render the
Symbolic Age norms inapplicable. Therefore each child's performance was
expressed in terms of the number of meaningful responses made, out of a
total of 24 possible responses • Because the sr was intended for much
younger cnildren, the present subjects were expected to score within a
narrow range near the ceiling of the test. Significant changes would
be unlikely to show up on six-monthly re-testings, and the test was
therefore administered at baseline and final follow up only.
D. Verbal and tor Imitation:
The role of imitation in the acquisition of language has yet to be
satisfactorily understood. Indeed, as has been pointed out by Mitt ler,
Jeffree, eldall and Berry (1974), it is only in the recent past that
imitation has been taken seriously as a psycholinguistic ability, and
one worthy of investigation. Earlier views had relegated imitation to
a p.irely mechanical or perceptual-motor skill, only marginally related
to 'caipetence' in the wider sense, or more specifically to language
processing (Fraser, Bellugi and Brown, 1963). It is now recognized that
imitative skills involve various abilities which are important in
cognitive and linguistic develcç*Tent, including the structuring and at
least partial carqrthensicri of the material. As such, imitative skills
have been described by Piaget (1964), Bates (1976) and others as the
sensorirrotor forerunners of the symbolic representational skills essential
in language develoritent.
In the present study, two types of imitation were assessed -
nonverbal imitation of gross and fine motor zrovenents, and verbal
imitation of sounds and words. It may be expected that motor imitation
skills will have considerable relevance for the ability to perform
sequences of learned motor activity such as those needed for signing,
while verbal imitation will have more bearing upon speech develornnt.
It must of course be recognized that for cerebral palsied children
success in these tasks is dependent not only on imitation skills per Se,
but also on such factors as the adequacy of the oral musculature for
phonaticn and articulation, and physical manipulability of the arms and
hands. Imitative skills require finely coordinated motor acts that will
be difficult for physically handicapped children, whose motor movements
are primarily reflexive and uncontrolled, to perform. Such children may
be able to make certain sounds or movements spontaneously, but way becare
stiff when consciously trying to imitate.
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The verbal imitation test ccz'nprised 12 single consonant sounds and
12 words, taken fran the Verbal Imitation Assessment in Kiernan and
Jones' Behaviour Assessment Battery (1982). The sounds and words used
are listed in Appendix 5. They were presented verbally by the examiner
one at a tii, and for each item the child was given a maximum of two
attempts at imitating the sound or word. A correct response on either the
first or second attempt was awarded one point. A correct response was
defined as a sound or sounds that matched the consonant or consonant and
vcr.ie1 segment presented by the examiner. An incorrect response was defined
as any sound(s) that did not match the sound or ccirbination of sounds
produced by the examiner. An incorrect response was also scored if the
child failed to utter any sound. Each child was given a 'sound imitation'
score (out of 12 items), a 'word imitation' score (out of 12 items), and
a total verbal imitation score (based on the number of sounds and words
imitated correctly out of the total of 24 items). Kiernan and Jones
(1982) present no reliability or validity data on this measure. In the
present study, the investigator and a second, independent judge scored
the responses of 13 cerebral palsied children simultaneously. Agreement
in scoring was based on item-by-item caarisons, and expressed as the
number of agreements divided by the number of agreements plus disagreements
multiplied by 100, to give a percentage. An agreement was recorded if both
testers had irarked either an imitative respo-ise or a nonimitative response
for a given item. The per cent agreement for each of the 13 subjects
varied between 91.7% agreement and 100% agreement, with a mean of 98.7%
agreement. Over all 13 subjects, the chance corrected per cent agreement
measure, kappa, was 0.972, which was significant at the .001 level.
Agreement was also examined for imitation of sounds and words separately.
For imitation of sounds, per cent agreement in each of the 13 subjects
varied between 91.67% and 100% agreerrent, with a mean of 98.7% agreement.
Overall, kappa equalled 0.974. For imitation of 'words, too, agreement
varied between 91.67% and 100%, with a mean of 98.7% agreement and an
overall kappa value of 0.966. Thus both sound and word imitation responses
were scored equally reliably in the cerebral palsied children assessed.
A shortened version of Bergès and Lzine's (1965) Imitation of
Gestures Test was used to assess the ability to imitate simple arm
nverrents and catplex hand and finger nvenEnts. This test was originally
designed to measure imitation of gestures in premature and neurologically
impaired children, and was standardized on a sample of 489 normal children
aged 3 to 6 years. These children shcd a steady increase in the number
of successes on the test with age, and significant but lcz correlations
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were found with the Draw-a-+lan Test and a puzzle task. A group of 78
children who were born prematurely and/or had neurological disturbances
(including cerebral palsy) were found by Bergès and Lézine to score
consistently below the norm at each age level. Van Srreerdijk (1981, in
Jones and Prior, 1985) used the test with 51 autistic children with a
nean age of 6 years 4 nnths. He, too, found a clear developrental
progression of ability, which was consistent with the children's nental
ages (i .e at the 2- to 3-year old level). However, Jones and Prior
(1985) found that older autistic children, aged 5.09 to 10.06 years,
attained lower scores on the test than both nental age and chronological
age control groups, suggesting that there may be little further develc-
nent anKxig autistic children fran low levels of imitaticn ability similar
to those of 2- and 3-year-olds. The above results suggest that the test
has value in differentiating between normal children and children with
neurological handicaps and auti.
In the present study a shortened version of the Imitation of
Gestures Test was used. Following the procedure adopted by Butler (1971),
4 items were selected which involved gross ann rroverrents, and 4 items of
fine hand and finger xvients. For each item the examiner instructed
the child to "watch carefully and do exactly what I do". The examiner
kept her own hands in the position required until the child seerred
satisfied with the nDvenents he/she had made. The child was then
instructed to place his hands in a neutral position, and the next test
ncdel was presented. The 4 ann nrerrent items used were: 1. Left arm
raised vertically, and right arm extended horizontally to the right,
2. Reverse position. 3. Left arm extended directly in front, and right
arm raised vertically. 4. Reverse position. The 4 hand and finger
nDverrents were: 1. Left hand raised, the index and middle fingers forming
a V, the other fingers flexed. 2. Repeated, with the right hand.
3. Right fist closed, index finger of left hand pointing down at the right
fist at a distance of about 2 an. 4. Repeated, reversing hands.
According to the results of Bergès and Lézine, based on a sample of
55 normal children aged 5 years, açproximately 15% of subjects would be
expected to fail these items. Butler used a pass or fail criterion for
scoring each item. However, in the present study each item was assigned
a score of 0, 1 or 2, with a score of 2 awarded for a canpietely accurate
iniriitation of the irovenent in question, and a score of 1 awarded for an
attempt to rrove both hands or arms into the required position but achieving
only an approximation of the terminal response. The rnaxirru.im score cbtain-
able on the test was thus 16, with a maximum of 8 points for imitation of arm
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rrovnents and a maxiimim of 8 points for imitation of hand and finger
mvenants.
Butler used this short form of the Imitation of Gestures Test with
440 normal children aged 4 to 6 years. She found significant but loi
correlaticris with the Frostig Test of Visual Perception, a form copying
task, measures of fine and gross trotor skills, a measure of 'impersistance',
and auditory and attention measures This supports Bergès and Lézine' s
(1965) claim that performance on the test involves visual perception, sate
awareness of body image and directionality, and suitable motor coordination
ability. Butler further found a test-retest reliability coefficient of
0.67 for a group of 50 children tested 16 to 20 days apart. In the present
study agreement in scoring between two examiners was assessed in 10 cerebral
palsied children, and was based on item-by-item carparisons. The overall
chance corrected per cent agreement value, kappa, was 0.776, which is
significant at the .001 level. Examination of per cent agreement on each
of the rating values used (0, 1 and 2) shod that a score of 2 was given
by the two examiners on 88.9% of occasions, a score of 1 was agreed upon
on 81.5% of occasions, and a score of 0 was agreed upon on only 55.6% of
occasions. In other words, while the overall per cent agreement for this
test was satisfactory, disagreements were at their highest for the children
shczing the poorest performance.
E. The understanding and Use of Natural Gestures (Bartak and Putter, 1975):
A factor that may be critical in the acquisition of augrrentative
ccmnunication systerLis, particularly the manual type, is the learner' s
ability to canprehend and use natural gestures. Shane (1981) has argued
that sane nonverbal children may be gesture -oriented, while others may be
nre picture-oriented. For those children who do use gestures spontaneously,
such ccitinunicative forms are likely to represent a factor favouring the
adoption of sign training. l3onvillian and Nelson (1978), too, recarmnd
that caprehensicn of pantaithre and gesture be used as predictive measures
for sign training, since manually produced and visually observed elements
of sign and gesture cbviously have much in cairon. Furthermore, there are
arguments and saie data suggesting that prior to representation through
speech there is symbolic representation through nonverbal actions (e.g.
Piaget, 1967). In view of such considerations, the testings of carwetence
in gesture was included anaig the assessment measures used in the present
study. It must hover be said that procedures for evaluating canprehension
and use of gestures are not well established, and it is not yet kncin which
method of testing is likely to be the rrost appropriate for assessing
ca-npetence in the use of gesture for cciwunicaticn.
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Bartak and Rutter's (1975) test of the Understanding and Expression
of Gestures was chosen for use in the present study. Three kinds of
materials are used in this test: miniature objects fran the Peynell
tve1opienta1 Language Scale (sock, al, spoon, brush, cup and car);
coloured pictures, similar to those used in the Ladybird series of
children's books (pictures o.E a pencil, ccmb, knife, brocin and spade);
and spoken words, selected as activities with which children are nost
likely to be familiar ("laughing", "washing", "sleeping", "crying", and
"eating"). To test expression of gesture, the child was presented with
each stirailus and asked "Show ne what you do with this". The child was
not permitted to touch the stixtulus material. In the case of the words,
the child was asked to denonstrate the activity (e. g. "Show ne washing").
To test understandin9 of gesture, the child was presented with the
array of objects, and then pictures, and told to point to the item belonging
to the tester's gesture. For each stirtulus (6 objects, 5 pictures, 5 words)
a standardized rrined sequence of gestures was devised. The tester mined
each sequence and the child was asked to point to the appropriate object
or picture. For the 5 verbal stirruli, the child was given the option of
saying the word describing the activity or indicating 1 of 5 pictures
corresponding to the mimad sequence. On both sections of the test, scores
ware the sums of correct responses. Hcver, on expression of gesture,
each item was scored 2 points if the gesture was carlex and accurately
muted, and 1 point if the gesture was a cruder approximation of the action (s).
For example, with the object	 , a rratentaxy vertical raising of the
hand in the air scored 1 point, whereas to score 2 points the child needed
to raise one or both hands to the rr.ith and nove the head or trouth
appropriately in relation to it. The criteria used for scoring each item
on the Expression section of the test are described in lppendix 6. The
test thus yields two raw scores - a gestural expression score with a
mnaxinum of 32 scorable points, and a carrehension of gesture score with
a maxirrumn of 16 points.
The only data available cii the test to date concern its use with
autistic and dysphasic children. Bartak (1977) presented irean scores on
the test for two groups of such children, and found that the autistic
children achieved significantly 1or expression and ccznprehension scores
than the dysphasic children. It Mist be pointed out that when using the
test with cerebral palsied children, performance on the gestural expression
section will reflect not only gestural capacity and skills, hit also the
child's physical and notor status.
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F. Rating of Articulation and Phonation:
Each child' s speech therapist or teacher was asked to indicate the
number of intelligible words the child had, as follows: fer than 4
intelligible words, 4 to 10 words, 10 to 30 words, or more than 30
intelligible words. In addition, the adult was requested to rate the
intelligibility of the child's speech on a 4-point scale, ranging frcn
speech which is understood by anybody and with clear enunciation of most
sounds, to speech which is not understood by family and adults who work
closely with the child. An additional category was included to cover those
children who produced no sounds. This articulation scale was devised by
Bartak, Butter and Cox (1977), and the criteria for each category are
described in Appendix 11, Question 7b. The child' s speech therapist or
teacher was also asked a series of questions concerning the child's
ability to produce sounds (e.g. "Can the child make throaty noises or
grunts or moans"; "Can the child make vo1 sounds"; "Can the child canbine
two different souj1s"). Each item was rated as ocxurring usually (2
points), occasionally (1 point), or never (0 points), and a total score
for the developint of sounds was obtained by sumning across all items,
with a ritaxirrurn score of 14 points (see Appendix 11, Question 6). Such
information r1ay be valuable in determining the child's potential for spoken
language. In this regard, kiorstircier and MacDonald (1978) found that
children who already made a variety of sounds learned to use spoken
vocabulary items more quickly than nonvocal children.
19.3.2 Number of Blissymbols/i vlakatcri Vocabulary Signs
Taught, Understood and Produced
The first question that was examined relating to the mastery of
Blissymbols and BSL (Makaton) Signing, concerned the total number of
symbols or signs acxauired by the children at each of the four six-monthly
assessirent periods. At each period the speech therapist or teacher who
had primary responsibility for teaching the augirentative cciwunication
system, provided a list of all signs or symbols the child had been taught.
This vocabulary list, which was unique for each child, was then used to
test for acquisition of the signs/symbols at the expressive and receptive
levels. The 20 Makaton users were .tested only for sign ccxnprehension and
production, while the 20 Blissyrttol users were tested only for Blissymbol
caiprehension and indication. Carrehens ion of each vocabulary item was
assessed by presenting the child with an array of 4 pictures and asking
hiii,/her to indicate the picture corresponding to a given sign/symbol
presented by the examiner. A standard set of pictures was used, which were
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chosen for their clarity and lack of ambiguity. Expressive knowledge of
the vocaIilary iteirs was assessed by requiring the child to indicate the
correct syirbol or execute the correct sign in response to presentation
by the examiner of a pictorial stirailus acccxripanied by a verbal label.
All signs/symbols taught to the child were assessed for canprehension
and expression, and the number of correct responses was expressed as a
percentage of the total number of signs/symbols taught. In the case of
assessment for ccrrprehension, the percentage calculated incorporated a
correction for guessing, to take account of possible chance selection of
the correct picture out of the 4 alternatives presented.
As has been pointed out by Fawcett and Clibbens (1983), the
assessment oZ sign production raises problerr of experinEnter effect and
reliability of assessing the "correcthess" of an elicited sign. In the
present study, each sign produced by the child was judged to be either
correct or incorrect. Hcver, signs may obviously be produced with
differing levels of accuracy, and for each sign a decision had to be made
as to whether it was produced with sufficient accuracy to be caprehensthle
out of context. Fawcett and Clibbens (1983) found 90% agreement arrong 3
observers who rated 15 signs produced by 3 subjects as right or wrong on 4
criteria - the place, configuration, noverrent and orientation of the sign.
In the present investigation, inter-rater agreement on sign production was
assessed during the recording of the BSL (Makaton) cxrnnunication sarnplee
and as such will be discussed in the following section. The question of
reliability did not arise on assessment of symbol expression, since the
child was merely required to indicate on his/her chart the symbol
corresponding to its verbal and pictorial equivalent by hand or eye pointing.
Assessing the size of each child' s sign/syrrbol repertoire, as
described above, is clearly important. But this represents only one
aspect of cclpetence in sign/symbol system acquisition. baningful use
of the signs and symbols in cuiim.inicative contexts is the real goal of
augnentative conirunication training. Assessment of this catlex issue is
described below.
19.3.3 Sign/Symbol cnd Speech Camiunication Samples -
Becording and Analysis
There is evidence that children' s performance in a test situation
does not accurately mirror their spontaneous expressive language performance.
Cazden (1967), for example, showed that children produced longer and nore
cauplex spoken utterances outside the testing situation than within it,
while Prutting, Gallagher and 1ilac (1975) found that 30% of linguistic
structures used incorrectly in a formal testing situation were used
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correctly in spontaneous speech. It is thus clear that no one method
will be adequate for establishing a child's level of canpetence,
particularly when trying to assess sciTething as complex as carniinicative
ability. It is further relevant: to point out that past research into the
use of augmentative caiinication systems tended to focus alnost
exclusively on the assessment of children's sign and symbol vocabularies,
thereby making no ccntrthution to the question of augmentative system
users' canpetence in carirrunicative interactions. In view of these
considerations, the present writer decided to supplement the forn'al tests
of language expression and canprehension and sign/syrrbol vocabulary
acquisition described above, with recordings of the children's expressive
language performance in carniinicative settings. These recordings focused
on the catinunicative use of Blissyn'ibols/Makaton signs, as ll as of
speech. Unfortunately, there are no vll developed language sampling
procedures and analysis formats specifically geared to studying augmen-
tative carriunication system use. The approach employed in the present
study involves adaptations of recording and analysis techniques that re
devised for spoken language samples, and focuses on the three interrelated
aspects of content (meaning), form (syntax) and use (pragmatics) of
language, in the hope that these will provide suitable measures of progress
and effectiveness in augirentative system use.
19.3.3.1 Recording the Expressive Language Samples
As noted by liowlin (1979), there are t major problems involved in
the selection of expressive language samples. The first concerns the
situation in which the cor*is of utterances should be gathered. It has
been shown in a number of studies that the conditions under which a
spontaneous language sample is obtained can radically affect tbe quantity
and quality of the language produced. For example, Cole, Dore, Hall and
DcMley (1978) found that children's talk while visiting a supermarket was
iiore varied in terms of the conversational acts produced, and nore ccrrplex
grarrinatically, than their talk in the classroan; while Scott and Taylor
(1978) found that language samples gathered in the clinic uriderestiirated
the frequency of cca1ex utterances, questions, modals arid volitional verb
forms, and predisposed the child to talk about ongoing or irtininent
activities and the location of things. The amount of structure or
constraint imposed on the child in recording is also important. Longhurst
and Grubb (1974) arid sloan and Lahey (1978) found that children typically
responded to pictorial stirruli by simply labelling objects, and that
situations which the adult structured by asking questions likewise yielded
restricted samples with few spontaneous exchanges. However, Turnure,
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Buium and ThurlcM (1976) added that children would elaborate answers if
certain interrogatives were used for pranpting, with the nost effective
question forms being "why" and "how". In general, there is agreenent for
Longhurst and File's (1977) conclusion that less structured, conversational
settings elicit language of greater quantity, calexity and variety than
nore structured, task-oriented settings. On the other hand, informal or
conversational interviews do not yield caiparability fran one sample to
another.
The second major problem involved in the selection of extressive
language samples concerns the size of the corpus needed to obtain a
representative sample of language ability (Hci1in, 1979). Two approaches
can be taken in determining sample size; the first is to specify the
number of child utterances, and the second is to record for a specific
pericxI of ti.ite. As HcMlin points out, there are no established criteria
for determining the adequacy of sample size for linguistic analysis. The
number of utterances used in previous speech analyses has varied fran
less than 100 (e.g. Lee, 1974) to over 1500 (Bloan, 1970). It has been
suggested that unless one can acquire several hundred utterances, purely
naturalistic samples might be unreliable. However, language impaired
children do not produce nearly as many utterances as normal children.
Obtaining samples of even 100 utterances would be unrealistic for many of
the children included in the present study in view of their limited use of
speech and (at least to start with) their limited knowledge of Blissymbols/
Makaton Signing, and also in view of the slow transmission rates of sign
and syrtibol ccmnicaticn. It was consequently decided to use a tixre
sample format of recording, and to adopt Miller's (1931) reccnrendation
of using 30 minutes of interaction, since nost children can perform with-
out fatigue for this period of tine. The tine sample format has the added
advantage of making frequency analysis neaningful.
In view of the 30-minute tine limit inposed, and bearing in mind the
the problems of cciparabflity of informal recordings, it was decided that
semi-standardized recording sessions would be preferable to settings with
no controls. Each child was thus seen for two 30-minute semi-structured
conversational sessions, the first to record the child's sign/symbol
cailnunicative exchanges (i.e. the child was encouraged to interact with the
investigator using Blissymbols or L (Makatcn) Signing) and the second
to record the child's speech productions. It has already been pointed
out that the type of stinulus material used to elicit language directly
influences the type of language the child pruces. Samples were there-
fore collected using a nult i-task procedure, the anount of structure
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varying between tasks. Each recording session fo1lod a loosel)r
structured format, beginning with a 5- to 10-minute period spent in free
conversation about topics of the child's choosing, for example activities
engaged in at hare or at school, and outings undertaken. This was
follcd by the introduction of a standardized set of toys (miniature
dol is, furniture, car) with which the child was encouraged to play.
Finally, the child was shown two picture books and encouraged to caTrnuni-
cate about these. Sare of the children were too physically handicapped
to manipulate the toys themaelves, and in these cases the investigator
helped them to 'play' by manipulating the toys for them (often under their
direction), and by turning over the pages of the picture books. Although
a number of researchers have found the use of toys to be preferable to
picture books in encouraging the production of mare complex and varied
speech (Miller, 1981), both types of stirtuli were used here for two
reasons: Firstly, because many of the children had very limited manual
control and so could not manipulate the toys, and secondly because children
whose hands are occupied in play are less likely to produce signs or
indicate symbols on their charts. Pictures have the advantage of leaving
the hands free to produce signs and symbols for ccirnn.micaticn. In gefleral,
hcver, no restrictions were placed on exactly what the child should be
doing, in order to ensure as normal an interaction as possible. Their
lead was follcd, for example in giving them the opportunity to continue
playing with the toys, or to carirunicate about unrelated topics.
The children were given unlimited tine to produce as elaborate or
lengthy utterances as they were able to and wished to, within each 30-
minute recording session. Cczrmnts and questions fran the investigator
were introduced only when natural to the sithation, and even then they were
kept to a nanimum. Hver, a number of the children produced very few
or no spontaneous utterances. In these cases efforts were made to engage
the child in conversation by asking a few standard, open-ended questions
at regular intervals (e.g. "What's happening", "What happened", "Tell ma
nore"). The use of such short and open-ended questions ireant that the
children xild be unlikely to fail to canprehend the questions, or that
these would substantially affect the form and content of the child' s
sampled language (Howlin, 1979). Throughout the recording sessions, the
investigator cczririunicated with each child in the mxles typically employed
in the child's classroan (i.e . using Bliss or I1akaton Signing, and speech).
Ambiguous utterances produced by the child were dealt with as follows:
1. The investigator paraphrased the child' s sign/symbol utterance and
checked whether the child was happy with the paraphrase. 2. Alternatively,
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the child was asked to repeat or elaborate upon his/her utterance. These
techniques were particularly useful with the Blissyrnbol Users, who
occasionally produced fairly cctnplex utterances which were unclear, often
because they were telegraphic and/or in incorrect (English) 'word order.
In nost cases these techniques were successful in clarifying meaning.
As already stated, two expressive language samples were obtained for
each child in t separate 30-minute recording sessions. One was a sample
of spoken language, and the second a sample of the sign/syn'bol utterances
produced by the children. The tw samples were gathered in different
sessions because this enabled the investigator to enco.irage the child to
make particular use of the signing/symbol nr*e in one session, and of
speech in the second session. The speech samples were all tate recorded
and subsequently transcribed onto paoer for analysis. Each spoken utterance
was considered a separate reirark if it was marked of f fran preceding and
succeeding utterances by pauses. Apparent terminal intonation contour
also helped in segirenting the utterances. Only fully intelligible
utterances were considered for analysis; utterances were excluded if any
of their potentially scorable parts were unintelligible. Throughout the
recording the investigator made notes on the context surrounding each
utterance, including all linguistic and ncnlinguistic antecedent events,
as well as all child behaviours that occurred during, prior to and
inirediately following the utterance. Making such contextual notes while
collecting expressive language samples has becare standard practice, and
is considered essential for interpreting children's utterances (e.g. Bloom,
1970; Brown, 1973; Miller, 1981). Although the sign/symbol utterances
produced during the speech recording were not analysed, they too were
noted down as part of the context in which the spoken utterances were
produced.
In the second recording session, the Blissymbol or BSL (Makaton)
utterances produced by the child were recorded, again with all relevant
contextual information. Unfortunately, it was not possible to videotaoe
these sessions, because of the practical difficulties involved in
transporting recording equipment fran school to school. The signs/
symbols produced by the child were therefore transcribed in long hand,
using English glosses for each sign or symbol. This approach clearly has
drawbacks in that the quantity of data that can be recorded at one time is
limited by nory and speed of writing, and by the fact that one cannot
easily observe arid write at the sane tine. In practice, however, this
task did not prove too difficult, since the children tended to produce
very few sign or symbol utterances during the recording sessions. Following
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convention, the English glosses were written dcwn in capital letters. When
transcribing the l3lis symbol utterances, the English word printed below each
symbol on the Bliss chart served as its gloss. The Makaton Vocabulary
signs, too, have been assigned fairly direct English word translations
(walker, 1976 ), and teachers typically teach the signs as equivalents of
these English words. Transcription of the signs therefore involved writing
dcMn the English equivalent of each sign produced. It rru.ist be borne in
mind, nver, that there is not always a one-to-one relation between an
English word and the maaning of the sign/symbol it represents. Where nore
than one English word was required to gloss a sign or symbol, the written
words were connected by hyens (e.g. the sign for RIDE -A-BICYCLE).
Another problem particularly relevant to the sign recordings concerned the
transcription of signs which represent objects that are closely associated
with observable actions or novenent. Sucn signs can have either a verb or
a noun neaning (e.g. FOOD/EAT; CAR/DRIVE). In such cases the rreaning of the
sign, and therefore the form of the English gloss used (i.e. whether noun
or verb), was determined fran the context. If it was not clear whether the
child was referring to the object or the action, the sign in question was
dered to be uninterpretable. The problem of transcribing fingerspelled
items did not arise, since none of the signing children used fingerspelling.
All spoken utterances produced during the sign/symbol recordings were noted
as part of the context in which utterances were produced, but were not
transcribed for analysis. Each sign/symbol utterance was defined as a unit
of language riiarked off on either side by a pause. In the case of the
Blissymbol productions, which have a particularly slow transmission rate,
the investigator also adopted the procedure of checking whether the child
had caleted a given utterance, by asking "Are you finished or are you
going to show ne another symbol?
There are several other aspects of augnentative ccinninication use
which can present real difficulties when one attempts transcription and
analysis. In sign language, unlike spoken language, there is a spatial as
well as a temporal dirrension, and signs can be produced sinultaneously as
well as sequentially (Deuchar, 1984). However, it has been found that when
signs are taught as English word equivalents, and follcing English syntax,
the sinultaneous production of signs does not occur. The BSL (Makaton)
Signers included in the present study, too, produced signs only sequentially,
so that the problem of the transcription of simultaneously produced signs
did not arise. Qi the other hand, the question of what to consider as
signs was problematic. Recently, researchers have begun to pay attention
to the role of non-manual activity in signing, both at the level of
individual signs and at the level of sign language grantner (e.g. Deuchar,
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1984; Kyle and Woll, 1983). Aspects of non-manual activity that appear to
form parc of the linguistic rEssage in ASL and BSL include body nDvenents
and facial expressions, for example the shaking of the head while sinul-
taneously signing an affirmative utterance to indicate negation, and the
itovrent of the eyebrcMs or eyes to mark questions. Such non-manual
cauiponents are nct paralanguage, but part of a multi-channel system in
which all channels contribute to the syntax and neaning of the signed
utterance (Bonvillian, tharrow and Nelson, 1973). Other graimatical
mechanisms used include ndification of the location of a sign and of
direction of rroveirent, f or exam1e in order to incorporate persons, manner
or location in the movaient of the verb. The use of English glosses, as
in the present study, is clearly inadequate to render the intrinsic
character of such multi-channel signs, and anits much information having
to do with body shifts, eye movements, use of space, directionality and
facial gesture. Nevertheless, the present writer decided to focus only
on the manual aspects of the signs produced by the BSL (Makaton) Users,
because it was not possible to videotape the recording sessions, and also
because there is no estabflshed methodology or notation system for the
representation of these non-manual aspects of signs. On a irore positive
note, it is likely, at least for the present subjects, that the non-manual
aspects of signs were less important than they are for deaf signers.
Newport and Ashbrook (1977) found that young children seem not to make use
of the incorporative syntactic devices which are used by native deaf
signers. Rather, in the earliest stages of signing, they tend to express
relations by producing a separate sign for each argument. In addition,
and as already noted, BSL (Makaton) signs are trained as equivalents of
spoken words, so the use of multi-channel signs is not likely to be taught
or nde1ed by teachers.
11uch more significant is the fact that sign and symbol utterances are
typically interspersed with elements of pantanime and gesture which convey
much carrujnicative intent. Again, the lack of an adequate methodology to
transcribe, interpret and analyze such catrilunicative behaviours, and the
fact that it was not possible to videotape sessions, led to a decision to
transcribe only specified Makaton signs and 1is symbols. Pantarirre and
gestures were thus not transcribed f or analysis, although they were noted
dczn as part of the context in which signs and symbols were produced, and
thus served as an aid to clarifying semantic and pragmatic intent. It is,
however, recognized that a full picture of a child's ccimuriicative
canpetencies cannot be drawn without recording and analyzing such nonverbal
behaviours
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The recording of sign productions raises the important question of
reliability. To establish inter-judge agrent on the SL (Makaton)
utterances produced by the children, independent transcripts (in English
gloss form) were made by the investigator and a speech therapist during
half-hour recording sessions with 10 Sign Users. For an agreement to be
scored, each of the two judges had to record a given sign (i.e. its English
gloss) as present. Signs recorded by one judge but not the other, or
signs given different glosses by each of the judges, were considered dis-
agreerrents. Inter-judge agreerrent (agreements/agreerrents + disagreenents)
was computed on a subject-by-subject basis and ranged fran 71. 43% to 96. 30%,
averaging 86.59% across subjects. Bearing in mind the poor manual control
of many of the children, these reliability figures sre considered highly
satisfactory.
The question of reliability in recording the l3lissyrrbol utterances
did not arise, since these utterances were produced by pointing to
individual symbols on the Bliss charts - a task which is not open to
recording bias.
19.3.3.2 Pnalyzthg the Expressive Language Samples
Fo1lcijing the collection of the expressive language samples, the next
step was to develop analysis formats which would cover the major areas of
early language developiient and would be appropriate for measuring progress
and effectiveness in the use of spoken language, and also in augmentative
system use (i.e. in the Blissymbol and BSL (i4akaton) language samples).
Since there is no accepted framework for analyzing expressive language
samples produced in sign or symbol form, and since augxrentative cainunication
systems are, in any event, typically taught within a sirrniltaneous
carirunication framework, it was decided to turn to the psycholinguistic
literature and to explore the relevance of using analysis formats devised
for speech ccirimmicaticri. The major deve1ojrents that have taken place
in this field over the last two decades will be briefly reviewed, since
they provide the background against which the analysis formats in question
were selected for use.
The first phase of the ncdern study of language, beginning with the
work of Chansky in the late 1950s, emphasized syntactic developrent as
the key to language aoguisition. Research over the next decade and a
half focused alnost exclusively on the structure of language, and the
main theoretical controversies concerned claims as to the proper description
and representation of that structure. Chansky (1957) argued for a
transformational generative granmnar, in which a sentence receives two
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representaticzis - a surface structure and an underlying or deep structure.
The surface structure represents the structural and physical
characteristics of the sentence as it is spoken. The underlying structure
is an abstract representation of the essential syntactic characteristics
of the sentence and is never realized directly in speech. Transformational
rules are seen as operating on the underlying structures of sentences to
produce surface structures through the application of sequences of ordered
rules. Chansky (1965) further suggested that the normal child most
probably has an innate predisposition toward acquiring syntax. As Kiernan
(1982) has pointed out, one consequence of this approach was that handi-
capped children could be helped only by a structured prograirn which would
enable them to develop whaterer inborn language structure they might possess.
Despite the enormous influence of CnctTsky' s work on psycholinguistic
arch, transformational grartlmnrs proved inadequate to deal with the
emarging, non-gramiatical speech of young children. Transformational
grarrmars have been written only for the correct utterances of adult
speakers; they are not always capable of distinguishing between grarrinatical
and non-grarinatical utterances, and attempts to apply the grairinars to the
quite different one- and two-wori utterances of young children proved
problematic (Howlin, 1979). Other approaches, which focused more closely
on descriptions of early language develoent and the beginnings of syntax,
were equally unsatisfactory. Braine (1963) described the beginnings of
syntax in terms of a few simple productive rules. 1-fe proposed that the
child initially learns two grarrinatical classes of words - a relacively
small class of 'pivot' words, which are used only in the initial position
in utterances, and a larger class of 'open' words, which can appear either
in the initial position or later in the utterance and can be conjoined with
another 'open' word or follow a 'pivot' word. Hciver, the definition of
'pivots' as fixed in position, never occurring in isolation, and never
occurring in canbinaticn with other 'pivots', did not hold up in the case
of all children studied (e.g. Bloan, 1970; Brown, 1973). In addition to
the collapse of empirical distributional support, 'pivot' grammars suffered
a second attack on theoretical grounds. It was pointed out that they
could not explain the transition fran the two-word utterance stage to the
adult model; and they described children's utterances only in the most
superficial way, thereby greatly underestimating the child's linguistic
knowledge. Sloan showed how the saiie surface structure can occur in
different situations with very different interpretations or functions. In
her classic example, the utterance "Nuxrnrj sock" was used by one of her
subjects in two different contexts, with apparently different semantic
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relationships between the constituents (on one occasion to express a
subject-object relationship, and on another occasion to express possession).
These two occurrences of the utterance wculd have the sama structural
description if classed in tens of 'pivot' graninar, because the surface
form of each is the sama. It would thus appear to ba necessary for
descriptions of child language to do nore than describe the surface
constituents of utterances that can occur.
By the late 1960's and early 1970's several researchers had beccue
frustrated with the limitations of a pirely syntactic theory of language
developrnt, and began to look towards a semantically based approach.
This marked the beginning of the second phase of the nodern study of
language developTent (Kiernan, 1984 ). Bloan (1970) and other workers
argued that language learning is in the first instance a question of the
child's learning to express maaning,and that within this context syntax
is learned as a secondary phenarenon which helps with the realization of
these neanings. The pioneers in the field of semantic analysis, Bloan
(1970), Bowermari (1976), Brown (1973) and Schlesinger (1971 ), all
subscribe to what is described as the irethod of rich interpretation, in
that they attenpt to go beyond the surface of the his utterance and
with the aid of contextual information, attribute a semantic interpretation
to it. Significantly, they all arrived, to sa extent independently, at
remarkably similar conclusions about the types of rreanings expressed in
children' s earliest utterances. Young children were found to talk about
such things as the existence and nonexistence of obj ects, actions perforned
on objects, and the locations of objects. Brown (1973) surveyed all the
nost fully reported studies on early child speech, which included languages
such as French, Sanoan, Luo, Finnish and English. He found strong evidence
that children learning these distinct languages all expressed the sane
narrow range of neanings, and he clained that a small set of 8 semantic
relations accounted for the majority of the children's utterances at the
earliest stage. The major neanings determined in this way were agent and
action, action and object, agent and object, action and locative, entity
and locative, possessor and possession, entity and attributive, and
denstrative and entity. Brown consequently argued for the universality
of these semantic relations in early language develoçuent and, in the case
of English, pointed to the child' s use of correct adult word order to
signal ccntrastive neanings as justification for such a "rich interpretation"
of the child's speech.
The semantic approach has proved fruitful in several ways. In the
first place, as already noted, it has led to the identification of basic
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similarities in the developint of children fran diverse language back-
grounds. Secondly, it has provided a much needed route for linking
children's linguistic developrEnt with their general cognitive growth.
Brown, Bcwerman and others have suggested that similarities in the
acxluisition of meaning result fran the way in which the underlying
cognitive structures provide children with the necessary knowledge to
organize their experiences with people, objects and events. With reference
to Piaget's (1964) work, they argued that the particular semantic relations
that are prevalent in early speech are cognitive distinctions that the
preverbal child has mastered in the period of sensoriirotor developnent.
There are, of course, considerable difficulties in the analysis of
semantic content, the major one being the question of how best to classify
utterances semantically. As Bcvzerman (1976) points out, we do not know
which classification schene is "right", in the sense that it classifies
according to semantic distinctions which are functional in the child's
own system of rules for canbining words. Although the sets of relational
meanings that different investigators have selected for describing and
classifying children's utterances are very similar, they are not identical.
For example, Bloan (1970) subdivided negative constructions into three
semantic categories, whereas Schlesinger (1971 ) proposed only one category
for all negative constructions. It must be remembered that this work
documents accounts of how adults interpret children' s utterances. It
is still an empirical question whether these semantic categories actually
correspond to aspects of the structural knowledge which enables children
to produce and comprehend utterances. Although the semantic approach
depends heavily on interpretation by the adult of utterances and the
contexts in which they are produced, there are, at the two-word stage, two
types of evidence for semantic relations. These are, firstly, the use of
the dominant word order to encode a semantic relation (i.e. if the child
consistently chooses one order, one can be more certain that he is not
simply successively naming aspects of the situation); and, secondly, the
fact that the two words typically have a single prosodic contour without
a pause, suggesting they are conjoined to express a relation (Brown, 1973;
De Villiers and De Villiers, 1978 ).
The growing interest in the 1970's in the meanings of words and
utterances led to the realization that sentences derive their meanings
fran the contexts in which they occur. Children do not describe events
in a social vacuum. Instead they use language for a variety of social
p.lrposes, and the same utterance can function very differently for speakers,
depending on who uses the 'utterance and in what kind of social and
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conversational context. This contextual influence is the study of
language frait the perspective of pragmatics and it has caie to be the
most recent nK)vennt in linguistics and psychology (Bates, 1976; Bruner,
1975). Fran this perspective, researcher5 look at children 's performance
in conversations rather than utterance by utterance, and they look at the
functions language serves in social interactions (Lund and Duchan, 1983).
Such an approach to language developnent in terms of ccirrnunication,
including all mathods of interacting, rather than just in terms of speech
and language, highlights the continuity with prelinguistic social
developnent (Bruner, 1975). As Kiernan (1982) points out, studies on
nDther-inf ant interaction show that children are able to ccziirn.inicate well
before they use speech. They learn how to regulate the activities of
others in the service of their needs, how to maintain adult attention,
and so on (Bruner, 1975). Nany of these massages are expressed non-
verbally through gestures and stress and intonation patterns in the child's
sounds, these patterns being transferred to speech as it rges. The
conclusion emarging fran this work is that the mainspring of language
developrent is the child's need to ccxtirrunicate, and the child's acxuisition
of syntax and linguistic rules prcbably reflects his growing desire to be
able to ccmtiunicate itore and more cariplex neanings to others (Bates and
FlacWhinney, 1979).
Since the term 'pragmatic' implies the social use of language in
context, examination of pragmatic behaviours needs to acknowledge that
catrnication is a two-directional process between speaker and listener,
and detailed information needs to be obtained of the sampling situation.
The areas in which pragmatic assessnent can be undertaken include the
assumptions which people make when they coninunicate, the intentions under-
lying what they say, the way context influences the amount they say and
the way they say it, turn-taking, the appropriateness of the subject
matter to the situation, and more (Fuller and Southgate, 1984). The area
is wide open to different approaches, and it is not possible to present
a single classification of pragmatic variables. Utterance intentions
provide one index of the use of language for cainunication and as such
will be examined in the present study. For children with speech and
language skills, intention is most frequently defined in terms of 'speech
acts' or 'conversational acts'. Several scherres for classifying speech
acts have been developed for children at the single word stage of develop-
mant (e.g Dore, 1974, 1975; Halliday, 1975), and Dore (1978) has developed
a further, elaborate schema for coding conversational acts in pre-
schoolers' speech. Just as any number of semantic classifications can be
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imposed on a given utterance, so investigators are free to impose the
functional categories they see as important, and to slice these as broadly
or as finely as they choose (De Villiers and De Villiers, 1978 ). It is
reassuring that the various researchers have converged on a similar broad
categorization of function. However, there are still very few studies
which assess the acquisition and use of such functions in normal children,
and even fewer in language handicapped children.
With each shift of research interest, claims have been made of the
inadequacy of studying those areas that were formerly of interest. HcM-
ever, what is clear fran the above review is that the three major approaches
to language developnent that have been outlined are in riost ways cariple-
nentary; 'disagreements' rest primarily in terms of emphasis (Kiernan,
1984 ). Bloan and Lahey (1978) describe language as consisting of sane
aspect of content or meaning that is coded or represented by linguistic
form for sate purpose or use in a particular context. Normal language
learning thus develops through the interaction of content, form and use,
and an understanding of all these subsystems is necessary for understanding
language acquisition. As such, the sign/symbol and speech samples gathered
in the present study were each analyzed in terms of selected aspects of
these three subsystems of language - that is, by considering the form used
to code information, what the child means to say, and the purpose for which
he/she ccimiunicates. The analysis formats adopted, which will be fully
described below, thus allowed for examination of changes in the use of
normal syntactical rules and appropriate, functional carinunication in
Blissymbols/Makaton Signing and also in spoken language.
Augirentative camiunication systems are capable of expressing
semantic and pragmatic content, and analyses f ran these perspectives are
thoroughly appropriate. Indeed, the few studies that have reported
semantic and pragmatic analysis of children's sign or symbol productions
thus far (e.g. Bonvillian and Nelson, 1976; Harris, 1982) provide support
for the value of these approaches in shedding light on the early stages
of augrrentative cannunication use. On the other hand, it has already been
pointed out that augnentative carinunication systems differ f ran spoken
language in the grarrrnatical devices used to express meaning. However,
when using Blissymbolics and signing with the language impaired, teachers
and speech therapists typically adopt a simultaneous carrnunication approach;
they use signs and symbols in conjunction with speech and in spoken
English word order; and signs and symbols are trained as equivalent to
spoken English words. Determining the extent to which the children adhere
to the use of spoken English structures in their sign and symbol expressive
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outputs was therefore felt to be a valid questicn, and this issue was
examined through the syntactic analyses described below. A final point
to note is that augrrntative system users typically ccirrri.nicate using a
ccgnbination of modes - symbols/signs, gestures, pointing, facial
expressions, vocalizations and/or speech (Harris, 1982). In the present
study analysis was confined to the sign/symbol and speech utterances
prcxiuced. Although gestures, facial expressions etc. were noted as part
of the context, and therefore contributed to the semantic and pragmatic
analyses, the present investigator was, unfortunately, unable to consider
their cctim.u-iicative role directly.
A. Syntactic nalysis of the Sigry'Symbol and Speech Samples:
1. General Indices of Syntactic Deve1oprrnt:
asures of average utterance length have been used for many years
as a quantification of children's productive language status (e.g. Mccarthy,
1954). Mcre recently, Brown (1973) developed a concept of nean length of
utterance based on the number of nDrphenes per utterance (MLU-M). He
argued that the MW-M is a nore sensitive index of graninatical developrent
in pre-school children because airrost every new kind of knowledge increases
length: the number of semantic roles exDressad in a sentence, the addition
of obligatory xrorphernes, coding modulations of meaning etc. Brown found
that at canparable MLU-M values, his subjects were using similar
grairmatical structures in their speech up to MW-MS of about 4.00. At
this point, children are able to make constructions of such great variety
that what they happen to say and the MW-M of a sample begin to depend
more on the character of the interaction than on what the child knows, so
the index loses its value as an indicator of grairinatical knowledge.
The validity of this measure has been the subject of iaich critical
discussion. A number of researchers have pointed out that indices of
length are likely to be affected by a host of variables, including
familiarity with and interest in the topic or stimulus, the familiarity,
age, linguistic skill and conversational role of the addressee, the
context in which sampling occurs, and demographic and cultural variables
of the subjects (e.g. Shriner, 1969). However, both Brown (1973) and
De Villiers and De Villiers (1973 ) found MW in norpheires to be a good
predictor of syntactic developrent for children under 5. Udwin and Yule
(1982b) and 1ls (1979), too, found high correlations between measures of
MLU-M and of syntactic and semantic develcçtent (including the Reynell
Language Scales and LARSP (Crystal, Fletcher and Garman, 1976)) in normal
preschool children. Because of its global nature and the ease with which
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it can be calculated, the MW-M therefore probably remains the frost
satisfactory, although crude, general indicator of stage of developient,
at least in the first few years (Wells, 1979). High inter-tester and
temporal reliability coefficients have also been reported for MW-Ms of
up to 4.00 (Layton and Stick, 1979; MacDonald, 1978).
In view of the above, MLU was used as a general index of syntactic
developrnt in the present study. For the speech samples, mean length of
utterance was canputed in morphemes, according to the rules laid down by
Brown (1973). The procedure used is described in detail in Appendix 7.
In the case of the Blissymbol and Makaton Sign samples, however, the mean
number of signs/symbols per utterance (MSLU) was obtained, and not mean
rrorpherre length of utterance, because of the need to accamodate syntactic
variations between BSL (Makaton) and Bliss, and the English language.
Blissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) do not, for the Irost part, allow for
morphological markers in the signs/symbols themselves, thereby making a
rrorph	 count, as is typically done in English, unfeasible. Essentially
each carplete signed movement or each symbol indicated counted as one
point. In instances where one sign/symbol accounted for two or more
English words (e.g. the sign for SIT - DC1N), only one sign/symbol was
counted for MLSU purposes. Repetition of a single sign or symbol was not
counted in the canputation, unless such repetition was very clearly used
for emphasis or to indicate plurality.
As calculated averages, MLU-M and MSLtJ ignore the important distri-
butional characteristics of expressive language samples. Variation around
the mean is to be expected. For example, a child with a mean utterance
length of 2.00 should produce a number of single words/signs/symbols, as
well as sare two-, three- and four-term utterances. But as Miller and
Chajinan (1981) point out, a number of spuriously long or short utterances
may render the MW unrepresentative, while samples with utterances of all
the same length may indicate a limitation in productive span. MLIJ-M and
MSLU calculations were therefore acccnpanied by a distributional analysis
of utterance lengths, i.e. by quantifying the number of utterances
produced at each length. In addition to these indices, the total number
of utterances produced in each sample was noted. All utterances were
further classified as Spontaneous (utterances which are 'child initiated',
and not an apparent response to an irrirediately preceeding verbalization
by the adult) or Response utterances (utterances which are a response to
questions, carinands or statements produced by the adult).
The measures described above have been shown to be closely correlated
with general language developnt, but they are only gross indices and in
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themselves offer no real information on the nature of the linguistic and
graniratical develoient taking place. There can, for exaniple, be iiortant
differences in relative grarmiatical ccznpetence arrong children with the
sane MW (Cazden, 1968). The notion of length therefore needs to be
supplennted by additional information on syntactic canpiexity.
2. Language Assessrrent, PenediaLicn, and Screening Procedure (LTRSP):
There are very few cariprehensive formal procedures available for
analyzing expressive language samples syntactically. Lee's (1974)
Deve1opintal Sentence Scoring procedure, for example, gives eighted
scores to a developiental order of 8 grarrrnatical structures; but the
selection of structures is unrepresentative of the syntactic system as
a wiole, and certain categories receive disproportionate ighting.
Crystal, Fletcher and Garman' s (1976) LA2SP procedure is one of the rxst
carrehensive grairiratical assessment procedures available. As such it
was used in the present study in order to examine the grariinatical
structures produced in the children' s sign, symbol and speech samoles,
and the extent to which these are consistent with the structures used by
normal English speakers. L1RSP has the added advantage of being
sufficiently differentiated at the earliest stages to provide a neaningful
analysis of even very restricted expressive language samples. Crystal et
al. avoid the notion of a syntactic score, and use instead a syntactic
profile in which a wide range of syntactic structures are presented. The
frequency of occurrence for each structure is recorded, and a qualitative
assessrrent can be made of areas of strength and eaJcness. Crystal et al.
identified 7 stages of syntactic development corresponding to chronological
age (ranging fran 9 nonths to 4.06 years and over), and they described
the syntactic characteristics of each stage. Assignment of particular
features to the various stages was based on the literature in developrental
psycholinguistics. Eacri stage thus contains the structures which operate
over a particular period of developrent. The stages are not vied as
discrete entities, but rather as arbitrary divisions along a sequence of
normal developirent. Although the stages are given chronological age
limits, many of the structures which emerge during a particular stage will
continue to be used thereafter.
Each language sample is examined in terms of a nultilevel scanning
procedure. The sample is scanned first to determine which utterances can-
not be analyzed. Utterances which are excluded frctn further analysis
include utterances which are unintelligible, deviant utterances which fall
cut of the normal expectations of language use, ambiguous utterances whose
meanings even with context are not clear, and stereotypes (phrases which
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have been picked up and reprcxuced and which should not be analyzed
further). It rtust be pointed out here that in view of the probability
of a high percentage of deviant word orders appearing in the sign and
symbol utterances (as found by Fenn and 	 1975), the present writer
decided to disregard order when marking structures, provided that the
utterances were not ant)iguous. The question of correct order is examined
separately below. Analyzable utterances are then classed as 'major' or
'minor' utterances. Minor utterances do not postulate any syntactic
structure; they include greetings and other social phrases (e.g. 'hi',
'yes', 'sorry') and are not analyzed further. Each 'major' utterance, on
the other hand, is analyzed at 1 of the 7 linguistic stages in terms of
clause, phrase and/or word categories, depending on the cariplexity of the
utterance. Additionally, the main function of the utterance is analyzed
as a staterent, question, comiiand or exclamation.
The LAISP procedure is fully described by Crystal, Fletcher and
Garman (1976; Crystal, 1979, 1982) and a sunmary LARSP assessmant chart
is present&i in ppendix 8. The 7 developitental stages comprising the
chart will be only briefly described here.
At Stage I utterances are restricted to single words, and these are
categorized as question words (e.g. 'what', 'why'), caiirands (verbs used
as imperatives), nouns, verbs, or 'other' words (e.g. adjectives).
Stage II ranges fran about 1 to 2 years of age and is a stage at which
utterances characteristically contain 2 elemants of structure. Arrong the
2-elerrent construct ions categorized here are subject-object, verb-object,
negative + another elenent, and question 'word + another elenent, all at
the clause level; and determiner - noun, noun - noun, and verb - particle,
at the phrase level. Stage III ranges fran about 2 to 2½ years of age.
It is a stage at which utterances characteristically contain 3 elenents,
but also subsurres certain deveiqirents at phrase level which are unrelated
to the matter of clause carplexity, for example pronouns and use of the
copiula. Other phrase structures to be marked include determiner-adjective-
noun; and preposition-determiner-noun • Clause elenent structures to be
found include subject-verb-object, subject-verb-adverbial, and a question
word with 2 other elenents.
Stage IV runs from about 2½ to 3 years of age and is a stage at
which clauses characteristically contain 4 or rrore elerrents. Among the
clause elerrent structures to be found are subject-verb-object-adverbial,
a clause containing 2 adverbials along with 2 other elenents of clause
structure, and a question word with subject-verb inversion. At phrase
level there is a comparable growth in carplexity as well as the developrent
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of new types of ±rasal construction. Structures noted include
preposition-determiner-adjective-noun, and 2 phrasal constructions linked
by a coordinating ccrij unction (usually 'and'). Stage V runs fran about
3 to 3½ years of age. The primary characteristic of this stage is the
develqment of car1ex sentence formation, through the stringing together
of clauses and the enbedding of one clause within another. The use of
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions is noted, as well as instances
of 2 or mare clauses being linked by these conjunctions. Use of
comparative clauses, and postnxiifying clauses and phrases, is also noted.
Stage VI runs fran about 3½ to 4½ years. Here several new structures
are marked (e.g. passives), as well as errors made by the child in the
use of structures noted in earlier stages, including errors in word order,
anission of determiners etc. Stage VII is concerned with sate general
aspects of discourse and stylistic features that energe aEter the age of
5 years. The Stage VI analysis of errors was considered to be pointless
in the present study because deviations in word order were likely to be
nunerous, and because such structures as determiners, the copula,
auxiliaries and inflections are not taught in the Makaton Vocabulary and
(for mast children) are unlikely to be available on Blissymbol charts.
They would strictly speaking have to be noted as anissions in an analysis
of errors. Furtheruore, the features energing in Stages VI and VII were
not likely to be found in the children's expressive language samples.
The stages were therefore ari.tted fran the analysis.
The ability of the child to intrxluce phrases into clause structure
is plotted separately on the LZ\RSP profile. The profile plots phrasal
expansions which take place in 2- and 3-elerrent clauses. For exarrple,
the category X + S : NP refers to a 2-elenent clause which has its subject
expanded by a noun phrase. Word-endings with a grarrinatical function are
also marked separately in L1RSP, and include the present progressive
'-ing', the plural form, the past tense form, and the contracted negative
form. The marking of these inflections was undertaken only for the speech
samples, as mast norpherres are not provided or in Blissyrrbolics and BSL
(Makaton) or are provided for in a different way (e. g. by having a
separate Blissyrrbol to indicate the plural or the past tense form of a
verb).
Li\RSP provides raw data and guidelines for determining an overall
stage of functioning, but it lacks an explicit convention for suninarizing
and interpreting the data by neans of an overall stage ass ignrrent. In
the present study, the frequency of occurrence of each of the structures
listed in the LPRSP profile chart was scored, and, in addition, a number
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of sunnary maasures were derived. These include the total number of
clause and phrase structures scored at each of the 5 stages; the pro-
portion of clause to phrase structures used at Stages II, III and IV;
the proportion of adjacent stage clause structures; the ratio of Stage I
items to the number of clauses and phrases of Stages II to V; and the
proportion of clauses at Stages II and 111 containing an expanded phrase
structure (i.e • a maasure of the integration of phrase structure into
clause structure).
One difficulty with the sign samples is that BSL (Makaton) makes no
syntactic distinction between various syntactic forms of sare signs, which
are represented by a single sign. For example EAT and FOOD are rep-
resented by the sarr sign, as are B) and SLEEP. In such cases nouns and
verbs were identified on the basis of functional criteria for the purposes
of the LARSP analysis. 1-iere it was still unclear whether a given sign
referred to a noun or verb structure, the utterance was placed in the
'ambiguous' category.
No standardization data are as yet available on LARSP, and there is
only one published report on inter-rater reliability for the procedure%
Bamford and Bench (in Crystal, 1979) found reliability coefficients for
2 raters of between 0.89 and 0.96, indicating that LARSP can be reliably
coded despite the large number of categories involved. Inter-rater
agreenent was canputed in the present study for coding speech, sign and
symbol protocols, and will be fully reported below. The question of
validity, too, has not been examined, with the exception of a report by
Klee and Rhea (1981) cczrparing the results of 6 standard structural
analysis procedures which were applied to one 30-minute speech sample.
The 6 procedures used were MW, the Assigning Structural Stage procedure
(ASS) (Miller, 1981), the 14 gramnatical rx)rphemas studied by BrcMn
(1973), Lee's (1974) Develoçirntal Sentence Scoring procedure, Tyack and
Gottsleben's (1974) Language Sarrpling, Analysis and Training procedure
(LSAT) and the LARSP procedure. Klee and Rhea found that both MW and
the ASS procedure placed the child' s productive language systn within
normal bounds, while the DSS and LARSP placed the child' s language
significantly below the range of normal variability. However, as each of
these procedures has its own particular inaquacies (MW and ASS are much
less detailed than the other procedures, while LARSP lacks standardization
data), such caiparisons between procedures are not at present particularly
helpful. Large-scale longitudinal and cross-sectional studies to




The present writer also ccrsidered it important to ascertain rlciw
closely the children reflected conventional English word ordering in
their sign arx symbol - productions. The question of correct word order
is important. becaqse, according to Brown (1973), it is the major syntactic
machanism controlled in the early stages of language deve1opint. More-
over, many teachers and speech therapists have informally noted the
difficulties in teaching language handicapped children to produce sign
and syrrbol utterances in correct English word order (see also Fenn and
1ie, 1975). In this regard it nust again be stressed that although
Blissymbolics and BSL have their own reccminded word orderings, which
differ fran English syntax to a greater or lesser extent, the systems axe
typically taught and used by teachers together with speech and following
English word order.
The data examined was restricted to those sign/symbol utterances and
spoken utterances using sate cathination of subject (S), verb (V) and
object (0), or using a det:erminer (D), adjective (Adj) and/or preposition
(P) together with a noun (N), under conditions that permitted either
standard or optional ordering. .iestion and caanand forms and copulative
utterances were excluded. A sample count was undertaken of the incidence
of all the foliciwing ' word order patterns (the conventional English
'pattern is underlined)":
1. SV	 2. VO	 3. SO	 4. SVO SOV VSO	 5.
vs	 cvvos
6. Mj N	 7. Pr N	 8. D Adj N	 9. Pr W
N ?dj	 N Pr	 Alternative orders	 Alternative orders
For each category, the percentage of utterances denonstrating the
conventional English wordorder was then calculated. It should be noted
that the subject and object roles were assigned on the basis of the way
that utterances were used in context. Naturally, these decisions
represent an interpretation fran the adult point of view.
B. Semantic Analysis of the Sign/Syirbol and Speech Samples:
There are several approaches to describing the semantic relacions
children express in their mult i-word ccirbinations, although thus far
these have been limited alnDst entirely to the two- and three-word
utterance stages of language develcprent. As already discussed, Sloan
(1970), Brown (1973) and Schlesinger (1971 ) have each offered their own
variation of the basic set of prevalent meaningful relations existent
at these stages. Significantly, all agree on the sane general notions
that normally developing children choose to talk about. 4acDona1d' 5
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(1978) Environirental Language Inventory (ELI) is based on the work of
Schlesinger and Brown, and is designed to evaluate multi-word utterances
according to the basic semantic relations proposed by these writers4
This model is most suitable for use with individuals whose expressive
language is largely limited to two- and three-word utterances. As such
it was considered to be appropriate for examining the rreanings expressed
in the language samples produced by the children included in the present
study.
All two-word/sign/syntol utterances were classified according to the
3 prevalent semantic relations which have been found by Brown (1973) to
account for over 70% of children's early word ccmbinat ions. These are
1. Agent-action 2. Action-object 3. Agent-object 4. Agent/object-
location 5. Action-location 6. Negation-X 7. Modifier-head
8. Introducer-X. The ELI presents definitions and criteria for classifying
utterances according to these categories (MacDonald, 1978), and these are
described in Appendix 9. Turning to three-word utterances, Brown (1973)
proposed that these are either canbinations of two previously used two-
word utterances (e .g. agent-action and action-object = agent-action-
object), or expansions of two-word utterances (e.g. action-location
becates action-modifier-location). MacDonald and his colleagues identified
19 relational concepts which occurred 5 tines or more in samples of three-
word utterances collected fran a group of 28 normal children aged 13 to
57 months. They found that 5 of these three-word semantic functions
accounted for over 75i of the total utterances produced. These 5 semantic
relations, which may be considered as the primary three-word semantic
relations expressed, were 1. Agent-action-object 2. Experiencer-state-
source 3. Introducer-modifier-object 4. Agent-action-location 5. Action-
modifier-head. The present subjects' three-word, sign and syrrbol pro-
ductions were accordingly classified in terms of these 5 categories. In
the case of four-term and longer utterances, the list of possible semantic
relations expressed beccztes larger still. Qily one category was specified
here, nalTely agent-action-object-location. Clviously these relations do
not account for all multi-term ccrnbinations. Therefore, in eath of the
two-, three- and four-term schemas, an 'other' category was included, to
cover additional semantic relations not included in the specified lists.
An 'unclassifiable' category was also included, for utterances that are
semantically uninterpretable. For sate of these one cannot offer any
reasonable hypothesis whatsoever; for others one can offer two or more
semantic relations, but there is nothing that enables one to choose among
them.
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The semantic relations used for classification are listed and
defined in Appendix 9. All ntilti-sign/siibol and word utterances pro-
duced by the children re classified according to this scheme, thereby
enabling the writer to determine the frequency of use of each semantic
relation, and the percentage of utterances which fitted these categories.
In all cases the interoretation of the semantic intention of utterances
was based not only on the utterances themselves, but also on information
relating to extralinguistic data and behaviour in the larger context in
which the utterances occurred.
It riust be noted at tnis point that such attempts to categorize the
semantic relations reflected in multi-tenn utterances have net with saie
criticisms. Ho (1976) points out that investigators have not all agreed
on the exact categories to be used in classifying meaning. Also, the
tedmique of taking account of the acccnpanying nonlinguistic context in
classifjing semantic notions, while having clear value, relies on certain
ssurripticris that may not be valid; for example, it relies on the assumption
that the child is consistently attempting to carrnunicate the ncnlinguistic
relationship as he sees it. No provision seems to be made for the possi-
bility of prevarication or fantasizing. Ho further stresses the possi-
bility that many of semantic relations ascribed to the child may actually
be operative only for the adult linguistic sysbein, and that may be
attributing to the child nre knowledge than he/she actually possesses.
In addition, little work has as yet been done in applying these semantic
categories to clinical populations. On the other hand, there is
considerable agreement betven writers as to the prevalent semantic
relations expressed in early utterances, and the fei research studies
that have been conducted appear to confirm the applicability of these
relations to expressive language samples produced by normal and language
imoaired speakers. Petherford, Schwartz ar Chapian (1981), Coggins
(1979), Leonard, Bolders and Miller (1976) and Freedman and Carpenter
(1976) found that groups of normal, language disordered and Down's
SyndrcmE children matched for MW all concentrated on the sane small set
of semantic relations enumerated by B1oar, Brown and Schlesinger; and
these re found to account for the majority of their early word carbi-
nations. Furthernore, Newport and Ashbrodc (1977) sl iowed that young
cnildren learning ASL fran their deaf parents sign the sane prevalent
semantic relations that their speaking counterparts talk about. The few
semantic analyses conducted to date on the language productions of
augrrentative sign users (including nonverbal autistic and cerebral palsied
children) show that they too use sate, if not all, of the semantic re-
lations characteristic of Brown's first stage of normal speech deve1oinent
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(Bonvillian and Nelson, 1976; Fenn and PcMe, 1975; Layton and Baker,
(1981). It thus seems that a semantic analysis can be applied to
production rrx1es other than speech.
Coggins (1979), Freedman and Carpenter (1976) and MacDonald (1978)
have all found high inter-judge agreement on the semantic classification
of utterances; in all cases agreement was above the 90% level • Coggins
further found within-judge agrerent of 88% after 4 nnths. The present
writer examined the extent of inter-judge agreement on classifying sign,
symbol and speech utterances semantically, and these results are discussed
in detail belcM.
A final point to note is that, in the present study, semantic
analysis was applied only to the multi-term utterances that re prcx1uced.
Several authors have sought to extend the method of rich interpretation
back into the one-word period, and challenge the assuition that the use
of semantic relations develops only when two-term combinations appear
(e.g. Greenfield and &nith, 1976; Pcdgcn, 1976). They argue that even a
single word can express a semantic relation since contextual features can
be considered part of the linguistic structure. The child is structuring
the environent into categories such as agent and object, and into this
conceptual framework he/she inserts single words. Hcver, Schlesinger
(1974) has argued strongly for distinguishing kncwledge of the world from
knowledge of the language. The present writer agrees with Coggins (1979)
and others who point cut that at present there is insufficient justification
for assuming that the meaning and function of single words reflects the
same degree of semantic specificity revealed in two-term utterances.
Multi-term utterances have additional evidence, over and above context,
in support of semantic relations, namely the use of the dominant word
order to encode such relations. Single-term utterances lack such
structural cues and re therefore excluded from semantic analysis in
the present study.
C. Pragmatic Analysis of the Sign/Symbol and Speech Samples:
The focus in the present study is on the area of pragmatics devoted
to the analysis of carrrunicative intents - the reasons why individuals
ccirrrunicate. As pointed out by Capnan (1981), there are multiple
perspectives from which ccimuunicative intents may be judged. One reason
for the diversity lies in the different deve1ouental levels of children
studied; a second lies in the differing degrees to which discourse and
social context are considered. Carirunicative intents can be identified
at any of four levels of analysis, namely utterance, interactive, discourse
and social levels. The emphasis here is on classifying intent at the
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utterance level, although it rrnist be noted that in practice many of the
existing taxonanies include categories fran different levels of analysis,
and the opportunity for multiple coding of an utterance frcri each level 's
perspective is not always made apparent (Chapran, 1981).
Early caliTunicative intents expressed by children under 2 years of
age have been studied intensively by Bates (1376), Dore (1974, 1975) and
Halliday (1975). The child's catrnunicative efforts after the age of 2
years becaie canpiex enough to demand more elaborate differentiation of
carrunicative intent than that described by the above writers. The most
canprehensive scheme for describing and coding such intents has been
devised by Dore (1977, 1979) on the basis of his work with pre-school
children, and it is this scheme which has been adopted for present analysis
purposes. Dore fits catinunicative intentions into a broader model of
conversational acts. Fran his analysis of sessions in which seven 3-year-
old children interacted with each other and with their teacher, Dore
identified 32 particular illocutionary acts perfontd by the children,
which together accounted for almost all the utterances they produced.
These 32 conversational acts were grouped into 6 categories of
illocutionary act types, as fol1a.is:
1. Requests, which solicit information, actions, or ackncledgements.
2. Responses, which directly canpianent preceding utterances.
3. Descriptions, which represent observable or verifiable aspects of
context, and past or present facts. 4. Statements, which express
analytical and institutional facts, beliefs, attitudes, emotions and
reasons. 5. Conversational devices, which regulate contact and
conversations; and 6. Performatives, which accanplish acts by being said.
The conversadonal acts cariprising these 6 major categories are listed
and defined in Appendix 10. Each sign, symbol and speech utterance
produced by the present subjects was classified as expressing one of these
acts • T additional categories were included, one for utterances which
were unintelligible or ambiguous (i .e, where there was insufficient
linguistic or contextual information to make a decision as to function),
and one to cover 'other' conversational acts (i.e. for utterances which
were intelligible but did not fit into any of the specified categories).
No utterances were double-coded. For example, utterances which were
responses were coded as such, even though they may also have expressed
additional functions such as descriptions or statements.
The level of linguistic function captured by this formulation of
conversational acts thus concerns children using language to get the
attention of others, to solicit and contribute information, to get others
to do things for them, to convey attitudes and feelings, and so an. Each
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swring of a conversational act is essentially a hypothesis about how the
child intends his/her utterance to be taken, and what he/she expects the
listener to do about it (Cole, Dore, Hall and Dowley, 1978). The coding
of each category is determined by both "internal" gramatical factors
and "external" contextual factors. The utterance's literal neaning, its
intonational characteristics (if spoken), the child's nonlinguistic
behaviour (including gestures and facial expression) and his/her prior
and subsequent utterances, the behaviour and utterances of the other
person, and the situational context, were all utilized in determining the
appropriate conversational act classification of each utterance.
Dore (1977) has reported 82% agreenent or better between two
experienced judges who independently coded the above categories. Agrerent
on coding found by the present writer is reported below. But while
nenibers of the sane cultural and linguistic ccituunity may agree in their
interpretations of intentions, this fact does not guarantee that the child
intended the sane interpretation. Thus, even though Dore's classification
scherre has shcMn good overall reliability, it does not necessarily
represent a finalized, all-inclusive index of conversational act
behaviours. There are still very few studies which assess the acquisition
and use of linguistic intentions in normal children, and even fewer in
language impaired children. Dore (1977), himself, cautions that given
the state of our knowledge about children' s pramatic processing of
language, it would be premature to claim absolute validity for the
categories, or even that they are arranged in the nDst descriptively
adequate way. The few relevant studies conducted to date indicate that
in general language delayed and handicapped children (including augirentative
system users) initiate carnnication infrequently and use a high percentage
of naming and answering behaviours (e.g Harris, 1982; MacDonald, 1978).
However, further justification of Dore's system in terms of larger samples
and different groups of children, is needed.
D. Reliability of the Syntactic, Semantic and Pragmatic Analyses:
Inter-judge reliability for applying the LA1P procedure and for
coding the semantic relations and conversational acts expressed by the
children, was established by having 15 transcripts (5 speech, 5 Blissynbol
and 5 BSL (Makaton) sign transcripts) coded independently by two judges,
one of whan was not associated with the investigation. Both judges had
available all the utterances produced by the 15 children (the sign and
symbol utterances were written in English gloss form), as well as detailed
written camentaries on the contexts in which the utterances were
produced.
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In the case of LTIPSP procedure, whicn involves a large number of
categories, inter-judge agreerrent was canputed on a subject-by-subject
basis. That is, an overall percentage agreement was established for
each expressive language sarrple. For agreements to be registered, both
judges had to agree on the word, phrase, clause and/or clause expansion
category in which each utterance was placed. Reliability was calculated
as a percentage of the number of agreements divided by the total number
of agreements and disagreements. Inter-judge agreement on the 5 Makaton
sign samples ranged frau 72% to 100%, with a mean per cent agreement of
87.2%. Agreement on the 5 Blissymbol samples ranged fran 74.1% to 93.3%,
with a mean of 84.8% agreeirent. Agreerent on the 5 speech samples
ranged fran 69.2% to 100%, with a mean per cent agreement of 86.9%.
These figures indicate good overall agreement between the two judges in
applying the syntactic analysis procedure, despite the large nurrber of
L1.BSP categories involved. Moreover, L1-RSP appears to be as reliable
when ap1ied to sign and symbol utterances, as it is for analyzing spoken
utterances.
In establishing inter-judge agreement for the semantic analysis
procedure, the first question examined was whether the two judges agreed
on the semantic relation expressed by cad-i utterance produced. Agreement
was again carputed on a subject-by-subject basis, as a percentage of the
number of agreements divided by the total number of possible agreements.
Agreement on the semantic relations expressed in the BSL (Makaton)
utterances was based on the sign protocols of 5 children, covering a
total of 160 sign utterances. Percentage agreement for the protocols
ranged frau 93.3% to 100%. Over all 160 utterances there was 98.1%
agreement on the semantic relations expressed. To establish agreement
on the symbol utterances produced, the symbol productions of 5 children
re used, covering a total of 74 utterances Agreement on the 5
protocols ranged fran 90.9% to 100%, wi U-i 97.3% agreement on category
assignment over all 74 symbol utterances. Agreement on the 5 speech
samples ranged fran 88.9% to 100%, with an overall percentage agreement
of 97.3% for the 183 spoken utterances produced. Agreements for the
semantic analysis of expressive language samples produced in the speech,
sign and syirbol rides were thus consistently high.
Inter-judge agreement was also ccrrputed for the individual semantic
categories which were used. For each category, the nurrber of utterances
which the judges agreed on placing in that category was divided by the
total number of utterances placed in the dategory (i.e. agreerrents +
disagreements). Inter-judge agreement exceeded 80% for all categories,
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with the exception of the negation-X and 'unclassifiable' categories,
where disagreennt was based on cnly one utterance (see Table 5.1).
Table 1: p liabilities of Categories Used in the
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no utterances scored in this category
'rurning to the coding of conversational acts, the first question
again concerned the extent to which the two judges agreed on the pragmatic
categories in which utterances re placed. Agreeirent was based on an
utterance-by-utterance caparison. For the 5 BSL (Makaton) sartoles, per
cent agreenent ranged fran 87.5% to 100%. Over all 160 sign. utterances
produced by the 5 children, there was 93.1% agreeirent on category
placerrent. In the case of the 5 Blissymbol saITles, per cent agreenent
ranged fran 83.3% to 100%, with 90.5% agreerrent for the total of 74 symbol
utterances produced by the children. Inter-judge agreement on the 5
speech samoles	 ranged fran 86% to 100%. Over all 183 spoken
utterances, there was 91.8% agreement on category placement.
In contrast to the high overall percentage agreements described
above, percentage agreements canputed for the individual cxanversaticnal
act categories shcd wide variability (see Table 5.2). Agreements on the
most frequently used categories, which included action requests, yes/no
responses, wh-responses and labelling, were all at the 80% level or
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above. However, on the infrequently used categories there tended to be
very poor agrent between the two judges. This is a caiixn finding for
behaviours having a very low base rate, and it is an open question
whether such behaviours/categories are scored infrequently because they
are difficult to identify, or whether their poor reliability results
fran their low frequency of occurrence. It is worth noting in this
regard that Dore himself only quotes overall reliability for his
conversational acts ccxling sdierre (Dore, 1977; Cole, Dore, Hall and
Dowley, 1978). Reliable interpretation of the infrequently occurring
conversational acts is brought into seiious question by the present
findings.
Table 5.2: Reliabilities of the Conversational Act Categories.
Used in the Analysis of Pragmatic Functions
Category	 Total	 Total AgreelTents Percentage
Agreerrents and Disagreerrents Agreerrents
Requests
Yes/no questions	 1	 2	 50%
Wh-questions	 4	 4	 100%
Action requests	 12	 15	 80%
Permission requests
	
no utterances scored in this category
Rhetorical questions 	 no utterances scored in this category
Responses
Yes/no answers	 20	 23	 87%
%'th-answers	 171	 173	 98.8%
Ccrn1iances	 0	 2	 0%
Qualifications	 3	 5	 60%
Repetitions	 no utterances scored in this category
Descriptions
Identifications	 84	 96	 87.5%
Events	 39	 48	 81.3%
Properties	 12	 20	 60%
Locations	 21	 22	 95.5%
TinEs	 no utterances scored in this category
Staterrents
Rules	 no utterances scored in this category
Evaluations	 0	 5	 0%
Internal reports	 6	 9	 66.7%
Attributions	 1	 4	 25%





Calls	 1	 2	 50%
Speaker selections 	 no utterances scored in this category
Politeness markers 	 no utterances scored in this category
Accanpariiirents 	 1	 4	 25%
Perforinatives
Protests, jokes, claims,	 no utterances scored in this category
warnings, teases
Uninterpretable 	 1	 4	 25%
Other	 2	 5	 40%
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19.3.4 Teacher and Parent Questionnaires
The primary goal of augrrentative training is ccnxtunicative interaction
in daily living situations. To this end, structured questionnaires were
ccznpleted by the children's parents, and speech therapists or teachers, at
each assessment period, in order to obtain detailed accounts of the child-
ren' s current patterns of carrrtunication at hare and at school. A number of
different sources were used in constructing the questionnaires, including
Bartak, Rutter and Cox's (1977) parent interview schedule, Holt and Reyriell's
(1967) parent and teacher carinunication chart, Kiernan' 5 (1981a) Pre-Verbal
Carmnunication Schedule, and Kiernan, Reid and Jones' (1982) schools survey
questionnaires. Questions were asked about the child's notivation to
corrinunicate; the methods of caninunicat ion used to signal needs and desires,
to draw attention to objects or events, and to provide information on past
events (whether the child used sounds, pointing, gestures, signs, symbols,
speech, or any cctnbination of these nodes); the frequency with which the
child used signs/symbols to answer questions, express needs and desires,
etc.; the range of people with whczn the child carrnunicated in general, and
using Bliss/BSL (Makaton) in particular (including teachers, parents,
siblings, peers and strangers); and the extent to which the child's
cami.nicative attempts were understood by the people around him (parents,
siblings, extended family, teachers, peers and strangers).
The teachers or speech therapists having primary responsibility for
inpleirenting the auginentative cairnunication progranir, were also asked to
provide information on the techniques they used to teach Bliss/BSL
(Makaton) (including emphasis placed on syntax, and extent of adherence to
the stages of the Makaton Vocabulary); on the context, length and frequency
of the sign/symbol teaching sessions; on time given to additional speech
therapy sessions (articulation, feeding and/or canprehens ion work), and on
the frequency with which the systems were used during the school day (i e.
in special sessions only, during all class lessons, at other times etc.).
The instructors were also asked to give their reasons for deciding to use
either Blissyrnbolics or BSL (Makaton) with the children (e.g. absence of
expressive language, failure in other prograntres, easy for the child or
staff to learn etc.).
A major factor in the success of a carnunication prograrrne is the
receptiveness and willingness of those in the child's environment to
implement whichever system is chosen for use. As Ferrier and Shane (1983)
point out, a child's notivation to use a cctrrnunication system sterns fran
its functional application with significant and caring others, with wham
the desire to carrnunicate has its origins. This may be of even greater
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importance with regard to augnntative systems, since the cciirnunicatioii
partners must invest tixTe and effort in learning the system and in en-
ccxiraging the child to use it. In view of this, the parents were also
asked to rate their attitude to the use of signs/symbols with their child
on a 5-point scale (ranging fran 'fully in favour' to 'opposed to their
use'), and to describe their perception of the advantages and disadvantages
of augirentative conTnunication system use. Finally, on the basis of the
parents' responses to the questionnaire as a whole, the present writer
made a subjective judgement (rated on a 4-point scale) of the extent to
which parents used Bliss/BSL (Makaton) with their child in the hane.
The parent and teacher questionnaires are presented in Iippendices
11 and 12. The teacher questionnaires were administered in interview
form during the first (baseline) assessment period, arid then left for the
speech therapists or teachers to canplete on their own at the three
follow-ups. Parent questionnaires were sent to the child' s hczne, together
with an explanatory letter and stamped envelope for return postage, except
for a few cases wnere the school felt that the parents might have
difficulty in caleting the questionnaires. In these cases the parents
were visited at hctne, and the questionnaires were administered in
interview form. There was a 100% return rate for the parent questionnaires
which were sent by post; although in a few cases reminders had to be sent
to those parents who failed to return their forms initially.
19.4 Behavioural Measures and Social Develoent
A. Rutter's Teacher and Parent estionnaires (Rutter, 1967; Rutter,
Tizard and itiiore, 1970):
The assessment of emotional and behavioural disturbance was based
on t measures - the Rutter child Scale A, consisting of 31 items for
caupletion by parents, and child Scale B, consisting of 26 items for
carletion by class teachers. The scales consist of a series of
behavioural descriptions, for each of which the informant is asked to mark
whether the description 'does not apply', 'applies sanewhat' or 'certainly
applies' o the child. 1plies are given a weight of 0, 1 arid 2
respectively, and scores for individual items are sunued to obtain a total
score for each scale. Rutter et al. (1970) recctritend the use of a cut-
off score of 13 or more on Scale A and 9 or more on Scale B, in order to
identify children with a high level of reported problem behaviours. In
addition to the total scores, subscale scores are obtained on symptait
clusters of 'neurotic' and 'antisocial' behaviour. The children identified
as scoring above the cut-off levels are classified into the neurotic or
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antisocial categories by a carparison of their total scores on these sub'-
scales. The larger of the two scores determines the particular category,
while those children with equal neurotic and antisocial scores are
categorized as 'undifferentiated'. A recent factor analysis of the scales
found a seoarabe 'hyperactivity' factor (Schachar, Butter and Smith,
1981), defined by adding the scores on the following items: 1. Very
restless, has difficulty staying seated for long. 2. Squirmy, fidgety.
3. Can ' t settle to anything for more trian a few rrcznents. Scores for this
factor range fran 0 to 6, and hyperactivity is considered to be present
when the factor score is 3 or more on either the parent or teacher scale.
In the present study, the Butter scales were cci'npleted by the children's
parents and teachers at baseline and final follow-up period only.
Putter (1967) and Butter, Tizard and Whitmore (1970) found quite hign
test-retest and inter-rater reliability values for the scales. The 3-month
retest correlation was 0.74 for the parental scale and 0.89 for the
teacher scale, although stability between teacher questionnaire scores at
ages 10 and 14 years was much less (0.29) . The correlation between the
total scores of fathers and mothers was 0.64, and between the scores of
2 teachers it was 0.72. Teacher and parent questionnaire scores have also
been shown to differentiate well between children who were and were not
attending a psychiatric clinic, and to be significantly associated with
psychiatric disorder as diagnosed f ran standardized interviews, in groups
of children sampled in London and the Isle of Wight. Putter (1967) found
that a total score of 9 or more on the teacher questionnaire selected
72 - 88% of boys attending a child Guidance Clinic, but only 9 - 11% of
boys in the general population. Similarly, 50 - 70% of clinic girls
scored 9 or more, compared with only 3 - 5% in the general population.
These findings were further validated in the Isle of Wight study (Putter
et al., 1970), although the discriminations were not as sharp. Of the 9- to
12-year-old children finally diagnosed as showing psychiatric disorder,
53% scored 9 or more on the teacher questionnaire, compared with 7. 1% of
the general population, and 54.5% scored 13 or more on the parent
questionnaire, compared with 6% in the general population. The questionnair
subscores also gave good indications of the type of psychiatric disorder
diagnosed (i.e. neurotic or antisocial disorder).
The Putter Scales have thus been shown to be reliable and valid
instruments, at least for general child populations. Hcver, it must be
noted that the questionnaires were originally standardized on a general
sample of 10- and 11-year-old children. Sane results have since been
reported on the use of the scales with samples of 7- and 8-year-old children
(McGee, Silva and Williams, 1984; Butter, Tizard, Yule et al., 1976;
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Stevenson, Richman and Graham, 1985); and Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970)
reported on a group of 5- to 14-year old children with neuro-epileptic
disorders (including cerebral palsy), 32% of whan obtained scores of 9 or
rrore on the Teacher Questionnaire, and 25% of whan obtained scores of 13
or ire on the Parent Questionnaire. However, there is no other infor-
ination bearing upon the utility of the scales with children such as those
used in the present study, who are younger than 10 years, and are also
physically handicapped. It is recognized that the items on the scales
vary in importance as indications of Cvi ant behaviours with the age and
handicaps of the child. For example, the scales include an item on
enuresis and other indices which are not necessarily abnormal for 4- and
5-year-olds or for older children who are severely physically handicapped.
Moreover, sar of the items were simply not applicable to the nonverbal
cerebral palsied children caiprising the present sample (e.g. truanting
fran school, telling lies), while other items were, by definition,
applicable in all cases (e.g. speech difficulties). Since there is minimal
information on the validity of the recarnnded cut-off scores on the scales
with such children, it was decided to adopt Rutter' s scales and procedures
in their entirety, while at the sama tima recognizing the potential
limitations of their application in the present study.
B. The Needleman Questionnaire (Needleman, Gunnoe, Leviton et al., 1979):
A number of writers have highlighted the learning handicaps and
attending difficulties which characterize many cerebral palsied children
(see Chapter 2). In view of this, teachers were also asked to canplete
the Needleman Questionnaire, which seeks to evaluate general classroctn
behaviour, with particular focus on attention (see 1ppendix 13). This
11-item forced-choice behavioural rating scale was devised by Needlernan
f or evaluating the neuropsychological effects of childhood exposure to
lead. Each item is scored as 'yes' or 'no', and total scores are obtained
based on the sum of 1 point per negative report on each item.
To date there are no published data on the derivation of the scale
or its reliability. Needleman, Gunnoe, Leviton et al. (1979) found that
negative teacher ratings related closely to tooth lead levels in over 2000
first- and second-grade Anrican children. Similarly, Lansdown, Yule,
Urbanowicz and Millar (1983; Yule, Urbanowicz, Lansdown and Millar, 1984)
found a (nonsignificant) trend for total scores on the scale to increase
with increasing blood lead levels in 166 English children aged 6 to 12
years. In 5 of the 11 questionnaire items there was a significant trend
for children with higher blood lead levels to receive irore negative ratings,
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and in 4 other items children with the lowest blood lead levels received
fewer negative ratings than those with higher blood lead levels. Lansdawn
et al. further found that scores on the scale were highly related to scores
on the Rutter Child Scale B (Rutter, 1967) and to the WISC-R Full Scale
IQ (Wechsler, 1974). Yule et al.conclude that the Needleman questionnaire
appears to tap broadly similar areas to the Rutter Scales and also the
Conners Scale (Conners, 1969), but is xrcre sensitive to body lead levels.
They suggest that this may be because it is nore specific in its apparent
emphasis on the child's ability to focus attention in relatively structured
class learning situations. Additional research on the validity of the
questionnaire is clearly needed.
It must also be stressed that the Needleman questionnaire has to date
only been applied to essentially normal samples of children. The present
study constitutes the first attempt to use this scale to evaluate the
classroan behaviour of language impaired physically handicapped children.
C. Observation of Attending Ability:
Teacher and parent rating scales, while easily obtained and derron-
strating sare validity, have limited value for a precise quantification
of discrete deviant behaviours, since they are not designed to cope with
situational variability (Luk, 1982). Furtherrrore, they interpose the
judgenent of another adult between the investigator and the behaviour.
In view of this, the use of the Rutter and Needlernan questionnaires in
the present study was supplerrented by direct observation, to assess
activity and attending ability as shown during participation in a teacher-
led structured group activity in the classroan. A 5-minute tine sampling
technique was used, canprising 15 10-second periods for observation, each
followed by a 10-second period for recording. Six separate categories of
activity and attentional behaviour were recorded as 'occurring' or 'not
occurring' during each 10-second observation period, as follows: 1. Gross
body noverrent. 2. Gaze aversion. 3. Of f task. 4. Irrelevant vocalizations.
5. Reaching objects, and 6. Interference. These categories were developed
by Abikoff, Gittelrnan-Klein and Klein (1977) and Sandberg, Rutter and
Taylor (1978). The definitions and criteria for scoring each category are
presented in Appendix 14. Total scores, i.e. 5-minute sums of each of
these 6 behaviours, were obtained for the purposes of data analysis, as
well as a total attention score, which was derived by sumning over all 6
categories and over all tine intervals.
High inter-rater reliability coefficients have been reported for
scoring these behavioural categories. Sandberg et al. obtained inter-rater
correlations of between 0.97 and 0.99 for the categories of 'gross body
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fiDvements', 'irrelevant vocalizations' and 'readking objects'. Abikoff
et al.reported reliability coefficients of about 0.31 for the 'interference'
category, and of about 0.71 for the 'of f task' category; and *ialen,
Henker, Collins, FinCk and Dotmto (1979) found reliability values of
0.83 for the 'rrovemerit' category, 0.96 for 'irrelevant vocalization', and
0.95 for a category of 'aggressive/negative contact' (similar to the
'interference' category above).
In the present study, the inter-observer reliability of these six
activity/attention categories was tested by ccrnparthg the simultaneous
recordings of t observers with 10 children. For each recording period,
the reliability observer was cued to start and finish observing, but
carried out all observations and recordings independently. Agreements and
disagreements were scored according to whether each of the observers
recorded the presence or absence of each behaviour on an interval by
interval basis. The reliability index was then calculated by dividing the
number of agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements and
multiplying by 100. Per cent agreement for each subject over all 6
categories was high, varying between 93.3% and 100%, with a mean of 97.8%-
agreement. Agreement was also assessed for the individual activity/attention
categories, in order to determine whether any gave rise to the greatest
disagreement. On the category of 'gross body irovements', agreement for each
of the 10 children ranged from 93% to 100%. The overall kappa value for
this category was 0.96. On the category of 'gaze aversion', inter-observer
agreement varied between 80% and 100%, and the overall kappa value was
0.90. For 'off task' behaviours, observer agreement ranged from 73.3% to
100% for each of the 10 children, with an overall kaoa value of 0.92.
Finally, for each of the categories of 'irrelevant vocalizations', 'reaching
objects' and 'interference', kappa had a value of 1.00, i.e. there was
perfect agreement between the two thservers for all 10 children and for
every cbservational time period. All kappa values were significant at the
.001 level, indicating good agreement on assessing the subjects' activity
and attending abilities in a structured observational setting.
On the question of the validity of these observational measures,
Sandberg et al. (1978) found no association between the total score based
on observation of activity/attention behaviour and the Conners' Teacher
and Parent Questionnaires (Conners, 1973). They suggest that this is
because the overactive behaviour measured in observation is situation-
specific. On the other hand, they did find that children diagnosed
clinically as being hyperactive had a mean observation score on over-
activity/inattention A-iich was twice that of children with conduct disorders.
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Abikoff et al. (1977), too, found that observational ratings of 'off task'
and 'interference' behaviours discriminated beten normal children and
those rated as hyperactive by parents and teachers.
D. Progress Assessuent Charts (P-A-C) - Socialisation and
Self-Help Scales (Gunzburg, l77):
The P-A-C constitutes an inventory of skills contributing to social
cciripetence, which was designed specifically for use with nentally hand!-
capped individuals. The skills are distributed among the four areas of
self-help, ccmrunication, socialisation and occupation, arid are arranged
into three basic P-A-C forms and three special P-A-C forms. These six
forms contain selections of self-help and social skills, placed more or less
hierarchically with respect to one another, which are relevant to the
following nentally handicapped groups - children aged up to 7 years or
older children presenting severe problems of rnanagenent (P-P-A-C), children
aged 6 to 16 years or older (P-A-C-i, P-A-C-iA), adolescents and adults
(P-A.-c-2), children with Down's syndrare (M/P-A-C-i), and severely nentally
handicapped adults (S/P-A-C). Gunzburg further provides Progress
Evaluation Indices which give information relating to the 'average
achievenent levels' in tne various subsections of the P-A-C, to allow for
a ccrnpariscn of an individual's performance with that of children or adults
with a similar degree of rrental handicap.
Fifty one relevant items fran the self-help and socialisation scales
of t P-A-C forms (forms P-P-A-C and P-A-C-i) re selected for rating
in the present study. The items are grouped into the following categories -
table habits (9 items), toileting (7 items), dressing (11 items), and
socialisation (24 items). The inventory, which is presented in Appendix
15, was canpieted by parents, and marking was by a simple point score,
with each item passed scoring 1 point. Gunzburg' s expectancy levels could
not be used for present purposes since the populations on which these
were based do not include physically handicapped children. Therefore,
only raw score totals could be derived for each category. It must be
stressed that the developrent of cerebral palsied children does not always
follow the normal pattern, nor, for that matter, the pattern exhibited by
maritally handicapped children. Cerebral palsied children frequently do
not qualitatively demonstrate behaviour specified on most checklists. As
Campbell (1979) has pointed out, most checklists and scales focus on
terminal responses and do not describe the type (s) of movrent patterns
used to perform a given response. Scale items thus imply normal patterns
of movenent and behaviour, but do not operationally define these patterns
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in a way that makes the checklists valid with notor dysfunctional children.
This limitation on using the P-A-C cannot be minimized. Moreover, there
will be many self-help and social skills which cannot be practised
because of the child's physical handicap, or because the environrrent is
so sheltered as not to provide cpportunities for learning and observing.
Children were not credited for skills they might have been able to
exercise but for such adverse circumstances. The P-A-C record simply
indicates that a particular social skill is not available to the child,
but does not give information on why this is so.
As noted above, Gunzburg provides norms for specific subgroups of
mantally handicapped individuals. Hcver these are based on very small
samples (e.g. 200 Dcn 's Syndrone children). General nonns are not
available; nor is there information on the use of the P-A-C with physically
handicapped children or adults. There are no reliability data on the
charts, and minimal validity data. Elliott and MacKay (1971) found a
close relationship between P-A-C scores and the Vineland Social Maturity
Scale, in groups of itentally handicapped adolescents and younger normal
children. They reported an overall correlation coefficient of 0.86 between
the t rreasures, and separate subscale correlations of between 0.72 (for
occupation) and 0.82 (for caaiunicaticn). The P-A-C scores further
differentiated between institutionalized and non-institutionalized nentally
handicapped adolesoents • Significant, but lciøier, correlations have also
been found with Stanford-Binet IQs (Elliott and MacKay, 1971) and with
the Stanford-Binet Vocabulary Test (Marshall, 1967, in Gunzburg, 1977),
suggesting that the rating of social caretence depends to sate extent on
intelligence and developtental level • As already stated, nDtor abilities,
exposure to relevant experiences, and opportunities for practice, are
also liJcely to play a part in performance on the P-A-C scales.
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PART V: RESULTS - THE CHILDREN AT BASELINE
chapter 20. Dographic characteristics of the
Bliss and Makaton Signing Groups
Overall, the 40 children ranged in age fran 3 years 6 nDnths to 9
years 8 nnths (rrean = 71.98 nonths, S.D. = 18.36). The 20 Bliss Users
had a nean age of 72.10 rronths (S.D. = 16.54), and the 20 BSL (Makaton)
Users a nean age of 71.85 ironths (S.D. = 20.46). There was no significant
difference between the groups in terms of age (t = 0.04, d. f. = 38), nor
in terms of sex distribution 	 2 0.40, d.f. = 1). The Bliss Users group
consisted of 9 boys and 11 girls, and the BSL (Makaton) group of 12 boys
and 8 girls. In the total sample, then, there was a slight preponderance
of boys, with a ratio of 1 girl to 1.11 boys. Social class was assessed
fran father 1 s occupation (or nrjther' s occupation, in single parent
families), based on the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys'
Classification of Occupations (1980). The social class distribution of
the children in the 2 groups is shown in Table 6.1. As was the case for









	 BSL (Makaton) Users
(n=20)	 (n=20)
n	 %	 n	 %
6	 30	 4	 20
1	 5	 4	 20
10	 50	 7	 35
1	 5	 2	 10
2	 10	 2	 10
0	 0	 1	 5
age and sex, there was no significant difference between the 2 groups on
this neasure (&2 = 4.83, d.f. = 7).
Additional information was obtained on the children's hate backgrounds
in terms of the number of children who were living at hate or in care, the
number of siblings, the number of children who had working Ix)thers, the
country of origin of the parents, and the language (s) spoken at hate. As
can be seen in Table 6.2, the majority of children (85%) were living at
hare with both parents; 5 children were in single parent families, and only
1 child was in care. Moreover nost irothers did not work outside the hate,
with the exception of only 2 mothers who worked part-tine and 1 irother who


























Table 6.2: Parental Care
Living with both parents





sb.xlies which have found that nothers of handicapped children are much
less likely to work than are irvthers in general (Philp and Duckworth,
1982). Again, there were no significant differences between the Bliss
Users and Makaton Signers on these 2 variables (X 2 = 1.32, d.f. = 2;
2 1.03, d.f. = 2). In terms of birth order of the children, there was
a wide spread of only, younger/est, middle and elder/est children (see
Table 6.3). The group as a whole had a rrean of 1.30 siblings (S.D. 1.22,
range 0 - 6 siblings). While there was a tendency for nore Bliss Users



















than Makaton Users to be elder/est children, and to have itore siblings
(nean of 1.55 siblings for the Bliss group canpared with 1.05 for the
Makatcn group), these differences between the 2 groups were not statis-
tically significant (X 2 = 2.29, d.f. = 3; t = 1.30, d.f. = 31.24).
As sh(y Jn in Table 6.4, Britain was the country of origin of the
majority of parents, and English was in nost cases the only language
spoken at hai. The Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups did not differ
significantly in terms of parents' country of origin and hare language
= 5.09, d.f. = 2, P = .078; )2 = 3.80, d.f. = 2, P = .150), but it
is interesting to note that, in the case of country of origin, the
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Table 6.4: Country of Origin and HaTe Language






Language spoken at haTe
English only





















































difference was not far off significance. Four Bliss Users, but no
Makaton Signers, had parents of Asian origin, and of the 4, 3 families
did not use English hi the hate. There is no ready explanation for this
trend, which may well be a chance finding. On the other hand, allocation
of children to the Blissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) groups by schools was
not randan. As will be shown below, the Bliss Users were significantly
rtore physically disabled than the Makaton Users, but they were also nre
able intellectually. It may be that, for whatever reason, a higher
proportion of Asian cerebral palsied children show one or both of these
characteristics, when canpared with the total group of cerebral palsied
children, and that they are consequently nre likely to be assigned to
Blissymbol teaching than to BSL (Makaton) teaching. However, the present
writer is aware of no epidemiological studies of cerebral palsy which might
help to shed light on this question.
To sum up, the Blissymbol Users and Makaton Signers did not differ
significantly on any of the deirographic variables which were examined.
Hcver, the 2 groups were found to be significantly different on rreasures
of physical handicap and cognitive skills, and a discussion of these
differences, and of the children's abilities in these areas, now follows.
Chapter 21. Physical Handicaps
21.1 The Physical and Motor Status of the
Blissymbol Users an& Makaton Signers
The children were rated by their speech therapists or teachers on


























interfered with daily life (see Appendix 3 for the criteria used to rate
this nasure). Over all 40 children, 37.5% were rated a.s having a slight
or nderate degree of handicap, while 62.5% were severely to totally
incapacitated. The severity of handicap in each group is shcMn in Table
7.1. In the Bliss Users group, 95% of the children were rated as being
severely or totally physically handicapped, while of the Makaton Signers
less than one-third were severely/totally handicapped and just over t-
thirds were rated as having only a slight or rrcderate degree of handicap.
Table 7.1: Severity of Handicap
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users




None	 0	 0	 0	 0
Slight	 0	 0	 3	 15
kderate	 1	 5	 11	 55
Severe	 6	 30	 4	 20
Total/a].nst total	 13	 65	 2	 10
On statistical testing, the Bliss group eirged as significantly nore
physically handicapped than the BSL (Makaton) group on this ueasure
(2 
= 19.80, d.f. = 3, P< .001), as well as on the postural control
ireasures of head control QC' = 10.23, d.f. = 1, P = .001), locatotion
ability QC 2 = 18.62, d.f. = 2, P<.00l), sitting (x 2 = 20.03, d.f. = 2,
P <.001), and standing ability QC 2 = 19.07, d.f. = 4, P= .001). As
can be seen in Table 7.2, between 90% and 95% of the Bliss Users group
Table 7.2: Postural Control
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=20)
n	 %	 n	 %
Head control
Full control
Can hold head up - 5 sec. plus


































Can sit steadily and safely
Needs sci support
No control for sitting
Standing
Can stand firmly and steadily
Can stand - unsteady
Needs scire support (eg. leaning)
Needs considerable support (eg. fraire)
































had poor to no control for sitting, standing and aitbulation, caiipared
with only 20% to 40% of Makaton Users. Further support for these
conclusions cares fran analysis of the children's performance on the
P-A-C Mobility and Agility Scales (see Table 7.3). On both scales, the
BSL (Makaton) Signers passed significantly nore checklist items than the
Bliss Users; however even the Signers were, on average, able to perform
only around half of the 13 Mobility Scale items and 20 Agility Scale items.
Table 7.3: Performance on the P-A-C Mobility and Agility Scales
P-A-C Mobility Scale
P-A-C Agility Scale
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n20)	 (n=20)
Mean S.D. Mean	 S.D.	 t
2.60	 2.89	 8.65	 2.75	 6.79




The above findings on physical handicap are also reflected in the
significantly different distributions of diagnostic categories (types of
cerebral palsy) found in the 2 groups (X 2 = 19.78, d.f. = 5,P = .001).
As shown in Table 7.4, about t-thirds of the Bliss group were spastic
quadriplegics or athetoids; 10% fell into the 'mixed' category, and 15%
into the 'other' category. By contrast, over tD-thirdS of the children
using BSL (Makaton) were spastic hemiplegics or diplegics; only 15% were
quadriplegics, and none were athetoids. It should be noted that spastic
quadriplegia and athetosis are in general terms nore severely physically
disabling conditions than hemiplegia or diplegia. For elaboration on
this point, the reader is referred to Table 7.5, which presents the
distribution of cerebral palsy sub-types by severity of handicap for the
total group. As shown in the table, the hemiplegic cases (and sate
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Table 7.4: Types of Cerebral Palsy in the




























Table 7.5: Distrthution of Cerebral Palsy Sub-types



















n	 %	 n	 %
2	 5	 5	 12.5
1	 2.5	 4	 10
0	 0	 1	 2.5
00	 0	 0
00	 0	 0





















diplegics) tended to be rated as having only slight to nderate degrees
of physical handicap, whereas the spastic quadriplegic and athetoid
cases were alnost all rated as having severe to total dejrees of physical
handicap. The strength of the association between cerebral palsy sub-
type and severity of handicap, which is given by Cramer's V lalock, 1972),
although nodest (0.47), is significant at the .03 level.
Disabilities found in past research to be strongly associated with
cerebral palsy inclixle visual impairments, aoditory impairments and
epilepsy (see Chapter 2). In the present sample, only 2 Bliss Users and
1 BSL (Makaton) User h1 a noderate hearing loss (7.5% of the total sample),
and 1 child in each group was partially sighted (5%). Squint affected
4 Bliss Users and 6 Makaton Signers (25% of the total sample), and
nystagmus was reported for 2 Makaton Signers. These results are tabulated
in Table 7.6. Thus 80% of the children using Blissymbolics and 55% of
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the children using BSL (Makaton) were free of visual defects. The
difference between the Bliss and Makatcn groups on these visual handi-
cap neasures were not significant. It rrn.ist of course be rennbered
that information on the children's visual and hearing difficulties was
obtained fran their nedical records, and it is possible that these
records may in • sate cases have been inadequate or incarplete.
According to parents' reports, significantly nore Bliss Users
(50%) than BSL (Makaton) Users (5%) had had fits in the first 2 weeks
of life ( = 10.36, d. f. = 2, P = .006); but roughly the sane numbers
of children in each group had had 1 or nore epileptic fits since the
age of 2 eks and up to the tine of baseline assessnent (X 2 = 1.25,
d.f. = 3; X2 = 0.00 , d.f. = 2) (see Table 7.6). Of the Bliss group,



































Fits in 1st 2 weeks of life 	 10
	 50	 1	 5
1 - 2 fits since age 2 weeks	 1
	
5	 2	 10
3 ornore fits since age 2weeks	 5
	 25	 6	 30
1 - 2 fits in past year	 2
	 10	 2	 10
3 or nore fits in past year	 1	 5	 1	 5
1 child had 2 fits and 5 children had 3 or nore fits since the age of
2 weeks; and of the Makaton group 2 children had 1 to 2 fits, and 6
children had 3 or itore fits since the age of 2 weeks. In other rds,
35% of the total sarrple of 40 children had had 1 or itore epileptic fits,
not counting those with convulsions in the first 2 weeks of life. At
the te of baseline assessrrent, 3 children in each group (15%) were on
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anticc*wulsant n1ication, arid for 2 of them the fits were fully
controlled by the ndication. The remaining 4 children, and 2
additional children (i.e. 15% of the total sarr1e) had experienced
1 or nore fits in the year preceding the study. Four of these children
(2 Bliss and 2 Makaton Users) had 1 fit in the year preceding the
study, and 2 children (1 in each group) had 3 or nore fits in this
pericxi. According to parents' descriptions of the fits experienced by
these children, 3 of the 6 had only major attacks, defined by Rutter,
Graham and Yule (1970) as fits in which there is a loss of consciousness
and convulsions, often accanpanied by incontinence and lip/tongue
biting; 2 children had pure petit mal, defined as episcides of loss of
consciousness lasting only a few seconds, occurring without warning and
unaccanpanied by loss of posture, tongue-biting or incontinence; and in
1 child focal attacks occurred in association with major fits.
21.2 Intercorrelations Arrng the tasures of Physical
arid Motor Status
As detailed above, a number of different ireasures were used to
describe the children's notor abilities arid physical status. Nanpara-
netric correlation procedures were employed to examine the relationships
anong these ordinal-level variables over the total group, and in each
of the Bliss arid BSL (Makaton) groups separately. Table 8 presents the
resulting Kendall rank-order correlation coefficients for the total
sample of 40 children. In this table, arid throughout the text, a single
asterisk (*) represents a probability level of <.05, and 2 asterisks
(**) indicate a probability level of <.001. As can be seen, the inter-
correlations between the rreasures of severity of physical handicap,
P-A-C Mobility arid Agility scores, head control, locax)tion, sitting
arid standing, were all significant at the .001 level, with the Kendall
correlation coefficients ranging fran 0.64 to 0.83. By contrast, the
nasures of hearing and visual inpairirent, and epilepsy, did not
correlate significantly with any of the above neasures, nor with each
other, with the exception of a significant correlation between the
number of fits children had had since the age of 2 weeks and the number
of fits they had in the year preceding the study. In this regard it
must be pointed out that each of these latter ireasures carprised only
4 ordinal scale categories. Furtherrrore, very few children were found
to have any degree of hearing or visual impainrent (7.5% and 5% of the
sample respectively), arid 65% of the sample did not have epilepsy. Since





































Table 8: Intercorrelations Arrong Measures of Physical
and Metor Status - The Total Group (n = 40)




































PH	 : Severity of physical handicap
Nobil : P-A-C Mobility Scale
Agil : P-A-C Agility Scale
Head : Head cx)ntrol
Loc	 : Locaixtion
Hearing: Extent of hearing loss
Acuity : Extent of impaired acuity
Fits 1 : No. of fits since age 2 weeks
Fits 2 : No. of fits in past year
variability in the variables in question, the absence of significant
correlations for these uasures is only to be expected.
Intercorrelations airong the nEasures of physical and nDtor status
were also examined in the t groups separately, and the resulting
correlation coefficients are presented in Appendix 16. With very few
exceptions, the pattern of significant intercorrelations found in each
of the 2 groups was identical to that found in the total sarrple; although
with reduced sample size and reduced variability in the measures, the
sizes of the correlation coefficients were in rrost cases understandably
lower.
In view of the significant intercorrelations that were found between
the ratings of severity of handicap, nDbility, agility, head control,
sitting and standing, the measure of severity of handicap was chosen for
convenience as the representative measure of physical status to be used
in all subsequent analyses.
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Chapter 22. The Children's Cognitive arid Perceptual abilities
22.1 Performance on the Cognitive and Perceptual Measures
The distributions of Columbia Mental Maturity Scale (Crt4S) Age
Deviation Scores are shc,n in Table 9.1. The reader is reminded that
Table 9.1: C4'4S IQ Scores
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n=20)	 (n=20)
IQ	 n	 %	 n




































because the C4S is a nonverbal, multiple choice selection test, it is
particularly suitable for use with cerebral palsied children, since
responses are not dependent on verbal ability or fine ntor skills.
Nevertheless, the difficulties inherent in psychological testing of
this population are well known (see Chapter 19). kreover, a number of
researchers have suggested that the CMMS may underestimate IQ in cerebral
palsied children (eg. Nicholson, 1970). Wriile this claim has not been
elaborated upon in the literature, the implication is that the scores
of the present sample should, if anything, be regarded as underestimates
of cognitive level. Hoever, if the present IQ scores are accepted
(even if only as an approximate indication of nonverbal intelligence),
they show that 57.5% of the total sample were maritally handicapped, a
finding which is close to the rate quoted in epidemiological stx1ies
of cerebral palsy (eg. Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). Ccuiparison of
the present findings with those reported in other stndies will be dis-
cussed in greater detail in Chapter 23.
Turning to examine the differences in intelligence between the
Bliss Users and Makatcz-i Signers, it can be seen that 55% of the Bliss
group but only 30% of the BSL (Makaton) group had C v?4S IQs of 70 or
above. On statistical testing, the Bliss Users achieved significantly
higher scores than the Makaton Signers on the Columbia Interlevel Scale,
as well as higher raw scores on the Raven's Coloured Progressive
Matrices (Set A) and on the Pre-symbol Assessmant Test (which involves
matching and identification of pictographic symbols) (see Table 9.2).
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Table 9.2: Performance on the Columbia Interlevel Scale,
Raven's CPM and Frostig EIIVP
Columbia Interlevel Scale
Raven's CPM (Set A)





























The Bliss Users also achieved significantly higher perceptual ages on
the 2 subtests of the Frostig t1IVP which were used (Form Perception
and Position in Space). The present writer has already cautioned that
ncdifications in the responses that were accepted on the Frostig sub-
tests (pointing rather than pencil outlining), and the fact that the
tests were not standardized on physically handicapped populations,
render the obtained perceptual ages inaropriate for descriptive
purposes or for caiparison with the Frostig norms. Hcver, it is
interesting to note that whereas the Makaton Signing group obtained a
maan perceptual age of 3.03 years on both the Form Perception and
Position in Space subtests, the average performance of the Bliss Users
group was relatively poorer on the Position in Space subtest (a maan
age of 4.02 years) when caTlpared wi.th performance on the Form Perception
subtest (yielding a maan age of 4.09 years). A tentative explanation
for this discrepancy may be that the significantly greater physical
handicaps of the Bliss Users differentially affected their performance
on the 2 subtests; that is, performance on the Position in Space sub-
test, involving as it does the discrimination of reversals and
rotations of figures, may be nore reliant on riotor ability than is the
Form Perception subtest. The lack of information in the research
literature on exactly what each subtest is maasuring, or on the
(possibly different) skills implicated in performance on the 2 sub-
tests, renders this suggestion highly tentative. Moreover, it should
not be forgotten that even on the Position in Space subtest, the Bliss
group achieved a significantly better average performance, when cclTpared
with the BSL (Makaton) group. An additional point to bear in mind
regarding this issue, is that the 2 groups had already been exposed to
sign/symbol training for an average of 10 ironths prior to the camence-
nent of the stndy and the baseline testing (see Chapter 24). It is
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possible that the training each group received differentially affected
performance on the 2 Frostig subtests and the Pre-symbol Assessmant,
and perhaps also on the CM'IS and Raven ' s CPM (which all involve the
identification and matching of gearetric forms, symbols or patterns),
thereby contributing to the significantly different rrean scores shown
in Table 9.2.
In san, the present results show that the Bliss Users were not
only irore severely physically handicapped than the Makaton Signers, but
also achieved significantly higher scores on the nonverbal cognitive
and perceptual treasures that were used.
These findings confirm the conclusion reached by Kiernan, Reid and
Jones (1982), which was based on postal surveys of the use of sign and
symbol systems in U.K. schools, that differential placerrent in augnen-
tative carinunication prograrriles occurs on the basis of such overt
factors as physical ability and cognitive level. British Sign Language
signs, used within the frarrework of the Makaton Vocabulary, are favoured
for severely nentally handicapped children who tend not to be very
severely physically handicapped; while Blissyrnbolics tends to be used
with severely physically handicapped children who are nore able
intellectually. As Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982) suggest, it seems
likely that schools are exclixUng many low cognitive ability children
fran Blissymbol progranires because they believe that the children would
be unable to cope with the system. A related factor to bear in mind in
this regard is that the types of schools attended by the Bliss and ESL
(Makaton) Users were significantly different (X 2 = 22.62, d.f. = 4,
P <.001), with 7( of BSL (Makaton) Users caning fran ESN (5)7 (M)
Schools, and all the Bliss Users caning fran PH Schools or Units or
Hospital Schools (see Table 9.3.) Thus differential placerrent in sign
and symbol prograrmes appears to take place as truch because of the
availability of the systems (with BSL (Makaton) being rrost widely used
in ESN (S) Schools, and Blissymbolics in PH Schools), as through gross
matching with levels of physical and rrental handicap. Interestingly,
an Anerican survey conducted by Fristoe and Lloyd (1978) pinpointed
expertise of teachers (i.e. familiarity of school staff with a particular
system), rather than the needs of the child, as being the ziost critical
factor in system selection. Jerrxvist (1981), in a survey of augrren-
tative system use in Spastic Society schools in England, similarly
found a tendency for just one system to be operative in a given school,
with all nonverbal children in the school being exposed to that one
system. Recently, it has beccme clear that there are many factors to
PH School




Table 9.3: School Placerrnt
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n	 %	 n	 %
	
14	 70	 3	 15
	
1	 5	 0	 0
	
5	 25	 3	 15
	
o	 0	 13	 65
	
0	 0	 1	 5
be considered when selecting an augnentative carinunication system for
a given child. These factors were discussed in sai detail in Chapters
7 and 12, and are likely to include not only the child's rrotor and
cognitive abilities, but also the receptiveness of the people in the
child's environmant to sign versus symbol systems, the child's inclination
and potential to express hirr/herself using gestures versus symbols, the
child's receptive and expressive language status, and the efficiency of
the systems themselves - for example in terms of speed of cclllnunication
and portability. There is little justification for the current practice
(which the present findings show still to be operative) of selecting
auntative systems rrerely according to the 2 or 3 broad criteria
delineated above, nanely general physical status, cognitive level and
nature of school placeirent. This trend cannot be justified on the basis
of current research evidence since the relationship between cognitive
abilities and acquisition of Blissyrnbols is simply not known (see
Chapter 12). Moreover, there are at least 3 studies which have used
Blissyrrbolics with severely/profoundly nentally handicapped children
(Elder and Bergman, 1978; Galloway, 1978; Harris-Vaixlerheiden, Brown,
MacKenzie, Reinen and Scheibel, 1975). While these studies were limited
in terms of duration, and in terms of the descriptions they provide of
the children's ability levels, they do suggest that at least sate low
cognitive ability children can learn to acquire and use at least sate
Blissyrnbols. More information is clearly needed on the relationship
between cognitive level and progress in augnentative system use, and
on the role of intelligence in predicting sign and symbol acquisition.
Data relating to these questions are to be presented in later chapters.
22.2 Intercorrelations Arrong the Cognitive
and Perceptual Maasures
Intercorrelations anong the CI+IS Interlevel Scale, Raven' s CPM
(Set A), the Frostig subtests, and Pre-syrribol Assessnent, were carputed
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for the total sanpie, and for each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups separately (see Table 10). Examination of the data on scatter-
grams revealed that the relationships aiong the neasures were nostly
non-linear. Therefore, Kendall rank-order correlations, rather than
Pearson correlations, were used.
Table 10: Intercorrelations Arrong the Co q ütive and
Perceptual Measures
1) The Total Group (n = 40):
Raven's Frostig-Form Frostig-Position Pre-symbol

















ii) The Bliss Users Group (n = 20):
Raven' s Frostig-Form Frostig-Position
CPM	 Perception in Space
*	 *	 *
Ct"1S	 0.48	 0.43	 0.48
**
Raven' s CPM	 0.61	 0. 07
Form Perception	 0.27
Position in Space








































In each case, there was a significant relationship between
performance on the Columbia 4S and the Raven' s CPM, a reassuring
finding since both are deened to be ireasures of general reasoning
ability, and both involve visual-perceptual tasks and apprehension of
figural similarities. Nicholson (1970), too, found a significant
(although sare/nat higher) correlation (in the 0. 705) between these
2 neasures, using slightly older cerebral palsied children. Over the
total sample, both neasures were also found to correlate significantly
with the 2 Frostig DTVP subtests that were used, and with the Pre-
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symbol Assessnent, undoubtedly because all have in caon a strong
dependence on visuo-spatial skills. It is further worth noting the
significant, if nudest, correlations that were found between the 2
Frostig subtests (Form Perception and Position in Space) in the total
sample and in the BSL (Makaton) group. This finding runs counter to
Frostig's (1966) claims for orthogonality of the D'IVP subtests, and
is in line with the large number of stndies which have reported varying
degrees of overlap between the subtests in groups of normal and
nentally handicapped children.
Turning to consider the intercorrelations arrong the cognitive
and perceptual neasures in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups
separately, it can be seen that the relationships between the CY'4S and
Raven' s CPM, and between the Pre-symbol Assessirent and all other
neasures, remained significant (see Table 10). Hever, the patterns
of intercorrelations between the cognitive neasures and the 2 Frostig
subtests were quite different. In the Bliss Users group, the cognitive
neasures correlated significantly with the Form Perception subtest,
but the Raven's CPM did not correlate with the Position in Space sub-
test. In the Makaton Signing group the opposite pattern was found -
the cognitive neasures correlated significantly with the Position in
Space subtest, but not with the Form Perception subtest. There is no
ready explanation for these findings, which may be due to chance, or
may indeed reflect the differential iiact of degree of physical handi-
cap on the relationship between the Frostig subtests and cognitive level
in a way that is not innediately apparent. Hcever, it must be said
that even when the correlations between the cognitive neasures and the
2 Frostig subtests were re-run while adjusting for the effects of
severity of handicap, the patterns of intercorrelations remained
identical to the above. Examining the scattergrarns of the relationships
between these variables in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups, it
appeared that in each case there were 1 or at rrost 2 subjects with an
extreire score an only 1 variable, which may have been distorting the
relationships. Kendall correlations between the cognitive neasures
and the Frostig subtests were re-run after exclnding these subjects,
yielding sarewhat higher and (in all but 1 case) significant correlations
between these neasures in each group. In the Bliss group, the
correlation coefficient between the Position in Space subtest and the
Raven's CPM rose frau 0.07 to 0.33 (P = .044) after excinding just 2
subjects with extrene scores; while in the BSL (Makaton) group, the
correlation coefficient between the Form Perception subtest and the
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Columbia 1+15 rose fran 0.25 to 0.33 (P = .037), after exclixling 1
subject with an extrema score. The correlaticn between the Form
Perception subtest and the Raven' s CPM in this group rose fran 0.18
to 0.29, but remained nonsignificant.
The Pre-syrrbol Assessnent is a short test developed by the
Blissynbolics Carniunicaticn Resource Centre (U.K.) (Davies, 1980) to
assess children' s performance on symbol matching and symbol identif i-
cation tasks. There are no reported data on the test, but the present
findings of significant, if rwxlest, relationships between this ireasure
and the other perceptual and cognitive tests that were administered,
suggest that the neasure may be of sate value as a quick screening
test, tapping cognitive and/or perceptual skills. The relationship
between the Pre-symbol Assessnent and acquisition and use of Blissymbols
and Makaton Vocabulary signs will be examined in a later chapter.
22.3 The Relationship Between Intelligence and Severity
of Physical Handicap
st epidemiological investigations of cerebral palsy have
reported a tendency for severe physical handicap and severe marital
handicap to occur together. Asher and Schonell (1950) graded all their
subjects according to severity of physical handicap, and found that
those subjects with 'slight' handicap had a nean IQ of 81.8; those
with 'nderate' handicap had a nean IQ of 71.7, while the severely
handicapped had a irean IQ of 55.6. Dunsdon (1952), and Rutter, Graham
and Yule (1970), also found that Irre cerebral palsied children with
extensive physical handicaps had lcw intelligence quotients, when
caipared with children with less extensive physical disorders. In
Dunsdon's stixiy, approximately 70% of those children with all 4 limbs
involved had IQs be1oz 70, while only 38% of paraplegic children and
29% of hemiplegic children had IQs belcxi 70. And Cockburn (1961)
found that spastic tetraplegics, who are the nost extensively physically
handicapped arrong the spastics, tend to be of lcr intelligence than
any other sub-group of cerebral palsy. Such findings may be accounted
for, at least in part, by reference to the brain damage underlying the
notor handicaps. In addition, these findings accord well with the
theories of cognitive developient which emphasize the role of rrotor
skills, and active participation in the environrrent, in influencing the
developrent of intellectual skills. Central to such theories is the
thesis that early rrotor developrent is one of the foundations upon which
intellectual developrent is built. Thus, Piaget (1964) suggested that
a child's developient of cognitive skills passes through a well-defined
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sequence of stages, and that self-initiated actions and experiences
form the basis of nental grcMth. In this process the child is seen
as first co-ordinating his actions, then nental representations of
these actions, and then sequences of itental operations. Where irvtor
handicaps exist, then such theories predict that cognitive grth will
be restricted (Rostron and Sewell, 1983).
Hcever, there are severely physically handicapped individuals
who are cognitively very capable. As Rostron and Sewell point out,
the presence of such individuals must raise questions about the
contention that rrotor activity is essential for cognitive growth. A
major calicating factor in the cerebral palsy studies referred to
above concerns the difficulty of determining the intelligence level of
severely physically handicapped individuals. The IQ scores reported
in these studies were typically based on tests which require nDtor and/
or verbal performance (eg. the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children) and which are therefore not appropriate
for cerebral palsied samples. Severely physically handicapped
individuals are heavily penalized on such tests, achieving poor scores,
and it is possible that this may have contributed to the finding of a
close association between severity of physical and nental handicap.
In other *xrds, the close relationship reported in past studies between
these 2 variables may have arisen as an artifact of the nethod of
testing intelligence. The question of the relationship between severity
of physical handicap and intelligence level needs to be re-examined,
using cognitive rreasures which are not dependent on notor or verbal
skills. The Columbia MMS, which was used in the present study, fulfils
this requirerrent since performance on this test involves simple hand or
eye pointing responses to multiple-choice problems. The relationship
between this neasure and neasures of physical handicap was explored
using Kendall correlation procedures, and the resulting correlation co-
efficients for the total sample, and for each of the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups, are presented in Table 11.1.
Over the total sample, no significant correlations energed between
the C'IMS Interlevel Scores and neasures of physical and notor status.
Table 11.2 shows the distribution of IQ scores in the cerebral palsy
sub-types for the total sample, and again there was no association
between intelligence and extent of physical handicap, in this case
expressed in terms of cerebral palsy diagnosis (c 2 = 14.93, d.f. = 20).
Certainly, it must be borne in mind that the present sample ccrriprised
a carefully selected sub-group of the cerebral palsied population,
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Table 11.1: Correlations Between Columbia l?4S Inter level
Scores and asures of Physical and Wtor Status
Total Sample Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n=40)	 (n=20)	 (n=20)
Physical and nctor status
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Table 11.2: Columbia IQ Scores in Cerebral Palsy
Sub-groups - The Total Sample (n = 40)
55 or belcM 56-69 70-89 90-109 110 or above
n	 n	 n	 n	 n
Spastic hemiplegia	 3	 2	 2	 0	 0
Spastic diplegia	 4	 3	 1	 1	 0
Spastic quadriplegia	 3	 1	 3	 2	 0
Athetosis	 3	 1	 1	 2	 0
Mixed	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0
Other	 2	 0	 2	 1	 1
consisting only of ncderately to severely physically handicapped
children with minimal or no spoken language, who were being exposed to
augnentative canunication training. Thus, less severely physically
handicapped herniplegic and diplegic children with higher IQs were not
represented in the sample, since such children tend to have better
spoken language skills (Ingram, 1975). Children with profound irental
and physical handicaps were also not likely to have been included,
since few such children tend to be given any kind of augrrentative
carniunication training in schools (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982).
Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn fran the present findings about
a lack of association between physical and rrental handicap in the
cerebral palsy population as a whole. At best, it may be concluded
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that there is no such association within the group of nonspeaking
cerebral palsied children. It is known that in the cerebral palsied
population there are sate children (particularly athetoids, but also
scire quadriplegics) who are very severely physically handicapped, but
are also of relatively high cognitive abilities. When tested on
cognitive ireasures requiring nDtor or verbal skills, as in past studies,
these children would be likely to perform poorly. However, as is
shown in the present study, when they are assessed on nonverbal and
nOn-rrDtor intelligence tests, such children are not penalized, and
the previously found relationship between physical and irental handicap
does not hold. A similar picture was found when examining the
correlations in the Bliss Users group alone. This group had a number
of severely physically handicapped athetoid and quadriplegic children
with IQs above 70. On the other hand, in the BSL (Makaton) group, the
correlations between the Columbia Interlevel Scale and rreasures of
severity of handicap, postural control and P-A-C Mobility and Agility
Scales were found to be significant. In this group there were no
athetoid cases. More significantly, on examining the distributions of
scores in this group, 2 to 3 children were found to have extrerre scores
(i.e. extreire low scores on both the Columbia 4S and the particular
neasures of physical status, or extrerre high scores) which appeared
to pull the correlations between IQ and the ireasures of physical skills
to significance. After excluding these children fran the analyses, the
correlation coefficients with the Columbia 1S in the BSL (Makaton)
group dropped to -0.41 for the severity of handicap neasure, 0.00 for
head control, 0.08 for loccirotion, 0.23 for sitting, 0.31 for standing,
0.30 for the P-A-C Mobility Scale, and 0.39 for the P-A-C Agility Scale.
All these correlations were nonsignificant, with the exception of the
relationships with severity of handicap and the P-A-C Agility Scale,
which remained significant at the .024 and .019 levels respectively.
The findings described above fail to support the contention that
Irotor activity is essential for cognitive growth. In this regard,
Postron and Sewell (1983) propose that it is not notor rrovenent per se
that contributes to cognitive developient, but the opportunity Trotor
novenent nonlly provides to link actions with consequences, to make
sense of and construct internal rrodels of the world. They argue that
the primary function of Irotor activity is to provide a child with
control of the environnent, and feedback concerning the consequences
of action is important for learning. However, it is possible to make
sense of the world using other skills. It may thus be that those
severely physically handicapped individuals who are not cognitively
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inpaired have achieved sate consistent control over the environitent
in other ways.
Chapter 23. Caiparisons with Findings frau
Epidemiological Investigations
Past stxlies found that one-half to t-thirds of cerebral palsied
individuals have severe camnnication difficulties, and that
approximately 20% of cases have no intelligible speech (eg. Cockburn,
1961; Ingram, 1964; Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). The children
incltxled in the present stu:ly, who were chosen because they had
minimal or no functional speech, and furtherrrire because they were
being exposed to auglrentative cairnunication training, thus constitute
a highly selected group within the population of cerebral palsied
children. Despite this, the present findings agree very closely with
the epideiniological stndies of Dunsdon (1952), Ingram (1964), Rutter,
Graham and Yule (1970) and others, in showing a slight preponderance
of males to females (52.5% males). One of the Irost recent epidemiolo-
gical surveys, carried out by Stanley (1979) in Western Australia, in
fact found a male : female ratio of around 1 for the years 1971 - 1975.
The finding that 35% of the present sample had had 1 or rrore epileptic
fits, not counting those with convulsions in the first 2 weeks of life,
is also in broad agreerrent with earlier reports; Rutter et al. found
that 40% of their sample were epileptic, while Ingram's (1964) and
Mitchell's (1961) figures were 32% and 25% respectively. Sttxlies which
undertook systematic investigation of hearing in cerebral palsied
graips, have reported a prevalence of hearing defects of approximately
23% (Fisch, 1957; Henderson, 1961). In the present stiy only 7.5% of
the sample were found to have sate degree of hearing irrpairment. Hc y z-
ever, this information was obtained fran the children' s nedical records,
and the figure of 7.5% may thus be an underestimate, due to incaplete-
ness of the records and/or inadequate investigations. This may also
account for the relatively low prevalence of visual irrpairirent (5%) in
the present group, when caupared with the figures reported by Douglas
(1961) and Woods (1957) (14.4% and 18.3% respectively). The
percentages of children found to have strabismus (25%) and nystagmus
(5%), too, are considerably lower than the figures reported by Douglas
(1961) (approximately 50% and 13% respectively).
In contrast to the above, a much higher percentage of the present
sample was classed as being severely to very severely physically handi-







surveys. Rutter et al! s figure (using the saite rating scale applied
in this study) was 37%, and Schonell's (1956) 31%. However, given the
general conclusion reached in previous studies (eg. Ingram, 1964) that
the nonverbal and severely language ilipaired subgroup of the cerebral
palsied population tends to be the nest physically handicapped, this
finding is only to be expected.
Table 12.1 presents the distribution of IQ scores in children with
cerebral palsy in the present study, as cciiipared with the distributions
reported in sate of the major epidemiological investigations conducted
Table 12.1: IQ Distribution of Children with Cerebral Palsy
Asher & Dunsdon Cockburn Rutter et al. The Present
Schonell	 Study












to date. Over the total sarr1e, the present findings agree very closely
with these other investigations (particularly those of Rutter et al.
(1970) arid Dunsdon (1952)), in showing that just over one-third of the
sample had IQs below 50 or 55, one-fifth had mild rrental handicap, and
just under half were not itentally handicapped. These findings may be
considered as sathat surprising. Given the general claim in past
studies of a close association between severity of physical handicap
and severity of nental handicap, it may have been exoected that the
present sample, selected for severity of speech irrpairirent, and found
to be nere physically handicapped overall than the general population
of cerebral palsied children, would have energed as nere rrentally handi-
capped as well. In fact, as was discussed in Chapter 22, the present
writer found no association between intelligence and severity of
physical handicap in the total sample, which was explained in tern of
the presence of sate children (particularly athetoid and also quad-
riplegic cases) who were very severely physically handicapped but also
had relatively high cognitive abilities. Thus, at least a partial
explanation for the present IQ results is likely to be found in the
overrepresentation of athetoid cases in the present sample (17.5%
canpared with Rutter et al .'s (1970) 2.9%), in that athetoids tend to
show a very high frequency of speech defects and to be very severely
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physically handicapped, but also to be nore intellectually able than
children in other categories of cerebral palsy. Another factor to
bear in mind in this regard is that many of the epidemiological
sti.x3.ies used tests requiring notor and/or verbal skills to assess
intelligence. Such tests are likely to penalize the severely physically
handicapped and nonverbal cerebral palsied child, thereby - in sate
cases - yielding underestimates of IQs. This might certainly account
for the finding that 55% of spastic quadriplegics in the present study
obtained IQs above 70 (on a non-notor and nonverbal intelligence test),
whereas past studies tended to find that all, or alnost all, children
with spastic quadriplegia were trentally handicapped (eg. Ingram, 1964;
Rutter et al., 1970). It is, hcever, also possible that sate of the
quadriplegic cases in the present sample would have been nore correctly
classified as spastic diplegics, as has been suggested by Hagberg,
Hagberg and 01CM (1975). The present study's reliance on the children's
nedical casenotes for infonnation on diagnosis ireans that this question
irnist be left open. A final point to note regarding the present
findings on IQ is that the sample carised only nonverbal cerebral
palsied children who were being taught to carinunicate with augnentative
systems. There are no doubt neny severely multiply handicapped non-
speakers who are so profoundly nentally handicapped that they are not
even considered for augnentative carinunication training, because
schools feel they would make no headway with the systs. Such children
would have been included in the wide-ranging epiderniological surveys
referred to above, but are not represented in the present sample.
Turning to consider the distribution of cerebral palsy according
to type, Table 12.2 shczs the carparison between the figures found in
this study and frequencies reported in sate of the major epiderniological
surveys of cerebral palsy. Given the fact that the children ccniprising
Table 12.2: Distribution of Cerebral Pals>I Sub- typ
Asher & Henderson Rutter Hagberg et al. The Present





























the present sample are not representative of cerebral palsied children
in general, but rather of the nonverbal and nore severely handicapped
cerebral palsied group, the differences that enrge are largely as
anticipated. Athetoid cases were overrepresented here (17.5% ccznpared
with Rutter et als 2.9% and Hagberg et als 3%), which is not
surprising in view of previous findings that athetoids tend to shci
a very high frequency of speech defects (Ingram, 1975; Wcods, 1957).
Spastic qu3riplegics caprised 22.5% of the sample, which is airrost
identical to Rutter et a1 s general prevalence figure, but is
considerably higher than Hagberg et al.' s figure of 5%. (Hagberg et
aL' s lci figure results fran their definition of this category, which
exchided cases that would certainly have been incitided here by other
investigators). Again, speech defects or inability to speak are
frequently found in this group; dysarthria is invariably present, and
since many cases are severely maritally handicapped, associated speech
retardation is catiion (Asher arid Schonell, 1950; Ingram, 1964). By
contrast, spastic hemiplegics were underrepresented in the total group
of subjects (17.5% canpared with the 37% and 41% found by Rutter et
al. arid Hagberg et aL); but this is to be expected since severe speech
irnpainrnt is far less camon in this type of cerebral palsy. The
percentages of spastic diplegic arid mixed cases that were found, and
the absence of ataxic cases, are largely in agreemant with the findings
of other sti.idies. Hcever, the diagnostic category of 'other' was
overrepresented. In this regard it nust be rembered that in the
present stixly the diagnoses were all obtained fran the children's
madical casenotes. A number of these diagnoses had been made when the
children were very young, and had not been updated. As pointed out by
Hall (1984), the ircvexrent problems exhibited by the young cerebral
palsied child are often hard to classify into the traditional categories
of cerebral palsy. These children had thus been placed in the 'other'
category in infancy, and the diagnoses had not been re-examined since
that tixre.
ChaEter 24. School Placnt and the Teaching of
Augmantative Cczrirrunication Systems
General findings on school placerrent and the teaching of
Blissyinbolics arid Makaton Signing are presented in this chapter, in
order to provide a framawork within which the children's linguistic
abilities and acquisition of symbols and signs can then be described.
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The 40 children were attending a total of 21 different schools,
canprising 7 ESN(S) Schools, 1 ESN(M) School, 9 PH Schools, 3 Hospital
Schools, and 1 PH Unit in an ordinary school. Overall, there were 9
different schools with 1 child in each school, 7 schools with 2 children
in each, 3 schools with 3 children in each, and 2 schools with 4
children. The types of schools attended by the Bliss Users and BSL
(Maicaton) Users were described in Chapter 22.1, where it was shown that
the 2 groups differed significantly in school placemant (2 = 22.62,
d.f. = 4, P < .001), with 70% of the Makaton Signers attending ESN(S)/
(M) Schools, and 75% of the Bliss Users attending PH Schools or Units
(see Table 9.3). Of the total group of children, 36 were day pupils,
and 4 children (3 Bliss Users and 1 BSL (Makaton) User) were boarders,
returning harc at weekends and during the school holidays.
Each of the Bliss and BSL (Maicaton) groups had had speech therapy
training for an average of 15 ironths prior to entry into the symbol or
sign progralTues (for the Bliss group S.D. = 11.86, range 0 - 44 rronths;
for the BSL (Makaton) group S.D. = 11.09, range 0 - 36 rronths). In all
cases, the failure of traditional speech therapy training to result in
a functional (spoken) caiTnunication system for the child led to the
decision by speech therapists or teachers to introduce augirntative
carinunication training.
In order to explore this decision making process in nore detail,
the speech therapists and teachers were asked to select the 4 rrost
relevant reasons, out of a list of 17 possible criteria, for introducing
the children to augnentative camunication systems. Table 13.1 shows
the numbers of teachers checking each item. In both the Bliss and
Makaton groups, the ccmionest reasons cited were the absence of expressive
language (noted by 60% of Bliss teachers arid 90% of BSL (Makaton)
teachers), and the possibility that the child would not achieve
intelligible speech (cited by 85% of Bliss teachers and 40% of BSL
(Makaton) teachers). The child' s rrotivation to cairruinicate was also
a popular criterion, indicated by 65% of Bliss teachers arid 45% of BSL
(Makaton) teachers. These 3 primary reasons aside, the Bliss and
Makaton teachers produced rather different distributions of additional
criteria for placing the children in augmantative carrnunication
training progranrts. Other caon reasons cited by the Bliss teachers
were the presence of good receptive language ability (55%), the success
of the system with other children (40%), and the child's average to
high level of intelligence (35%). In contrast, the BSL (Makaton)





























Table 13.1: Reasons for Introducing the Children
to Augrrentative Ccfrrnunication Systems
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
Age
Failure in other prograirrres
Presence of receptive language skills
Absence of receptive language skills
Absence of expressive language skills




Ability to point to symbols!
execute signs
Ability to learn new tasks
Child easy to teach
Level of intelligence (average to high)
Other children at school use the system
Parents' enthusiasm for the system
System is easy for staff to learn
System is easy for child to learn






































the child's imitation ability (30%), and the child's rrotor ability to
produce signs (30%). Further criteria, which were cited by only 1 or
2 teachers in each group, included age, failure in other language
prograrriies, the ability to learn new tasks, ease of learning the system
for the child and teachers, and parents' enthusiasm for the system.
In sum, the purely pragmatic consideration of absence of expressive
language was the rrost popular selection criterion cited by both Bliss
and Malcaton teachers, followed closely by the child's notivation to
caiuiunicate. Good cognitive and language carrehension skills followed
in popularity for the Bliss teachers, while poor receptive language
skills and the physical ability to execute signs were rated rrrre
cclTTronly by the BSL (Makaton) teachers. Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982)
found an alnost identical pattern of responses to their questionnaire
item asking schools on what basis children were chosen for sign and
symbol progranires. As Kiernan et al.point out, these data would seem
to indicate that Blissymbolics and Makaton Signing are perceived rather
differently by teachers/speech therapists. Bliss appears to be seen
primarily as a channel of expressive ccxrinunication, and as requiring
good cognitive and receptive language abilities fran the child (i.e.
as rather difficult to earn, but not as contributing irore broadly to
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the child's intellectual and educational develo[lrcnt. In contrast,
Makaton Signing is nore often seen as less demanding and easier to
learn, and thus as appropriate for children who have both receptive and
expressive difficulties with speech, provided that they have the
requisite skills to imitate rrotor riovements and execute signs.
Further confirmation for this conclusion cares frai examination of
the reasons given by the speech therapists or teachers for placing
children in Bliss or Makaton progrartines, rather than introducing them
to any of the other augmentative systems that are available for use.
As can be seen in Table 13.2, all the Bliss teachers cited the child's
poor hand control as a reason for not selecting a sign system, and 30%
to 35% of teachers also mentioned the child's good cognitive abilities,
arid the greater carplexity and flexibility of Blissyrnbolics, as reasons
for selecting this system. In contrast, 65% of Makaton teachers saw
Makaton as nre appropriate for lci cognitive ability children;
Table 13.2: Reasons for Choosing Blissymbolics/Makaton Signing
In Preference to Other Augrnentative Systems of
Carinunication
i) The Bliss Group (n = 20):
n
	 %
Poor hand control 	 20 100
Average-high level of cognitive ability 	 7	 35
Flexibility of system and potential for cariplexity	 6	 30
Easier to learn than traditional orthography 	 5	 25
Can be understood by people unfamiliar with system 	 4	 20
Other children use the system at school 	 2
	
10
ii) The BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 20):
Lz cognitive level
Easier to learn than other systems (including PGSS)
Easier to produce rrotorically than PGSS
Irrtnediate and portable
Familiar to school staff
System augments speech















Child has visual impairment	 1	 5
35% stated that the system was cognitively easier for children to learn
than other systems including the PGSS), while 20% of teachers saw BSL
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(Makaton) signs as easier to produce imtorically than PGSS signs. Other
reasons cariionly cited for selecting this augmantative ntxie were the
inTr1iacy and portability of signing, which made it appropriate for
ambulant children (60% of teachers), and the familiarity of school staff
with the system (60%).
Overall, then, BSL (Makatcn) tends to be seen as less cognitively
demanding than Blissyrnbolics or other sign systems, and hence as nre
appropriate for lcMer-IQ children, provided that they have the requisite
notor skills. On the other hand, Blissymbols is seen as a flexible and
carlex language system, riore appropriate for intellectually able
children who are non-ambulatory and have poor hand control. The
teachers' responses accord with the earlier findings that the present
saniple of Bliss Users was nore severely physically handicapped than the
Makaton Signers, but also achieved significantly higher scores on non-
verbal cognitive tests (see Chapter 22.1). And they provide further
confirmation for the conclusion reached by the present writer, and by
Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982), that differential placemant in Bliss
and BSL (Makatcn) prograrrnes occurs primarily on the basis of 2 criteria-
physical ability and cognitive level. In addition, teachers' familiarity
with BSL (Makaton) signs appears to be a third important consideration
for the selection of Makaton Signing.
At the carnencemant of the present stndy the Blissymbol Users had
been learning Blissyinbolics for a nean of 10.85 nonths (range 2 to 18
nDnths), and their average age when first introduced to symbols was 5
years 1 nonth (range 3 years 6 nonths to 6 years 11 nonths). The BSL
(Nakaton) Users had been exposed to sign training for a nean of 10.40
nonths (range 1 to 18 nonths), and the nean age at which signs were
introduced was 5 years 2 ircnths (range 3 years 6 nonths to 8 years 10
nonths). There were no significant differences between the 2 groups on
these variables (see Table 13.3). Thus, on average the children did not
receive any exposure to augnentative systen of caTniunication until
they entered school at the age of approximately 5 years. In each of
the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups there was only 1 child who had been
started on an augnentative ccnuunication system before the age of 4 years.
This tendency to defer the implrentation of an augrrentative approach
until the child is of school age or even older (sate children were aged
7 or 8 when signs or symbols were first introduced), and until the child
has denonstrated often several years of failure in traditional speech
therapy, indicates that augnentative approaches are still being regarded











Table 13.3: Duration and Frequency of Blissymbol
and Makaton Sign Training
Bliss Users
	 BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=20)
Maan S.D. Maan S.D. t
Length of tima on signs/symbols
prior to study (nDnths)
Age at which sign/symbol
training began (nonths)
Weekly sign/symbol teaching
tine (minutes per week)
.dditiona1 weekly speech therapy
tine (minutes per week)
be explained in terms of the reluctance of parents, teachers and even
speech therapists to introduce another system of camiunication until
they are convinced that the child is making insufficient headway with
speech. Such an approach is undesirable to say the least. There are
nuirerous argurtents for earlier iit1enentation of a total caun.inication
approach. As Dade et al. point out, basic ccnininication skills are
important for social and ertoticnal develoiuent, as well as constituting
a critical interactive cariponent to cojnitive developrent in the early
preschool years. Research has indicated that early language learning
is critical for the normal acquisition of other developiental skills, so
that the earlier augnentative cczmiunication training is introduced in
the educational prograrrrning of carrruinicatively handicapped and high risk
infants, the nore beneficial it is likely to be. In this way years of
frustration with traditional speech therapy approaches may be avoided,
and the establishrrent of irrmature and limiting carntnication patterns
may possibly be prevented (Archer, 1977). Of the present sample, for
exanpie, sare children had been in traditional speech therapy for up to
3½ years before augnentative camiunication was introduced. This
argunent is strengthened further by the absence of data iiicating that
the use of augrrentative systems will inhibit speech developrent, and
by the presence of many (nostly uncontrolled) studies claiming improved
speech skills in at least sare cases. The exploratory work of Le
Prevost (1983) and McDade et al. (1980) in introducing signing to 1- and
2-year-old DcMns' Syrx3rane infants is extrerrely pranising in this regard.
Turning to consider the teaching input the children were receiving
at the tine of baseline assessrrent, Table 13.3 shcMs that the Bliss
Users group was receiving irore hours of augrreritative ccirmuniction
training per week (a nean of 3. hour 49 minutes) than the Makaton Signing
group (a nean of 1 hour 23 minutes). This difference was just short of
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statistical significance. The Bliss Users were also receiving
significantly nre speech theraW tine devoted to other aspects of
language developnt (a nean of 25.50 minutes per week) when capared
with the Makatcn Signers (a nean of 11.25 minutes per week). Further-
nre, the type of additional training the 2 groups of children were
receiving tended to be different CC 2 = 8.97, d.f. = 4, P = .062), with
nre of the Bliss Users receiving additional language ccirprehens ion
work, arid nore of the BSL (Makatcri) Users receiving additional speech
articulation training (see Table 13.4). As the Bliss Users in the
present study were found to be nore able than the Makaton Users in terms
of language carprehens ion, and the Makaton Users were nore able in terms
of speech expression (see Chapter 25), it would appear that speech
therapists were inclined to concentrate on building up the children' s
areas of strength, but often at the expense of neglecting areas of
weakness. Even nore significant is the fact that 50% of the Bliss Users
arid 35% of the Makaton Signers were receiving no additional speech and
language work, apart fran the sign/symbol training sessions. Wtiile it
may be argued, arid with justification, that Blissymbol arid BSL (Makaton)
trainingincorporate general language developnent work, this was clearly
not felt to be sufficient by the teachers and speech therapists of the
23 children who were receiving additional language sessions! It is open
to question whether, for the other 17 children, signs/symbols were
considered a replacenent for speech, so that formal work on speech
ceased, or alternatively whether the problem of tine limitation in these
cases did not al1ciz for the inclusion of a separate progranire for work
on speech expression and ccirprehension, over arid above the sessions
devoted to augrrentative catirmication training.




Caprehens ion and articulation work
Feeding work only
None
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=20)
n	 %	 n	 %
8	 40	 1	 5
3	 15	 6	 30
1	 5	 3	 15
1	 5	 0	 0
7	 35	 10	 50
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The increased teaching tfli afforded the Bliss Users group may
well be due, at least in part, to the greater speech therapy input to
PH schools, and the greater willingness of teachers and speech therapists
to spend tine wQrking with children who are sore able in terms of IQ
and language cciiprehension. In this regard, it is interesting to note
that while the Columbia MMS Interlevel Scores did not correlate signif i-
cantly with weekly sign/symbol teaching tine (for the Bliss group,
tau 0.12, P = .245; for the BSL (Makatcn) group , tau = 0.11, P = .264),
significant correlations were found between Columbia MMS Interlevel
Scores and additional speech therapy tine per week in the total sample
(tau = 0.34, P = .002) and in the BSL (Makaton) group (tau = 0.30,
P = . 049). However, even the average of 1 hour 49 minutes weekly symbol
teaching tine which the Bliss Users were receiving, falls far short of
the teaching input given in many of the published sign and symbol
training stndies, scire of which clairr to give their subjects several
hours of training per day, as well as continuous exposure to simultaneous
ccuuinication throughout the school day (eg. Schaeffer, l980a,b). Of
the present sample, only 1 Makaton Signer was exposed to signing through-
out the school day; and for a quarter of both the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups, their only exposure to signs/symbols occurred in the direct
teaching sessions (see Table 13.5). There was no significant difference
between the groups on this mneasure(X2 = 2.14, d.f. = 3). These figures
are considerably lower than those quoted in the survey conducted by
Kiernan, Reid and Jones (1982), where symbol systems were reported as
being used throughout the school day in 61% of schools, and signing in
79% of ESN(S) Schools arid 45% of PH Schools. However, as Kiernan et a1's
findings were based on postal questionnaires, they may well have over-
estimated the situation in practios.
Table 13.5: Extent of Use of Signs/Symbols at School
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n20)	 (n=20)
Sign/symbol sessions only
Formal sessions ^ occasionally in class
All classrk

















The above findings highlight one of the major advantages of
conducting a naturalistic study such as the present one, in that
information can be gathered on the extent to which signs and symbols
are actually taught and used in the field'. A number of writers have
pointed to the increasing number of special schools in the U.K. which
have adopted augmantative camnunication systems in recent years
(Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982; Remington and Light, 1983); but the
present examination of the extent to which they use the systems reveals
relatively low exposure to sign/symbol training, and considerable
restriction on generality of use. On present evidence it seems likely
that many special schools which claim to be using Blissymbolics and
Makaton Signing, are in fact giving minimal attention to the systems.
Past research studies on sign and symbol training have yielded highly
positive outcczTes for the majority of their subjects; but they have
typically involved many hours of teaching in clinic settings, using
skilled and enthusiastic trainers and clinicians. In view of such
discrepancies with the present findings, it will be interesting to
determine whether the follow up data gathered in the present study yield
results as prard.sing as those detailed in the research literature. For
the ntllEnt, however, it can be stated that the lack of continuous
exposure to signs/symbols is likely to limit the rate of sign/symbol
acquisition and the level of use obtained. If children' s potential for
language mastery is to be fully exploited, they need to be involved in
augrrentative carrrn.inication training and use for iaich longer than just
one or t hours a week, and schools will be required to make a far
greater investnent in sign and symbol training.
The teachers or speech therapists having primary responsibility for
inpiemanting the Bliss or BSL (Makaton) training prograimes, were asked
to describe the strategies and techniques they used to teach the systems
to their pupils. Their responses revealed many cariion procedures.
Teaching strategies used with all the children included pairing the
symbols and signs with tangible objects, pictures arid verbal labels,
labelling objects and pictures, discriminating between symbols or signs,
and the use of praise and/or tangible rewards to reinforce performance
on these tasks. Mcxeling and imitation were used by all the BSL (Makaton)
teachers, while 65% of them also mantioned the use of physical pratpting
or noulding, which involves aiding the child to place his/her hands in
the correct shape or body position for the sign, and noving the hands
through the inovemants of the sign. Four of the Bliss teachers also
described physically prapting the child to indicate symbols, while one
teacher mantioned reliance on pictorial cues embedded in symbols, to
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facilitate symbol identification. Only 65% of the Bliss teachers and
20% of the BSL (Makatcn) teachers described actively encouraging their
pupils to produce multi-symbol/sign utterances in correct English word
order, for example by using picture cards, by expanding upon and
correcting the children' s sign/symbol ca'nbinations, and, in the case
of Bliss, by placing symbols czi the carinunication chart following the
pattern of the Fitzgerald Key (Fitzgerald, 1949). This procedure
involves placing the symbols in columns according to their grarrmatical
form, thereby providing a visual pattern for correct word order. The
finding that so few BSL (Makaton) teachers actively worked on the
production of sign caribinations, may be due to the fact that nDst of
the Makaton Users were of low cognitive ability and were only at the
one-sign stage of language prcxluction.
1nen asked specifically about the use of English syntax, all the
teachers said that they followed English word order when using signs or
symbols, and that they expected those children who were at least at the
two-sign/symbol utterance level to do the sama. Only one school
adopted a different policy to the above, teaching its three Bliss Users
to use different styles of massage transmission in different situations.
These children were taught to use fully graniriatical symbol utterances
in formal teaching settings, but were shown how they could use tele-
graphic utterances to effect quicker massage transmission in informal
conversational settings. On further questioning it errerged that only
65% of BSL (Makaton) trainers and 15% of Bliss trainers consistently
used signs/symbols, together with speech, when ccuinunicating with their
pupils. A further 30% of Makaton teachers and 55% of Bliss teachers
occasionally accanpanied their speech with signs/symbols, while 1
Makaton teacher and 6 Bliss teachers only used speech when ccumunicating
with the children. Thus few of the children, particularly anong the
Bliss Users, hal consistent zrrxlels of system use, even anong their own
teachers.
It was also disappointing to find that only 5 Bliss teachers and
3 Makaton teachers nentioned the use of questioning strategies to elicit
symbol/sign utterances fran the children, and only 4 teachers in each
group made conscious efforts to foster spontaneous use of the systens
in formal settings, for example by introducing story telling or doll
play tasks. Few teachers or speech therapists described the use of
specific strategies to foster generalization of system use, for example
by setting up opportunities for the child to ccmnunicate with a variety
of people in different settings, or by creating situations where the
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child can express choice and exert control over events through messages
conveyed manually or with symbols. Understandably, such strategies are
often time-consuming, and they can be disruptive of classroczn routine;
but they are valuable in achieving generalization of sign or symbol use.
Group teaching sessions are also important in this regard, since by its
very definition, ccmrunicatiori cannot take place in isolation. A
major benefit of group sessions is that cclmiunication anong children
may be actively encouraged. Hci.,ever, only 50% of the Bliss Users and
45% of the Makaton Signers received any group teaching sessions; the
remaining children were taught solely in individual sessions.
These findings reinforce the conclusion reached earlier in this
chapter, that the present subjects were receiving relatively lc exposure
to fluent niels of sign and symbol use at school, and that few
attempts were being made by teachers and speech therapists to foster
generalization of augnentative system use outside of formal training
sessions.
A final question addressed to teachers on the issue of teaching
strategies concerned the source of items for sign/symbol vocabularies,
and the extent to which the BSL (Makaton) teachers adhered to the stages
of the Makaton Vocabulary (Walker, 1976 ). In view of the absence of
empirical evidence to support the necessity for adhering to the Makaton
stages (Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982), and given that such adherence
may indeed be undesirable in terms of the child's needs to develop
ccarminication in line with individual irotivation, it was reassuring to
find that only 3 of the present sample of BSL (Makaton) teachers reported
folliing the Makatcn Vocabulary stages rigidly. All the other BSL
(Makaton) teachers (85%) used the Vocabulary flexibly, caplenenting or
replacing Vocabulary items in the light of parents' and/or teachers'
suggestions, and through observation of the child's behaviour, interests
and needs. All 20 Bliss teachers also derived vocabulary items fran
analysis of school and haTe needs and fran parents' and teachers'
suggestions. One school also relied on a core vocabulary list developed
at the school, in addition to hare and school needs.
The children included in the present study had been introduced to
sign or symbol training up to 1½ years prior to catmancenent of the
study, and they were all obviously continuing to use the systems by the
tine of baseline assessment. In view of this, one additional aspect of
background information that needs to be considered concerns the number
of children in the schools who had been exposed to sign or symbol
training at sate tine during this period, but with whan training had
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since been abandoned. In all, 4 children (in 3 PH Schools) had been
introduced to Blissymbol training progranmas but had been taken off
the progranns after periods ranging fran 6 rioriths to 1 year because
of lack of progress. For 2 of the children, lack of notivation to
ccmmicate was given as the reason for abandoning training, while the
other 2 children were said to be unable to cope with the system because
of low levels of cognitive ability. One of these children was then
transferred to a BSL (Makaton) signing prograrrrte and had since succeeded
in acquiring a few manual signs. In the signing schools, 8 children
(fran 3 ESN (S) schools) had been taken of f Makaton Signing prograrrilEs
after periods ranging fran 4 nonths to 2 years of training, in one case
because of the child's behaviour prclens, in a second case because the
child had notor coordination problems and was unable to iitate, and in
the remaining cases because the children were said to have very low
levels of ability and to have made no progress in sign acquisition. In
view of the above, the children included in the present sarple must, in
one sense, be regarded as the 'successes' of augmantative carrrn.micatian
training, in that they were considered by their teachers and/or speech
therapists to have responded in a sufficiently positive manner to sign!
symbol training, even at this early stage, to justify their continuing
in the progranires.
Chapter 25. The Children's Performance on Language Expression
and Carprehension Tests and Belated Measures
25.1 Language Carprehensicri and Symbolic Play
The distributions of Reynell Carprehension Language Ages and
English Picture Vocabulary Test (EPV'r) standardized scores in the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) groups are presented in Tables 14.1 and 14.2. Because
of floor and ceiling effects in the standardization data, ccxrparisons
between the 2 groups were rked out on the raw scores obtained on these
tests. The Bliss Users group achieved significantly higher raw scores
than the BSL (Makaton) group on both these ireasures, as well as on the
Symbolic Play Test (SPT) and Bartak and Butter's (1975) test of the
Understanding of Natural Gestures (see Table 14.3). The higher scores
of the Bliss group on the SPr are particularly interesting in view of
this group' s greater physical handicaps, when caripared with the Makaton
Signers. The reader is reminded that eye pointing responses were
accepted on this test in lieu of physical manipulation of the toys,
for those children who had minimal or no hand control. The present
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Table 14.1: Distribution of Reynell Carrehension Language Ages


































































Table 14.3: Differences Between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
Groups on Carrehens ion of Speech and Gestures,
and Symbolic Play
Raw scores
Reynell Carrehens ion Scale


























writer found that those children who had goc symbolic play skills were
able to convey their intentions very clearly through eye pointing, so
that symbolic intent could be reliably assessed. The above findings
provide further confirmation for the stateent that Blissymbolics tends
to be cons ider1 mast appropriate for children who are nore able - in
this case in terms of higher levels of language cciriprehension and inner
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language, and that schools seem to be excinding less ccznpetent children
fran Bliss prograxms because they view the system as too canplex for
them (see Chapters 22.1 and 24).
tspite the sanple' s irean chronological age of 6 years 0 ITonths,
only 2 children (both Bliss Users) obtained Reynell Cczrprehension
Language Ages of 6 years or above (see Table 14.1). The rredian Language
Age for the Bliss group was between 3 and 4 years, and the median
Language Age for the BSL (Makaton) group was between 2 and 3 years,
thus derxnstrating substantial receptive language iiTairrrent in the
great majority of children. Relatively poor scores were also achieved
on the receptive vocabulary measure (the EWr), particularly in the
case of the Makatcn Users, with 75% of the Makaton Signers and 40 % of
the Bliss Users obtaining standardized scores of 69 or less. Lc
cognitive functioning may, in itself, be a sufficient cause for poor
language canprehension, and in this regard it is iirportant to remember
that 70% of the BSL (Makatcn) group and 45% of the Bliss group obtained
Co1ijnbia MMS IQs of belcw 69. FurthernDre, Kendall correlations between
scores on the language canprehension measures and scores on the non-
verbal cognitive tests that were used were found to be significant over
the total sample, and nDst remained significant when the correlations
were carputed for each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups separately
(see Table 14.4). Nevertheless, nost of these correlations were ircdest,
and in the BSL (Makaton) group the correlations between the Reynell
Ccznprehension scores and the cognitive measures were, in fact, non-
significant. In addition, it mest be reinbered that 55% of the Bliss
group and 30% of the BSL (Makatcri) group were not mentally handicapped.
Thus, cognitive inpaixme.nt cannot be held up as the sole explanation
for the poor language ca'rprehensian scores obtained by the sample as a
whole.
Other characteristics of the sample which undoubtedly had a role to
play here are the children's expressive language handicaps and their
physical and notor disabilities. The effects of deve1opintal nonspeech
conditions on language developrient as a whole are as yet little under-
stood. Hver, a number of writers have raised the possibility that
lack of productive experiences with language and lack of aixiltory-vocal
feedback produce gaps in language developtent and understanding of
language use (eg. Ycder and Kraat, 1983). In other words, it Is possible
that, at least in sate cases, inpaired language ccxnprehensicn skills
occur as a secondary consequence of the speech disorder. The question
of the relationship between language carprehens ion and expressive skills
Understanding Symbolic



























Table 14.4: Correlations Between the Language Canprehens ion
and Symbolic Play Tests and the Cognitive and
Physical Status !asures





























































in the present sample will be returned to in Chapter 25.3. Aside fran
the children' s expressive language handicaps, their severe physical
handicaps no doubt had an effect in limiting opportunities for inter-
active and caitunicative behaviours. All these factors may have played
a part in affecting the children' s language deve1optnt. Hocver, it
is understandably extrenely difficult to tease out the role of such
factors. Moreover, the correlations between physical status and the
language canprehension nasures were alnxst all nonsignificant (see
Table 14.4). The one significant correlation which did enrge over the
total sample - between severity of physical handicap and Reynell
Cciprehension scores - was in fact a positive correlation. As was the
case concerning the absence of significant correlations between nonverbal
intelligence and severity of physical handicap, the present findings may
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be explained with reference to the unusually high number of severely
handicapped high ability athetoids and spastic quadriplegics in the
present sample. It can thus be ccncltxled that while physical handicaps
are likely to have deleterious effects on level of language canprehens ion
in many cases, there are sate cases of individuals who have good
language caprehension skills despite severe physical handicaps.
In addition to the children's poor scores on the Reynell
Catiprehension Scale and EPVT, lc.z levels of performance were also
found on the Test of Canprehension of Gestures and the Symbolic Play
Test. The only norms available for the Carprehension of Gestures Test
are those provided by Bartak (1977) f or autistic and dysphasic children.
These 2 groups achieved irean scores of 10.88 and 15.05 respectively on
this test, out of a total possible score of 16 points. The present
Bliss group's nean score of 13.40 is thus rather lor than that of
Bartak' s dysphasic group, while the nean score of the BSL (Makaton)
group (9.65) is slightly lower than that of Bartak's autistic sample.
The results indicate that on average the Bliss Users were able to
carprehend rrost, but not all, of the 16 carutly used gestures that
were assessed, while the Makaton Signers understood on average only
slightly rtre than half of these gestures. The relative deficits of
the signing children on this neasure are particularly striking in view
of the fact that they were significantly less physically handicapped
than the Bliss Users, and, rroreover, that they had had the advantage
of training in the use of manual signs for an average of 10 ironths
prior to baseline assessnent.
The ndifications made in administering the Symbolic Play Test
(using larger sized toys and accepting eye or hand pointing responses),
and the fact that the test was standardized on nMch younger children
(aged 1 to 3 years), neant that the age norms for this test were not
applicable. Hiever, for these very reasons, the children may have been
expected to score at the ceiling of the test. In fact, the Bliss Users
obtained a irean of 21 correct responses cut of a total of 24 responses;
and, again, despite the Makaton Signers' greater physical and mDtor
skills, they obtained a significantly lcier nean score - of only 17
correct responses (see Table 14.3).
The above findings thus indicate that, in terms of average
performance, the present sample' s linguistic deficits extended beyond
the expression and ccirprehension of spoken language, into the areas of
representational abilities and inner language. These children' s poor
symbolic play skills and gestural carprehensicn deficits are not
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difficult to understand when they are considered within the cct-xtext
of their severe physical, carinunicative and (in many cases) cognitive
handicaps, since these handicaps inevitably limit the opportunities to
interact with and manipulate the environrient, and reduce the possibility
for cooperative imaginative play. Piaget (1964), for exanple, argued
that throughout the sensorisrvtor period irotoric interaction and object
manipulation are important for the deve1oprnt of symbolic represen-
tation and related cognitive skills. Interestingly, in the present
sample the SPT and Understanding of Gesture scores correlated signif i-
cantly with nonverbal IQ, but not with the severity of physical handicap
rating (see Table 14.4). This finding accords well with Mogford'
(1977) statemant that intelligence level is likely to be irore decisive
for the deve1optnt of play skills than physical disability, since
physically handicapped children of normal intelligence are likely to
be able to exercise great ingenuity in play expression. Again, the
presence of a number of severely physically handicapped children with
relatively high cognitive and representational skills, is likely to
account for these findings. On the other hand, it must be remambered
that over 60% of the present subjects were severely to totally
physically handicapped. The absence of significant correlations between
this ireasure and the SPT, and gestural ability, may therefore be due
to the limited variability in the severity of physical handicap rating.
The part played by the children's cognitive, physical and carrnunicative
handicaps in accounting for their deficits in symbolic play and the
understanding of gestures is clearly difficult to tease out. At this
point it can be concluded only that such deficits are found in this
group of severely physically handicapped nonverbal children, but that,
in addition, there are sa children who, despite their physical and
spoken language handicaps, have the capacity for symbolic representation.
The present writer is aware of no other formal studies of the
symbolic play or gestural skills of nonverbal cerebral palsied children.
Hver, aneodotal reports by Finnie (1968), Hewett (1970) and Shere
and Kastenbaum (1966) support the present finding of severely limited
developrent of play skills in such children, particularly in those who
are also Irentally handicapped. Further support can be found in a number
of studies which have investigated the symbolic play of language dis-
ordered, autistic and irentally handicapped children (eg. Jef free and
McConkey, 1976; Lovell, Hoyle and Siddall, 1968; Rutter, Bartak and
Newman, 1971; Udwin and Yule, 1983; Whittaker, 1980). These writers
have all found impoverished representational skills in these groups of
children when canpared with normal children, as well as a significant
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negative relationship between extent of language handicap and the
ability to engage in symbolic play. Writers such as Piaget (1967) and
Sheridan (1969), too, have posited the view of a close relationship
between symbolic play, gestural ability, and language developrent, and
argued in support of the notion of a generalised symbolic function or
sate type of inner language as a shared basis for these functions.
Findings on the relationship between symbolic play skills and language
level in the present stixly will be discussed in Chapter 25.3.
In the light of the above discussion, and bearing in mind the
significant differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups in
IQ and degree of physical handicap, the writer re-examined the
differences between the 2 groups on the language carrehension and
symbolic play ireasures using IQ and severity of handicap as covariates.
The resulting analyses of covariance are presented in Table 14.5. As
can be seen, the differences between the groups on these ireasures were
no longer significant, indicating that the effects of the dependent
variables were fully explained by the effects of the 2 covariates.
Table 14.5: Differences Between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Groups
on CaTTprehension of Speech and Gesture, and Symbolic
Play, with IQ and Severity of Handicap as Covariates
Main effects
Reynell Ccmprehens ion Scale
English Picture Vocabulary Test
Symbolic Play Test










25.2 The Children's Expressive (Spoken) Language Status
One of the criteria for selecting the cerebral palsied children
incltxled in the present sttxiy was that they had no speech, or largely
unintelligible speech, with no nore than approximately 30 intelligible
spoken words. Table 15.1 shcis the distribution of the number of spoken
words and degree of speech intelligibility (as rated by speech
therapists) in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups. As can be
seen, 60% of the sample (80% of the children in the Blissymbolics
training group and 40% of the children in the BSL (Makaton) training
group) had 3 spoken words or less; 15% of the Bliss Users and 45% of
the Makaton Signers had between 4 and 30 words; while 1 Bliss User and
3 Makaton Users had slightly over 30 spoken words. Of the 16 children



















































Table 15.1: Number of Spoken rds and Rating of
Intelligibility of Speech
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n 2= 20)
n	 %	 n







Difficulty with sa sounds
Difficulty with rtxst sounds
No spoken words
(both Makaton Signers) had 'difficulty with sate spoken sounds t , while
the remaining 3 Bliss Users and 6 BSL (Makaton) Users had 'difficulty
expressing nost sounds'. 4Dre specific information on the children' s
sound production abilities is presented in Table 15.2, where it can be
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5	 20	 75	 35
0	 20	 80	 45
seen that the majority of children (particularly those in the Bliss
group) had extremaly limited ability to produce sounds other than open
vciel sounds. The children's poor expressive language skills are
further reflected in the distribution of Reynell Expressive Language
Ages, with 85% of the children attaining language ages of belcM 2
years, and the other 15% achieving language ages of between 2 and 3
years (see Table 15.3).
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Table 15.3: Distribution of Reynell Expressive Language Ages












0	 0	 0	 0
	
0	 0	 1	 5
	
2	 10	 3	 15
	
2	 10	 3	 15
	
1	 5	 6	 30
	
15	 75	 7	 35
Examination of the children's mean scores on the tests of Verbal
and Motor Imitation, arid Expression of Natural Gestures, which are de-
tailed in Table 15.4, reveals considerable deficits in these areas too.
Table 15.4: Verbal and Motor Imitation, arid Expression
of Natural Gestures
Verbal imitation - total
Verbal imitation - sounds
Verbal imitation - words
Motor imitation - total
Motor imitation - arm novements
Motor imitation - hand and
finger rrcvements
Expression of natural gestures
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=20)
Mean S.D.	 Mean	 S.D.	 t
*1.90 3.75




0.45 1.57	 1.20	 1.91	 1.36
4.90 2.61
	 6.00	 3.40	 1.15
2.75 1.52	 2.80	 1.91	 0.09
*
	
2.15 1.50	 3.20	 1.77	 2.03
	
20.20 7.70	 15.75	 9.87	 1.59
On average, the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users were able to imitate only
1.45 and 3.75 consonant sounds, respectively, out of the total of 12
sounds presented to them, arid only 0.45 and 1.20 words, out of the 12
words presented to them. Similarly, on the Imitation of Gestures Test,
the 2 groups achieved mean scores of 4.90 and 6.00 respectively, out of
a possible total score of 16 points. Butler (1971) 3ministered this
test to 440 normal 4- and 5-year-old children in their first year at
school. In her sttxly, each of the 8 gestural imitation items could
score only 1 point, whereas in the present sttrly each item could score
a maxilTairn of 2 points. In view of these differences in scoring, direct
capariscris with Butler' s figures are not possible. In order to allcM
for a rough caiarison, the scores reported by Butler were multiplied
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by 2, and the resulting distributions of total gestural imitation
scores in her sample and the present sarrple are presented in Table 15.5.
Table 15.5: Distribution of Scores on the Imitation of
Gestures Test in the Bliss and Makaton Groups,
as Ccxpared with Butler' s (1971) Findings
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users Butler' s Sample
(n =	 20)	 (n =	 20)	 (n = 440)

























The results clearly shcw the present sample' s deficits in notor
imitation, when caripared with the performance of normal 5-year-old
children. On the Test of Expression of Natural Gestures, the Bliss
group achieved a rrean score of 20.20, and the BSL (Makaton) group a
nean score of 15.75, out of a total possible score of 32 points. The
children were thus able to use gesture to describe the use of objects
or to mine actions in response to only about half of the test items
presented. There are no data on the use of this test with normal
children. Caparing the present results with those cited by Bartak
(1977) for autistic and dysphasic children, it was found that the
present subjects achieved similar average scores to the dysphasic
children (nean = 16.78), but higher scores than Bartak t s autistic group
(nean = 11.25).
The deficits in the present sample thus extend beyond the
expression of spoken language into the areas of imitation and use of
naturalistic gesture, both of which involve representational abilities.
However, these tests are all performance tests, and it Trust be
recognized that for physically handicapped children such as those
included in the present study, success on these tasks is dependent not
only on imitation and gestural skills per Se, but also on physical and
notor status. Such children may, for example, be able to make certain
sounds or novertents spontaneously, but may becare stiff when consciously
trying to produce a given sound or noverrent on request.
The Makaton group achieved significantly higher scores on the
rreasures of verbal expression than the Bliss Users group. This is in
direct contrast to the findings for language caprehens ion, where it
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was the Bliss Users group which attained higher scores. Here, the
Makaton Signers achieved significantly higher raw scores than the Bliss
Users on the Reynell Expression Scale (t = 2.08, d.f. = 38, P = .044),
on the rating of degree of intelligibility of speech
	 = 12.04,
d.f. = 4, P = .017), on the total sound developiient score (t = 2.74,
d.f. = 38, P = .009), and on the individual sound production itns of
consonants, sound ccinbinations, and babbling (see Table 15.2). The
differences between the 2 groups on the number of spoken words, the
production of 'am' or 'ss' sounds, and syllable repetition, were
slightly short of significance (X 2 = 6.75, d.f. = 3, P = .080);
= 4.89, d.f. = 2, P= .087;2 = 5.33, d.f. = 2, P= .070). Thus
the BSL (Makaton) group, although still severely impaired in spoken
language, had nre spoken language than the Bliss Users group. In
addition, the Makaton Signers obtained a significantly higher mean total
score on the Verbal Imitation Test, and higher scores on the tests of
Imitation of Sounds and Imitation of Hand and Finger t)vements (see
Table 15.4). Interestingly, the 2 groups did not differ significantly
on Imitation of Words, Imitation of Arm ?kvements, or the test of
Expression of Natural Gestures. These findings, and the finding that
the Bliss group achieved higher scores than the Makaton Signers on
CczTlprehens ion of Natural Gestures, are particularly worthy of note,
since they suggest that despite the signers' greater physical skills,
and despite their prior exposure to BSL (Makaton) sign training, they
were, at baseline testing, no irore attuned to the gestural aspects of
carmnunication than were the Bliss Users. And, on the Cczrçrehension of
Gestures Test, they in fact performed rrore poorly than the Bliss Users.
(A possible explanation for these findings will be discussed below).
This again highlights the questionable practice of assigning children
to signing prograirmrs sinply on the basis of their superior physical
skills. As is clearly shown here, such gross matching of children to
signing prograrimes on the basis of level of physical ability does not
necessarily mean that these children have greater ability or potential
to express themselves in gestures, or that a manual carrriunication
system - as opposed to a symbol system - is trore appropriate for them.
The carparatively better performance of the Maicaton Signers on
irost of the measures of verbal expression is likely to be related to
the finding that this group was significantly less physically handi-
capped in general and, in particular, was rated by speech therapists
as having significantly less impairment of the speech itusculature and
fewer feeding difficulties, when carpared with the Bliss Users group
















Moreover, on testing, the Makaton group was found to display signifi-
cantly better coordination of tongue noverrents than the Bliss Users,
in terms of both side to side tongue noverrents and licking the top lip
(2. 10.59, d.f. = 2, P= .005; 	 = 7.38, d.f. = 2, P= .025). As
shcin in Table 15.6, 85% of the Bliss group were rated as having severe
or very severe inipairrrent of the speech nusculature, and 15% had
noderate irnpairrrent; whereas of the signing group, only 40% had severe
to very severe pairnent, and 60% had noderate to no impairrrent of the
oral musculature. Similarly, 75% of the Bliss Users but only 20% of
the Makaton Signers had severe to very severe feeding difficulties, and
95% of the Bliss Users but only 50- 60% of the Signers displayed marked
abnormalities on the test of tongue coordination. The neuraruscular
status of the oral musculature is clearly one of the nost irrortant
factors in the developtent of vocal language. Ferrier and Shane (1983)
have argued that the use of the oral musculature for speech depends on
its previous successful use for feeding; and Jones (1975) and Love,
Hagerinan and Taimi (1980) found that feeding problems caused by neuro-
muscular impainrent were closely associated with poor speech developrent.
Table 15.6: Impairrrent of the Speech Musculature and
Feeding Difficulties
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n=20)	 (n20)
n	 %	 n	 %














































The Bliss Users' greater deficits in expressive speech can thus probably
be at least partly explained in terms of the greater incidence of
severe speech musculature in ainrEnt and feeding difficulties in this
group, when carpared with the signing group. The question of the
relationship between feeding difficulties, inipairmsnt of the speech
muscles, and expressive language status in the present sample will be
examined in greater detail in Chapter 25.4.
However, it is also clear fran the figures presented in Table 15.6
that the present subjects' expressive language difficulties cannot be
accounted for solely in terms of iirpairnnt of the oral musculature,
since a significant number of children h only slight to nrxlerate
degrees of speech mschanism inpairirnt, or no izpairrrent. Other factors
which may have played a part include hearing loss (in 1 case), nntal
handicap, and possibly also physical handicap in general (i.e. over and
above impainrnt of the speech musculature). The present writer there-
fore ni turns to examine the question of the relationship between the
nasures of expressive language and related skills, and levels of
physical and msntal handicap.
Table 15.7 shcs the correlations between the irasures of language
expression and cognitive and physical level, for the total sample. The
correlations between these ueasures in each of the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups are presented in Appendix 17. Over the total sample
Table 15.7: Correlations Between the Expressive Language and
Imitation Measures and the Cognitive and Physical
Handicap Measures - The Total Group (n 40)
Columbia Raven's Severity of
Interlevel c:	 Physical
No. of spoken rds
Intelligibility of speech
Sound develorzrnt - total score
Reynell Expression - raw score
Verbal imitation - total score
tor imitation - total score


































the neasures of verbal expression and imitation correlated significantly,
and negatively, with severity of physical handicap, but not with the
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2 nonverbal cognitive nasures (the Columbia Inter level Scores and the
Raven's CPM). In other words, the greater the children's physical
handicaps, the poorer were their skills in spoken language and in
verbal imitation. These results are as expected, and accord with the
earlier finding that the Makaton Signing group achieved significantly
higher scores on these msasures when ccznpared with the Bliss Users
group, in that the foxirr group was also significantly less physically
handicapped than the latter group. Overall, these findings are in
direct contrast to the findings for the language ccinprehension Ireasures,
which were found to correlate significantly with IQ but not with
severity of physical handicap. Of course, the absence of significant
correlations between the expressive language neasures and intelligence
cannot be taken to indicate that cognitive abilities are irrelevant to
expressive language developient. Rather, they suggest that in this
severely speech impaired cerebral palsied sample, extent of physical
handicap was nore important than IQ as a determiner of level of
expressive language. Hcever, it must also be borne in mind that the
Bliss group in the present sample contained a number of athetoid and
quadriplegic children who were severely physically handicapped and non-
verbal, but also had relatively high cognitive ability; the presence
of these children may well account for the lack of association between
verbal expression and cognitive level in the total sample, and in the
Bliss group (see P1ppethix 17). In the BSL (Makaton) group, by contrast,
there were no athetoid cases and, correspondingly, the correlations
between language expression and cognitive level were saiewhat higher,
although only 2 of these reached significance (the correlations between
number of spoken words, and developient of sounds, and the Columbia
MMS). The significant correlations between the language ireasures and
severity of physical handicap, found over the total sample,did not
hold up in the case of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups separately.
The reason for this is not entirely clear, but is perhaps best explained
in terms of reduced variability in the ireasures within each of the 2
groups. The specific question of the relationship between impairnent
of the speech musculature and expressive language abilities will be
explored further in Chapter 25.4.
There were, hever, 2 neasures which did not fit in with the
picture described above, nanely expression of natural gestures and
ntor imitation. With 2 exceptions, these neasures correlated signifi-
cantly with the cognitive neasures, as well as with the severity of
physical handicap rating, over the total sample. Not surprisingly,
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they also correlated with the Position in Space subtest of the Frostig
Test of Visual Perception (tau = 0.44, P <.001; tau = 0.36, P = .002).
As already noted, imitation arxi gestural expression skills involve
representational ability and visual perception, as well as physical
and nDtor skills. Examination of the correlations in each of the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) groups separately (see Pppendix 17) shcd that anng
the Bliss Users, who were on average nxre severely physically handi-
capped and nre cognitively able than the Signers, performance on these
tasks was ncre closely associated with the severity of handicap
nasure; whereas in the ITore physically able but lcr IQ Signing group,
it was only the relationship with cognitive level which energed as
significant. These different patterns of correlations may help to
explain the findings, described earlier, of no significant difference
between the 2 groups an the Tests of Expression of Natural Gestures and
Motor Imitation (see Table 15.4). It may be argued that the strength
of the Bliss Users in tenrs of cognitive ability caTipensated to sate
extent for their deficient physical skills, and that the greater
physical skills of the Makaton Signers (and possibly also their prior
training in signing) cctnpensated to an extent for their relative
cognitive deficits, thereby ultimately yielding similar levels of
performance in the 2 groups on rrotor imitation and gestural expression.
A final point to note is that when the writer re-examined the
verbal expression neasures on which significant differences between
the Bliss and Makaton groups were found, while controlling for IQ and
severity of handicap, the differences between the 2 groups were no
longer significant (see Table 15.8).
Table 15.8: Differences Between the Bliss and Makaton Groups
on the asures of Verbal Expression, with IQ and
Severity of Handicap as Covariates
Main effects
Intelligibility of speech
Sound develouent - total score
Peynell Expression - raw score
Verbal imitation - total score
Verbal imitation sounds















25.3 Intercorrelations Anong the asures of
Language Carprehension and Express icn
Table 16.1 presents the intercorrelations anong the rteasures of
language caTprehensiOn, speech expression, syitholic play, imitation
and use of gesture, for the total sample. The results show significant
correlations between the 2 language canprehens ion nasures - the
Reynell Cctriprehension Scale and the English Picture Vocabulary Test
(assessing single word vocabulary recognition), and between these
nasures and the SPT and Carprehension of Gestures Test. These
correlations were also significant in each of the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups separately (see Appendix 18), except that in the
Makaton group the SPT was not significantly correlated with the 2
language canprehens ion ncasures, possibly because of the irore limited
range of SPT scores in this group. However, this result aside, the
findings provide support for the importance of the capacity for symbolic
representation for the acquisition of receptive knowledge of a language,
in that the individual nust be able to use scrrething (not necessarily
a word) to stand for sathing else (an object or concept). As such,
the results agree with the work of such writers as Piaget (1967) and
Sheridan (1969) on a close relationship between symbolic play, gestural
ability and language developint, and support the notion of a
generalized symbolic representational function or sate type of 'inner
language' as a shared basis for these functions. (But see the results
of the factor analysis below on the role of IQ). The findings are also
in line with those of other researchers who have found a close relation-
ship between language developrent and the ability to engage in symbolic
play in such diverse groups as normal children (Lcie, 1975; Posenblatt,
1977), nentally handicapped children (Lovell, Hoyle and Siddall, 1968;
iittaker, 1980), autistic children (Rutter, Bartak and Nean, 1971)
and language disordered children (Reynell, 1973; Udwin and Yule, 1983).
It is certainly interesting to find that this relationship held up even
in the present group of physically handicapped children, sate of whaii
had so little rrotor control that they could only indicate symbolic play
intent by eye or hand pointing responses. Although the correlation co-
efficients between the SPT, and Cariprehens ion of Gestures, and language
canprehension were rather nodest (ranging fran 0.44 to 0.71), they
suggest that with further ref inenent such ireasures of symbolic play and
gestural understanding might provide useful information concerning the
language carprehension potential of nonverbal and language inpaired
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Turning to ccnsider the relationships arrng the xtasures of verbal
expression, high intercorrelations (nostly in the O.60s and 0.70s) were
fonnd over the total saitple between the number of spoken words the
children had, the degree of speech intelligibility, the total sound
deve1opint score, the Reynell Expressive Language Scale and the test
of Verbal Imitation. Again, all these correlations remained significant
within each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups (see Appendix 18).
On the other hand, there were no significant correlations, over
the total sample, between these neasures of verbal expression and the
nasures of language ccttprehens ion and symbolic play. In other words,
in this sample of physically handicapped and severely speech impaired
children, the nasures of expression and canprehension of speech were
quite unrelated. These results run counter to past findings of high
correlations between the Reynell Expression and Canprehension Scales
in normal and language disordered children (eg. Silva, Bradshaw and
Spears, 1981; Udwin, 1981), and between neasures of verbal expression
and symbolic play skills in normal, irentally handicapped and language
disordered children (eg. Lovell et al., 1968; Nicolich, 1977; Udwin and
Yule, 1983, Whittaker, 1980). The present findings can be accounted
for by the presence in the sample of a number of severely physically
handicapped athetoid and quadriplegic children who had relatively high
cognitive ability and good ccinprehension and symbolic skills but who,
due to their physical handicaps, had no expressive speech. The results
thus suggest that in this sample of severely speech irrpaired and
physically handicapped cerebral palsied children, lack of productive
experiences with language, and lack of anditory-vocal feedback, are not
on the whole associated with poverty of language caiiprehens ion. They
further accord with the findings described earlier (see Chapters 25.1
and 25.2) of significant correlations over the total sample between the
ireasures of language carprehens ion and IQ (but not physical handicap),
and between the ireasures of language expression and severity of physical
handicap (but not IQ), while the relationships between the cognitive
rreasures and severity of physical handicap were not significant over
the total sample.
In the Bliss Users group, too, there were no significant corre-
lations between the ireasures of speech expression and ccinprehension
(see Appendix 18), while the correlations between the SPT and the
expressive language neasures of sound developrent and verbal imitation
were significant but in a negative direction. In contrast, examination
of these relationships in the BSL (Makaton) group shcx 'is significant and
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positive (if ncdest) correlations between the canprehension rreasures
and the rreasures of verbal expression. In this regard, it is important
to point out that nost of the high ability nonverbal children in the
present sample were in the Bliss Users group. The BSL (Makaton) group
had no athetoid children, and on the whole the Signers had fewer severe
physical handicaps and nore spoken language than the Bliss Users. In
other words, in this group the relationship between speech expression
and canprehens ion was not confounded by the presence of severely
physically handicapped children who were nonverbal but with relatively
high levels of cognitive ability and language canprehension skills.
Turning to consider the Motor Imitation Test, over the total sample
arid in each of the Bliss and BSL (ri1akaton) groups the Arm Movennt and
Hand + Finger Movenent subtests correlated highly with the Motor
Imitation total score, but only nodestly with each other. This contrasts
with Bergès and Lézine's (1965) finding of a correlation of 0.81 between
these 2 subtests in normal 3- to 5-year-old children, and indicates a
weak relationship between gross and finer ITotor imitation skills in the
present sample of physically handicapped children. The pattern of
significant correlations between notor imitation performance and the
language carprehension and expression neasures is not very clear (see
Table 16.1 and Appendix 18). Over the total sample, and also in the
Bliss Users group, rrotor imitation scores correlated significantly but
nodestly with the Reynell Expressive Language Scale, with the number
of spoken words the children had, and with gestural expression, but not
with the Reynell Carprehension Scale, the EPVT or SPT. Hever, in the
Makaton Signing group, rrotor imitation correlated significantly with
the SPT and gestural carprehension and expression, but not with any of
the expressive spoken language ireasures. The reader is again rendnded
of the earlier findings that, in the Bliss group, Irotor imitation
correlated significantly with severity of physical handicap but not
with the cognitive ireasures, whereas in the BSL (Makaton) group ITotor
imitation correlated significantly with IQ but not with severity of
handicap. Motor imitation is considered to be an index of representa-
tional ability as well as reflecting level of notor skills. So it
appears that where children are severely physically handicapped, but
with relatively good cognitive and language caiprehension abilities
(as in the Bliss group), it is the association with physical handicap
that is important for notor imitation; but for children with lcMer
levels of overall physical handicap (as in the Makaton group), there
is a positive association between notor imitation and the representational
skills involved in symbolic play and gestural carprehension tasks.
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Finally, the Expression of Natural Gestures Test was found, over the
total sanple, to correlate significantly with language carprehension
and gestural carprehension and (nx)re weakly) with language expression,
which is as expected in view of its reliance on representational
ability, as well as its rrore general dependence on physical skills
(as is the case with verbal expression). A snrilar picture enrged in
the BSL (Makaton) and Bliss groups, although the correlations in the
latter group fell short of significance.
A principal cariponents analysis perforned using all these neasures
confinDs the patterns of results described above, and brings than into
clearer focus. The 11 rreasures included in the analysis were the
Reynell Expression and Carehension Scales, the English Picture
Vocabulary Test, the Symbolic Play Test, the number of spoken words the
children had, the degree of speech intelligibility, the total sound
developrent score, verbal imitation, nDtor imitation, and the under-
standing and use of gestures. The Columbia ntal Maturity Scale was
also included. In view of the relatively small number of subjects in
each group, the analysis was carried out on the total sample. A
principal carponents analysis without iterations was perfonred, and
varinx rotation was used (Child, 1970). It was decided to regard
loadings of 0.4 and greater as ireaningf ul. As can be seen in Table
16.2, the analysis yielded 2 principal factors with associated eigen-
values greater than 1, which together accounted for 72% of the total
variance. The first factor, accounting for 37.9% of the variance,
loaded on the Reynell Expression Scale, the number of spoken words the
children used, the degree of speech intelligbility, the total sound
developrent score, and on the verbal and ntor imitation tests. As
such, it is perhaps best described as a factor of nDtor production
abilities. The second factor extracted loaded on the neasures of
language cc*rprehension (the Reynell Carprehension Scale, the English
Picture Vocabulary Test, the understanding of natural gestures) and
on the Symbolic Play Test and use of gestures, but also on the ireasure
of cognitive ability. While this factor may be considered as a factor
of inner language or representational ability, not related to rrotor
production, it also loaded heavily on intellectual level. As such it
may well be sirrply the equivalent of rrental age or IQ. It must of
course be rarembered that the patterns of correlations anong these
neasures were not the sane when examined in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups separately (see above). Thus sarewhat different factor




























rather different in terms of the nasures of language cciiprehens ion
and expression, IQ and physical handicap.
Table 16.2: Principal Caronents Analysis of the Measures
of Language Expression and Cariprehens ion and IQ











































ii) Variniax Rotated Factor Matrix:
Columbia !+IS




No. of spoken Words
Speech Intelligibility





25.4 The Relationship Betseen Impairment of the Speech
Musculature and Verbal Expression and Carprehension
When examining the expressive language deve1oprnt of cerebral
palsied children, it is important to take into account the children's
physical ability to produce speech sounds. The measures of functioning
of the oral musculature used in the present study included a test of the
coordination of tongue novements (in terms of side to side rtoverrEnts and
licking the top lip), speech therapists' ratings of the extent of im-
pairnent of the speech musculature, and a measure of feeding difficulties,
again based on speech therapists' reports. Musselwhite and St. Louis
(1982) point out that feeding difficulties can provide inportant

































intercorrelations airong these neasures are presented in Table 17.1.
Table 17.1: Intercorrelations irong the Measures of






i) The Total Group (n = 40): 	 * *
Tongue ncverients - side to side 	 0.77
Tongue xmverrents - licking lip
Rating of speech nechanisrn
impairnnt
ii)The Bliss Group (n = 20): 	 **
Tongue rrcvenents - side to side 	 1.00
Tongue novrents - licking lip
Rating of speech rrechanism
impairnent
iii)The BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 20): * *
Tongue novements - side to side 	 0.69
Tongue rrovients - licking lip
Rating of speech mechanism
]iTlpaiXlteflt
All the measures were significantly intercorrelated over the total sample,
and all but 2 correlations remained significant when examined in the
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups separately. The scale used to assess
the extent of impairment of the speech muscles, which was devised by the
present writer and was scored by the children' s speech therapists, was
thus shcn to have good validity in terms of significant and high
correlations with the ireasure of feeding difficulties, as well as
significant (although slightly 1cer) correlations with the test of
tongue rrovenent coordination. As expected, the measures of feeding
difficulties and of irrpairnent of the speech musculature were also
significantly correlated with severity of physical handicaps over the
total sample (tau = 0.54, P < .001; tau = 0.47, P < .001), but not all
the correlations rerrained significant in the Bliss Users group
(tau = 0.27, P = n.s.; tau = 0.51, P = .010) and BSL (Maicaton) group
(tau = 0.43, P = .017; thu = 0.18, P = n.s.).
The next task was to examine the correlations between the measures
of functioning of the oral musculature arid the children' s verbal
express ion and carprehension skills. For simplicity, only the measures
of speech musculature inpairnent and feeding difficulties were included
for this purpose. The resulting correlation coefficients are presented
in Tables 17.2 and 17.3.
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Over the total sarrple, the ratings of extent of impairnEnt of the
speech muscles, and feeding difficulties, correlated significantly and
negatively with all the verbal expression nasures, narrely speech
intelligibility, number of spoken words, sound develoçlTent, the Reynell
Expression Scale, and the Verbal Imitation Test. The patterns of
correlations found in each of the Bliss arid BSL (riakaton) groups were
identical to the above, although in the Bliss group nost of the
correlation coefficients failed to reach significance, no doubt because
of the greatly reduced variability of the speech musculature ratings in
this group (85% of Bliss Users had severe to very severe impairrrent of
the speech nechanism - see Table 15.6). These results are in close
agreennt with Love, Hagerman and Tairni ' s (1980) finding of poor
articulation and overall reduced speech proficiency in those cerebral
Table 17.2: Correlations Between Functioning of the Oral
Musculature and Verbal Expression and Ccirprehens ion
The Total Sairple (n = 40)
Speech chanism Inipairnent








**Verbal imitation - total
	 -0.42
Ztor imitation - total
	 -0.06






















palsied children and adults having frequent feeding problems caused by
neuranuscular irrpairnent. The results also agree with Jones' (1975)
findings, based on a retrospective study, that early feeding difficulties
were associated with poor speech developrent at later ages. As noted by
Love et al., speech therapy for the cerebral palsied child with
dysarthria has traditionally included orciitor training to inprove the
functioning of oral and pharyngeal muscles, as well as the intrcxluction
of feeding prograrmes to improve chewing, swallcing and sucking, in the
belief that this waild reduce the probability of severity of future
dysarthria. This belief is based on the argumsnt that the use of the
oral musculature for speech depends on its previous successful use for
feeding (Ferrier and Shane, 1983). Yet there has been little research
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Table 17.3: Correlations Between Functioning of the Oral
Musculature and Verbal Expression and
Carprehens ion
Bliss Users(n = 20) Makaton Users(n = 20)
1	 2	 1	 2
No. of spoken words
Speech intelligibility
Sound develotirent - total
Reynell Expression Scale
































Motor imitation - total	 -0.18	 0.00	 0.01	 0.06
*
Reynell Ccinprehension Scale 	 0.36	 0.06	 -0.09	 -0.11
EPVT	 0.18	 0.08	 -0.08	 -0.13
*	 *
Symbolic Play Test	 0.55	 0.39	 -0.33	 -0.10
Key: 1 - Rating of speech muscle iinpairrrent
2 - Feeding difficulties
on the relation between feeding difficulties or speech musculature
iitpairrrent and speech performance in cerebral palsy. The trend revealed
in the present study, along with the findings of Love et al., confirm
the link between feeding difficulties and deficits in the develorzrent
of speech skills, and thus point to the value of working on inproving
feeding skills in such children. Hover, past work with such children
has shcin that while such approaches may bring about saie positive
changes in the speech prcxluction musculature, these changes are likely
to be extremaly limited in all but the milder cases of nDtor involvenent
of the oral musculature (eg. Morley, in Pen.frew and Murphy, 1964).
Furthernre, the sizes of the correlations between the ireasures of
speech muscle inpairuent and feeding difficulties and the neasures of
speech performance found in the present study (as well as in Love et
al.'s report) were rather irodest, suggesting that inpainrent of the oral
musculature was not the only factor implicated in the children's severe
deficits in spoken language. As Kiernan (1981b) has stated, control of
the oral musculature represents a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for the developrent of speech. Other factors likely to be
involved were discussed in Chapter 25.2.
Turning to consider the relationship between the functioning of
the oral musculature and language carprehens ion, it was sarewhat
surprising to find significant positive correlaticais between sare of
the neasures of oral nechanism irrpairrrent and carprehens ion and









Since a similar trend did not errerge in the BSL (Makaton) group (where
all the correlations were negative but nonsignificant), the positive
correlations that were fcxind are likely to be accounted for by the
presence, in the Bliss group, of a number of athetoid and quadriplegic
children who were severely physically handicapped, with no speech and
severely limited functioning of the oral musculature, but with
relatively high cognitive and language cariprehens ion skills.
Chapter 26. The Number of Symbols/Signs Taught, tiriderstood
and Produced
The children had been in symbol/sign training programres for an
average of 10½ nrnths prior to the canrencenent of the study. The
period of training varied between 1 and 18 nonths and was not signifi-
cantly different for the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups. Over these
periods the Bliss Users had been taught a nean of 68.80 Blissymbols,
ranging fraT a mininuim of 9 to a maximum of 180 symbols, while the
Makaton Signers had been taught a nean of 62.85 Makaton Vocabulary
signs, with a range of 1 to 135 signs. There was no significant
difference between the 2 groups on this variable (see Table 18). Thus,
despite the Bliss Users' higher cognitive and language canprehension
skills, and despite the greater training input they were receiving in
terms of weekly teaching tine, by the tine of baseline assessnent both
groups had in fact been taught roughly the sane numbers of signs and
symbols. Within each group, hcever, the number of signs/symbols taught
was significantly correlated with IQ, with a correlation coefficient of
0.54 (P = .007) in each case.
Table 18: Number of Symbols/Signs Taught,
Understood and Produced
No. of symbols/signs taught
No. of symbols/signs understood
% of symbols/signs understood
No. of symbols/signs produced
% of symbols/signs produced
Bliss Group Makaton Group
Maan S.D.	 an	 S.D.
68.80 56.41	 62.85	 38.31
54.00 47.31	 34.35	 27.92
70.10 23.10	 47.75	 29.82
50.60 42.94	 28.15	 25.63
76.70 16.85	 40.15	 24.41
The children were tested for acxuisiticri of all the signs/symbols
they had been taught at the expressive and receptive levels. As already
described, cariprehens ion of each vocabulary item was assessed by asking
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the child to indicate the picture (out of an array of 4) corresponding
to a given sign or syirt)ol presented by the examiner. Expressive
kncMledge of the vocabulary its was assessed by requiring the child
to indicate the correct symbol on the Bliss chart, or execute the
correct Makaton sign, in response to presentation by the examiner of
a pictorial stin.i1us acccxtpanied by a verbal label. On testing, the
Bliss Users correctly cariprehended a msan of 54 symbols (range 7 to
152 symbols), which, after making a correction for guessing, was
calculated at 70% of the total number of symbols taught. nd they
were able to indicate (or express) a nean of 50.60 symbols (76.70% of
the symbols taught), with a range of 9 to 146 symbols correctly
indicated. The BSL (Makaton) group correctly carehended 34.35 signs
(i.e. 48% of the signs taught, after making a correction for chance
selection of the correct picture), with the number of signs ca'nprehended
ranging from 1 to 97. And they were able to correctly produce a maan
of 28.15 signs (40.15%), ranging fran 1 to 97 signs. Comparisons
between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups shcwed that the Bliss Users
were able to understand and produce a significantly greater percentage
of the total vocabulary items taught than the Makaton Signers (see
Table 18). These results are hardly surprising in view of the earlier
findings that the Bliss group attained significantly higher scores on
the cognitive, perceptual and language canprehens ion maasures that were
used in the study, when caipared with the BSL (Makaton) group. The
greater weekly teaching input which the Bliss Users received may also
be relevant in helping to account for their better performance on the
symbol caiprehensicn and production tasks.
As found in other studies, the children revealed a wide range of
individual differences in terms of sign/symbol acquisition; but even
the least able of the BSL (Makaton) group acquired at least 1 sign at
the expressive and receptive levels, while the lowest numbers of symbols
understood and produced by Bliss Users were 7 and 9 respectively.
Caiparison with other studies is difficult, both because of differences
in the types of subjects used and artount of training given, and because
of the minimal information typically provided in these reports on
subject characteristics, training input, and on hc sign/symbol
acquisition was assessed. Nevertheless, in general terms, the present
findings on the sizes of the children's sign/symbol vocabularies appear
to ccstpare quite favourably with those reported in other studies. For
example, Song's (1979) mantally handicapped cerebral palsied subjects
only learned to understand and use between 3 and 46 Blissyrnbols after
10½ nnths of training; while Harris-Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder and
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Vanderheiden' s (1979) longer term st1y with profoundly to mildly
rrentally handicapped cerebral palsied children, shced acquisition of
between 60 and 200 Blissyirbols after 30 to 41 nonths of training. The
present findings on sign acquisition by the BSL (Makaton) Users appear
to be slightly nore favourable than the results quoted by Kiernan,
Reid and Jones (1982), who found that anongst ESN (S) School children
in sign progranires of 6 to 18 nKnths duration, the madian child could
understand only between 11 and 20 Makaton signs, and use between 5 arid
10 signs. Even arrong rrore caetent children, the nedian child under-
stood only between 21 and 30 signs and used between 11 and 20 signs,
still belcw the neans found in the present sty. Unfortunately, since
the figures quoted by Kiernan et al. are based on postal questionnaires
sent to schools, the children are described only in rather general
terms. It is thus not possible to ascertain the precise reasons for
what appears to be their poorer average achieveirent when caripared with
the present subjects. Possible explanations are that acquisition
(i.e. understanding and use) was interpreted differently, or that
schools were underestimating children' s performance, or that overall
training input was much less than that reported in the present st1y.
The average vocabulary size of the present group of signers also
appears to be greater than that reported by Bailey and Tait (1979) for
5 severely rrentally handicapped children aged 13 to 17 years. After
12 nonths of training, these children were reported to understand
between 4 and 41 BSL (Makatcn) signs, and to use only between 0 and
4 signs. Again, the authors provide few details about the subjects,
and no information on how understanding and use of signs were assessed.
However, these subjects received very little sign training (only 20
minutes per week) when caipared with the present sample.
ile the data on the present subjects' sign/symbol vocabulary
acquisition appear quite favourable when ccinpared with these other
reports, the poverty of their vocabulary repertoires in 'real terms'
is particularly striking when one considers that normal, speaking 6-
or 7-year-old children have thousands of words available to them.
Over 40% of the children in the present stndy had IQs above 70 ; yet
the greatest nurrt)er of vocabulary items available to any one child
(rnitted1y after an average of only 10 nonths on the systems) was
180 syirbols. Thus many of the children were being asked to carirrunicate
with finite and restricted vocabulary sets which were below their
needs and abilities, and which were unlikely to reflect their knowledge
of the world, or their representational abilities on a cognitive level
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(Yoder and Kraat, 1983). The use of Blissymbol strategies can be of
advantage here, in that the vocabulary available to a given child can
be expanded by cczrbining various semantic notions (see Chapter 6.3).
Hcever, at baseline there was only 1 Bliss User who had been taught
only 1 of the Blissynibol strategies, namaly the use of the ACrIC
INDICATOR (a symbol which, when used with other Bus symbols, gives them
a verb nEaning).
Certainly it must be borne in mind that the size of the sign/
symbol vocabulary that is made available to a child will be determined
not only by the child' s ability and nDtivation to learn the vocabulary
items, but also by the teacher's or speech therapist's views of the
child's abilities and needs. In other words the number of signs and
symbols children are taught depends as much on how quickly the teacher
wishes to introduce new signs/symbols as on how quickly the child is
able to learn these items. This distinction is not as subtle as it
may appear. The present writer encountered several cases where children
could understand and indicate nst or all of the symbols that had been
taught, but where the speech therapists were reluctant to intrcxluce
nore symbols inuediately because it was felt that those symbols already
available were not being used to a sufficient extent • It is open to
question whether, in such cases, the provision of nore symbols to widen
the child's carmunicative repertoire would in itself help to foster
greater spontaneous usage of the augirentative system. The anount of
teaching tine available is another factor which will influence the
rate at which new signs/symbols are introduced. Anong the intriguing
questions that require further research are, firstly the irrplications
for vocabulary acquisition (and use) of placing children in total
ccmnication environnents, with continuous exposure to sign/symbol
use; and secondly the question of whether those children who acquired
few signs/symbols, would in fact have learned nore vocabulary items if
'simpler' systems (eg. pictorial syst, Piier-Ind gestures) had been
used.
Canparing the numbers of signs/symbols known at the expressive
and receptive levels, it was found that significantly nore vocabulary
items were learned receptively than exressive1y over the total
sample (t = 3.19, d. f. = 39, P = . 003) and in the Makaton Signers group
Ct = 2.48, d.f. =19,P= 0.23). The sama trend was apparent for the Bliss
Users, although the difference here fell short of significance
(t = 2.01, d.f. 19, P = .058). Other researchers, too, have found
that expression of signs lags behind understanding (eg. Konstantareas,
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.bster and Oxman, 1979; Walker, 1973); and Koristantareas et alused
this finding to point to parallels with what sate psycholinguists
believe to be a characteristic pattern of speech developrent in normal
children, naitely of ccinprehension of spoken language antedating
production (Blocin, 1970; Brown, 1973). However, when the present
writer capared the percentages of signs/symbols produced and under-
stood, once a correction for guessing was made in the canprehension
task scores, the differences between receptive and expressive performance
were no longer significant (for the total group t = 0.13, d. f. = 39,
P .898; for the Bliss Users group t = 2.00, d.f. = 19, P = .060; for
the Makaton Signing group t = 1.13, d.f. = 19, P = .272). Thus the
significant differences between sign/symbol production and caiprehension
reported in other studies, may have been due to artifacts in testing
ccinprehension, in that ccznprehension is often assessed by presenting
subjects with an array of pictures and asking them to identify the
picture referred to by a sign or symbol, but with no correction being
made for chance selection of the correct response (eg. Walker, 1973).
Given the differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups
in IQ, degree of physical handicap and language cariprehension, a final
question to be examined in this chapter concerns differences between
the 2 groups in sign/symbol acquisition, after renving the variation
due to the variables enumarated above. When analysis of covariance
procedures were applied, using the Columbia r44S, degree of handicap
and Reynell Canprehension scores as covariates, no significant
differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups were found on
the percentage of signs/symbols learned receptively (F = 0.968,
P .332). However, the difference between the groups on expressive
kncj.qledge of the vocabulary items remained significant (F = 7.145,
P .011). This difference was still significant when weekly sign/
symbol teaching tine was added as a fourth covariate (F = 7.094,
P = . 012). In other rds, after controlling for differences between
the groups in intelligence, physical status and language cciriprehension
skills, Blissyirbols appeared to be easier to learn at the expressive
level than BSL (Makaton) signs. While it cannot be c1ai.n that the
analysis of covariance procedure used here resulted in absolute
equivalence of the 2 groups of children, this finding would certainly
appear to support the claini made by Kiernan (1983a) and others that
symbol systems are easier to use than sign systems because they involve
recognition rather than recall. As Kiernan explains, symbols place
fewer cognitive demands on the users than do manual systems because,
to use symbols, the individual needs to be able to associate maaning
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with a visuo-spatial pattern, and then to recognize the symbol and
indicate it. This side-steps any requirrents of recall, since the
sbols are continuously present. Sign systems, on the other hand,
require the user to be able to discriminate, imitate, learn and recall
the signs. Recognition is clearly a much simpler information
processing task than recall. It will be interesting to see if this
advantage for Blissyrtholics is borne out when canparing the Bliss and
BSL (Makaton) groups on use of the systems in semi-structured conver-
sational settings, since this could have major implications in terms
of recczritndations for system selection, at least as far as cerebral
palsied children are concerned. This crucial issue will be examined
in the following chapter, where conversational use of the 2 augrrentative
systems will be described and carpared.
Measuring the size of the children's sign/symbol vocabularies, as
described in this chapter, is clearly important. However, the real
goal of augmantative ccminication training is rreaningful use of the
signs or symbols in carm.inicative settings. The writer therefore now
turns to consider syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analyses of the
sign and symbol utterances produced by the children in semi-structured
conversational settings.
Chapter 27. Analyses of the Children's Symbol and
Sign Language Samples
Examples of the sign and symbol utterances produced by the children
in the 30-minute recording sessions are presented in Appendix 19. All
the utterances are presented in English gloss form and are acca'npanied
by contextual notes. Wnere it is felt necessary to clarify carniuni-
cat.tve intent, English sentence paraphrases of the utterances are also
given. As can be seen in the appendix, once a child formulated an
utterance (particularly using Blissymbols), the adult often had to
repeat or paraphrase it, in order to check whether her interpretation
of the massage was accurate. The procedure used to record the children' s
sign and symbol productions was described in Chapter 19.3.3. It is
irrportant to reiterate at this point that only specified Makaton signs
and Blissyrnbols were transcribed for analysis. The majority of the
chiiren also used gesture, facial expression, pantanima, and
occasionally also spoken words, in order to convey ccmTuinicative intent.
Such behaviours were noted down as part of the context in which signs
and symbols were produced, in order to help clarify semantic and
pragmatic intent; but they were not themselves subjected to analysis.
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In view of this, the data presented in this chapter cannot be considered
as giving a full picture of the children's carmunicative canpetence in
ncdes other than Blissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) Signing.
The sign and symbol utterances prcxluced by the children re
subjected to analysis on three levels - syntactically, semantically,
and in terms of the ccnnunicative functions expressed. The follcMing
discussion examines differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups on these measures, as well as the question of whether augmen-
tative camiunication samples reflect semantic, syntactic and pragmatic
features which are similar to spoken language samples, or whether the
nature of augmantative modes makes ccmnunicative usage qualitatively
and/or quantitatively different.
27.1 Description of the Sign and Symbol Samples in Terms
of General Indices of Syntactic Deve1oçrent
In the half-hour recording session all 20 Bliss Users, and 15 of
the 20 BSL (Makaton) Signers, prcduced at least 1 symbol/sign utterance
each; 5 Sign Users produced no sign output at all in the semi-structured
conversational settings. The follcwing analyses are therefore based
on the sign/symbol output of 35 children. As can be seen in Table 19.1,
the Bliss group produced a mean of 12.80 total utterances (range 2 - 40
Table 19.1: General Indices of Syntactic Developrent
Characterizing the Bllssyrnbol and BSL (Makaton)
Expressive Language Samples
Bliss Group BSL (Makaton) Group
(n=20)	 (n=l5)
Total No. of utterances
% spontaneous utterances
% response utterances

















































utterance; on average, 41% of these utterances were spontaneous, child-
initiated utterances, not in response to preceding verbalizations by
the adult (range 12% - 75%), while 59% of the utterances were responses
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to questions, catriands or statenents produced by the adult (range
25% - 88%). The irean number of total utterances produced by the BSL
(Makaton) group was 11.13 utterances (range 1 - 37 utterances); an
average of 49.13% of these were spontaneous utterances (range 0% -
100%), while 50.87% were response utterances (0% - 100%). There were
no significant differences between the percentages of spontaneous and
response utterances produced over the total group, nor within the BSL
(Makaton) group (t 1.36, d. f. = 34; t = 0.11, d.f. = 14). However,
a significantly greater percentage of the Bliss Users' utterances were
responses cczipared with spontaneous utterances (t = 2.49, d . f. = 19,
P = . 022). These findings will be elaborated upon below.
These figures suggest poor use of the augrrentative systems, with
very few utterances being produced during the recording sessions, and
with just under half of the total utterances being spontaneously
initiated. The corpus of Bus symbol utterances had a irean symbol
length of utterance (MSLtJ) of 1.43 (range 1.00 - 2.50), and the corpus
of signed utterances had a MSLU of 1.11 (range 1.00 - 1.91). These
figures place the majority of children in Stage I of Brown's (1973)
5 stages of early language developient, the stage at which children
ae just beginning to canbine words and have MWs below 2.00. This
finding, and the data presented in Table 19.1 on percentage distribution
of utterance lengths, indicate that very few of the children used
sign or symbol ccinbinatians. The great majority of utterances
produced were single-term utterances. On average, only 29.55% of the
Blissyrnbol utterances (range 0% - .80%) and only 8.47% of the sign
utterances (range 0% - 60%) were rrnilti-term utterances; 18% of all the
Bliss Users' utterances and 7% of the BSL (Makaton) Users' utterances
were 2 symbols/signs in length, and only 10% of the symbol utterances
and under 1% of the signed utterances were 3 symbols/signs in length.
The sign and symbol utterances rarely exceeded 3 sign/symbol cciiibi-
nations. Hver, the ranges quoted above also indicate that there
was considerable variability between children in terms of the frequency
with which sigrVsyrrbol utterances and multi-term utterances were
produced.
There were no statistically significant differences between the
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups in terms of the total number of
utterances produced during the recording sessions, nor in terms of the
percentages of utterances which were spontaneous productions or
responses to prior adult verbalizations (see Table 19.1). Hcwever,
significant differences were found between the groups on the neasures
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of utterance length. The corpus of Blissymbol utterances had a
significantly greater MSLU when canpared with the corpus of signed
utterances, indicating that the Bliss Users were on average producing
utterances of greater length. Furthernore, the distribution of sign
and symbol utterance lengths, also shcMn in Table 19.1, reveals that
the Bliss Users produced significantly fewer single-term utterances,
and significantly nore 2- and 3-term utterances, when caared with
the Makaton Signers. There was no significant difference between the
groups in terms of the percentage of 4-term utterances or longer
utterances which were produced, but very few utterances in either group
were in fact of this length.
The finding that the Bliss Users were producing symbol utterances
of significantly greater length accords with the earlier finding that
this group also understood and produced a significantly greater
percentage of the total number of symbols they had been taught, when
canpared with the BSL (Makaton) group (see Chapter 26). Kiernan, Reid
and Jones (1982), in their survey of the use of signs and symbols in
special schools, also found that children in Bus symbol progrannes were
rrore capable than children in signing progrannes in terms of the
ability to use symbol canbinations. Again, it must be said that these
findings are hardly surprising in view of this group's better
performance on the cognitive, perceptual, and language cczriprehension
neasures that were administered. Wnat does perhaps need to be explained
is the finding that both groups produced approximately the same nean
number of total utterances. Given the Bliss Users' higher levels of
ability overall, they may also have been expected to produce a greater
number of total utterances. However, it is important to bear in mind
that the Bliss Users were significantly nore physically handicapped
than the Makatcri Signers. Because of their physical handicaps, symbol
indication was in nost cases a slow and laborious process, very much
nore tine-consuming that signing. In general, it took the Symbol
Users very much longer to indicate each symbol 'when canpared with the
tine it took the Sign Users to execute signs. Given the fixed length
of the recording sessions, and the fact that the symbol utterances were
of greater average length than the sign utterances, the absence of
significant differences between the groups in terms of the total number
of utterances produced can be readily explained.
The differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups on
the above neasures were further examined with analysis of covariance
procedures, using IQ, severity of physical handicap and Reynell
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Cczrprehension Scale scores as covariates. The results of these
analyses are presented in Table 19.2. As can be seen, the differences
between the 2 groups on the maasures of utterance length were no
longer significant, indicating that the Bliss Users' advantage on these
neasures could be fully explained by the effects of the covariates.
Table 19.2: Differences Between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
Groups on General Indices of Syntactic Evelopnt,
Using IQ, Severity of Handicap and Reynell
Carrehens ion Scores as Covariates
















It will be recalled that the Bliss Users were found to have acquired
significantly nore symbols at the expressive level, cczrpared with the
Makaton Signers, even after controlling for differences between the
groups on IQ, language canprehension and severity of handicap (see
Chapter 26). This advantage for the symbol system is not borne out
in the present findings on sign and symbol use in semi-structured
conversational settings. It may be concluded that although Blissymbols
appear to be easier to learn than BSL (Makaton) signs (perhaps because
symbol indication involves only recognition, whereas sign prcxuction
also requires recall), once signs and symbols have been acquired,
neither node is likely to foster greater facility in use, at least in
the kinds of conversational settings employed in the present investi-
gation. This finding fails to bear out Kiernan, Reid and Jones' (1982)
contention that the permanence of symbols makes it easier to prcxluce
multi-item utterances using Blissymbols than using signs. It may be
that sign systems have their n advantages over the symbol systems in
terms of spontaneity and iniiediacy; furthernore, teachers are nore
likely to nxxel sign use by speaking and signing simultaneously, where-
as Bliss Users are less likely to have adult mdels of symbol use -
the tendency here is for the adult to use speech while the child points
to the symbols. The different advantages of each system may have led
to the present finding that, overall, neither resulted in a greater
degree of conversational use capared with the other.
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On the whole, the data present a rather disturbing picture of
poor augrrentative systn use, with few utterances being produced
during the recording sessions, and these being imst1y 1 sign/symbol
long. Wnile a few children were able to express their thoughts and
feelings in a way that could be understood (see Ippendix 19), the
average of 11 to 13 total utterances produced by the children
contrasts sharply with the hundreds of spoken utterances typically
produced by normal and even language disordered children in half-hour
recording periods (eg. Brcn, 1973; Miller, 1981; Udwin and Yule,
1982b). Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976) found, for exarrle, that
30 minutes of interaction usually produced between 100 and 200
utterances in children functioning above a 24-nnth level, and that
even children functioning at 18- to 24- nnth levels produced between
30 and 60 spoken utterances. Similarly, the MSLUs found in the
present sti.xy (a irean of 1.43 for the Bliss Users and 1.11 for the
Makaton Signers) have been found by Brown (1973) and Miller and
Chapiian (1981) to be characteristic of speaking, middle-class children
aged under 2 years.
The few sttxlies conducted to date on the use of sign and symbol
systems in naturalistic settings, provide confirmation for the present
findings of severely limited arrounts of ccxrinunication, and give cause
for concern on the question of how effectively augmantative systems
are being taught. Oxman and Blake (1980) presented data on the use
of signs by 10 autistic children who were observed in 30-minute play
sessions. No information is provided on the length of time the
children had been exposed to sign training, but they were reported to
have produced a nan of just over 50 sign utterances during the
recording sessions, with about half of the utterances being directly
imitative. FUrtheniore, as was found in the present study, the
majority of the children's utterances consisted of only 1 sign each,
and the irean MW obtained was 1.31. Calculator and Dollaghan (1982)
observed 7 cerebral palsied Bliss Users interacting with their teachers
during 30-minutes semi-structured sessions. The subjects were
nxderately to profoundly zrentafly handicapped, were aged 8 to 25 years,
and had been using Blissymbols for 2 years. The students
rarely used their carmunication charts in spontaneous classroan inter-
actions. The average of only 16 Blissymbol utterances produced during
the recording sessions, which were nostly 1 or 2 symbols long, agrees
very closely with the findings for the present sample.
In the observational studies of Calculator and Dollaghan (1982),
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Harris (1982), and Light (1985), the verbal partner was found to play
a daninant and controlling role, often not expecting a response fran
the Bliss user. This control extended to topic selection, the level
and length of the interaction, and the degree of participation
possible fran the augmantative system user. when ccztinunicative
exchanges did occur, these were often characterized by yes/no
questions fran the verbal partner, or questions requiring a limited
response f ran the system user. These sties further shced that
cawnunication occurred nostly through mxles other than the synbo1
systems, despite the fact that these alternate rrcdalities (eg.
gesture, pointing) had previously been jndged sufficiently inadequate
to warrant the use of an augrientative system. For example, Calculator
and Dollaghan found that their subjects used Blissymbols for only 11%
of their spontaneous massages and for only 21% of their responses.
An additional aspect of the carinunicative interactions which is high-
lighted in these sttlles is that the augrientative system users appeared
primarily as respondents and as passive partners in the interactions.
Calculator and Dollaghan shced that their Bliss Users occupied the
respondent role nearly 3 timas as frequently as the initiator role,
while Harris found that ccirrnunication board users used their boards
alnx)st exclusively to express responses to teachers' instructions or
questions, whereas teachers did nost of the initiating. Harris
atteupted to describe the nature of these classroan interactions and
the reasons why the children she observed rarely initiated carrnuni-
cations. She noted that general interest conversations rarely
occurred; caxrninicative interactions with the children were usually
initiated with a specific purpose in mind (eg. to ask a question re-
lated to physical care), and the children were rarely al1cd tima to
express nore than single-term responses. Another reason for the
children' s primarily respondent roles may be that the functions of the
children' s nonverbal massages are often interpreted by the adult, and
the child needs only to confirm or deny the match between his intended
massage and the massage interpreted by the massage receiver.
Interestingly, the predcxninance of response utterances at the
expense of spontaneous initiations found in the above observational
sti..xiies was not confirmad in the present investigation. The BSL
(Makaton) Users' utterances were aiiiost equally divided between
spontaneous and response utterances, while the Bliss Users produced
only slightly nore responses than spontaneous initiations (59% responses
versus 41% spontaneous utterances). The differences between these
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findings and those of Harris, and Calculator and Ellaghan, may be
explained in terns of the different settings in which the language
samples were collected. These other writers observed canTn.inicative
interactions with teachers in classrocin settings; whereas the samples
gathered in the present stndy involved interactions with the investi-
gator under conditions which were free fran distractions and the
pressures of tine (except for the overall tine limit of the 30-minute
session), and in which the children had the adult's undivided
attention. The children were not banbarded with yes/no questions,
but rather were actively encouraged to produce as many and as lengthy
utterances as they could and wished to. It must however be said that
the children still produced many yes/no responses; but since these
were nrstly in the form of gestures (head shakes and nods, facial
expressions etc. - that is, non BlissJ4akaton massages), they were
not incl1ed in the records for analysis. The proportion of such
responses is thus clearly underestimated in the present data.
Examination of the camnunicative environnents of physically
handicapped and nonverbal individuals suggests several factors which
may help to account for the picture of poor augnentative system use
described above. Successful augirentative carrnunication depends first
and forenost on irotivated carrnunicative behaviour fran the individual.
But, as Kraat (1982 ) has pointed out, physically handicapped, non-
verbal persons typically bring to augnentative system use well
established patterns of non-ccirinunication, passivity, and limited
physical and cognitive experiences, which will strongly affect the
interactions that occur when a sign or smbol system is implemented.
Such individuals are likely to have been placed in a passive role for
many years, and to have learned ways of interacting and carinunicating
that reflect this role. These usually consist of answering yes/no
questions, of having their needs predicted and net, and having others
guess and expand on their few cairnunicative attempts. Harris-
Vanderheiden and Vanderheiden (1977), too, stress that since these
children's needs and wants are in nost cases autanatically provided
for or guessed by others, they often have no pressing need to develop
a caiinunication node, but becare instead passive observers of others'
interactions. ?reover, if the child' s past attenpts to carinunicate
have required much effort, with little reward in the way of satis-
factory transmission of intent, there will clearly be a dulling effect
on the child's desire to caiiminicate. Many of these children lack
knowledge or experience with the rreaning and power of ccimunication.
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Wrien an augnentative system is introduced, the individual is suddenly
being asked to shift fran a passive respondent role to one of
initiating ccmnmications (Yoder and Kraat, 1983); it is little wonder
that he/she does not start using such a system to interact and
initiate caniiunication as soon as it is introduced. In this
connection, it is worth reneithering that the children included in the
present study had only been exposed to sign and symbol nrdes for an
average of 10 nonths prior to baseline assessrrent.
Another difficulty facing augnentative system users is that they
are being asked to use these systems within environnents that are not
used to them. As Yoder and Kraat (1983) point out, teachers and
family nembers typically continue to use their old patterns of talking
to the nonverbal person, and do not shift their expectations or style
(Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982; Harris, 1982). In the present sample,
for example, it was found that in only one case was a child placed in
a signing environnent throughout the school day (see Chapter 24).
The data on exposure to the systems at hare (to be presented in a
later chapter) further reveal only limited use of signs arid symbols
by parents. Thus nonspeakers have few everyday ncx3els of sign/symbol
use. The carrrtunication rde is they are familiar with are vocal
speakers, not augnentative system users.
11dditiona1 factors that are likely to influence the nature and
quality of augnentative system use and to accc.int for the few utterances
produced in recordings, relate to the characteristics of the systems
themselves. Cie of the major differences beten these systems and
speech is in the rate of carinunicaticn. Symbol caiinunication is
significantly slower than speech; and signing, although faster than
symbol carniunication, is also very slow in caiparison with speech.
Scanning type devices used with the host severely physically handi-
capped may, for example, produce as few as 2 symbols per minute, while
direct selection may result in rates of 6 to 25 symbols per minute
(Foulds, 1980). This is in marked contrast with the 126 to 172 words
per minute available in vocal speech. As has been pointed out by Yoder
arid Kraat (1983), this imbalance in the rate of carutunication
seriously affects the nature of cczmunicative interactions that occur.
Because of this discrepancy, the vocal partner has the power to
control the nature and length of interactions. The s1cer nonverbal
carut.mnicators will therefore have difficulty getting conversational
entry, continuing conversations beyond 1 utterance, and terminating
them when they wish. Because augnentative carirninication is nore
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effortful both physically and in terms of the time required, users
are likely to catiiunicate only basic needs, and leave less salient
caririunications unsaid. 1dditionafly, they may reduce utterances to
the least possible number of words, or use gestures or vocalizations
instead of signs or symbols, to effect quick ccxrrnunication. These
means of expression can be efficient, but may also result in
ambiguities and misinterpretations. The verbal partners, for their
part, are unlikely to encourage lengthy and elaborated caiinunications.
They will often attempt to speed up interactions by barraging the
system user with questions that require only 1-word answers, by asking
and answering their cn questions, by producing utterances that do not
require participation fran the user, or even by expanding the begin-
ning of a response into what they think the system user wants to
ccmriunicate.
The use of manual and symbol systems brings with it further
restrictions in terms of vocabulary size and the meanings that can be
expressed. Whereas the normal child has thousands of words available
to hinVher, the augnentative system user is asked to ccirrrwiicate with
a very small, restricted vocabulary set which, in many cases, is well
belc his/her needs and abilities. The user thus has the capability
to 'say' much less, since many meanings and forms of expression are
unavailable to him/her (Kraat, 1984). Finally, Kraat also highlights
the grcwing recognition that the augrrentative ccmnunication training
procedures typically used are partly to blame for poor interaction
and system use. Most training studies focus only on sign/symbol
vocabulary acquisition, and provide no training in actual carniunicative
use within the natural environment.
All these factors may help to explain the severely limited arrounts
of cariitunication found in the present study and by other researchers.
The grcing realization that sign and symbol use do not
necessarily follcw on naturally fran vocabulary acquisition, brings
with it inpilcations for re-examining intervention approaches, and
f or actively training system use. There are several suggestions in
the literature as to h this may be achieved. 1idults must work on
retraining nonspeakers to ndify old habits, and on building up and
reinforcing higher rates of spontaneous initiations in functional
settings that include a variety of people, objects and contexts. They
themselves need to relinquish dctninance of interactions and guessing
the nonspeaker' s intended messages, and provide the nonspeaker with
sufficient opportunity and time in which to formulate and express
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massages. Specific training techniques may need to be used, for
exanpie procedures for fading stimulus objects out of the sight of
the child, and then fading the teacher's prczrlpts, so that the child's
sign/symbol repertoire cares under the control of a rrore general
stimulus - the mare presence of an attending second person (eg. Carr
and Kologinsky, 1983). More generally, it is essential to shaw such
individuals that their efforts at sign/symbol carniunication can
affect their environnent in a reliable manner, and furthernore to
train significant others to use the systems with the children, and so
to becaTe effective nixe1s of system use.
27.2 Syntactic Analysis of the Sign and Symbol Language
Samples Using the LTRSP Procedure
It may be argued that using normal language nodels of syntactic
analysis for augnentat.tve system use is wholly inappropriate, since
to be successful with such systems a user frequently needs to break
dawn conventional linguistic rule usage, for example by using tele-
graphic utterances to effect speedier massage transmission (Yoder and
Kraat, 1983). Furtherrrore, as discussed in earlier chapters, BSL and
Blissymbolics have their awn reccimiended syntactic patterns, which
differ fran English syntax to a greater or lesser extent. On the other
hand, all teachers teach the signs or symbols as equivalent to English
rds, and nest use - and expect their pupils to use - signs and
symbols within the framark of English syntactic structures.
Determining the extent to which the children's symbol and sign
utterances reflected the use of English syntactic structures was
therefore felt to be an irrportant question.
Crystal, Fletcher and Garman's (1976) LARSP profile was used in
order to examine the grairnatical structures produced in the sign and
symbol utterances. The profile, which is described in detail in
Chapter 19.3.3, presents over 100 syntactic structures to be scored.
Unfortunately, the authors provide no procedure whereby these
structures can be readily condensed into syntactic scores or similar
surrinary maasures. The Bliss and BSL (Makatai) groups' nean scores
on the full set of structures are presented in Appendix 20, in terms
of both the frequency of occurrence of each structure, and the
percentage of utterances (out of the total number of utterances)
entered in each category of structure. Table 20 provides a number of
surrinaxy neasures of performance on the L1RSP profile.
Carparison of the performance of the Bliss and Makaton Users on
















Table 20: Performance of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
Groups on the Sutmary LRSP Measures
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=15)
Surrrnary LARSP Measures 	 Mean S.D.
	 Mean	 S.D.
% verbs out of single-term
utterances	 12.50 13.27 22.27 27.43
% nouns out of single-term
utterances	 81.70 13.16 67.20 26.91
% 'other' out of single-term
utterances	 2.55 5.67	 8.00 11.28
% of Stage I entries out of
entries at Stages I-V
	 66.40 28.00 88.80 23.64
No. of clause entries at
Stage II	 2.20	 2.44
	
1.00	 2.20
No. phrase entries at
Stage II	 1.55	 2.59	 0.40	 1.12
No. clause entries at
Stage III	 1.10 1.97	 0.00	 0.00
No. phrase entries at
Stage III	 1.40 2.62
	
1.33	 2.02
No. clause entries at
Stage IV	 0.05 0.22	 0.00	 0.00
No. phrase entries at
Stage IV	 0.05	 0.22	 0.13	 0.52
	
Total No. canpiex utterances 0.00 0.00 	 0.00	 0.00
% Stage II clauses out of
	
phrases+clauses at Stage II 69.13 31.41 78.00 22.00
	 0.46
% Stage III clauses out of 	 *
	
phrases+clauses at Stage IlL 37.73 41.29 	 0.00	 0.00	 2.21
% Stage II clauses out of 	 *
clauses at Stages I-Il 	 19.20 16.27	 6.73
	
16.39	 2.24
% Stage III clauses out oE
clauses at Stages 11-Ill 	 20.14 27.75	 0.00
	
0.00	 1.23
% clauses at Stage II with
phrase expansions	 15.50 28.62	 0.00	 0.00	 0.91
% clauses at Stage III with
phrase expansions	 18.33 28.58	 0.00	 0.00	 1.57
significant differences between the 2 groups. The signing group
produced significantly irore single (Stage I) verbs than the Bliss
group, while the Bliss group produced significantly xrcre Stage II
adverbial clauses and nore noun + noun phrases (also at Stage II)
than the BSL (Nakaton) group. In view of the large number of
categories involved, these few significant differences may have been
sflnply due to chance. C the other hand, there are ready explanations
f or these differences. It may 11 be that action concepts re less
neaningful for the Bliss Users, and so sre nore difficult for them
to acquire and use, because these children re mare severely
physically handicapped than the Makaton Signers. Mditionally there
are likely to be differences between the sign and symbol iredia in the
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way verbs and nouns are represented. Because nouns are easier to
depict pictorially, they may be easier to learn and thus use in a
symbol madium than in a sign madium. In contrast, actions are easier
to depict manually than pictorially, and so may be easier for signers
to acquire and hence use. On the LARSP surrrnary rreasures, the Bliss
Users prcxluced a significantly lc 'zer percentage of Stage I entries
(out of total entries at Stages I to V), and a significantly greater
percentage of Stage II clauses (out of Stages I + II clause entries),
when canpared with the Makaton Users (see Table 20). The Bliss Users
also produced significantly rrore clauses at Stage III, in canparison
with the Makatcn Signers. These results are in accord with the
earlier finding that the Bliss group produced utterances of signifi-
cantly greater length than the Makaton group (see Chapter 27.1).
The differences that were found between the 2 groups are thus as
expected, but they are very few in number. Despite earlier findings
that the Bliss Users were significantly rrore able than the Makaton
Signers in terms of IQ, language cariprehension and the number of
vocabulary items that were acquired, the 2 groups did not differ
significantly on the great majority of LPRSP structures. This may
well be due to the fact that both groups prcduced relatively few
utterances, which were nostly 1 sign/symbol in length. The L1RSP
sunitiary maasures on which differences between the groups were found,
were then subjected to analysis of covariance procedures, using IQ,
severity of physical handicap and Reynell Canprehension scores as
covariates. The resulting differences between the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups were no longer significant (F = 0.795, P = .380 ;
F = 2.227, P = .146; F = 1.289, P = .265). As was the case with regard
to sign and symbol utterance length (see Chapter 27.1), these findings,
too, fail to corroborate Kiernan' s (l983a) argumant that symbol
systems are easier to use than sign systems because they involve
recognition rather than recall, and because they involve an external
prop (the symbol chart) for sentence construction.
The overall picture yielded by the LPRSP profiles is of relatively
few entries, with the majority of these being Stage I (single-term)
structures. Thus 59% of all symbol utterances and 62% of all sign
utterances canprised single nouns, and a further 6% of symbol
utterances and 20% of sign utterances canorised single verbs. There
were very few clause and phrase entries in Stage II, fewer still in
Stage III, and aimst no Stage IV structures. Ccxnplex sentence
structures (scored in Stage V) were not produced at all. The percentage
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of Stage I entries out of the total entries in Stages I-V was 66%
for the Bliss utterances and 89% for the sign sanles. Of the t-
term utterances which were produced (Stage II), the nost frequently
used clause structures were subject + verb (used in 3% of all Bliss
utterances and 2.5% of all sign utterances) and subject + object!
ccznplenent structures (used in 3% of symbol utterances and 1.2% of
sign utterances). The adverbial + X clause structure appeared in
7.25% of symbol utterances, but in only 0.8% of sign utterances. The
nost frequently used Stage 11 phrase structures were noun + noun and
preposition ^ noun; hcwever, while these were used in 5.3% and 2% of
Bliss utterances respectively, they were used hardly at all in the
sign utterances. The nost frequently used of the Stage III clause
structures were the subject + verb + adverbial structure and subject +
verb + object structure, but these were used in only 3.5% and 1.7% of
symbol utterances, and in no sign utterances. Pronouns (a Stage III
phrase entry) appeared nore frequently - in 9% of symbol utterances
and 7% of sign utterances. As alreiy noted, with the exception of
saie isolated instances of the use of the conjunction 'and' and the
Q + X + Y + question structure, there were no entries in Stages IV and
V, indicating the alnost total absence of caiiplex sentence structures.
The expansion of clause structures (given by Stage II and III
Expansions) was also very rare. The Makaton Signers used no clause
expansions at all, while artong the Bliss Users only 15.5% of Stage II
clauses and 18.3% of Stage III clauses involved the integration of
phrase structure into clause structure.
Even at Stages I, II and III, there were many syntactic structures
which did not appear at all, or appeared only once or twice, in the
entire corpus of sign and symbol utterances. These inclied question
and caTinand forms, negative constructions, determiners (a, the),
adjectives, auxiliary verbs, and the copula. It is relevant to point
out that the use of many of these structures requires specific
vocabulary items (eq. determiners, the copula, question rds), which
are usually not made available to beginning Bliss and Makaton Users.
The absence of these syntactic structures fran the children's sign and
symbol sanples may thus reflect the lack of appropriate vocabulary.
Furthernore, negatives and questions, although not expressed with
Blissymbols or signs, were occasionally expressed through the use of
gesture (head shakes, facial expressions), and as such were not incinded
in the analyses.
The low frequencies of the ambiguous and inccitrehensib1e
categories, and of the categories of 'other clauses' and 'other phrases',
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indicate that rrost of the sign and symbol utterances could be placed
in iTeaningful LARSP categories, i.e. that the LP. RSP profile was
suitable for examining the syntactic structures in sign and symbol
utterances.
There are no normative data on LPRSP; but the work of Barnford
arid Bench (in Crystal, 1979) and Fletcher (personal cciiniunication,
1983) suggests that language samples produced by 4- and 5-year-old
normal speakers consist largely of Stage III and IV entries on L1\RSP,
with sczr Stage I and II entries, and with a fair proportion of
sentence connectivity devices and caiiplex sentence patterns. The
present findings, which shed the Bliss arid BSL (Makaton) Users to
be using largely Stage I entries, with a few Stage II arid III entries,
and alnost none of the advanced clause and phrase entries of Stages
IV arid V 1 thus suggest deficits on all fronts. According to Crystal,
Fletcher arid Garman (1976), this picture is characteristic of speaking
children aged under 2 - 2½ years. Interestingly, it may be recalled
that the MSLUs of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups (a maan of 1.43
for the Bliss Users arid 1.11 for the Makaton Users) re found by
Brc,n (1973) and Miller and Chatxnan (1981) also to be characteristic
of speaking children aged under 2 years. However, in addition to the
general impression of language delay suggested above, and the greatly
reduced frequency of entries over the profiles as a whole, there re
also sar caplete gaps in structural ability, with certain Stage I,
II and III structures being rarely or never used (eg. negatives,
carmarids, questions, determiners and adjectives).
No other studies have systanatically examined the syntactic
structures produced by sign and symbol users. However, there are a
few aneodotal reports which would seem to confirm the present firxling
that system users lack many of the linguistic skills of younger normal
children, be it in terms of quantity or catplexity of utterances
produced (Bonvillian and Nelson, 1978).
There are a number of possible explanations for the limited
developrent of catplex and varied language structures found in the
sign and symbol protocols. These have been discussed in depth in
preceding chapters and so will be only briefly reviewed here. Clearly,
the limited intellectual and language caTprehension abilities of many
of the children, and their lack of productive experiences with
language, are likely to affect both the quantity and quality of sign/
symbol use. Furthernore, the children had had relatively little
exposure to the systezr up to the tine of baseline assessnent, with
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an average of only 1½ hcxirs of weekly training over 10 rronths, and
with few everyday nrxlels of Bliss/BSL (Makaton) use. !'breover, the
recairrended BSL (Makaton) approach of signing only key words ireant
that the Signers were not exposed to sophisticated syntactic nidels
of sign use, even in direct training sessions. Other reasons for
the present findings are likely to lie in the systems themselves.
The Bliss and Makaton Users are required to ccimamicate with finite
and restricted vocabulary sets, which will inevitably restrict the
content and form of their ccxriuunicative output. The cinission of many
syntactical elemants and functors in the children's utterances may
therefore have been partly, or even largely, due to the fact that the
children did not have the required vocabulary items available to them.
Finally, the s1cz rate of augirentative ccirrnunication creates a need
for efficiency in utterance productions. Thus many users might be
reducing utterances to the least possible number of words, leaving out
even those syntactic and stylistic elerrents which they have available
and are able to use, but which are secondary to the massage, in order
to achieve a faster rate of massage transmission. Yoder and Kraat
(1983) argue along similar lines that to be successful with augirentative
system use, users frequently need to break down conventional linguistic
rule usage. In the recording sessions used in the present stiñy, the
children were given unlimited tima (within the confines of the session
itself) to produce as lengthy and elaborate sign and symbol utterances
as they wished to and were able to. But it is not possible to
determine whether the limited language structures that were produced,
resulted fran lack of ability to produce nt're carplex utterances, or
fran the children' s awareness of the need for speed and efficiency
in utterance production. At nDst, it can be stated that the production
of irore syntactically ccitplete massages is not always appropriate as
a maasure of successful sign and symbol use. It may be argued that
there is no need for fully grartnatica1 utterances, which are often
slcw and laborious to produce, as long as the ireaning and carrnunicative
intent of the utterances is successfully conveyed. Analysis of the
semantic and pragmatic aspects of the children's sign and symbol
utterances bears directly on this issue, and as such will be described
in Chapters 27.4 and 27.5.
27.3 'Word Order' in the Sign and Symbol Language Samples
It will be recalled that only 29.6% of the symbol utterances and
8.5% of the sign utterances produced were multi-term utterances. Never-












these reflected conventional English word ordering, ccitpared with
deviant orderings, particularly since several teachers and speech
therapists have voiced their concern to the present writer about the
difficulty of teaching their students to produce sign and symbol
utterances in correct English word order. A few published reports
of sign and symbol training have also included anecxlotal carilents
about chaotic ordering in the children's expressive language sairles
(see Fenn and Rowe (1975) and Lambert (1978) on the use of PGSS by
nentally handicapped cerebral palsied children and language disordered
children. Also House, Haney and Magid (1980) on the use of
logographic symbols by nentally handicapped adults). In this regard
it must again be stressed that the teachers typically taught
Blissyiribolics and BSL (Makaton) together with speech, and follcwing
English word order.
The multi-term utterances examined were restricted to statenents
using saie cathinatian of Subject, Verb and Object, or using a
Determiner, Adjective arid/or Preposition together with a Noun. The
percentages of sign arid symbol utterances denonstrating conventional
English ordering are shown in Table 21. As can be seen, very few
Table 21: The Percentages of Sign and Symbol Utterances
Derronstrating Conventional English Ordering
Bliss Users






Subject + verb	 8
Verb ^ object	 1
Subject + object	 4
Subject + verb + object 3
Determiner + noun	 0
Adjective ^ noun	 1











subjects in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups produced
utterances using canbinations of the above elenents, and 2 structures
were not produced at all - nanely determiner + adjective + noun, and
preposition + determiner + noun. But with the exception of the verb +
object, subject + object arid adjective + noun strings, all structures
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produced were in correct English word order. Cly 1 Bliss User
produced verb + object structures, and these were in incorrect order
(i.e. object + verb). Interestingly, BrMn (1973) arxi Berman (1978)
found that word order in early spoken language sairples generally
corresponded to the daninant adult order, and that the nost canton
exceptionally ordered strings involved placing the object before the
verb. Four Bliss Users and 2 Makaton Signers produced subject +
object utterances; of these only 37.5% of the Bliss Users' utterances,
and none of the Signers' utterances, were in incorrect order. And 1
Bliss User and 1 Signer each produced 1 adjective + noun utterance,
with the Signer's utterance being in inverted order.
In view of the above, it seems likely that teachers' concern in
relation to the question of word order in fact stems fran a difficulty
in getting their stodents to produce multi-term utterances at all.
The present data uld suggest that when children do produce sign and
symbol catibinaticris, these are mst1y in correct English word order.
This preference for appropriate ordering is particularly reassuring
when considered in the context of the minimal exposure to sign and
symbol use and the few everyday irodels for such use that were available
in the children's envircnnents; although inxe1s for correct spoken
word order were of course prevalent. These findings can also be used
as evidence for the intention to express semantic relations, which
will be examined in the next section. A cautionary note must hever
be introduced here, since the structures examined above were all early
canbinat.oriaJ. strings. Dale (1977) found that the early canbinatorial
speech of Dcy n' s Syndraie and normal children follcwed similar
patterns, but that when nore sophisticated aspects of syntactical
kncMledge were examined, the Down 's Syndrare children showed many
incorrectly ordered utterances (eg. failing to invert the order of
subject and ccpula or auxiliary verb in interrogative sentences). It
remains to be seen whether similar difficulties characterize the nore
advanced utterances of sign and symbol users.
27.4 Semantic Relations Expressed in the Sign and
Symbol Utterances
The children's 2-term sign and symbol utterances were classified
according to the 8 semantic relations which have been found by Brown
(1973) to characterize speaking children's early word canbinations.
Analysis according to these relations was felt to be appropriate since
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th BrcMn's first stage of language deve1orint (Stage I). The
children's 3- and 4-term utterances re classified according to
6 further semantic relations which BrcMn, and MacDonald (1978),
identified as the primary relations expressed in children's 3- and
4-word cczribinations. Table 22 presents the rrean frequency with which
Table 22: Semantic Relations Expressed in the
Sign and Symbol Utterances
1 ic Lrs (n=l5) lt}tcri Urs (n= 3) Dif.tet.Q:o.s
?n lb. % of
	 t'n lb.	 % Cf	 Qi % Fre-cy
of utt.s tot.uft.s Cf ut±.s t±.uI±.s
	 t
T-term Relations
Agent - action	 0.73
Action - object	 0.07
Agent - object	 0.40
Modifier - head
	 0.07
Negation - X	 0.00














Other relations 	 1.07
Unclassifiable	 0.07
Four-term Relations
Agent-action-.obj . -bc.	 0.00
Other relations	 0.07
Unclassifiable	 0.00
each semantic relation was expressed in the sign arid symbol utterances,
and the percentage of utterances (out of total utterances) which
fitted these categories. Since only 15 Bliss Users and 3 Makaton
Signers produced at least one multi-term utterance, the data are based
on a much reduced sairple size.
Ccrrparing the Bliss and Malcaton Users on the percentages of
utterances classified according to these semantic categories, only
one significant difference eirerged. The Signers expressed signif i-
cantly nore agent-action relations in their utterances than did the
Bliss Users. This accords with the earlier finding that the Signing
group produced significantly sore single verbs on the LPIRSP analysis,
and again may be explained by the suggestion that action concepts
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were less maaningful for the Bliss Users since they were nore
physically handicapped than the Makaton Signers. The small number of
subjects in the Signing group may well explain the absence of signifi-
cant differences between the Bliss and Makaton Users on any of the
other semantic relations expressed. Indeed, since only 3 Makaton
Signers produced multi-term utterances, cciparisons between the 2
groups are not really appropriate.
The set of 8 t-tenn semantic relations identified by Brown
accounted for 56% of the t-term utterances produced by the 15 Bliss
Users, and for 77% of the t-tenn utterances produced by the 3
Makaton Signers. These figures ccxnpare quite favourably with Brown's,
and Petherford, Schwartz and Chaman's (1981), findings that
approximately 64% to 70% of the t-rd utterances produced by young
normal speakers could be described with these 8 semantic relations.
The figures suggest that nonverbal augmantative cc*rrnunication users
express similar types of relational nEanings in their early utterances
to those expressed by normal speakers. Furtherrrore, the relative
frequencies of the particular semantic relations used by the present
subjects are very similar to those reported for younger normal speakers.
Anong the Bliss Users, the relations of agent-action, agent-object,
action-location and agent/object-location occurred nost frequently;
action-object and nodifier-head occurred much less frequently, while
negation-X and introducer-X were not used at all (see Table 22). There
were sure differences in the pattern of use displayed by the 3
Makatcn Signers, but again agent-action and agent/object-location
were arrong the nost frequently occurring semantic relations. Action-
object and nodifier-head relations were also expressed cartparatively
frequently by the 3 Signers, while agent-object occurred much less
frequently. In addition to the absence of the negation-X and
introducer-X relations, there were no instances of the action-location
relation in the 2-term sign utterances. Obviously the 8 specified
semantic relations did not account for all 2-term utterances, and
there were quite a few utterances in each group which were not counted
arrong the prevalent semantic relations, for exauple utterances
involving naming of present objects, tima and classification. However,
as can be seen in Table 22, very few of all multi-term utterances were
semantically uninterpretable.
Overall, these results accord well with the claim made by Bloart
(1970) and Brown (1973) that the 3 semantic concepts of agent, action
and object daninate children' s early language productions. This
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finding is of particular interest since it would seem to indicate
that the early sign and symbol ccznbinations of nonverbal physically
handicapped children are action-oriented, in much the sama way as is
the early language of speaking children. The data are also broadly
in agreerrnt with the findings of Florance (in MacDonald, 1978) on
the relative frequency of occurrence of 2-term semantic relations in
the speech samples of normal children aged 13 to 57 nonths, and with
MLUs fran 2.00 to 4.00 words. Florance found that agent-action,
action-object, agent-object and ndifier-heed relations occurred nost
frequently in the samples, while negation-X, introducer-X and
X-location occurred much less frequently. The carparatively greater
frequency with which relations involving location were expressed by
the present subjects may well be due to the different settings in
which language samples were gathered in the 2 studies. Florance
recorded samples as the children were interacting with peers, while
in the present study one of the main activities engaged in by the
children was looking at picture books. This task is nre likely to
elicit the use of locative phrases, since it incorporates a variety
of actors and activities in different locations. Hawever, it is worth
noting that Brown (1973), too, found strong evidence for the presence
of action/agent/object-location relations in his data. The other main
difference with Florance's findings concerns the negation-x and
introducer-X relations; these were used to sara extent by Florance' s
subjects, but not at all in the present sample. The absence of sign
and symbol utterances expressing negation was pointed out earlier, in
relation to the L1RSP analysis, and can be partly accounted for by the
children's tendency to use gesture and facial expression to indicate
the negative ,rather than a sign or symbol. The use of the introducer
relation requires specific vocabulary items (this, that, it, a, the)
which were not available to rtDst of the sign and symbol users. The
limited use of the ndifier-hei relation by the Bliss group may also
be accounted for by the poverty of their symbol vocabulary. These
differences aside, hcver, it seems that despite the differences in
the language ntdalities and in the characteristics of the children
thenelves, they were able to express the majority of 2-term semantic
relations that have been found in other studies to dczidnate younger
children' s early spoken word ccznbinations. They carrnunicated about the
ways in which different agents and objects relate to one another
through actions, and about the locations of objects and actions, just
as normal children do (Bloan, Lightbown and Hood, 1975; Bowerman, 1976;
Brown, 1973). Of course the relatively few multi-term utterances
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produced by the Bliss and Makaton Users overall, maant that 'while the
semantic relations expressed did not differ qualitatively fran those
of younger speaking children with roughly equivalent MWs, they did
differ quantitatively.
Turning to consider the children's 3- and 4-term symbol and sign
utterances, it can be seen in Table 22 that rrost of these were classi-
fied as expressing 'er semantic relations rather than any of the
specified 3- and 4-term relations which are the primary relations
expressed by speaking children. Hcever, very few utterances of these
lengths were produced at all, and it is therefore unwise to draw any
conclusions on augnentative system users' 3- and 4-term utterances
on the basis of such a small sanple of data.
In the only other study to have examined the semantic relations
expressed in the symbol cczribinations of severely language handicapped
children, Light (1985) also found that rrost of the children's Bliss
utterances expressed concepts of object, location, action, entity and
agent. Negation, attribution, recurrence and denonstrative were
alnost never expressed. The few sign training studies which provide
data on this issue also confirm the present findings that sign users
make use of much the sama range of relational neanings as younger
speaking children. Bonvillian and Nelson (1976) and Layton and Baker
(1981) presented semantic analyses of the early utterances produced by
2 autistic children who were learning sign language. As in the present
study, they found evidence for nost of the above semantic relations.
The majority of the children's recorded utterances involved the action
relation (eg. agent-action), and other constructions found included
action-location and possessor-object (i . e. ntxlifier-head) relations.
Fenn and Rowe (1975), too, reported the use of all Brown's semantic
relations by a nurrber of mantally handicapped cerebral palsied children
learning PGSS. Interestingly, similar findings have been reported for
language-delayed and maritally handicapped children using speech. They,
too, have been shown to express the sarre set of semantic relations as
normal speakers matched for MW (Coggins, 1979; Freedman and Carpenter,
1976). Hver, Bonvillian and Nelson (1978) and Layton arid Baker
(1981) do introduce a cautionary note. They fo11d their students
up over 1½ to 2½ years, and found that their subsequent sign canbi-
nations did not keep pace with those of normal children, and nost
remained 2 or 3 signs in length. It is also important to renEmber
that 85% of the Sign Users and 25% of the Bliss Users produced no
multi-term utterances at all, and their samples were thus not included
in the present analysis.
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The general conclusion to be drawn frcin this discussion is that
when augmantative carrrninication users do begin to produce sign and
symbol canbinations, they make use of the sama range of semantic
features as younger speaking children. This is rather surprising
when one considers that these children do not acquire signs arxI
symbols naturally, as a first language, but are instead taught the
systems in formal, tflre-limited teaching sessions. Other differences
between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users and normal speakers that
are relevant in this regard concern differences in cognitive level,
chronological age and physical skills, differences in the expressive
nodalities themselves, the absence of everyday nodels of sign and
symbol use, and the vocabulary limitations of the children's sign
and symbol repertoires, which inevitably irpose constraints on what
is possible in a conutunicative interaction. The parallels that have
been found with younger normal speakers - in spite of the differences
just described - may be partly explained in terms of teaching mathods.
It is possible that the semantic concepts are the basic elrents
taught in many of the teaching prograirues. It is kncMn that a number
of the speech therapists in the present sttiy used the Derbyshire
Language Schema in teaching, a progrartma which is semantically based.
Alternatively, this universality of the semantic relations expressed
may reflect the initial stages of acquisition of ccvininicative skills
in any node. In this regard, BrcMn (1973), Bierman (1973) and Slobin
(1970) have all suggested that similarities axtong children in the
acquisition of maaning result frcxn the way in which the underlying
cognitive structures provide children with the necessary knowledge to
organize their experience with people, objects and events. At any
rate, it is reassuring to find that the children's sign and symbol
vocabularies, although limited in size, were sufficiently diverse to
allow for the expression of such varied neanings.
27.5 Carinunicative Functions Expressed
The children's symbol and sign utterances were analyzed according
to the ccurnunicative function intended by each utterance, using Dore' s
(1977, 1979) nodel of conversational acts. Definitions and reliabi-
lities of these conversational act categories are presented in Chapter
19.3.3.2 and Andix 10. The frequency and percentage of occurrence
of each act (out of the total number of utterances) is presented in
Appendix 21, and a suniiary of these data is given in Table 23.











Table 23: Suiiriar.y of the Ccuutunicative Functions Expressed
in the Sign and Symbol Utterances - Percentage of
Total Utterances in Each Category
Bliss Users Makaton Users
(n=20)	 (n=15)



























BSL (Makaton) Users revealed only 1 significant difference between the
2 groups; the Signers were found to use significantly nore utterances
expressing identifications (labelling of objects, persons and events)
than the Bliss Users. The Signers' relatively poorer cognitive and
language canprehension skills may help to account for the greater
frequency with which they expressed this simple labelling function.
However, this difference aside, the 2 groups showed broadly similar
patterns of use of the cannunicative functions.
Examination of these calTrunicative functions reveals examples of
the use of symbols and signs to make requests, to answer questions, to
describe actions, events and locations, to express feelings, and to
label objects, people and events. Very few of the utterances in either
the Bliss or Makaton groups were uninterpretable. However, a closer
look at the percentage of occurrence of the various functions shows
considerable restriction in the number of different camunicative
intentions that were expressed with any degree of frequency. Although
15 different functions (out of a total of 30) were used at least once,
86% of all symbol utterances and 89% of all sign utterances could be
accounted for in terms of just 4 cariuunicative functions. These were
responses to Wn-questions, labelling, action requests, and description
of events. Responses were by far the rrost frequent function expressed,
with approximately half of all sign and symbol utterances being
solicited in response to a Wh-question. A further 9% of symbol
utterances and 23% of sign utterances expressed a labelling function;
11% of symbol utterances and 9% of sign utterances were action requests,
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and 10% of symbol utterances and 6% of sign utterances were descriptions
of events. Eleven other cawnunicative function, were expressed very
infrequently; these included spontaneous questions, yes/no answers,
descriptions of properties, locations and timas, reports of feeling
states, and attributions. There were also sate significant gaps in
the children's carrrumicative skills, with many categories not being
used at all, for example organization devices, performatives, pennission
requests, evaluations and rules.
A number of sign training studies include anecdotal reports which
accord with the present findings that signs and symbols are used by
students for labelling, to describe actions and locations, to request
actions, and to express feeling states (eg. Konstantareas, Webster and
Oxman, 1979; Miller and Miller, 1973; Schaeffer, 1982 ). Hover,
Konstantareas et al. also pointed out that not all children employed all
these functions, and that labelling and making requests were the irvst
caiiron spontaneous (i.e. non-response) functions expressed. This
pattern is identical to that found here. Systematic analyses in terms
of pragrnatics are rare, but the few relevant studies which have
examined the variety and types of speech acts produced by augirentative
system users (all studies of symbol use) provide even stronger con-
firmation for the present results. They too have found that many
cczmiunicative acts are absent fran the children 's language samples,
and that there is a very high proportion of information giving in
response to limited-response questions (Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982;
Harris, 1982; Lewis and Ripich, 1984; Light, 1985). Light, for example,
found that the nost camon functions expressed by 8 4- to 6-year-old
Bliss Users were confirmations and denials, followed by responses to
caregivers' requests. None of the children requested information, and
only 1 child requested clarification and expressed greetings or other
social conventions.
The present subjects' deficiencies in the range of conversational
acts employed becate particularly apparent when the results are
caipared with those presented by Dore (1977) for 3-year-old normal
speakers (see Table 23 ). Dore' s subjects expressed 32 different
cclTlrunicative functions in their utterances, whereas the present
subjects only expressed 15 types of carrrunicative acts. Furthernore,
as can be seen in Table 23, the younger normal speakers expressed
proportionally fewer responses, and iore spontaneous questions and
statenents, when canpared with the Bliss and BSL (Makatan) Users.
Dore' s subjects also used a fair proportion of organization devices and
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perfoniatives in their speech, whereas these acts were alnost
cailete1y absent fran the sign and syrrbol language samples. It rrnist
be recognized that the settings in which Dare' s language samples were
gathered (peer interacticris) differed fran the settings used to gather
expressive language samples in the present stndy. The present results
were obtained in Semi-structured sessions in which the children were
seen by the examiner on their own and encouraged to ccmnunicate about
a set of toys, picture books and general interest topics; it is there-
fore not clear to what extent the results are generalizable. It is
well known that participant, setting and task differences influence
the kinds of conversational acts children express (Cole, Dare, Hall
and Dowley, 1978). The use of picture books, for example, may have
encouraged the children to express nore descriptions than they might
express in other settings. It uld also be difficult to dismiss the
possibility that the investigator's occasional questions affected the
content and function of the children' s sampled language. This may
account, at least in part, for the higher frequency of responses found
in the present samples, when canpared with Dare's results. On the
other hand, the present findings agree very closely with those reported
in the few studies where augmantative system users have been observed
in naturalistic classroan settings (Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982;
Harris, 1982).
It can be concluded that although the present Bliss and Makaton
Users made use of the sane set of relational neanings (at least in
their 2-term utterances) as do younger normal speakers (see Chapter
27.4), and although they were able to carrnunicate certain conversational
acts effectively, they shcMed significant deficits in ccxnparison with
younger normal children in terms of the range and frequency of cairnuni-
cative functions that they were able to express.
As already discussed, these findings are likely to be due to a
variety of factors, including the passivity and lack of initiation that
characterize many nonverbal individuals, the limitations of the
augrrentative catinunication systems themselves, and the nature of
adults' responses to the system users. The limited physical, cognitive
and linguistic experiences of many of the children, and their well-
established patterns of passivity and non-ccmmication, obviously
affect the quality and quantity of their interactions, and can help to
explain the low frequency with which they initiated requests and other
ccmtimicative intents. Harris (1982) has further noted that, in
general, physically handicapped nonverbal individuals are not afforded
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the opportunity to express language functions other than responses,
since ntst of their needs are provided for or guessed. The greatly
reduced rate of expression, particularly in Bliss but also in signing,
is another deterrent to the use of sate types of ccminicative
functions. Responding to questions can be accanpil shed relatively
quickly by the child, since in these cases the context and background
information relevant to the interaction have already been provided by
the vocal speaker. But expression of other carmiunicative functions
(eg. questions, descriptions, staterrents) takes rrore tine and effort
for the system user since he/she is required to provide irore information
for the massage receiver, and this may discourage the child. The slcM
rate of canriunication also neans that while essential needs and
desires are likely to be cctrrwicated (in the form of action requests),
less salient aspects of cctiinunication, and particularly performatives
and organizational devices, will not be expressed (Yoder and Kraat,
1983). In other situations gestures, vocalizations or facial
expressions may be used instead of signs or symbols to effect speedy
carnuinication. This is likely to account for the 1CM frequency of yes/
no anzcers found in the present sample; in nost cases this function was
expressed by a non-system node (eg. head shakes), since this was
quicker than symbol indication or signing. The types of carminicative
acts addressed to the system user by vocal speakers are also important.
Often the user is barraged with questions that require a l-sord answer,
or statenents that do not require participation frat the user (Harris,
1982; Yoder and Kraat, 1983). This sterns fran the vocal person's need
to speed up interactions, and neans that many system users get little
practice in initiating caTrL1nication or expressing carirunicative
functions other than responses. It is also irrportant to bear in mind
that augrrentative system users are limited in the diversity of
carniunicative functions they can express by the number and variety of
vocabulary items available to them. As Kraat (1984) points out, an
array of symbols representing only objects and actions will obviously
have limited and sked catinunicative possibilities. Forms of
expression involving wh-questicns, permission requests, descriptions
of locations and tines, expression of feelings, and organization
devices, may thus have been unavailable to the Bliss and Makaton Users
simply because they did not have the requisite signs or symbols to
express such functions.
A final explanation for the limited range of camiunicative
functions expressed by the children may relate to the teaching rrethods
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used. Wnile it is recognized that the children had only been in sign
and symbol training programres for an average of 10 Tronths prior to
catirencerrent of the stndy, the present findings uld seem to suggest
that even at this early stage training regines need to focus nore
closely on the goal of varied use of vocabulary items, rather than on
simple labelling routines; and that teachers and parents need to
adopt nore sophisticated teaching nethcxs than those which are
currently used in order to help children to becare nore active
participants in carnunicative settings. Training and use of the
systems need to be extended beyond the confines of formal sessions.
The autanatic Provision of all the child's needs and wishes, even
before these are requested, must be discouraged. Further, children
need to be given the relevant vocabulary items (i.e. the neans) to
express a variety of functions, such as questions, feeling states,
ideas and descriptions of various kinds. They need to be taught how
to use them by exanpie, and they need to be given encouragenent, tine
and opportunities to express these functions in situations where they
are neaningful and rewarding (Bloan and Lahey, 1978). As an example,
Kiernan and Reid (1984) point to the rk of Carr and Dores (1981),
which showed that autistic children who used signs only when they were
elicited, could learn to use them spontaneously when taught to employ
signs as requests for actions or services.
27.6 SunTnary of the Findings on the Syntactic, Semantic
and Pragmatic Tmalyses of the Children's Expressive
Language Samples
The present findings show extrenely poor conversational use of
Blissymbols and BSL (Makatcn) signs, with very few utterances being
produced during the half-hour recording sessions, and these being
nostly 1 sign or syrrol in length. A quarter of the children exposed
to sign training produced no utterances at all during the recording
sessions, and for the remaining children only 29.5% of Bliss utterances
and 8.5% of sign utterances consisted of xrore than 1 symbol or sign.
approximate ly half of the children' s utterances were spontaneous
initiations, and half were responses to the adult's questions, cainands
or statenents. Syntactic analysis of the symbol and sign language
samples reinforced this picture, showing that the children produced
mst1y single-term LARSP structures (alrrost all of these being nouns
or verbs), with a few 2- and 3-term clause and phrase structures being
used. Cczriplex sentence structures were not produced at all. In
addition to the picture of general language delay suggested by the
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LARSP profile, there were also sare noticeable gaps in syntactic
ability - certain early structures such as negatives, cairnands,
questions and adjectives, were rarely or never used. Interestingly,
the few utterances which did involve sign and symbol ccxnbinations
nestly reflected conventional English word ordering.
Semantic analysis of the children' s 2-term sign and symbol
utterances shced that, despite the problems in using English syntactic
structures, the children expressed similar types of relational nanings
in their early utterances to those expressed by younger normal children
with similar MLAJs. The 3 semantic concepts of agent, action and object
daninated the 2-sign/symbol utterances of these physically handicapped
cerebral palsied children, in much the sane way as they dcrninate
speaking children's early language productions. On the other hand,
the small number of multi-term utterances produced by the sample over-
all, resulted in large quantitative differences in the frequency with
which these relations were produced. btreover, none of the 3- and 4-
term semantic relations typically expressed by normal speakers were
found in the present sample. Finally, examination of the carrnunicative
functions expressed by the Sign and Symbol Users revealed severe
restrictions in the number of different ccmnunicative functions that
were produced. Ppproximately half of the sign and symbol utterances
were responses to Wh-questions, and over 85% of all utterances could
be accounted for in terms of just 4 cczriin.micative functions. Again,
there were significant gaps in the children's carrnunicative skills, with
many functions not being used at all.
These findings suggest that sign and symbol carinunication samples
are quantitatively very different fran spoken ccmnunication sarrples,
but that in addition there are sate important qualitative differences
in the way augmentative system users ccnutunicate, particularly as far
as syntactic and pragmatic features are concerned. Past augrientative
camiunication research studies focused airiest exclusively on the
assessnent of sign and symbol vocabulary acquisition. Recently, how-
ever, a few studies have begun to give attention to semantic and
pragmatic aspects of sign/symbol use, and they tend to confirm the
present findings. Possible factors which may help to account for
these findings were discussed in the body of the chapter, as were the
inplications of the results for augnentative carinunication training.
Very few differences between the Bliss and BSL (Nakaton) groups
were found on these neasures, and those that were significant were
nestly related to the Bliss Users producing utterances of significantly
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greater length than the Makaton Signers. The absence of a greater
number of significant differences between the 2 gtoups is surprising,
bearing in mind that the Bliss Users achieved higher scores on the
cognitive and language carprehens ion maasures used in the study, but
it can probably be accounted for by the fact that both groups produced
relatively few utterances, which were irostly 1 sign/symbol in length.
Furthenrore, the few significant differences that were found between
the 2 groups disappeared when the group differences in IQ, language
canprehensicn and severity of physical handicap were controlled for,
suggesting that neither augirentative rrx1e facilitated greater ccxmiuni-
cative use than the other, at least in the early stages of training
and in the kinds of recording sessions eirployed in this study.
Chapter 28. Intercorrelations Anong the Maasures Derived frcm
Syntactic, Semantic and Pragmatic Analyses of the
Symbol and Sign Language Samples
Intercorrelations arrong the ireasures of syntactic ability
(including MSLU and LARSP surmary maasures), the snantic relations
and the carimmicative functions expressed in the children's language
samples, were caputed for each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) grouns.
The resulting correlation matrices are presented in Appendix 22. It
should be noted that a number of rreasures were not included in the
analysis (for example, the semantic relations of negation-X and
intrcducer-X, and the pragmatic function of perforinatives) because no
entries were produced in these categories.
In the BSL (Makaton) group, the number of signs the children had
learned to execute and to understand were significantly correlated
with the number of utterances they produced during the half-hour
recording session, with the length and ccTplexity of these utterances
(as given by the rrasure of MSLU and by the LARSP surrrnaxy nEasures),
and with the frequency with which they produced the pragmatic functions
of responses and descriptions. These findings indicate that the nore
signs the chiidren had acquired, the nre likely they were to use
these signs to produce utterances of greater number and length in the
semi-structured conversational settings. It n&ist be rmbered that
only 3 Signers produced 2- and 3-term semantic relations, and that
very few used the ccxmn.inicative functions of statenents, requests and
organization devices. The absence of significant correlations between
the number of signs acquired and these latter rreasures is therefore to
be expected. Fewer significant correlations emarged in the Bliss group.
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The numbers of symbols understood and produced correlated significantly
with 3 syntactic ireasures of sentence ccxnplexity, and the correlations
with MSLU and number of multi-term utterances were just short of signi-
ficance. Again, these results suggest that those children who had
learned nore symbols were also likely to use theni to produce longer
symbol cczthinations, which 'were nore cc*tplex syntactically. On the
other hand, the number of symbols acquired was not related to any of
the nEasures of semantics and pragmatics. The reasons for this are
not clear but may be related to the relatively small numbers of multi-
term utterances involved. Alternatively, it may be hypothesized that
the Bliss Users, who had higher cognitive, language ccinprehension and
representational skills, were able to use greater ingenuity in
expressing cauiiunicative functions and semantic relations 1without
being so restricted by the limited number of symbols available. In
other words, the symbols they did have available may have been flexible
enough to be used to express a range of different ireanings and
functions. Whatever the reason, the number of functions and relations
the children were able to express was indeoendent of the number of
symbols they had acquired. This would suggest that simply teaching
such children large numbers of vocabulary items may be important for
syntactic production but is no way to guarantee caTinunicative use of
the items. As was argued earlier, varied and spontaneous use of
augrrentative ccmrtunication may well need to be actively prograrrired.
Turning to consider the syntactic ireasures that were rived, high
and significant correlations were found in both groups anong the
rreasures of utterance length, MSUJ, total utterances, and LARSP clause
and phrase structures. The only exceptions to this were the absence
of significant correlations between the number of response utterances
and 1-sign/symbol utterances produced, and the other syntactical
neasures. Since nost response utterances were only 1 sign/symbol long,
and since the 1-sign/symbol utterance neasure, by its definition,
precled a score on any of the neasures of carplex structure, the
explanation for these findings is self-evident. The significant
correlations (ranging fran 0.40 to 0.99) which were found between the
neasures of rrean sign/symbol length of utterance (MSUJ) and the other
rreasures of syntactic ccrnplexity, inclining those derived fran the
LARSP, are of particular interest because they confirm the value of
the MSLU ireasure as a sensitive index of granmatical develoçxrent.
Brown (1973) developed the notion of nean norphelTe length of utterance
(MlILJ) as an indicator of the level of linguistic developrent in young
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children's speech, and many writers have since confirmad his finding
of high correlations between MW and canpiexity of grarrmatical
constructions (eg. De Villiers and De Villers, 1978 ; Udwin and Yule,
1982b; Wells, 1979). Hcver, MW was developed, and has been used,
as a guide to the level of linguistic developnt in children using
speech, and its relevance to language expression in other modes was
not known. The present results constitute the first confirmation of
the usefulness of this maasure as an index of syntactic developient in
sarples of sign and symbol utterances.
The relationship between the rreasures of syntactic ccxnplexity
(thclixling MSLU) and the frequency with which 2- and 3-term santic
relations were produced could not be examined in the BSL (Makaton)
group, since only 3 Signers produced sign canbinations. In the Bliss
group a few of these correlations were found to be significant, and
they tended to reflect the cantDn factor of utterance length (for
exanple the correlations between numbers of clauses and phrases at
Stage III and the 3-term semantic relations). Many rrore significant
correlations were found, in both groups, between the syntactic maasures
and the pragmatic maasures; hcver, there were also many non-
significant correlations, and the patterns of significant correlations
were not at all clear cut. Over both groups, the categories of
requests, responses, descriptions and statennt correlated signifi-
cantly with the total number of utterances and total number of spon-
taneous utterances produced, indicating that the children who were
producing the most utterances, were expressing a range of ccaiinunicative
functions, rather than producing many utterances all of 1 type.
Utterances which expressed responses and descriptions (labelling) were
highly correlated with the number of single-term utterances produced,
that is they were more likely to be 1 sign/symbol long; whereas
statemants tended to be 2 or 3 signs/syrrtols long. These findings
would imply that presenting these children with questions in the hope
of encouraging their expressive use of augmantative cainiunication
modes, is likely to elicit restricted language output. It is more
valuable to give children the encouragemant and the opportunity to
express staterrent functions, such as reports of feeling states and
evaluations (i.e. feelings and ideas), because these are more likely
to produce longer and more canplex utterances. On the whole, hcever,
the results show that the augirentative system users' abilities to
express these pragmatic functions, and 2- and 3-term semantic relations,
are not clearly related to their degree of ccnTnath of English syntactic
structures. As Wells (1979) found in the case of a group of 3-year-old
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normal speakers, there seems to be a degree of independence between
form and function, at least at this early stage of expressive language
developrent. This suggests that catinand of language, whether it be
speech or an augnntative node, is a calex of abilities, and that
no one irasure can give an accurate picture of an individual. One
other factor that may help to explain this relative independence of
function fran form in the present sanple relates to the slow rate of
sign and symbol transmission. To be successful with the use of an
augmsntative syst1 the user often has to break dawn conventional
linguistic rule usage, for exaiple by using telegraphic utterances,
in order to achieve speed and efficiency in utterance production
(Ycxier and Kraat, 1983).
Chapter 29. The Relationship Between Symbol/Sign Acquisition and
Use, and the Language Tests, Cognitive and Teaching
Variables, and Severity of Physical Handicap
Correlational procedures were errployed to examine the factors
related to the acquisition of signs and symbols at baseline, and their
use in the semi-structured conversational sessions. The resulting
correlation matrices are presented in 1\ppeixlix 23. In both the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) groups, the numbers of symbols/signs acquired at the
receptive and expressive levels were related to the following neasures:
the Columbia Interlevel scores, the Frostig Visual Perception sub-
tests, catrthension of gestures, the length of tinE the children had
been learning the systems, and the extent of exposure to the systems
during the course of the school day. In addition, the acquisition of
signs correlated negatively with severity of handicap, and positively
with ntor imitation, gestural expression and symbolic play skills.
These tasks all involve rrotor ability and spatial and representational
skills, which are thus shown to be relevant to sign acquisition. In
contrast, the acquisition of symbols did not relate to physical status,
but correlated with the Pre-symbol Assessrrent task (involving symbol
matching and pictorial identification), and the Reynell Canprehens ion
Scale. The results thus suggest that both sign and symbol learning
involve cognitive, perceptual and representational factors, and that
in addition, and as expected, physical status, notor imitation skills
and use of gesture are important for the acquisition of signs but not
symbols.
Many fewer significant correlations were found with the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic neasures of sign and symbol use, and the picture
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here is far less clear cut. This may be at least partly due to the
small numbers of utterances prcxluced by the children. In both groups,
performance on the Columbia ?4S, the Frostig Position in Space subtest
and the Pre-syxthol PssessirQnt correlated significantly with a few of
the syntactic neasures of sentence length and ccfrlplexity (including
MSLU and, in a negative direction, with the percentage of LAPSP entries
at Stage I out of entries at Stages I - V). In the Makaton Signing
group, the syntactic maasures also correlated with the notor imitation
and gestural expression and canprehens ion tasks, thereby again
suggesting the irrortance of notor and representational skills, as
well as of cognitive and perceptual abilities, for sign use. HMever,
the syntactic maasures also correlated with verbal and rrotor imitation
and with the Reynell Expression Scale in the Bliss group. This finding
is not easily explained. It uld appear that those Bliss Users who
had better expressive speech skills were able to use irore English
syntactic structures to produce longer and nore ccznplex symbol cathi-
nations. There were alnost no significant correlations with the 2-
and 3-term semantic relations expressed. In this regard, it is important
to renember that very few of the Bliss Users, and nore particularly of
the BSL (Makaton) Users, produced multi-term utterances. Correlations
with the caimunicative functions expressed in the sign and symbol
utterances again suggested a rather confusing picture, with a number
of significant correlations in each group but no consistent pattern of
relationships.
The conclusions that can be drawn frcin these results are limited.
They reveal no factors that were consistently related to the semantic
relations or pragmatic functions expressed in the sign and symbol
utterances, at least at this early stage in the children' s exposure
to Blis symbols and Makaton Signing. There were, hver, saie
indications of correlates of sign/symbol acquisition and syntactic
level of use. In both the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups, these
ireasures were significantly correlated with IQ and with ireasures of
perceptual and representational skills. In this regard it is important
to bear in mind that the Columbia MMS, the Frostig test, the Pre-
symbol Assesszrent and use of gesture all involve aspects of visuo-
spatial orientation, matching and recognition of shape patterns, and
the ability to carehend the representation of a picture or concept
by a symbol or gesture. All these skills are thus related to sign
and symbol acquisition and use. The correlations between the Pre-
symbol Assessnent task and treasures of sign, as well as of symbol,
acquisition and use are particularly noterthy. This task was
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developed by the Blissymbolics Ccinnication Resource Centre (U.K.)
to assess children's response to symbols, that is to help determine
whether the teaching of a symbol system would be appropriate for a
given individual. The present fir3ings confirm that performance on
this task is indeed related to Blissymbol acquisition arid use at this
early stage, but is also correlated with performance on BSL (Makaton)
signs. Thus the Pre-symbol Assessnent may not be of help for the
differential selection of systems. In the Signing group, acquisition
and use of signs was also correlated with neasures of rrotor ability
and notor imitation. In the Bliss group the rreasures further
correlated with verbal imitation, with the Peynell CaTiprehens ion
Scale, and riore particularly with the Reynell Expression Scale. As
already noted, since these children all had limited or no speech,
there is no ready explanation for this latter finding. It may indicate
that in this higher cognitive ability group, the severity of the
developrental nonspeech condition (in the form of lack of productive
experiences with spoken language and lack of anditory-vocal feedback)
had an effect in depressing expressive language develop-rent even in a
nonspeech nxe. Whereas in less intellectually able children (viz.
the Makaton Signers) productive spoken language expression may be less
relevant to augrrentative system use than is cognitive ability trore
generally. Whatever the reason, these findings certainly lend support
to the Peynell Scales as useful instrunents f or the assessnent of
language ccxretence in Blissymbolics.
Few significant correlations re found with chronological age,
or with severity of physical handicap. This would suggest that gross
physical skills are not in themselves essential for the developient of
representational skills or sign and symbol language expression (see
Chapter 22.3 for a discussion of this point). Hcver, the range of
physical handicap was also rather limited, particularly in the Bliss
group, which may be another reason for the absence of significant
correlations beten severity of handicap and sign and symbol use.
Interestingly, the teaching variables (length of tine on the system
and extent of use at school) re significantly correlated with the
number of symbols and signs acquired by the children, but with few
other ireasures of system use. This may suggest that the response to
an augnentative carrnunication system, at least in the early nonths
after its introduction, may be nore closely related to certain subject
characteristics than to the teaching input that is given. On the
other hand, it Trust be reirer±ered that in both groups the range of
teaching input arid exposure to the systems was very limited (see
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Chapter 24). It would thus be premature to undervalue the role of
environnental factors in fostering sign and symbol use. Teaching
variables may be found to have greater Impact when longer-term
progress in the systems is examined; this question will be returned
to in a later chapter.
The research literature to date is very inadequate in casting
light on correlates of successful sign arid symbol use; but the few
studies which have taken individual differences into account provide
confirmation for the present findings. As found in the present study,
length of participation in augnentative training prograimes has been
shcn by other researchers to correlate with the number of signs/
symbols acquired (eg. Bonvillian and Nelson, 1978; Daniloff and Shafer,
1981; Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982). Those studies which, like the
present one, have included a wide range of IQ scores, have also found
a relationship between IQ and the acquisition of signs and symbols,
and their use in ccxibination (eg. Grinnell, Detairore arid Lippke, 1976;
Saya, 1980; Silverman, McNaughton and Kates, 1978; Sutherland and
Becke tt, 1969). A number of studies have further found tested language
canprehension to be a gocid predictor of augrrentative system acquisition
and use (Deich and Hodges, 1982; Hobson and Duncan, 1979; Layton and
Helner, 1982; Reid, 1984; Remington, Light and porter, 1981). In the
present study, significant correlations were found between Reynell
Carehens ion and Expression scores and the acquisition and syntactic
use of symbols; fewer significant correlations were found in the BSL
(Makaton) grcLlp, but a number of the coefficients were close to
significance. Interestingly, this also parallels the findings in
groups of speaking children of correlations between the Reynell Scales
and neasures of graumatical develotirent in spoken language samples
(Cantwell, Hi1in and Rutter, 1977; Udwin arid Yule, 1982b).
The present finding of an association between the use of gesture
and notor imitation and sign acquisition and use is also borne out in
other reports (eg. Kahn, 1981; Reid and Kiernan, 1984). These tasks
require coordinated notor acts and spatial orientation skills. The
manually produced and visually observed eleirents of sign and gesture
obviously have much in canon. However, the present findings of the
inportance of imitation, and of the carrehension arid use of gesture,
not only for sign use but also for symbol use, would also seem to
underline the relevance of representational abilities for augnentative
carnunication. Indeed, Piaget (1967), Sinclair (1970) and other
writers have argued that the child' s idiosyncratic symbol system,
manifested for example in imitation, use of gesture and symbolic play,
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is a precursor of the shared symbolic function of language. The
deve1opnt of gesture, imitaticwi and representational play have thus
also been found to be closely related to language developiEnt in normal
speaking children (Bates, 1976; Rosenblatt, 1977) and in nEntally
handicapped and language disordered children (Love 11, Hoyle and
Siddall, 1968; Udwin and Yule, 1983). On the other hand, few signifi-
cant correlations were found in the present study between the maasure
of symbolic play and sign acquisition and use, and none with symbol
acquisition and use. These discrepancies may be explained by the
limited range of symbolic play test scores that were obtained. This
test was designed for children under 3 years 6f age, and many of the
Bliss Users, in particular, tended to score in a narrow range near
(although not at) the ceiling of the test.
The finding that Irotor imitation and cciprehens ion of gestures
correlated significantly not only with the rreasures of sign acquisition
and syntactic use, but also with many of the neasures of symbol
acquisition and syntax, is of particular significance. A number of
writers have suggested that where nonspeaking children respond well to
gestures and have good irotor imitation skills, these factors wuld
favour the adoption of a sign system for the child (eg. Bonvillian and
Nelson, 1982; Shane, 1981). However the present findings indicate that
these skills are just as relevant for the use of symbols At this
early stage, only actual use of gesture uld seem to be related to
good performance in signing, but not to symbol ccxrrnunication.
It will be recalled that the survey conducted by Kiernan, Reid
and Jones (1982) indicated that differential placenent in augnentative
ccaiinunication prograirrres occurs in schools primarily on the basis of
2 factors - physical ability and cognitive level. This was confirned
in the present study. Blissyrrbolics is seen as appropriate for
severely physically handicapped children who are nore capable
intellectually, whereas BSL (Makaton) is seen as nore appropriate for
severely irentally handicapped children who tend not to be very severely
physically handicapped. The correlational data discussed above confirm
the relevance of adequate physical skills for the acquisition of signs,
and indicate that cognitive level is related to the acquisition and
use of both sign and symbol systems. But they also suggest that other
factors need to be taken into account in system selection, including
perceptual and representational abilities, the use of gesture, and
imitation skills. The possible role of these factors in differentially
predicting longer term progress in sign and symbol use, and the
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contribution of other factors such as attending ability and parents'
attitude to the systems, will be elaborated upon in later chapters.
One additional question that will be addressed here concerns the
practice prevalent in many schools in the U.K. of excluding low
cognitive ability children fran Bliss prograrrns because of the belief
that such children would be unable to cope with the system (Kiernan,
Reid and Jones, 1982). As already discussed, cognitive level has been
found in this study to be related to the acquisition and use of both
symbols and signs. But clearly this need not maan that severely and
profoundly Iientally handiapped children are unable to acquire
	 symbols
or signs at all. It was therefore considered to be important to examine
the performance of the severely and profoundly rrentaily handicapped
children in the present sample in sign/symbol acquisition and use, even
at this early stage of exposure to the systems.
To this end, each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups was further
subdivided into 2 groups - a severely/profoundly nentally handicapped
group, consisting of those children with Columbia IQs of 55 or below
(to be called the 'low-IQ' group); and a rtderately maritally handicapped
to average IQ group, consisting of children with IQs above 55 (referred
to as the 'h.igher-IQ' group). )½irong the Bliss Users, there were only
4 children in the 'low-IQ' group, and 16 in the 'higher-IQ' group.
There was a rrore even split anong the Makaton Signers, with 11 children
in the 'low-IQ' group and 9 in the 'higher-IQ' group. Table 24.1 shows
the nean scores and standard deviations of the 'low-' and 'higher-IQ'
Bliss and BSL (Malcaton) Users on the treasures of symbol/sign acquisition
and syntactic and pragmatic use. The semantic relations variables were
not included here, because of the extrenely small numbers of multi-term
utterances involved. Table 24.2 presents the results of 2-way analyses
of variance for these treasures, providing statistical tests for
differences due to the main effects of Bliss/Makaton Group and IQ, and
their interaction Group x IQ.. Since differences between the Bliss and
BSL (Makator groups on these neasures have already been described in
earlier chapters, the present discussion will be confined to an
examination of the IQ and interaction effects.
It trust be pointed out that while all 20 Bliss Users (i.e.
including the 4 'low-IQ' subjects) and all 9 'higher-IQ' Makaton
Signers produced at least 1 utterance during the half-hour recording
session, only 6 of the 11 'low-IQ' Signers did so. The data on the
syntactic and pragmatic neasures are thus based on only 6 'low-IQ'
Signers.
13.3± 3.3 10.3+ 5.9
157.5±45.0 96.6±47.5
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Table 24.1: £'ean Scores for quisition and Use of Symbols/Signs
in the 'Law-' and 'Higher-IQ' Bliss and Makatczi Groups
Bliss Group
	 Makaton Group
Low-IQ	 Higher-IQ Law IQ	 Higher-IQ
(n=4)	 (n16)	 (n=1l)	 (n=9)
Symbols/signs taught 54.5±18.3 72. 4±62 .4 41.2±34.4 89.3±23.9
% symbols/signs understood 71.8±12.5 69. 7±25. 4 45.8±29.7 50.1±31.6
% symbols/signs produced 66.8+10.8 79.2±17.4 31.7±23.6 50.4+22.4
Total utterances 	 97+ 2.5 13.6±10.6	 •!: 3.0 16. 3±10 .1
% spontaneous utterances 37.3±12.0 41.9±17.2 47.2±45.3 50.4+21.8
% response utterances	 62.8±12.0 58.1±17.2 52. 8±45 .3 49.6±21.8
1-term utterances	 8.0-F 2.8 8.3± 7.6	 3.3± 3.0 13.6± 9.8





77.8±16.1 63.6+30.0 100.0+ 0.0
1.3+ 1.0	 2.4± 2.7	 0.0+ 0.0
% Stage I entries out of






























































As can be seen in Table 24.1, the nean scores of the 'jc,cq-IQ'
symbol and sign users &ere 1or than the nan scores of the 'higher-
IQ' children on almost every nasure; but the differences reached
significance in only a few cases. The effect of IQ, adjusted for the
Bliss,44akaton Group effect, was significant for the follawing nasures:
the number of signs/symbols the children had been taught, the percent-
age of signs/symbols acquired at the exoressive level, the total
number of utterances produced during the half-hour recording session,
and the number of phrases produced by children at Stage III of the
LARSP profile. In each case the 'law-IQ' children achieved 1cer scores
than the 'higher-IQ' children, after adjusting for the Bliss/Makaton
Ri i sfrta ckap IQ fffet (alj. fcr














































Table 24.2: Acquisition and Use of Signs/Symbols: F-ratios
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Group effect. On the number of single-term utterances produced, the
Bliss/Makaton x IQ interaction effect was just short of significance.
Examination of Table 24.1 shows that the 'lcM-IQ' Signers produced
fewer single-term sign utterances than the 'higher-IQ' Signers; but in
the Bliss group the 2 IQ groups produced similar mean numbers of single-
term utterances. In the case of the number of multi-term utterances
produced, the effect of IQ, adjusted for Bliss/Makaton group, just
missed significance, with the 'low -IQ' children in both groups
achieving lower scores than the higher-IQ children.
These data indicate that although the severely/profoundly mentally
handicapped children achieved poorer mean scores than the nderate1y
mentally handicapped-average IQ children on a1nst all the variables
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(including the number of signs/symbols acquired at the expressive
level, the total number of utterances prcxluced, and the percentages
of these which re spontaneous and nulti-term utterances), relatively
few of the differences re statistically significant. Even more
relevant is the finding that all the profoundly/severely maritally
handicapped subjects acquired at least a few symbols/signs, and that
all 4 'lcM-IQ' Bliss Users and 6 of the 11 'low-IQ' Makaton Signers
re able to use these symbols and signs in semi-structured conver-
sational settings. Thus the 'low-IQ' Bliss Users acquired a maan of
41.75 symbols at the receptive level and 35.25 symbols at the expressive
level; the 'lcM-IQ' Signers acquired a irean of 18.27 signs at the
receptive level and 14.36 signs at the expressive level. Furthermore,
the 'low-IQ' Bliss Users produced a irean of 9.75 utterances and the
low-IQ' Makaton Signers a irean of 3.33 utterances, during the recording
sessions. These findings are all the more impressive when one bears in
mind the relatively short period of tine the children had been in sign
and symbol prograirnes prior to the baseline asses sirent. The data there-
fore argue strongly against the current practice of many teachers and
speech therapists in U.K. schools of excluding low-cognitive ability
children from Blissymbol prograirrres purely on the grounds of their low
IQs. The belief that severely to profoundly handicapped nonverbal
children are 'unable to cope' with Bliss is, on this evidence, simply
not justified. Although this conclusion is based on a saiple of only
4 'low-IQ' Bliss Users, it receives confirmation fran at least 3 other
studies, all conducted outside the U.K., which have taught Bliss to
severely/profoundly rrentally handicapped children (Elder and Bergman,
1978; Galloway, 1978; Harris-Variderheiden, Brown, MacKenzie, Reinen
and Scheibel, 1975). While these studies provided few details of the
children's ability levels, they too found that at least sale low
cognitive ability children could learn to acquire and use at least
scare Blissyinbols.
Examining the irean scores of the 2 'low-IQ' groups (see Table
24.1), it further appears that the 'low-IQ' Bliss Users achieved a
sarewhat better performance than the 'low-IQ' Signers in tern of the
percentage of symbols understood and produced, the total number of
utterances produced, and the percentage of multi-term out of total
utterances. Furthermore, all 4 'low-IQ' Bliss Users, but only 6 of the
11 'low-IQ' Signers, produced symbol/sign massages during the recording
sessions. These findings may be taken to indicate that Blissyrnbols are
easier for the severely/profoundly rrentally handicapped to acquire and
use than are BSL (Makaton) signs. Hver, it is relevant to bear in
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mind the analysis of variance results, which revealed significant
IQ x Bliss/Tiakaton Group interaction effects for 2 ixtportant teaching
variables - duration of the Bliss/Makaton prograxrns, and weekly
teaching tine. The 'low-IQ' Makaton Signers had been in signing
progranries for a considerably shorter period of tine prior to baseline
assesszrent (a nean of 7.8 ironths) when carpared with the 'lcw-IQ'
Bliss Users (a nean of 13.3 nDnths), and also when caTpared with the
'higher-IQ' Signers (nean = 13.6 ntnths) (see Table 24.1). Moreover,
while the '1ci-IQ' Bliss Users were receiving significantly nore weekly
teaching tine than the 'higher-IQ' Bliss Users (a nean of 2 hours
38 minutes canpared with 1 hour 37 minutes), the 'low-IQ' Makaton
Signers were receiving less teaching tine than the 'higher-IQ' Signers
(a nean of 1 hour 14 minutes cc*tpared with a nean of 1 hour 33 minutes).
The weekly teaching input received by the 'lcw-IQ' Signers was thus on
average half that received by the 'lc,w-IQ' Bliss Users. The reason for
this different pattern of teaching input (depending on ability and
augrrentative system) is not entirely clear. Given that the Bliss Users
tended to be in PH Schools, and the BSL (Makaton) Signers in ESN (S)
Schools, it would seem that in the forner type of school speech
therapists and teachers were giving nore input to the less able
children, that is the children who perhaps were felt to need it zrore;
whereas in ESN (S) Schools staff ney prefer to work with the higher
ability child who has 'nore potential'. Whatever the reason, it is
clear that profoundly/severely rrentally handicapped children do benefit
fran augnentative carinunication training, and that greater teaching
input for this group is likely to make for even itore progress. This
question will be returned to in a later chapter, where the longer term
progress of the children in symbol/sign acquisition and use will be
described.
Chapter 30. Additional Aspects of Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
Use - Symbol Indication and Accuracy of Signing
An important aspect of the use of Blissymbols concerns the xrethods
enployed by the children in accessing or indicating the symbols they
have available, and the possible differential effects of these nethcxls
on symbol acquisition and use. The nost straightforward neans of
symbol indication is by a hand or finger pointing response. However,
within the population of nonverbal individuals, there are many who are
so severely physically involved that they are unable to use controlled
zrovtents of the hands to indicate the symbols on a ccxtinunication
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display accurately or reliably. In such cases neuro-assisted Treans
may be introduced (eg. a light pointer). Alternatively eye pointing
may be used, often in ccznbination with a scanning technique. With this
approach, the child typically indicates the general area on the Bliss
chart where the desired symbol is to be found using eye pointing, and
the rressage receiver then acts as a scanning aid, pointing to the
symbols in that area one at a tine until the child signals that the
desired symbol has been reached.
In the present Bliss sample 8 children (4 0%) used a fine hand
rrverrent (for example a single finger) to indicate the symbols; 3
children (15%) used a gross hand moverrent (for example a fist); 4
children (20%) used eye pointing, and 5 children (25%) used a catbi-
nation of eye pointing and gross hand nDvennts. No child relied
exclusively on special equipTent (for exarnrle head pointers or elec-
tronic pointers) for indicating, although such devices were often used
to facilitate indication during formal sessions. In addition, 6 of
the children (4 eye pointers and 2 hand pointers) also had access to
Bliss prograrrires on caputer during certain formal teaching sessions.
Outside of such formal sessions, however, all the children relied on
either hand or eye pointing to indicate symbols in ccirmunicative inter-
actions. As expected, the eye arid hand pointing groups differed signi-
ficantly in terms of the severity of their physical handicaps (2 8.81,
d.f.=2,P = .012), with all the nxxlerately to severely handicapped
children using hand pointing, and 69% of the children rated as totally
or alrrost totally incapacitated using eye pointing (see Table 25.1).
Table 25.1: Distrthution of Method of Symbol Indication
by Severity of Physical Handicap



















Eye pointing is c±viously very prfu1 since it can be used by
altrost any child, no matter hc severe his/her physical disability.
The chief disadvantage of this approach is that it is very s1c when
caripared with direct selection (i.e. hand pointing), and it also affords
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less than direct contact with the carmunication board. The scaru-iing
approach, which is typically used together with eye pointing, is
rather passive, and in sar ways is cognitively nore ccxriplex than
direct selection, since the child must carpare each item with the one
he/she has in mind and then accept or reject each. In view of these
differences, a number of writers have argued that symbol output will
be niich nre spcntaneons and frequent when a direct selection inethcx
is used for indicating symbols, than when eye pointing is used (eg.
Bailey and Jenkinson, 1982). However, there are no data available to
shed light on this question. The present writer therefore decided to
caiipare the children using hand and eye pointing on the maasures of
symbol acquisition and use described in Chapters 27 and 28, as well
as on other relevant nasures. The results of these canparisons are
presented in Table 25.2.
As can be seen, there were few significant differences between the
2 groups of Bliss Users. The hand pointers achieved a significantly
higher nan score than the eye pointers on the rrotor imitation task,
which is to be expected in view of their greater degree of hand control.
On the other hand, the eye pointers achieved higher scores on the
Raven' s CPM (Set A), on the Form Perception subtest of the Frostig
DnIVP, and on the SPT. As explained in previous chapters, the better
performance of these nre severely physically handicapped children on
these neasures is nost likely due to the presence, in the Bliss group,
of a number of severely physically handicapped athetoid and quadrip-
legic children who were very able intellectually. Because of their
severe physical handicaps, these children all used eye pointing.
Despite these differences, there were no significant differences
between the eye aixi hand pointers on any of the nasures of symbol
acquisition or use. On one neasure, the number of requests expressed,
the difference just missed significance, with the hand pointers using
this camninicative function nre often than the eye pointers. This
uld accord with the view that direct selection fosters nore spon-
taneous usage of Bliss than does eye pointing. However when this
neasure was re-examined, after controlling for the physical handicap
and cognitive differences between the 2 gronps, the difference was no
longer apparent. It would thus appear that where rkers in the field
do find differences in the use of Bliss between eye and hand pointers,
these are nost likely to be due to characteristics of the children
(for example physical and cognitive skills), rather than to the nature





Table 25.2: CaTparisons Between the Eye and Hand Pointers on
Cognitive and Language Measures, and the Acquisition
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In the BSL (Maicaton) group, the children's speech therapists were
asked to rate the accuracy with which they produced signs. It was
found that at baseline only 1 child produced signs exactly and precisely;
8 children (40% of the sample) produced sign approximations which were
easily identifiable, while 11 children (55%)tended to produce vague
signs which were difficult to identify. In the case of these latter
children, teachers and speech therapists who work closely with them
and usually determine the context within which signing is produced, are
likely to understand many of their signing attempts; but people who are
less familiar with these children would undoubtedly have great
difficulty in understanding their sign productions. Such poor articu-
lation of signs is likely to have a deleterious effect in limiting these
children' s potential audience, even arrong people who are familiar with

















past sti.zies, but the present data point to a significant need for
research geared to pinpointing arid rendiating sign articulation
errors.
Correlational procedures were used to examine the extent to which
accuracy of signing was related to the neasures of sign acquisition
arid use, and other variables. The resulting thu coefficients are
presented in Table 25.3. The accuracy of signing correlated signifi-
cantly but nxdestly with performance on the Columbia *15, the Symbolic
Play Test and cariprehension of gestures, while the correlation with
gestural expression just missed significance. The rixdest correlations
Table 25.3: The Relationship Between Accuracy of Signing
and asures of Cognitive Abilities, Language,
and Sign Acquisition arid Use (n = 20)
Severity of physical handicap
Columbia Interlevel Scale
Raven' s CPM
Frostig - Form Perception
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obtained are likely to be due to the limited range of the accuracy of
signing ITeasure. On the other hand, the correlations with severity of
physical handicap and notor imitation were nonsignificant. Again, this
may be due to the limited range of scores in the variables concerned;
alternatively, these latter findings may suggest that physical skills
per se are less relevant for sign articulation than are the represen-
tational and perceptuo-spatial skills involved in the use of gesture
and symbolic play skills. The limited range of scores involved may
further account' for the absence of significant correlations between
accuracy of signing and the neasures of sign use. Hover, significant
correlations were found with the percentage of signs acquired at the
expressive and receptive levels. These results suggest that accuracy
of signing is an inportant factor in sign acquisition, and they under-
line the importance of fostering better sign articulation in children
whose signing attempts may be vague and difficult to understand.
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Chapter 31. na1yses of the Children' s Spoken Language Samples
Many sign and symbol training studies have claimad that speech
often develops spontaneously in nonverbal children exposed to
augnentative carnrunication prograrrmas (see Chapter 14); but few studies
have gathered systematic data on this question. In the present
investigation, in addition to obtaining sign and symbol language
sarr1es, the children were seen for a second 30-minute recording session
at baseline and at the follow-up assessmants, in order to gather samples
of their spoken language productions. The procedure used to record the
spoken language utterances was described in Chapter 19.3.3. The re1er
is reminded that many of the children typically carrrtunicated in a
number of uxxles, including signs/symbols, gestures, facial expressions
and vocalizations. All these were noted down during the speech
recordings, but analysis was confined to the spoken utterances which
were produced. The results of the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
analyses of the speech samples gathered at baseline are presented in
this Chapter.
31.1 General Indices of Syntactic Developrent
in the Spoken Language Samples
Wnereas all 20 Bliss Users and 15 of the 20 BSL (Makaton) Users
produced at least 1 symbol/sign utterance during the augirentative
cciuninication recording sessions, only 6 of the Bliss Users and. 14 of
the Signers produced any spoken utterances during the speech recording
sessions. The analyses which follcM are thus based on a nuch reduced
sample size, which includes significantly nre BSL (Makaton) Users than
Bliss Users (X 2 4.90, d.f. = 1, P .027). As can be seen in Table
26, the 6 Bliss Users produced a rrean of only 4 spoken utterances
(range 1 - 7), and the Makaton Signing group a maan of 15.43 spoken
utterances (range 1 - 65). In both groups 90% of all utterances were
only l-rd long, and the MW-M obtained was 1.13 for the Bliss group
(range 1.00 - 1.50) and 1.18 for the Makaton group (range 1.00 - 2.66).
Thus one-half of the total sample of children produced no spoken rds
at all during the 30-minute recording sessions, while the remaining
children produced relatively few utterances, the overwhe].ining majority
of which were only 1 rd in length. The ranges reported above suggest
considerable variability, particularly anng the Makatcn Signers, in
the number and length of spoken utterances which were produced. However,
the paucity of these data in general contrasts sharply with findings
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Table 26: General Indices of Syntactic Developient
in the Speech Sauples
Total No. of utterances
% spontaneous utterances
% response utterances





















































for younger normal children, and even language disordered children, who
typically produce between 100 and 200 utterances in 30 minutes of
recording (eg. Crystal, Fletcher and Garman, 1976; Udwin, 1981). This
discrepancy is only to be expected since one of the criteria for
incinding children in the stuy was that they were essentially non-
verbal, that is they had no nore than approximately 30 intelligible
spoken words at baseline.
Caiparisons between the speaking Bliss and Makaton Users showed
that the Signers, although still severely impaired in spoken language,
produced nore total utterances than the Bliss Users (this difference
just missed significance), and furthentore that the Signers produced
significantly nore spontaneous utterances, and significantly fewer
response utterances, when cctipared with the Bliss Users (see Table 26).
Ppproxiinate1y half of the BSL (Makaton) group's utterances were
initiated spontaneously, whereas only 5% of the Bliss group's utterances
were spontaneous productions. Again, these findings are hardly
surprising. They accord with the results described in Chapter 25.2,
where it was found that the Signers attained significantly higher xrean
scores on the Peynell Expression Scale and Verbal Imitation Test, had
more sounds and spoken words, and were rated by speech therapists as
having significantly irore intelligible speech, than the Bliss Users.
As discussed in Chapter 25.2, these findings can be explained in terms
of the fact that the signing children had significantly fewer physical
handicaps, and in particular were described by speech therapists as
having significantly less iiTpairnent of the speech musculature and
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fewer feeding difficulties, when caipared with the Bliss Users. As was
shcin in Table 15.6, 85% of the Bliss group were rated as having severe
to very severe ipainrnt of the speech musculature, ccrnpared with only
40 % of the BSL (Makaton) group who were so rated. In this regard it is
iniportant to reiterate that the neurcuuscular status of the oral
musculature is one of the most iirportant factors in the developrent of
vocal language. On the other hand, it is also evident that the poverty
of the spoken language productions found in recording, in terms of both
the number of utterances produced and their length, cannot be accounted
for solely in terms of speech musculature irrpairment, since a fair number
of children (particularly in the Makaton group) had minimal such impair-
irent. The possible role of other factors in accounting for the restricted
spoken language samples (inc1x3.ing cognitive factors and the restrictions
imposed by the children's physical handicaps irore generally) were
explored in detail in Chapters 25.2 and 27.1, and therefore will not be
re-examined here.
Interestingly, the 2 groups did not differ significantly in terms
of the iran length of their spoken utterances, nor in terms of the
percentage of utterances which involved word canbinations. This is a
reflection of the restricted length of the utterances produced by both
groups, most of which were only 1 word long.
When the differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups on
the total number of utterances and percentage of spontaneous utterances
produced, were re-examined with analysis of covariance procedures (con-
trolling for severity of physical handicap as well as IQ), it was found
that these differences were fully explained by the effects of the co-
variates (F = 0.298, P = .593; F = 1.310, P = .269). It may thus be
conclu:ied that once the 2 groups were equated on these 2 variables, neither
augirentative system seemed to have fostered greater use of spoken language
utterances than the other, at least at this early stage of training.
31.2 Syntactic Ina1ysis of the Spoken Utterances
Using the LARSP Procedure
The Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Groups' mean scores on the full set
of LARSP structures are presented in Appendix 24, in terms of both
the frequency of occurrence of each structure, and the percentage of
spoken utterances (out of the total number of utterances) entered in
each category of structure. Table 27 provides a number of surrrnary
measures of spoken language performance on the LPRSP profile. It
should be noted that utterances which were unintelligible (due to the
Bliss Users	 Makaton Users
(n = 6)	 (n = 14)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
	



















































































Table 27: Performance of the Speaking Bliss and
BSL (Makaton) Users on the L7RSP Suurnary Measures
LARSP Suurnary Measures
% verbs out of 1-word utterances
% nouns out of 1-word utterances
% 'other' words out of 1-word utt.s
% Stage I entries out of
entries at Stages I-V
No. clauses at Stage II
No. phrases at Stage II
No. clauses at Stage III
No. phrases at Stage III
No. clauses at Stage IV
No. phrases at Stage IV
Total No. caliplex utterances
Total No. inflections
% Stage II clauses out of
phrases + clauses at Stage II
% Stage III clauses out of
phrases + clauses at Stage III
% Stage II clauses out of
clauses at Stages I + II
% Stage III clauses out of
clauses at Stages II + III
% clauses at Stage II with
phrase expansions
% clauses at Stage 111 with
phrase expansions
child's articulation difficulties) were excluded fran the anaylis.
Given the children's severe iiTpairmants in spoken language, and
the relatively small nurrbers of spoken utterances produced, nost of
which were 1-word long, it is not surprising to find that the over-
whelming majority of utterances were scored as Stage I entries or
Minor utterances. There were very few Stage II and III entries, and
no cciiplex sentences. Thus 63% of the Bliss Users' spoken massages
were Minor utterances (eg. 'yes', 'no', 'bye'); a further 14% carprised
single nouns, 9% were single verbs, and 2.8% were 'other' single words
(eg. adjectives, pronouns). In the case of the Makaton Signers'
utterances,only 35% were Minor utterances, but 42% were single nouns;
3.6% were single verbs and 7.6% were 'other' single words. Turning
to consider the Stage II entries, 2.8% of the Bliss group's utterances
were subject + verb clauses, 5.2% were determiner + noun phrases, and
2.8% were 'other' 2-word phrases. The pattern for the Sign Users was
rather different, with fewer entries which were spread over a wider
range of 2-term clause and phrase categories. With only 2 exceptions,
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the Bliss Users produced none of the advanced LARSP structures at
Stages III, IV or V 1
 and no inflections. The Makaton Users, too, only
rarely produced such structures as subject + verb + object, verb +
object + adverbial, and the conjunction 'and'. The 2 exceptions to
this picture concerned the pronoun category arid the present progressive
inflection, which were produced in 2.8% and 2.3% of the Bliss group's
spoken utterances, and in 5.4% and 1% of the Signer's spoken
utterances respectively. Clausal expansions were not produced at all
by the Bliss group, and only rarely by the Makaton group.
The data thus suggest severe deficits on the LPJRSP profiles, with
the frequent use of a limited number of Stage I structures, and many
noticeable gaps, particularly in the case of the Bliss group, for such
structures as questions and ccirrnands, negation, the use of adjectives
and adverbs, and inflections.
Interestingly, despite the Makaton group' s significantly better
performance on the Peynell Expression Scale and related neasures, and
despite this group's fewer speech musculature inpairirents, there were
no significant differences between the 2 groups on any of the LARSP
ireasures. These results can be explained in terms of the relatively
few utterances produced by both grou ps, and the small number of liss
Users who produced speech at all. Hcver, in the case of 2 structurs
the differences between the groups were not far off significance. More
single nouns were produced by the Makaton Users; while inre Minor
utterances were produced by the Bliss Users. In this regard, it Is
relevant to point out that Minor utterances are typically short words
(eg. ', 'yeh', 'hi') which are easier to articulate than are many
other single words.
The children included in the present study were selected because
they had extremaly limited or no spoken language. The IARSP profiles
confirm this fact, but because of the small numbers of entries, they
can provide little additional information on the children' s speech
skills.
31.3 Word Ordering in the Spoken Language Samples
Cly 10.7% of the Bliss Users' spoken utterances and 9.7% of the
Makaton Signers' spoken utterances were irulti-word canbinations, and
very few of these involved cat*inations of subject, verb arid object,
or the use of a noun with a determiner, adjective and/or preposition.
The percentages of spoken utterances using cczribinations of these
eleirents in correct English word order are presented in Table 28.
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Table 28: The Percentages of Spoken Utterances Derronstrating




Subject + verb	 1	 100
Verb + object	 0	 0
Subject + object	 0	 0
Subject+verb+object	 0	 0
Determiner + noun 	 2	 100
djective + noun	 0	 0
Preposition + noun 	 0	 0
















As can be seen, no children produced subject + object, determiner +
adjective + noun, or preposition + determiner + noun strings, while
only 1 to 4 children produced utterances using other ccznbthations of
the above elemants. Nevertheless, it is interesting to find that in
the few cases where these severely language impaired, physically
handicapped children did produce spoken word ccirinations, these always
corresponded to the dcminant adult order. These results are in accord
with the findings on order in the children ' s symbol and sign cctnbi-
nations (see Chapter 27.3), and further agree with Brcin' s (1973) claim
that the early utterances of normal speakers are alirost always in
correct English word order. The reader is hcver reminded of Dale' s
(1977) finding for Dcn 'S Syndrare children; their early spoken
utterances fo11ced normal canbinational patterns, but they later
sh ' ed many incorrectly ordered utterances when trying to use rrore
caplex structures.
31.4 Semantic Relations Expressed in the
Spoken Language Samples
Table 29 presents the nan frequencies with which 2-, 3- and
4-term semantic relations re expressed in the children's word
canbinations, and the percentage of utterances which fitted each
snantic category. As already noted, very few of the children pro-
duced ni1ti-word itterances: in Cact only 3 BSL (1akaton) Users and 1
Bliss User prediced utterances which could be categorized semantically.
In view of this, canparisons beten the Bliss and Makaton Users on these
categories could not be undertaken, and the frequency data presented
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Table 29: Semantic Relations Ecpressed in the Spoken Utterances
Bliss Users	 BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 1)	 (n = 3)
No.	 % of	 Mean No. % of























Agent-action-object-location 0.00 	 0.00	 0.33	 0.67
Other relations	 0.00	 0.00	 0.67	 1.00
Unclassifiable	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
in Table 29 are not generalizable. The single Bliss User produced
only 1 2-word utterance, which expressed an agent-action relation.
Hcver, the results do show that the early word ccxnbinations of the
3 BSL (Makaton) Users corresponded very closely with the early
utterances of younger normal speakers, in terms of the types of
semantic maanings expressed. Over 85% of these children's 2-word
utterances could be accounted for in terms of the set of 8 semantic
relations which were found by Brown (1973) to be prevalent in the early
spoken utterances of normal speakers. The 2-term relations of action-
object, nx1ifier-head and negation-X, and the 3-term relations of
agent-action-object and agent-action-location, occurred nost frequently
in these children' s utterances; agent-action, action-location, agent/
object-location and introducer-X relations occurred less frequently,
while agent-object relations were not expressed at all.
These data are in broad agreexrent with the findings of Florance
(in MacDonald, 1978), Freedman and Carpenter (1976) and Coggins (1979)
on the relative frequency of occurrence of 2-term semantic relations
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in the speech of younger normal children and also maritally handicapped
children, and they further accord with the findings of B1oai (1970),
Brown (1973), Bcrinari (1976) and others, that the 3 semantic concepts
of agent, action and object dcnninate children' s early language
prcxluctions.
These findings, and the results on the semantic relations
expressed in the present sanpie's sign and symbol utterances, thus
indicate that despite the children's physical handicaps, and despite
their severe expressive and receptive language deficits, when they
did catinunicate in nulti-ternt utterances, they expressed the sane
semantic maanings as do younger normal speakers. As already discussed
in Chapter 27.4, this finding would seem to underline the universality
of the serrntic relations expressed in the initial stages of acquisition
of ccmnunicative skills. Brown (1973) and others have explained such
similarities in the acquisition of ireaning in terms of the universality
of the underlying cognitive structures which provide children with the
necessary knc .z1edge to organize their experiences with people, objects
and events. However, the fact that the present subjects were also
nExierately to severely physically handicapped, would appear to place
in saie doubt Brown's further claim that these early rreariings are the
expression of the accarplishirents attained by children in the stage of
sensorinrtor deve1opient. At least in the case of the cerebral palsied
children considered here, it would appear that they were able to
acquire the cognitive structures necessary for the expression of the
semantic relations concerned in ways other than through normal riotor
activity and physical interaction with the environnent. Rostron and
Sewell (1983) have argued in this regard that it is not notor novenent
per se that contrthutes to cognitive developTent, but the opportunity
rrotor activity normally provides to make sense of, and construct
internal imxlels of the world. Severely physically handicapped children
may acquire cognitive skills and rreanings by achieving sare consistent
interaction with the environirent in other ways.
A final point to reiterate is that very few of the children
produced 2-word or longer utterances, and that while the types of
semantic relations that these few children expressed were qualitatively
similar to the early relations produced by normal speakers, the data
are of course very different quantitatively.
31.5 Carinunicative Functions Expressed in
the Spoken Language Sarrples
Mean frequencies and percentages of occurrence of the camiunicative
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functions expressed in the children' s spoken utterances were
calculated for each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups, using
Dore's (1977, 1979) ncdel of conversational acts. These data are
presented in Appendix 25, while a surrinary of the results is shown
in Table 30.
Table 30: Surrrnary of Canninicative Functions Expressed in the
Spoken Language Sanles - Mean Number of Utterances








































Examination of the data reveals considerable restriction in the
number of different carinunicative functions expressed, particularly
anng the Bliss Users. These 6 children only expressed 3 types of
ccziuunicative functions in their utterances, with 94.8% of their
massages being yes/no answers or Wh-answers, and a further 2.3% of
their massages expressing a labelling function. The picture ancng
the Makaton Signers was only slightly better; although 16 different
camrunicative functions were expressed at least once, 76% of all their
spoken utterances could be accounted for in terms of just 4 cctrniuni-
cative functions, narrely yes/no answers, Wh-answers, repetitions and
labelling. Moreover, while 52% of their spoken utterances were
spontaneous initiations, over half of these expressed a sirr1e
labelling function.
The severe restrictions in the range and frequency of cczruiiunicative
functions expressed by both groups of children are striking when
canpared with the results presented by Dore (1977) for 3-year-old
normal speakers (see Table 23). Dore' s subjects expressed 32 different
carirunicative functions in their utterances, and produced relatively fewer
responses, and many itere requests, statemants and performatives than
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the present speakers. The present findings of restrictions in
cczTutlnicative use of speech parallel the earlier findings of restricted
functional use of Blissymbols/Makaton Signs. As already discussed,
these results are likely to be explained in terms of the passivity
and lack of initiation that characterize many severely handicapped
individuals, as well as in terms of the children's cognitive and
physical handicaps themselves (incltxling impainnt of the speech
musculature). In addition, it must be pointed out that the speech
samples were not gathered in naturalistic settings, and that the
nature of the recording sessions may have influenced the types of
ccimiunicative functions expressed, at least to sare extent. This may
for example help to explain the relatively high percentage of identi-
fications expressed by the BSL (Makaton) group.
Caiparisons between the 2 groups of children revealed that
significantly itore of the Bliss Users' spoken utterances were responses
to questions posed by the adult investigator, while significantly iore
of the Makaton Signers' utterances were spontaneous descriptions (see
Table 30). These differences, and the greater diversity in the types
of ccrmunicative acts used by the Signers, can be explained in terms
of their superior speech skills. It will be recalled that the Signers
prcxkiced ntre spoken utterances overall, and attained significantly
higher nean scores on the Reynell Expression Scale and on a variety of
other ireasures of spoken language (see Chapters 25.2 and 31.1). These
differences were explained in tents of the fact that the BSL (Makaton)
group had significantly fewer physical handicaps and less inpairnent
of the speech musculature, when ccznpared with the Bliss Users.
31.6 Suninary of the Findings on the Syntactic, Semantic and
Pragmatic Analyses of the Children' s Spoken Utterances
Half of the sample produced no spoken words at all during the
baseline recording sessions. In the case of the 20 children who did
produce spoken utterances, the overall picture yielded by the analyses
was similar to that found for the sign and symbol language samples.
As was the case for augrentative system use, very few spoken utterances
were produced in the recording sessions, and rrost of these were only
1 word long. The children shod severe deficits in the range and
frequency of the spoken language structures and functions produced,
with many early syntactic structures and camiunicative functions not
being used at all. Interestingly, hcver, the few children who did
produce word canbinations, used conventional English word ordering,
and expressed similar types of semantic relations to those expressed
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by younger normal children. Again, these conclusions parallel the
findings for the sign and symbol utterances produced by the children.
There were few significant differences between the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups on these maasures, which may be explained by the fact
that both groups produced very few spoken utterances and alnost no multi-
word utterances. Hciever, where significant differences were found,
they favoured the BSL (Makaton) group. This group produced irore spoken
utterances and a greater percentage of spontaneous utterances than the
Bliss group. It will be recalled that the few significant differences
between the 2 groups in the sign/syrftxDl language samples related to the
Bliss Users achieving a better average performance when caipared with
the Makaton group, and that this was explained in terms of the formar
group's higher cognitive and language caiiprehension abilities. The
present findings, in contrast, can be accounted for in terms of the fact
that the Makaton Signers had on average significantly fewer physical
handicaps and, nore particularly, significantly less ixnpairrrnt of the
oral rrnisculature when caiipared with the Bliss Users, and they were thus
better able to articulate speech sounds.
In view of the small numbers of spoken utterances produced by the
sample as a whole, there is little point in examining intercorrelations
anong the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic neasures described above.
Hver, it was considered worthwhile to canpare the children's
expressive sign/symbol samples with their spoken language samples, in
terms of their syntactic and pratic aspects. The results of these
cczrparisons are described in the follciing chapter.
Chapter 32. Caarisons Between the Children's Sign/Symbol
and Spoken Language Samples
Table 31.1 shc&s the numbers of Bliss Users and BSL (Makaton)
Signers who produced both sign/symbol and spoken utterances during
recording sessions, and the numbers of children who produced sign/symbol
utterances but no speech, speech but no signs or symbols, and neither
signs/symbols nor speech. Only 12 Makaton Signers and 6 Bliss Users
produced at least 1 sign/symbol utterance and at least 1 spoken utterance
during the recording sessions. Caiparisons between the children' s
augnentative ccuvnjnication and spoken language samples were thus
restricted to these 2 subgroups. Canparison was further restricted to
the syntactic and pragmatic analyses which were undertaken. The semantic
neasures were not inchIed here because of the extrenely small niztbers
of multi-term utterances which were produced in both the spoken and
augirentative carrnunication nodes.
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Table 31.1: The Numbers of Children Prcducing at Least One
Sign/SyntxDl Utterance and One Spoken Utterance
During Recording Sessions
The Bliss Group
At least 1 symbol
utterance produced
Yes INo
At least 1 Yes I 6 I 0 I 6
spoken word No	 14 0 14
produced	 20 0 20
The BSL (Makaton) Group
At least 1 sign
utterance produced
Yes No
At least 1	 Yes 12 2 14
spoken utterance No
	 3 3	 6
produced	 15 5 20
Table 31.2 presents the irans and standard deviations of the
syntactic and pragmatic surrinary nasures for the symbol/sign and
Table 31.2: Syntactic and Pragmatic nalysis Surrrnary Maasures -
Means and Standard Deviations for the Sign/Symbol





No. spontaneous utt . s 8.50+ 6.72
% spontaneous utt.s 45.17± 8.86
No.response utt.s 	 10.67+ 8.96
% response utt.s 	 54.83± 8.86
% 1-teim utt.s	 59.83±29.86
% nulti-term utt.s 40.17+29.86
MSLtJ-MIIJ	 1.67 0.60
No. single verbs	 1.17+ 0.98
No. single nouns	 8.17± 7.91
No. 'other' rds	 0.17+ 0.41
% entries at Stage I
out of entries at
Stages I - V	 55.75+31.69
Stage II clauses 	 3.67± 3.39
Stage II phrases	 2.00± 3.52
Stage III clauses	 2.67+ 2.66



































5.42+ 7.87 7.17+ 9.35
51.75+32.12 53.92+30.99




1.06 0.17 1.07 0.16
1.75+ 1.87 0.67 1.61
6.17+ 6.32 4.92 4.08
1.08+ 2.02 l.25 2.26
91.73+21.65 91.64+12.79
0.83+ 2.13 0.25 0.62
0.17 0.58 0.58 1.24
0.00 0.00 0.08 0.29
1.17+ 2.13 0.17 0.39
0.58 0.99 0.67 0.99
4.50 4.28 5.50 6.72
4.67^ 7.29 4.58+ 4.52
0.08-p 0.29 0.25 0.62
0.00 0.00 0.83 2.29





spoken language sarrples in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups.
In each group symbol/sign-speech difference scores were catputed for
each nasure by subtracting the scores on each of the spoken utterance
nasures fran the scores on the corresponding sigrVsymbol utterance
neasure. The nean difference scores in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups were then caipared using t-tests. As can be seen in Table 31.3,
the t-tests yielded significant results on the fo11ciing neasures:
total utterances prcxuced, number and percentage of spontaneous
utterances, percentage of response utterances, and the pragmatic
category of statenents. These results indicate that the nean symbol -
speech difference scores for the Bliss group were significantly greater
than the nean sign-speech difference scores for the Makaton group.
Table 31.3: Syntactic and Pragmatic Analysis Sunry asures -
Carparison Between the Symbol/Sign - Speech






No. spontaneous utt. s
% spontaneous utt . s
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Results on a number of additional neasures were not far off signif 1-
cance. These were the number of response utterances, n€an utterance
length, the number of clauses at LARSP Stage III, and the pragmatic
function categories of requests and responses. Examination of
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Table 31.2 reveals that the 6 Bliss Users produced nore total
utterances, nore spontaneous and response utterances, a higher nean
length of utterance, itore single nouns, nore clauses and phrases at
LRSP Stages II, III and IV, and ITore requests, responses and
descriptions, in their Bliss language sarrples than in their spoken
language samples. They also produced a greater percentage of
spontaneous utterances and of multi-term utterances, and a lor
percentage of response and single-term utterances, when they used
Blissymbols than when they used spoken language. In contrast, the 12
Makaton Signers produced similar numbers of total, spontaneous and
response utterances, the sane irean length of utterances, and similar
numbers of LPRSP clauses and phrases, when using BSL (Makaton) Signing
and speech. The Signers also produced very similar numbers of
utterances in each of the pragmatic function categories, and similar
percentages of spontaneous and response utterances and of rru.ilti-term
utterances, in the sign and speech nrdes. The reader is further
reminded that all 20 Bliss Users produced expressive language output
in syirbols, but only 6 of these children produced any spoken
utterances; whereas in the Makaton Group 15 children in all produced
sign output and 14 children produced spoken utterances.
These findings clearly show the value of an augirentative ccmmmi-
cation system for the cerebral palsied children in the Bliss group.
Fourteen of these children were unable to produce any spoken utterances
during the speech recording sessions, but all were able to produce at
least 1 utterance in carnninicative interactions when they had access
to an augrrentative camuxnication system. 	 reover, the 6 children who
were able to produce sare spoken utterances in the recording sessions,
produced nore advanced expressive language (in terms of the number of
utterances, their length and carplexity) in the Blissyr±ol nx1e than
in speech. In contrast, similar numbers of children in the BSL
(Makaton) group were able to produce at least 1 sign and spoken
utterance in the semi-structured conversational settings; and in the
case of the 12 children who produced both signs and rds, neither
rrlium shod any advantage over the other in terms of the quantity
or quality of language output that was produced. These findings are
ndoubtedly a reflection of the cognitive, linguistic and physical
handicap differences between the 2 groups. The higher-IQ but nore
severely physically handicapped Bliss Users possessed language skills
whose expression was masked by notor speech difficulties (i.e. their
inpaired speech musculature). When these children were provided with
an appropriate output channel (Blissymbols), they were able to express
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these linguistic skills in an intelligible way. On the other hand,
the Makaton group as a whole had fewer motor speech difficulties, but
also lc . er levels of cognitive and linguistic abilities, when
ca'npared with the Bliss group. These speaking children's spoken
language abilities were on average adequate for their language level,
and the provision of a second expressive channel (signing) did not
facilitate greater language expression. This finding might lead one
to question the value of teaching BSL (Makaton) to groups of lower-
IQ cerebral palsied children such as these, who have scrre speech and
minimal inpairrrent of the oral musculature. Certainly, signing did
not provide scope for greater and irore canplex expressive language
outp.it than that which the children already had available in their
speech. On the other hand, the possibility exists that where children
have sate spoken language, simultaneous sign and speech training may
foster cczriprehens ion and expression of both signs and speech (Carr and
Dores, 1981). The value of signing for such children might thus lie
in enhancing both these channels of ccmnunication. This question must
be left open for the present.
The relationship between the children's smibol/sign and speech
utterances on the syntactic and pragmatic surrinaxy rreasures was also
examined in another way - using nonparanetric correlational procedures.
The aim here was to determine the extent to which the rank orders in
which these neasures placed the children were the sane for the symbol/
sign and speech modes. The resulting Kendall correlation coefficients
are presented In Table 31.4. In the BSL (Makaton) group, significant
(if nxest) correlations between the sign and speech samples were
found for the number and percentage of spontaneous utterances, the
percentage of response utterances, the neasure of utterance length,
most of the LRSP suninaxy neasures, and the pragmatic function of
descriptions. In other words, on these neasures there was a tendency
for the 'good' Signers to be good verbally, and for the poor Signers
to be poor verbally. No significant correlations were found in the
Bliss group, but the correlations for the percentage of spontaneous
and response utterances and the number of verbs and descriptions
produced were moderately high. The absence of a greater number of
significant correlations, particularly In the Bliss group, may be due
in part to the small numbers of subjects and utterances involved.
Nevertheless, the results confirm the conclusion that for most neasures
these children' s spoken language does not accurately reflect the
language skills which they can express when provided with a more
appropriate (i.e. nonverbal) channel of expression.
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Table 31.4: The Relaticrship Beten the Sign/Synbol and Spoken
Language Sairples on the Syntactic and Pragmatic
asures
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
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Chapter 33. Teachers' and Parents' Descriptions of the
Children's Carinunicative bi1ities
Structured questionnaires re cczrpleted by the children's
parents, and by their speech therapists or teachers, in order to
obtain information about their patterns of ccrmn.nication at hare and
at school. These questionnaires, which are presented in Appendices
11 and 12, included questions concerning the children's rttivation
to cannunicate, the frequency with which they used a variety of
carnnziicative rrcdes to express needs and wants, the frequency with
which they used Blissyrnbolics or BSL (Makaton) Signing to carniunicate,
and the range of pecple with whan they camunicated. The resulting
picture of the children's caTuunicative abilities at baseline is
described in this chapter.
33.1 The Children's Carirunicative Abilities and Use
of Bliss/Makaton at school
The child's desire to cxzrnunicate is likely to be of pre













cczrmunication. Motivation to caTirunicate was assessed by asking
speech therapists to rate the extent to which the children attempted
to obtain the attention of adults, shcwed interest in other people
by watching them, 'asked' for objects or activities, attempted to
indicate nore cailex desires, expressed affection and greeting, drew
attention to things, answered questions posed by others, engaged in
2-way interactions with others, and attempted to carirtunicate spon-
taneously about events. Each of these items was given a score of
0 (never), 1 (occasionally) or 2 (often), and the scores of all
items 'were then sunitd to yield a total score of the child's 'desire
to catuiunicate'. Results on the individual items are given in Table
32.1. As can be seen, 60% to 85% of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users
were rated as frequently obtaining the attention of others, watching
others and asking for objects or activities, and a further 15% to 30%
of children perfoimd such activities occasionally. Furthernore,
between 75% and 100% of the children were said to draw attention to
things and to express greeting and affection at least occasionally.





	Gets adult's attention 70
	 30	 0
	





Expresses affection	 35	 40
Expresses greetings	 55	 45
Indicates caTplex
desires	 15	 55	 30
Answers questions	 30	 60 10
Engages in 2-way
interactions	 35	 60	 5
Ccununicates


























Hver, nore demanding ccuinunicative activities such as indicating
catiplex desires, answering questions and carrnunicating spontaneously,
were performad 'frequently' by only 5% to 35% of the children in each
group; 30% of the Bliss Users and 60% of the Makaton Signers never
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attaipted to indicate ccznplex desires, 10% of the Bliss Users and
40% of the Makaton Signers were unable to answer questions posed by
adults, arid 50% of the Bliss Users and 65% of the Signers never
attempted to cctritunicate spontaneously with other people.
These restrictions in the children's carrrunicative attempts,
particularly as regards the indication of ccvplex desires and spon-
taneous initiations, bear out the earlier findings of limited use of
signsJsymbols and speech in the 30 -minute conversational settings.
This picture is not unexpected in physically handicapped, minimally
verbal children such as those constituting the present sarnole. Such
children have often been described by other writers as 'passive' arid
'unimtivated' in social interactions (eg. McDonald, 1980a). Their
poor xrvtivation to ccirrnunicate arises fran several sources. They are
seldczn given opportunities to participate in decision making or to
exert any ireaningful control over their environirents; their attempts
to make themselves understood may take great effort and often maet
with failure, which is likely to discourage further caiinunicative
efforts; and adults may often discourage them fran attempting to
catitunicate because this makes their care nore tima-consuming.
Cctnparisons between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups revealed
only 2 significant differences (see Table 32.1), with significantly
nore of the Bliss Users attempting to indicate canplex desires and to
answer questions, when caipared with the Makaton Users. These findings
may be explained in terms of the Bliss Users' higher cognitive and
language cariprehension abilities. Ha' ever, the total 'notivation to
ccznninicate' scores of the 2 groups were not significantly different
(Bliss group: Mean = 21.20, S.D. = 5.39; BSL (Makaton) Group: Mean =
19.80, S.D.	 6.28; t = 0.76, d.f. = 38).
Means of ccm.nicating and transmitting information which may be
used by language impaired arid physically handicapped individuals
include facial expressions, vocalizations, eye and hand pointing,
gestures and words, as well as augnentative systems such as signs arid
symbols. Facial expression is one of the nDst primitive forms of
canmnication; it may be a spontaneous Etotianal expression, or used
as a neans of deliberate transmission of massages, for example smiling
to indicate agreenent. The use of eye pointing, too, can be a valuable
neans of carinunication for severely handicapped individuals who have
little or no physical control of other parts of the body. Gesture is
often symbolic and so requires a higher level of representational






























































pointing. Researchers and teachers are caning to recognize the
importance of accepting and encouraging multi-ncdal ccztiicunication
in physically handicapped, nonverbal individuals, by using whatever
channels they have available. The extent to which the present subjects
used such maans for carrnunicative purposes was assessed via ratings
on a scale of 0 to 2, with 0 points being awarded where the particular
maans of carirunication was never used, 1 point being given where it
was used occasionally, and 2 points being awarded where it was used
reliably. As can be seen in Table 32.2, facial expression was the
nost reliably used rreans of ccirnuinicaticr for the present grc*ip of
cerebral palsied children. The remaining ccmnunication nodes were
used with much lower reliability and consistency, and different patterns
of use were apparent for the Bliss and Makatan groups. In the Signing
group, 70% of the children made frequent use of hand pointing, and a
further 25% used hand pointing only occasionally; 60% of the children
used vocalizations reliably and a further 40% vocalized occasionally;
and 65% of the group used gestures at least occasionally. Only 2 of
these children made any use of eye pointing. In contrast, 45% and
30% of the Bliss Users frequently relied on hand and eye pointing, and
a further 40% to 45% used pointing occasionally. Very few of the
Bliss Users used vocalizations or gestures with any consistency.







Vocalizations	 15	 85 0
Eye pointing	 30	 40 30
Hand pointing	 45	 45 10
Gestures	 5	 40 55
Signs/symbols	 25	 70	 5
Words	 5	 20 75
Spoken phrases	 0	 15 85
Spoken sentences	 0	 5 95
These differences can be accounted for by the different levels of
physical handicap characterizing the 2 groups. The xrore severely
handicapped Bliss Users were less able to use gestures or vocalizations
with any degree of consistency, and in sai cases eye pointing was the
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only quick and effective ireans of cclTrnunication available to them
(for example to indicate yes/no or to request objects). As expected,
75% of the Bliss Users and 40% of the Makaton Signers were unable to
use any spoken language, while only 5% and 25% of the children in the
2 groups had reliable use of at least a few sixken rds. Only 25%
of the Bliss group and 10% of the BSL (Makaton) group frequently used
symbols or signs at school; the majority of children (70% of Bliss
Users and 75% of Makaton Users) used the systems only occasionally.
The poor use of augrrentative systems by these children has already
been discussed in earlier chapters, with reference to the children's
sign/symbol output in the 30-minute recording sessions.
Generalization of the use of Bliss and BSL (Makaton) in the
school setting was further explored by asking teachers/speech
therapists to rate the extent to which these augrrentative systems
were used by the children to answer questions, to ask for objects,
to indicate needs and to engage in conversations. Table 32.3 shows
that while 85% of the Bliss Users and 55% of the Makaton Signers
could indicate symbols or execute signs at the request of an adult,
only 50% of the Bliss Users and 15% of the Signers used the system
reliably to answer questions, while a further 50% of children in each
group could do so occasionally. It is even ITore disturbing to find
that only between 1 and 3 children in each group were rated as using
the systems reliably to ask for things or to indicate their needs,
and that no children used the systems consistently to engage in con-
versations with others. Between 30% and 50% of the sample never used
the augnEntative systems spontaneously for such purposes.
Table 32.3 Ccmnunicative Use of Blissyrnbols and
Makatcn Signing in Schools
Bliss Users	 BSL (Makaton Users
(n = 20)	 (n = 20)





































Interestingly, Reid (1981) also found that all 16 of the ESN(S)
schools she visited to gather data on the use of BSL (Makaton),
reported extrema difficulty in getting children to use signs spon-
taneously. Siilar problems in fostering spontaneous usage of signs
and symbols have been noted in many training stixlies (see Chapter 11).
The above findings on the nEries of ccmmication used by the
children further bear out Harris's (1982) conclusions that even where
nonverbal children were being taught to use augirentative systems,
they primarily used those carirunicative indes that were irost
accessible to them, required the least arrount of physical effort,
resulted in the fastest massage transmission, and with which they were
nost ccinfortable; namaly facial expressions, pointing and vocalizations.
Yet, while these nodes are undoubtedly efficient for carrnunicating
sirple needs and desires, they are likely to be inadequate and result
in ambiguities and misinterpretations when massage content is rrcre
caplex. This was, after all, one of the main reasons for placing
these children in augrrentative cczmu.mication prograrrires in the first
place. It would appear that many children have difficulty in making
use of the full ccztirumicative potential of augmantative systems, at
least in the early stages of training.
Restrictions in the children' s carianicative interactions in
general, and in their use of signs and symbols in particular, were
further found in terms of the range of people with whan they were said
to cczlTnunicate. The significance of these particular questionnaire
items is two-fold. Children who interact with many people may have a
stronger desire to acquire ccimiunication skills than children who
atterrpt to ccumunicate only with their teachers or parents. Also,
psycho-social grcMth is reflected in a widening scope of interpersonal
relations, and carnunication plays an irrportant part in initiating
and maintaining these relations. As can be seen in Table 32.4, general
canrunicative interactions with class teachers and speech therapists
Table 32.4 Corrmunication with Others in School
	
Bliss Users	 BSL (Makaton) Users
	
(n=20)	 (n=20)























were quite frequent. Interactions with other school staff, with
peers and strangers were much less frequent; only between 0% and
30% of children interacted with such persons with any degree of
consistency. But over t-thirds of the children did interact with
peers and other adults at least occasionally, and approximately
half of the children interacted with strangers on occasion. Carmini-
cative interactions using signs and symbols were even nore restricted
(see Table 32.5). Only 15% of children used augirentative cannni-
cation consistently even with their speech therapists and teachers,
although 85% of Bliss Users and 70% of Signers used the system
occasionally in interactions with their teachers. The great majority
of children did not use the systems at all with other school staff,
peers or strangers. Thus, with very few exceptions, the use of signs
and symbols failed to generalize to people other than the children's
class teachers and speech therapists.
Table 32.5: Use of Bliss and Makaton with Others in School
Bliss Users
	 BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n=))
Usually 0cc. Never Usually 0cc. Never
%	 %	 %	 %	 %
Speech therapist/teacher 15 85
	 0	 15 70	 15 3.29
Other teachers	 0 •
 45	 55	 5	 25	 70	 2.50
Peers	 0	 5	 95	 5	 30	 65	 5.70
Strangers	 0	 15	 85	 0	 20	 80	 0.00
The ccinparatively greater primary cczrrrunication with class
teachers and speech therapists may be the result of the children's
dependence on these adults for physical and daily living skills, the
anmt of time they spend with them in teaching and therapy sessions,
or their need for a skilled massage receiver who can formulate and
develop the conversational exchange (Harris, 1982). Proponents of
Blissymbolics claim that since Blissymbols always appear with their
corresponding English rds, the Bliss User can ccfrn'runicate with any-
aie, and the message receiver is not required to learn Bliss. On
present evidence, hcver, this apparent advantage for Bliss was not
found to operate in practice, since ccztmnicative interactions using
Bliss with other teachers, peers and strangers seldan took place.
Ibreover, despite differences between the symbol and sign mxlalities,
and despite the Bliss group's greater cognitive and linguistic skills,
there was only one significant difference between the 2 groups, and
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this difference favoured the BSL (Makaton) group. Significantly irvre
Makatcrt Signers re rated as 'frequently' ccvTru.nicating with peers.
This may be explained in terms of the Signing children's caparatively
greater physical abilities and speech skills, which allowed them rtore
opportunities to interact with peers.
In sum, the present data reveal a poverty of ccirinunicative
interactions anong the language handicapped, cerebral palsied children
canprising the present sample, and considerable restriction on
generality of use of the augneritative systems in the schools.
As already discussed with reference to the analysis of the
children' s symbol and sign language samples, the reasons for the
present findings are manifold. They are likely to rest partly in the
training provided to these children, partly in the nature of the
augrrentative systems taught, and partly in the characteristics and
handicaps of the children themselves. As Yoder and Kraat (1983) point
out, such children have little opportunity to manipulate or regulate
their environirents, with resulting lack of knowledge or experience of
the rreaning and pocr of carranication. Their needs are typically
anticipated by others, while the history of failure in interactions
and in attempts at being understood may be pervasive. A dulling
effect on the child's nDtivation to ccimiunicate is likely to follow,
and as a result, there will be reduced opportunities and therefore
poor developtent of interactive and canrunicative behaviours. To
give just one example, the limited extent to which the present
subjects expressed needs, particularly using Bliss and BSL (Makaton),
is likely to be due to the fact that activities such as toileting and
feeding are carried out routinely at school, so the children have no
pressing need to ccmmicate about them.
Turning to consider the augirentative systems themselves, the
unusualness of such systems, and the requireirent that other people
learn them (particularly in the case of signs), will reduce the number
of interactants with whan a non-speaker can cairnunicate. Blissym-
bolics will further isolate norire&Iing peers, unless they have specif i-
cally been taught the system. The frequent need for interpretation
and expansion by the massage receiver of the sign or symbol user' s
utterances, through a series of questions and shared knowledge, will
also have the effect of limiting the number of interactants to persons
who are familiar with the system user; while the slow rates of sign
and symbol transmission may 11 discourage even familiar people frcin
engaging in frequent and lengthy cantunicative interactions with the
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aid user. Kiernan (1983c) has pointed out that problems in
generalization have also to be interpreted in the context of
potential problems of staff and parent resistance to the use of
augirentative cciiniunicat ion systems. Little generalization can be
expected if those within the child's natural environnent are un-
willing to approve of and use the augnentative node. This issue will
be elaborated upon in Chapter 33.3.
Another important factor that may help to account for the poor
use of Bliss and Makaton Signing, as revealed in the teacher
questionnaires, is the relatively 1cM exposure to sign and symbol
cczrrnunication which the children received in school. The Bliss and
BSL (Makaton) groups were receiving an average of only l hours of
augnentative ccmm.]nication training per week, and, with the exception
of only 1 Makaton User, no child received continuous exposure to
sirrultaneous cannunication throughout the school day (see Chapter 24).
It is thus not surprising that the use of Bliss and BSL (Makaton) was
largely restricted to caririunications with class teachers and speech
therapists, and to tasks involving the indication of signs or symbols
on request and responding to questions posed by adults. Generalization
of sign and symbol use needs to be prograntred by providing instruction
across a variety of situations and interactants, and augirentative
carrnunication needs to be node lied and reinforced in naturally
occurring situations, indeed throughout the child' s day, if greater
frequency of use is to be achieved.
33.2 The Children's Camiunicative Abilities and
Use of Bliss/Makaton at Hare
The parents' ratings of their children's nDtivation to caitnunicate
yielded a very similar picture to the results obtained on the teacher
questionnaires. As can be seen in Table 33.1, between 70% to 100% of
the children were rated as frequently obtaining the attention of
adults, watching other people, and asking for objects or activities;
the remaining children perforned these carianicative activities
occasionally. The majority of children were also said to draw adults'
attention to things, and to express greetings and affection at least
occasionally. Hver, as was found in the teacher questionnaires,
many fewer children were rated as being able to express ccinplex
desires, ansr questions and initiate spontaneous ccurnunications.
According to the parents, between 30% and 60% of the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups did not perform these activities at all. Despite
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Table 33.1: Parent Ratings of the Children' s
!btivation to Ccrrituinicate
Bliss tisers	 BSL (Makaton) Users
(n = 20)	 (n = 20)
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5	 35	 60	 2.67
the differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups in terms
of physical, cognitive and language skills, no significant differences
between the groups energed on the parent ratings of these items.
There were also no significant differences between the 2 groups on
the total' ntivation to cairrunicate' scores reported by the parents
(Bliss group: Maan = 23.60, S .D. = 4.64; BSL (Makaton) group: Maan =
22.25, S.D. = 5.92; t = 0.80, d.f. = 38). Significant correlations
were found between the 'total motivation to cclTmunicate' scores
yielded by the parent and teacher ratings (tau = 0.54, P = .007;
tau = 0.63, P = .001). Hcever, it is interesting to note that in
each group, the total 'motivation to cannunicate' score obtained fran
the parents' ratings was significantly greater than the total
'motivation to carinunicate' score yielded by the teacher ratings
(t = 2.22, d.f. = 19, P = .039; t = 2.10, d.f. = 19, P = .050). It
is possible that the parents were overestimating the frequency of
their children' s canrunicative attempts. Hver, it must also be
recognized that at hate the children had the advantage of greater
tine and attention devoted to them by receptive and familiar adults
(i.e. the parents), and it is therefore quite likely that the children
responded with more frequent ccirntunicative attempts in the hare than
in the classroan.
Table 33.2 presents the parent ratings of the extent to which
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Table 33.2: Means of Carrirunication Used by



































































their children used facial expressions, vocalizations, pointing,
gestures, augnentative systems and speech, for cariminicative purposes.
Facial expression, which is one of the rrost primitive rreans of
cczrinunication, was said to be used reliably and consistently by 90%
of the children in each group, and alirost all of them also used hand
pointing and vocalizations at least occasionally. As was the case
on the teacher questionnaires, the parents too rated gestures, speech
and signs/symbols as being used much less frequently. Significantly
nore Bliss Users than Makaton Users made frequent use of eye pointing
for carmunication, while significantly nore Makaton Signers relied on
hand pointing. These differences were no doubt due to the different
levels of physical handicap characterizing the 2 groups. Cararisons
between the parent and teacher questionnaires suggest that nore of
the Bliss Users' parents were inclined to rate their children as
making frequent use of vocalizations, eye pointing, gestures and
single words, when carpared with the ratings made by teachers.
Similarly, in the BSL (Makaton) group xrore parents than teachers
rated the children as making frequent use of such ireans of cairruni-
cation as hand pointing, signing and spoken words. As was explained
with regard to the 'rtotivation to carrrninicate' ratings, these
differences nay well be due to the greater receptivity of parents to
their children' s ccminicative atterrpts. Hover, one cannot dismiss








Parent' s ratings of the children' s use of signs and symbols for
catinunicative purposes are presented in Table 33.3. These data reveal
extrerrely poor camu.inicative use of Blissymbols and Makaton Signing at
hare. There were no significant differences between the 2 groups on
any of these items. Wnile 75% of the children were said to indicate
symbols or execute signs on request at least occasionally, between 40%
and 65% of the children never used augnentative ccz'rniunication to answer
questions, to ask for things, to indicate needs or to engage in
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50	 25	 25	 1.68
20	 40	 40	 1.51
25	 25	 50	 1.68
30	 25	 45	 1.84
10	 35	 55	 0.58
conversations. Furtherinre, while general camiunicative interactions
with parents were very frequent (see Table 33.4), only 20% of Bliss Users
and 40% of BSL (Makaton) Users frequently used their augirentative
systems when interacting with their parents, and 40% of Bliss Users and


























25% of Signers never used the systems with their parents (see Table 33.5).
It is interesting to find similar figures for parental use reported in
Kiernan, Reid and Jones' (1982) survey of special schools. They found
that between 12% and 41% of nthers did not use signs and symbols with
their children who were learning these syterns at school. Augnentative
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5	 40	 55	 6.29
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5	 25	 70	 7.06
carinunication interactions with other adults, peers and strangers were
even nore restricted, particularly anong the Bliss Users (see Table
33.5). These restrictions in the use of signs and symbols in the hc and
with people outside the hane, again confirm the results on the teacher
questici-inaires (see Tables 32.3 and 32.5) of poor generalization of the
systems outside of formal teaching sessions. Interestingly, significantly
nore Makaton Signers than Bliss Users were said by parents to use the
augmantative systn in interactions with peers and strangers. These
findings are rather surprising, since it is unlikely that people outside
the hczTe were acquainted with BSL (Makaton) signs. These results are
nore likely to reflect greater one-sided ccziinunication fran the Makaton
Signers, rather than maaningful two-way interactions with peers and
strangers. In other words, being less physically handicaed and nore
nobile, the Makaton Signers may have been seen by parents to sign at
other individuals, but without such signing necessarily being understood
by others or reciprocated. Bliss Users typically depend on interactants
to look at their charts and to interpret and expand on their symbol
utterances; as can be seen in Table 33.5, such interactions seldcin
occurred.
The lc rates with which the children used the augrrentative systems
with their parents are particularly disturbing. This issue, and the
question of parental attit.xies to Blissyr±ol and BSL (Makaton) use,
will be explored in greater detail in the next section.
33.3 Parents' Attittries to the Use of
Blissynbolics and Makaton Signing
Ps described above, parents' responses to the questionnaires re-
vealed extremely poor use of Blissyrnbols and BSL (Makaton) by their
chilx3.ren. (i the basis of these responses, the writer made a subjective






hare. This rating was on a 4 point scale, ranging fran 'no use' to
'frequent use' of signs/symbols in the hare. Results on this stxrsnary
ireasure are presented in Table 34.1. No Bliss Users, arid only 2 Makaton
Signers, received frequent exposure to augirentative ccirinunication
Table 34.1: Investigator's Rating of Extent of Sign/Symbol



























in the hare environment; 35% of the Bliss Users arid 50% of the Makaton
Signers received occasional exposure to the systems at hare, while a
further 30% of the Bliss Users and 15% of the Signers received very
limited exposure to the systems. The 2 systems were not used at all
in the haies of 7 Bliss Users (35%) and 5 Makaton Signers (25%). There
was no significant difference between the 2 groups of children on this
measure (X2 = 3.87, d.f. = 3). Thus, few parents made serious or con-
sistent efforts to use the systems at hare. It will be recalled that
at school, too, there was little exposure to Bliss or Makaton Signing
outside of form3l teaching sessions. These figures give cause for
concern since little progress in, and generalization of, sign arid symbol
use can be expected if these cczritunication systems are not incorporated
into the children's daily environments at hare as well as in school, arid
if adult xrcdels of system use are not consistently available. Especially
in the Bliss Users group one would have expected greater use of the
system by parents arid others, since, in theory at least, the provision
of English 'translations' printed belcz the symbols renders it Un-
necessary for people caning into contact with a Bliss User to have
learned the system.
The present data point to an urgent need to probe further into
factors affecting the adoption of augnentative systems by families, arid
to examine the question of hoc.z effectively the use of signs and symbols
is 'sold' to parents by speech therapists or teachers. The acceptability
of augrrentative ccmnunication to the families of system users is likely
to be a crucial determiner of the extent to which the systems are adopted
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in the hci. Yet research on this issue has been minimal. In an
attempt to shed light on this question, the present investigator asked
parents to rate their attitudes to the use of syntols/signs with their
children on a 5-point scale (ranging fran 'fully in favour' to 'opposed
to their use'), and to elaborate on these ratings by describing their
perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of augmentative cainuni-
cation training. It should be noted at this point that all parents had
themselves received tuition in the systems fran the children's speech
therapists or teachers. In addition, the parents of 3 Bliss Users and
8 BSL (Nakaton) Users had attended workshops on the systems at school,
and the parents of 4 Makaton Users were continuing to receive tuition
in signing for between 2 and 4 sessions a ironth. Many of the parents
also had access to manuals or books about the systems. Thus their poor
use of Blissyrnbols and Makaton Signing could not be attributed to lack
of knowledge of the systems.
Parents' ratings of their attitudes to the systems are shown in
Table 34.2. Although no parents were 'totally opposed' to the use of
the systems with their children, only about half of the parents (50%
in the Bliss Users group and 55% in the BSL (Makaton) group) were fully
in favour of augirentative system use. A further 20% of parents in the
Bliss group and 30% of parents in the BSL (Makaton) group expressed
qualified support for the systems, while 30% of the Bliss group
parents and 15% of BSL (Makaton) parents expressed uncertainty or were
not in favour of the systems. The absence of significant differences
between the 2 groups of parents on this xrasure (2 = 4.65, d.f. = 3)
indicates that neither system had greater 'face acceptability' than
the other for the families concerned. This finding fails to support
the claims made by proponents of sign systems that because signing is
faster and 'nore natural', and does not involve the use of curnbersare





























ccnrnunication charts, it is likely to be nore acceptable to interactants
than symbol systs.
The cnly other study to have sarrled parental attitudes to augnn-
tative system use concerned the use of Blissymbolics. Tew, Davies and
Fletcher (1980) found that of 108 sets of parents, 66.7% had positive
views on Bliss, 16.7% showed qualified support, 9.3% were neutral, while
7.4% had unfavourable attitudes to Bliss. These figures indicate
slightly nore positive attitudes to the system than those expressed by
the present sair1e of Bliss group parents. However, since Tew et al.
did not approach parents directly, but instead relied on teachers'
reports of parents' attitudes, the validity of their results is open
to question.
In sum, approximately half of the present sample of parents were
reluctant to give full approval to Blissymbolics and Makaton Signing.
Reasons for these attitudes were sought by asking parents to list what
they felt to be the advantages and disadvantages of the use of the
systems with their children. The points noted by the parents are listed
in Appendix 26. The nost caiironly cited advantage, mantioned by 70% of
parents in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups, was that the systems
provided the children with a neans of expressing their needs, wishes
and thoughts which could be understood by parents and other family
nernbers. In this regard, 30% of the parents in each group also noted
that the systems helped to relieve the child's frustration, while 30%
of Bliss Users' parents and 1 Malcaton Signer's parents found that the
systems allowed for sar cxmnunication with people outside the family.
Five BSL (Makaton) group parents, but no Bliss Users' parents, felt
that the system encouraged speech develoFzrnt, and between 1 and 3
parents noted that signing enhanced the child's trotivation to carrrtuni-
cate, and that parents' signing facilitated cariprehension of spoken
massages addressed to the child and pratoted eye contact.
The rrost carironly cited objection to the use of signs and symbols
related to parents' fears that the acquisition of an augrrentative node
of carinunicat ion would inhibit the acquisition of spoken language. This
concern was nentioned by 45% of the parents in the BSL (Makaton) group
and by 30% of parents in the Bliss Users group. A number of parents
explained this fear by claiming that if one language was acquired, the
child would have no need to learn another language (i.e. speech), while
other parents argued that since pointing to symbols or executing signs
was 'easier' than speech, the child would becare lazy and abandon any
efforts to attpt to speak. The second rrost ccrrnonly cited criticism
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of the augzrentative systems, noted by 25% of parents in the Malcaton
Users group and by 20% of parents in the Bliss Users group, was that
the systems were difficult for other people to understand, so that
ccmnunication was restricted to people familiar with the system (i . e.
family members). This point is an accepted limitation of the use of
sign systems; however, it is interesting to note that 20% of parents
in the Bliss group did not accept the claim that no previous knowledge
is required to be able to carinunicate with a Bliss User. These parents
had obviously found that the system could not be readily understood by
unfamiliar people wishing to caiinunicate with the child. Mditional
disadvantages of Blissymbolics which were mentioned by parents were
that the system was slow and cumbersane to use (5 parents), that the
children's physical handicaps made synbol indication unreliable (2
parents), and that the children were not notivated to use the symbol
charts at hane and saw the system only as a game or as a tedious
academic exercise (4 parents). Three further disadvantages of Makaton
signing, each cited by 1 parent, were that the system emphasized the
child's handicaps, that it was difficult for the parents to learn, and
that the physical requirements of signing made it difficult for the
child to learn.
It is now widely accepted that the attitude and involvement of
those in the child's environment are likely to consitute major factors
in the success of a ccxrrnunication progranine. Musselwhite and St. Louis
(1982) point out that this may be of even greater importance with
regard to augrnentative carrnun.ication nodes, since the cauTumication
partners must invest nore time and effort in learning the carinunication
systems and encouraging the children to use them. The present data
indicate that few parents made consistent efforts to use Blissymbolics
or Makaton Signing at hcme, and furthernore that approximately half of
them were not fully convinced of the value of the systems for their
children. Indeed, even anong those parents who said that they were
fully in favour of augmentative caiinunication, there were a number who
voiced concern about possible negative effects of the systems (for
example, that they would inhibit speech developient). Clearly, parents
are unlikely to encourage their children to use augnentative carrnunication
systems if they themselves are not convinced of the need for them and
fear that they will interfere with future speech develorinent. The
present findings therefore suggest that speech therapists and teachers
need to becane stronger advocates for these approaches; they need to
vork very much harder at 'selling' the systems to parents, by
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dnstrating their beneficial effects and the relative ease with which
they can be learned and used. The present writer is not recaunding a
'bulldozer-like' approach; on the contrary, teachers and speech
therapists must be sensitive to the needs and attitudes of parents. In
addition to teaching the child, they must recognize that it is part of
the child' s prograime to educate the parents, and they must be prepared
to help the parents to understand and accept the method of carniunication
that is chosen (McDonald and Schultz, 1973).
A number of writers have already given attention to this issue, and
several recent publications provide useful suggestions on ways of en-
gaging parents. Silverman (1980) reccinrends the following approaches:
1. Giving parents reassurance that the teacher will not give up on
efforts to improve speech, and that learning augnentative carinunication
is highly unlikely to result in reduced attempts at speech, and may well
facilitate speech; 2. Providing parents with information fran past
research on the impact of augmentative systems, and 3. Acquainting them
with deironstrations of success with children using carparable systems.
It is also important to bear in mind that because many parents readily
understand their child' s simple needs, they sanetimes fail to realize
the importance of the greater degree of self-expression which the
augrientative iredium can offer. These parents need to be helped to
understand the importance of being able to express oneself in a rrodality
that can be readily interpreted by persons who do not know the child
well enough to understand idiosyncratic carinunication efforts (McDonald,
1980a). Teachers can also make use of a variety of progranire incentives
which have been successfully implerrented in other areas in order to
increase family participation, for exanple social pressure and social
support (such as signing performance contracts), and reinforceirent to
family members following specific gains in child performance.
33.4 Correlates of the Child's Mctivation to Carrnunicate,
Parental attitudes, and Extent of Hcire Use of
Blissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) Signing
In view of the suggested importance of the child's nDtivation to
cczTrnunicate, and of parental attitudes to and use of augirentative
systems, correlational procedures were employed to examine the relation-
ship between these variables and other child characteristics.
Confirmation for the relevance of these variables was then sought by
examining their relationship with the child's acquisition and use of
Blissymbolics/BSL (Makaton) Signing at the tine of baseline assessment.
The resulting correlation coefficients are presented in Appendix 27.
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In both the Bliss and BSL (Malcaton) groups, the child' S nDtivation
to carrnunicate (as rated by teachers) was significantly correlated with
cognitive/perceptual skills on the Pre-symbol Assessrrent and Columbia
ITv1S (in the Bliss group the correlation with the Columbia Scale was just
short of significance), with the language ccxprehension measures (the
EPVT, Reynell Carprehension Scale and canprehension of natural gestures),
and with the Symbolic Play Test and the test of expression of natural
gestures. These results thus show a positive relationship between the
desire to carrnunicate and cognitive/perceptual and representational
abilities. In the BSL (Makaton) group, notivation to camtunicate was
also significantly correlated with the number of spoken words the
children used, and with notor and verbal imitation. These relationships
were not found in the Bliss group, no doubt due to the presence in this
group of a number of high ability children who were severely physically
handicapped and thus had extrly poor irotor and spoken language
abilities. Interestingly, the present results further show significant
correlations between rrotivation to caitnunicate and the length of time
on augirentative systems and the extent of hctne and school use of the
systems for the BSL (Makaton) group (tau = 0.48, P < .05; tau = 0.42,
P < .05; tau = 0.34, P < . 05), but not for the Bliss group (tau = -0.05;
tau = 0.28; tau = -0.15). This would seem to suggest that the ccmnuni-
cative attempts of the lower ability Makaton Signers were rrore dependent
on the tine and effort devoted to the use of augmentative carTnunication
at hcire and at school, when canpared with the rrore cognitively and
linguistically able Bliss Users.
Turning to consider the relationship between the child's notivation
to carrnunicate and the acquisition and use of signs/symbols, significant
correlations were found in both groups with the number of symbols and
signs learned at the expressive and receptive levels. In the Bliss
group, there were also significant correlations with the mean length
of symbol utterances produced in the 30-minute recording sessions, with
the percentage of LPIRSP entries at Stage I out of total entries at
Stages I-V (the correlation here being in a negative direction), with
the number of phrases produced at L1RSP Stage III, and with the number
of statrents produced. In the BSL (Makaton) group, trotivation to
camiunicate was significantly correlated with the total number of signed
utterances produced during the recording sessions, with the number of
phrases entered at LJRSP Stage III, and with the pragmatic functions of
responses and descriptions. The absence of a greater number of signi-
ficant correlations may well be due to the small numbers of sign/symbol









































significant correlations with the spoken language sazles produced by
the children. Table 35 presents the correlations between the children's
rrotivation to ccmnunicate and teacher and parent ratings of the extent
to which the children used the augIntative systns for camiunicative
purposes and the extent to which they camiunicated with adults, peers
and strangers. Most of these correlations were significant, indicating
that the greater the child's irotivation to carnunicate, the nore likely
he/she was to use signs/symbols carinunicatively, to ccnnunicate with a
range of individuals, and to be understood by parents and teachers.
Table 35: Correlations of Motivation to Carinunicate with
Teacher and Parent Ratings of the Children's
Carrnunicative Attenpts
Bliss Users BSL (Makaton) Users
(n	 20)	 (n = 20)
thu	 thu
Teacher questionnaire
Use of symbols/signs to answer questions
Use of symbols/signs to ask for objects
Use of symbols/signs to indicate needs
Use of symbols/signs in conversation with
adults
Carrnunicates with class teacher
Carinunicates with other adults
Cczrinunicates with peers
Ccxnrnunicates with strangers
Extent to which understood by teacher
Parent questionnaire
Use of symbols/signs to answer questions
Use of symbols/signs to ask for objects
Use of symbols/signs to indicate needs
Use of symbols/signs in conversation
with adults
Cczririunicates with parents
Cczrnnnicates with other adults
Caninunicates with peers
Carrnunicates with strangers
Extent to which understood by parents
These indications of the ixrportance of rrotivation to cailnunicate
for sign/symbol acquisition and use, even at these early stages of the
children's exposure to the syst, have been confirn€d in a number of
other studies, although these have typically provided few data to
substantiate this claim (eg. Lathardino, Willns and MacDonald, 1981;
Rittenhouse, 1983; Saya, 1980; Song, 1979). The present findings uld
suggest that rk on notivation should begin with the introduction of
an augnEntative system, if not before.
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In the BLiss Users group, parents' attitude to and use of augnen-
tative caTnunication were significantly correlated with the children's
cognitive, representational, notivational and language canprehens ion
skills, and with a number of rrasures of symbol acquisition and use.
These results would seem to suggest that where children were nore able
in terms of cognitive and language caiiprehens ion skills and were there-
fore irore rrotivated to cciirrRmicate, parents were nore likely to see the
value of Blissymbolics in providing an expressive channel for their
ccrrrnunicative efforts, and so they were nore likely to use Bliss with
the child at hane. Alternatively, it may be argued that because itore
able children made greater caitnunicative use of the symbols, parents
found the system easier to use in the hare and therefore had a irore
positive attitude tciards augnentative caiinunication. The reader is
again reminded of the limited ranges of the variables involved, which
may well explain the absence of a greater number of significant
correlations with the ireasures of parent attitude and use of the symbol
system. In the case of the BSL (Makaton) group, many fewer significant
correlations were found, and the pattern of relationships was rather
different. The extent to which signing was used in the hare again
correlated significantly and positively with the child's cognitive
level, gestural ability and notivation to carinunicate, with the length
of prograiwe participation, and with the numbers of signs acquired at
the receptive and expressive levels. However, the correlations between
parents' attitudes to the systems and the children's ability levels and
use of signs and speech in the recording sessions, were alnost all in a
negative direction (although few of these reached significance). Since
the BSL (Malcaton) Users were less physically handicapped than the Bliss
Users, and had fewer inipairnents of the oral musculature, the present
findings would seem to suggest a tendency for parents of nore cognitively
and ccvinunicatively able signers to be less willing to approve of
augrrentative ccirrnunication, probably due to their greater hope for
speech developnent and their belief that all effort should be directed
at enchancing these children' s spoken language skills. In the Bliss
Users group, too, there were negative, although nonsignificant,
correlations between the children' s spoken language skills and parents'
attitude to the use of Blissymbols.
The positive, if irodest, correlations that were found between
parent attitude and extent of hare use of signs and symbols, and the
findings of significant correlations between extent of hare use and
the numbers of signs and symbols acquired by the children, underline
the importance of gaining parental cooperation for the use of









augmantative cainunication (see Chapter 33.3). The importance of
parental attitude to, and use of, the augmantative systems for the
children's subsequent progress in sign/symbol acquisition and use will
be examined in a later chapter.
chapter 34. Social Skills and Behaviural Deviance in the	 0
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Groups
34.1 Social Skills
The children's social skills were rated by parents on the following
4 P-A--C Scales: Eating arid Table Habits (9 items), Toileting (7 items),
Dressing (11 items), and Socialization (24 items). Marking was by a
simple point score, with each item passed scoring 1 point. The items
carprising these scales are listed in Appendix 15, while Table 36
presents the maan raw scores and standard deviations obtained by the
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users on each scale. The limited normative data
presented in the P-A-C Manual (Gunzburg, 1977) could not be used for
cararative purposes since the samples on which these data were based
did not include physically handicapped children. However, it can be
seen that both the Bliss and Makaton Users passed only about half of the
Toileting and Socialization Scale items that normal children may have
been expected to acquire. On the Eating and Dressing Scales, the
Makaton Signers again passed approximately half of the items, but the
Bliss Users only mastered an average of 1 out of the 9 Eating Scale
items and 2 out of the 11 Dressing Scale items, indicating that they
required even greater assistance with feeding and dressing. The Makaton
group' s significantly better performance on these 2 scales is undoubtedly
due to the fewer nDtor handicaps characterizing this group, when caiipared
with the Bliss Users' group. In general, however, it must be recognized
that the children's poor performance on these scales is likely to be due
Table 36: Performance on the Self-Help and Socialization
Scales of Gunzburg's P-A-C

















12.20	 3.90	 13.30	 3.83	 0.90
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to a variety of factors, including 1CM developinta1 levels, the
children's physical handicaps (which inpair the capacity to explore or
to be independent of adult help), the fact that their environnnts are
often so sheltered as not to provide opportunities for learning and
practice, and also (with reference to performance on the Socialization
Scale) their extrerly limited cannunicative skills. All these factors
are likely to result in reduced opportunities for, and poor deve1optnt
of, interactive behaviours and self-help skills.
34.2 Attentional Behaviours
Attending ability was assessed by observing each child for 15
10-second periods while the child was engaged in a teacher-led structured
group activity. Six separate categories of activity and attentional
behaviour were recorded as 'occurring' or 'not occurring' during each
10-second observation period. A detailed description of the observatinal
procedure is given in Chapter 19.4, while the attentional behaviour
categories are described in Appendix 14. As can be seen in Table 37.1,
Gaze Aversion and Of f Task behaviour were rather frequent in the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) Groups, occurring on average in one-third to one-half
of the 15 10-second observation periods. These findings would seem to
support claims made by other writers of a high prevalence of distracti-
bility and attentional deficits in cerebral palsied children (eg. Holt
and Reynell, 1967; Woods, 1957). The other attentional behaviour and
activity categories that were rated (Gross Body Movennts, Irrelevant
Vocalizations, Reaching for Objects and Interference) occurred nuch
less frequently. A partial explanation f or this finding may relate to
the children's irotor handicaps, which may not have allowed for the
Table 37.1: Observation of Attending Ability







(n = 20)	 (n=20)
Mean S.D. Mean	 S.D.	 t
1.50	 2.19	 1.95	 2.04	 0.67
7.80	 3.24	 8.50	 244	 0.77
5.20	 3.19	 5.65	 2.58	 0.49
*
0.25	 0.55	 0.95	 1.23	 2.32
0.40	 1.19	 0.90	 1.29	 1.27
0.05	 0.22	 0.30	 0.73	 1.46
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occurrence of such behaviours as reaching for objects and vocalizations,
at least in the very severely physically handicapped children.
Interestingly, despite the differences between the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups on rrasures of severity of physical handicap, cognitive
abilities and language, the 2 groups differed significantly on only 1
of the 6 categories of attentional behaviour and activity. The Makaton
Signers emitted significantly itore irrelevant vocalizations during the
observation periods than the Bliss Users (see Table 37.1). In view of
the absence of significant differences between the 2 groups on the
other observational nasures, it seems likely that this single difference
may be due to the fact that the Makaton Signers were significantly less
physically handicapped and were rrore able to produce spoken language in
general, when caiipared with the Bliss Users. Wrien this difference
between the 2 groups was re-examined using the analysis of covariance
procedure, with severity of physical handicap as a covariate, it was no
longer significant (F 2.518, P .121).
A total attention deficit score for each child was obtained by
surming across all 6 behavioural categories and over all the tine
intervals. As can be seen in Table 37.2, the scores on 4 of the
behavioural categories (Gross Body tbvenents, Gaze Aversion, Of f Task
and Reaching Objects) correlated significantly with this total score.
Table 37.2: Correlations Between the Individual Attentional


































Only the categories of Irrelevant Vocalizations and Interference, which
occurred with very low frequencies, did not correlate with the total
attentional deficit score. In view of these findings, the present writer
decided to use this sunired total score in all subsequent analyses.
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The Needleman Questionnaire (Needleman, Gunnoe, Leviton et aL,
1979) was used to provide an additional maasure of the children's class-
rocin behaviour. This questionnaire, which was originally designed to
evaluate the effects of childhood exposure to lead, provides a score of
undesirable classroan behaviours, and is thought to be particularly
sensitive to the child's ability to focus attention in relatively
structured class learning situations (Yule, Urbanciwicz, Lansdcn and
Millar, 1984). Scores on the 11-item questionnaire were obtained based
on the sum of 1 mark per negative report on each item. Mean scores for
the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups are shcmn in Table 37.3. To date the
Needleman Questionnaire has only been applied to essentially normal
samples of children. Yule et al. used the scale with a group of 166
Table 37.3: Performance on the Needleman Questionnaire
n Mean	 S.D.
The Present Sairple
The Bliss Users Group
The BSL (Makaton) group
Yule et al's (1984) Sample
Blood lead level (ug/di) 17 - 32





normal English children aged 6 to 12 years, and found a (nonsignificant)
trend for total scores on the scale to increase with increasing blood
lead levels. The mean scores that were found for groups of children with
lcMest and highest blood lead levels are also presented in Table 37.3.
There were no significant differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
Users on the total Needleman score (t = 0.47, d. f. = 38), and both groups
obtained significantly higher negative scores even when caipared with
the 35 children with highest blood lead levels in Yule et als study
(t = 2.78, P < .05; t = 3.31, P < .05). The behaviour of the present
sarrple of cerebral palsied children was thus rated as significantly rrore
deviant than the behaviour of groups of essentially normal children who
were only slightly older than the cerberal palsied sample. These
differences may be explained in terms of the severe physical, cognitive
and language handicaps characterizing the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users,
and as such will be elaborated upon below.
34.3 Performance on the Rutter Teacher and Parent Questionnaires
The Rutter Teacher and Parent Questionnaires (Rutter, 1967; Rutter,
Tizard and hitnx)re, 1970) were used to provide measures of
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deviant scores on these 2 scales are shcin in Table 38. On the Teacher
Questionnaire, 25% of the Bliss Users and 20% of the BSL (Makaton)
Users obtained scores at or above the cut-off of 9 points, which is
used to identify children with a high level of reported problem
behaviours. Over half of these children (3 Bliss Users and 2 Makaton
Signers) were classified in the Neurotic category. On the Parent
Questionnaire, 35% of the Bliss Users and 40% of the BSL (Makaton) Users
Table 38: The Proportion of Children Obtaining Deviant Scores
on Rutter's Teacher and Parent Questionnaires
r1 i ss trs t}tiri rs Ritter et a]) s Ritter et aL's
(n = 20)	 (n = 20) (1970) G3eral (1970) 	 o-i1tie
n	 %	 n	 %	 Sample (%) Group (%)
Teacher Questionnaire










25	 4	 20	 7.1
	
15	 2	 10	 2.5
	
5	 0	 0	 3.9
	
5	 2	 10	 0.7
	
35	 8	 40	 6.8
	
20	 6	 30	 3.0
	
5	 2	 10	 2.7
	
10	 0	 0	 1.1
obtained deviant scores, and again nost of these children were classified
in the Neurotic category. Schachar, Rutter and Smith (1981) have further
identified a hyperactivity factor on the Rutter Scales, defined by
adding the scores on 3 questionnaire items on each scale. More recent
confirmation for the presence of this hyperactivity factor can be found
in a study by McGee, Williams, Bradshaw et al. (1985), in which the
Rutter Teacher Questionnaire was administered to 940 7-year-old New
Zealand children. Schachar et al consider hyperactivity to be present
when the factor score is 3 or ncre. Of the present sample of cerebral
palsied children, 15% of the Bliss Users and 30% of the BSL (Makaton)
Users obtained a hyperactivity factor score of 3 or irore on the Teacher
Questionnaire, and 20% of the Bliss Users and 30% of the Makaton Signers
obtained a hyperactivity factor score of 3 or rrore on the Parent
Questionnaire.
Despite differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups
on the rrasures of severity of physical handicap, intelligence and
language, there were no significant differences between the groups in
terms of subscale diagnosis (i.e. below cut-off, neurotic, antisocial
or undifferentiated), nor in terms of the numbers of children classed
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as hyperactive (for the Teacher Questionnaire 2 = 1.57, d.f. = 3;
= 0.57, d.f. = 1; for the Parent Questionnaire X2 2.77, d.f. = 3;
= 0.13, d.f. 1). The 2 groups also did not differ significantly
on the total raw scores obtained on the Teacher and Parent Questionnaires
(t = 0.86, d.f. 38; t = 1.24, d.f. = 38). The reader is reminded that
the 2 groups also did not differ significantly on the Needlernan
Questionnaire and on 5 of the 6 attentional deficit categories. It is
possible that these measures were sirrly too general to pick up
differences within the population of nonverbal cerebral palsied children.
Within each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups there was only
a rrodest correlation between the total scores on the Parent and Teacher
Questionnaires (in the Bliss group thu = 0.50, P = .002; in the BSL
(Makaton) group tau = 0.40, P = .010). Ccznparisons between the Parent
and Teacher Questionnnaires revealed significant differences in terms
of the allocation of children to the various diagnostic categories and
to the 'non-deviant score' category (X 2 = 27.28, P = .001, X 2 = 9.06,
P = .049). In each group, the Parent Scale selected trre children with
a deviant score than did the Teacher Scale (see Table 38), and the over-
lap between the children classified in each diagnostic category was
small. Thus, of the 8 Bliss Users scoring above the cut-off on either
the Parent or Teacher Scale or both, the parents and teachers agreed on
category placerint for only 2 of the children. Similarly, of the 9 BSL
(Makaton) Users scoring above the cut-off on either scale, the parents
and teachers agreed on category placement for only 3 children. The
differences in the percentages of children with deviant scores identified
on the Parent and Teacher Scales may be attributed in part to the
situation-specific nature of the children' s enotional and behavioural
difficulties (with itore deviant behaviours being expressed in the hare
than at school), and in part to the different standards and cczTparison
groups used to judge disturbance (that is, parents may have caipared
the child to non-handicapped siblings and peers, whereas teachers saw
the child in the context of other physically and/or mentally handicapped
children in the classroan).
Overall, however, these results are closely canparable with Seidel,
Chadwick and Rutter's (1975) finding that 30% of 5- to 15-year-old
children with cerebral palsy or hydrocephalus (mean IQ = 71) obtained
deviant Teacher Questionnaire scores, and with the rates of disturbance
found in neuro-epileptic children of normal intelligence in the Isle of
Wight study (Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970; Rutter, Tizard and Whitrrvre
(1970) (see Table 38). Since it is known that psychiatric disorders are
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rrore frequent in severely mantally handicapped populations (Rutter,
Tizard and Whititore, 1970), the distribution of deviant Rutter Scale
scores in the present sample was re-examined after excluding those
children with Columbia IQs of 55 or below. This resulted in only a
slight decrease in the percentages of Bliss and Makaton Users obtaining
deviant scores on the questionnaires; 25% of Bliss Users and 11% of
Makaton Users with IQs above 55 still obtained deviant scores on the
Teacher Questionnaire, while 31% of Bliss Users and 33% of Makaton Users
still scored above the cut-off on the Parent Questionnaire. The rates
of disorder reported in the studies of Rutter et al. and Seidel et al.,
and in the present investigation, are several timas higher than the
rates reported by Rutter, Tizard and Whituore for 10- to 12-year-old
children in the general population on the Isle of Wight (6.8% on the
Parent Questionnaire and 7.1% on the Teacher Questionnaire). Similarly,
the percentages of children obtaining a hyperactivity factor score of
3 or nore in the present sample (22.5% on the Teacher Questionnaire and
25% on the Parent Questionnaire) are approximately 3 tines higher than
percentages found by Schachar, Rutter and nith (1981) for a general
sample of Isle of Wight children (8.3% on the Teacher Questionnaire and
9.9% on the Parent Questionnaire), and the figures reported by McGee,
Williams, Bradshaw et al. (1985) for a sample of 7-year-old New Zealand
children (2.7% of girls and 6.1% of boys o the Teacher Questionnaire).
These results provide further confirmation for the high rates of
disturbance in attending ability and classroan behaviour found on the
Needlran Questionnaire and on observation of the children' s behaviour
in structured activities. Similar problems of distractibility and
Dtional disturbance in cerebral palsied children have also been reported
by Dunsdon (1952), Floyer (1955) and Oswin (1967).
However, it must be pointed out that the rates of deviance cited
by Rutter et al. for normal children on the Isle of Wight were based on
children who were older than the present sample (i.e. aged 10 to 12
years). There are very few reports on the use of the Rutter Scales with
younger children. Stevenson, Richman and Graham (1985) found a rate of
deviance of 22% on the Rutter Teacher Questionnaire for normal 8-year-
old children; while McGee, Silva and Williams (1984) found that about
30% of a general sample of New Zealand 7-year--olds were identified by
the Parent and/or Teacher Scales as having a high level of reported
problem behaviours. These figures are considerably higher than Rutter
et al's figures for older Isle of Wight children; however the samples
on which they are based are closer in chronological age to the present
sample of cerebral palsied children, who had a nean age of 6 years.
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It would therefore appear that while the present saxrple still showed
higher rates of deviant behaviour than those reported by McGee et al.
and Stevenson et al. for normal 7- and 8-year-olds (40% of the present
sample of cerebral palsied children were identified on the Parent and/or
Teacher Scales as showing deviant behaviours), the differences were not
as great as carparison with Rutter et aL's figures would suggest.
A wide variety of reasons have been suggested for the increased
rate of psychiatric disorder in cerebral palsied and other brain damaged
children (Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970). These include the presence
of a visible disability, the frustrations inherent in physical
restrictions, poor speech and carrrrunication resulting in the child being
unable to express desires and thoughts adequately, adverse parental
reactions to the child's handicap, perceptual abnormalities, low
intelligence, carmunity prejudices in relation to the disability, the
child's reactions to the disability, and impaired erttional control
produced by direct brain dysfunction. In their own study, Rutter et al.
found no significant association between severity of handicap and the
likelihood of psychiatric disorder; nor was the visibility of the handi-
cap a major factor, in that psychiatric disorder was no nre frequent
in children with visible handicaps and lesions below the brain stem than
in children with other non-neurological disorders but few visible dis-
abilities. Rutter et al.further found that low intelligence alone could
not account for the high rate of disorder in these children, since even
when they restricted cailparisons to children with IQs of 86 and above,
the rate of psychiatric disorder was still higher than that in children
with other chronic physical handicaps. They therefore concluded that
the presence of organic brain dysfunction itself is the main feature
associated with the much higher rate of behavioural disturbance in
neuro-epileptic children.
34.4 Intercorrelations l½nDng the Mcasures of Social Skills,
Attending Ability, and Eixtional and Behavioural Difficulties
The patterns of intercorrelations aitong the rrasures of Socialization,
observation of attending ability, and the Rutter and Needlnan Question-
naires, were virtually identical in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users
groups. As can be seen in Table 39.1, scores on the Needlnan Question-
naire, on the Rutter Parent (A) and Teacher (B) Scales, and on the
Rutter A and B hyperactivity scales, were all significantly if noderately
intercorrelated, suggesting that both questionnaires were tapping
broadly similar areas of child behaviour. A similar conclusion was
reached by Lansdown, Yule, Urbanowicz and Millar (1983; Yule, Urbanowicz,
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Table 39.1: Intercorrelations Arrong Measures of Social
Skills, Attending Ability and Behaviour




Putter A - total
Putter A - hyperact.
Rutter B - total
AttGl±n	 11aran Ritt A R1t±er A }±t B Ritt- B
ficLts	 gst.	 tttal	 çetat. trtal	 er±.
-0.18	 -0.27	 -0.09	 -0.04	 0.07	 -0.03
*	 *
	
0.29	 0.39	 0.17	 0.17	 0.10
	
*	 *	 *	 **
	








ii) The BSL (Makaton) Group (n =20):
AttErlt±n flren Putter A Putter A Putter B Putter B
EicLts qrst.	 trkal terat. tr±al Itat.
P-A-C Socialization 	 -0.09	 -0.27 -0.17 -0.02 -0.17	 0.00
Total attention deficits
Needleman quest.
Rutter A - total
Rutter A - hyperact.
Putter B - total
*
















Lansdc,n and Millar, 1984), who found the 2 scales to be highly related
in a group of normal 6- to 12-year-old children. Although Lansdcwn et
al. went on to suggest that the Needleman questionnaire may be
particularly sensitive to behaviours related to focussing attention in
structured learning situations, this was not borne out in the present
results, which revealed no particularly strong association between this
scale and the Putter hyperactivity subscales, nor indeed with the total
attentional deficit maasure which was based on observation of child
behaviour in structured classroan activities. In fact, the present
results shced no clear association between the total score based on
observation of activity/attention and the Needleman and Putter
Questionnaires (including the Putter hyperactivity scales), suggesting
that, even anong severely handicapped, cerebral palsied children, the
overactive behaviour maasured in observation is specific to the
situation, and that attention/activity seen to vary considerably
according to rreasure and to situation.
Rather surprisingly, there was no association between the children's
enotional and behavioural difficulties and their levels of social
cczretence. The present writer uld have expected to find that those
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children who were able to interact successfully with others in social
settings would also have displayed fewer problems in behaviour. There
is no ready explanation for the absence of such an association, but it
is possible that the P-A--C Socialization Scale, which was designed for
use with nntally handicapped populations, is not an appropriate nasure
of social capetence in physically handicapped and nonverbal children.
Of course it must be renenibered that the correlations detailed in
Table 39.1 were based on relatively small nur±ers of subjects (20
children in each group). HcMever, even when the 2 groups were cathined,
the pattern and sizes of the resulting correlation coefficients remained
very similar to the above (see Table 39.2).
Table 39.2: Intercorrelations Anrng Measures of Social
Skills, Attending Ability and Behaviour -
The Total Group (n = 40)
tent±n	 i11emn Ritter A Ritt A R±t B Rit±er B
deficits quest. total hyperact. total hyperact.
*
P-A-C Socialization	 -0.07	 -0.25 -0.09
	 0.01 -0.04	 0.01
*	 *
Total attention deficits	 0.21	 0.18	 0.19	 0.23	 0.10
Needlernan quest.
Rutter A - total
Rutter A - hyperact.















34.5 Relationships Between the Rutter, Needleman and
Socialization Scales and Other Child Characteristics,
Including the Acquisition and Use of
Blissymbolics/Makaton Signing
Correlations between the Rutter, Needleman and Socialization Scales
and neasures of cognitive ability, language and carm.inication, are pre-
sented in Appendix 28. Of the 5 Ireasures of socialization, behaviour
and attending ability, the Needleman Questionnaire emarged as the ireasure
rrost consistently related to other child characteristics in both the
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups. Scores on this scale correlated
iry derately (and in a negative direction) with xreasures of cognitive
abilities, language ccznprehension, representational skills, the child's
rx)tivation to caniiunicate, and the extent to which the child's carriuni-
cative attempts were understoc by adults. Performance on the Needleznan
Questionnaire also correlated in a negative direction with the number
of signs/symbols acquired by the child, but with no rreasures of sign/symbol
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or speech use. It would thus appear that, at least in language impaired
cerebral palsied children, this xreasure of classroan behaviour is to sate
extent sensitive to general ability levels and language learning, and
also to the quality of children's interactions with other people, other
than through overt means involving speech, signs or symbols. The total
attentional deficit score, based on observation of the child in structured
activities, shcqied a similar pattern of correlations to the above for the
Bliss group, indicating that those children obtaining higher scores on
tests of cognitive ability and language ccxriprehension, tended also to
show better attending ability in structured classroan activities. How-
ever, similar significant associations with attending ability were not
found for the BSL (Makaton) group. Total scores on the Rutter Scales
correlated with very few other variables in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups. This is a rather surprising finding, since one may have expected
children with higher levels of cognitive ability and with better ccmnuni-
cation skills, to show fewer behavioural and rotional difficulties than
children with nore limited abilities and expressive powers. It must how-
ever be borne in mind that at the tine of baseline assessment the
children still had very limited catinunicative abilities. This may explain
the absence of significant correlations between the Rutter Scales (and
also the measures of attending ability and the Needlernan Scale) and sign/
symbol use at this early stage of augrrentative carinunication training.
It is worth pointing out that the absence of significant correlations
between the Rutter Parent and Teacher Scales and the measures of severity
of handicap and IQ, in the present sample, would appear to provide support
for the claim made by Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) that the presence of
physical handicap or of low intelligence in themselves cannot account for
the high rates of psychiatric disorder in neuro-epileptic children, and
that it is the presence of organic brain dysfunction itself which is the
main feature associated with these higher rates of behavioural deviance.
In both groups of children, the P-A-C Socialization Scale correlated
positively with the measure of notivation to cannunicate, and negatively
with severity of physical handicap. These findings are as anticipated,
since both the socialization and notivation to carniunicate measures
concern positive behaviours and interactions with other people, while
physical handicaps inevitably impose restrictions on the ability to
interact with others. In the BSL (Makaton) group, the Socialization
Scale also correlated significantly with measures of cognitive ability,
language canprehension and speech expression. These results too are as
expected, since it is generally accepted that social skills, cognitive









many fewer correlations with the Socialization Scale were found in the
Bliss group. The reason for this is not entirely clear; however, as
was suggested in Chapter 34.4, the P-A--C Scale was designed for use with
nentally handicapped children and it may therefore have been a less
appropriate nasure of social canpetence for the Bliss Users, who were
nore severely physically handicapped but also nore cognitively able than
the BSL (Makaton) Users.
In sum, the significant correlations that were found with the
neasures of behaviour, attending ability and social skills, were alnost
all in the expected direction, but they were few in number. Further-
xtore, there was no suggestion of an association between successful
camnunicative use of augnentative systems and better social and
behavioural adjustnent, at least not in this early stage of the
children' s exposure to augrrcntative ccimnunication training.
Chapter 35. Reading Attainrrent in the Cerebral Palsied Sairple
The only formal aspect of educational attainnent assessed in the
present investigation was reading ability. Written word recognition
was tested using the Picture Aided Reading Test (P.A.R.T.) (Hamp, 1975).
This test is particularly suitable for use with nonverbal children, since
performance does not depend solely on verbal expression. Instead, the
child can respond by indicating pictures which illustrate the neanings
of a series of printed words (see Chapter 19.1). Of the 20 BSL (Makaton)
Signers, there were 13 children aged 5 years or over, and 6 children
aged 6 years or over • Hever, all these children were non-readers.
In the Bliss Users group, there were 17 children aged 5 years or over,
but only 4 of these attained a score on the reading test. The
distribution of readers and non-readers by chronological age is shown
in Table 40. The 4 readers, who had a nean chronological age of 6 years
2 nonths (S.D. = 6.95 nonths), attained a nean reading age of 5 years
6 nonths (S.D. = 0.96), and were able to recognize a irean of 1.25 words





Chronological age 	 n	 n
Below 5.00 years	 0
	
3
5.00 - 5.11 years	 1	 5







on the P.A.R.T. (S.D. = 0.96). They were thus only at the very
beginning stages of learning to read.
Cockburn (1961) and Rutter, Graham and Yule (1970) have confirmed
that reading difficulties are much irore ccxrrron in cerebral palsied
children than in children in the general population. This can be partly
explained by the lower proportion of cerebral palsied children who have
average intelligence or above, when caipared with the general population.
Cockburn found that attainment irrçroved as intelligence increased. In
this regard, it must be pointed out that all 4 readers in the present
sample had IQs of 70 or above, and that 5 of the 6 Bliss Users who were
aged over 7 years but were non-readers, had IQs below 70. On the other
hand, 60% of the Bliss Users with IQs above 70 were also non-readers.
Similarly, Rutter et ab found that significantly irore of the cerebral
palsied children on the Isle of Wight (41%), ccrnpared with non-handi-
capped children (6.8%), were retarded in reading by at least 2 years,
even when IQ was taken into account. Thus, other factors must also be
sought to account for the poor reading attainment found in cerebral
palsied samples. These are likely to include perceptual disorders,
attentional deficits and language impairment. Difficulties in speech
and articulation may themselves also contribute to reading problems,
since one would suspect that reading requires a degree of caripetency in
the riorpho-phonologic rule system between speech and print. The
children' s physical handicaps may also be important, in terms of the
ability to posture advantageously for focussing when reading.
To explore the role of these factors further, the reading and non-.
reading Bliss Users were canpared on a range of measures, including
cognitive and physical abilities, language cariprehens ion and expression,
and the acquisition and use of Blissymbols. The results of these
ccz7parisons are tabulated in Appendix 29. There were no significant
differences between the 2 groups in terms of social class, age or
severity of physical handicap. However, as expected, the readers
achieved significantly higher scores than the non-readers on tests of
cognitive and perceptual abilities (the Columbia +1S and the Pre-symbol
Assessment), on measures of language carprehens ion and representational
skills (the English Picture Vocabulary Test, Reynell Caiprehension
Scale, Symbolic Play Test, irotivation to carinunicate), and on the scales
of behavioural deviance and classroczn behaviour (the Rutter Parent
Scale and Needlernan Questionnaire). The readers had also acquired
significantly rrore Blissymbols at the receptive and expressive levels,
when carpared with the non-readers. These results would seem to confirm
the relevance of cognitive, perceptual, behavioural and language
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carprehension abilities for the acquisition of reading skills. These
findings, and the fact that severity of physical handicap was not
significantly different in the readers and non-readers, also provide
support for Rutter et aL's (1970) conclusion that the poor reading
attainnnt in cerebral palsied children is unlikely to be due to the
physical handicap per Se, but rather is associated with the direct
effects of brain dysfunction.
Interestingly, the 2 groups were not significantly different on
any of the rreasures of expressive language, including speech skills
(the Reynell Expressive Scale, the number of spoken words, speech
intelligibility, and the speech recording neasures) and the use of
Blissymbols in sni-structured conversational settings. These findings,
and the poor spoken language of the reading group, suggest that pro-
ductive experiences with angua, and particularly speech and articu-
lation skills, are not vital for the acquisition of early reading skills.
Finally, it is worth noting that at the tine of baseline assessnent the
readers had been in Bliss prograrrues for significantly longer periods
than had the non-readers. This result in itself cannot be taken as
evidence that training in Bliss fosters reading skills, particularly
since the 2 groups did not differ significantly on any of the nasures
of Blissymbol use. Hcever, the finding is suggestive, and this question
will be returned to when considering the long term reading attainnent of
the Bliss and Makaton Users.
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PARE VI: FOLLC'1-UP OF THE BLISSYMBOL AND BSL (W½KA1DN) USERS
Chapter 36. The Teaching of Symbols and Signs at Follow-up
There is to date very little information on how language handicapped
children progress in their use of augmentative systems of carrnunication
over tine. One of the aims of the present investigation was therefore to
examine the process of sign arid symbol acquisition by following the
subjects up and sampling across training periods. The children were first
assessed after they had been in Blissymbol or BSL (Makaton) training
progranires for a itean of 10.5 nonths (range 1 to 18 nnths). Thereafter,
they were re-assessed on 3 further occasions, at six- rronthly intervals,
over a total period of one-and-a-half years. Of the 20 Bliss Users and
20 BSL (Makaton) Users who started in augirentative cci'rinunication training
prograrmes, only 34 were still using augirentative systems by the third
follow-up period. The numbers of children for whan the teaching of Bliss!
Makaton was abandoned or supplemented at each follow-up period are shown
in Table 41.1. There were a variety of reasons for these changes, and
these will be elaborated upon below.
As can be seen in the table, all 20 children in the BSL (Makaton)
group continued with sign training at the time of the first follow-up
assessment. Howaver by the tine of the second follow-up, one year after
carirencenent of the study, the teaching of Makaton was abandoned for 4 of
these children, while for 2 further children sign training was supplemented
by the introduction of symbol systems (Blissymbolics for 1 child arid
pictographs for the second child). Six nnths later, by the time of the
third follow-up, the teaching of BSL (Makaton) was abandoned in the case of
2 rrore children; the child learning Makaton signs and the pictorial system
continued to make use of both media, while the child learning BSL (Makaton)
and Bl.i ssymbols made minimal progress in the use of the symbols, and these
were dropped in favour of continued sign training only. Thus, by the
third follow-up, and 28 rionths on average after they had first been
included in BSL (Makaton) progranlies, only 13 of the 20 children were
continuing in sign-only training prograrrires. Augnentative carrnunication
training had been abandoned altogether in the case of 6 children, and in
the case of 1 child sign training was being supplenented with a pictorial
system. The decision to supplement sign training for this child was made
because he was showing little spontaneous use of the Makaton signs, and
because his limited ntor skills made sign production laborious and
unreliable. The decisions to abandon signing with the remaining 6

















Table 41.1: The Numbers of Children Continuing to Use
Blissymbols/BSL (Makaton) Over Tine
i) The Bliss Users Group (n = 20):












ii) The BSL (Makaton) Group (n =
 20):












of the children were said to have shown marked improvement in their use
of speech, and they themselves spontaneously discarded signing, using
signs only occasionally and when necessary to clarify the meaning of
spoken messages. For these children signing thus served as a temporary
node of cculnunication until oral skills were developed to the point of
effectiveness. Clearly, in these cases augnentative cczrrnunication
training did not hamper the develornent of speech, and may well have
facilitated it. The fourth child noved to a new school which did not
use augmentative systems sai 8 nonths after caTrrencrent of the study,
and as she received little encouragement to sign at hare she abandoned
the use of signs shortly thereafter. The final 2 children were severely
mentally handicapped, with extremely limited hand function, and they were
unable to progress beyond the aoguisition of a few basic BSL signs, which
they rarely used spontaneously. In the case of 1 of these children, the
teacher felt that it would be nore beneficial to concentrate only on
speech training.
These data indicate that signing was eventually found to be inadequate,
inappropriate or unnecessary as a means of augrrentative carniunication for
at least one quarter of the 20 children in the BSL (rvlakaton) group - in 2
cases apparently because of the children's limited notor skills, and in 3
cases because of reported improvements in spoken language. At this point
it is not possible to say whether the relatively brief exposure of these
latter 3 children to signing was in fact unnecessary, and a waste of
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valuable teaching time, or whether it did serve a purpose in giving a
boost to their developing speech skills.
In contrast to the picture in the BSL (Makaton) group, all 20 Bliss
Users continued in Blissyrnbol training prograxrrrs throughout the duration
of the study (see Table 41.1). In the case of 1 boy, however, symbol
training was supplemented by the introduction of a BSL (Makaton) prograxme
shortly after the second follow-up assessment period, and sa 2½ years
after he was first exposed to symbol training. This child was nDbile and
found his Bliss chart curnbersaie to carry around; in addition, his teachers
felt that he was making insufficient spontaneous use of the symbols for
carinunication. Signing was therefore introduced in an attempt to foster
greater spontaneous camiunication by the child, but the teaching of
Blissymbolics was also continued.
Information was sought frart the speech therapists and teachers of the
children continuing in auginentative ccmnunication programes on the arrount
of sign/symbol teaching they were receiving at follow-up, in terms of
weekly teaching tine. It will be recalled that at baseline the 20 Bliss
Users received an average of 1 hour 49 minutes of weekly symbol teaching
tine, while the 14 BSL (Makaton) Users who continued in sign training
received an average of 1 hour 15 minutes of training per week. As was
stated in Chapter 24, these figures indicate relatively low exposure to
sign/symbol training, which contrasts sharply with the teaching input given
in many of the published augrrentative ccmnunication training studies, sane
of which claimed to give their subjects several hours of training per day
(eg. Schaeffer, 19 BOa). Mean weekly teaching tines for the 2 groups at
each of the 3 follow-up periods are presented in Table 41.2. These figures
reveal an equally disturbing picture, with a slight decrease in weekly
teaching input over time. By Follow-up III, the Bliss Users were receiving
Table 41.2: Weekly Symbol/Sign Teaching Time at Baseline
and Follow-up Assessments (in minutes)
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group





















an average of only 1 hour 37 minutes of symbol training per week, while
the Makaton Signers were receiving a mean çf just 56 minutes of weekly
sign teaching. A linear trend analysis was performed on this variable in
each of the 2 groups. The linear trend over time was not significant for
the Bliss Users group (t = 1.03, d. f. = 19), nor for the BSL (Makaton)
group (t = 1.73, d. f. = 13). &reover, canparison between the 2 groups
showed that the difference between the linear trend identified in each
group was not statistically significant (t = 0.43, d.f. = 32). In other
rds, neither group experienced a significantly greater decrease in weekly
teaching input over time, when canpared with the other. It is difficult
to justify the limited airounts of symbol and sign teaching input that were
given over the one-and-a-half years of the study. As will be shown in
later chapters, nDst of the 34 children who remained in augrrentative
caiinunication prograrrns by the end of the study were still severely handi-
capped in their ccmnunicative abilities, and it is therefore extremely
disappointing to find that the airount of training which they received at
baseline was reduced (albeit not by statistically significant arrounts) at
follow-up.
In addition to the relatively low exposure to sign and symbol training
per se, the information gathered at baseline further revealed considerable
restriction on generality of use of the systems in school settings (see
Chapter 24). At each assessment period, speech therapists and teachers
were asked to provide information on whether Blissyrubols and Makaton
Signing were used in formal teaching sessions only, in formal sessions and
occasionally at other times as well, during all class lessons, or through-
out the school day (including nealtimes, assembly, physiotherapy, etc.).
At baseline, only 1 Makaton Signer was exposed to signing throughout the
school day; and for one-quarter of both the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups,
their only exposure to sign/symbol use occurred in the formal teaching
sessions. As can be seen in Table 41.3, this picture improved over time,
with 25% of the Bliss Users and 42.9% of the Makaton Signers being exposed
to augmentative canriunication throughout the school day at Follow-up III.
Significant linear trends were evident on this measure for each of the 2
groups (Bliss group: t = 3.59, d.f. =19, P < .01; BSL (Makaton) group; t 2.44,
d.f. = 13, P < .05), indicating significant increases in exposure to sign!
symbol use in the school setting over the 4 assessirent occasions. There
was no significant difference between the Bliss and Makaton groups in
terms of linear trend (t = 0.17, d.f. = 32). However, it must be pointed
out that by the final follow-up period, 62% of the children were still
using the systems wholly or largely in formal teaching sessions only.
	75	 75	 70	 55	 57.1	 64.3	 47.9	 42.9
	
0	 0	 5	 10	 7.1	 7.1	 14.3	 0.0
	
0	 10	 10	 25	 7.1	 28.6	 35.7	 42.9
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Table 41.3: Changes Over Time in the Extent to which
Symbols/Signs were Used at School
Sign/symbol sessions oniy
Formal sessions + occ.
in class
All classwork
Throughout the school day
Bliss Group (n=20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %	 %
25 15 15 10
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
28.6	 0	 7.1	 14.3
Thus, even after a mean of 2½ years of augmentative carinunication
training, teachers and speech therapists failed to achieve the incorporation
of signing activities and symbols into the daily environments of over half
of the children followed up in this study. Writers in the field have
repeatedly argued that it would seem to be crucial to place children in
settings where they receive continuous exposure to augmentative system use
throughout the day. After all, this would place the symbol/sign user in a
situation cararable to that of the normal child learning to talk
(Bonvillian and Nelson, 1978). Carlson (1982) elaborates on this point
further by highlighting the benefits of incorporating augmentative caiuuni-
cation into the child's daily environment, as follows: 1. The child can
observe others using the ccmnunication system, thus developing a concept
of signs or symbols as an acceptable and valued cartnunication method.
2. Speech can be paired with the non-speech carniunication system to provide
a ndel for atterrpting phonation along with the signs or symbols. 3. The
child learns to receive as well as send information via augmentative means
and can observe the function and structure of language in this system.
4. The child can caTm.u-iicate with other augmentative system users because
of the practice gained in receiving sign/symbol messages fran teachers and
other adults. It is clear that nost of the present subjects continued to
receive relatively low levels of exposure to sign/symbol training and use
over the course of the investigation, and that, whatever progress they are
found to make in language and camiunicative abilities, the limits of
effectiveness in terms of sign and symbol training have in no way been
approached.
While the above findings reveal a small increase in the extent to
which signs/symbols were used in schools, and no increase in the arrount
of training given over tine, sare noteworthy trends can be identified
in terms of changes in the quality of training and the types of teaching
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techniques that were introduced. At baseline, all speech therapists!
teachers placed great stress on teaching sign/symbol vocabulary items,
using such strategies as pairing signs or symbols with objects and
pictures, ircdeling, and physical prcmpting. Only 65% of the Bliss teachers
and 20% of the BSL (Maicaton) teachers described actively encouraging their
pupils to produce multi-term utterances, and only 20% of teachers made
efforts to foster spontaneous use of the systems. Over the follow-up
assessuent periods, teachers were found to place increasing emphasis on
spontaneous use of the sytems and on generalization of signing/symbol
use to naturalistic settings. While over half of the teachers still
devoted considerable arrounts of tima to teaching specific vocabulary items
at Follow-up III, 85% of the Bliss teachers and 57% of the Makaton teachers
now stated that they actively worked on encouraging their pupils to
produce sign/symbol caribinations in correct order, for example by rrcdeling
the use of multi-term utterances, by expanding the children's single
sign/symbol utterances, by correcting incorrect orderings, and by eliciting
two- and three-term descriptions of pictorial stimuli. Moreover, 55% of
Bliss teachers and 57% of BSL (Makaton) teachers stated that they made
conscious efforts to foster spontaneous use of the augrrntative systems in
formal settings,and to encourage generalization of the systems to informal
settings, for example by introducing doll play and gans requiring the use
of signs/symbols, by teaching signs and symbols in natural settings
(eg. at xrealtines), and by creating situations where the child could
express choice and exert control over events through rrssages conveyed
manually or with symbols. The use of such strategies is laudable, but the
impression gained by the present writer was that in nst cases they were
used only by the trainers themselves (rather than throughout the school),
and even then not systematically. In no case was sign or symbol use fully
a part of the child's daily environmant, which is after all the riost
effective way to foster generalization of augmantative system use outside
of formal training sessions.
The children' s progress in language caTiprehension, acquisition and
use of signs/symbols, the use of speech, social and errotional developrent,
and reading skills, will be described in the following chapters. The
analysis of changes will be confined to the 20 Bliss Users and 14 BSL
(Makaton) Signers who continued in augxrentative carinunication training
prograrmes throughout the course of the study, up to and including the
third follow-up assessnEnt period. The statistical procedure adopted will
involve an examination of the linear slope cctnponent of the change over
tirre in the above ireasures, in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups.
Carparisons between the linear trends identified in the 2 groups will then
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be undertaken, in order to test for differences between the groups in
rates of progress over the 4 assessment periods. An alternative way of
analysing the data would be to use formal multivariate analysis of
variance techniques, which would explore not only the linear catponent
but also other catonents of changes in the variables over time (cubic,
quadratic etc.). However, in view of the large numbers of variables to
be analysed, and the relatively small numbers of subjects in each group,
it was not considered advisable to carry out too many statistical tests,
which would be likely to result in highly inflated error rates. The
follow-up analyses were therefore limited to analysis of linear trends
only. Examination of the mean scores of the 2 groups on the measures
concerned at each follow-up assessment provides sate support for this
decision, in that both the Bliss and Makaton groups showed continued
progress over time on frost of these variables.
It is, however, important to introduce a cautionary note at this
point, namely that in view of the large numbers of variables involved
in assessing changes over time, sane results may well be significant by
chance alone. In addition, no control group was included in the study.
Therefore, whatever changes are evidenced on the tests and instruments
used, it will not be possible to conclude that these are the result of
enhanced expressive and receptive ccttinunication skills which subjects may
have gained through their exposure to sign or symbol training. In the case
of language, social and errvDtional behaviours, and other developiiental
skills, iirrovenents are likely to occur with age. Thus changes in
measures not directly related to sign or symbol use
	 be attributable to
the effects of augitentative camiunication training, but they may also be
due, either wholly or in part, to the passage of tine and the child's own
maturation, to the introduction of a structured training prograrrire per se,
or even to the structured, repetitive nature of the assessment instruments
that were used.
chapter 37. Cognitive Abilities, Language Canprehension and
Representational Skills at Follow-up
Table 42.1 presents the means and standard deviations of the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) groups on the measures of cognitive ability and visual
perception, for each of the 4 assessment periods. The Raven' s CPM (Set A)
was administered at baseline and final follow-up only, and the mean scores
for this treasure are thus confined to these 2 assessment periods. Neither
group showed a significant change on this treasure fran baseline to Follow-
up III (t = 0.64, d.f. = 19; t 0.97, d.f. = 13). There was also no
























Table 42.1: Means and Standard Deviations on the Cognitive and































































nasure fran baseline to the final follow-up (t = 0.12, d.f. =32). It
may be that this test is not sufficiently sensitive to show changes in
severely handicapped children over a relatively limited period of time.
In contrast, in both groups significant linear trends were evident over
tine on the Form Perception subtest of the Frostig Test of Visual Perception
(Bliss group: t = 3.43, P < .01; Makaton group: t = 5.11, P < .001), on
the Position in Space subtest of the Frostig (Bliss group: t = 3.04,
P < .01; Makaton group: t = 3.63, . < .01), and on the Pre-symbol Assessment
Task (Bliss group: t = 5.13, P < .001; Malcaton group: t 2.45, P < .05;
d.f. 19, 13 in all cases). Ccrnparisons between the 2 groups showed no
significant differences in terms of the linear trends identified (see
Table 42.2). In other words, neither group showed a greater improvement
than the other on any of these 3 measures.
In terms of the extent of improvement, however, the results are not
particularly encouraging. Over the 1½ years of the study, the Bliss Users
improved by an average of only 7 rrvnths and 15 rrcnths respectively on the
2 Frostig subtests, and the Makaton Signers improved by an average of only
14 nonths and 8 ironths respectively on the 2 subtests; and both groups
improved by an average of only 4 points on the Pre-symbol Assessment Test
(total possible score 32 points). As has already been pointed out, it is
not possible to determine whether these modest improvements should be
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions



































Table 42.2: Linear Trends on the Frostig and Pre-symbol
Assessment Tests - Canparisons Between the
Bliss and Makaton Groups
Frostig Form Perception
























attributed to the augmentative ccmnunication training prrarrrres, simply
to the passage of time, or indeed to a ccxnbiriation of both factors.
Turning to consider the children's performance on the measures of
language canprehension, Tables 42.3 and 42.4 show the distributions of
Reynell Carprehens ion Language Ages and English Picture Vocabulary Test
(EPVT) standardized scores in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups at each
of the 4 assessment periods. Raw score means and standard deviations on
these measures, as well as on the measures of Symbolic Play, Understanding
and Expression of Natural Gestures, and 'btor Imitation, are presented in
Table 42.5. Significant linear trends were evident over time for both
groups on each of these measures, as follows: 1. EPV raw scores: Bliss
group - t = 6. 58, P < . 001; Makaton group - t = 5.61, P K . 001. 2. Reynell
Canprehension Scale raw scores: Bliss group - t = 6.79, P < .001; Makaton
group - t = 7.87, P < .001. 3. Understanding of Gestures: Bliss group -
t = 2.54, P K .05; Makaton group - t = 4.74, P K .001. 4. Expression of
Table 42.3: Distribution of Reynell Ccinprehension











Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
	




5	 0	 0	 20
	
5	 5	 25	 5
	
10	 20	 10	 10
	
15	 15	 30	 40
	
55	 50	 35	 25
	
10	 10	 0	 0
	
0	 0	 0	 0
	
0	 0	 0	 0
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Table 42.4: Distribution of English Picture







Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
	




0	 0	 0	 0
	
30	 15	 15	 15
	
30	 35	 35	 30
	
0	 15	 5	 15
	
40	 35	 45	 40
BSL (Makaton) Group ( n = 14)
Occasions

























78.6	 57.1	 78.6	 85.7
Gestures: Bliss group - t = 5.50, P < .001; Nakaton group - t = 5.65,
P < .001. 5. btor imitation: Bliss group - t = 3.84, P < .01; Makaton
group - t = 3.59, P < .01; d,f. = 19,13 in all cases). These trends
indicate that all 5 measures of language carprehens ion and use of natural
gestures tended to increase over the 4 assessment periods for subjects in
both the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups. The Symbolic Play Test, like
the Raven's CPM, was administered at baseline and Follow-up III only.
While the BSL (Makaton) group showed a significant positive change on this
treasure fran the first to the final testing periods (t = 2.76, d.f. = 13,
P < .05), the Bliss group did not (t 1.31, d.f. = 19, n.s.). However,
it must be pointed out that even at baseline, the Bliss Users achieved
scores near the ceiling of this test (maximum possible score 24 points).
Examination of Table 42.5 shows that both groups evidenced
substantial raw score gains over tine on the measures of Understanding and
Use of Natural Gestures, with the Bliss group achieving a mean score for
Gestural Understanding at Follow-up III which was just slightly below the
ceiling of the test. The only nonns available for this test are those
provided by Bartak (1977) for groups of autistic and dysphasic children.
Bartak's 2 groups achieved mean scores of 10.88 and 15.05 respectively
for Gestural Understanding, and mean scores of 11.25 and 16.78 respectively
for Expression of Natural Gestures. By Follow-up. III the present Bliss
Users thus achieved a similar mean score on Gestural Understanding to that
attained by Bartak's dysphasic group (i.e. close to the ceiling of the
test), while the Makaton group' s mean score on this measure was midway
between the mean scores of the autistic and dysphasic samples. vkreover,
despite the present subjects' severe physical handicaps, they attained
considerably higher mean scores at Follow-up III on the Test of Gestural
Expression, when carpared with Bartak 's samples.
Measure

















































































Table 42.5: Means and Standard Deviations on the Measures
of Language Ccxrprehension, Stholic Play and











































The children showed rather less irnproverrent on the test of Motor
Imitation, although the linear trends identified on this xreasure were
significant in both groups. By Follow-up III, the 2 groups achieved irean
scores of 6.90 and 8.00 respectively on this nEasure, out of a possible
total score of 16. These results contrast sharply with Butler's (1971)
finding that 81% of 440 normal 4- and 5-year-old children achieved scores
of 11 or above on this test (see Table 15.5), suggesting that even after
an average of 28 nnths of augirentative caiinunication training, the
cerebral palsied children rnained severely impaired in irotor imitation
ability. Imitative skills require finely coordinated irotor rrovenients,
and the children' s severe riotor handicaps would clearly limit any progress
that could be achieved in this area.
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Persisting deficits were also found on the tests of language
catiprehension. While both the Bliss and Makaton Users demonstrated
significant improvements on the Reynell CaTrehens ion Scale and EPVr
over tirre (see above), they continued to show substantial receptive
language irnpairrrent. At baseline the sample had a mean chronological
age of 6 years 0 months, and the median Reynell Caiprehension Ages
achieved were between 3 and 4 years for the Bliss group, and between 2
and 3 years for the BSL (Makaton) group. By the time of the final follow-
up assessment, when the sample had a mean chronological age of 7 years 6
months, only 5 children (all Bliss Users) obtained Reynell Carprehension
Language Ages of 7 years or above (see Table 42.3). The median Language
Age for the BSL (Makaton) group was between 3 and 4 years, and the median
Language Age for the Bliss group was between 4 and 5 years. Progress on
the EPVT, which is a test of receptive vocabulary and provides
standardized scores (i.e. taking the child's chronological age into
account), was equally disappointing. The distribution of standardized
scores over time shows little change in the children' s relative standing
on this measure (see Table 42.2). At baseline 85.7% of the Makaton
Signers and 40% of the Bliss Users obtained standardized scores of 69 or
less on this test, while 18 months later these percentages were 85.7% and
55% respectively.
To stm up, the present findings indicate that while both the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) Users showed significant iniproverrents over tine on the
measures of language ccrnprehens ion, symbolization and understanding and
use of gestures, the actual progress made was not substantial; and despite
their exposure to augirentative carinunication training, the majority of
children continued to show severe impairments in these areas by Follow-up
III. It is worth noting at this point that the few published studies
which have reported follow-up data on subjects trained in sign use (albeit
over shorter time intervals), also found rather limited progress on formal
tests. Benaroya, Wesley, Ogilvie et aL (1977, 1979) found sane
inproverrent in mean Columbia Scale scores after a 5-month signing
progranire, but no change on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
Bonvillian and Nelson (1976) found a 17-month inprovenent on the Peabody
Test in the first 6 months of a signing progranne with their autistic
subject, but post-testing was conducted with ASL signs and speech.
Konstantareas, Webster and Oxman (1979) found sate qualitative gains in
their autistic subjects after 9 months of sign training,in terms of test-
taking skills and interest in tasks, but few quantitative gains on their
tests of language and IQ. And Bailey and Tait (1979) found a mean gain
of only 2.06 months on the Reynell Canprehension Scale in 5 severely
Reynell Carprehens ion Scale





mentally handicapped children who received 12 nDnths of training in BSL
(Makaton) Signing. As already explained, the absence of control groups
in these studies, as in the present investigation, means that it is not
possible to assess the extent to which the nx1est improvements found are
due to the children's n maturation and/or to sign/symbol training.
Ccznparisons between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups in terms of
their rates of progress on the above measures are presented in Table
42.6. There were no significant differences between the 2 groups in the
Table 42.6: Linear Trends on the Measures of Language
Cctrprehension and Use of Gestures - Canparison
Between the Bliss and Makaton Groups
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n=20)	 (n=14)
Mean S.D. Mean	 S.D.	 t
*
-21.60 14.23
	 -33.50	 15.93	 2.29
	
-28.60 19.43 -17.21 	 11.48	 1.96
*
	








- 6.15	 7.17	 - 7.86
	
8.20	 0.64
linear trends identified on the EPVT, the Expression of Natural Gestures
and k)tor Imitation Test. The absence of significant differences in
progress on Gestural Expression and Imitation is particularly surprising.
Since signing is much riore a language of the body than spoken language or
the use of symbols, the BSL (Makaton) Users might have been expected to
be iore attuned to body language and so improve iore on these tests, when
ccznpared with the Bliss Users. Possible explanations for the present
findings may be that the items on these tests do not relate specifically
to the postures and rivements used in signing, that neither symbol nor
sign training contributed to the progress found on these tests (i.e.
progress was due to the children's maturation), or that both training
prograrirres had an impact on the skills assessed by these tasks. There
was also no significant difference between the groups in terms of the
mean change scores on the Symbolic Play Test fraiL baseline to Follow-up III
(t = 1.43, d. f. = 32). On the other hand, the BSL (Makaton) group showed
significantly greater iiTproverrent on the Reynell Canprehension Scale and
Cctnprehens ion of Gestures Task over time, when caipared with the Bliss
group. The reasons for this are not entirely clear. Certainly, the
2 groups were exposed to different types of augirentative cciminication
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training prograIrns, and this might lead one to argue that sign training
facilitates greater progress in language canprehens ion and gestural under-
standing than does Blissymbol training; perhaps because in the former type
of prograrrrr verbal input to the child is accanpanied by simultaneous sign
input (i.e. additional visual cues), whereas in Bliss programies adults
often use speech only, when cczmlunicating with Bliss Users. However, the
2 groups were also significantly different at baseline in terms of IQ,
language canprehension and severity of physical handicap, and any of these
differences could well account for the differential improvement rates that
were found. Indeed, when the differences in linear trend on these 2 measures
were re-examined, using IQ and severity of handicap as covariates, they were
no longer significant (F = 0.18, P = .67; F = 1.05, P = . 31), suggesting
that they could be fully explained by the effects of the 2 covariates.
Thus, once baseline differences between the 2 groups were taken into
account, neither system of augrtentative cclrfnunication (signs or symbols)
fostered greater improvement than the other on any of the measures of
cognitive ability, visual perception, language canprehension, symbolic play,
or even the understanding and use of gestures. This conclusion, and the
earlier findings that neither system resulted in a greater degree of
conversational use of augmentative carrnunicat ion at baseline (see Chapter 27),
suggest that neither system has an advantage over the other - at least in
terms of its impact on the variables examined thus far. Cailparisons
between the sign and symbol users in terms of progress on other measures
will be discussed in later chapters.
Chapter 38. The Numbers of Symbols/Signs Acquired Over Time
Table 43.1 presents the mean numbers of signs and symbols the children
had been taught by the time of each assessment period, as well as the mean
numbers and percentages of signs/symbols acquired over tine at the receptive
and expressive levels. Significant linear trends were identified in each
group on the following variables: the number of symbols/signs taught
(Bliss group: t = 5.13, P < .001; Malcaton group: t = 3.80, P < .01), the
number of symbols/signs understood (Bliss group: t 4.95, P < .001; Makaton
group: t = 4.93, P < .001), and the number of symbols/signs indicated or
produced on request (Bliss group: t = 4.82, P < .001; Makaton group: t = 4.39,
P < .001; d.f. = 19, 13 in all cases). The results thus show a steady
iniproverrent over the 4 assessment periods in the numbers of vocabulary items
taught, understood and produced in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton)
groups. At the tine of baseline assessment the Bliss Users and Makaton
Signers had been in training prograrrrres for an average of 10½ iunths, and
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Table 43.1: Numbers of Symbols/Signs Taught,
Understood and Produced Over Time
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n= 20)	 (n	 14)
asure
No.of symbols/signs taught








































































































had been taught a mean of 68.80 Blissymbols and 62.85 Makaton Vocabulary
signs respectively. By the third follc-up period, and 28 nonths on average
after they had first been placed in augmentative ccrmiunication prograirines,
they had been taught a mean of 137.85 symbols and 100.29 signs respectively.
The numbers of vocabulary itenE understood and produced nre than doubled
over this period, rising fran means of 54.00 symbols understood and 50.60
symbols indicated to means of 113.65 symbols understood and 108.95 symbols
produced in the case of the Bliss group, and fran means of 35.43 signs
understood and 31.21 signs produced to means of 72.07 signs understood and
65.14 signs produced in the case of the BSL (Makatcn) group. Other
canponents of change in the variables over time were not examined
statistically (cubic and quadratic trends) because of the danger of inflating
error rates as a result of using too meny statistical tests. But examination
of Table 43.1 suggests that the greatest iirovent in the numbers of
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symbols/signs taught and acquired occurred in the initial 6 nonths of the
study, and changes between Occasions 2 and 4 were less marked, although
still substantial. This may be due to the (nonsignificant) reduction in
weekly teaching input over time. There was also saie improvrent over ti
in the percentages of symbols and signs acquired by the children out of the
total vocabulary items taught (see Table 43.1), which is suggestive of a
learning to learn phenaienon, i.e. the irore symbols or signs the children
learned, the easier they found it to acquire new vocabulary items. However,
the only linear trend which was significant here was for the percentage of
signs correctly produced out of the total number of signs taught (t = 4.76,
d.f. = 13, P < .001).
These results are quite encouraging. CclTparison with other studies is
difficult because of the minimal data they typically provide, and because of
differences in their training and assessnent procedures. But the present
findings appear to caare very favourably with the few published reports
which detail long-term progress in sign and symbol acquisition. These
studies have reported widely varying results. For exanple, Harris-
Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder and Vanderheiden (1979) reported acquisition
of between 60 and 200 Blissymbols by rrentally and physically handicapped
children after 30 to 41 rronths of training. Similarly, Calculator and
Dollaghan's (1982) mentally handicapped cerebral palsied children had been
taught between 27 and 150 Blissyrnbols in a 2-year training progranire.
Miller and Miller's (1973) severely disturbed autistic subjects acquired an
average of only 8 signs at the expressive level and 27 signs at the
receptive level after between 4 and 36 nonths of daily training sessions;
whereas an autistic child taught by Bonvillian and Nelson (1978) was reported
to have mastered over 400 ASL signs in a 3-year training period. It must
be pointed out that the present subjects, too, revealed a wide range of
individual differences in terms of the number of signs/symbols acquired,
with several Bliss Users acquiring over 200 symbols by Follow-up III, but
other children mastering only 20 or 30 signs and st)ols. Furthernore, the
size of the children's vocabulary repertoires in 'real terms' remained
extremely limited. By Follow-up III the average vocabulary set in the Bliss
group consisted of only 138 symbols, and the average vocabulary set in the
BSL (Makaton) group consisted of only 100 signs, whereas normal, speaking
6- and 7.-year--old children have vocabulary repertoires consisting of
thousands of srds. The present subjects (a significant proportion of whan
were not mentally handicapped) were thus restricted to catinunicating with
small, finite sets of vocabulary items, which were unlikely to satisfy all
their cczrrnunicative needs. As was pointed out in Chapter 26, Blissymbol
strategies can be useful in this regard in allowing symbol users to expand
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their limited symbol sets. At baseline, only 1 Bliss User was using a
Blissynibol strategy, but by Follow-up III 6 of the 20 Bliss Users had
learned to use at least one strategy each; 2 of these children re using
4 strategies, and 3 children re using 3 strategies each. These incli.ied
the use of the ACTICJ INDICAIOR to give symbols a verb nQaning; the OPPOSITE
MEANING symbol, which signals the intered expression of a thought anti-
thetical to a given symbol; and the CCtIBINE strategy, which allows for
the carbination of existing symbols to form new, canpound symbols. No such
formal strategies for vocabulary expansion are available to BSL (Makaton)
Users.
Carparisons beteen the linear trends identified in the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups on the above neasures are presented in Table 43.2. The
ccxtparisons revealed a significant difference in the linear trend identified
for the number of symbols/signs taught, with the Bliss group showing a
greater increase in the number of symbols taught over tirre, when canpared
with the Makaton group. The Bliss group also showed greater increases than
the Makaton group in the number of symbols acquired at the receptive and
Table 43.2 Linear Trends on the Maasures of Sign/Symbol
Acquisition - Canparisons Betven the Bliss
and Makaton Groups
No. of symbols/signs taught
No. of Symbols/signs understood
No. of symbols/signs produced
% of symbols/signs understood
% of symbols/signs produced
Bliss Grop	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n = 20)	 (n=14)
Maan	 S.D. Maan	 S.D.	 t
*
-222.60	 197.62	 -109.93 108.25	 2.21
-206.63	 181.85	 -119.64	 90.86	 1.80
	
-203.26	 183.98	 -114.14	 97.34	 1.80
	




- 10.37	 51.60	 - 70.07	 55.04	 3.19
expressive levels, but these differences were just short of significance.
The differences are likely to be explained by the fact that at baseline the
Bliss group attained significantly higher scores on the cognitive, perceptual
and language canprehension rreasures that ere administered, when carpared
with the Signing group. The greater ek1y teaching input which the Bliss
Users received throughout the duration of the sttxly (see Tables 22.1 aM
41.2) may also be relevant in helping to account for their greater improvient
on the symbol cariprehension and production tasks. There was no significant
difference between the 2 groups in terms of changes over tine in the
percentage of symbols/signs understood out of all symbols/signs taught; how-
ever, the Makaton Signers shcd a significantly greater increase in the
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percentage of signs acquired at the expressive level when caiipared with the
Bliss Users. At baseline the Bliss Users were found to understand and
produce a significantly greater percentage of the thtal vocabulary items
taught than the Makaton Signers. The present result thus indicates en-
couraging progress by the Signers on this rreasure.
Given the baseline differences between the 2 groups in IQ, degree of
physical handicap and language caiprehension, the differences in linear
trend detailed above were re-examined with analysis of covariance procedures,
using the Columbia ?4IS, degree of handicap and Reynell Ccirehens ion scores
as covariates. When this procedure was used, the significant differences
between the groups in terms of changes in the number of signs/symbols taught
and percentage of signs/symbols produced, were no longer significant
(F = 0.47, P = .50; F = 1.56, P = .22). These results xuld seem to confirm
that the differences between the 2 groups in sign/symbol acquisition over
tine 'were due to differences in group characteristics, rather than to any
differences in the systems themselves (in terms of one system being easier
to learn than another). At baseline few differences were found between sign
and symbol acquisition and use, and those differences which were significant
disappeared when group differences in IQ, language cczprehension and severity
of handicap were controlled for. The only group difference which persisted
at baseline was on the neasure of symbol/sign acquisition at the expressive
level. This finding indicated that at this early stage of training
Blissyrrbols were easier to learn at the expressive level than were signs.
Hver, the absence of other significant differences between the systems at
baseline, together with the present findings, argue against any clear-cut
advantages for symbol systems over sign systems. Of course this does not
xrean that for individual children both systems xuld be equally effective.
Differences in terms of progress in system use over tine will be examined in
the following chapter.
Chapter 39. The Symbol and Sign Language Samples Produced Over Tine
At each of the 4 assessrrent periods the present investigator obtained
recordings of the sign and symbol utterances produced by the children during
30-minute semi-structured conversational sessions. The procedure used to
gather these language samples was described in Chapter 19.3.3. At baseline
all 20 Bliss Users produced at least one symbol utterance each during the
half-hour recording sessions. A language sample could not be obtained for
1 of these children at Follow-up I because he was ill, and his data were
excltiied fran the linear trend analyses over tine. The remaining 19 Bliss
Users all continued to produce symbol utterances at each of the 3 follow-up
assesnt periods. Of the 14 BSL (Makaton) Signers, 3 produced no sign
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utterances at baseline. By Follow-up III, 13 of the Signers produced at
least 1 sign utterance each during recordings, but there was still 1 child
who produced no sign output (see Table 44.1)
Table 44.1: The Numbers of Children Producing Symbol/Sign
Utterances in Pecording Sessions Over Tine
1) The Bliss Group (n = 20)




At least 1 symbol produced	 20	 19	 20	 20
No symbol utt.s produced	 o	 o	 0	 0
Missing	 o	 1	 0	 0
ii) The BSL (Makatcn) Group (n = 14)





At least 1 sign produced	 11	 12	 13	 13
No sign utt. s produced	 3	 2	 1	 1
The symbol arid sign language sanpies collected at each assessrrent period
were analyzed on 3 levels - syntactically, semantically, and in terne of the
language functions expressed. Changes in these neasures over tine will be
described below. It must be pointed out that whereas the baseline analyses
were based only on the children producing sign/symbol output (i.e. the
children who did not produce any utterances were exclied fran the linguistic
analysis), all 19 Bliss Users and 14 BSL (Makaton) Users were inchxed for
the purpose of the analysis of linear trends. The Bliss User for whan a
language sample was missing at Follow-up I, had to be exc13ed; but the
children who produced no sign output were assigned a score of 0 on the
neasures concerned. This approach was adopted in order to nore accurately
reflect progress in augnentative system use.
39.1 Changes in the Syntactic 1asures
Table 44.2 presents the children's rrean scores at each assessnent period
for the total number of utterances produced, the nean sign/symbol length of
utterance (MSLU), and the percentages of utterances which were spontaneous
and response utterances, and single- and nulti-tenn utterances. Because the
latter 4 neasures caTprise percentages out of total utterances produced, they
were calculated only for the children who produced sign/symbol output at
every assessnent period (i.e. 19 Bliss Users and 10 Makaton Signers).
Measure:	 Occasion





























Table 44.2: Means and Standard Deviations for the General
















































































































A significant linear trend was identified in each group for the total
number of utterances produced (Bliss group: t= 5.25, d.f. = 18, P < .001;
Makaton group: t = 4.8, d.f. = 13, P < .001), indicating significant
increases over tine in the number of symbol and sign utterances produced
during the 30-minute recording sessions. At baseline the Bliss Users
produced a nean of 11.37 total symbol utterances. The Signers produced
fewer total utterances on average (nean = 7.29), although the difference
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between the 2 groups was not statistically significant (t = 1.49,
d. f. 31). By Follow-up III, the Bliss Users produced twice the total
number of utterances found at baseline (nan = 21.11), while the Makaton
Signers produced over 3 times the number of baseline utterances (mean =
25.43). Thus, at the final assessment, the Signing group produced nore
utterances on average than the Bliss Users group, although once again the
difference was not statistically significant (t = 0.87, d.f. 18.56).
However, canparison between the linear trend identified in each group
showed that the Makaton group made significantly greater progress on this
measure, when canpared with the Bliss group ( t = 2.13, d.f. = 31,
P .041). This finding is rather unexpected when one considers the Bliss
group's higher cognitive and language ccznprehension abilities at baseline.
On the other hand, the Bliss Users were also significantly ncre physically
handicapped than the Makaton Signers, so that symbol indication was likely
to be a slow and laborious process for them, and much nore tine-consuming
than signing. Given the fixed length of the recording sessions, it is
understandable that the slower Bliss Users should show a smaller (although
still significant) increase in the total number of utterances produced.
When this difference between the linear trends identified in the 2 groups
was re-examined by an analysis of covariance, controlling for severity of
physical handicap, it was no longer significant (F = 0.79, P = .381).
The difference between the groups in progress on the number of
utterances produced can be further explained with reference to the
differential changes that were found over tine in the lengths of these
sign and symbol utterances. The linear trends for the treasures of MSLU
and percentage of multi-term utterances produced were both significant
for the Bliss group Ct = 2.98, d.f. = 18, P < .01; t = 3.47, d.f. = 18,
P < .01), indicating significant and steady increases in utterance length
over time. Increases were also found in average utterance length for the
BSL (Makaton) group; but neither one of the linear trends on these treasures
was significant in this group ( t = 1.65, d.f. = 13; t = 0.82, d.f. = 9).
By Follow-up III the Bliss Users had a mean MSLU of 1.69, and nearly half
of all their symbol utterances were rnulti-tenn utterances (i.e. consisting
of nore than 1 symbol per utterance), whereas the MSLCJ of the Signing
group was 1.06, and on average only 1L7% of their utterances consisted of
trore than 1 sign in length. The absence of significant iniproverrent in the
Signing group in terms of the production of longer and nore canplex sign
utterances over tine may be explained by the greater cognitive and
language caiiprehension handicaps evidenced by these children at baseline.
In sum, both groups showed significant increases in the total number
of sign/symbol utterances they produced over tine in the semi-structured
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conversational settings. And while the Signing group shcMed a significantly
greater mean increase on this measure when canpared with the Bliss group,
the latter group also improved significantly in terms of the length of the
symbol utterances that were used, whereas the increases shown by the
BSL (Makaton) group on the measures of utterance length were not
statistically significant.
Despite the teachers' and speech therapists' increasing efforts to
foster spontaneous usage of signs and symbols at follow-up, neither group
showed a significant increase in the percentage of utterances which were
spontaneous, child-initiated utterances, as opposed to responses to prior
adult verbalizations. In fact, Table 44.2 reveals slight decreases in the
percentage of spontaneous utterances out of total utterances produced, but
the linear trends on this measure were not significant (Bliss group:
t = 0.65, d.f. = 18; Makaton group: t = 0.93, d.f. = 9). Canparison
between the 2 groups revealed no significant difference between the linear
trend identified in each group ( t = 0.51, d.f. = 27).
The follow-up data on the LRSP sunnary measures confirm the above
findings (see Table 44.3). The Bliss Users group showed a significant
decrease over tine in the percentage of Stage I entries out of the total
LPRSP entries (t = 3.55, d.f. = 18, P < .01), and significant increases
in the numbers of Stage II clauses and phrases and Stage IV phrases produced
(t = 4.96, P < .001; t = 3.99, P < .001; t 	 2.15, P < .05, d.f. = 18 in
all cases). The BSL (Makaton) group also showed sare improvements on these
measures, but the only linear trend which was significant was for the
number of Stage II clauses which were used (t = 3.10, d. f. = 13, P < .01).
No significant linear trends were identified in either group on the
following measures: the number of Stage III clauses (Bliss group: t = 0.08;
Makaton group: = 1.45), the number of Stage III phrases (Bliss group:
t = 1.78; Makaton group: t = 1.05), the number of Stage IV clauses (Bliss
group: t = 1.09; Makaton group: t = 0.01), and the number of canplex
utterances produced (Bliss group: t = 1.46; Makaton group: t = 1.02).
Thus, on the L1\RSP profiles, too, the Bliss group and, to a lesser extent,
the Makaton group showed sate irrproverrents in terms of the production of
fewer single-term utterances and trore 2-term utterances. However, Stage IV
clauses and phrases and canplex sentence structures were hardly produced
at baseline, and neither group showed improverrent on these measures
at follow-up. Cctnparisons between the linear trends identified on the
L1RSP suiniary measures revealed no significant differences between the
2 groups on any of the treasures (see Table 44.4).
Measure
% Stage I entries out of
entries at Stages I-V
No. Stage II clauses
No. Stage II phrases
No. Stage III clauses
No. Stage III phrases
No. Stage IV clauses








































































































Table 44.3: Means and Standard Deviations for






































































Table 44.4: Canparison Between the Linear Trends Identified in the
Bliss and Makaton Groups on the LARSP Surrrrary Measures
% Stage I entries out of I-V
No. State II clauses
No. Stage II phrases
No. Stage III clauses
No. Stage III phrases
No. Stage IV clauses
















































The improvertnts that were found in terms of the numbers of utterances
produced and, for the Bliss group, in terms of utterance length, are en-
couraging. But it is clear that both groups of augmantative system users
made rather slow progress and continued to show severe restriction in the
average number, length and carplexity of their utterances at follow-up.
In ccntrast to speaking children functioning at 24 nDnths of age and above,
who typically produce between 100 and 200 utterances in 30-minute recording
periods (eg. Crystal, Fletcher and Garman, 1976), the present subjects
produced between 21 and 25 total utterances on average at Follow-up III;
and over half of these remained responsive-produced in response to direct
questions by the investigator. Moreover, over half of all symbol utterances
and 88% of all sign utterances were still only 1 sign/symbol long. Canpiex
utterances were only rarely produced. Progress in MSLU of the sign/symbol
utterances was equally limited, with an average increase of just 0.20 to
0.25 signs/symbols per utterance over the 1½ years of the sttxy. Again,
this contrasts sharply with the data available for normal, speaking children.
Miller and Chaçnian (1981), for example, established gains of 1.24 morphs
per year (or 0.31 norpheires every 3 rttnths) as the average rate of increase
in MW for a sample of middle- to upper-middle-class, speaking children
aged 18 to 60 nDnths. Clearly, severely language handicapped children of
below average IQ uld not be expected to make similar gains. ?1nd it might
well be argued that the fact that the present subjects shod even slight
iniprovemant on the above ireasures is encouraging. What is clear, is that
despite the claims made for augirentative systems by many practitioners and
writers in the field, progress in system use tends to be very slow, and
considerable patience and perseverence is required fran trainers and parents.
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Support for this conclusion cares fran a handful of studies which
have examined carrwnicative use of signs and symbols by nonverbal and
language impaired individuals. As was discussed in Chapter 27, these
investigators, too, have found low rates of spontaneous carmunication
anong augnentative system users, and a tendency to produce few utterances
which are nostly 1 sign or symbol long (Calculator and Dollaghan, 1982;
Harris, 1982; Lewis and Ripich, 1984; Light, 1985; Oian and Blake, 1980).
No other study has nxiiitored changes over tflte in the numbers of sign/
symbol utterances produced in recording sessions, or in the percentages of
spontaneous and response utterances produced, but the 2 studies which
have examined changes in utterance length agree in finding only nrest
iniprovexrents at follow-up. Harris-Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder and
Vanderheiden (1979) follcd up 5 irentally and physically handicapped
children who had been in Bus symbol training prograimes for between 30
and 41 nonths, and found that the average length of symbol utterances
increased for 3 children fran 1. 00 to between 2.00 and 3.00 symbols, and
for the other 2 children fran 1.00 to 4.00 symbols. Bonvillian and Nelson
(1976, 1978, 1982) described the progress of a 9-year-old nute autistic
boy who was trained in sign use. This boy first spontaneously ccznbined
signs after 3 rronths of training; hcever, his subsequent cxxnbinations did
not keep pace in terms of their average length with those reported for
speaking children, and xrost remained 2 or 3 signs in length, even after 6
years of sign training.
It is rthwhile to examine factors in the children, their environrrents,
and in the systems themselves, which may help to explain the limited
progress found, in an atttpt to identify environnental variables whose
rnaniçilation may help to maximize progress. Since many of these factors
were discussed in detail in Chapter 27, they will be only briefly reviewed
here.
In the first place, opportunities for oanninication are reduced by
the limited social experiences of language impaired, cerebral palsied
individuals, by their cognitive iirVairments , and by the restrictions on
their independence and nobility. There may be little to notivate camiuni-
cation when daily activities are routine. Furthemnore, since caretaking
interaction is so tine-consuming, there may be less opportunity for
cczmiunicative interaction. There are also many unique features as well as
constraints within sign and symbol systems which severely reduce the anount of
catiriunication that is possible. The slow rate of symbol and even sign
transmission does not encourage lengthy and elaborated ccrrrnunication.
Aided camunication is an effort in tine for the listener, and is also
effortful for the system user. As a result, essential needs are likely to
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be catimnicated, and less salient ccuntinication may be left unsaid. The
Imbalance in the rate of carinunication between the vocal partner and the
augnentative system user (Foulds, 1980) also neans that the speaker has
the pcJer to control the interaction. As Yoder and Kraat (1983) explain,
the slcr system user is likely to have difficulty gaining conversational
entry, continuing the conversation beyond 1 or 2 utterances, and termi-
nating it when he/she wishes. The slow rate of symbol and sign catinuni-
cation further creates a need for efficiency in utterance production, so
that users might deliberately reduce their massages to the least possible
number of symbols, leaving out syntactic and stylistic elenents that are
secondary to the massage, because this is faster. In other situations,
a gesture, vocalisation or facial expression may be used instead of signs
or symbols, to effect speedier cainunication. This factor, too, may help
to account for the present findings of minimal increases in MSLU over
tine and the caparatively few utterances produced in recording sessions,
even at Follow-up III • Also of relevance is the presence of finite and
restricted vocabulary sets for ccirnunicating content neaning, which are
often well below the children's needs and abilities. System users thus
have the capability to say much less, since many neanings and forms are
unavailable to them.
The limited progress made by the children in sign and symbol pro-
duction may reflect not only the constraints imposed by the nature of
augnentative cczmimication and by the children's cognitive, physical and
motivational handicaps, but may also reflect the training procedures used.
As was shown in Chapters 24 and 36, the Bliss and Makaton Users received
relatively little exposure to formal symbol/sign training at baseline,
with a slight decrease in weekly teaching input over tine; and the
information obtained fran teachers also revealed considerable restriction on
generality of use of the systems in school settings. By Follow-up III
62% of the children were still using the systems wholly or largely in
formal teaching sessions only. Few of the children were therefore in true
augnentative camiunication environmants, and nost of the adults with whan
they interacted continued to ccmmicate with them using speech only. The
limited availability of adult nodels of symbol and sign use may help to
explain the children' s low rates of spontaneous caTniunication. A basic
principle is that children need to receive exposure to, and training in,
augnentative carnunication throughout the day, and not just at designated
periods (Bonvillian and Nelson, 1978). This is particularly important in
the case of sign and symbol training because the child is being taught to
caiinunicate in a way different from the adults' normal language. The
implications of the findings fran the present study are therefore that the
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schools will need to make greater and nre protracted efforts in teaching
augrrentative system use if these children's long-standing catriunicaticn
deficits are to be overcat. It is also likely that nre sophisticated
teaching nethods are required than those which are currently employed
(Kiernan and Reid, 1984), i.e. techniques which focus on training actual
ccxrnunicative use within the natural environnent. For example, Carr and
Dores (1981) shcd that autistic children who initially used signs only
when they were elicited, could readily learn to use them spontaneously
when taught to employ signs as requests for actions or objects.
A final point to consider in this section concerns the caarisons
between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups in terms of the arrount of
progress made on the syntactic indices described above. A number of
writers have argued that symbol systems have an advantage over sign
systems in that, being in a nonfade nedium, they provide an external prop
for sentence construction, thereby making it easier to cxpose longer
utterances in symbols than in signs (Kiernan, 1983a; MacDonald, 1984).
Hver, cararisons between the linear trends identified in the Bliss
and BSL (Makatcn) groups showed no significant differences on the neasures
of nean sign/symbol length of utterance, percentage of multi-term
utterances, and percentage of spontaneous utterances prcxiuced, nor on any
of the LPIRSP suninary neasures (see above). And although the Makaton
Signers showed a significantly greater increase over tine in the total
number of utterances produced, this difference was no longer significant
when baseline differences between the 2 groups in severity of handicap
were controlled for. In other wards, on present evidence neither system
shoc' 1 an advantage over the other on these neasures. It will be recalled
that a similar conclusion was reached in earlier chapters concerning sign
and symbol use at baseline, and concerning sign and symbol vocabulary
acquisition over tine.
Although minimal progress was found in the production of itore
syntactically ccrplex sign and symbol massages over tine, it must be
pointed out that this is not necessarily an appropriate criterion of
improved carrriunicative effectiveness. In sczre cases the production of
long and caiplex utterances may severely reduce the rate of ccmmication
and result in caiuiinication breakdown. Analysis of the semantic relations
and pragmatic functions expressed over tine is probably much nore
relevant to successful caffnunication. Progress in these aspects of
language developnant will now be examined.
39.2 Changes in the Semantic Relations Expressed
The analysis of changes in the frequencies with which 2-, 3- and
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4-term snantic relations were expressed was caTiplicated by the fact that
ccznparatively few children produced nulti-term utterances at, and
different numbers of children produced nulti-term utterances at each assess-
irent period. In view of this, the analysis was confined to the 19 Bliss
Users and 10 Makaton Signers who produced symbol/sign output at every
assessirent period, and the frequency of occurrence of each semantic relation
was expressed as a percentage of the total number of utterances produced
by the children on each occasion. The percentages of utterances (out of
total utterances) which fitted each semantic category at baseline and
follow-up are presented in Appendix 30.
Examination of the data over tirre reveals no clear pattern of changes.
The 2-term relations of agent-action, agent-object and agent/object-
location, and the category of 'other 3-term relations', all of which
occurred nDst frequently at baseline, were also the iiost frequently ex-
pressed categories at Follow-up III; while the relations of negation-X,
introducer-X, introducer-rrcdifier-head, action-rrdifier-head and agent-
action-object-location were not used at all at baseline, and were also
rarely or never used at Follow-up III. The only categories for which
significant linear trends were identified (and only in the case of the Bliss
group) were the 2-term senantic relations of rrcdifier-head (t = 2.97,
d.f. = 18, P < .01) and agent/object-location (t = 3.18, d.f. = 18, P < .01),
and the category of 'other 4-term relations' (t = 1.79, d.f. = 18, P < .05).
These were the only categories for which significant increases were found
in percentage occurrence over tine. The other semantic relations examined
shcd no clear patterns of change; sare increased and others decreased in
percentage occurrence fran one assessrient period to the next, but in none
was the linear trend identified significant.
Analysis of the baseline language samples shc1 that the children
expressed similar types of 2-term relational neanings in their early symbol
and sign utterances to those expressed by younger normal children with
equivalent MWs (Brown, 1973); although of course the small numbers of
nulti-term utterances produced resulted in large quantitative differences
in the absolute frequencies with which these relations were expressed (see
Chapter 27.4). However, the follow-up data presented here show that the
children's subseqnt canbinations over the following 1½ years of the st.xy
did not keep pace with those reported for normal children (eg. MacDonald,
1978). As already noted, nost utterances remained 1 or 2 signs/symbols
long, so that the children did not increase their use of 3- and 4-term
semantic relations, nor indeed did they show improved use of the 2-term





































augnntative camuinication sttklies to riDnitor changes in the semantic
relations expressed over tirre, which were conducted by Bonvillian and
Nelson (1978) and Layton and Baker (1981), reached the sane conclusion.
Their autistic subjects began to canbine signs shortly after the canence-
rrent of training, and their sign canbinations indicated a wide range of
semantic relations noted by Brn (1973) for normal children. Hcever,
as was found by the present writer, these children too made no notable
progress in utterance length or the semantic relations expressed over the
fo11ciiing 1½ to 2½ years of sign training.
Caparisons between the linear trends identified on the above neasures
in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups are presented in Table 44.5. The only
difference which was significant was on the 2-term relation of nodifier-
head. The Bliss Users shod a significantly greater increase in the
percentage of occurrence of this relation over tine when carpared with the
Makaton group.
Table 44.5: Capariscns etween the Linear Trends Identified in
the Bliss and Makaton Groups for the Percentage of









































































In stun, both groups of children shcied minimal improvnt in the
percentage of occurrence of 2- , 3- and 4-term semantic relations in their
sign and symbol language sarples. These results accord with the earlier
findings of the children's limited progress on the neasures of utterance
length and carplexity over the 1½ years of the study. Anong the factors
already discussed in earlier chapters, which may help to explain these
results, are the chiLken' S limited social and comnunicative experiences,
their cognitive, physical and linguistic inpairmants, the absence of
everyday nxdels of sign and symbol use, and the vocabulary limitations of
their sign and symbol repertoires, which inevitably impose restrictions on
the range of neanings which may be expressed in cairnunicative interactions.
39.3 Ccirinunicative Functions Expressed at Fol1ci-up
At each assessrrent period the sign and symbol utterances produced
were classified according to their cariwnicative functions, using Dore ' s
(1977, 1979) 6 categories of conversational act types (see Appendix 10 for
definitions). mans and standard deviations for the percentages of
utterances expressing each act type over tine are presented in Table 45.1,
and are based ca-i the 19 Bliss Users and 10 Makaton Signers who produced
sign/symbol output at every assessnent period.
As can be seen in the table, there was a tendency for the percentage
of utterances expressing Requests to decrease over tima; the linear trend
identified on this ireasure was significant for the Bliss Users group
(t = 2.51, d.f. = 18, P < . 05), but not for the BSL (Makaton) group
(t = 1.37, d. f. = 9). There was a slight tendency for the percentage of
occurrence of the Statenexits and Descriptions categories to increase fran
baseline to Fol1cx,-up III, bit the pattern was not one of steady increase,
and the linear trends identified on these neasures were not significant in
either the Bliss or BSL (Makaton) groups (Statemants: Bliss group -
t = 1.07; Makaton group - t = 0.86. Descriptions: Bliss group - t = 1.20;
Makatcn group - t = 0.01; d.f. = 18,9). There were also no significant
linear trends for the categories of Responses (Bliss group: t = 0.80;
Makatcri group: t = 1.11), Organization Devices (Bliss group: t = 0.66;
Makaton group: t = 1.41), Performatives (Bliss group: t = 1.00; Makaton
group: t = 0.00) and Other Functions (Bliss group: t = 0.00; Makaton group:
t = 0.00 d.f. = 18,9 in all cases).
Thus, very few changes were evident in the relative frequencies with
which the various cannunicative functions were expressed over tine. Apart
fran the decrease in the percentage of Requests, the relative frequencies
of the ccminicative functions remained very similar at Follcw-up III to
those identified 1½ years earlier. Responses remained the nest frequently
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Table 45.1: Carniunicative Functions Expressed - Means and
Standard Deviations for the Percentages of Total




























































































































































expressed function, constituting just over half of all sign and symbol
utterances at baseline and at final follow-up. Descriptions (mainly
expressing a sflrple labelling function) re the next nost frequently used
function at each assessnent pericx, while Stat nts continued to be
enployei relatively infrequently. The airrost canplete absence of
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Perforinatives and Organizational Devices also persisted fran baseline to
Follci-up III. At the final assessmsnt pericxl, then, 87% of all symbol
utterances and 95% of all sign utterances could be accounted for in terms
of just 2 conversational act types - Responses and Descriptions.
To sum up, as was the case for the syntactic and semantic nasures,
analysis of the pragmatic functions used over tima shcd no flproveirents
in terms of the range of functions expressed, nor in terms of hoped for
increases in the relative frequency of spontaneous caim.u-iications
(statemants, requests, descriptions) as opposed to responses to prior
adult verbalizations. The Bliss and Makaton Users remained markedly
restricted in the range and frequency of cciirunicative functions employed,
when caTipared with Dore's (1977) 3-year--old normal speakers. These
children were found to express relatively fewer Responses, and nore
spontaneous Requests, Statemants, Organization Devices and Performatives
in their speech, when caipared with the baseline and fol1c-up data for
the present subjects (see Table 23). As already discussed, the sign and
symbol users' persisting deficits in terms of functional use of signs and
symbols are likely to be due to a variety of factors, incltxilng the
passivity and lack of initiation that characterize many language impaired
and physically handicapped individuals, their limited cognitive and
linguistic experiences, the limitations of the augmantative cammication
systits themselves in terms of slow transmission rates and small vocabulary
sets, the types of camiunicative acts addressed to them by vocal partners,
and the artrunt and type of training given (see Chapter 27.5). Certainly,
the augnentative ccinrunication training which the present subjects
received over an average of 2½ years did not appear to have nuich success
in fostering increased spontaneous and varied usage of the systems.
A final point to note here is that conparisons between the Bliss and
BSL (Makaton) groups revealed no significant differences between the linear
trends identified in each group (see Table 45.2).
39.4 Suninary of the Syntactic, Semantic and Pragmatic
Analyses of the Symbol and Sign Language Sarrples
Produced Over Tiite
Findings on the children's developing use of signs and symbols in
recording sessions were rather disappointing. Significant increases were
found over tine in the total number of symbol and sign utterances produced,
and, for the Bliss group, in the nean length of these utterances. Hcever
progress on these neasures was very slow. Moreover, few significant changes
were noted in the range and relative frequencies of the semantic relations
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Table 45.2: Caiparisais Between the Linear Trends Identified in
the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Grouos for the Percentages





















































and caimunicative functions expressed by the children. Thus, by Follow-
up 111, both groups continued to show severe restriction in the number,
length and cczrplexity of their sign arid symbol utterances, and notable
gaps in the range of camtunicative functions expressed, even when caiipared
with oun, normal speakers. It cannot be denied that the augirentative
systems aflcwed many of these severely handicapped children to camunicate
neanings arid functions which were unavailable to them in speech. Hver,
it is also clear that if these systems are to beccre irore fully functional
for the children and if they are to make greater Progress in their use,
their teachers will need to make far greater investnent in augnentative
system training, by introducing nore sophisticated teaching irethods and
by providing wider support for system use in the children' s natural
environments.
Canparisons between the amounts of progress made by the sign and symbol
users in conversational use of the systems revealed very few differences
between the 2 groups, arid the few differences which were significant dis-
appeared when baseline differences in IQ, language caiprehension and
severity of physical handicap were taken into account. These findings
suggest that neither system had an advantage over the other in terms of
progress in system use, at least on the kinds of measures employed in this
sttxly. Of course this does not mean that both systems would be equally
successful for any one individual child.
39.5 Changes in the Acquisition and Use of Signs/Symbols
in Children of Lcz and High Ability Levels
It has been pointed out by a number of writers (eg. Howlin, 1979)
that simply analyzing changes across groups may well disguise varying
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patterns of change in different subgroups of children. Language impaired
cerebral palsied children do not constitute a hcztogeneous population, and
it is therefore inortant to examine differences in the rates of change
not only between the Bliss and Makaton groups as a whole, but also between
various subgroups of children within these 2 qroups. One variable that
may be especially relevant is cognitive level.
At baseline cognitive level as treasured on the Columbia !4S was
found to be related to the acquisition and use of both symbols and signs.
But when the children in each group were sulxlivided into a 'low-IQ' grour
(IQ of 55 or belcz) and a 'higher-IQ' group (IQ above 55) and their per-
formance canpared on the baseline treasures of sign/symbol acquisition and
use, it was found that although the 'low-IQ' groups achieved poorer irean
scores on alrrost every treasure, relatively few of the differences reached
statistical significance (see Chapter 29). More importantly, all the
lower-IQ' children acquired at least sate symbols/signs at baseline, and
nost were able to use these in the semi-structured conversational settings.
These findings shcd that lc.z-ability children could learn to acquire
and use at least sate signs/symbols in the early stages of training, and
they therefore argue against the practice prevalent in many schools of
excluding low cognitive ability children fran Blissymbol prograrrires because
of the belief that such children are unable to cope with the catlexities
of the system. The role of IQ as a predictor of response to sign/symbol
training will be examined in a later chapter, together with other possible
predictors. Hver, at this point a siitilar approach will be adopted to
that used at baseline, in order to carpare changes over tine on the treasures
of sign/symbol acquisition and use in the 'low-' and 'higher-IQ' Bliss and
Makaton groups.
In the Bliss group,the 'low-IQ' subgroup (Columbia IQs of 55 or below)
consisted of 4 children, and the 'higher-IQ' group consisted of 15
children; in the BSL (Makaton) group there was a nore even split, with 8
low-IQ' children and 6 'higher-IQ' children. Table 46.1 presents the trean
scores and standard deviations for the linear trends identif ied in these
groups on the treasures of symbol/sign acquisition and syntactic and prag-
matic use over titre. The semantic relation variables were not included
here because of the relatively small numbers of trn.ilti-tem utterances which
were produced. Table 43.2 presents the results of 2-way analyses of
variance at the linear trends for these treasures, providing statistical
tests for differences due to the main effects of Bliss/Makaton Group and
IQ, and their interaction Group X IQ.
Examination of the trean linear trends presented in Table 46.1 does
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nEasures of sign/symbol acquisition, the 2 'higher-IQ' groups made slightly
rrore progress on average than the 'lci,-IQ' groups; while on the maasures
of total utterances produced and MSLU, the 'lo-IQ groups made nore
progress on average. On the LRSP surtinary neasures and the carrnunicative
function categories, the catparisons revealed even less consistency in
the changes that were found in the 'low-' and 'higher-IQ' groups. As can
be seen in Table 46.2, the main effect of IQ (adjusted for the Bliss!
Makaton Group effect) was not significant for any of the neasures, nor were
there any significant Bliss/Makaton Group effects (adjusted for IQ) or
Table 46.2: changes in the Acquisition and Use of Signs/Symbols Over


























































































Group X IQ interaction effects. The absence of significant effects on the
analyses of variance is not surprising in view of the small numbers of
subjects in each subgroup, and in view of the relatively few changes found
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in sign/symbol use in the Bliss and Makaton groups overall. But the
present findings do shcM that whatever progress was made by the subjects
over tima was not confined exclusively to the children who were nore cog-
nitively able. Thus, the results of the analysis of variance procedures
conf inn the conclusion drawn earlier, on the basis of the baseline analyses,
that there is no justification for excluding severely and profoundly
mantally handicapped children frau augrrcntative carniunication training
progranires simply on the basis of IQ. It is clear that in the present
study these children did benefit fran the progranrres to the extent that
they were able to acquire and use at least sare Blissymbols and Makaton
Vocabulary signs, and to the extent that the progress they made on these
neasures over tine was not significantly different fran the progress made
by the nore cognitively able Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users.
The relationship between IQ, and other child characteristics, and
response to the sign and symbol training prograimes will be examined
further in a later chapter.
chapter 40. Changes in Teachers' and Parents' Descriptions
of the Children's Cainiunicative Abilities and
Use of Signs and Symbols Over Tine
At each assessirent period the children's speech therapists/teachers
and parents were asked to canpiete structured questionnaires, which in-
cluded questions concerning the children' s rrotivation to caurnunicate, the
frequency with which they used Blissymbolics and BSL (Makaton) Signing,
and the frequency with which they carrnunicated with a range of people,
including parents, teachers, other adults, peers and strangers. These
questionnaire itns are described in detail in Chapter 19.3.4, and they
are listed in Appendices 11 and 12.. Appendix 31 presents the neans and
standard deviations of the children's total 'rrotivation to carniunicate'
scores at each assessirent period; and the percentage distributions of the
extent to which the children used signs and symbols for a variety of
purposes and carinunicated with a range of people.
Examination of the tables presented in Appendix 31 shows improved
ratings over tine on all of the above ireasures, and the linear trends
identified were significant for nost of these, as follows: 1. !tivation
to caiznunicate (Bliss group: t = 6.71, P < .001; Maicaton group: t = 6.69,
P < .001). 2. Use of symbols/signs to answer questions (Bliss group:
t = 2.23, P < .05; Makaton group: t = 2.70, P < .02). 3. Use of symbols
to ask for objects (Bliss group: t = 2.25, P < .05). 4. Use of symbols to
indicate needs (Bliss group: t = 3.28, P < .01). 5. Use of symbols to
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engage in conversations (Bliss group: = 8.45, P < .001). 6. Camiunication
with teachers (Bliss group: t = 2.09, P < .05; Makaton group: t = 4.79,
P < .001). 7. Cctiinunication with peers (Bliss group: t = 4.97, P < .001;
Makaton group: = 3.37, < .01), and 8. Carinunication with strangers
(Bliss group: t 3.32, P < .01; Makaton group: t = 5.93, P < .001;
d.f. = 19, 13 in all cases). In the Bliss group, the linear trends were
not significant for the maasures of carrnunication with the class teacher
and with parents (t = 1.98, d.f. = 19; t= 1.68, d.f. = 19); and in the
BSL (Makaton) group the trends were not significant for use of signs to
ask for objects (t = 0.79), to indicate needs (t = 1.36), and to engage
in conversations (t = 1.99), and for carinunication with parents and teachers
(t = 1.89; t = 0.00; d. f. = 13). However, sane intprovernents were noted
even on these measures, and on the measures of carrnunication with class
teachers and parents the majority of children were given high ratings fran
the start. Thus, by Follow-up III over half of the children were rated
as 'usually cairnunicating' with parents, class teachers, and also with
other teachers, peers and strangers. And although between 5% and 35% of
the children were still rated as never using augirentative systems in
conversations or to express needs and desires, at least one-third were now
said to be using the systems reliably for these purposes.
As can be seen in Table 47.1, there were no significant differences
Table 47.1 Canparisons Between the Linear Trends Identified in
the Bliss and BSL (Ivlakaton) Groups on Teacher and
Parent Ratings of the Children' s Carinunicative Abilities
lvbtivation to carlitunicate
Use of symbols/signs to
answer quest. s
Use of symbols/signs to
ask for obj.s
Use of symbols/signs to
indicate needs
Use of symbols/signs in cony.
Cam. with class teacher




Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n=20)	 (n=14)
Maan	 S.D.	 Maan	 S.D.	 t
-17.40	 11.61	 -20.57	 11.51	 0.79
- 0.95	 1.91	 - 2.00	 2.77	 1.31
- 1.35	 2.68	 - 0.50	 2.38	 0.95
	
- 1.35	 1.84	 - 1.00	 2.75	 0.45
	
- 3.00	 1.59	 - 1.50	 2.82	 1.80
	
- 0.60	 1.35	 - 0.64	 1.28	 0.09
	
- 1.20	 2.59	 - 2.50	 1.95	 1.59
	
- 1.85	 1.66	 - 2.14	 2.38	 0.42
	
- 1.95	 2.63	 - 3.07	 1.94	 1.36
	
- 0.35	 0.93	 0.00	 0.00	 1.40
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between the linear trends identified on the above measures in the Bliss
and BSL (Makaton) groups.
It can be concluded that, in contrast to the findings described in
Chapter 39, which showed n,dest improvements on formal assessment of sign/
syritol acquisition and use, the present results indicate encouraging
qualitative gains in the children's camiunicative abilities and interactions
over time as judged by parents and teachers. Of course it is possible that
their responses to the questionnaire items may reflect an overall
impression of improvement rather than specific changes in the children.
Sate increase was also found fran baseline to Follow-up III in the
extent to which the augmentative systems were used in the hczne. This
measure constitutes a subjective assessment made by the investigator at
each assessment period, on the basis of parents' responses to the
questionnaire. At baseline no Bliss Users and only 1 Makaton Signer
received frequent exposure to augrrentative cailnunication in the hare
environment, while the 2 systems were not used at all or seldan used in
the hates of 75% of the Bliss Users and 29% of the Makaton Signers. By
Follow-up III 20% of the children received frequent exposure to sign/
symbol use at hare. The linear trend identified on this measure was signi-
ficant for the Bliss group ( t = 3.68, d. f. = 19, P < .001), but not for
the BSL (Makaton) group ( t = 1.68, d. f. = 13). However, it must be
pointed out that even by Follow-up III, and 2½ years on average after they
had first been introduced to augirentative camumication training at school,
symbols/signs were seldaii or never used in the hares of 40% of the Bliss
Users and 14.3% of the Makaton Signers, and were only 'occasionally' used
in the hares of a further 40% of Bliss Users and 64% of Makaton Users
(see Table 47.2). These figures, and the data on extent of exposure to
the systems at school (see Table 41.3) clearly show that by the end of
the study only a small minority of the children could be described as
being in total symbol or signing environments. This may well be one
Table 47.2: Changes Over Time in the E,ctent of





Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %	 %
	
35 20	 20	 15
30	 30	 30	 25
35	 45	 30	 40
0	 5	 20	 20
BSL (Makaton) Group (n =14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
	
21.4	 14.3	 0.0	 14.3
	
7.1	 21.4	 21.4	 0.0
	
64.3	 35.7	 50.00 64.3
	
7.1	 28.6	 28.6	 21.4
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explanation for the small amounts of progress that were found in this
investigation in the children's use of signs and symbols in the semi-
structured conversational sessions.
Examination of parents' ratings of their attitude to the use of
Bliss and Makaton with their children also showed sane improvenent over
tine (see Table 47.3). However, the linear trends identified on this
neasure were not significant for either the Bliss group ( t= 1.17,
d. f. = 19) or the BSL (Makaton) group (t = 0.32, d. f. = 13), and by Follow-
up III there were still only 23 sets of parents (68%) who gave full
approval to the use of signs and symbols. There were ro significant
differences between the linear trends identified in the Bliss and Makaton
groups on the ireasures of hare use of the system (t = 0.70, d.f. = 32) or
parental attitudes (t 0.62, d.f. = 32), thereby confirming the conclusion
reached at baseline that parents do not appear to take to one system more
readily than to another.
Table 47.3: Changes in Parents' Attitudes to the Use






Bliss Group (n = 20) BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions	 Occasions
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 1	 2	 3	 4
	
%	 %	 %	 %	 %	 %	 %
	
0	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 7.1	 7.1
	
20	 0	 0	 5	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
10	 10	 5	 10	 14.3	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
20	 40	 40	 30	 21.4 28.6 14.3
	 7.1
	
50	 50	 55	 55	 64.3 71.4 78.6 85.7
These data show that, by Follow-up III, significant proportions of
parents were still reluctant to fully approve the systems and to make
serious efforts to use them at hare. It would thus appear that parental
acceptance and use of augrrentative cclTrnunication does not inevitably follow
when their children are placed in training prograrrines, and that the
training and counselling of parents is likely to constitute a long term
process. Given the ccmnly accepted view that the attitudes and involve-
nent of the people in the child's environrient are likely to be crucial for
the success of a canitunication prograntre, it seems clear that speech
therapists and teachers need to make more consistent and protracted
efforts not only to incorporate augnentative cczrinunication into the school
setting, but also to involve parents in training and to encourage them to
use the systems with their children at hate.
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Chapter 41. The Deve1opient of Speech
41.1 changes in Spoken Language Over Time
An objection often raised by parents and teachers to the prospect of
teaching sign and symbol systs to language impaired children, is that
the acquisition of an augmentative irode of carrnunication will inhibit the
eventual acquisition of spoken language. This concern was mentioned at
baseline by 45% of parents of Bliss Users and by 30% of parents of Makaton
Signers, and it was one of the main reasons for their reluctance to give
full approval to the use of these systs with their children. However,
as will be shown below, analysis of the changes in the children's spoken
language abilities over time provides no justification for such fears.
Moreover, it will be recalled that of the 6 children with whan the teaching
of augmentative carinunication was abandoned after the baseline assessment,
3 were said to have shown marked improvement in their use of speech and
to have discarded signing thanselves, using signs only occasionally to
clarify the meanings of spoken 'words. While it cannot be claimed that their
enhanced verbal skills were the result of the sign training progranires, it
is clear that this training did not inhibit their development of speech.
Tables 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 show the distributions for the numbers of
intelligible words the children had, their Reynell Expressive Language Ages,
and the numbers of children producing spoken utterances in the recording
sessions, at each of the 4 assessment periods. Raw score means and
standard deviations on the Reynell Expression Scale, the Verbal Imitation
Test, and the recording measures of total utterances produced and MW, are
presented in Table 48.4. It must be pointed out that whereas the baseline
analyses of the expressive language samples were based only on the children
producing speech output (i.e. children who did not produce any spoken
utterances were excluded), all 20 Bliss Users and 14 Makaton Signers were






Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
	




80	 75	 60	 55
	
10	 15	 30	 25
	
5	 5	 0	 10
	
5	 5	 10	 10
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
	
42.9	 35.7	 28.6	 28.6
	
35.7	 35.7	 21.4	 21.4
	
14.3	 14.3	 35.7	 35.7
	
7.1	 14.3	 14.3	 14.3
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Bliss Group (n =20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
	
75 65	 65	 60
15	 30	 25	 30
10	 5	 10	 10
0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0	 0

















0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 7.1
	
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Table 48.3: Numbers of Children Producing Spoken
Language Samples in Recording Sessions
i) Bliss Group (n = 20)
Baseline Follow-up I Follow-up II Follow-up III
%
At least 1 word produced	 30	 30	 30	 35
No utterances produced	 70	 70
	
70	 65
ii) BSL (Makaton) Group (n 14)
Baseline Follow-up I Follow-up II Follow-up III
x
At least 1 word produced 64.3	 85.7	 78.6	 78.6
No utterances produced	 35.7
	
14.3	 21.4	 21.4
included in the present analyses. Children who produced no spoken utterances
at a given assessment period were assigned a score of 0 on the measures of
total utterances produced and MW.
Significant linear trends were evident for both groups on the number
of intelligible words the children used (Bliss group: t = 3.08, d.f. = 19,
P < .01; Malcaton group: t = 2.87, d.f. = 13, P < .02), and, for the Makaton
group, on the Reynell Expressive Scale (t = 4.10, P = < .01) and Verbal
Imitation Test Ct = 4.61, P < .001). The Linear trends for the Bliss
group on these latter 2 measures were just short of statistical significance
(t = 2.05; t = 1.82). These results indicate continued improvement on all
3 measures of expressive speech over the 4 assessment occasions for
subjects in both groups. However, as can be seen in Tables 48.1 and 48.2,
even by Follow-up III the children' s spoken language ability rnained
extrly limited. Half of the Bliss Users and 28.6% of the Makaton
Signers still had no irore than 3 intelligible spoken words, and only 2
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Table 48.4: Means and Standard Deviations of Scores on the
Verbal Language Tests and Spoken Language Sariples
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group



























































































children in each group were able to use irore than 30 words to ccrrtnunicate.
Similarly, at every assessment period the median language age on the Reynell
Expressive Scale remained at 12 rrcnths or below for the Bliss group and
between 13 and 23 rronths for the BSL (Makaton) Users. The highest language
age obtained at Follow-up III was between 3.00 and 4.00 years, and this
was achieved by only 1 Maicaton Signer.
Table 48.3 shows only slight increases in the numbers of children who
produced spoken language samples over time, with 30% of Bliss Users and
64.3% of Maicaton Signers producing speech at baseline, and 35% of Bliss
Users and 78.6% of Signers producing at least 1 spoken utterance at Follow-
up III. However, there were notable increases in the total number of
spoken utterances produced over tiire (see Table 48.4), and the linear trend
identified on this measure was significant for both groups of children
(Bliss group: t = 2.16, d.f. = 19, P < .05; Makaton group: t = 3.23,
d.f. = 13, p < .01). SaTe improvement was also found on the measure of
mean length of utterance, but the linear trend identified fell short of
significance in both groups (Bliss group: t = 1.58, d.f. = 19; Malcaton
group: t =2.04, d. f. = 13). Although the absence of significant increases
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in MW is disappointing, it is not unexpected given the significant in-
creases in the total number of utterances produced, and given the fact that
even normal speakers do not shci steady increase in MLLJ, and instead growth
curves on this nasure tend to move erratically over relatively short
periods of tine.
Carparisons between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups showed no
significant differences in the linear trends identified on the rreasures of
the number of intelligible words the children had and MrIJ of the spoken
utterances produced. However, as can be seen in Table 48.5, there were
significant differences between the linear trends in the 2 groups on the
Reynell Expressive Scale, the Verbal Imitation Test and the total number of
spoken utterances produced, with the Makaton Signers showing greater in-
creases on these rreasures over tirre than the Bliss Users. The carparatively
greater improverrent made by the Signing children is likely to be due to the
fact that this group was significantly less physically handicapped in
general, and, in particular, was rated by speech therapists at baseline as
having significantly less impairnent of the oral musculature, when caripared.
with the Bliss Users group (see Chapter 25.2). It would appear that because
the neuranuscular status of the oral musculature anong the Bliss Users was
nore severely impaired, these children were unable to make as much progress
in the developrent of vocal skills. In fact, when baseline differences
between the 2 groups in severity of physical handicap were controlled for,
using analysis of covariance procedures, the differences between the linear
trends were no longer significant (F = 2.23, P = .146; F = 1.87, P = .182;
F = 3.73, P = .063).
Table 48.5: Caiparisons Between the Linear Thends Identified in the
Bliss and Makaton Groups for the Maasures of Spoken
Language
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n=20)	 (n=14)






- 1.40	 2.04	 - 1.79
- 6.55 14.29	 -23.21 21.19
- 2.65	 6.52	 -13.64	 11.08
	
-10.90 22.59	 -54.86	 63.64












The progress fcind on the neasures of expressive speech is certainly
encouraging, particularly since the high numbers of significant results,
which are consistently in the direction predicted, indicate that the changes
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are nEaningful and unlikely to be attributable to chance factors. Support
for these findings cares fran a host of other sign and symbol training
studies, which have also claimad irnprovemant in the spoken language ability
of at least sare of their subjects follczing simultaneous carrnunication
training (eg. Carrier, 1976; Duncan and Silverman, 1977; Layton and Baker,
1981; I4cDade, Sinpson and Booth, 1980; Miller and Miller, 1973; Schaeffer,
l980a), although few of these studies present baseline and post-training
neasures in support of this conclusion, or include control conditions. A
few clinicians have cautioned that they saretirres find an initial reduction
in speech output when signs/symbols are first introduced, which is then
followed by increases in speech (eg. Parnes, in Shane, 1984). However, this
inpression was not confirned by the present results, which shcMed fairly
steady increases in scores on the spoken language rreasures fran baseline.
Writers have attrthuted this improvenent in oral skills to a variety of
factors, including increased notivation on the part of the child as a result
of successful augirentative cciimunication experiences, decreases in pressure
on the child that result once he/she finds that accurate interpretation of
nssages does not depend on the intelligibility of vocalizations, and the
redundancy present in the simultaneous cczrinunication progranre, in that both
speech and signs/symbols convey the sane information (Goodman and Kroc,
1981; Kiernan, Beid and Jones, 1982). However, given the absence of control
groups in the studies, it cannot be assuned that these improverrents are the
result of enhanced expressive and receptive skills which subjects nay have
gained through their exposure to sign or symbol training progranires.
Iirproverrent in language expression is likely to occur with age, even in
severely language handicapped chiklren, and the changes found here could
well be due to the passage of tine and the children' s own maturation, rather
than to the training progranrnes. Thus, on the basis of the present findings,
it can be concluded only that there is no evidence that learning to use
augnentative systs of camiunication hinders or prevents the developrent of
speech. It is also apparent that the changes reported do not depend on the
type of augnentative system used, since roughly parallel effects were found
in the Blissymbol and BSL (Makatcn) groups once baseline differences between
the 2 groups were taken into account.
In an attenpt to clarify the relationship between progress in speech
and progress in the use of signs/symbols, correlations were run between the
linear trends identified on the neasures of the Reynell Expressive Scale,
the total spoken utterances produced and the MLU of the spoken utterances
on the one hand, and the linear trends on the neasures of sign/symbol
acquisition, extent of hare and school use of the systene, total sign!
symbol utterances produced and MSLU, on the other hand. The resulting
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Kendall correlation coefficients are presented in Ippendix 32. In both
the Bliss and Makaton groups there were no significant correlations between
progress on the spoken language maasures and progress in the numbers of
signs/symbols acxiuired and extent of use of the systems at hctre and in
school.	 ile these results suggest an absence of relationships between
these ireasures, it must also be borne in mind that the ainDunt of flnorovenent
found, particularly on the latter neasures, was relatively small. On the
other hand, there were significant positive correlations in the Bliss group
between progress in the total nurrer of symbol utterances produced and
progress on the Peynell Expressive Scale and total number of spoken
utterances produced. Clearly, these results cannot be used to argue for
a cause-effect relationship, but they do shcw that improvenents in the
quantity of symbol use were accatpanied by improvenents in spoken language.
In the BSL (Makaton) group the picture was altogether different, with
significant negative correlations between I rovenent in the length of the
signed utterances produced, and improvenent on the Reynell Scale and spoken
utterances produced. Given that the Signers had here speech to start with,
when capared with the Bliss group, it xuld appear that as their spoken
language becane rrere effective, they becarre less reliant on the use of
signing for ccrrrnunication.
It must be stressed at this point that although both groups of subjects
showed significant increases in speech, they remained severely impaired in
spoken language ability. By Follow-up III, 65% of the Bliss Users and 21.4%
of the Makaton Signers were still unable to produce spoken utterances
during the recording sessions, while the children who were using spoken
rds, produced very few utterances on average when canpared with normal
speakers, and nst of these were only 1 rd long. These results justify
the decision to introduce the children to augrrentative systems of catruni-
cation, since they show that although they made good progress in speech
developent aver tine, this lirprovenent was in nist cases not sufficient to
allow speech to becare their sole rreans of cc*rrnunication. Confirmation for
this point is found in the results of canparisons between the augnentative
catramication samples and spoken language samples produced by the children
at Follow-up III, particularly anong the Bliss Users. It will be recalled
that cclrparisons between the children' s symbol/sign and speech output at
baseline shcd that the Bliss Users produced significantly rrore total
utterances, which were also longer and nore ccirplex syntactically, when they
used symbols than when they used spoken language. In contrast, the Makaton
Signers produced utterances of similar number and length, when using BSL
(Makatcn) Signing and speech (see Chapter 32). Similar results were found
when ccrrparing the sign/symbol and spoken language samples which the
children produced at Follow-up III.
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Only 7 Bliss Users and 10 Makaton Signers produced at least 1 sign/
sthol utterance and at least 1 spoken utterance during recordings in the
final assessrrent period. The rreans and standard deviations of the syntactic
and pragmatic suniriary neasures for their symbol/sign and spoken language
samples are presented in Appendix 33. In each group symbol/sign - speech
difference scores were canputed for each rrasure, and the irean difference
scores in the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups were then cc*rtpared using
t-tests. These results are also presented in ppendix 33. The t-tests
yielded significant results on the percentages of single- and multi-term
utterances produced, on rrean utterance length, and on the numbers of L.RSP
Stage II clauses and phrases and organization devices produced, indicating
that the irean symbol-speech difference scores for the Bliss group were
significantly greater than the irean sign-speech difference scores for the
Makaton group. Examination of the ireans and standard deviations presented
in 1ppendix 33 reveals that those Bliss Users who were using both symbols
and speech produced nore utterances, nore spontaneous utterances, and longer
and nre carplex utterances, in their Bliss language samples than in their
spoken language samples. In contrast, the 10 Makaton Signers produced
utterances of similar number and canpiexity when using signs and speech.
The reader is further reminded that all 20 Bliss Users produced expressive
language output in symbols at Follc-up III, but only 7 of these children
produced any spoken utterances; whereas in the Makaton group 13 of the 14
children produced sign output and 11 produced spoken utterances. These
findings parallel the results for the baseline cariparisons between the
children' s sign/symbol and spoken language samples.
The findings thus show the continuing value of augrrentative systems
for the cerebral palsied children in the Bliss group, in that they were
able to express far nore through Bliss than they were able to express with
speech. In the case of the Makaton Signers, who were less physically
handicapped and had greater oral irotor ability, signing did not facilitate
greater expressive language output than was possthle with speech. However,
as was suggested in the discussion of the baseline results, the simultaneous
speech and sign training may have enhanced their use of both signs and
speech.
41.2 Changes in Spoken Language in Subgroups of
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users
Although the inproverrent shown by the Bliss and Makatcan groups in
spoken language ability is encouraging, the results show wide variability
in the progress that was made. Cerebral palsied children do not constitute
a harogeneous group and it is therefore imoortant, when examining progress
No. of intelligible sxrds
Reynell Expressive Scale
Total spoken utt.s produced
















in speech, as in sign/symbol use, to consider possible differences in the
rates of change in various subgroups of children. This may help to explain
why speech develops in sate children who are receiving augrrentative
ccmxiication training, but not in others. One variable which might be
relevant is IQ. To examine the role of IQ in speech developrent, each of
the Bliss and Makaton groups was subdivided into a 'low-IQ' group (IQ of
55 or belcM) and a 'higher-IQ' group, and their rates of change on the
rreasures of verbal ability were carpared using 2-way analyses of variance.
Table 49.1 presents the maan scores and standard deviations of the linear
trends on these treasures for each group, while Table 49.2 provides the
results of the statistical tests for differences due to the main effects
of BlissJ1'1akaton Group and IQ, and their interaction Grou p X IQ. Since
differences between the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups on these rreasures
have already been described, the present discussion will be confined to an
examination of the IQ and interaction effects.
Table 49.1: Linear Trends in the 'LCM-" and 'Higher-IQ' Bliss






(n = 8)	 (n=6)
Noof intelligible rds - 1.50± 1.73 -1.38^ 2.16 - 1.38± 1.92 - 2.33± 2.88
Reynell Expressive Scale - 6.50±16.22 -6.56+14.36 -14.88± 13.40 -34.33±25.63
Total spoken utt.s prod. -20.25+40.50 
-8.56±17.00 -41.88+ 48.00 -72.17±81.70
MW of spoken utt.s	 0.21± 0.43 -0.64± 1.43 - 1.08± 2.33- 1.27± 2.03
Table 49.2: Changes in Spoken Language Ability Over Tirre -
F-ratios for Bliss/4akaton Group and IQ Effects
Bliss/Mak. Group IQ adj. for	 Interaction
adj. for IQ BlissjMak. Group
As can be seen in Table 49.1, the 'higher-IQ' Signers made nore
progress on average than the 'low-IQ' Signers on all 4 treasures of spoken
language. In the Bliss group the irean linear trends in the '1CM-' and
'higher-IQ' groups were similar for the number of intelligible rds and
Peynell Expressive Scale, while the 'low-IQ' subgroup made Irore progress
on average on the number of spoken utterances produced, and the 'higher-IQ'
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group made nre progress on MUJ. Hcever, none of these differences reached
significance on statistical testing, and there were also no significant Group
X IQ interaction effects. These results indicate that neither IQ groun had
a better prognosis for improvement in spoken language than the other.
One variable which has been found to play an inportant part in
accounting for differences in response to verbal language training pro-
grarrus, is the child's initial level of expressive language ability.
HcMlin ( 1979), for example, found that mute autistic children shcied very
little improvement in spoken language with training, whereas echolalic
children and children who were at least at the single word stage of language
developrent, were likely to do well in verbal language training prograrrires.
The present Bliss and Makaton Users were therefore divided into 2 groups an
the basis of the number of intelligible words they used at baseline. The
first group consisted of mute children (i.e. with 3 intelligible words or
less), and the second group consisted of speaking children (with irore than
3 intelligible words). There were 16 Bliss Users and 6 BSL (Makatcn) Users
in the first group, and 4 Bliss Users and 8 BSL (Makaton) Users in the
second group. Once again, analysis of variance procedures were used to
examine differences between the mute and speaking children in the linear
trends identified on the measures of spoken language.
As can be seen in Table 49.3, there were no significant Bliss/Makaton
Group effects, nor any Group X Speech interaction effects. Hver, there
was a highly significant Speech effect for progress on the number of
intelligible words that were used, on the Peynell Expressive Scale and on
the total number of spoken utterances produced in recording sessions. The
Table 49.3: Changes in Spoken Language Ability Over Tine -
F-ratios for Bliss/l4akaton Group and Speech Effects
No. of intelligible words
Reynell Expressive Scale
Total spoken utt.s produced





















Speech effect for progress in MW just missed significance. Examination
of the mean linear trends on these measures (see Table 49.4) shows that in
each case the children who had sare speech at baseline made considerably
nore progress over time than the children who were mute. It would thus
appear that rates of change on the spoken language measures accczrlpanying
sign and symbol training depended very much on the children's initial
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Table 49.4: Linear Trends in the Mute and Speaking Bliss arid






(n = 6)	 (n=8)
No. of intelligthle
words	 1.75+2.11 - 1.25+ 2.75
	
1.17-'- 2.99 - 0.25+ 2.32
Fynell Expressive
Scale
Total spoken utt. s
produced
MLU of spoken utt.s
	
-1.38±8.29 -27.25±15.37	 -8.00±12.31 -34.63+19.46
	
-3.44+9.89 -40.75+35.45 	 -9.17+13.73 -89.13±65.23
	
-0.26+0.80 - 1.32+ 2.62	 -0.44+ 1.36 - 1.70± 2.51
speech levels, with change being nost marked in the children who at base-
line were able to use nore than 3 spoken words. The children classed as
mute at baseline did show sate inprovrent on the speech neasures with tine
(see Table 49.4), but the inprovenents were far less striking in their case.
It will be recalled that at baseline performance on the treasures of
verbal expressison correlated significantly, and negatively, with severity
of physical handicap, and with the ratings of feeding difficulties and
extent of irrpairrrent of the oral musculature. Understandably, the number
of children involved is too small to make firm predictions about which
augnentative syst users will show improved speech skills with training,
and which will not. However, the present findings lead one to predict that
a child who can be stimulated to the correct production of single words,
and with limited feeding difficulties and oral musculature impairnent, will
make nore rapid progress in speech develoçrrent following on simultaneous
carinunication training, than a child who is mute. This conclusion accords
with the claims made by Carr (1979; Carr arid Dores, 1981; Carr and Pridal,
1984) and Konstantareas, Webster and Oxman (1979), which were based largely
on anecdotal accounts fran sign training studies with autistic children,
that children who were mute and had poor initial verbal imitation skills
tended to acquire signing but not speech, while children with relatively
good verbal imitation skills or echolalia shcd improved expressive and!
or receptive speech, as well as gains in signing, when exposed to simul-
taneous ccmin.nication prograines. One explanation for these findings is
that when children are proficient at attending to and discriminating arrong
auditory stimuli (indicated by relatively high initial verbal scores),
speech and sign potentiate each other in expressive learning; whereas
children who are mute respond poorly to speech arid so show limited progress
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in its acquisition (Kierrian, 1983a). Clearly, however, there is an added
factor to bear in mind in the case of the cerebral palsied children con-
stituting the present sample, namely the neuranuscular status of the oral
musculature.
Further examination of the factors discussed above, and of other child
characteristics which may predict develoxnent in spoken language following
on augirentative carrnunication training, will be undertaken in Part VII.
chapter 42. Social Develojxnent, Attention and Behaviour Over Time
Table 50.1 presents means and standard deviations for each assessment
period on the following socialization and behavioural measures: the
children's social canpetence as rated by parents on Gunzburg's (1977)
Socialization Scale; a measure of attentional deficits, derived fran
observing each child during teacher-led structured group activities; and
Table 501: Means and Standard Deviations for the
Socialization and Behavioural Measures





























































































the Needleman Questionnaire (Needleman, Gunnoe, Leviton et al., 1979), which
provides a measure of undesirable classroan behaviours. The Rutter Teacher
arid Parent Questionnaires were aärithistered at baseline and Follow-up III
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only, and mean total scores on these scales are also shown in Table 50.1.
tkre detailed descriptions of the above scales and their derivations can
be found in Chapter 19.4.
The linear trend for the Socialization Scale was highly significant
in both the Bliss group (t = 6.08, d.f. = 19, P < .001) and the BSL
(Makaton) group (t = 5.32, d.f. = 13, P <.00]), indicating continued
improvement in social caTipetence over time. Significant linear trends were
also identified in both groups on the Needleman Questionnaire (Bliss group:
t = 3.18, P < .01; Makaton group: t = 5.36, P < .001) and, in the Bliss
group, on the attentional deficits measure (t = 2.77, P < .02). In the
case of the Makaton group, the linear trend on this latter measure was just
short of significance (t = 1.80). Examination of Table 50.1 shows that,
with one exception, there were fairly steady decreases on these measures
of undesirable behaviour over time. There were, however, no significant
differences between total scores on the Putter Teacher and Parent Question-
naires fran baseline to Follow-up III in either the Bliss group (Teacher
Quest.: t = 0.70, d.f. = 19; Parent Quest.: t = 0.00 d.f. = 19), or the
BSL (Makaton) group (Teacher Quest.: t = 1.00, d. f. = 13; Parent Quest.:
= 0.23, d. f. = 13). Furtherntre, the percentages of children obtaining
deviant scores on these questionnaires remained alirost identical at base-
line and Follow-up III. On the Teacher Questionnaire, 25% of Bliss Users
and 14.2% of Signers attained deviant scores at baseline, and 25% of Bliss
Users and 7.1% of Signers obtained deviant scores at Follow-up III.
Similarly, on the Parent Questionnaire 35% of Bliss Users and 50% of
Signers obtained deviant scores at baseline, and 25% of Bliss Users and
57.1% of Signers obtained deviant scores at Follow-up III. Tables 50.2
and 50.3 show the changes in the numbers of children who obtained deviant
and non-deviant scores on these scales fran the first to the final assess-
Irent periods. It can be seen that trost children obtained the same classi-
fication (i.e. scoring above or below the cut-off point for deviance) at
each of the 2 assessment periods. nd of the children whose designation
changed over time, similar numbers noved fran the non-deviant to deviant
category as noved fran the deviant to non-deviant category. The McNexnar
test, which was used to test for differences in changes in the proportions
of subjects fran one category to the other, shcd no significant changes
in either the Bliss or Makaton group on these 2 scales.
Carparisons between the Bliss and Makaton groups in terms of their
rates of change on the above measures revealed no significant differences
between the linear trends identified on the Socialization Scale (t = 1.41,
d.f. = 32),	 the observation of attending ability (t = 1.15, d.f. = 32),
and the Needleman Questionnaire (t = 0.31, d.f. = 30.72). There were also
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Table 50.2: The Rutter Teacher Questionnaire - Changes in
Deviant I Non-Deviant Designations fran
Baseline to Follow-up III
Bliss Group (n = 20):
	

























Table 50.3: The Rutter Parent Questionnaire - Changes in
Deviant Non-Deviant Designations fran
Baseline to Follow-up III
Bliss Group (n = 20):
	

























no significant differences between the groups in iran change scores on the
Rutter Teacher and Parent Questionnaires fran baseline to the final follow-
up (t = 0.03, d.f. = 30.70; t = 0.21, d.f. = 18.81). It can therefore be
concluded that the 2 augrrntative cariru.inication systems did not result in
different anounts of improverrnt in social skills, attending ability and
behaviour.
Thus, in spite of their handicaps, the children shod encouraging
progress in social skills, attending ability and general classroan
behaviours, although there were no changes on the Rutter Scales for
enotional and behavioural disturbance. Other studies, too, have reported
irrprovennts in these areas for children who were included in sign and
syntiol training prograirires; although nvDst of these reports described such
changes only in impressionistic terms, with no systematic observations or
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data to support their claims (eg. Benaroya, Wesley, Ogilvie et al., 1977;
Daniloff and Shafer, 1981; Hodges and Deich, 1979; Walker, 1978). These
investigators have suggested that the improvements found can be attributed
to the fact that the children were able to calTriunicate their needs and
desires nore effectively with augirentative systems, and were thus less
frustrated. The ability to carinunicate is clearly also instrunental in
praroting social developnent. However, a major difficulty with such
reports, and with the present investigation, is that they lack control
groups. In the absence of controls, one mrust be weary of attributing all
gains that occur to the sign and symbol training prograrrires. As has
already been pointed out, these improvements may be the result of increased
attention to the children, the introduction of a more interesting regimen,
enhanced interactions with adults, the introduction of a structured
carrru.inication prograrrue of sane sort, or indeed they may simply be due to
the passage of tine and the children' s own maturation. Thus, on the basis
of the present findings, it can be concluded only that increases in
desirable social and classroan behaviours occurred in the context of the
sign and symbol training prograirnes, and that the changes found did not
depend on the type of augnentative system introduced, since there were no
significant differences between the amounts of inproverrent shown by the
Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups. Correlational procedures were used to
examine more closely possible links between the iinprovemrents in social
caupetence, concentration and behaviour, and the improverrents that were
found in the acquisition and use of signs and symbols. As can be seen in
Appendix 34, in the Bliss group there were significant correlations between
improved performance on the Socialization Scale and the Needleman
Questionnaire, and increases in the total number of symbol utterances
produced. And in the BSL (Makaton) group there were significant
correlations between irrproverrent on the Socialization Scale, and increases
in mean length of sign utterances and in the extent to which the children
carrnunicated with teachers and used signs at school. The correlation
between decreases in scores on the Needlernan Questionnaire and increased
carinunication with teachers just missed significance in this group. How-
ever, none of the other correlations were significant, suggesting that
there was no clear-cut relationship between improvements in the use of
Bliss/l'lakatcn and increases in desirable classroan behaviours, socialization
and concentration. The reader is reminded that at baseline, too, there
was no clear suggestion of an association between successful use of the
augnentative systems and better social and behavioural adjustment.












chapter 43. Progress in Reading
At baseline, none of the BSL (Makaton) Users and only 4 of the Bliss
Users were able to attain saie score in reading on the Picture Aided
Reading Test (P.A.R.T.) (Hamp, 1975). All 14 Makaton Signers were still
non-readers by Follow-up III, when the children had a maan chronological
age of 7 years 6 nuiths. However, in the Bliss group the number of
readers rose fran 4 to 9 (45% of the salrule) by the tine of final assess-
rnent. This change in the proportion of subjects fran non-readers to
readers just missed significance on the NcNemar test (P = . 063). The
discrepancy in reading ability between the Bliss and Makaton groups can
no doubt be accounted for in terms of the significant differences between
their cognitive and language ccirprehension levels.
Table 51.1 shows the numbers of Bliss Users who were able to read at
each assessnEnt peric, together with their nean reading ages and the
numbers of words they correctly identified on the P.A.R.T. It can be seen
that by Follow-up III the 9 readers obtained a nean reading age of 6 years
1 nonth (S.D. = 9.39 nnths), and they were able to correctly identify a
Table 51.1: The Bliss Group - the Nurers of
Readers at Each Assessnent Pericxi
















nean of 6.9 words on the test (S.D. = 7.64). Their nean chronological age
at this point was 7 years 11 iionths (S.D. = 11.29). These figures indicate
that the readers were still only at the beginning stages of the acxuisiton
of reading skills, and were on average reading at well below the levels
expected for their chronological ages. A discussion of the factors likely
to account for the poor reading attainnent found in these and other groups
of cerebral palsied children is presented in Chapter 35. It is, however,
evident that the children in the Bliss group did make steady progress in
this area. For further confirmation of this point, the reader is referred
to Table 51.2, which shows that the 3 children who obtained scores on the
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Table 51.2: Reading Ages of the Three Children who Obtained
Scores on the P.A.R.T. at Every Assessment Period
Reading Age
	 Baseline Follow-up I Follow-up II Follow-ur III
(ntzths)
mean	 66.00	 70.33	 78.00	 78.50
S.D.	 1.00	 3.22	 9.00	 10.54
P.A.R.T. at every assessment period, made continued iiirovenEnt on this
test, and progressed in their reading ages by an average of 1 year over
the 1½ years of the study. Data on a fourth child, who was also reading
at baseline, were excluded fr the table since information on her test
performance at Follow-up II was missing. Interestingly, these results
parallel the findings of kDntgaTery and Hall (1980), whose 6 physically
handicapped subjects progressed in reading age by 7 nonths average growth
over a 7-nrzth period of augrrentative ccilrunication training. Prior to
the study, these children had deiw3nstrated an average grcY.rth of only 1
irnth per year in reading carrehension.
In view of the absence of controls, it is not possible to draw any
conclusions about the possible contribution of symbol training to the Bliss
Users' progress in reading. In an attempt to identify factors that may be
of relevance, the 9 Bliss Users who were reading by Fol1cy -up
 III were
canparei with the 11 non-readers on a host of variables assessed at base-
line and at the final testing period, including cognitive and language
levels and the acquisition and use of symbols. The results of these
ccznparisons are presented in Appendix 35. It will be recalled that a
similar approach was adopted at baseline (see Chapter 35), and indeed the
present findings confirm those that were reported earlier. The children
who were reading at Follow-up III achieved significantly higher mean scores
than the non-readers, both at baseline and at final follow-up, on the
measures of cognitive abilities, language catiprehension, classroan behaviour
and concentration, and on the number of symbols acquired at the receptive
and expressive levels. The 2 groups did not differ significantly on any
of the baseline and final follow-up measures of expressive spoken language,
which would seem to confirm the conclusion reached at baseline that the
lack of productive experiences with speech is not necessarily an obstacle
to the acquisition of reading skills. 1breover, the readers and non-
readers did not differ significantly in their carrrn.inicative use of symbols
at baseline or Follow-up III, which would seem to suggest that the
acquisition of this augmentative system of cciirnunication was not in-
strumental in facilitating their progress in reading.
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PARt' VII: PREDICI'ING CCb1tUNICPTIVE ABILITIES AND
USE OF ALJ(?IENTATIVE SYSTF4S AT PDLtL-UP
chapter 44. Introduction
On average, the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) Users n.ade steady inroverrent
in the numbers of symbols and signs they acquired over the 4 assessnent
periods. There ere also Inprovexrents in the number and canpiexity of
symbol and sign utterances produced, and in spoken language ability,
although in sate cases these were rather ndest. Carparisons between the
2 groups revealed very few differences in baseline performance and in
progress over tinE, and (with only one exception) the differences that
were found disappeared once group differences in cognitive, language and
physical abilities were taken into account. HcMever, within each group
the results shod wide variability in the progress that was made, and not
all the children responded to training in the sama way. Although the
number of children involved in the study is too small to make firm pre-
dictions about cxitcare, the analyses undertaken in this section will, it
is hoped, give sate indications of subject, school and hare characteristics
that are particularly relevant to progress in sign/symbol use and the
developrent of speech. Identifying such predictive indicators of success
in augnentative ccmnunication progranites would clearly be helpful to
teachers and therapists in being able to predict which children are nDst
likely to benefit fran which type of training. Such indicators could also
be used to determine priority for training, to group children with similar
relevant abilities for instructional purposes, and to identify those
children who would need nore intensive teaching input (Topper Zweiban, 1977).
This issue is particularly relevant in view of the concern that has
been expressed by a number of writers (eg. Fristoe and Lloyd, 1978;
Kiernan, Reid and Jones, 1982) about the arbitrary criteria that tend to
be used in assigning children to different types of augnentative ccnmmi-
cation prograrrires. As was found in the present study and in Kiernan et
aL's survey, decisions on which system to teach which child appear to rest
heavily on the child' s level of cognitive ability and degree of nutoric
involveirent, with the result that Blissymbolics is seen as irost appropriate
for severely physically handicapped children who are Trore able
intellectually, whereas Makatcn Signing is seen as appropriate for children
with fewer physical disabilities but severe marital handicap. It is
becaning increasingly clear that there are a host of other factors which
may be equally or even nore relevant to successful augrrentative system use.
As things stand at present, it is not possible to determine hc a child
will respond to a given system until it is actually tried. And even then,
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the present writer found that it can take 1 or 2 years for a teacher to
reach the conclusion that a child is making insufficient progress in the
system and that it should be abandoned and perhaps another system should
be tried (see Chapter 36). The attempt to identify the factors, assessed
at baseline, which are the nost significant for subsequent progress in
sign and symbol use and speech develozrent will, it is hoped, help to
clarify such decision making processes at the start of training.
Stepiise multiple regression procedures were used to identify those
baseline variables that are useful in predicting outcare. In all, 9
dependent variables or outcale maasures were selected for examination,
encapassing 3 main areas of interest, nartely sign/symbol acquisition
and use, parent attitudes and extent of hare and school use of the systems,
and spoken language abilities. Because of the differences between the
Bliss and Makaton Users in subject characteristics and augmantative system
used, the regression analyses were perforned for each group separately.
If all baseline neasures were included in the analyses simultaneously, the
results uld be unreliable given the small sample sizes. Therefore, only
those baseline variables which correlated significantly with each outcare
treasure were included in the regression analysis for that treasure.
Chapter 45. Predictors of Symbol/Sign Acquisition and
Use at Final Fol1c.z-up
The outcare treasures of sign/symbol acquisition and use which were
included in the regression analyses as dependent variables were: the number
of signs/symbols acquired at the receptive level, the number of signs!
symbols acquired at the expressive level, the total number of sign/symbol
utterances produced during the recording sessions, and the trean length of
these utterances (MSLU), all assessed at final follcM-up.
Correlations between these 4 outcare treasures and all the baseline
variables in each of the Bliss and Makaton groups are presented in Ippendix
36. In both groups, the outcare treasures of vocabulary acquisition and
utterances produced correlated significantly with baseline treasures of
cognitive and perceptual abilities (the Columbia M4S, the Pre-symbol
Assessnent Test and the Frostig IYflJP), language ccuiprehens ion (the EPSTP
and Reynell Carprehens ion Scale), nDtivation to camuinicate, and with rrost
of the treasures of sign/symbol acquisition and use assessed at baseline.
In the BSL (Makaton) group, the outcate treasures were also significantly,
and positively, correlated with the baseline variables of niztor imitation,
use of gestures, symbolic play and physical and ntor status, which is to
be expected in view of the added manual requirerrents of the signing system.
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In the Bliss group, the measures of physical - and also verbal - abilities
correlated positively only with the total number of symbol utterances pro-
duced at outcare. This finding is likely to reflect the fact that the
Bliss Users who were less severely physically handicapped (and thus also had
greater control of the speech musculature) were physically able to indicate
symbols in a speedier and irvre efficient manner, thereby transmitting a
greater number of messages during the time-limited recording sessions.
There were also sane positive correlations between parents' attitude to- -
wards and use of the systems at hare and the outcare measures. In contrast,
extent of teaching and use of the systems at school did not correlate with
the outcare measures, but this may have been due to the limited range of
teaching input and exposure to the systems over all subjects at baseline.
Steise regression procedures were used in an attempt to identify
those baseline measures which were the best predictors of outcare. In view
of the large number of baseline variables and small sample size, only those
variables which showed a significant correlation with each outcare measure
were included as independent variables in the regression analysis for that
measure. It must be pointed out that there is a danger with this approach,
in that it does not allow for the identification of any suppressor variables
which could be operating. To check on this possibility, all the regression
analyses were repeated with the inclusion of all the baseline variables.
However, the resulting sets of predictors were very similar to those which
will be described below.
As can be seen in Table 52.1, in the Bliss group a canbination of 3
baseline variables gave the best prediction for the number of symbols
Table 52.1: Regression Coefficients Giving the Best Prediction
of Symbol Acquisition at Follow-up
Outccxne ?asure: No. of Symbols Understood
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
EPVT	 1.416	 0.902	 0.565')
carin. with teachers	 89.908	 31.292	 +0.107 0.750
MSLU	 53.759	 24.018	 +0.078J
	
-90.722	 43.876
Outcare asure: No. of Symbols Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
EPvr	 1.414	 0.881	 0.571')
Cami. with teachers 	 90.839	 30.568	 +0.111 0.757




acquired at the receptive and expressive levels at follow-up. For both
these outcat nasures, the English Picture Vocabulary Test was the first
variable to enter the regression equation, accounting for 57% of the
variance in each neasure. The extent to which the child used Bliss in
carnunication with teachers entered the equation second and explained an
additional 11% of the variance in each outcare rreasure. The rrean length
of symbol utterances prcduced at baseline errerged as the third predictor
and acca.inted for a further 8% of the variance. Together, these 3 base-
line ircasures accounted for 75% of the variance in the ireasures of number
of symbols understood and produced at the final follow-up.
Various measures of the extent to which the children used Bliss at
baseline also emerged as significant predictors of Blissymbol use at final
follow-up. The best prediction of mean length of symbol utterances (MSLU)
at this tine was given by a carbination of the following 3 independent
variables assessed at baseline: the use of Bliss to answer questions, the
use of Bliss in conversations with teachers, and the extent to which
children were exposed to Blis symbol use in the school setting (see Table
52.2). Together, these 3 measures explained 77% of the variance in MSLU
at follow-up. For the outcare measure of total number of Blissymbol
Table 52.2: Predictors of Outcare MSLU and Total
Symbol Utterances Produced
Xitcare tasure: MSLU
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Use of symbols to
answer questions
Use of symbols in con-
versation with teachers
















Outcare asure: Total Number of Symbol Utterances Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Peg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Mobility Scale
Use of symbols spont.
to ask for objects












utterances produced, 3 baseline rreasures entered the regression equation.
The P-A-C Mobility measure emerged as the nost important predictor,
accounting for 62% of the variance in outcare; the use of Bliss to ask for
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objects explained a further 21% of the variance, and the number of
spontaneous Blissymbol utterances explained an additional 6% of the
variance in outcare (see Table 52.2). In canbinatian, these 3 independent
variables explained 88% of the variance in outcare for the total number
of symbol utterances produced.
In the Makaton group, 2 independent variables entered the regression
equations to predict the outcare ireasures of numbers of signs understood
and produced at follow-up (see Table 52.3). The Form Perception subtest
of the Frostig Develotuental Test of Visual Perception was the rrost
important predictor, accounting for 75% - 79% of the variance in each of
Table 52.3: Regression Coefficients Giving the Best
Prediction of Sign Acquisition at Follow-up
Outccue Maasure: No. of Signs Understood
Variables in Equation Reg . Coeff . s S .E . of Reg . Coeff . s Variance Explained
Frostig Form Perception 3.144
	 0.582	 0.7871
Agility Scale	 5.162	 1.741	 0.094J 0.881
-97.628	 19.333
Outcare Maasure: No. of Signs Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Frostig Form Perception 3.130
	 0.706	 0.747 1
Agility Scale	 4.708	 2.114	 0.079J 0.826
-99.319	 23.473
the 2 outcrue Ireasures, and scores on the P-A-C Agility Scale explained
an additional 8% - 9% of the variance in these 2 rreasures.
A ccirbination of visual perception and physical ability ireasures also
constituted the best predictors of the total ner of sign utterances
produced by the Makaton group at follow-up. The Frostig Position in Space
subtest entered the regression equation first, explaining 61% of the
variance in this outcarE neasure; and performance on the P-A-C Mthility
Scale explained a further 19% of the variance in this neasure (see Table
52.4). On the other hand, MSLU of the signed utterances produced at follow-
up was best predicted by a ccinbination of negative scores on the verbal
imitation and sound deve1oprent treasures, and positive soDres on the total
number of signed utterances produced at baseline. In ccinbiriation these 3
variables explained 86% of the variance in MSLU at outcczte (see Table 52.4).
To sunuarize, it was found that in the Bliss group language canprehen-






Table 52.4: Predictors of Outccire SW and Total
Number of Signed Utterances Produced
Outcare Measure: MSLU
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s
Verbal imitation	 -0.049	 0.013
Tot. signed utt. s
prcxiuced	 0.030	 0.013
Sound developnt	 -0.032	 0.014
	
+1. 303	 0.115
Outcare Measure: Total Number of Signed Utterances Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Frostig Position in
Space	 1.113	 0.251	 0.612 0.805
Mobility Scale	 2.948	 0.893	 0.193J
	
-41.023	 10.101
MSIJJ and in camuinication with teachers) were the best predictors of sub-
sequent Blissymbol acquisition. Baseline rreasures of the use of symbols
in the school setting were also significant predictors of the total number
and length of symbol utterances produced at follcM-up. Mobility energed
as an additicnal predictor of total utterances produced; this is likely to
reflect the fact that the Bliss Users who were less severely physically
handicapped had greater opportunities to interact with others and also
were able to indicate symbols in a speedier and nore efficient manner, and
were therefore able to transmit nore (but not necessarily nore ccirlex)
symbol utterances in the tine-limited recording sessions. The predictors
of sign acquisition and use in the BSL (Makatcn) Group were rather different.
In this group, visuo-perceptual skills as assessed on the Frostig UIVP, and
manual and gross notor abilities on the P-A-C Agility and Mobility Scales,
canbined to give the best predictions of the number of Makaton Signs
acquired receptively and expressively and of the total number of signed
utterances produced in recordings at follow-up. Measures of the use of the
system at baseline did not errerge as significant predictors of these out-
care neasures, as they did for the Bliss group, although total signed
utterances produced was found to be a predictor of MSLU at follow-up. The
other 2 predictors of MSLU - the verbal imitation and sound developrent
scales - indicate that those children with better verbal abilities or
potential for speech at the start, were less likely to produce ccrplex
signed utterances at follow-up. This is entirely as expected.
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In each group of children, there were of course other independent variables
which correlated significantly with symbol/sign acquisition and use at out-
carE, including one or more of the follcing nEasures: IQ, Reynell
Expression and Carprehension Scores, imitative ability and use of gesture,
motivation to carniunicate, other nasures of baseline sign/symbol use,
parent attitudes, and indices of behavioural disturbance and physical handi-
cap. However, these variables did not contribute significantly to the
regression equations. It must be pointed out that many of these baseline
neasures were highly intercorrelated, and under such circumstances only 1
or 2 would enter the regression equation and the remainder would be
rejected. To take just one example, IQ was found to correlate significantly,
if modestly, with baseline EPV'r scores in the Bliss group, and with the
Agility Scale in the Makaton group. Thus the present findings would not
suggest that IQ, or measures such as the use of gesture or parental
attitudes, were irrelevant to sign/symbol acquisition and use, but rather
that these measures did not contribute anything more to the prediction of
outcarc than the variables already in the various regression equations.
It should also be noted that the regression coefficients presented in the
preceding tables are likely to be unstable because of the high inter-
correlations among many of the independent variables, and they should there-
fore be regarded with caution.
On the basis of the present findings it can be concluded that, in
addition to language carrehension and physical mobility, a significant
predictor of future performance in Bliss prograniis is carinunicative use
of Blissymbols during initial training, as measured by the length of symbol
utterances produced, the extent to which symbols are used in conversations,
and the extent to which others use the systea with the child at school.
Deich and Hodges (1982), Remington, Light and Porter (1981), Saya (1980)
and Song (1979) also found language carprehension test scores to correlate
positively with subsequent symbol acquisition, while Silverman, McNaughton
and Kates (1978) found existing measures of symbol acquisition and use to
be the best predictors of subsequent performance. The fact that IQ did not
rerge as the most significant predictor of the present subjects' symbol
acquisition and use at outcare, coupled with the earlier findings that the
severely handicapped subjects were able to learn and use at least sane
Blissymbols at baseline and showed significant increases on many of these
measures over time, would appear to argue against the current practice in
many schools of excluding low cognitive ability children fran Bliss
prograntres purely' on the basis of low scores on intelligence tests. One
inference that might be drawn f ran the present findings is that almost any
child could at least be tried on Bliss prograimes, and that performance
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during initial training is likely to give an indication of long-term
progress. Finally, the finding that extent of exposure to symbol use at
school was a significant predictor of outcai MSUJ is particularly note-
worthy, because it confirms the view that teachers and speech therapists
have an inortant positive role to play in influencing the user's progress
in Blissymbol mastery.
The implications of the present findings for assigning children to
signing progranrrs are altogether different, in that perceptual skills and
gross and fine motor skills aierged as the best predictors of subsequent
sign acquisition and use. These results provide support for Bryen and
Joyce's (1985) claim that visual and motor deficits would seriously hamper
efforts to teach signs. They further accord with Topper Zweiban's (1977)
finding that manual dexterity was a reliable indicator of success in a
signing prograxrrre. Patterns of poor performance in these areas are there-
fore likely to contra-indicate the use of signing with such children.
Alternatively if such children are to be placed in signing prograrrires, they
will require more intensive teaching regirrens than tend to be used at present.
Although it would appear that there are different sets of predictors
for each of the Bliss and Makaton groups, it must be stressed that the
regression analyses present only the best predictors for each group out of
a set of variables which are highly intercorrelated. The results thus
emphasize the differences between the groups in terms of predictors of
outcate. Hcever, MSLU, the total number of utterances produced, and the
use of augrrentative carinunication at baseline, which all emerged as
significant predictors in the Bliss group, also correlated significantly
with one or more of the outcare measures of sign acquisition and use in the
Makaton group. Similarly, the Frostig subtests and Mobility and Agility
Scales rerged as significant predictors of outcare in the Makaton group,
but also correlated significantly with one or more rreasures of outccsre in
the Bliss group (see Appendix 36). Thus outcare for the 2 groups is not
so differently predicted as it would first appear.
Chapter 46. Predictors of School and Hare Use
of Symbols and Signs
Although the baseline measures of parental attitude to sign/symbol
use and extent of exposure to the systems at hare and at school did not
rerge as significant predictors of Bliss and Makaton acquisition and use
at outcare, they did correlate significantly with sure of these outcare
measures. On theoretical grounds, too, this teacher/parent support factor
is caning to be recognized as an important part of what accounts for the
success of intervention progrannes (eq. Harris-Vanderheiden, Lippert, Yoder
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and Vanderheiden, 1979; Musselwhite and St. Louis, 1982). Without the
carrnitxrnt and involvement of parents and teachers, maximum generalization
and reinforcement of the children' s carrnunicative skills cannot be assured,
for clearly parents and teachers are already an important part of the
process of ccztrriunication with the child. It was therefore considered
worthwhile to examine which factors assessed at baseline were related to
the extent to which teachers and parents used the systems with the children
and to parental attitudes to the systems at follow-up.
Correlations between these 3 outcare measures of school and hane
support for the systems and all the baseline variables are presented in
Appendix 37.
There were very few correlates of the extent to which augmentative
systems were used in the schools. In the Bliss group this outcane measure
was positively correlated with the extent to which the children used symbols
and were understood by teachers at baseline, and it was negatively
correlated with social class and time spent in speech oriented language
training. In the BSL (Makaton) group the measure was positively correlated
with the children's physical status, level of symbolic play, and the extent
to whith they were understood by teachers. The absence of a greater number
of correlates of school use of the systems may well be due to the failure
to include more relevant measures, such as teacher attitudes and available
resources within schools, among the baseline variables.
In view of this, the determination of predictors of school use of the
systems at outcare is of limited value. As can be seen in Table 53.1, the
only independent variable to meet the statistical criteria for entering the
Table 53.1: Regression Coefficients Giving the Best Prediction
of Extent of School Use of Augirentative Systems
The Bliss Users:
Variables in Ezuation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Use of symbols in
conversation	 1.200	 0.362	 0.379
+1.900	 0.256
The BSL (Makaton) Users:
Variables in Fxjuation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Agility Scale	 0.242	 0.078	 0.446
+0.190	 0.850
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regression equation in the BI iss group was the extent to which the children
used Bliss conversationally at baseline, and it accounted for only 38% of
the variance in the outccxr xreasure. In the BSL (Makaton) group, the P-A-C
Agility Scale was the only significant predictor of the extent to which
schools used signs, arid it explained only 45% of the variance in this out-
ca maasure. This reinforces the earlier finding that significant irotor
deficits, especially those affecting the upper extremities, may be expected
to hamper efforts to teach signs. However, these predictors are clearly
of limited explanatory value. Future studies will need to explore attitu-
dinal factors and practices arrong school staff much rrore closely, if workers
in the field are to understand how best to create suitable environrrents
within schools in which augmentative systems can beccire fully a part of
school life.
The correlation and stepiise regression procedures provided rather
nore information on the variables influencing parent attitudes towards the
systems, and their use of the systems at follow-up. In the Makaton group,
favourable parental attitudes to the use of signs correlated significantly
only with parental attitudes at baseline. However, in the Bliss group
favourable parental attitudes correlated positively with the child's
language carprehension level, cairnunicative use of Bliss at baseline and
severity of physical handicap, and negatively with number of siblings.
And in both the Bliss and Makaton groups, actual use of the systems in the
hare was positively correlated with the children' s cognitive, perceptual,
gestural and/or language canprehension abilities, with the severity of
their speech musculature inpairnent and poor verbal imitation skills, and
(for the Bliss Users) with the extent to which they were rrvtivated to
ccxrinunicate and used Bi iss carrnunicatively at baseline. In other words,
where children were nore able and irore notivated to ccninunicate, but had
poor potential for speech carmunication, parents were nore likely to
appreciate the benefits of augnentative ccmnunication and so make use of
the systems with their children.
Again, only those baseline variables which correlated significantly
with parental attitude and use of the systems at outcare were included as
independent variables in the regression analyses for these ireasures. For
the Bliss group a ccinbination of 2 variables gave the best prediction of
parent attitudes (see Table 53.2). The child's use of sibols to indicate
needs and wants entered the equation first, and explained 44% of the
variance in outcare. The number of siblings the child had was the second
variable to enter the equation, and explained a further 18% of the variance
in the outccire ireasure. The only independent variable to significantly
predict the extent of hare use of Blissymbols at outcare was the Reynell
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Table 53.2: Regression Coefficients Giving the Best Predictions
of Parental Attitudes and Use of Blissyrnbolics
Outcare Measure: Parental Attitudes
Variables in Equation
Use of symbols to
indicate needs
No. of siblings




-0 .265	 0.095	 0.178J 0.615
	
+4.256	 0.275
Outcare Measure: Extent of Use of BLissymbols at Hare
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Reynell Canprehension
Scale	 0.071	 0.018	 0.468
	
-1.642	 0.843
Ccinprehension Scale, which accounted for 47% of the variance in this out-
care measure (see Table 53.2). These results indicate that parents are
less likely to have positive attitudes tcMards Bliss and to use the system
in the long term where their children have poor language canprehension
skills and make little caffnunicative use of the system fran the outset,
and also where the parents have irore children and thus presumably less tine
to devote to the handicapped child and to learning the augmentative
carinunication system. Confirmation for these results can be found in a
study by Silverman, McNaughton and Kates (1978), who also found that use
of Blissymbols at hcii was related to the number of siblings and relative
use of symbols and speech. The irrplications of these findings would be
that with such families, speech therapists and teachers may need to work
much harder at 'selling' the system and enlisting the cooperation of the
family to use the system with the child.
Different sets of predictors were identified in the BSL (Makaton)
group. In this group parental attitude to signing at baseline was the only
significant predictor of parental attitude at outcaTe, and explained 37%
of the variance in this measure (see Table 53.3). The best prediction for
extent of use of signing in the hare was given by a catbination of the
follcMing 4 independent variables: the P-A-C Mobility Scale, severity of
lTpairnent of the speech musculature, verbal imitation ability, and
behavioural disturbance on the Needleman Questionnaire. Together, these
4 variables accounted for 94% of the variance in outcare (see Table 53.3).
These findings predict that where signers are nre physically handicapped
and have nore behaviour problems, but less impairment of the speech














Table 53.3: Regression Coefficients Giving the Best Prediction of
Parental Attitudes Towards and Use of Makaton Signing
Outcare Maasure: Parental Attitudes
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Parental attitudes	 0.867	 0.326	 0.370
+0.743	 1.488
Outccne Maasures: Extent of Use of Signing at Hane
Variables in Equation Reg. Coef f . s S. E. of Reg. Coef f. s Variance Explained
!bbility Scale	 0.195	 0.029	 0.4231
Impairment of Speech
musculature	 0.373
Verbal imitation 	 -0.081
Need1nan Questionnaire -0.119
+0.674
systen in the hane. Again these findings have implications for practice,
in alerting speech therapists and teachers about the kinds of families who
might require particular attention and encouragement to use BSL (Makaton)
with their language impaired child in the hare environment.
chapter 47. Predictors of Spoken Language Ability
at Final Follow-up
The present study found that training in the use of Blissymbolics and
BSL (Makaton) Signing did not inhibit speech developrent, but in fact was
accanpanied by improvements in the children's spoken language abilities
(see Chapter 41.1). However, the results also showed wide variability in
the progress that was made on these measures, and an important question
concerns the characteristics of children who are likely to develop spoken
language when exposed to simultaneous carrnunication training, and those who
are not. The analysis of covariance procedures used in Chapter 41.2 pin-
pointed one factor that was relevant in this regard - in both the Bliss
and Makaton groups improvement on the spoken language measures was ITost
marked in the children who at baseline were able to use rrore than 3 spoken
rds. The children classed as mute at baseline also showed sate improve-
nents in speech over tine, but the improvements were far less striking in
their case. In the present chapter, steise regression procedures are
used to examine the role of this variable and of all other child
characteristics and background variables assessed at baseline in predicting
the children' s spoken language status at outcame. The 3 outcare measures
of spoken language ability which were included in the regression analyses
as dependent variables were: performance on the Reynell Expression Scale,
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the total number of spoken utterances produced during the recording
sessions, and the mean rrcrph 	 length of these utterances (MW).
Correlations between these outca measures and all the baseline
variables in each of the Bliss and BSL (Makaton) groups are presented in
Appendix 38. In both groups the outcaie measures were highly correlated
with the 6 baseline measures of spoken language ability (the Reynell
Expression Scale, the number of intelligible words, total sound developrent
scores, the verbal imitation test, the total number of spoken utterances
produced in recording sessions and their MW), and with a number of base-
line measures of symbol/sign acquisition and use. In the Bliss group, the
Reynell Expression Scale and MW at outcare also correlated significantly
with physical ability, impairment of the speech musculature, and notor
imitation test scores; while in the Makaton group the Reynell Expression
Scale and number of spoken utterances produced at outcare correlated with
nDtivation to ccmnunicate, language carprehension, social skills and
attending ability assessed at baseline. As already stated, only those
baseline measures which correlated significantly with each outcare measure
were included as independent variables in the regression analysis for that
measure.
The canbinations of independent variables giving the best predictions
for the 3 spoken language outcare measures are shown in Table 54.1 (for
the Bliss group) and Table 54.2 (for the Makaton group).
Table 54.1: The Bliss Users - Regression Coefficients Giving the Best
Prediction of Spoken Language Abilities at Follow-up
Outcare Maasure: Reynell Expression Scale
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
Reynell Expression
Scale	 1.048	 0.129	 0. 88f)




Outcane Maasure: Total Number of Spoken Utterances Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
MW	 12.545	 1.460	 0.804
- 0.107	 0.918



























Table 54.2: The BSL (Makaton) Users - Regression
Coefficients Giving the Best Prediction of
Spoken Language Abilities at Follow-up
Outccxrc Measure: Reynell Expression Scale
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s
	
Reynell Expression Scale 1.461	 0.118
No. signs produced	 0.366	 0.071
No. signs understood	 0.247	 0.076
Observation of








Outcaie Measure: Total Number of Spoken Utterances Produced
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
	




No. of signs understood 0.376 	 0.102	 0.114 0.894
No. spoken utt . s
produced	 2.067	 0.770	 0.077
-13.369	 5.177
Outcare Measure: MW
Variables in Equation Reg.Coeff.s S.E.of Reg.Coeff.s Variance Explained
	
Reynell Expression Scale 0.105 	 0.015	 0.816
	
-0.071	 0.171
In the Bliss group, various canbinations of baseline measures of spoken
language ability gave the best predictions for all 3 outcane measures. The
2 measures that reached significance in predicting Reynell Expression Scale
Scores at follow-up were the Reynell Expression Scale scores and the total
sound deve1oinent scores assessed at baseline. Together these 2 variables
explained 93% of the variance in the outcare measure. For the total number
of spoken utterances produced at outcare, only 1 baseline variable net the
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statistical criteria for entering the equation. This was MW of the spoken
utterances, and it explained 80% of the variance in outcae. The best
prediction of MW of the spoken utterances at f 011CM-up was given by a
canbiriation of 4 variables - MLU, number of spoken utterances produced,
number of intelligible words the children had and extent of impairnnt of
the speech musculature, which together explained 93% of the variance in
MW at outccxr.
In the BSL (Makaton) group, too, baseline maasures of verbal language
ability errrged as the riost significant predictors of spoken language
ability at f 011CM-up. However, in this group the number of Makaton signs
acquired at baseline also entered 2 of the regression equations as signi-
ficant predictors. A canbination of 4 variables gave the best prediction
of performance on the Reynell Expression Scale at outcare - Reynell
Expression Scale scores, the number of signs acquired at the expressive
and receptive levels, and attending ability during structured classroan
activities. Together, these 4 baseline variables explained 98% of the
variance in outca. For the total number of spoken utterances produced
at follow-up, 3 independent variables entered the regression equation and
accounted for 89% of the variance in the outcai maasure. These were
performance on the Reynell Expression Scale, the number of Makaton signs
acquired at the receptive level, and the total number of spoken utterances
produced. Outcaie Mlii of the spoken utterances produced was best predicted
by performance on the Reynell Expression Scale at baseline, which explained
82% of the variance in this outcane rreasure.
Thus in both groups, measures of spoken language ability assessed at
baseline (including scores on a test of language expression, catinunicative
use of speech arid integrity of the speech mechanisms) emerged as the best
predictors of subsequent spoken language ability; but in the Makaton group
sign acquisition and attending ability were also significant predictors of
outcane.
The irrortance of existing levels of spoken language in predicting
subsequent levels of speech mastery has been confirmed in the literature
on verbal language training with autistic children (Howlin, 1979; Lovaas,
Berberich, Perloff and Schaeffer, 1966), and also in the few sign training
studies which have explored the question of predictors of subsequent
progress. Konstantareas, Webster arid Oxman (1979) and Daniloff and Shafer
(1981) found that the use of verbalizations at the outset was a strong
predictor of subsequent oral productions; and Carr (1979), reviewing a
number of sign training studies with autistic children, concluded that
children who were mute and had poor verbal imitation skills at the outset
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tended to acxuire signing but not speech, whereas children with goal verbal
imitation skills or echolalia shcwed significant iiroveirents in both
signing and spoken language skills. These conclusions were confirmad in
2 subsequent controlled studies (Carr and Dores, 1981; Carr and Pridal,
1984). In the present investigation verbal imitation ability at baseline
did not errrge as a significant predictor of subsequent spoken language
level. Hver this rlEasure did correlate significantly with all the speech
outcate ireasures, as well as with the other baseline rreasures of spoken
language ability. When independent variables are highly intercorrelated,
only 1 or 2 will enter the regression equations, and the remainder will be
rejected. On the basis of the present findings, then, it would appear that
verbal imitation is just 1 of a number of ireasures of verbal ability which
correlate with spoken language levels at outcare, arid it may or may not
errerge as a significant predictor of subsequent spoken language ability,
depending on whether other neasures of spoken language are included in the
analysis.
The finding that the number of signs acquired at baseline was also a
significant predictor of performance on the Reynefl Expression Scale and
total number of spoken utterances prcduced at outca, has not been
previcRisly docurrented in the literature. In itself this result cannot be
taken as evidence that signing facilitates spoken language expression,
since the high rriiltiple correlations that were found indicate only shared
variance between the independent and outcare ireasures, and not that the
variables are causally related. Nevertheless, this finding is suggestive
of a facilitation effect for signing on oral production. Future controlled
research on this question is needed.
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PAI VIII: DISCUSSION OF THE MAJOR FINDIN3S AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR AU(E2fl'ATIVE SYSTEM TEACHIt
Past training and research studies provided little information on
augmentative system users' patterns of developing ccmnunication skills.
They typically focused on the assessment of symbol/sign identification,
but gave minimal attention to the syntactic and semantic form of augmen-
tative caiuiunication, and to the question of how such systems are actually
used in natural conversational environments. The results of the present
investigation show that over an l8-nDnth period severely language impaired
cerebral palsied children were able to acquire at least sane Blissymbols
and Makaton Vocabulary signs, and that they were able to use these to
express their thoughts in a way that was understood by others. However,
despite the gains that were made, the study also revealed severe limitations
in the repertoires of signs/symbols acquired, and all the children continued
to show critical deficits in their carrnunication and interaction skills
at follow-up. The impression gained was a rather depressing picture of
poor augirentative system use, with the children appearing primarily as
respondents and passive partners in interactions and producing few
utterances during recording sessions, these being nostly one sign or symbol
long and rrostly responses rather than spontaneous initiations.
At baseline, when they had been in training prograrires for an average
of 10½ rrE)nths, the Bliss Users had acquired a mean of just over 50 symbols,
and the BSL (Makaton) Signers were able to understand and produce a mean
of approximately 30 signs. While the numbers of symbols and signs acquired
increased significantly by Follow-up III (to means of just over 100 symbols
and 70 signs), the children' s vocabulary repertoires remained extrrely
limited in 'real rms, when carpared with the thousands of words available
to speaking 5- and 6-year-olds. One of the nst striking features of
their sign and symbol productions was the paucity of utterances produced
during the semi-structured conversational recording sessions. Whereas
speaking children would be expected to produce between 100 and 200 utterances
in such recordings (Crystal, Fletcher and Garman, 1976), the Bliss and
Makaton Users produced means of only 13 and 11 utterances respectively at
baseline, rising to means of just 21 and 25 total utterances at final
follow-up. Less than half of these utterances involved sign/symbol
canbinations. In addition to the picture of general delay on the syntactic
measures, there were also many significant gaps in production, and carplex
syntactic structures and even same early structures (eg. negatives,
cawnands, adjectives) were rarely or never used. Semantic analysis of the
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baseline sign and symbol utterances revealed similar types of relational
neanings to those expressed by younger normal children, thereby high-
lighting the universality of the early 2-term snantic relations (Brown,
1973). But the children' s subsequent caibinations over the following 1½
years did not keep pace, in terms of their average length and canpiexity,
with those reported for normal children, and nost rained 1 or 2 signs!
symbols long. Pragmatic analysis, too, revealed severe restrictions in
the range of carinunicative functions that were expressed at baseline, with
over 85% of all sign and symbol utterances expressing only 4 ccliinunicative
functions. Again, there were few changes in the range and relative
frequencies of carinunicative functions expressed at follow-up. It is thus
clear that the ccmiiunications expressed by the Bliss and Makaton Users did
not parallel those produced by younger speaking children, and that progress
in systn use tended to be extrly slow. The children' s Utterances were
quantitatively very different fran those of normal speakers, but there were
also sa notable qualitative differences, with many early syntactic
structures and pragmatic functions not being used at all.
Teachers' and parents' responses to the structured questionnaires were
equally disappointing, in showing little generalization of sign and symbol
use fran formal training sessions to other school and hare settings. At
baseline the children rarely used the augrientative system in interactions
with peers or adults other than parents and class teachers, and even then
only 30% of them used the systems consistently with their parents and 15%
used the systems reliably with speech therapists or class teachers. There
were sate qualitative irrprovemants over tirre in Itotivation to ccrrinunicate
and in the use of signs and symbols to express needs and desires and to
engage in conversations. However, by Follow-up III two-thirds of the
sarrçle were still rated as not using the systems reliably for these purposes
at hane and at school.
As discussed in earlier chapters, there are a number of factors that
are likely to account for this picture of poor augnentative system use.
Successful augrrentative carinunication depends first and forenost on
notivated ccirrnunicative behaviour f ran the individual. But physically
handicapped and minimally verbal children, such as those constituting the
present sanple, typically bring to social interactions well established
patterns of non-car,nunication and passivity. Their poor notivation is not
difficult to understand in the light of their limited physical, cognitive
and social experiences. Their needs and wants are often autcznatically
provided for, so that they have no pressing need to carnu.inicate. They are
seldctn given opportunities to participate jn decision making or to exert
any meaningful control over their environrrents. Their attesrpts to make
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themselves understood may take great effort and often meet with failure,
which is likely to discourage further ccirinunicative attenpts. rt)reover,
adults may discourage them frcrn attempting to ccmriunicate because this
makes their care nore tine-consuming. As Yoder and Kraat (1983) point out,
when an auenthtive system is introduced the individual is suddenly being
asked to shift fran a passive role to one of initiating cairnunications.
It is little wonder that this cannot be achieved inirediately.
Mditional factors that may account for the poverty of the children' s
augireritative catinunication interactions relate to the unique features of
the systems themselves. Symbol and sign transmission is considerably slower
than speech (Foulds, 1980), which means that the faster verbal partner has
the power to control interactions, while nonverbal cainiunicators have
difficulty in gaining conversational entry and contributing to interactions.
They may reduce utterances to the least number of signs/symbols, or even
use gestures or vocalizations instead of signs/symbols, to effect speedier
carrnunication. The verbal partner, too, is unlikely to encourage lengthy
cctrrnunications because they are so tine-consuming. Augrrentative system
users also have restricted sign and symbol vocabulary sets, which means
that they are capable of expressing nLich less, since many meanings and
forrn of expression are not available to them.
There can be little doubt, however, that a large part of the blane
f or the poor augnentative system use found in the present study lies with
the training practices adopted in the schools. The present investigation
found very limited exposure to sign and symbol training, with the Bliss
Users receiving a mean of only 1 hour 49 minutes and the Makaton Signers
a mean of 1 hour 23 minutes of formal teaching time per week at baseline.
Moreover, only 1 Signer was exposed to signing throughout the school day;
and for one-quarter of both the Bliss and Makaton Users, their only ex-
posure to augirentative carniunication occurred in the formal teaching
sessions. Over tine there was a slight decrease in weekly teaching tine.
Ecposure to the systems outside of formal sessions improved slightly, but
by the final follow-up, 62% of the children were still receiving exposure
to the systems wholly or largely in formal training sessions only. Further-
nore, relatively few of the teachers or speech therapists (20% at base-
line and 57% at final follow-up) reported using specific strategies to
foster spontaneous use of the systems and generalization outside of formal
training settings.
These findings carry implications for re-examining the augirentative
cczrrnunication training approaches currently in use. Clearly, the lack of
continuous exposure to signs and symbols in schools will limit the rate of
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vocabulary acquisition and level of use obtained. If the children's long-
standing cczmiunication deficits are to be overcat, and if their augman-
tative systems are to becane fully functional, they will need to be in-
volved in training for much longer than just 1½ hours a week, and schools
will need to make a far greater carrnitment to the use of the systems, not
only in formal sessions but throughout the school day. This would, after
all, simply place the system user in a situation caiparable with that of
the normal child learning to talk. Language develops out of the continuous,
ongoing process of an individual's daily interactions with others, and not
through occasional and short-term efforts (Light, 1985). To this end, an
important aspect of intervention prograirines will involve ensuring the
camiitnent of all school staff to using the systems, and training them in
the skills required for receiving and transmitting sign/symbol massages, so
that they can becane effective models for the language handicapped child.
Light (1985) points out that just as speaking children seem to acquire
language best fran hearing spoken language around them, so too sign and
symbols users would be likely to develop more effective interaction
strategies if exposed to skilled models of system use. Intervention will
also probably need to address the question of helping verbal partners to
modify their n patterns of interacting with language impaired children,
including relinquishing their daninance over interactions and follcing
the leads which the children present, providing the system user with
sufficient opportunities, time and incentives to express sign/symbol
massages, and discouraging the autanatic provision of all the child's needs
and wishes even before they are requested. The present study was unable
to shed much light on predictors of the extent to which schools were
prepared to implement the use of Blissymbolics and Makaton Signing in every-
day school settings, since information on relevant background factors was
not gathered. It is hoped that future research will be able to identify
teacher attitudes and school practices which are likely to foster greater
adoption of augirentative systems by the schools.
It is also likely that in order to overcane the nonverbal, physically
handicapped child's well established patterns of passivity and poor
motivation to ccmnunicate, more sophisticated teaching methods will be
required than those which are currently employed - that is, techniques
which focus on training actual caiinunicative use within the natural
environment. Strategies such as providing instruction across a range of
people (including peers and strangers) in different settings, and creating
situations where the child can use the augrrentative system to express
choice and exert control over naturally occurring events, can be valuable
in achieving generalization of system use. Such approaches have already
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been successfully implemented in a few research studies (eg. Carr and
tres, 1981; Nietupski and Hainre-Nietupski, 1979; Oliver and Halle, 1982).
Carr and Kologinsky (1983), for exanple, taught children to sign spon-
taneously for reinforcers,using a canbination of pranpting, fading and
differential reinforcement techniques. They were successful in establishing
spontaneous signing, which generalized across people and settings. There
is a need for the further developient and evaluation of such instructional
techniques to foster greater spontaneous usage and generalization of symbol
and sign use.
Recent work on the pragmatic and semantic features of emergent child
language offers valid direction for the content of augrrentative ccxtnuni-
cation intervention progranines. A logical approach to increasing the
functional language of augnentative system users is to focus fran the start
on teaching language forms and functions that have specified utility in
the child's irniediate environment (Oliver and Halle, 1982). For example
teaching the request function is probably the best way to teach children
that language is a useful tool for achieving personal goals. Other functions
for which children noi:ally use language include: establishing contact with
others, manipulating others' actions, and getting information (Dore, 1977;
Halliday, 1975). In the present study it was found that the children used
their augirentative systems to express a very limited range of camiunicative
functions. Teachers must therefore work on increasing the number and type
of camiunicative functions expressed. The children must be encouraged to
use these functions in situations where they are important and rewarding,
taught how to by example, and given the means (i.e. appropriate vocabulary)
to express them.
Problems with generalization have also to be interpreted in the
context of potential problems of parent resistance to the use of augrrentative
systems. Little generalization can be expected if those within the child's
hare environment are unwilling to approve and make use of the systems. In
the present study it was found that few parents made serious and consistent
efforts to use Blissymbols and Makaton Signing. At baseline there were
only 2 children (both using r4akaton) who received frequent exposure to
augrrentative carinunication in the hare environment. The 2 systems were
not used at all in the hares of 35% of the Bliss Users and 25% of the
Makaton Signers, while the remaining children received very limited exposure
to the systems at hare. On the question of parental attitudes to system use,
it was found that, although no parents were totally opposed to the use of
the systems, about 50% were reluctant to give them full approval. There
was sane improvement in parental attitudes over tine, but by Follow-up III
32% of the parents were still reluctant to fully approve the use of the
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systems with their children. &reover, at this point the systems were
seldciii or never used in the hares of 40% of the Bliss Users and 14% of the
Makaton Signers, and they were only occasionally used in the hares of a
further 40% of Bliss Users and 64% of Makaton Signers.
Clearly parents are unlikely to encourage their children to use
augmentative systems if they themselves are not fully convinced of the need
f or them. The above findings therefore suggest that speech therapists and
teachers need to rk harder at enlisting the cooperation of parents and
helping them to understand and accept these rrethods of carinunication, for
example by demonstrating their advantages for the child, by stressing that
the systems will not inhibit speech development (as was found in the present
study), by providing them with information fran past research on the benefits
of such training, and by demonstrating success with other children using
canparable systems. A variety of prograrrire incentives could be introduced
to increase family participation in sign/symbol use, for example agreeing
performance contracts with the teacher, and deciding on special activities
following specific gains in child performance (Baker, 1976). Arranging
social occasions and teaching activities for the families of sign and symbol
users could also help to pranote positive attitudes towards the systems.
Statistical analysis highlighted a number of factors, assessed at baseline,
which predicted parental attitudes and the adoption of augmentative systems
by families at final follow-up. In the case of the Bliss Users, it was
found that where children had poor language carprehens ion and made limited
use of Bliss at baseline, and where parents had larger families, they were
less likely to use Bliss in the hare. In the Signing group, it was found
that where the children were more physically handicapped and had more
behaviour problems, but less impairment of the speech musculature, parents
were less likely to incorporate signing into the hare environment. The
implications are that such parents will need particular attention and
encouragTent fran speech therapists and teachers, if they are to look
favourably on augrrentative carniunication and use the systems with their
language irrpaired children.
An i.nportant question that needs to be addressed when deciding to
iirpleuent an augrrentative carrnunication system with a given child, is the
type of system to be selected. Concern about the arbitrary criteria that
are often used in assigning children to symbol or sign prograrrrres, was, in
fact, one of the starting points for the present investigation. The results
showed very few significant differences between the Bliss and Makaton
groups in terms of acquisition and use of the systems at baseline, arid in
terms of irrprovrents in sign and symbol use over time. Furthermore, with
only one exception, the few differences which were found between the two
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groups disappeared when differences in IQ, language caTiprehension and
severity of physical handicap were taken into account. These results
suggest that, overall, neither augmentative rrcde has any obvious advantages
over the other in terms of ease of acquisition or use. Ha. ever, this does
not mean that for individual children either system would be equally
successful. Indeed, there was considerable variability anong the children
within each group, both in the number of signs/symbols acquired and the
mariner in which they were used at baseline, and in terms of the anount of
progress that was made on these measures over time.
In the Bliss group,the nost important predictors of symbol acquisition
and use at outcare were the measures of language cariprehens ion (on the
English Picture Vocabulary Test) and the ccxrrnunicative use of symbols
assessed at baseline. One inference that might be drawn fran this is that
airrost any child could at least be started on a Bliss prograrrine, and that
performance during initial training is likely to give an indication of
subsequent progress. It will be recalled that of the present subjects,
the children assigned to the Bliss prograirtes were nore severely physically
handicapped but rrore cognitively able than the children placed in the
Makaton progranires. This finding, which confirms Kiernan, Reid and Jones'
(1982) survey results, indicates that schools see BSL (Makaton) as appro-
priate for severely mentally handicapped children, and that they tend to
exclude 1cM cognitive ability children f ran Blissymbol prograrrires because
they believe that such children are unable to cope with Bliss. However, in
the present study IQ did not emerge as a significant predictor of symbol
acquisition and use at outcare. This finding, coupled with the fact that
the severely mentally handicapped Bliss Users were able to acquire and use
at least sane Blissymbols and progress in their use over time, argues against
the current practice of excluding children fran Bliss prograirrnes purely on
the basis of IQ. As already noted, other indices of performance would
appear to be nore relevant to this decision.
In the BSL (Makaton) group perceptual skills and gross and fine notor
abilities assessed at baseline emerged as the Irost significant predictors
of subsequent sign acquisition and use. 1'breover, in the case of the two
children with whan Makaton teaching was eventually abandoned because of
lack of progress, the children's extrly limited notor abilities were
given as the primary reason. These findings would suggest that where
children have limited irotor and perceptual skills, they would be itore likely
to make progress if assigned to a symbol prograrrine rather than to a signing
progranue. The above findings on predictors of outcare performance must
await confirmation f ran future studies. Hopefully, as rrore information is
gathered on this question, teachers and clinicians will becarie nore precise
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in identifying children who will be likely to benefit nore fran one
ca-rTnunication node than another.
Other aspects of the children's functioning which were assessed at
baseline and follow-up, included: levels of expressive and receptive spoken
language, representational skills, social skills, attending ability and
behavioural difficulties. One of the criteria for selecting the present
sample of cerebral palsied Bliss and Makaton Users was that they had no
speech or largely unintelligible speech, with no rtore than approximately
30 intelligible spoken words. But in addition to their limited spoken
language, the children all also showed substantial receptive language im-
paiimnt at baseline, as well as deficits in the understanding and use of
gesture and symbolic play. Thus their linguistic deficits extended beyond
the expression and canprehension of speech, into the areas of representa-
tional abilities and inner language. These deficits are not difficult to
understand when considered within the context of their severe physical,
cognitive and carinunicative handicaps. They also showed a high frequency
of attentional deficits when observed in structured classroan activities,
and higher rates of problem behaviours were reported by parents and teachers,
when ccnpared with children in the general population. In both the Bliss
and Makaton groups there were significant irnproverrents over the four assess-
mant periods on the cognitive and visual perception tests, on the neasures
of language canprehension arid use of gestures, and on the ratings of social
skills, appropriate classroc*n behaviours and attending ability. Increased
concentration and social interaction, and reduction in aggressive behaviour,
have also been reported in other sign and symbol training studies (eg. Duncan
and Silverman, 1977; Wherry and Edwards, 1983). However, even by the third
follow-up period, the children rined severely impaired in all these
areas when canpared with normal children. Moreover, in the absence of
control groups, it is not possible to attribute the increases that were
found to the sign and symbol training prograniTes. It can be concluded only
that gains in desirable behaviours and in cognitive and linguistic abilities
occur in the context of such progranries, and that these gains do not depend
on the type of augnentative system introduced, since there were no significant
differences between the arrounts of inproverrent shown by the Bliss and BSL
(Makaton) groups on these neasures.
The impact of augnentative caimunication systems on the user's speech
output is crucial since, as Silverman (1980) points out, if they are found
to have a deleterious effect in this area, teachers and parents might
justifiably be opposed to their introduction if there is any chance that
the child could learn to carrnunicate with speech. In the present study,
both the Bliss and Makaton groups showed increases in spoken language
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abilities over tiii, in terms of the number of intelligible words they
used, performance on tests of language expression, and the total number of
spoken utterances produced in recording sessions. These findings accord
with earlier (largely anecdotal) reports of progress in vocalizations or
speech accaTipanying sign and symbol teaching (eg. Daniloff and Shafer, 1981;
Hobson and Duncan, 1979; Porter and Schroeder, 1980). However, even by the
third follow-up period, the children's spoken language abilities remained
extremely limited. At this time, 50% of the Bliss group and 29% of the
Makaton group still had no nore than 3 intelligible spoken words. This
finding clearly justifies the teachers' and speech therapists' initial
decision to place these children in augmentative caritiunication training
prograimis. Again, in the absence of control conditions, it is unclear
whether the gains that were found in the children's spoken abilities were
due to the facilitative effects of sign/symbol learning, or to other factors
such as increased attention and stimulation, the introduction of a structured
language teaching prograrrii, or to the children's own maturation. At this
point, it can be concluded only that augmentative camunication training
does not hinder the develoitnt of speech. It must also be pointed out that
not all the children improved in spoken language ability to the sane extent.
In both the Bliss and Makaton groups, the children's initial speech levels
emerged as the best predictors of speech levels at outccn. But in the
Makaton group, sign acquisition was also a significant predictor of outcctre.
This may be seen as suggestive of a facilitation effect of signing on oral
production, but at present this claim must remain highly tentative.
The finding that sign and symbol use does not hamper the develoçnnt
of speech will hopefully help to change the widely held view of augmentative
systems as 'last resort' techniques, and serve to strengthen the argument for
their early inplientation with ccimiunicatively handicapped and high-risk
infants, in conjunction with speech therapy. Unfortunately, many progrannes
defer the introduction of sign and symbol systems until children are of
school age or even older, and have denonstrated several years of failure in
traditional speech therapy (?cDade, Simpson and Booth, 1980). In the present
study, too, the children's average age when first introduced to Blissymbolics
or Makaton Signing was 5 years 2 nonths. Given the importance of early
language learning for cognitive, social and errotional deve1orent, the early
inplerrEntation of augmentative training for children with severe expressive
language irrpaintent cannot be emphasized enough. In this way, years of
frustration with traditional speech therapy approaches can be avoided, and
the establishment of initature and limiting carinunication patterns may
possibly be prevented (Archer, 1977).
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APPEIDIX 1: Grapic Examples of Syntol Systns
A. Peabody Rebus Symbols - an example of the use of Rebus syiTtols to
construct the sentence "The girl is sitting on the floor'
(from Clark, Davies and Woodcock, 1974)
1+






B. Picsyms - an example of the use of Picsyras to form the nssage "We
eat cookies and drink milk" (from Carison, 1982)




C. Makatcri Sytnbols - (from Makata Vocabulary Develoçrrent
Project, 1985)
I	 sit	 chair
D. Blissyrrtolics - sara exarr1es of syrrbol utterances forned according
to Bliss syntax (from Ross, 1979)
The syntax order used is of a basic S V 0 structure e.g.
	
o	 I see (the) house
Question forms maintain this order but are preceded by the appropriate question
symbol e.g.
	
1!J Ii 0	 (Do) I see (the) house?
® Ii	 O When (do) I see (the) house?
Negative symbols generally precede the verb e.g.
I (do) not see (the) house
Negative questions follow the struqure e.g.
	
w i -' o	 (Do) I not see (the) house?
The imperative is formed by preceding the sequence of symbols by ' e.g.
	o 	 See (the) house!
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APPDIX 1: Contd
E. Non-SLIP - an example of the e of NCt-SLIP plastic syr!tols to
construct the sentce "The girl is sitting on the
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	 thp the Severity of Physical Handicap
(Rutter, Graham and Yule, 1970)
0 NONE	 - no handicap
1 SLIGI-Ir - inability to perform strentxus or stressful activities such as
sport, long hikes or physical education; restriction of such
activities or difficulty or discttnfort in their performance.
This rating is used where there is a slight imp or where
surgical shoes or other minor aids are worn.
2 MODERATE- inability to perform ordinary activities, restriction of such
activities or difficulty or discomfort in their performance
(but to an extent less marked than that covered by the severe'
rating). This rating is used where there is a marked lirrp,
where crutches are used, or where there is only a limited
ability to walk distances. It is also used where the child is
slo, in his self-care but is independent or, at rrost, needs
minor help with daily activities (e.g. washing back, brushing
hair).
3 SEVERE - substantial help needed with daily activities such as dressing,
undressing, feeding and washing. This rating is also applied
where the child r&juires special transport or is unable to go
out unacc*rpanied.
4 'BrAL OR ALNOST 'IOTAL INCAPACITY - the child needs help with all or
nearly an daily activities.
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APPDIX 4: The Progress Assessnent Charts -
Mobility and Agility Scales (Gunzburg, 1977)
G1DSS M)rOR SKILLS
To be filled in by teacher /speech therapist
Nanof Child: ________________________	 Date: __________________
Filledin by: ______________________ School: ________________
Please tick the itr which are applicable to the child. Most of the
items draw on your knowlede and day-to-day observation of the child.
For a few itenis, hcMever, you may need to test whether the child is
capable of performing the particular task under consideration.
Mobility
) 1. Balances head
When in upright position the infant/child is able to hold up
head, so that it is not necessary to support it for him.
( ) 2. Sits with slight support.
The infant's/child's back should be strong enough that he can sit
propped up by pillcMs for at least 5 minutes. Credit the item if
the child can already sit unsupported.
) 3. Sits with fairly straight back and without support for short
periods. Score this item if the child can sit up, not slouched
over, without support for at least 5 minutes.
( ) 4. Pulls hinEelf upright, stands when holding on.
Score this point if the child can pull himself into a standing
position and maintain it while holding on for at least 3 minutes.
Credit the point if he can already stand unsupported.
) 5. Gets about by creeping or crawling.
Credit if child can nove about quite freely by creeping, crawling,
or shuffling on his/her bottcxn. Credit also if the child has
passed this stage and can walk without help.
C ) 6. Devises maans of getting objects he wants.
Credit this item if the child is able to obtain what he wants when
the task is nore difficult than siirply crawling across the floor,
eg. when he/she sees a toy behind a chair and noves the chair to
reach the toy.
The point here is that the child is able to irove himself about in
a purposeful fashion
) 7. Walks with help.
Credit if the child can take at least 5 steps, either with his hand
held, holding on to fuxriture or with a walking aid. Credit is




Child can take at least S steps without holding on and without
a walking aid.
( ) 9. Walks upstairs, both feet together on each step.
Credit if the child can walk up at least 4 steps by himself. He
may use a handrail, but must "walk" not "creep".
10. Walks &wnstairs, both feet together on each step.
Credit as in item 9.
) 11. Runs.
The child can run freely, flexing the knees with each step.
( ) 12. WalkS upstairs, one foot per step, without support.
For this item the child should:
(a)be able to walk up 8-10 stairs by himself without using a
handrail, and
(b)place one foot on the first step, the other on the second
step and so on.
( ) 13. WalkS &jnstairs, one foot per step, without support.
Soore as for item 12.
Agility
) 1. Tries to reach an object with hands but overshoots.
ny attrt to reach for objects is sufficient to soore here.
Credit is also given if the child has passed this stage.
) 2. Manipulates objects.
Soore this point if the child can manipulate either an object
held in his hand or one that is hanging within his reach.
) 3. Reaches for objects by leaning forward.
Credit this point if the child, when in a sitting position, can
lean forward to reach scirething, and in so deing &es not over-
balance. Soore the item even if he es not attain the object.
C ) 4. Throws objects to floor.
The child, sitting in a chair, deliberately throws toys etc. to
the floor. Credit the item also if the child has passed this stage.
) 5. Looks for fallen objects by bending over.
When the child is sitting in a chair and drops objects over the
side, he sciretLmas looks to see where they have gone. Credit this
item also if the child has passed this stage.
6. Aligns two or Trore bricks.
Soore this item if the child can place cubes or bricks in rows.
Contd./
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7. Can kick a ball without falling.
The child can kick a football or large rubber ball and maintain
his balance (accuracy of direction is not necessary at this stage).
8. Thrcws ball intentionally without falling.
The child can stand and throw a ball without losing his balance.
The accuracy of the throw is not important.
9. Picks up an object without falling.
The child, when standing, can bend over and pick up an object
without falling or sitting down.
10. Can juTp with both feet.
The child can jUruD up and down in the sama place keeping his feet
together and landing on his toes and flexing his knees while he
does so.
( ) 11. Opens doors.
Score this point if the child can open a door by turning a knob
or handle and pulling or pushing it open.
12. Seats himself at table.
This point is credited if the child is able to sit down in a chair
and pull himself up to a table. Chair and table must be of
appropriate size.
13.Takes lid off and puts it back on a box.
This refers to an ordinary cardboard box on which the top over-
laps the sides to soma extent.
( ) 14. Jurrs with both feet off bottcin step without roguiring support.
To score on this item the child must keep both feet together and
must not use the handrail.
( ) 15. Stands on one foot for short periods.
The child can stand for at least 5 seconds on one foot. He may
wobble a bit but must not lose his balance.
C ) 16. Can stand on 'tip-toe' for at least 10 secxxids on at least 3 out
of 5 trials. Score this item even if child has to do sr
wriggling to maintain balance.
C ) 17. Can skip on both feet.
Using an ordinary skipping rope the child can turn the rope
himself and skip on both feet not less than three tiires in
succession at least once in 10 trials.
Contd./
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18. Uses playground apparatus in a fairly safe and assured
manner (swings, see-saw, etc.).
The point should be credited if the child:
(a)Is neither timid nor over-confident in his play with
the above apparatus.
(b)Can generally be left to play on the playground without
constant supervision and without ci den , and
(c)Can apply his physical agility to keep the apparatus
under control eg. slcw ck,wn when the swing is too high.
( ) 19. Can balance on 'tip-toe' while bending forward.
The child can, on at least 3 out of 5 trials, stand on
tip-toe while bending forward (a) with both feet together,
(b) with arms behind his back, and (c) WithOut trying
to regain balance by shifting frat his place or sinking
back Cn his heels.
20. Can balance on 'tip-toe' in crouched position.
The child should go down in a crouched position and balance
on tip-toe for 10 seconds whilst stretching out his arirs to
keep his balance. Give 3 trials.
MANY THPNKS FOR YOUR HELP
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APPENDIX 5: Verbal Imitation Test
(Kiernan and Jones, 1982)
"Say ...." (give the child two trials per item)
	
A. l.basinboy	 B 1.bang
2. m as in man	 2. cat
3. d as in cbg	 3. dog
4. n as in no	 4. good
5. p as in pipe
	 5. hoop
6. s as in see	 6. irouse
7. f as in fat	 7. no
8. g as in go	 8. pie
9. k as in cat	 9. saw
10. h as in hat	 10. teeth
11. t as in toy	 II. watch






APPENDIX 6: Scoring Criteria for the Test of
Expression of Gesture








(1) Touching shoe or foot(2) Miming putting sock on foot
(1) Smiple thr,ing rrovnit/mflts shape of ball(2) Accurate thrcMing and/or catching Trovemants, or several
bouncing ir0Ve!rEttS
(1) Mcxrntaxy vertical raising of the hand in the air, or
touching rrouth, or 'flaking chewing rrovnents with the xrouth(2) Movnt suggesting holding a spoon and bringing it to the
rrouth
(1) Single zroverrcnt of hand near or cxi the head(2) Repeated brushing novemants on or near the head(1) Mctrintary vertical raising of hand in the air, or touching
rrouth
(2) Raising hand to the rrouth and rroving head or nouth appropriately
in relation to it
(1) Moveiient suggesting pushing a toy car, or making' car related'
sounds
(2) Repeated rrovrents suggesting pushing a toy car back and forth,
or miming driving notions (turning the steering wheel).












Miming holding a pencil, or making one imaginary stroke with
pencil
Miming holding a pencil and drawing several imaginary strokes
Mcziientary vertical raising of hand near or on head
Repeated cathing novrts on or near head
Marcntary vertical raising of the hand in the air, or touching
nouth, or making chewing riovients with the rrouth.
Repeated imaginary cutting strokes
Pointing to the floor
Repeated bshing rroverents directed at the floor
Pointing to the garden (eg. through windc) or to the floor
Miming digging novrnts directed at the floor
Words:
Laughing (1) Mouth open wide, or smiling facial expression
(2) Two or rrore of the following: irouth open wide, jerking novemants
of body or nouth, laughing sounds
(1) Indicating one or rrore parts of the body
(2) Repeated rubbing of hands, face or other parts of the body
(1) Pointing to eyes, or closing eyes, or yawning, or reclining
xrovennt of head or body
(2) Two or rrore of above(1) Marntazy raising of hand in the air, or pointing to irouth
(2) Repeated chewing irovnts
(1) Puckering eyes or nouth, or pointing to eyes, or making
crying sounds(2) Two or rrore of above
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APPEI'DIX 7: Calculation of Mean Length of Utterance in Morphies
(Brown. 1973)
1. An utterance is defined as any remark which is marked off from
preceeding and following remarks by pauses, or which, when written,
can be separated fran other remarks by full stops.
2. All exact repetitions of utterances are counted. Stuttering is
marked as repeated efforts at a single word; the word is counted
once in the rrost complete form produced. Where a word is repeated
for emphasis, each occurrence is counted.
3. Fillers eg. 'nm', 'oh' are excluded. 'No, 'yeh', 'hi', are counted.
4. Compound words ('see-saw' • 'easter egg'), proper narres and ritualized
duplications ('night-night') count as single words.
5. All irregular past tenses ('got', 'went') count as single rrorphenes.
6. All diminutives count as single norphens.
7. All auxiliaries are calculated as separate rrorpherres. Catenatives
('wanna', 'gonna') count as single norphenies.
8. All inflections (pessessive, plural, regular tense endings etc.)
count as separate nDrpherres.
9. Only fully transcribed utterances are used. Utterances in which
one or rrore words are inct*rprehensible are excluded fran the count.
10. MW is coriputed by dividing the total nuirber of rrorphemas in the
sample by the total number of utterances counted.
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APPEDIX 8: The LPJSP Assessrrnt Chart
(Crystal 1
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APPENDIX 9: Semantic Relations for Classification of
Multi-term Siqn, Syrrbol and Spoken Utterances
(Brc*,n, 1973; MadDonald, 1978)
Guidelines for classification:
1. The categories are defined semantically rather than gramatically.
Therefore a child may use incorrect grammatical markings, such as word
order, to express a relation. Yet as long as its maaning is clear fran
the context in which it is uttered, the utterance is appropriately
classified.
2. The notion of category can imply riore than a single word. For example,
the category of Location can be a prepositional phrase (eg. jjj fhe
garden").
3. Words of any grarrinatical class may function as several semantic units.
For example, the word "up" may be an Action, Object or Location, as in
"up baby", "want up" and "lold up" respectively. Only the full
environrtnta1 context will determine the semantic nature of the
utterance.
4. The use of "here" and "there' in the final position, with nonlinguistic
context supporting the notion of location, is interpreted as conveying
a Location (eg. "box here", as the child noves a box to a new location).
5. The prepositions "in", "on", "off", "out" etc., when used in the
context of intended action, are interpreted as conveying an Action
(eg. "shoe on", as the child puts on shoes).
6. Interrogatives and imperatives are, where possible, categorized as one
of the basic semantic relations (eg. "my ball?" is classified as
rrodifler - head). I&ever, utterances like "what that?" are considered
as 'other constructions', since they cannot be classified as one of
the basic relational rreanings listed.
7. Items such as articles and auxiliary verbs are not considered to
express a semantic function. Thus "boy throws ball" and "the boy
throws the ball" are both considered as three-term semantic relations.
8. Single semantic units (eg. "garden", "in the garden") are not analyzed.
A. Two - term Semantic Relations:
Category	 Definition
Agent - Action: An utterance which expresses an action being made by
a person or thing. The agent may be saeone or
scxething which is perceived as having its own
notivating force and causing an action or process.
Most agents are animate, but a few are not. Actions
involve perceived rTovnt. Particles fran
separable verbs may also be used as if they nama
actions (eg. "boy off"). Experiencer + State is
another form of the Agent + Action relation and is
included in this category. The Experiencer is
maritally disposed in sare Wciy or is having a given
experience.
Exarr)les: I blow, baby hurt, man love, John funny,
I want, boy go.
Action - Object: A statnt that an action is made on a direct object.
An object is sareone or scirething either undergoing a
change of state or simply receiving the force of an
action.
Examples: want it, see sock, open dor, hug John.
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Agent - Object: This relation refers to $aone or scirthing in
direct interaction with another person or thing.
Examples: Eve lunch, Daddy sanich, ma hat, he car.
Modifier - Head: This relation refers to saeone or scanething
specified with a specific attribute. The three
major classes of nodifiers are possession, recurrence
and attribution.
Exarrples: my car, Daddy ('s) chair, nore read,
another cake, big boy, party hat, again television,
red cup, two glove.
Negation - X:	 This relation refers to a referent which is being
negated with a word implying negation.
Examples: no outside, no nore juice, all gone book,
drink gone, deg no.
Action-Location: Where a word is used to indicate where an action
takes place. The locative is typically expressed
with a noun or adverb.
Examples: go away, push on, go potty, stand up,
give here, walk street.
Agent/Object-Location: Where a word is used indicating where scirething
is located.
Exples: Jane up, Daddy away, John here, baby table
(is sitting at ...), sweater chair (is on
Introducer - X: When children take notice of part of the environnent,
they often express this attention with an introducer
accrznpanying the referent being noticed. Any word
that serves a naming or noticing function may be the
introducer (eq. this, that, hi, it, the, and). The
word for X may be of any gramatical class that is
the object of notice. It is usually a noun, but can
be a word for quantity or quality.
Examples: here nore, that button, it's book, this first.
Other Constructions: Semantic relations which are not included above.
Including Instruierital (eq. sweep brocin); Benefactive
(eg. buy (for) John); Conjunctions (in the sense of
naming present objects eq. Tan, John); Classificatory
(eq. Daddy man); Qtestion (eg. what that).
Unclassifiable: Utterances that are semantically uninterpretable.
For scare of these one cannot offer any reasonable
hypothesis whatsoever. For others one can offer two
or nore, but there is no way of choosing arraig them.
B. Three-term Semantic Relations:
Agent - Action - Object (eq. he ride horse).
Experiencer - State - Source (eq. I want milk, I feel good).
Introducer - Modifier - Object (eq. it n' car, see Eve car),
Agent - Action - Location (eq. truck go there).
Action - Modifier - Head (eg. rock baby doll).
Other Constructions (eq. Agent + Object + Location; Agent ^ Action +
Trçoral; Action + Location + Temporal; Action +
Location + Instruient. Also noun phrase expansion
within two term relations).
Unclassifiable.
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C. Four - term Sønantic Relations:
Agent - Action - Object - Locative (eq. he ride horse in field).
Other Constructions (including five-term and longer utterances).
Unclassifiable.
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APPENDIX 10: Conversational Acts - Caterjes, Definitions
and Examples (Dore 1977)
1. Requests for information, action or adcnowledgemant
Yes/no Questions seeking true-false j uderrents about propositions(eq. Is she playing?)
Wh-Questions seeking factual information (eq. where is he going?
What happened?)
Action Requests seeking that the listener do/stop doing scirething(eq. Let's look at this)
Permission Requests soliciting the listener to grant permission
for the speaker to do scirething (eq. Can I go?)
Rhetorical Questions seeking acknc,wledgencnt from the listener to
allow the speaker to continue (eq. You know
what?)
2. Responses to requests
Yes/no Answers supplying true-false judgeirents (eg. No, he 1 s notgoing)
Wh-Answers supplying solicited factual information (eq. What did
you see? Pictures)
Ccxnpliances verbally expressing acceptance, denial or ackncwledgerrent
of a prior action or permission request (eq. Okay. Yes
I'll do it)Qualifications supplying unexpected information in response to the
soliciting question (eq. But I didn't do it)Repetitions repeating part of prior utterance
3. Descriptions of verifiable past and present facts
Identifications labelling objects, events etc. (eg. That's a doll.
John is a boy)
Descriptions of Events, Actions, Processes (eq. I 'm drawing a house)
Descriptions of Locations or Directions (eq. Here is the doll.
I put it in the box)
Descriptions of Properties, Traits or Conditions (eq. That's a bear
with a wheel)Description of Timas (eq. I ran yesterday)
4. Statrerits of facts, ri.iles, attitudes, feelings and beliefs
Rules express rules, procedures, definitions, facts etc. (eq. You
can't ride. You have to share)
Evaluations express personal attitx3es, j uerrcnts etc. (eq. That's
right. Good)
Internal Reports express totion, sensations and irental events
including intents to perform future acts (eg. I'm tired.
I don' t think it' s clean)
Attributions report beliefs about another's internal state (eq. He
wants to go)
Explanations express reasons, causes and predictions (eq. It will fall)
5. Organization Devices regulate contact and conversation
Boundary Markers indicate openings, closings and other significant
points in the conversation (eq. Hj Bye. Okay)
Calls solicit attention (eq. Bob. Heyl)
Speaker Selections explicitly label the speaker of the next turn(eq. John. You)
Politess Markers indicate ostensible politeness (eq. Thanks. Please)
AcaiTpanimants maintain verbal contact, typically conveying information
redundant with respect to context (eq. Here you are)
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6. Perfonnatives acatplish facts by being said
Protests register cxxrlaints about the listener' s behaviour(eg. Stop)
Jokes display rictthelief tciards a proposition for a huTorous
effect (eg. We thried soup c the ceiling)
Claims establish rights by being said (eg. That's mine)
Warnings alert the listener of irrending harn (eg. Watch out)
Teases annoy, taunt or playfully provoke the listener (eg. You
can't do it)
7. Uninterpretable
, incanplete or ambigus utterances, where there
is insufficient or no information to make a cjsion
8. Other
Utterances which are intelligible but do not fit into any of the
above categories
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APPEDIJLi: Teacher Questicrinaire crn
Child' s Ccsiirtunicative Abilities
Child's narr: _______________________	 Date: ______________________
School: -	 Filled in by:	 -
(Teacher/Speech Therapist)
CHILD'S QT4UNICTIVE ABILITIES
Scme of the items belcw are scored as 'usually occasionally, never'.
These terms are defined as follows:
Usually: This is the child's typical pattern of behaviour. If the
behaviour depends on an appropriate context then you would
expect the child to perform this way in the situation
described by the item.
Occasionally: This is not typical of the child's behaviour but he has done
this on at least one or two occasions.
Never: The child has never been known to behave this way in the situation
described by the item.
1. Loconotion Ability (tick the staterrent which is nearest to correct)
1. Child walks alone and manages a chair.
( ) 2. Partially independent and can nove around, walking with help
of adult or walking aid, or crawling, or noving hinelf around
in wheelchair (electric or non-electric).
( ) 3. Totally dependent and confined to one place unless noved by
others.
2. Head Control (tick the staterrent which is nearest to correct)
) 1. When sitting, or held in the upright position, child can hold
his head up and turn it either way with full control.
( ) 2. When sitting, or held in the upright position, child can hold
his head up for a short tiire - 5 seconds or nore.
3. When lying &in he is able to turn his head fran side to side.
( ) 4. When lying down he is unable to turn his head.
3. Sitting (tick the staterint which is nearest to correct)
( ) 1. Child can sit firmiy and safely on a dining roan chair or on
floor and eat or play in this oosition..
( ) 2. Can sit in a dining roan chair or on floor but it is necessary
to place sate support (eg. cushions) around him or be close at
hand or he might turble over.
) 3. All his weight has to be taken by an adult holding him or by
a harness or straps; he hasn' t the stren9th or necessary
muscular control to sit without such help.
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4. Standing (tick the statt which is nearest to correct)
1. Can stand firmly and steadily without support.
( ) 2. Can stand without support - but is rather unsteady.
3. Can stand only with sare support - holds on to furniture,
leans against walls etc.
( ) 4. Can stand only with the support of a walker, standing fraxre
or adult taking sare of his weight.
( ) 5. Is unable to stand however supported.
5. (a). In your view, to what extent is inpairnent of the speech
musculature involved in the child's speech difficulties?
(Please tick the staterrent which is nearest to correct).
Very severe involvenent of the speech musculature. The child
has no voluntary rroveirent at all of the lips, tongue, jaw and
hard and soft palate.
( ) Severe involvenent of the speech musculature. The child has
limited voluntary novenent of sare of the speech muscles.
( ) Moderate involverrent of the speech musculature. The child
has sare voluntary control of rrost of the speech muscles but
in an impaired fashion.
( ) Slight or no impairnent of the speech musculature.
(b). Control of the speech Musculature (For each statenent place a tick
in the colunri which best describes this child)
Yes, with no Yes, but	 No or only
difficulty with sare with the
difficulty greatest
difficulty
1. Can the child eat
Successfully fran a spoon
or fork using his lips to
take food off the spoon
into his rrouth
2. Does he chew normally,
with apparent control of
the jaws and lips (i.e.
chews with lips closed,
Iroving his jaw round as
well as up and &n).
3. Does he swallow normally,
with apparent control of
tongue (i.e. swallows wit
lips closed so that food




Itn 5. (b) Cont.	 Yes,with no Yes, but	 No or only
difficulty with sar	 with the
difficulty	 greatest
difficulty








6. Is he able to suck
through his ups frctn
a straw or bottle.
7. Can he stick his tongue
out of his rrouth when
asked or shown how OR
alternatively use his
tongue to lick crurrbs
off his lips or to lick
a buy etc.
6. Developrent of Sounds
Although the child may no longer display the behaviours described below,
it is iirxrtant to determine whether he is capable of making these
responses. If the child does not often do these things, but can do
th if ruired, credit the child with 'Yes'.
Usually I Occasionally	 Never
1. Can make throaty noises or gnints
or nans
2. Can make open vowel sounds eg. aaa,
eee, 000
3. Can make rrrrrn or sss sounds
4. Can make a consonant sound (which
may be criirbined with a vowel,
eg. buh, itoh)
5. Can repeat the sarte syllable two
three tirres (eg. ma, ma, ma)
6. Can airbine 2 different sounds in
vocal play eg. da-ba, ee-aa
7. Can babble with sounds close to
normal speech sounds and
possibJ.y with a recognisable
word or two.
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7. (a) Does the child have (plaoe a tick where appropriate)
( )
	
3 or less intelligible words ( ) 4 to 10 intelligible words
( ) 10 to 30 intelligible words	 ( ) rrore than 30 intelligible
words
7. (b) Articulaticri
(Please tick one of the following)
The words that the child uses are understood by anybody -
clear enunciation of nost sounds.
( ) The words the child uses are understood better by the people
who work closely with him than by others because of difficulty
with sate sounds.
( ) The words the child uses are understood almDst only by those
who work closely with him because of difficulty with host
sounds.
( ) The child's speech is not understood nost of the tine by the
people who work closely with him.
CHILD' S CURRENT (XMv1UNICPTIVE ABILITIES
(Consider the child's present conrnunicaticn skills, i.e. over the past
two weeks)
8. Does the child nod or make sate other consistent gesture/facial
expression to indicate 'yes"
( ) usually	 ( ) occasionally	 ( ) never
9. Does the child shake his head or make sate other consistent gesture to
indicate 'no'
( ) usually	 ( ) occasionally	 ( ) never
10. 'Desire' to crtrrnunicate
At present, to what extent does the child use a iteans of conniunication
(such as words, vocalisations, gesture, touching, Makaton signs,
indicating pictures/syirbols) to do the following: (Please tick
appropriate colarn)
Usually	 Occasionally Never
1. Get an adult' s attention when
near the adult
2. Get an adult's attention when
away fran adult
3. In order to indicate to adult or
child that he wants a particular
object or activity (eg. toy,
drink)
4. In order to indicate to adult
that he wants or needs to go




5. In order to indicate to adult a rrore
ccrnplex need or desire, eg. he wants
adult to repair his toy
6. Indicate or reach out to be lifted
or hged
7. Indicate hello and goodbye without
prarting
8. Refuse to take an object or reject
an advance by another person when
he does riot want interference
(eg. in response to adult trying
to brush his hair)
9. Siirply to draw sarone's attention
to the presence of sorrthing,
eguivalent to saying "Look, there
it is"
10. Indicate his objection or a
conciliatory response when he is
told off
11. To indicate the answer to such
questions as "What are you doing"
and "What happened"
12. To have a 'cxxiversation' or
'interaction with an adult or
child
13. Watches other children/adults
with interest
14. Initiates eye contact with other
people when they are near for a
short tine (2-3 mins)
15. To camnmicate or report
sntaneously about events and
things he has dotie (eg. went on
a picnic)
11. To what extent does the child ni use the follcMing rreans of




1. Smile and facial expression
2. Expressive noises eg. babble
3. Eye pointing to things he wants





4. Hand/ann pointing to things he wan
5. Indicating 'yes' and 'no'
6. Eye pointing to pictures of things
he wants
7. Hand/arm pointing to pictures of
things he wants
8. Uses informal gestures, or mines
his wants and needs
9. Uees Makaton sign language
10. Uses a Bliss syirbol cxxffruJnication
chart
11. Uses single words
12. Uses 2 word phrases (eg. "want
sweets")
13. Uses sentences
12. Which of the following nodes of cctmiunication does the child now use
to express the needs and desires listed below: (Please write down the
node of comnunicatjon used, next to each item. If the child uses nore
than one node, eg. gesture plus sign, please note all nodes used to
express the particular needs). Select node (s) of cam1iication frau
the following list: Words, Vocalisations, Eye pointing, Hand pointing,
Facial expression, Gestur /mirTe, Makaton signing, Pictures/Bliss)lrbols,
Does not ctvinuriicate.
Mode(s) Used
1. How does the child caumunicate that he wants food or drink ______
2. It, does the child crdrniurlicate that he wants to go to the toilet -
3. How does the child ccmnunicate that he has a pain -
4. How does the child cxxnuunicate that he wants objects eg. toys -
5. How does the child indicate that he wants sarething outside the
class roan
6. How does the child tell you that he does not want sarething -
7. If the child wants to draw your attention to things sirrly to
indicate their presenoe, how does he do this ____________________
8. How does the child carrnunicate sciuthing that has happened or that
he has done eg. gone on a pionic
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13. DOeS the child Use syntols/signs - (Please tick appropriate colum)
I Usually I Occasionally	 Never
1. When directed to find a syirbo:1J
make a sign
2. In answer to a question
3. Spontaneously to ask for objeci
4. Spontaneously to indicate a ne
(eg toilet)
5. Spontaneously in oonversation
with adults
6. To cc*'rinunicate with other chil'
7. Other (Please specify)________
14.At present, how do you and other adults usually let the child know
sarething, ask him questions, instruct him to do things etc. (Please
tick one or nre of the following)
( ) use sirrple pointing
( ) use one to five siirle gestures
use nore than five siirle gestures
use accurate miming of cx)ncepts to be ccmnunicated
use speech
use Bliss4lakaton
( ) other. Please describe: ______________________________________




2 • Other class roan aides (nursery
assistants, care staff etc.)
3. Speech therapist
4. Other teachers and staff in
school
5. One to three other children in
class
6 • More than three other children
7. Peers on the playgrod and
after school
8. Anyone else (eg. visitors to
school, doctor, shop assistants)
Pleasespecify: _______________
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16. To what extent does the child now attTpt to comitunicate, using
Bliss/Makaton, with the following people:
lY I Occasionally	 Never
1. Class teacher
2. Other c1assrocn aides (nursery
assistants, care staff etc.)
3. Speech therapist
4. Other teachers and staff in sc
5. One to three other children in
6. More than three other children
7. Peers on the playground and
school
8. Anyone else (eg. visitors to school,
doctor, shop assistants). Please
specify___________________________
17. Situations in which the child uses signs/symbols (Please tick
appropri ate statrnt (s))
Sign or sytthol sessions only
( ) Sign or symbol sessions plus sometimes at other periods in
class too
( ) All work in class, including special sessions if held
School activities outside the classroom eg. singing, assrbly,
playtimeetc. Please specify: _____________________________
If the child is in a residential school, is Bliss,44akatcri used with
the care staff:
( ) Usually	 ( ) Occasionally	 ( ) Never
18. To what extent are the child' s attempts at cxzmiunication flow under-
stood by the people around him (For each colurn please tick appropriate
row).
lass Teacher Other Peers in Strangers
land aides	 I staff I class
1. Does not cxirrnunicate
2. Is not understood at all
3. Can make his wants
known only occasio








and thohts so as to
understood
6. Can usually airrnuriicate
his experiexices an
thoughts so as b be
understood
Other Peers in Strangers
Staff class I
19. If the child is using I3lissyrrbols: (Please tick which appropriate)
(a) Does he now indicate the symbols with:
( ) a fine hand novgtent eg. a single finger
	 ) a gross hand
Trovemant or fist
eye pointing	 ( ) head pointer
scx other nans eg. electronic. Please describe ______________
(b) Does he use any of the following strategies:
"ccaiibine" symbol
	 C ) makir.g descriptive" syrrbol
"opposite" symbol ( ) "make action" symbol
) ny other strategies - please specify ________________________
20. If the child is using Makaton, does he nc:
make the signs preciseiy and exactly
aporoxiinate the signs, but these are easily identifiable by others
make very vague noverents in signing attents, which are difficult
for others to identify
21. Is the child learning to read yet?
()YES	 (O
22. In total, how many hours of siqrsyntol teaching does the child now
receive per week:	 - hours.
23. At present, when
	 axrrnunicate with the child who is using Bliss/
Makaton, do you rrostly use:
speech only
( ) speech, and point to symbols/make the signs for sate of the words




(a) How are you now proceeding with teaching this diild signi'
symbol use? (eg. use picture cards,'ancrete ctjects linked to
signs/symbols, physical prcztting of signing or of pointing
to symbols etc.). Please describe briefly:
(b) Do you try to foster English syntax in the child's production
of Blissyirbols or Makaton signs?
	 ( ) YES	 ( )	 Z)
If yes, how do youdo this?
What are your feelings about this issue? _____ ____________
25. In addition to being taht Bliss/Makaton, does the child also receive
speech therapy sessions where emphasis is placed solely or largely on
the crehension and develoitent of speech:
()YFS	 ()C
If yes, how many hours per week? -
What kind of therapy? (articulation, axnpreherision etc.)
	 -
26. As far as you know, what is the present attitude of the parents to
the child's use of Bliss/Makaton:
) Fully in favour and supportive
	 ( ) Give s support
) Indifferent or uncertain	 ( ) Not very favourable
Opposed tc it
27. Are there any other crzmnts you uld like to make about the child
orthe systn he/she is using: __________________________________
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP
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APPENDIX 12: Parent Questionnaire on Child's
Ccgirnunicative Abilities
Child' s flame: ________________ Date: __________________________
Filledin by: ___________________
Relationship to child: -
In same of the items below you are asked whether a particular behaviour
of the child's occurs 'usually', 'occasionally' or 'never'. These terms
are defined as follows:
Usually: This is the child's typical pattern of behaviour. If the
behaviour depends on an appropriate wntext then you would
expect the child to perform this way in the situation described
by the item.
Occasionally: This is not typical of the child's behaviour but he has ne
this on at least one or two occasions.
Never: The child has never been known to behave this way in the
situation described by the item.
1. Is your cthiid using speech?
YES	 ( ) NO
If yes, when did he/she say his/her first 'proper' word?
during the. past 6 rronths 	 ( ) nore than 6 rronths ago
Is your child joining words together i.e. using phrases and/or sentences?
()YES	 ()NO
If yes, when did he/she start joining words together?
during the past 6 rronths 	 ( ) rrore than 6 mronths ago
2. Does/did your child play imitation gans such as 'peek-a-boo', clapping
hands, waving 'bye-bye', 'pat-a-cake' etc.? (Please ti ck which appropriate)
Frequently	 ( ) Occasionally	 ( ) Never
Does/did your child try as far as possible to imitate his nDther's or
other people's actions in dusting, hoovering, making tea (with toys) etc.
Frequently	 ( ) Occasionally 	 ( ) Never
3. Is your child on any anticonvulsant drugs?
()YES	 ()NO
If yes, which one(s):
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THE CHILD' S CURRENT aX+1UNICATIVE ABILITIES
(Considsr the child's present cxTrm.rnication skills, i.e. over the
past few weeks)
4. Does your child nod or have sai other consistent way of indicating 'yes'?
usually	 ( ) occasionally	 ( ) ner
5. Does your child shake his head or have sar other consistent way of
indicating 'No'?
( ) usually	 ( ) occasionally	 ( ) never
6. At present, to what extent &es your child use rrans of airrnunication
(such as sounds, gestures, touching, pointing, Makaton signs, indicating
pictures/Bliss syrrbols, words) t.o aD the follcwing: (Please tick
appropriate colunn)
Usually Occasionally Never
1. Get an adult's attention when near
the adult
2. Get an adult's attention when away
fran adult
3. In onr to indicate to adult or
child that he wants a particular
object or activity (eg. toy, drink)
4. In ordsr to indicate to adult that
he wants or needs to 	 scircwhere
(eg. toilet, outsids to play)
5. In ordsr to indicate to adult a
rrore cxitlex need or sire, eg.
wants adult to repair his toy
6. To indicate or reach out to be
lifted or hugged
7. To indicate hello and goodsye
without prcsnpting
8. Refuse to take an object or reject
an advance by another person when
he &ies not want interference (eg.
in response to an adult trying to
brush his hair)
9. Sinply to draw sarone's attention
to the presence of scnthing,





10. To indicate his objection, or an
apology, when he is told off
11. To indicate the answer to such
questions as "What are you
ing" and "What happened"
12. To have a 'conversation' or
'interaction' with an adult
or child
13. Watches other childrerVadults
with interest
14. Initiates eye-contact with other
people when they are near for a
short tflTe (2-3 minutes)
15. T0 xinunicate or report
spontaneously about events and
things he has &)ne (eg. went
on a school outing)
7. To what extent &es the child now use the following nans of cxxrniunication
to express his needs and wants (Please tick appropriate coluim)
Reliable Occasional fJever
Use	 Use	 Used
1. Smiling and facial expressions
2. Expressive noises eg. babble, sounds
3. Eye pointing to things he wants
4. Hand/arm pointing to things he wants _________ __________ _____ -
5. Indicating 'yes' and'no'
6. Eye pointing to pictures of things he
w3ntS
7. Hand/arm pointing to pictures of
things he wants
8. Uses informal gestures, or mutes his
wants and needs
9. Uses Makaton sign language
10.Uses a Blissyntol cxxrrnunication chart
11.Uses single words
12.Uses 2 word phrases (eg. "want sweets")
13.Uses sentences
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8. Which of the follc*iirg nodes of ccmnunication des the child now use
to express the needs and desires listed below: (Please write wn the
rrode of cxmnunication used, next to each itEn. If the cthild uses nore
than one node, eg. gesture plus sign, please rote all nodes used to
express the particular needs). Select node (s) of amnunication fran
the following list: Words, Sounds Facial expressions, Eye Jx)intng,
Hand pointing, Informal 9esture/mirre, Maka ton siqniri, Pictures!
Blissynibols, Does not cxrniunicate.
1. How es the child cxiirnunicate that he/she wants food or drink?
2. How &es the child cxrrnunicate that he/she wants to go to the toilet?
3. How &es the child crinriunicate that he/she has a pain?
4. How does the child crimtunicate that he/she wants objects eg. toys?
5. How does the child indicate that he/she wants sorrething outside the
roan?
6. Fw does the child tell you that he/she does not want scrrething?
7. If the child wants to draw your attention to things simply to
indicate their presenoe how does he/she do this?
8. How does the child carrnunicate sczrething to you that has happened
or that he/she has &ie eg. gone on a picnic?
9. Does the child use BlissA4akaton - (Please tick appropriate colurri)
Usually Occasionally	 ver
1. When directed to find a syirbo]J
make a sign
2. In answer to a question
3. Spontaneously to ask for objects
4. Spontaneously to indicate a need(eg. toilet, drink)
5. Spontaneously i n conversation
with adults
6. To cnxriiiunicate with other
children
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10. At present, how dD you and other adults usually let the child ]cr1c
soncthing, ask hirrVher questions, instruct hirrv'her to c1 things etc.
(Please tick one or rrore of the following).
use simple pointing cnly
C ) use one to five simple gestures
( ) use rrnre than five simple gestures








2. Brothers and sisters
3. Extended family (grandparents,
aunts, etc.)
4. Neighbours and parents' friends
5. Other children around his/her age
6. Anyone else (eg. shop assistant,
&ctor, other strangers).
Pleasespecify ________________
12. To what extent ã)es the Cnild now attct to a*rniunicate, using
Bliss/1akaton,with the following people:
Usually Occasionally Never
1. Parents
2. Brothers and sisters
3. Extended family (grandparents,
aunts etc.)
4. Neighbours and parents' friends
5. Other children around his/her aç




13. To what extent are the cthi. id's atterts at cc*imunication now under-
stood by the people around him (for each oolinn please tick
appropriate row):
Parents Brothers Aunts Adilt Children Strange

























as to be under-
stood
14. What is your preser.t feeling about the child' s use of Bliss,4lakaton?
Fully in favour ( ) Sate support for it ( ) Not sure
Not in favour	 ( ) Very much oççosed to it
Couldyoueiainthy:	 -	 --
15. Do you see any change in your child' s ability to ccirntunicate over the
past 6 mxiths?
No change	 ( ) Deterioration
( ) Slight iirproverent ( ) Sarewhat irtroved ( ) Marked ijrprovnt
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16. Wnen y 'speak' to the child, &, you nostly use
) Speech only
speech, and poiting to Blissyrrbols/making signs for sar
of the words
( ) speech, and signing/pointing to all the words for which the
child has signs/symbols
17. Are there any other aspects of your child's artrnni cation
difficulties and/or use of B1iss/akaton which you feel are




APPENDIX 13: The Needleman Questionnaire
(Needleman, Gunnoe, Levitcr et al., 1979)
Be1c are eleven questions oor.cerr.ing behaviour often shown by
children in sthcol. Please answer YE-S or NO to each question
by placing a cross in the appropriate co1iitr.
Yes
1. Is the child easily distracted during his/her work?
2. Can he/she persist with a task for a reascriable
arrount of tine?
3. Can the child work independently and carplete
assigned tasks with minimal assistance?
4. Is his/her approach to tasks disorganised (constantly
misplacing pencils, books etc.) 7
5. Do you consider the child hyperactive?
6. Is he/she 3ver-excitable and impulsive?
7. Is he/she easily frustrated by difficulties?
8. Is he/she a daydrearrer?
9. Can the child follow simple directions?
10. Can he/she follow a seuence of directions?
11. In general, is the child functioning as well in class




APPENDIX 14: Observation of Activity and Attending
Behaviour - Definition of Categories
Gross Body Moveirrits; notor rrovents involving change of posture
Gaze Aversion:
Of f Task:
(i.e. rrovarnt of the trunk or entire body,
wriggling or stretching). 'Off-seat', walking
and iroving about in the roan are included when
these rrovcrents are inappropriate to the task.
Involuntary rroverrents which are part of the
condition of cerebral palsy are NO included.
looking away fran the task or teacher when this
is not indicated by the nature of the task. In
conversational situations looking aside is not
scored.
attention to stimuli other than the assigned work
after initiation of appropriate task-relevant
behaviour1
Irrelevant Vocalizations: any vocalizations (speech and non-speech sounds)
such as singing, burrniing, whistling, tongue clicking
or making odd noises, not related to the task.
Reaching Objects:
Interference:
taking or reaching for objects, or playing with
objects, that are not offered or on free display.
a general rreasure of disruptiveness. Includes
calling out, interruption of others during work,
cicMning, and aversive or unpleasant physical contact
such as tugging or slapping. Includes clear
intrusion into another' s personal space,
eg. grabbing a pen fran another child.
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APPENDIX 15: The Progress Assessment Charts - Self-help and
Socialization Scales (Gunzbuxg, 1977)
Nameof Child: _________________	 Date: ______________________
Filledinby _________________
Relationshipto Child ______________________
Below is a list of self-help and social skills that are acriuired by young
children. Please place a tick next to those skills which the child has
already acquired. Do not tick if the child has not yet aequired the skill
or is unable to perform it because of his handicap.
Table Habits
) 1. Uses spoon (may spill sczr food)
This item is credited if food, suitably prepared, can be eaten
by the child with a spoon, with no rrore than occasional assistance.
2. Drinks fran a cup unaided without spilling, and holds it.
Allowance should be made for occasional spills, but the child
should generally be able to pick up the cup, take what he wants
to drink without spilling, and put the cup back &Azn safely.
( ) 3. Eats unaided.
The food may be prepared and cut up in such a way that it can
be eaten with a spoon, but when given the dish of food and the
spoon, the child must be able to feed himself without help.
Allowance should be made for occasional accidents and refusals.
( ) 4. Uses a fork without difficulty (food may be cut and prepared).
For this item the food may be cut and prepared beforehand, but
the child must be able to use the fork properly where appropriate,
rather than 'spooning' the food with the fork.
( ) 5. Capable of taking a drink by himself without help.
This is an extension of item 2 and requires the additional skills
involved in obtaining a drink. This may be either fran a tap or
by pouring a drink fran a jug. The child should be able to help
himself entirely frau the sources easily accessible to him.
( ) 6. Serves himself and eats without requirirç rmith help.
Score this item if the child is able to eat at the table in the
following mariner:
(a)Uses a spoon and fork (not necessarily a knife) for eating
pre-cut and prepared food.
(b)Waits his turn, &es not demand to be served first.
(c)Helps himself with j uderrent, to vegetables, potatoes etc.
(d)Does not have frequent accidents at table, due to clumeiriess
or hastiness.
(e)Generally drs little attention to himself, though of course
he may have to be helped fran time to tine
( ) 7. Uses table knife for spreading butter, jam, etc.
This item requires no rrore than using the knife for spreading.
Butter is often too hard and so is not always a fair test for
this skill. It is quite sufficient to spread jam, honey etc. on
toast or bread without making a mess.
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( ) 8. Uses knife for cutting without irnich difficulty.
This refers to the ability to use a knife for cutting sate foods
to edible size, not necessarily including tough msat, neat on
bones, etc.
( ) 9. Uses knife and fork correctly and without difficulty.
To credit this item the child must be able to hold cutlery firmly
in the correct place, and to use then for correct purposes, i.e.
cuts with knife, holds and picks up with fork.
Toilet
( ) 1. Uses pot/toilet chair when placed on it.
Score this item if the child uses the pot at least once a day.
For the item to be credited it should be clear that the child
kncMs what the pot is for. Score this item also if the child
is already toilet trained.
2. Bciiel noverTents are generally regular.
This item should be credited if it is possible to predict nost
of the time, when the bc*el iroverrent is due and the child should
be put on the pot. Score this item also if the child is already
toilet trained.
) 3. Has established sate regularity during daytine, and waits a
reasonable tine before attended to.
Credit this point if the child has enough sphincter control that
he can wait at least a few minutes before being put on the pot.
) 4. Indicates when wet/dirty.
Score this point if the child frequently gives sate sign that he
is wet or dirty, indicating that he knows scuething has to be done
about it.
( ) 5. Bladder control during day but has to go quite often.
Score this point if the child can keep dry during the day if he
is taken to the toilet frequently. At this stage, the initiative
imy be his own or his itother' s or the teacher's etc., the point
being that he does not wet himself as long as he is taken to the
toilet fairly frequently. Credit this point also if the child is
already toilet trained.
( ) 6. Toilet trained with infrequent accidents.
The child has generally obtained bowel control and neither wets
nor dirties himself during the daytine, except for occasional
accidents due to exciterrent etc. Bed-wetting at night is not
considered here.
( ) 7. Asks to go to the toilet or goes by himself.
This is scored when the child is in the habit of drawing attention





1. Co-operates passively when being dressed.
The child does not resist during dressing, but co-operates at
least to the extent of stretching out his arm after his hand
has been placed in the sleeve
( ) 2. Holds out arms and feet when being dressed.
Credit this item if the child holds out his arms to have them pit
into the sleeves and holds out his feet for his socks or shoes.
3. Assists in getting dressed.
This is a step beyond simply co-operating by extending arms for
sleeves and legs for shoes. To score on this item, the child
must be able to do at lest one of the following:
a) put his ann into a large armhole.
b) help pull up his pants, or
c) hand clothes to the person dressing him.
4. Pulls off socks.
The child frequently takes off his socks (or any other footwear)
while undressing. He may do this either spontaneously or in
response to a request.
( ) 5. Removes and puts on simple articles of clothing.
The child must be able to take off and put on at least one of
the following: coat,	 , rxillover, cardigan or dress. At
this stage it is not necessary for him to be able to manage
buttons or zips.
( ) 6. Unbuttons large buttons which can be reached easily.
( ) 7. Fastens and adjusts his clothing.
The child can tackle three different types of fasteners reasonably
well eq. buttons, buckles, press studs, zips etc. They should not
be difficult to manage and should be easily accessible.
) 8. Undresses at night with little supervision and puts on night
clothes.
( ) 9. Dresses in norning with little supervision.
Clothes may be laid out for the child, but he must be able to put
them on and fasten them with little supervision (eg. checking up,
reminders). At this stage he may have help with shoelaces and bows.
( ) 10. Puts on nost ordinary articles of clothing.
The child should now be able to find his own clothes in a cup-
board and put on underclothing, trousers, jacket, dress, socks
and shoes, fasten them reasonably well and not look too untidy. He
should need no supervision other than a final check for neatness.
For this item he is not expected to manage shoelaces and bows.
Contd . /
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C ) 11. Ties shoelaces without help.
Socialization
1. Plays pat-a--cake.
Soore this point if the child claps his hands in imitation or
in response to verbal request or plays any similar gama
involving imitation. Credit the item also if the child has
passed this stage.
( ) 2. Gets attention by making noises.
For this itn the child must make noises other than crying to
attract adult attention.
3. Wants adult approval for good behaviour.
Score this item if the child makes sa atteiipt to do as he is
told in ordor to gain approval.
( ) 4. Tries to make others laugh.
Credit this item if the child shcis a tendency to repeat
activities which have caused sctrone to laugh. Credit also if
the child has passed this stage.
5. Shais affection.
This requires nore than a passive response to affection. The
child must actively participate in hugs and kisses etc.
) 6. Looks at mirror image with interest.
Score this point if the child shcs an active interest in his
image in a mirror, eq. reaches for it. Sinly smiling at it
is not enough. Credit this item also if the child has already
passed this stage.
( )	 7. Clain possessions as n.
The child shcis a sense of personal cnership, eq. guarding
his toys frcii other children.
C )	 8. Waves bye-bye.
Score this point only if the child waves bye-bye in appropriate
situations with a miniuuri of prtxrpting, eq. a single verbal
request.
( ) 9. Plays in carpany with othe, but does not yet co-operate with
others.
At this level the child may sirrply carry on with his cin gamas,
paying little attention to the other children, but the point
is scored if he can play without interfering with others.
Credit also if he has passed this stage and is already playing
co-operatively with other children.
Contd./
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10. Fetches and carries on requsst.
For this item the child should be able to:
a) respond correctly to a sirrple cxand eg. "Take the book
to...", and
b) respond correctly to eg. "Fetch the cup" when the cup is
in sight.
The point of this item is that the child should not only be
able to respond to cxmiands, but that such responses have
beoDnE the accepted routine in assisting volttarily parents,
teachers etc.
11. Is pleased when shcwn pictures in books.
To score this point the child' s interest must be sustained
while looking at nore than two or three pictures in succession.
( ) 12. Waits "his turn", can "share" at tines.
If the child is saretirres able to take turns with other
children when told to do so by an adult, and when he can
saretirres share when he is told to do so, the point is scored.
At this stage he is not expected to be able to wait or share
either spontaneously or consistently.
( ) 13. Helps in &restic tasks, eg. clearing table etc.
The child, when encouraged to do so, will assist an adult in
carrying out siirle class roan or household tasks such as
putting his toys away, watering plants etc., as far as his
physical handicaps permit this. The task need not necessarily
be well drie, and at this stage it is not necessary for him to
carry on with it on his cn. Allcwance should also be ire
for occasional refusals, but the item should be scored if the
child is generally willing to help.
14. Plays co-operatively with others.
The child must participate in play with other children. Credit
the item if the child participates in sirrple circle garres or
in any sort of play which involves passing of toys or other
objects, eg. tea parties, doll play, playing house.
	
re
advanced play should also be credited.
15. Dances to music, sings/hums, plays records.
To score on this item the child must sht sare active interest
in music, with sorre appreciation of rhythm and nelody. The
interest in music must be spontaneous.
( ) 16. Plays simple garres eg. dominoes, snakes and ladders.
The point is credited if the child plays any simple table
garres with others and: a) waits his tuni, b) has scire idea of
the rules of the gane, so that he does not always have to be




( ) 17. Plays sflrle ball garres with others, eg. passing ball.
To scxre on this item the child must:
a) have the necessary notor cxxitrol to play the garre adequately
b) play with others, eg. pass the ball fran one to the other.
(The child may be in a wheelchair).
18. Plays co-operative teem garres.
The child should have participated in organized teem ganes
(bawling, football, wheelchair dances), even if only
occasionally. (The child may be in a wheelchair). The item is
not credited if such a garre has not been played recently.
) 19. Goes on sizrle errands outside the house or classrcx,in.
This item isored if the child can be sent on errands eg. to
the school secretary, to neighbours (fran hare). It is not
so npDrtant that the distance covered be larc, as that the
child has regular experience, by himself, of people outside
the iniTediate hare or classroc*n environnent.
20. Is trusted with ironey on errands.
To score on this item the dii ld must have been sent on errands
with noney on at least three different occasions, and must
have delivered the rroriey successfully each tine (eg. nother
sends noney with child for a school outing). This irrplies
that the child ]cnaws that rroney is valuable and the necessity
of being careful with it.
21. Takes on minor responsibilities.
The child can carry out sirrple household or classroan tasks
such as clearing the table or putting toys away:
a) on his awn without adult help, althoh sate supervision is
permitted.
b) regularly, without having to be reminded constantly
(occasional reminders may still be necessary, hawever).
( ) 22. toes not steal, or borrcM without permission, other people's
possessions.
( ) 23. Is polite, eg. knocks at daors, apologizes etc.
The child should shcw consideration of other people's
requirerients, such as cbtaining chairs for sitting dawn,
passing food or water at the table etc. Such behaviour should
be unprapted.
24. Shares and/or lends his possessions.
This is a further exanle of social awareness of others, and
requires a voluntary giving away of personal possessions. At
its lawest level this item involves an elerrent of sacrifice in
the interests of an accepted convention (eg. sharing out sweets).
MANY THANKS FOR YOUR HELP
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APPENDIX 16: Intercorrelations Anong the Measures
of Physical and Motor Status









r.tbiiity rgility I1 Lrm-rct±xi Sittirg Stardir Fdrg Pcuity Fits 1 Fits 2
**	 **	 *	 *	 **	 *	 *
	-0.63 -0.68 -0.45 -0.53
	
-0.89 -0.43 -0.41 0.16 	 0.24 0.00
**	 **	 **	 **	 *	 *
	
0.75 0.68	 0.69	 0.75	 0.42	 0.35 0.09 -0.09 -0.02
	
*	 *	 **
	0.59	 0.59	 0.67	 0.23	 0.31 -0.11 -0.24 -0.05
	
**	 *	 *	 *
	








0.50	 0.45 -0.18 -0.30 -0.05















Mh1 1 iy J.1ity F3. Irrxiittkri Sittirg Stardirg Iriri k,iity Fits 1 Fits 2
**	 **	 *	 **	 *	 **
	-0.58 -0.58 -0.53 -0.74	 -0.61 -0.72 -0.06 -0.06 -0.20 -0.31
**	 *	 **	 **	 **
	0.73 0.56	 0.76	 0.60	 0.62	 0.02 0.02
	 0.02 0.30
	
*	 **	 *	 **
	 .48	 0.62	 0.56	 0.61	 0.20 0.02	 0.17 0.22
	
*	 *	 *




0.65	 0.77 -0.25 0.18	 0.29 0.33
*
	
0.60	 0.11 0.11	 0.14 0.20
	






APPENDIX 17: Correlations Between the Expressive Language
and Imitation Measures and the Cognitive and
Physical Handicap Measures
I) The Bliss group (n = 20):
Columbia *15 Raven's CPM Severity of
Physical Handicap
thu	 thu	 thu
Number of spoken words
Intelligibility of speech
Develoçrent of Sounds - total
Reynell Expression - raw score
Verbal imitation - total
Motor imitation - total

























II) The Makaton group (n = 20):
Columbia *15 Raven's CPM Severity of
Physical Handicap
tau	 thu	 thu
Number of spoken words
Intelligibility of speech
Develojint of sounds - total
Reynell Expression - raw score
Verbal imitation - total
Motor imitation - total
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APPENDIX 19: Exales of Blissymbol and BSL (Makaton)
Sign Utterances Prcduced in Recording Sessions
(written in English gloss fornat)
Child 1: Bliss User
Speaker Utterance
Adult : What happened yesterday?
Child : TELEVISION
Adult : You watched television?
Child : FOOD DRINK
BED
Adult : What's happenii4?
Child : SLEEP
TABLE
Adult : Look at that
Child : SCHOOL
Child 2: Bliss User
Speaker Utterance
Adult : What news can you tell me?
Child : MYTHER I TELL MY WHEELCHAI
Adult : You told Mtrr' about your
wheelchair?
Adult : What did you tell her?
Child : IN WHEELCHAIR
WALK I
Adult : You walk?
Adult : You want to walk?
Adult : What did Muniny say?
Child : IJJVE ME
ANGRY BABY
Adult : The baby is angry?
Adult : You were cross about the
baby?
Adult : Are you angry because you
are like a baby?
Description of Speech Event and Behaviour
Child nods head
Lookinq at picture of family seated at
dinner table
Looking at picture of boy lying in bed
As above i.e. the boy is sleeDing
Points to miniature toy (a table) in
front of him
Looking at picture of children seated
at desks in front of a blackboard
Description of Speech Event and Behaviour
Child nods head
Interpretation - that I am in a wheelchair
Child shakes head
Child nods head
Interpretation - she said she loves me
Child shakes head
Child shakes head
Child nods head vigorously
Interpretation - I am angry because
I have to be looked after like a
baby, I can't walk etc.
















What are you doing?
PLATE






Adult : Look. What's that?
Child : CLIMB
MAN FISH





Child 3: Sign User
Speaker Utterance	 Description of Speech Event and Behaviour
Looking at picture of a waian and
child playing
Looking at picture of a boy lyinq in bed
Points to picture of a nan
Looking at picture of a boy waving
Points to picture of children swinining
As doll falls off the table
Playing with toy car in front of hiin
After putting toy plate in nouth -
pretending to eat
Description of Speech Event and Behaviour
Looking at picture of a man sleeping
As above
Looks around for toy car
Interpretation - where is the car?
Pretends to feed adult
Looking at picture of boys clirrbing a tree
Looking at picture of man fishing
Looking around. Interpretation - I want
the toy car / where is the car
As throws ball up in the air
Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet.groups
	
(n = 20)	 (n 15)	 on % Frequency






























































































































































APPENDIX 20: Syntactic Analysis of Blissyrnbol and Makaton Sign
Language Sairples - Mean Number of Utterances and













































































































0.00 0.00	 0.00	 0.00
	
0.25 0.00	 0.00	 0.86
	
0.25 0.00	 0.00	 0.86
	
















































Stage III - Clauses
CalTriand + X + Y
CatTnand let + X +1
Cc*tiand do + X + Y
Question + X + y
Verb - subject inversion
Subject+verb+obj . /canpl.
Sub ject+verb+adverbial
Negative + X + Y
Verb+caipl . /obj . +adverb
rb+dirt d)j.+ irãir.cbj.
Other clauses
Bliss Users Maicaton Users
	
(n = 20)	 (n=15)















Stage III - Phrases
Deterrniner+adj.+ noun	 0.00











Adverbial expansions 	 0.15
Stage IV - Clauses




Verb-subject inversion +X+ 0.00
Tag question 0.00
Sub ject+verb+obj . + adverb 0.00
Subject+verb+obj.+ obj. 0.00





Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet.groups
	
(n = 20)	 (n = 15)	 on % Frequency
LARSP Category	 Mean	 %	 Mean	 %	 t
Stage IV - Phrases
	
Noun ph.+prep.+ noun ph. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	 0.00
Prep.-4-deterrn.+ adj.+ noun	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Conjunction + x	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
x + conjunction + x	 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00	 0.86
Negative + verb	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Negative + X	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
2 auxiliary verbs	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Other phrases	 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.60	 1.16
Stage V
Connectivity 'and'	 0.05 0.15 0.00 0.00	 0.86
Connectivity coord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Connectivity subord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Connectivity other	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Carrnarid coord. 	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Carinand other	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Question coord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Question other	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Coord. clause 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Coord. clause 1 +	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Subord. clause 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Subord. clause 1 +	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Cc*tparative	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Postrrodifying clause 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
	
Postiiodifying clause 1 + 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	 0.00
Postircdifying phrase 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
	
Postndifying phrase 1 + 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
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APPENDIX 21: Cczrrnunicative Functions Expressed in the Sign
and Symbol utterances - Mean Number of Utterances
Expressing Each Ccrrrnunicative Function
Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet. groups
(n = 20)	 (n = 15)	 on % Frequency
	
Camninicative Function Mean % Mean %
	 t
Requests - total	 1.55 12.60
Yes/no questions	 0.05 0.40
Wh-questions	 0.20 1.00















Descriptions of events 1.50 10.10
Descriptions of properties 0.25 1.45















Speaker selections 	 0.00 0.00
Politeness markers
	 0.05 0.30
















































































Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet. groups
	
(n = 20)	 (n = 15)	 on % Frequency
Carniunicative Function Mean	 %	 Mean	 t
Teases	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Other Functions	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
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APPENDIX 24: Syntactic Analysis of Spoken Language Sarrples -
Mean Number of Utterances and Percentage of
Total Utterances Scored in the LPIRSP Categories
Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet. groups
	
(n = 6)	 (n = 14)	 on % Frequency



































Stage II - Clauses
CamTand + X	 0.00 0.00
	 0.21 0.36	 0.93
Question + X	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	 0.00
Subject + verb	 0.17 2.83 0.21 0.36	 0.87
Subj ect+object/cop1art 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.36	 0.64
Negative + X	 0.00 0.00	 0.07 0.14	 0.64
Adverbial + X	 0.00 0.00	 0.14 0.21	 0.64
Verb+object/caplanent	 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.50 	 0.94
Other clauses	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
	 0.00
Stage II - Phrases
Dete11Tiner + flOUfl	 0.33 5.17	 0.43 0.71
	
1.34
Adjective + noun	 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.36 	 0.93
Noun + noun	 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.86
	
0.77
Preposition + noun	 0.00 0.00 0.86 1.29 	 0.64
Verb + verb	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
	
0.00
Verb + particle	 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.14	 0.64
Intensifier + X	 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.36 	 0.64
Other phrases	 0.17 2.83 0.43 0.71
	
0.73
Stage II - Expansions
Subject expansions 	 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.14 	 0.64
Verb expansions	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
	
0.00
Object/ccup1ntexpan.s 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 	 0.00







































































































































Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet.Groups
(n = 6)	 (n=l4)	 on%Frequency
LPRSP Category	 Mean % Mean	 t




Question + X + Y 0.00
Verb-subject inversion 0.00
Subj . + verb + obj ./carp. 0.00
Sub ject+verb-4-adverbial 0.00
Negative + X + Y 0.00
Verb+canpl ./obj .+adverb 0.00
'tb+diro± cbj.+irlir.cbj. 0.00
Other clauses	 0.00
Stage III - Phrases
Determiner+adj.+noun 0.00
AcIj. + adj. + noun 	 0.00









Object expansions 	 0. DO
Adverbial expansions 	 0.00
Stage IV - Clauses
Carmand + subject	 0.00
Cczrrnand+X+Y+	 0.00
Qtia%rb-iDj .irrsiai 0.00
Question + X + Y + 	 0.00
Verb-subj . inversion+X+ 0 00
Tag Question 0.00
Subj .+verb+obj .+adverb 0.00




Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet. groups
	
(n6)	 (n=14)	 on%FrequericyLRSP Category	 Mean	 %	 Mean %
	 t
Stage IV - Clauses cant.
klverbial+adverbjaj+x+y
	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Other clauses	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Sta2e IV - Phrases
Noun ph.+prep.-4-noun ph. 	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Prep. +determ. +adj . + noun	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Conjunction + X	 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.21	 0.64
X + Conjunction + X	 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.29	 0.64
Negative + verb	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Negative + X	 0.00 0.00	 0.29 0.50	 0.64
2 auxiliary verbs	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Other phrases	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Stage V
Connectivity 'ar'	 0.00 0.00	 0.21 0.36	 0.64
Connectivity coord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Connectivity subord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Connectivity other	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Cciitarx coord.	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
ConTnarxl other 	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Question coord.	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Question other	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Coord. clause 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Coord. clause 1 +	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Subord. clause 1
	
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Suhord. clause 1 +	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Caarative	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Postnodifying clause 1	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
PostrrKxiifying clause I ^	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Postmcxiifying phrase 1 +	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00
Inflections
-ing	 0.17 2.33	 0.50 0.93	 0.78






	 0.00 0.00	 0.00 0.00	 0.00
3rd person s	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00	 0.00











Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet. groups
	
(n = 6)	 (n = 14)	 on % Frequency
Mean	 %	 Mean	 %	 t
	






























IPPENDIX 25: CauTtunicative Functions Expressed in the
Spoken Language Samples - Mean Niiber of
Utterances and Percentage of Total Utterances
Expressing Each Ccairriunicative Function
Bliss Users Makaton Users Difference bet.Groups
= 6)	 (n = 14)	 on % Frequency




Requests - total	 0.00 0.00
Yes/no questions	 0.00 0.00
Wh-questions	 0.00 0.00





















Descriptions of events 0.00 0.00
Descriptions of properties 0.00 0.00












































































































Other Functions	 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00





































APPENDI 26: Parents' Views of the Advantages and
Disadvantages of Augnentative System Use
Bliss Group BSL (Makaton) Grop
(number of parents noting item)
Advantages
Provides neans of expressive carin. with
family








Cairn, restricted to people familiar with
system
Child not irotivated to use the system
Cumbersome/slow
Physical difficulties in using the sysbem
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APPENDIX 29: Differences Between the Readers and
Non-readers in the Bliss Users Group
Readers	 Non - Readers
(n=4)	 (n=16)































































































































































































Severity of physical handicap




P2PENDIX 30: Semantic Relations in the Symbol and
Sign Language Sarrples Over Tirre -
Percentage of Total Utterances






















































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX 31: Teachers' and Parents' Descriptions of the
Children's CcvlTiunicative Abilities Over Tin















Use of Symbols/Signs to Ansr Questions
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
Never	 0	 0	 0	 0
Occasionally	 50	 25	 20	 20
Reliably	 50	 75	 80	 80
Use of Syrrbols/Si9ns to Ask for Objects
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 35	 15	 10	 20
Occasionally	 60	 85	 80	 50
Reliably	 5	 0	 10	 30
Use of Symbols/Signs to Indicate Needs
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 40 20 25 25
Occasionally	 55	 75	 65	 40
Reliably	 5	 5 10 35
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
35.7	 28.6	 21.4	 7.1
50	 50.0	 35.7	 50.0
14.3	 21.4	 42.9	 42.9
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%
	
28.6	 14.3	 28.6	 21.4
	
64.3	 71.4	 57.1	 57.1
	
7.1	 14.3	 14.3	 21.4
BSL (Makaton Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
	
35.7	 28.6	 21.4	 28.6
	
57.1	 57.1	 57.1	 42.9
	7. 	 14.3	 21.4	 28.6
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
	
28.6	 14.3	 7.1	 7.1
	
64.3	 71.4	 50.0	 35.7
	
7.1	 14.3	 42.9	 57.1
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APPENDIX 31: cont.
Use of Symbols/Signs to Engage in Conversations
	
Bliss Group (n = 20)
	
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions	 Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4	 1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 50	 25	 15	 5	 57.1 42.9 35.7 35.7
Occasionally	 50	 70	 60	 50	 42.9 57.1 50.0 42.9
Reliably	 0	 5	 25	 45	 0.0	 0.0 14.3 21.4
CcvTrunication with Speech Therapist/Class Teacher
	




1	 2	 3	 4	 1	 2	 3	 4
	
%	 %	 %	 %
Never	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Occasionally	 20	 15	 0	 5	 42.9 21.4 21.4 21.4
Usually	 80	 85	 100 95	 57.1 78.6 78.6 78.6
Ccmnunication with Other Teachers
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
Never	 5	 0	 0	 5
Occasionally	 75 70	 55	 40
Usually	 20 30	 45	 55
Carinunication with Peers
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 5	 5	 0	 0
Occasionally	 85	 55	 45	 40
Usually	 10	 40	 55	 60
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %	 %
	
35.7	 14.3	 7.1	 14.3
	
42.9	 42.9	 35.7	 21.4
	




Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 40	 15	 15	 15
Occasionally	 45	 60	 45	 35
Usually	 15	 25	 40	 50
CaTInication with Parents
Bliss Group (n = 20)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
	
50.0	 28.6	 21.4	 7.1
	
50.0	 71.4	 57.1	 42.9
	
0.0	 0.0	 21.4	 50.0
BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14)
Occasions
1	 2	 3	 4
%	 %
Never	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Occasionally	 10	 10	 5	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Usually	 90	 90	 95	 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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PPPENDIX 32: Correlations Between the Linear Trends on
the Measures of Spoken Language and
Acquisition and Use of Signs/Symbols
1) The Bliss Group (n = 19):




Extent of Bliss use at school
Extent of Bliss use at hate






















ii) The BSL (Makaton) Group (n = 14):




Extent of sign use at school
Extent of sign use at hare























Total utterances 27.00± 8.54
No. spontaneous utt. s 10.29+ 6.37















PIPPENDIX 33: ans and Standard Deviaticns for the
Sign/Symbol and Spcken Language Sanples
in the Bliss and BSL (Makatcn) Groups
Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n = 7)
	 (n = 10)





























































































Bliss Group	 BSL (Makaton) Group
(n = 7)	 ( n = 10)
Mean	 S.D.	 Mean	 S.D.	 t
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APPEDDC 33: ccnt.
Ccxrarison Between the Symbol/Sign - Speech Difference




No. spontaneous utt. S
% spontaneous utt.s
No. response utt.s
% response utt .s
% 1-term utt.s
% multi-term utt . s
MSLU-1J
% Stage I entries out
























































































































































APPENDIX 34: Correlations Between the Linear Trends on the
Measures of Socialization, Attending Ability
and Classrocrn Behaviour, and the
Acquisition and Use of Symbols and Siqiis




No. of symbols understood
No. of symbols produced
Extent of cairn, with teacher
Extent of Bliss use at school






















ii) The BSL (Makaton) Group:
No. of signs understood
No. of signs produced
Extent of cairn, with teacher
Extent of sign use at school
No. of sign utt.s produced
It5UJ
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M'PEM)IX 35: The Bliss Group - Ccvparisons Beten the Children
who re Reading at Follcw-up III arid the Non-Readers
Readers	 Non-Readers
(n = 9)	 (n=ll)





English Picture Vocab. Test I
English Picture Vocab. Test III
Peynell Canprehension Scale I
Reynell Ccznprehens ion Scale III
Reynell Expression Scale I







Gestural Cczrprehens ion I
Gestural Caiprehension III
Symbolic Play Test I
Symbolic Play Test III
No. of symbols understood I
No. of symbols understood III
No. of symbols produced I


























































































































































































+ I : assessnent at baseline


























































Ivbt.tvation to camiunicate I
Motivation to camiunicate III
P-A-C Socialization Scale I
P-A-C Socialization Scale III
Rutter Teacher Questionnaire I
Rutter Teacher Questionnaire III
Putter Parent Questionnaire I







Months on Bliss pre-stiy
Weekly teaching tine I














































































































Differences beten the readers and non-readers on ordinal scale variables:
Variable
Social class
Degree of physical handicap
Inpainrent of speech musculature
Degree of intelligibility I
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